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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

1. State Party
Japan

2. State, Province or Region
Gunma Prefecture

3. Name of Property
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites

4. Geographical Coordinates to the Nearest Second
No Components Latitude Longitude

001
 (S1)

Tomioka Silk Mill N36°15’19” E138°53’16”

002 
(S2)

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm N36°14’47” E139°14’20”

003 
(S3)

Takayama-sha Sericulture School N36°12’12” E139°01’54”

004 
(S4)

Arafune Cold Storage N36°14’48” E138°38’07”

5. Textual description of the boundary(ies) of the nominated 
property

The property consists of 4 components: Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Arafune Cold Storage: together these 
components exhibit the entire production system in silkworm rearing and silk reel-
ing that made mass production of high quality raw silk possible. All components are 
delineated on the basis of the areas nationally designated as Historic Sites under 
the national Cultural Properties Protection Law. Those areas include all buildings 
and/or structures necessary to convey the significance and characteristic of each 
component. The policy to delineate the buffer zone is to identify an area where we 
need to prevent landscape factors from having negative impact that could become 
a threat to the value of the property.
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6. A4 (or “letter”) size map of the nominated property, showing 
boundaries and buffer zones
Attached to the end of the executive summary.

7. Criteria under which property is nominated (itemize criteria)
(ii),(iv)

8. Draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

a. Brief synthesis

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a technological ensemble depicting 
the significant technological interchange and development that enabled realization 
of the mass production of high-quality raw silk from the latter half of 19th cen-
tury into the 20th century, during the period when the world market was unified 
through international trade. This ensemble brought about developments in global 
silk industry as well as popularization of silk consumption and contributed greatly 
to modernization of the Japanese economy.

Mass production of high-quality raw silk was achieved through innovations not 
only in reeling technology but also in silkworm rearing methods for increased 

Photo E-2 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill (Silk-reeling plant)
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Photo E-3  S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

production of high-quality cocoons. Tomioka Silk Mill played a central role in this 
technological innovation as a pioneer in the movement. Established in 1872 by 
the national government in the heart of Japan’s sericulture region, located in the 
middle of the main island, the mill is a prototypical example of the move to intro-
duce advanced Western technology and factory systems during Japan’s early days 
of modernization. It exemplifies interchange in the fields of architecture and reeling 
technology. Tomioka Silk Mill was the setting in which a wide range of reeling tech-
nology was developed consecutively for about one hundred years, beginning with 
introduction of mechanical reeling technology from the West, and culminating in 
implementation of the automatic reeling machine in the 20th century. Here stand a 
complete set of structures that convey the progress of these important technologi-
cal innovations.

The following three sites played essential roles in advancing silkworm rearing tech-
nology and aptly convey the process of innovations in silkworm rearing methods 
and their dissemination. Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm was the starting point for 
improvements in silkworm rearing farmhouse structures focusing on ventilation. It 
was followed by Takayama-sha Sericulture School, an educational institute where 
standardized rearing methods were established by perfecting Tajima’s method 
through use of a thermal-powered system for temperature and humidity control. 
Arafune Cold Storage provided cool storage for silkworm eggs to allow multiple 
rearing seasons, which enabled mass production of cocoons. These facilities joined 
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forces in work headed by Tomioka Silk Mill to improve and standardize silkworm 
species, and were responsible for the novel developments employing scientific 
experiments for superior breeds of silkworms. The materialization of a stable pro-
vision system for fine-quality cocoons in large quantities was achieved through 
the collaboration of Tomioka Silk Mill, a large-scale factory established employing 
modern Western technology, and the silkworm farmers that further developed do-
mestic sericulture methods. Thus, a model for mass production of high-quality raw 
silk was established. This success was spread throughout the country and provided 
a standard for silk reeling factories and silk rearing establishments all over Japan.

As a result, Japan’s raw silk exportation developed exponentially to dominate a 
share of 80 percent in the global market in the 1930s. It was not only exportation 
of raw silk but also worldwide transfer of efficient technology for silkworm rearing 
and silk reeling, developed under the leadership of these four sites, that provided 
the foundations for contemporary raw silk production. Such contributions made by 
this group of sites enhanced the broad dispersal of silk products to new consumers. 

b. Justification for criteria

Application of Criterion (ii)

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites exhibit an important interchange of scientific 

Photo E-4  S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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knowledge between Japan and various countries, on developments in silk produc-
tion technology. This group of sites well exemplifies mutual exchange of industrial 
technology on a global scale that resulted in mass production of high-quality raw 
silk by the early 20th century, and brought about a uniquely modern consumer 
culture in which silk may be consumed by the general public. Western technology 
and full-scale factory systems were first introduced in Japan at the government 
established Tomioka Silk Mill. The mill spearheaded development in silk reeling 
technology and dissemination throughout Japan, and promoted advancement in 
silkworm cultivation in conjunction with three related sites. This was followed by 
the worldwide transfer of modern sericulture technology together with the effec-
tive silk production machinery perfected in Japan, which continue to support raw 
silk production to this day.

Application of Criterion (iv)

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites form an exemplary technological ensemble 
that represents the significant stage in human history when mass production of 
raw silk was realized, from the late 19th century into the 20th century.   This group 
of four sites consists of a large-scale factory and three small-scale breeding facili-
ties responsible for developments in silkworm rearing and reeling technology that 
enabled mass production of raw silk. They vividly depict the progression from 
mechanical reeling machines introduced from the West, to the later Japanese in-

Photo E-5  S4 Arafune Cold Storage
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vention of the automatic reeling machine, as well as the process of repeatedly at-
tempted innovations in silkworm breeding technology and its dissemination. Such 
technological innovations played a pivotal role in the development of the modern 
global silk-industry during this time when the world market was unified through in-
ternational trade.

c. Statement of integrity
All components of the nominated property are indispensable for giving an account 
of international exchange and major technological innovations that contributed 
to the development of the world’s silkworm rearing and silk-reeling industries. By 
treating the four components as a group of interrelated sites responsible for the 
mass production of high-quality raw silk, it is possible to exhibit the entire picture 
of the series of production systems for silkworm breeding and silk reeling. The 
nominated property is appropriately delineated to include all buildings and struc-
tures necessary to convey the significance of each component. Each of these prop-
erties is preserved accordingly.

d. Statement of authenticity
The principal structures extant at each property typically retain their original con-
struction. Site boundaries as well as the layout of main buildings within the prem-
ises remain unchanged. Minor interventions undertaken on some buildings as func-
tional enhancements to meet technological innovations of each period do not mar 
any of the major characteristics of each property. Repairs have been made with 
sufficient consideration for maintaining authenticity of original form and design, 
material and quality, use, and function. Authenticity of major characteristics includ-
ing technology and tradition is ensured.

e. Requirements for protection and management
Each component is fully protected under the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties, having been designated as a Historic Site and/or Important Cultural 
Property. In the buffer zones, all possible measures are being taken for protection 
of surrounding environments under such laws as the City Planning Act and the 
Landscape Act as well as ordinances enforced by their respective municipal govern-
ments. Comprehensive preservation and management plans to cover all compo-
nents have been formulated and are being appropriately enacted. A cooperative 
committee comprised of all relevant prefectural and municipal governments was 
established to ensure effective measures are being taken among the parties con-
cerned.

Possible major threats to these properties are natural disasters. Careful preventive 
measures against damage by such causes are being taken and long-term measures 
have been drawn up based on detailed surveys by professionals. In order to con-
tinuously protect these sites into the future, both development of surrounding ar-
eas and public access to components are being appropriately regulated. Protection 
is reinforced by the efforts of local volunteer groups involved in preservation and 
promotion of these resources.
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9. Name and contact information of official local institution/
agency

Agency for Cultural Affairs
Monuments and Sites Division, Cultural Properties Department
Address: 3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8959 JAPAN
Tel: +81-3-6734-2877
Fax: +81-3-6734-3822
E-mail: w-isan@bunka.go.jp
Web address: http://www.bunka.go.jp

Gunma Prefectural Government
World Heritage Registration Promotion Division,
Address: 1-1-1 Ote-machi, Maebasi-shi, Gunma, 371-8570, JAPAN
Tel: +81-27-226-2328
Fax: +81-27-224-2812
E-mail:sekaiisan@pref.gunma.lg.jp
Web address: http://worldheritage.pref.gunma.jp

Tomioka City
Tomioka Silk Mill Division, Department of World Heritage and Town Planning,
Address: 1-1 Tomioka, Tomioka city, Gunma Prefcture 370-2316, JAPAN
Tel: +81-274-64-0005
Fax: +81-274-64-3181
E-Mail: worldheritage@city.tomioka.lg.jp
Web address: http://www.tomioka-silk.jp/hp/en/index.html

Isesaki City 
Cultural Property Protection Division, Isesaki City Board of Education
Address: 1-64-5 Nishikubo-cho, Isesaki City, Gunma Prefecture 379-2298, JAPAN
Tel: +81-270-63-3636
Fax: +81-270-63-3001
E-Mail: bunkazai@city.isesaki.lg.jp

Fujioka City
Cultural Property Protection Division, Fujioka City Board of Education
Address: 1291-1 Shiroishi, Fujioka City, Gunma Prefecture 375-0055, JAPAN
Tel: +81-274-23-5997
Fax: +81-274-23-5997
E-Mail: bunkazai@city.fujioka.gunma.jp

Shimonita Town 
Section of Cultural Property Protection, Shimonita Town Board of Education In the 
Shimonita Town Furusato Center
Address: 71-1 Shimokosaka, Shimonita Town, Gunma Prefecture 370-2623, JAPAN
Tel: +81-274-82-5345
Fax: +81-274-82-5345
E-Mail: bunkazai@town.shimonita.lg.jp
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Figure E-1 Map of central Japan indicating the location of components of the nominated property
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For better understanding of the nomination dossier

Key Terms
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Chapter 01

1. Identifi cation of the Property

1.a. Country
Japan

1.b. State, Province or Region
Gunma Prefecture

1.c. Name of Property
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites

1.d. Geographical Coordinates to the Nearest Second
The nominated property consists of four components described in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1  Components of the nominated property and their locations

No Component 
Name

Ci  es/Town, 
Districts

Geographical 
coordinates

Component
Area (ha)

Buff er zone 
Area (ha) Map No

001
 (S1)

Tomioka 
Silk Mill Tomioka City N36°

15’19”
E138°
53’16” 5.5 151.1

Figure
1-4
1-5

002 
(S2)

Tajima Yahei 
S e r i c u l t u r e 
Farm

Isesaki City N36°
14’47”

E139°
14’20” 0.4   60.8

Figure
1-6
1-7

003 
(S3)

Takayama-sha 
S e r i c u l t u r e 
School

Fujioka City N36°
12’12”

E139°
01’54” 0.8   54.1

Figure
1-8
1-9

004 
(S4)

Arafune Cold 
Storage

S h i m o n i t a 
Town

N36°
14’48”

E138°
38’07” 0.5 148.6

Figure
1-10
1-11

Total (in hectares) 7.2ha 414.6ha

1.e. Maps and Plans, Showing the Boundaries of the Nominated 
Property and Buffer Zone

The maps (Figure 1-1 to 1-3) show the loca  on of the nominated property; followed 
by the maps (Figure 1-4 to 1-11) showing the boundaries of each component and 
buff er zone.

*S1, S2, S3, and S4 represent “Site 1”, “Site 2”, “Site 3”, and “Site 4” accordingly.
* Components area is excluded from buff er zone area
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Maps showing the location of the nominated property 

Figure 1-1 World map indicating the location of Japan

Figure 1-2 Map of Japan indicating the location of the nominated property 
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Figure 1-3 Map of central Japan indicating the location of components of the nominated property
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S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Component

Buffer zone

Maps showing the boundaries of the components and buffer zones 

Figure 1-4 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, boundary of the component and buffer zone
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ComponentS1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Figure 1-5 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, boundary of component (Close up)
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Component 

Bufferzone

Figure 1-6 S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, boundary of the component and buffer zone
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ComponentS2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Figure 1-7 S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, boundary of the component (Close up)

Pref.Rt.258
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SCALE  1:20,000
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Figure 1-8 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School, boundary of the component and buffer zone
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Component

Figure 1-9 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School, boundary of the component (Close up)

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Component

Bufferzone

Figure 1-10 S4 Arafune Cold Storage, boundary of the component and buffer zone
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ComponentS4 Arafune Cold Storage

Figure 1-11 S4 Arafune Cold Storage  boundary of the component (Close up)
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1.f. Area of Nominated Property (ha.) and Proposed Buffer Zone 
(ha.)

Table 1-2 Area of nominated property (ha.) and proposed buffer zone (ha.)

Area of nominated property 7.2ha

Buff er zone 414.6ha

Total 421.8ha
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Chapter 02

2.Description

2.a. Description of Property

(i) Overview
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a singular ensemble of industrial 
heritage properties that represent the international interchange and exceptional 
technological innovation, responsible for enabling mass production of high-quality 
raw silk. This was realized during a time when the world economy became unified 
through trade, from the mid-19th to the 20th century. Consequently, the property 
embodies developments in the silk industry that contributed to the popularization 
of silk consumption, as well as modernization of the Japanese economy, through 
a series of groundbreaking technological advancements in both silk-reeling and 
silkworm rearing that infused a large provision of Japanese raw silk into the global 
market. 

Raw silk used to make thread for silk textile, is derived from cocoons spun by ma-
ture silkworms raised on mulberry leaves. Silk production originated around 3000 
B.C. in China and its techniques spread to the countries of Asia, including Japan, 
and Europe. In the early 19th century, steam-powered mechanical reeling factories 
appeared in France and Italy which were centers of Europe’s silk industry at the 
time. Although production capacity was increased and silk products became widely 
popular among the wealthy, mass rearing of silkworms lead to the diffusion of the 
pebrine disease in the 1850s. Silk provision in Europe then became unstable. Mean-
while in Japan, after opening of the ports in 1859 and having become a proper 
member of the international market by commencing free trade, the sericulture and 
silk-reeling industries were rapidly modernized through trade expansion to play a 
leading role in the development of the global silk industry, as will be described be-
low.

Firstly, the new Meiji government1 focused on export of raw silk as part of the na-
tional policy for gaining revenue for the country’s modernization. Although Japan’s 
silk industry developed so far as to be able to fulfill domestic demands, it was not 
sufficient to meet vigorous international demands in either quantity or quality. 
Therefore, regarding silk-reeling, the national government established Tomioka Silk 
Mill to act as a model equipped with machine reeling and factory systems intro-
duced from the West, making leading-edge technology widely available to private 
companies. At the same time, developments made in the field of silkworm breeding 
by private establishments such as the Tajima farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School, realized a stable production of cocoons. As a result, by the end of the 19th 
century, Japan became an exporter of raw silk in line with the world’s leading coun-
tries of China and Italy.

Secondly, stimulated by competitive silk exports at the turn of the century, tech-

1 Meiji government was 
established in 1868 renew-
ing preceding Edo Bakufu, 
then called Edo Shogunate 
government. 
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nological developments in both silkworm rearing and silk-reeling led by the private 
sector were seen in Japan. Regarding silkworm rearing, in early 20th century, the 
government, private silk-reeling entities and silkworm farmers collaborated in na-
tionwide dissemination of methods for obtaining high-quality cocoons and for en-
abling multiple rearing seasons, resulting in the mass provision of standardized co-
coons. In silk-reeling, the cutting-edge facilities such as the automatic cocoon dryer 
and multi-end reeling machine were put into practical use for mass production 
of high-quality raw silk. Due to such technological innovations, Japan became the 
world’s top exporter of raw silk and induced dramatic development in the global 
silk industry as well as popularization of silk textile consumption.

Lastly, in the latter half of the 20th century, the automatic reeling machine, the long 
awaited “dream machine”, was put into practical use, to responding the worldwide 
automation of manufacturing industries. This automation technology was dis-
seminated from Japan to the entire world, together with domestically developed 
efficient sericulture techniques, and laid the foundation for today’s modern silk in-
dustry. The popularization of silk textile in turn set the stage for the later invention 
of affordable synthetic fibers such as rayon and nylon and their wide acceptance as 
an alternative to silk. 

(ii) Composition of the property
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites is composed of four technological complexes 
portraying significant innovations, resulting from international interchange, that 
contributed to the development of the world’s silkworm rearing and silk-reeling in-
dustries. 

Japan’s silk industry began to flourish from the 18th century and, within a very 
short period of time following the opening of ports in the mid-19th century, raw 
silk became a major export product. During this time, Gunma Prefecture was the 
breeding ground for many significant technological innovations in silkworm rearing 
and silk-reeling. As silk production became a chief export industry, international ex-
change of scientific knowledge through trade of technology and goods was vibrant 
in Gunma. Thus, while multiple historic properties2 involved in aspects of techno-
logical innovation and international exchange of the silk industry remain standing in 
the prefecture, Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites form the fundamental core of 
this activity. 

The pivotal site of the nominated property is Tomioka Silk Mill (S1), a silk-reeling 
factory established by the national government. The mill was the first example in 
Japan of a full-scale introduction of Western steam-powered mechanical silk-reel-
ing technology and factory system, where reeling had formerly been done only by 
traditional manual labor. The government encouraged silk-reeling establishments 
throughout Japan to visit and learn from this model factory, and at the same time, 
gathered female workers nationwide and trained them as capable leaders in me-
chanical reeling. As a result, modern mechanical reeling factories were founded all 

2 See Appendix 5-J, List of 
Gunma Silk Heritage Sites
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over Japan and the silk-reeling industry began to gain momentum. Subsequently, 
a mass production system for raw silk was established through collaboration with 
silkworm farmers. This led to technical advancements for increased efficiency in 
the reeling industry through introduction of the automatic reeling machine in the 
mid-20th century. Tomioka Silk Mill continued to maintain its position as Japan’s 
model factory by providing technological innovations that formed the basis of the 
present-day, global silk-reeling industry. 

Remarkably, numerous structures involved in key developments of technological in-
novation described above remain in pristine condition at Tomioka Silk Mill. They are 
preserved intact with production facilities and machinery like a rare time-capsule 
from the period when factory ceased operation.

Three fundamental complexes worked together with Tomioka Silk Mill to increase 
raw-silk production by realizing a stable provision of high-quality cocoons. These 
related sites are: Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2), origin of the groundbreaking 
silkworm breeding room structure which focused on ventilation; Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School (S3), educational institute for silkworm rearing that established 
and disseminated a standard rearing method employing not only ventilation facili-
ties but also a thermal-powered system for controlling temperature; and Arafune 
Cold Storage (S4), facility that made use of a natural cold airflow to store silkworm 
eggs, enabling cultivation of multiple crops of silkworms annually throughout Japan 
rather than once in spring. 

The modern breeding methods cultivated at these three sites were spread through 
literature and education, and resulted in a reliable increase in production that had 
formerly been unstable due to repeated failures in silkworm rearing. 

Furthermore, Tomioka Silk Mill took a leading role in collaboration with Tajima farm 
and Takayama-sha in developing a method for high-quality uniform cocoon3 pro-
duction essential for establishing a mass production system of raw silk in the early 
20th century, and spread the technology throughout Japan. Concurrently, Arafune 
Cold Storage made full use of railways and the postal system to transport essential 
silkworm eggs and contributed greatly to the production system. Owing to such 
technological innovation and collaboration in both provision of material and factory 
production, a reliable system for mass production of high-quality raw silk was final-
ly achieved. 

3 See P93, column 
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(iii) Delineation of the property
The component area of Tomioka Silk Mill is composed of the original factory prem-
ises at the time of establishment and surrounding water drains together with the 
lot later extended for silkworm egg production.

The component area of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is delineated by the boundar-
ies of land on which Yahei lived and engaged in business. The area is centered on 
the residence with silkworm breeding rooms and includes additional facilities for 
raising silkworms and remains of other such structures. 

The component area of Takayama-sha Sericulture School includes the premises of 
the family residence where Chogoro Takayama developed the Seion-iku silkworm 
breeding method and started its dissemination. The area is centered on the resi-
dence with silkworm breeding rooms and includes additional facilities for raising 
silkworms and remains of other such structures, as well as land within the premises 
that was formerly a mulberry field.

The component area of Arafune Cold Storage is comprised of the lot on which silk-
worm egg storage facilities utilizing natural cold airflow are located as well as adja-
cent roads.

The boundaries of all component areas match the delineation of each designated 
Historic Site protected under the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties.
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Photo 2-1  S1 Aerial view of Tomioka Silk Mill

(iv) Individual description of components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

- A factory established by the national government that remains as a complete 
ensemble together with manufacturing facilities

- The first full-scale raw silk factory introducing mechanical-reeling technology 
from France

- Became a model factory for advanced silk-reeling in Japan and raised the 
country’s industry to the world’s top level

- Place for development and dissemination of improved species of silkworms
- Early examples of factory architecture merging Western technology with tra-

ditional Japanese technology

Tomioka Silk Mill is located on a cliff overlooking the Kabura-gawa River in the cen-
tral part of Tomioka City. It was a machine-reeling mill built by the new Meiji Japa-
nese government with technical cooperation of French engineers as a part of the 
progressive modernization policy in 1872. The very large factory site was selected 
because it was located in the center of a traditional sericultural region with suf-
ficient supply of cocoons and easy access to fresh water and lignite cokes required 
for running the silk mill.

The Meiji government hired Paul Brunat, who was a raw silk quality inspector from 
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France, to establish Tomioka Silk Mill in 1870. The architectural design of the build-
ings was carried out by the French engineer, Auguste Bastian, who had previously 
been appointed by the government to design the Yokosuka shipyard. Japanese 
carpenters, who were unfamiliar with Western architecture, were in charge of the 
building construction under the supervision of Brunat. While Western architectural 
skills such as timber-frame brick masonry, roof trusses, and glass windows were 
introduced, conventional Japanese architectural techniques and materials were 
widely used in construction. For example, the roofs were covered with Japanese 
roof tiles, Japanese plaster was used for laying bricks fired by Japanese craftsmen. 
This culminated in works of architecture in which Western and Japanese technolo-
gies were cleverly integrated. 

Production facilities including a huge silk-reeling plant, over 100 meters long, and 
warehouses for cocoons were set up on a vast site. Steam power generated by boil-
ers was used as both a motive power to run reeling equipment and as a heat source 
for boiling cocoons.4 In addition, residences for directors, dormitories for female 
workers, and a clinic were constructed, and there were efforts to introduce West-
ern-style working environments including working regulations such as labor hours 
and non-working days according to a seven-day week calendar.

After 20 years of operation under the Meiji government, the mill ownership was 
transferred to the private sector and managed by a succession of private enter-
prises; the Mitsui family from 1893, Hara Partnership Corporation from 1902, and 
Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co., Ltd from 1939. Regardless of changes in 
management, it continued to be used as a reeling factory for 115 years until its op-
eration ceased in 1987. 

During the years of operation, the mill was a model factory, a forerunner in ad-
vanced silk-reeling which made use of the cutting-edge technology then available 
in Japan. The most advanced automatic silk-reeling machines were used here until 
1987 and remain as they were when operation ceased. The same styles of reeling 
machines are still used globally, supporting raw silk production today. In addition, 
to ensure high quality cocoons, the premises of the factory was expanded to build 
a silkworm egg production laboratory in 1908 and efforts were made to put into 
practice ways to cultivate an excellent breed of silkworm in cooperation with influ-
ential silkworm-raising farmers.

The original buildings built between 1872 and 1875, such as the silk-reeling plant, 
east and west cocoon warehouses remain intact. Furthermore, leading-edge fac-
tory facilities built at various periods by different managers, as well as facilities for 
workers and managers, are well preserved.

The building plan of the mill is shown in the Figures 2-2 through 2-4. Table 2-1 ex-
hibits the list of existing buildings. Detailed explanations on notable buildings that 
depict interchange and innovation in technology will follow. Throughout this nomi-
nation dossier, names of buildings from the government management period will 
follow the names used at the time of establishment.

4 As the first step in raw 
silk production, cocoons are 
soaked in hot water to re-
move gum to loosen threads 
for reeling.
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Photo 2-2 S1 Exterior of east cocoon warehouse, Tomioka SIlk Mill
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Blue : existing subsidiary structures (Table2-1 B)

Red : existing buildings (Table2-1 A)
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Figure 2-2 S1 Site plan, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Table 2-1 S1 The list of existing buildings and subsidiary structures of Tomioka Silk Mill

No. Period
Name of structure

(name of structure at the time when 
ceased operation)

Year of 
construction

Structure No. of stories
Roofing 
material

Beam span 
(m)

Longtitudinal 
beam span (m)

Floor area 
(sq. m)

1

Government 
Management 

Period

Silk-reeling plant 1872 TRBM 1 Tile 12.3 140.4 1,726.9
2 East cocoon warehouse TRBM 2 Tile 12.3 104.4 1,493.1
3 West cocoon warehouse TRBM 2 Tile 12.3 104.4 1,486.6
4 Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room) TRBM 1 Tile 8.6 22.2 190.6
5 Steam boiler plant (Cocoon sorting room) TF formerly 

TRBM
1 CI 14.4 10.8 155.5

6 Guard house  (Company residence) TF 1 Tile  
partially CI

7.3 9.1 87.2

7 Inspector's house 1873 TRBM 2 Tile 8.6 18.6 224.7
8 Dormitory for female instructors TRBM 2 Tile 17.4 20.1 383.4
9 Director's house: Brunat house TRBM 1 Tile West: 17.0 

East: 16.0
28.0 
27.1

916.8

10

Mitsui 
Period

Second silk-reeling plant (Warehouse and 
workroom of by-products)

1896 TF 1 CI 9.1 38.2 393.8

11 Dormitory for female workers: Haruna 
dormitory

TF 2 Tile 10.8 21.6 252.4

12 Company residence no. 71 c. 1896 TF 2 Tile 11.7 14.2 150.6
13 Company residence no. 72 1896 TF 1 Tile 

partially CI
13.5 10.9 115.8

14 Company residence no. 73, 74 TF 1 Tile  
partially IBS

10.9 23.0 229.7

15

Hara Period

Extension to inspector's house North wing:  
c. 1910s 

West wing: 
 c. 1920s

TF 1 Tile 35.6 

35.3

16 Entrance hall c. 1910s TF 1 IBS 2.9 17.0 60.6
17 Corridor c. 1910s TF 1 CI 2.6 26.6 108.7
18 Re-reeling plant and Packing room 1919 TF 1 Tile 9.1 136.4 1,242.8
19 Silk thread warehouse (Grain warehouse) TF 1 Tile 5.5 9.1 52.0
20 Silk thread warehouse TF 1 Tile 5.5 10.0 61.8
21 Accounting office (Room for flower 

arrangement classes)
TF 1 Tile 5.5 12.7 69.4

22 Cocoon drying area c. 1922 TF 1 partially 
2

CI 13.2 28.9 379.7

23 Corridor c. 1922 TF partially IF 1 CI 2.8 26.2 73.5
24 Dining hall 1923 TF 1 CI 10.9 18.2 218.4
25 Kitchen TF 1 IBS 13.7 15.4 216.4
26 Reeling plant (Re-reeling plant) c. 1924 TF 1 I 5.5 37.5 223.8
27 Corridor TF 1 CI 5.5 5.5 29.9
28 Toilet c. 1926 TF 2 Tile 2.0 2.6 4.6
29 Washroom and toilet 1926 TF 1 Tile 

I (wash room)
15.2

30 Oil shed c. 1910s BM 1 Tile 3.5 4.4 15.2
31 Dormitory for male workers TF 2 Tile 9.7 15.6 151.8
32 Toilet TF 1 Tile 2.5 4.4 18.2
33 Machine maintenance room TF 1 CI 9.8 12.5 121.3
34 Educational facility for mill workers TF 1 Tile 7.3 7.3 52.8
35 Corridor c. 1910s 

partially 1940
TF 1 CI partially 

Tile
1.8 15.3 33.7

List of Abbreviations

Structure

TRBM Timber reinforced brick masonry

TF Timber frame 

BM Brick masonry

IF Iron frame 

S Steel

Roofing Material

Tile Japanese pan tile

CI Corrugated iron

I Iron

CA Corrugated asbestos

IBS Iron batten seam 

CT Cement roof tile

Ohters

CS Cobble stone

P Pebbles

CB Concrete blocks

PS Prefabricated

 structure

A. The list of existing buildings
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36

Hara Period

Company residence no. 76 c. 1920s TF 1 Tile partially, 
CI

8.2 22.7 219.5

37 Company residence no. 79 c. 1920s TF 1 Tile 9.1 16.7 141.5
38 Company residence no. 83 c. 1920s TF 1 Tile partially I, 

IBS
7.5 30.1 242.4

39

Early 
Katakura 
Period

Seriplane room (Reel moistening room) 1938 TF 1 CI 7.2 12.6 90.0
40 Company residence no. 82 1938 TF 1 Tile partially I, 

IBS
8.2 10.9 81.0

41 Drying machine operator's room c. 1931 
c. 1942

TF 2 Tile 6.8 9.1 62.1

42 Corridor c. 1939 TF 1 CI 2.8 10.3 28.4
43 Corridor TF 1 CI 2.4 7.2 17.4
44 Corridor / reel stockroom c. 1939 TF 1 CI 7.3 9.1 66.8
45 Workroom c. 1939 

 1981
TF 1 CI 6.1 7.8 65.2

46 Cocoon handling area 1939 TF 2 CI 17.1 33.1 529.3
47 Cocoon drying area East:1939 

West:1942
TF 1 partially 2 CI partially 

slate
25.8 34.1 East:439.3 

West:439.3
48 Company residence no. 85 1940 TF 1 Tile 4.5 20.9 99.2
49 Company residence no. 86 TF 1 Tile 4.5 20.9 99.2
50 Dormitory for female workers: Myogi 

dormitory
TF 2 Tile 7.3 55.0 399.9

51 Dormitory for female workers: Asama 
dormitory

TF 1 Tile 7.3 55.0 399.9

52 Washroom TF 1 Tile 4.5 8.2 37.2
53 Corridor TF 1 Tile 1.8 8.2 14.9
54 Toilet TF 1 Tile 3.8 6.8 25.9
55 Toilet TF 1 Tile 3.8 5.6 21.4
56 Corridor TF 1 Tile 3.6 6.3 23.0
57 Corridor TF 1 CI 1.8 14.5 26.4
58 Corridor and toilet TF 1 Tile 1.8 3.6 9.9
59 Infirmary TF 1 Tile 8.2 14.5 112.4
60 Special ward TF 1 Tile 5.5 5.5 33.1
61 Sickrooms TF 1 Tile 5.8 23.6 137.7
62 Toilet c.1941 TF 1 Tile 2.8 5.5 15.3
63 Toilet c. 1942 TF 1 Tile 3.8 5.7 24.8
64 Toilet  1942 TF 1 Tile 2.8 11.2 37.2
65 Power room 1942

1962
TF 1 I 4.4 7.3 49.0

66 Laundry room c. 1942 TF 1 CI 5.5 9.1 49.6
67 Entrance hall 1944 TF 1 I 3.7 2.7 9.9
68

Late Katakura 
Period

Toilet c. 1945 TF 1 Tile, CI 2.1 5.5 26.4
69 Guard house 1947 TF 1 Tile 2.8 2.8 11.1
70 High-voltage substation 1948 TF 1 Tile 4.6 7.3 33.1
71 Toilet 1951 
72 Corridor 1952 TF 1 CI 3.9 4.6 23.0
73 Corridor 1952 TF 1 CI 2.0 8.6 17.2
74 Corridor 1953 TF 1 CI 2.4 9.8 23.5
75 Pumping house 1955, 1980 TF 1 CI 2.7 9.4 34.5
76 Re-reeling plant 1956 , 1981 TF 1 CT 5.5 22.9 174.3
77 Corridor 1956 TF 1 CI 5.5 8.1 44.1
78 Corridor 1961 TF 1 I 6.2 9.8 30.0
79 Re-reeling plant 1962 TF 1 CT 9.1 27.3 247.9
80 Corridor and reel stockroom 1962 TF 1 CT 5.3 7.3 38.9
81 Reel stockroom 1962 TF 1 IBS 3.6 5.3 19.4
82 Corridor 1962 S 1 CI 1.8 31.3 63.0
83 Corridor 1963 TF 1 CI 1.8 5.5 10.0
84 Boiler house 1966 S 1 CA 12.4 16.0 227.6
85 Extention eaves attached to coccoon drying 

area and cocoon handling area
1970 TF 2 (NA) IBS partially 

PVC
6.4 27.3 175.8

86 Cocoon supplying machine cleansing room 1970 TF 1 CI 3.3 3.7 12.0
87 East employee's lounge 1972 TF 1 CI 5.5 7.3 39.7
88 West employee's lounge 1972 TF 1  

IBS
5.5 7.3 31.3

89 Power room for water sprinklers 1973 S 1 CI 2.7 3.6 9.9
90 Cocoon storeroom 1974 TF 1 CI 9.8 10.7 104.9
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No. Period Name of structure Year of 
Construction Structure No. of 

stories
Roofing 
material

Size 
(sq. m) Notes

1

Management 
under 

Government  
Period

Chimney base

1872

S 5.6 

2 Brick drain within the premises/  
Brick drain outside the premises

BM 
side: CS Total length: 322.1m

3 Drain P
length: 34.3m 
a part of southwest of Drain 
remained

4 Well CS

φ2.3m 
Horizontal well/ 
a cave to the side of Cocoon 
boiling area remains 
A portion of the drain remains 
at the southwest corner

5 Well CS Steel cover
6 Well CS Concrete cover
7 Well CS Concrete cover
8 Well CS Oya stone well cover

9 Well CS Concrete cover,  
pump

10 Iron water tank 1875 
Steel with 

stone 
foundation

176.2 

11 Hara Period Filter basin c.1920s BM 54.5 

12 Early 
Katakura 
Period

Chimney 1939 RC φ2.5m 
Height: 37.5m

13 Garage c. 1942 TF 1 CI 95.9 
14 Main entrance c. 1943 CB, BM Openings width: 5.23m
15

Late Katakura 
Period 

Water tower 1952 RC CI φ2.4m
16 Reservoir 1952/1977 RC I 15.6 Manhole
17 Hot water tank 1952 S CI 9.0 One tank lost
18 Concrete block wall 1960 /1961/1966 CB
19 Water tank 1962 RC 8.3
20 Concrete wall 1965-1966
21 Demineralized water tank 1966 S φ2.2m
22 Heavy oil tank/ Oil weir 1965/1980 I, CB 57.7 φ3.4m
23 Fukutoku Shrine 1968 TF Copper 0.059

24 Drying area 1970 S 1 Corrugated 
PVC 98.2 

25 Pupa waste water regenerating tank 1971 S CI 6.6 φ1.8m 
Iron tank

26 Wastewater treatment lagoon tank 1974 RC I 282.5 Steel cover,  
manhole

27 River water settlement tank 1975 RC 55.0 
28 Ash storage 1984 RC 1 21.9 
29 Corridor/ roof unknown
30 Bicycle park unknown
31 West gate unknown
32 North gate unknown
33 Well unknown Concrete cover

B. The list of subsidiary structures

91

Late Katakura 
Period 

Toilet 1974 TF 1 CI 1.8 2.7 5.0
92 Pump house for industrial water drawn from 

the Kabura-gawa River
1975 IF, PS 1 CI 3.6 2.7 9.9

93 Room for water-cooling machine for reeling 1977 IF 1 CI 3.6 14.4 51.8

94 Corridor 1979 TF 1 IBS Par-
tially PVC

3.7 7.3 29.5

95 Humidifier room  c. 1979 TF 1 I 1.8 3.6 6.6
96 Passage for carrying reeled silk 1980 TF 1 I 2.7 22.5 58.8
97 Shed 1981 TF 1 CI 3.6 5.5 19.8
98 Woodchip fuel storage 1984 TF 1 CI 7.1 8.9 63.1
99 Toilet unknown RC 1 CH 3.1 5.5 17.0
100 Charcoal-powered fire room unknown CB 1 2.9 2.9 8.2
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1. Time original construction was completed (1875)

Building no longer exists: 
dormitory and subisidiary 
facilities, cocoon drying 
area, steam boiler plant 
east building, east brick 
pool

2. Late Mitsui period through early Hara period (1908)

Building no longer exists: 
silkworm egg production 
laboratory, cistern

Late Katakura period

Early Katakura period

Period unknown

Hara period

Mitsui period

Management under government period
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Figure 2-3 S1 Site plan over time, Tomioka Silk Mill

3. Late Hara period through early Katakura period (1939)

4. Immediately before cease of operation (1986)

Building no longer exists: 
silkworm egg production 
laboratory, dormitory, cis-
tern

Building no longer exists: 
silkworm egg production 
laboratory, dormitory, bath 
house
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Figure 2-4 S1 Detailed boundary of component, Tomioka Silk Mill

資産範囲
Component 
boundary 

The component boundary is delineated to include the property limit of the origi-
nal silk mill at the time of establishment, surrounding water drains, together with 
the lot for silkworm egg production laboratory extended in 1908. Because  drains 
around the factory premises are now covered and have become a part of the city 
roads, some boundary lines are located in the middle of roads.
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[Buildings constructed during the government management period (1872 – 

1893)]

The original buildings built in 1872 were laid out centering on the silk-reeling mill. 
The plant was built with the ridge beam running in east-west direction to let sun-
light into the work space. The east cocoon warehouse and west cocoon warehouse 
were built on both sides of the plant in a U shape. The steam boiler plant contained 
a boiler engine that was built to the north of the central part of the silk reeling 
plant. A cocoon drying area (no longer exists) was built to the northeast, and the 
iron chimney was placed to the north of the steam boiler plant.5 

A brick water pool (east reservoir), constructed to the east of the steam boiler 
plant leaked. Therefore, an iron water tank was installed in 1875 to replace the east 
reservoir. The underground drain conduit was made from the north side of reeling 
plant toward east side, draining sewer and rainwater into the Kabura-gawa River.

The four dormitories for female workers and its attached building were constructed 
in this period but demolished in 1893. Construction of the Director’s house (Brunat 
house), Inspector’s house, and the dormitory for female instructors followed soon 
after operations began, and construction is believed to have been completed 
sometime around 1873 to 1874. These buildings built during the government man-
agement period display both characters of Western and Japanese construction 
technologies.

5 Refer to Appendix 3a and b 
for details about the produc-
tion lines
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Silk reeling plant
Built in 1872, the silk reeling plant is the main component of the mill, where raw silk 
was reeled from cocoons. At the time of establishment, the massive plant was 
equipped with mechanical reeling machines made in France with 300 basins.6 The 
building was continuously used for silk reeling for 115 years.

It is a one-story timber-framed brick-masonry structure measuring 140.4 meters 
long. The tile roof incorporates a raised ridge to vent steam. A section of the roof 
ridge is raised to vent steam. The wooden frame is constructed of 30 centimeter-
square continuous posts supporting a king post truss.7 Brick walls are laid, mainly in 
stretcher bond, between posts. 

The plant features multiple large windows that illuminate the workspace for silk 
reeling. Originally, there were iron sash pivoted windows, but the lower part of 
those have changed into double sliding windows. The glass used for the windows 
was imported from France.  

6 Typical reeling plants 
in Europe at that time are 
about the size of 50-150 
basins.

7 A truss is a structure 
composed of a combination of 
members in a triangular ar-
rangement to support loads 
over wide spans enabling 
the provision of column-free 
space. This type of structure 
was new to traditional Japa-
nese architecture. It was an 
imported technology at the 
time of Tomioka Silk Mill’s 
establishment.

Photo 2-3 S1 East facade of 
silk-reeling plant, Tomioka 
Silk Mill
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Photo 2-4 S1 view from northwest,  silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill

Although there has been some remodeling, such as window renovation (from piv-
oted windows to side-by-side sliding windows), and additions of subsidiary struc-
tures, the original basic 1872 structure has been kept intact in excellent condition. 
Automatic silk-reeling machines that were used until the closing of the mill have 
been kept inside the plant.
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Photo 2-5 S1 Interior of silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Figure 2-5 S1 Floor plan, silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill

Figure 2-6 S1 North elevation, silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Figure 2-8 S1 Section (a-a’), silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill

Figure 2-7 S1 East elevation, silk-reeling plant, Tomioka Silk Mill
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単単単単East cocoon warehouse
Built in 1872, the east cocoon warehouse was used for storage of dried cocoons. At 
the time, the rearing cycle of silkworms in Japan was once a year, therefore, a large 
storage area was needed to keep a sufficient supply of cocoons to run the machine 
operation all year long. 

The building is of timber-frame brick masonry and measures 104.4 meters long, 
12.3 meters wide, and 14.8 meters high. The gabled roof is made of king post truss-
es and sheathed with Japanese pan tiles. Aisles run under the eaves along the south 
and west sides of the building.  

Since it was the Japanese carpenters’ first attempt to construct a Western-style 
truss, it is believed that they had doubts on the reliability of such construction be-
ing able to support the weight of the roof. In the east cocoon warehouse, built 
ahead of the silk-reeling plant, 30 centimeter-square posts were installed, penetrat-
ing the trusses to directly support the ridge beam; diagonal connecting members 
were added to the trusses to form an umbrella-like structure. The brick masonry 
walls were laid in Flemish bond. There is also an arched passageway of brick con-
struction, located north of the center of the ground floor, with a keystone inscribed 
with the construction year, “the fifth year of the Meiji period” or 1872. 

Many windows are installed on both ground and upper floor levels. Originally, some 
of them were wooden doors, although most were glazed.

Some replacements have been made to preserve fittings, and small changes have 
been made to the staircase; however, the building has been kept in excellent condi-
tion and reflects the time when it was built.

Photo 2-6 S1 Interior of 
east cocoon warehouse, 
Tomioka Silk Mill
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Figure 2-9 S1 Ground floor plan, east cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mil

Unit=mm

Figure 2-10 S1 East elevation, east cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Figure 2-11 S1 North elevation, east cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Figure 2-12 S1 Section (a-a’), east cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill
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West cocoon warehouse 
West cocoon warehouse, constructed in 1872 of timber-frame brick masonry, mea-
sures 104.4 meters long, 12.3 meters wide, and 14.8 meters high. The warehouse is 
similar to the east cocoon warehouse. The roof is gabled, and aisles under the 
eaves run along the south and east sides of the building. There originally was no 
east wall on the northern portion of the ground floor, an area used to store coal.8  
In 1896, a wooden floor was installed when this section of the building was con-
verted to a cocoon selection area, and a brick wall was installed in 1981. Apart from 
that, most of the structure has been preserved in excellent condition, much like 
when it was built in 1872.

8. See Figure 2-13
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Figure 2-13 S1 East elevation, west cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill
There originally was no east wall on the ground floor in the span indicated a-a’.

Photo 2-7 S1 View from southwest, west cocoon warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Steam boiler plant
The steam boiler plant was constructed in 1872 to house six steam boilers (five for 
the heat source for boiling cocoons and one for the power source) and a steam en-
gine.9 The one-story structure was originally of timber-frame brick masonry. It was 
structurally divided into three sections; west building with the steam engine, cen-
tral building with the steam boiler, and east building used to store coal. As the 
building underwent renovations as reeling systems were renewed and motive pow-
ers changed, the east building was lost. Today, the west building used for boiling 
cocoons and the central building for cocoon sorting at the time of the factory’s 
closing remain.

9 This engine, also known as 
the Brunat engine, was origi-
nally imported from France. 
It was removed in 1952 and 
is now housed in Museum 
Meiji-mura in Aichi Prefec-
ture. 

Figure 2-14 S1 North elevation, steam boiler plant, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Photo 2-8  View from 
northeast, Steam boiler 
plant, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Director’s house (Brunat house)
Built in 1873. It is the house where Paul Brunat, the first director of Tomioka Silk 
Mill, lived with his family. After Brunat left Japan in 1876, the building was used as a 
school and dormitory for female workers. 

The house is a one-story timber frame brick building measuring 917.0 square me-
ters. It is very large for private quarters. The verandas on all four sides are distinc-
tive of the so-called “veranda colonial” style, referring to European colonial archi-
tecture in Asia by which early Western-style architecture in Japan was influenced. 
The king post truss roof structure features a crossbeam that is the largest in the 
mill complex. The cellar made of brick was once used to store silkworm eggs after 
the egg production laboratory was built on the premises in 1908. 

Renovations to the interior of the house have been made several times to accom-
modate subsequent use as school and dormitory. Triangular dormers were added 
to the attic around 1940.

Photo 2-9 S1 View from 
southwest, Director’s house 
(Brunat house) , Tomioka 
Silk Mill

Figure 2-15 S1 South elevation, director’s house, Tomioka Silk Mil

SCALE  1:300
10m0 42
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Dormitory for female instructors
Built in 1873, the dormitory for female instructors was established as a residence 
for French female instructors who instructed Japanese workers in machine-reel-
ing.10 The dormitory is a two-story building, constructed of timber reinforced brick 
masonry. Verandas adjoin on three sides, east, south, and west, on both stories. 
Partition walls were partly removed when the building was remodeled for use as a 
dining room in 1923; however, the appearance and structure have been maintained 
in good condition.

10 All French female instruc-
tors left Japan by March of 
1874.

Photo 2-10 S1 View from 
west, Dormitory for female 
instructors, Tomioka Silk 
Mill

Figure 2-16 S1 West elevation, dormitory for female instructors, Tomioka Silk Mill

SCALE  1:150
5m0 21
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Inspector’s house 
The inspector’s house was built in 1873 as a residence for French male engineers.11

After they left Japan, the house was used as an administrative office. It is a two-
story building, constructed of timber-framed reinforced brick. Verandas adjoin on 
three sides; north, east, and south. The entrance, lean-to roof, and toilet added for 
use as an administration building do not detract from the original appearance of 
the building.

11 French male engineers 
left before the house was 
completed. They never lived 
in this inspector’s house.

Photo 2-11 S1 View from 
northeast, Inspector’s 
house, Tomioka Silk Mill

Figure 2-17 S1 East elevation, inspector’s house, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Iron water tank 
The iron water tank was built in 1875, replacing the original leaking brick pool, in 
order to pool and maintain a secure supply of water for boilers and silk reeling. Wa-
ter stored for several days was softened and made suitable for silk reeling. It is 15 
meters in diameter and 2.4 meters in depth (at the deepest point).
 
Prefabricated iron plates of two different sizes, 1.2 by 3.0 meters and 1.2 by 2.4 
meters, both in thickness of 5 millimeters, were riveted together. This tank was 
manufactured at Yokohama Seizou-jo Steel Mill. The tank is a precious relic as one 
of the earliest iron facilities constructed in Japan. Its foundation is composed of nu-
merous stone pillars laid along the perimeter and in a grid under the tank.12 

Originally, the stones were laid in two courses, but later, three more courses of 
stones were added to each pillar to raise the tank in order to increase water pres-
sure. This tank was used until the mill operation ceased, conveying the history of 
the water supply system which is indispensable for silk-reeling.

12 For illustration, see Ap-
pendix 3-c

Photo 2-12 S1 View from 
northwest, Iron water 
tank, Tomioka Silk Mill

Figure 2-18 S1 West elevation, iron water tank, Tomioka Silk Mill
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Brick drain
Built in 1872, this covered brick drain was used not only for rain water runoff from 
the buildings, but also for discharge of water used for silk-reeling.  

The drain runs eastward along the north side of the silk-reeling plant, starting from 
the northwest corner between the plant and the West cocoon warehouse. This 
section of the drain is called gesuito (within premises), while the other section from 
the east end of gesuito that runs about south straight along the boundary of the 
site to the Kabura-gawa River bank is called gaito (outside premises). 

The side walls of gesuito, 186 meters in length, are made of brick and those of 
gaito, 135 meters in length, of stone. The drain is covered by a vaulted brick ceiling, 
barely high enough for one to pass through in crouching position. For waterproof-
ing, a coating cement imported from France was applied to the wall and bottom 
surfaces. It was used until the Mill operation ceased in 1987 and it continues to 
serve as a rainwater drainage system.

Photo 2-13 S1 Brick drain, 
Tomioka Silk Mill
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[Building constructed during Mitsui period (1893 – 1902)] 

The mill was transferred to Mitsui13 in 1893. As for buildings, the second silk-reeling 
plant (present warehouse and workroom of by-products) was founded along with 
the expansion of reeling machines in 1896.14 

A new female workers’ dormitory was constructed and three company residences 
including the company residence for the mill manager were built to the west side of 
the former female workers’ dormitory.

[Building constructed during Hara Partnership Corporation period (1902 – 

1938)]  

In 1902, Mitsui withdrew from the reeling business and the Hara Partnership Cor-
poration took control over the mill. It is during this period that many improvements 
were made to the system including introduction of multi-end reeling machines, 
establishing of cocoon boiling section with the separation of boiling process from 
reeling, converting from steam engine power to electric motors, and developing 
drying machines.

The mill sought to improve raw silk quality by widening its premises onto the ad-
joining land southeast of the plant, where built a silkworm egg production labora-
tory in 1908. It also collaborated with silkworm-raising farmers to unify silkworms 
for producing cocoons into a higher quality breed. 

In 1918, the eastern half of the old second plant was converted into a cocoon boil-
ing area to employ a different method of cocoon boiling.15 In 1919, Re-reeling plant 
and packing room was built to the south of the silk-reeling plant. Around this time, 
the basic flow of silk-reeling processes from cocoon boiling, reeling, and re-reeling 

13 The Mitsui family was 
a business magnate since 
the Edo period and in 1909 
established Japan’s first 
holding company, Mitsui 
Unlimited Company

14 It is said that timber 
used for the earlier female 
workers’ dormitory from the 
time of establishment was 
dismantled that year and 
used for construction of this 
plant.

15 See p.100 for further 
detail of Minorikawa-style 
reeling machines

Photo 2-14 S1 View from 
south, Dormitory for female 
workers (Haruna dormi-
tory), Tomioka Silk Mill
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[Building constructed during Mitsui period (1893 – 1902)] 

The mill was transferred to Mitsui13 in 1893. As for buildings, the second silk-reeling 
plant (present warehouse and workroom of by-products) was founded along with 
the expansion of reeling machines in 1896.14 

A new female workers’ dormitory was constructed and three company residences 
including the company residence for the mill manager were built to the west side of 
the former female workers’ dormitory.

[Building constructed during Hara Partnership Corporation period (1902 – 

1938)]  

In 1902, Mitsui withdrew from the reeling business and the Hara Partnership Cor-
poration took control over the mill. It is during this period that many improvements 
were made to the system including introduction of multi-end reeling machines, 
establishing of cocoon boiling section with the separation of boiling process from 
reeling, converting from steam engine power to electric motors, and developing 
drying machines.

The mill sought to improve raw silk quality by widening its premises onto the ad-
joining land southeast of the plant, where built a silkworm egg production labora-
tory in 1908. It also collaborated with silkworm-raising farmers to unify silkworms 
for producing cocoons into a higher quality breed. 

In 1918, the eastern half of the old second plant was converted into a cocoon boil-
ing area to employ a different method of cocoon boiling.15 In 1919, Re-reeling plant 
and packing room was built to the south of the silk-reeling plant. Around this time, 
the basic flow of silk-reeling processes from cocoon boiling, reeling, and re-reeling 

13 The Mitsui family was 
a business magnate since 
the Edo period and in 1909 
established Japan’s first 
holding company, Mitsui 
Unlimited Company

14 It is said that timber 
used for the earlier female 
workers’ dormitory from the 
time of establishment was 
dismantled that year and 
used for construction of this 
plant.

15 See p.100 for further 
detail of Minorikawa-style 
reeling machines

to finishing was established. Furthermore, in 1924 another silk-reeling plant (pres-
ent re-reeling plant) was newly built to the south of the re-reeling plant and pack-
ing room and 48 sets of Minorikawa-style reeling machines were installed.15

In 1923 the ground floor of dormitory for female instructors was changed into a 
dining hall and was adjoined to the newly built dining hall to the south.

Re-reeling plant and packing room 

Photo 2-15 S1 View from 
southwest, Re-reeling 
plant and packing room

1. Re-reeling plant and pack-
ing room
2. Reeling plant (Re-reeling 
plant)
3. Cocoon drying area

Built in 1919, the building was used for re-reeling and finishing silk into products. 
The re-reeling process consists of rewinding thread from a small reel onto which 
it was first reeled from cocoons, to a larger reel to make skeins. Skeins were then 
removed from the larger reel for bundling into finished products, ready to be 
shipped. The building was constructed to house re-reeling equipment, which was 
initially installed at the Silk reeling plant. The equipment needed to be moved to 
make a room for the newly introduced multi-end reeling machine.  

The one-story timber-frame building of 136.4 meters in length is located to the 
south of the Silk reeling plant and is the second largest structure within the prem-
ises. The gabled roof covered with tiles is partially raised for ventilation. Though the 
roof structure employs the king-post truss, its members are thin and include many 
reused from other buildings. Such simple construction was commonly seen in ordi-
nary reeling plants throughout Japan, built during the late Meiji and Taisho periods. 
Originally, the entire side walls were installed with papered shoji screen windows; 
they have been replaced by transom and aluminum sash windows. Buttresses on 
the south side were later addition. The roof tiles were reroofed from 2002 to 2003.

3

1
2
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Reeling plant (Re-reeling plant )
Considered to have been built in 1924, the plant was originally called the Minorika-
wa-style reeling plant due to installation of the latest multi-end Minorikawa-style 
reeling machine. Later, it became a re-reeling plant. The building represents tech-
nological innovation in silk-reeling. The 37.5 meter-long central area which retains 
the single-story timber-frame structure from the time of establishment used to ex-
tend further to the east. The plant was extended to the east and west in 1956 and 
1962 respectively. It was used as a thread-winding factory until 1987.

Cocoon drying area 
The cocoon drying area is located on the west side of the east cocoon warehouses. 
This area was devoted to the drying and killing of pupas. The cocoon drying area is 
divided into two parts, south and west, with the handling area in the middle. The 
facility represents the technological innovations regarding procedures from pro-
cessing to storing of cocoons that occurred during the Taisho period. It was in use 
at the time when operation ceased.

The west drying area, built in 1922, is constructed of timber-frame with a gabled 
corrugated-steel roof. A part of the roof is raised to vent hot-air. Two Imamura-
style dryers were installed inside of this area. Now, two Yamato-style dryers are 
installed.16 
In the south drying area, the western and eastern portions of the building were 
constructed different times. This timber-frame building equipped with four dryers 
was built in two sections: the eastern portion in 1939 of king-post truss, and the 
western part in 1942 of queen-post truss. The gabled roof is raised to vent humid-
ity.

16 This automatic dryer 
dries cocoons with hot air of 
about 50-120 degrees Celsius 
carried by air ducts. Co-
coons are circulated on eight 
layered conveyer belts for 
about 6 to 8 hours to be dried 
completely. Remarkable 
improvement was made from 
the steam-powered dryer 
introduced earlier at the time 
when operation began.
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Photo 2-16 S1 
Archaeological survey, site 
of silkworm egg production 
laboratory, Tomioka Silk 
Mill

Site of silkworm egg production laboratory
The silkworm egg production laboratory was built in 1908 and has been demol-
ished. It was built on the expanded site at the southeastern corner as a research fa-
cility for production of high quality standardized eggs necessary for producing high 
quality raw silk. It was based on the idea that cooperation between sericultural 
farmers and factory production must be maintained. 

The laboratory had become rundown after the mill’s closure in 1987 and was de-
molished in 1991. Underground remains of the laboratory are preserved on site.

[Buildings constructed during early Katakura period (1938-1945)] 

In 1938, the management of Tomioka Silk Mill was transferred from Hara to the 
Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co., Ltd. In the following year of 1939, Tomioka 
Silk Mill merged with the Katakura company.

In regard to buildings, the seriplane room (currently the reel moistening room) for 
testing evenness of raw silk was built in 1938. In 1939, a single concrete chimney 
was constructed. Meanwhile, the mill became involved in improving working envi-
ronments. In 1940, company residences were constructed, as were two dormitories 
for female workers [Photo 2-17] that were built together with a clinic [Photo 2-18].
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Photo 2-17 S1 View from 
east, Dormitory for female 
workers (Myogi dormitory 
and Asama dormitory), 
Tomioka Silk Mill

Photo 2-18 S1 View from 
west, Clinic, Tomioka Silk 
Mill

[Buildings constructed during the late Katakura period (1946-1987)]

The development of automatic reeling machines which had just begun before the 
Second World War was soon accelerated. The K8-type machine was introduced in 
1952 and small improvements were made one after another; the current Nissan 
HR-type was used in production from 1966.

In addition, after the Second World War, following innovations in reeling technol-
ogy, facilities for motive powers and factory water as well as those for improving 
working conditions became necessary. While a high-voltage substation plant and 
wastewater treatment lagoon tank were newly constructed, and additions were 
made to many other buildings were added onto, they were all small in scale.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

-Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure utilizing a ventila-
tion system (Prototype of modern sericulture farmhouses) 

- Yahei Tajima perfected the modern method of sericulture called seiryo-iku 
and set the major trend in Japanese sericulture early in the Meiji period

- Participated in international interchange through direct sales of silkworm 
eggs to Italy

- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of im-
proved species of silkworms

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is located just to the south of the Tone-gawa River 
in southern Isesaki City. The area is called Shimamura, literally island-village, due 
to its setting on the sandbank of the river. As a result of changing river-flow, the 
sandbank developed gradually over time until the beginning of the 20th century. 
Although not suitable for rice farming, the sandy soil of Shimamura sufficed for 
cultivation of mulberry, and from late Edo period and the area was well known for 
silkworm egg production.

Yahei Tajima17 perfected the modern method of sericulture called seiryo-iku18  
through research on effective methods for sericulture, and publicized it in his im-
portant sericulture treatise, “Yosan Shinron (New Theory of Sericulture)” in 1872. 
He also published “Yosan Shinron, Sequel” in 1879 and accepted students from all 
over Japan, disseminating his skills in sericulture. As the birthplace of seiryo-iku,the 
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm became the prototype for modern sericulture farm-
houses characterized by the two-story structure with a gabled tile-roof and a koshi-
yane raised section at the ridge with windows for ventilation.19

17 Yahei Tajima (1822-1898)

18  For more details on 
seiryo-iku, see p.86

19 This raised roof for venti-
lation are called by a number 
of names, such as koshiyane, 
tenso, or kinuki-yagura. In this 
document we will use the 
term koshiyane.

Photo 2-19 S2 Aerial view 
of Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm
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Photo 2-20 S2 View from east, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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Furthermore, Shimamura’s silkworm-egg production farmers such as Yahei Tajima 
actively engaged in exporting silkworm eggs. Soon after export of silkworm eggs 
from Japan was permitted in 1864, farmers were given the chance to export their 
eggs to Europe, where pebrine damage had devastated the European silk industry. 

Once the cure for pebrine was found by Luis Pasteur, the farmers shifted their mar-
keting strategy to include direct sale of eggs to Italy by transporting the commodity 
themselves. Yahei Tajima observed Italian sericulture conditions at the time of his 
visit in 1879. He carried out research on silkworm diseases and testing of mother 
moths by using a microscope after the person in charge of the fourth direct expor-
tation of silkworm eggs brought German microscopes back to Japan from Italy.  

The farmhouse for sericulture built in 1863 is conserved in good condition. Other 
facilities such as a storage area for mulberry leaves and a storeroom for silkworm 
eggs are also conserved in the site.

The main building used for sericulture
Built in 1863, this main building with a ventilation system is an innovative architec-
ture for sericulture. It was originally designed and built specifically for practicing the 
seiryo-iku method. This two-story house with a tiled roof and raised roof section 
for ventilation became the origin of modern sericulture farmhouse architecture in 
Japan.

The timber-frame building, measuring 28.2 by 12.2 meters, stands facing south-
east to take advantage of the timely wind during the sericulture season (spring-
summer). Large openings are provided in the northwest-southeast direction, while 
the raised roof and windows for ventilation stretches across the whole ridge. The 
ground floor was used as living quarters and the upper floor for raising silkworms; 
catwalks of the attic space were where mature silkworms spun cocoons. Further-
more, the farmhouse was constructed on a mound for protection from inundation. 

Yahei Tajima used the microscopes to carry out research on silkworm diseases and 
added a room to the northern corner of the building for this purpose. This unique 
feature could be found in only one other house in neighborhood. In the 20th centu-
ry, when the Tajimas engaged themselves in test-rearing of foreign bred silkworms 
and further research on the F1 hybrid, the upper floor was subdivided into six 
rooms in order to breed specific silkworm species and to safeguard from accidental 
cross-breeding. Recent minor alterations to the buildings both in interior and exte-
rior are evident, but they are not crucial to the main structure. It is possible to re-
store it back to its original condition. The projecting front entrance depicted in an 
illustration20 in “Yosan Shinron (New Theory of Sericulture)” was demolished in 
1952.

20 See p.106 photo 2-46
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Other buildings
Other buildings at the site include a storage area for mulberry leaves called ku-
waba; a former silkworm-raising room called besso; a storehouse for silkworm eggs 
called tanegura; and a well building where water was collected for daily consump-
tion and sericultural purposes; a building for storing documents called bunkogura; a 
house shrine; and torii gate (Shinto shrine archway) donated by customers outside 
Gunma prefecture.  

There is also a monument commemorating Empress Teimei’s visit in 1948, demon-
strating the farm’s link to the royal family. The foundation of a room exclusively for 
sericulture called shin-sanshitsu built on the east side of the main building and the 
foundation of a barn, which may have been the experimental reform of a silkworm-
raising room by Yahei Tajima, also remain. 

Photo 2-21 S2 Interior of attic space under the raised roof, main building, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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Photo 2-22 S2 View from northwest, Besso (left) and kuwaba (right), Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Photo 2-23 S2 View from north, Exterior of the microscope room (tiled-roofed projection in the center), Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm
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Figure 2-19 S2 Site plan, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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Figure 2-21 S2 Southeast elevation, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Figure 2-22 S2 Section (a-a’), main building, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

- Birthplace of seion-iku method, which became the standard in modern Japa-
nese sericultural technology.

- Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure used to practice 
seion-iku.

- Established a specialized school for sericulture and successfully spread mod-
ern technology throughout Japan and overseas.

- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of an 
improved species of silkworms.

Takayama-sha Sericulture School is located in the outskirts of Fujioka City, on the 
fluvial terrace at a small valley formed by the Sanna-gawa River. Sericulture had be-
gun in this region in by Edo period.

After Japan opened its doors to the world, raw silk became a major export item and 
prominent silkworm-raising farms in each region worked on improving cocoon 
quality and increasing production of cocoons. Takayama-sha was a sericulture 
school established by Chogoro Takayama,21 one of the most successful sericulture 
specialists at the time, to teach seion-iku,22 a method he devised for raising silk-
worms, which involved careful control of ventilation and temperature. Chogoro 
Takayama also organized a private sericulture school in 1884. Takayama-sha’s stu-
dents came not only from inside Japan but also from China and the Korean Penin-
sula. As a result, seion-iku became the standard method of sericulture in Japan.

21 Chogoro Takayama (1830-
1886)

22 See p.86

Photo 2-24 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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The Takayama-sha Sericulture School includes the farmhouse where Chogoro 
Takayama lived and also the birthplace of the Takayama-sha. The main building 
was built by Bujuro,23 the son of Chogoro and the third president of Takayama-sha, 
in 1891 as an ideal farmhouse with sericulture rooms specially designed for the 
seion-iku method. From 1887 to 1927 the site was also used as a practical school 
of Takayama-sha, and featured equipment necessary to implement the seion-iku 
method, embodying the development of modern sericultural technology.

The main building used for sericulture 
This farmhouse consists of 2 section, single-story section built in c. 1875, and two-
story section added to the east in 1891. The ground floor was used as living quar-
ters and the upper floor for raising silkworms. The construction of the farmhouse 
with a raised roof for ventilation was derived from Yahei Tajima’s teachings. The dif-
ference between the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is that there are features, con-
ceived the use of heating devices at the time of construction, to enable the precise 
management of temperature and ventilation throughout the structure.  

This two-story section is of wood frame construction measuring 17.0 meters long, 
and 7.7 meters wide. It was roofed with wooden boards, but now with tiles. The 
upper floor was allocated for sericulture rooms facing the south to make good use 
of the timely winds of the sericulture season (spring-summer). The upper floor was 
partitioned into six rooms by detachable fittings, and attached by a corridor on the 
south side that also has detachable fittings.  

In order to enhance airflow, the ground floor is elevated and large windows are 
provided on each floor both in the north and south directions. There are transoms 
above the full-height windows of the upper floor and three raised roofs structures24 

and windows for ventilation above the ridge of the main roof. Innovative structures 
can also be seen on the floor and ceiling. There are ventilation openings in the 
floors where silkworm shelves were set and the ceiling of the upper floor called 
komagaeshi is latticed [Photo 2-27]. The attic was used for mounting of silkworms 
for cocooning. Furthermore to control temperature, two rooms on the ground floor 
have floor hearths, and each room on the upper floor has one or two places for 
situating a brazier, enabling the individual adjustment of temperatures. 

Recent minor alterations to the building in both the interior and exterior are evi-
dent, but they do not affect the main structure. It is possible to bring it back to its 
original condition.

Other buildings
Aside from the main building, the nagaya-mon gate, the bath house/kitchen, and 
the outside toilet remain at Takayama-sha to this day. Furthermore, foundations of 
lost buildings such as an exclusive sericulture building, and mulberry-leaf storage 
area and the site of the former mulberry field remain. Locations and scales of struc-
tures related to the practical school have been identified through investigation of 
building foundations and historic documents such as a divination plan and illustra-
tions. 

23 Bujuro Takayama (1860-
1951) the third president of 
Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School

24 It is the same facilities as 
the koshiyane at Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm, but it was 
called tenso at Takayama-
sha.
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Photo 2-25 S3 View from east, Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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Photo 2-26 S3 Interior detail of silkworm shelves and brazier facilities, Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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Photo 2-27 S3 Interior 
detail of latticed ceiling, 
Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School

Photo 2-28 S3 Aerial view of 
Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School
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Figure 2-24 S3 South elevation, main building, Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Figure 2-23 S3 Site plan, Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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Figure 2-27 S3 Section (a-a’), main building, Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage
- The largest known commercial cold storage facility for silkworm eggs, mak-

ing use of natural cold airflow
- Representative example of modern storage facilities for silkworm eggs that 

enabled multiple rearing cycles for increased production
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of im-

proved species of silkworms

Arafune Cold Storage is located 840 meters above sea level in a mountainous re-
gion in western Shimonita Town, near the Nagano Prefecture border. This area is 
topographically formed with exposed plutonic rocks from the Tertiary period. Its 
masses of rocks collapsed and filled a valley. A leading theory suggests that the cold 
airflow travels through gaps between rocks and ice stratum that is chilled during 
the winter season. Arafune Cold Storage employs cold airflow for storing silkworm 
eggs. 

From ancient times, silkworm rearing in Japan has been customarily carried out 
once a year in spring. By the late 19th century, people learned to control the num-
ber of annual rearing cycles by storing silkworm eggs in cold storage where a con-
stant low temperature was naturally maintained, even in the summer, to manage 
the timing of hatching. 

Arafune Cold Storage was the largest silkworm egg storage facility25 in Japan, ca-
pable of storing a volume of 1.1 million sheets of paper on to which silkworm eggs 
were tightly laid.  Originally, there were three cold storage buildings. Foundation 
walls built along the mountain slope, utilizing stones that had been deposited, 
formed cellars that supported the wooden-framed upper structures and their 
heavy earthen walls.

Arafune’s founder established this cold storage by first visiting other cold storage 
facilities already in operation and by cooperating with experts from the fields of 
meteorology, sericulture, as well as architecture. This brought about success in 
maintaining constant temperatures in the storage spaces. Methods were devised to 
alleviate an abrupt change of temperature when eggs were carried out, resulting in 
a favorable hatching rate. 

With clients in 40 prefectures throughout Japan, and even on the Korean Peninsula, 
Arafune Cold Storage contributed to an escalated production of raw silk by increas-
ing the number of silkworm rearing cycles, particularly to increase summer and au-
tumn yield of cocoons.26 

25 See Appendix 5-h

26 See p.116, Figure2-43
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Photo 2-29 S4 View from northwest, Arafune Cold Storage
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Structure of cold storage
In order the create a sturdy structure and secure passageways for cold airflow, 
firstly stones about 50 centimeters in diameter (stone pitching) were roughly piled 
on a mountain slope made of large natural rocks. Then, spaces between those 
pitching stones on mountain side and stone masonry (surface rocks) that made up 
the storage facilities were filled with stones of 20 to 30 centimeter diameter (Figure 
2-28). Joints in stone masonry facing the valley were sealed from the exterior of the 
foundation walls to avoid leaks of cold air. Joints in between three storage buildings 
are not sealed so that cold air can flow. The original buildings consisted of two sto-
ries below and one above ground. 

In response to the condition of each season, they chose the placement of eggs 
according to when the eggs were to be shipped out. For example, in the summer 
and autumn seasons, when there were great temperature differences between 
the interior and exterior, eggs were first stored at the bottom level, and then eggs 
were gradually moved to upper floors to adapt to external temperatures in order to 
maintain favorable hatching rates.

Silkworm eggs were no longer stored from around 1935, and later after World War 
II, upper structures were torn down, but fortunately the stone foundations were 
left intact as well as the natural mechanism of circulating cold air that sustains the 
temperature of two to three degrees Celsius, the same as when Arafune storage 
was in operation, even during summer to this day (Figure 2-30). The area of the 

designated Historic Site was 
delineated in consideration of 
landform for maintaining this 
natural mechanism. 

Stone foundations of an ad-
ministrative building next to 
these cold storage facilities 
and a passageway linking the 
buildings are also included 
within the site boundary.

Figure 2-28 S4 Section 
model of masonry struc-
ture

cold air

back
filling

stone
pitching

Section model of masonry structure

large rocks

surface
rocks

Inside
storage facility
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Figure 2-29 S4 Mechanism 
of natural cold airflow

Photo 2-30 S4 
Reconstruction model of 
Arafune Cold Storage

Division of cultural property 
protection, Shimonita Town 
Board of Education
Briefing material of cold stor-
age (created in September 
21st, 2012)

　　

　

　　

Briefing material of cold storage (created in September 21st, 2012)
Division of cultural property protection, Shimonita Tawn Board of Education
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down during winter. 
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Figure 2-30 S4 Change of 
temperature throughout 
the year

Photo 2-31 S4 Cold airflow 
at Arafune Cold Storage, 
No. 1, June 21, 2011
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Figure 2-31 S4 Plan, Arafue Cold Storage

Figure 2-32 S4 Profile, Arafune Cold Storage

Chapter 02

Plan : Orthographic image
Post–processed orthographic image showing a plan of three foundation stone walls of the Cold Storage. 

Profile: Point-cloud-data image
Point cloud data acquired by a laser scanner showing longitudinal section of the cold storage. The processed 
image displays all cloud points acquired from the profile line.

Cold Storage No.1

Cold Storage No.2

Cold Storage No.3
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Cold storage No.1
Cold storage No. 1, constructed from 1905 and operational from winter of 1906, is 
9.7 meters long, 4.1 meters wide, and 3.4 meters high at the northern stone wall. A 
loading slope approximately 1.2 meters wide, is set against the inside of the eastern 
stone wall that connects to another slope along the northern stone wall. The south-
ern side of the stone wall partially collapsed in 2010. Investigation for restoration is 
underway. The eastern, northern, and western stone walls are in good condition.

Cold storage No.2
Cold storage No.2, completed by 1908, is 15.9 meters long, 5.6 meters wide and 4.5 
meter high and the northern stone wall. The western stone wall from which cold air 
emanates is connected to the bottom of the eastern stone wall of cold storage No.1 
(Figure 2-32). The east, south, and west stone walls are in good condition, while the 
center of the north wall is collapsed inward.

Cold storage No.3
Cold storage No.3, which was built by 1914, is 13.2 meters long, 5.0 meters wide, 
and 4.5 meters high at the northern stone wall. The east and west stone walls are 
in good condition. Two-thirds of the eastern section of north wall was reinforced 
sometime before 1920. The south wall is partially collapsed, but other parts of the 
wall are in good condition.

Site of the administrative building (bansha) 
The administrative building was built on flat land to the south of cold storage No.3. 
It was a single-story wooden building with dimensions of 9 meters wide and 4.5 
meters long. In establishing cold storage No.1, a private telephone line was laid be-
tween the “Shunju-kan” office, located approximately 7 kilometers away, and this 
administrative building.

Despite being rebuilt, the final building was demolished in the 1950s. The masonry 
and a reservoir for storing water for this building are all that remain now.
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2.b. History and Development 

(i) Background of the Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
(i)-1 Development of the global silk industry
The origin of silk production
Silkworm breeding and silk production started in China around B.C. 3,000. Chinese 
raw silk and silk fabric were introduced to Europe via the Silk Road, and the most 
remarkable trade relation was the one between the Roman Empire and the Han 
Dynasty from around the time of the birth of Christ. Silk was highly esteemed in the 
Roman Empire, accelerating trade with China. The name of the Silk Road is derived 
from such history.27

Sericulture and silk-reeling technology were introduced to Japan around the time of 
the birth of Christ. They were introduced to the Byzantine Empire around 6th cen-
tury B.C., but this did not lead to the establishment of industries including mulberry 
leaf cultivation or silkworm breeding. The full-scale dissemination of sericulture and 
silk-reeling techniques took place from the 8th century onwards by a route via the 
Islamic Empire, which covered Central Asia to North Africa. This route played a role 
in spreading sericulture and silk-reeling technique to Sicily in the 10th century and 
then southern Italy. It spread slowly in the Italian peninsula during the 13th-14th 
centuries. On the other hand, silk production technology was brought to Spain, 
then to Portugal through North Africa in the 13th century, and became a major in-
dustry of the country.

In the medieval period, the demand for silk among kings, feudal lords and clergy-
men became great. Sericulture and silk-reeling techniques spread from south to 
north together with the development of agricultural technology. Consequently, it 
spread to France in the 15th-16th century and by the 17th century an industrial 
center of sericulture and silk-reeling had formed in France and Italy.

The appearance of silk-mills in Europe
Along with sericulture, silk-reeling techniques introduced from China to Europe 
were firstly hand reeling and then foot-operated reeling equipment developed in 
China around the 13th century. Mid-16th century Europe saw the development of 
the division of labor in the silk-reeling industry, and a new production model known 
as silk mills developed in the 18th century. Furthermore, at the beginning of the 
19th century, steam powered silk-reeling factories appeared and spread into vari-
ous parts of Europe from France and Italy. A notable shift in the silk-reeling industry 
from small-scale production in farming households and farming villages to mass-
production through factory system occurred. The trade of raw silk produced in Eu-
rope in the international markets flourished.

Factory production of raw silk in Europe required an increase in cocoon production, 
so silk farmers in Europe were forced to raise large amounts of silkworms in limited 
spaces. However, along with the use of home-propagated silkworm eggs, this re-
sulted in the diffusion of various silkworm diseases and particularly pebrine in the 

27 or details on history 
described in (i)-1, refer to the 
report by Koinetwork in Ap-
pendix 5-d
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1850s. The demand for silk fabric in Europe had been increasing steadily since the 
industrial revolution, but the diffusion of pebrine forced the industry to rely on im-
porting raw silk from Asia to make up for damage to production. Even though Italy 
recovered from pebrine after Pasteur developed a way to eradicate this disease in 
1870, sericulture in France remained on the decline. Therefore the volume of raw 
silk imported from Asia had continued to increase. 

Return of silk-reeling technology to Asia
To cope with demand in the late 19th century, Europe sought to increase raw silk 
production by introducing machine silk-reeling technology and the factory system 
to China, India, and Japan, the major raw silk production countries in Asia. With 
this, Asia, which had brought silk-reeling manual to Europe, was now receiving it in 
the form of mechanized silk-reeling technology. [Figure 2-33]

The East India Company began building modern silk-reeling factories in India in the 
late 18th century, and by the late 19th century, many silk-reeling factories had been 
established in the Bengal region. However, the quality of locally-produced cocoons 
made them difficult to use with machine-reeling, and eventually there was an out-
break of pebrine. As a consequence, machine-reeling factories were unsuccessful in 
India.

Figure 2-33 Map indicating technology transfer from Europe to Asia (modern Western silk-reeling technology)

JAPAN

Spread of silk-reeling technology from 
China to Europe (from ancient to medi-
eval time)

Transfer of modern Western silk-reeling 
technology from Europe to Asia
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(i)-2 The silk industry in Japan to modern times 
Start of silk production in Japan
Sericulture was first introduced to Japan around the time of the birth of Christ. A 
Chinese history scroll notes29 the receipt of Japanese silk fabric as a gift from Ja-
pan’s king in 239, showing that silk production in Japan had already started in the 
3rd century.

In the Nara period (710-784) and Heian period (794-1192), the Imperial Court en-
couraged the sericulture industry to pay tax in silk yarn and fabric. Consequently, 
sericulture, silk-reeling, and silk textile production spread in Japan during the 8th to 
12th centuries, and the present day, Fujioka City and Kiryu City area became known 
as a silk-producing region in Gunma Prefecture. However, the quality of domesti-
cally-produced silk was not particularly high and high-quality raw silk and silk fabric 
had to be imported from China.

Silk started to become popular among the new ruling classes including samurai and 
wealthy classes such as affluent merchants in the Kamakura period (1192-1333) and 
Muromachi period (1392-1573), and large amounts of raw silk and silk fabric from 
China were brought to Japan by European trading ships when trade with Europe 
started in the 16th century.

High-quality silk from China called shira-ito or white thread occupied 75% of the to-
tal amount of imports during the early Edo period (1603-1867), putting a strain on 
the balance of trade. This caused the shogunate30 to limit imports of shira-ito from 
1685. Taking this as an opportunity, the production of raw silk in Japan increased 
and the sericulture industry expanded from the Kinki region to the Kanto and To-
hoku regions to form a sericulture region on Japan’s main island after the shogu-
nate used domestically-produced silk and set forth sericulture promotion measures 
in 1713.

Tomioka Silk Mill was later built in Gunma Prefecture, where two-thirds of the 
land is mountainous and volcanic ash land is abundant, making many areas unsuit-

29 “Sangokushi (Annals of 
the Three Kingdoms) Gisho”

30 The regime that governed 
Japan during the Edo period

In China, a British company established a silk-reeling mill in Shanghai in 1861, and 
by the 1870s, factories had been built by the British, Germans, and French in Shang-
hai and Guangdong. The majority of factories in China were foreign owned and 
even if they were Chinese owned businesses, management of the factory was often 
outsourced to operators and those contracts were renewed annually. These cir-
cumstances worked to prevent Chinese operators from developing modern ma-
chine-reeling techniques imported from Europe in their own way. Under the cir-
cumstances, the first factory in Shanghai was closed down in a short time, and 
subsequent factories did not develop smoothly.28

In Japan, on the other hand, silk-reeling and sericulture expanded greatly. For de-
tails on the expansion of the Japanese industry, refer to (i)-3 of this chapter.   

28 Kiyokawa  2009 
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able for rice farming. As a result, many farmers took advantage of the shogunate’s 
incentive to produce raw silk domestically and expanded into sericulture and silk 
reeling as a side job for some extra cash income.

Improving sericulture methods
As sericulture flourished throughout Japan, sericultural methods which had previ-
ously bred silkworms in a natural state were improved and many sericulture trea-
tises were published to provide instructions on rearing methods. Rearing methods 
using heating power started at the beginning of the 18th century, when in Kaiko 
Yoiku Tekagami [The Sericulture Manual],  by Shigehisa Baba of Gunma Prefecture 
recommended ways of keeping silkworm rooms warm by using heat in conjunction 
with paper partition,31 particularly on cold days. In the mid-18th century several 
rearing methods were developed from experience to accommodate climates in 
each region such as methods called tennen-iku that make use of natural environ-
ment, methods that vigorously warm silkworm rooms, and methods that warm up 
silkworm rooms only on cold days called setchu-iku.

Scientific knowledge had been used for sericulture by the late Edo period. In 1849, 
Zen’uemon Nakamura authored San-tokei Hiketsu [Treatise Using Thermometer 
for Sericulture], and developed modern temperature management methods using 
a san-tokei (silkworm thermometer). Following that, a method called ondan-iku to 
breed silkworms at a warm temperature using a thermometer and heating devices 
became popular in the Tohoku region which has cold climate.

As the practice of using part of the upper floor of farmhouse as a silkworm rearing 
room in order to expand sericulture management began, so did the emergence of 
two-story farmhouses built specifically with the entire upper floor devoted to silk-
worm rearing.

Furthermore, in regard to silk-reeling technology, the Joshu hand-reeling device us-
ing gear wheels and the Oshu hand-reeling device using belts were invented in the 
latter half of the Edo period, leading to improvements in the quality of silk and the 
speed of silk-reeling.

By the late 19th century, the time immediately before Japan opened its doors to 
trade with the outside world, sericulture and silk-reeling techniques had devel-
oped to an advanced level, owing to these technological innovations that began in 
the 18th century. This resulted in high-quality silk fabric production areas, such as 
Nishijin in Kyoto and Kiryu in Gunma, as well as general-use silk fabric production 
areas appearing in various regions. The Japanese silk industry had reached the level 
at which its cocoons, raw silk, and silk fabric were widely distributed.

31 A partition made of paper 
placed inside a silkworm 
room like a curtain to keep 
the room warm
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(i)-3 Development of the modern silk industry through mutual exchange between 
Japan and other countries  
Opening of Japanese ports
Japan emerged from self-imposed isolation and began trading with other countries 
in 1859. The country’s exports were mainly raw silk, accounting for 65% of total 
export value of Yokohama Port in 1860, a year after ports were opened. Yokohama 
was the predominant outport of Japan at the time. This increased to 80% or more 
after 1862. At that time, an outbreak of pebrine spread throughout Europe, devas-
tating sericulture on the continent and resulting in a high demand for Japanese raw 
silk.

On the other hand, the export of silkworm eggs had been prohibited soon after the 
ports were opened, but this prohibition was lifted in 1864, and exports to Europe 
soared. However, they dropped dramatically from 1877 after Pasteur developed a 
way to eradicate pebrine in 1870.
　　
Introduction of silk-reeling machine
As raw silk exports dramatically increased after the ports were opened, the overall 
low standard of Japanese raw silk was noticed overseas due to the large quantities 
of inferior products that had been rushed to export. Because of this, it became nec-
essary for the Meiji government, which had taken over from the Shogunate in 1868, 
to gain the trust of its export partners by improving the quality of raw silk, Japan’s 
principal export product. The new government refused offers from various foreign 
countries to construct silk-reeling factories with foreign capital. To protect its eco-
nomic independence, constructing modern silk-reeling factories with domestic cap-
ital became an urgent task for the government. The Maebashi clan32 invited experts 
from Switzerland to construct Japan’s first hydraulic-powered machine-reeling fac-
tory in present day Maebashi, after which several small-scale machine-reeling fac-
tories were constructed. Maebashi in Gunma Prefecture had been a silk-producing 
region from the Edo period. However, these silk-reeling factories were all small-
scale, insufficient as modern factories. Therefore, the Meiji government construct-
ed Tomioka Silk Mill (S1) as a large-scale, national model with state-of-the-art facili-
ties in 1872.

The Meiji government expected factories modeled after Tomioka Silk Mill to be 
built one after another across Japan and technicians and female workers who 
trained at Tomioka to return to their respective regions as instructors in machine-
reeling techniques. This aim was widely accepted by entrepreneurs and small and 
mid-scale factories were established nationwide.

In Nagano Prefecture, which later became one of the central sericulture regions, 
numerous reeling mills were built concentrating mainly in the Suwa region. Here, 
French reeling technology from Tomioka Silk Mill was adopted as the base and 
Italian techniques were adopted in part, developing a new method that enabled 
building construction and facilities installation at low costs. This method spread 
throughout Japan as Suwa-style mechanical reeling. Factories in each region were 

32 The local government that 
governed the area around 
present day Maebashi City, 
Gunma. The government 
transferred to Gunma Pre-
fecture in 1871.
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Establishment of modern silkworm-raising methods
The increased demand for raw silk after the opening of the ports meant that seri-
culture farmers had to improve the quality while increasing the quantity of cocoon 
production. The most famous example being Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2) , 
built in 1863.

This silkworm-raising farmhouse designed by Yahei boasted an innovative structure 
incorporating a ventilation system that made use of natural wind to facilitate the 
new seiryo-iku sericulture technique aimed at stabilizing cocoon production. This 
farmhouse became the prototype for modern silkworm-raising farmhouses.

Yahei Tajima authored Yosan Shinron [New Theory of Sericulture] in 1872 to help 
spread the use of seiryo-iku by silkworm-raising farmhouses. When the construc-
tion of the silk mills and mass-production of raw silk led to a shortage of cocoons, 
farmers responded to this by introducing modern silkworm-raising farmhouses 
modeled after Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and the modern seiryo-iku sericulture 
method making use of silkworm-raising rooms in an attempt to increase production 
and improve the quality of cocoons.

Seiryo-iku was the first modern sericulture method to spread throughout Japan 
based on a publication.

However, there was a limit when it came to improving ventilation in less windier 
regions or colder regions where temperature control was needed. Thus, in the 
1880s Chogoro Takayama developed the innovative seion-iku sericulture method. 
This method combined the strengths of the ondan-iku method, which uses a ther-
mometer and heating devices to control temperature thermally, and the seiryo-iku 
method, which controls humidity by a ventilation system.

built by local governments or entrepreneurs, and adaptations were made to the 
original model of Tomioka Silk Mill through unique approaches. They simplified the 
architecture, motive power, and machinery in line with Japanese technical stan-
dards and added some ingenious alterations.

Though private mechanical reeling factories were mostly small-scale at the time of 
establishment, after having experienced rise and fall of the industry, rapidly devel-
oped and giant companies such as Katakura Reeling made their appearance in the 
20th century.

Meanwhile, there were farmers engaged in traditional zaguri manual-reeling that 
formed filature cooperatives and succeeded in improving product quality by adopt-
ing a broad range of modern techniques, in addition to those for silk-reeling itself, 
such as processing and preservation of cocoons or methods for sorting and finish-
ing raw silk.
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To diffuse the method, he established Takayama-sha in 1884 as the first special-
ized school for sericulture in Japan. In 1891, Chogoro’s son built a model silkworm-
raising farmhouse for effectively implementing the seion-iku method and used this 
for practical training at Takayama-sha(S3). More than 20,000 students from Japan 
studied at Takayama-sha and international students from China, and the Korean 
Peninsula also enrolled. As a result, seion-iku spread throughout Japan and became 
the standard sericulture method in Japan at the end of the 19th century.

Increasing the number of annual rearing cycles
Together with the advances of sericulture technology, research on techniques in us-
ing natural cool wind to store silkworm eggs in cold storage and adjust the incuba-
tion period was carried out to achieve multiple rearing cycles.

In 1904, when Senju Niwaya, who studied at Takayama-sha, focused on cold air-
flowing out in the vicinity of his residence in Shimonita Town, his father, Seitaro 
Niwaya, decided to build a silkworm egg storage facility and in 1905, assembled 
the latest sericulture, meteorological and architectural technologies in building the 
Arafune Cold Storage (S4).

The hatching rate of eggs stored at Arafune Cold Storage was excellent because of 
its structure which ensured that there were little changes in temperature through-
out the year and moderated temperature changes in the silkworm eggs when en-
tering and exiting the facility. Arafune Cold Storage had the largest storage capacity 
of silkworm eggs in Japan and made use of modern communications and transport 
technologies, such as railway and telecommunications to take orders for silkworm 
egg storage from 40 prefectures in Japan and the Korean peninsula. Accordingly, it 
enabled the expansion of sericultural production in the summer and autumn and 
ensured, a large supply of cocoons in Japan.
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World’s top exporter of raw silk
Due to the efforts of those involved in Japanese sericulture and silk reeling and the 
promotion of silk production by the new government, Japanese raw silk production 
increased steadily over half a century and, by 1909, Japan was the world’s top ex-
porter of raw silk.

When trends in silk fabric production shifted from figured fabric to plain fabric 
from the late 19th century, production by power loom increased. Consequently, by 
the end of the 19th century the bulk of silk fabric production shifted to the United 
States which had built a mass production system by power looms, and Japan found 
itself exporting more than 80% of its raw silk trade volume to the United States.

By the end of World War I, silk manufacturing in the United States expanded rapidly 
and brought silk products within the reach of working class people.  Notably, the in-
creased demand for silk products was not only due to the booming economic con-
ditions, but also to the fact that a greater number of women had taken jobs outside 
the home after the war. Traditional long dresses became outmoded, in favor of sim-
pler, easy-to-wear silk clothing. Shortened skirt and silk stockings were in demand.

Thus, raw silk exported from Japan to the U.S. significantly contributed to the diver-
sification of fashion culture changing silk from a material for garments worn by the 
affluent class to garments worn by the masses.

Sales of Japanese raw silk grew to occupy 80% of the world market by the 1930s. 
Therefore, the distribution of influence in the global export of raw silk, which had 
previously been a competition between Japan, China, and Italy, shifted exclusively 
to Japan.[Figure 2-34, 35]
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Figure 2-31 S4 Longitudinal section, Arafune Cold Storage, No. 1 - No. 3

Column
<<Excerpts from Articles describing Popularization of Silk>>

“What I heard from an upper-class American lady on my visit to the country 
seven years ago (note: refers to 1899) was that they wear woolen under-
shirts before putting on another under garment, something like what we 
call juban, usually made of thin woven cotton. However, today (note: refers 
to 1906), most people wear thin silk underclothing  made of either Japa-
nese habutae silk fabric or a similar material woven with raw silk imported 
from Japan and then wear underwear called “skirt.” Thicker silk fabric for 
outer garments used to come from Lyon, but is now produced in the United 
States. Silk textiles, whether thick or thin, all use Japanese silk as warp.” 

Kentaro Kaneko “On the Silk Reeling Industry,” from Dainihon Sanshi Kaiho 
(Great Japan Silk Journal), Vol. 167, April 20, 1906, p4

“By the early twentieth century, Japan dominated U.S. silk imports, selling 
most of her output to America. Without this enormous, dependable source 
of raw silk, American industrial-scale silk manufacturing would never have 
been possible.”

“American silk manufacturing expanded rapidly and brought voluminous 
quantities of silk goods within the reach of more middle- and moderate-
income consumers than ever before in history.”

Jacqueline Field et al, “American Silk 1830-1930,” Texas Tech University 
Press, 2007, ppXXI-XXII (Introduction)
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Technological innovation in sericulture and silk-reeling
Such Japanese success was brought by achievements in technological innova-
tion for efficient production with low-cost facilities through the improvement of 
machine-reeling technology introduced from Europe. It was also the result of in-
novating sericultural technology to materialize the mass-production of high-quality 
cocoons at a low price. The most typical example of collaboration between sericul-
ture and silk-reeling is one centered on Tomioka Silk Mill with sericultural farmers, 
that is, the nominated property. 

Tomioka Silk Mill, established in 1872 by the government, was privatized and trans-
ferred its business to the Mitsui in 1893. It was transferred again to the Hara Part-
nership Corporation in 1902. The Hara Partnership led efforts in Japan to standard-
ize cocoons and develop the F1 hybrid as a quality improvement measure. Hara 
entered into contracts with influential silkworm-raising farms such as Takayama-
sha and the Tajima farm to deliver particular varieties of silkworm eggs and buy  co-
coons in bulk. Until then farmers had less direct relationship with plants. Hara also 
endeavored to improve the quality of cocoons by entrusting the experimental rais-
ing of foreign breeds to Takayama-sha and the Tajima family. Arafune Cold Storage 
was used as the facility to store such silkworm eggs.33

In addition to taking initiative to improve silkworm-raising, Tomioka Silk Mill con-
tributed in technological advancement to produce high-quality raw silk systemati-
cally by introducing the automatic cocoon dryer and the Minorikawa-style multi-
end reeling machine developed in the 1920s. The mill once again became the 
model for silk mills throughout Japan.

Raw silk exports stopped with the outbreak of World War II, and the production, 
distribution, and pricing of raw silk became subject to control by the ”Sericulture 
Industry Control Law.” As the war prolonged, silk mills were converted to ammuni-
tion factories one after another, and mulberry fields were used to produce food. 
Tomioka Silk Mill became one of the last two silk reeling mills in the country at that 
time. Therefore, raw silk production in Japan shrunk to about one-tenth of pre-war 
output in 1945.

At the end of World War II, the sericulture and silk-reeling industries sought a 
speedy recovery based on hopes for exports. The silk-reeling industry succeeded 
in practical use of automatic reeling machines and automatic cocoon boiling ma-
chines. Those innovations contributed to improve productivity greatly, and re-
sponded to competition with raw silk imported from overseas and synthetic fiber 
such as nylon. It also helped the industry to cope with rising labor costs due to 
Japanese economic growth. The Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co., Ltd., which 
managed Tomioka Silk Mill from 1938, started the practical operation of automatic 
reeling machines at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1952 and became one of the pioneers of 
automatic reeling.

33 According to Dainihon 
Sanshi Kaiho published on 
April 1st, 1917, collaborative 
efforts made by Hara-To-
mioka Silk Mill sericulture 
improvement department 
together with Yahei Ta-
jima, Chogoro Takayama of 
Takayama-sha and Seitaro 
Niwaya of Arafune Cold 
Storage were regarded 
highly for making a sub-
stantial contribution to the 
practical application of F1- 
hybrid technology of genetic 
improvement on silkworms.
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In the sericulture industry, on the other hand, agricultural cooperatives played im-
portant roles after the war. The cooperative rearing of young silkworm and exclu-
sive silkworm-rearing buildings in line with the popularization of an efficient feed-
ing method34 were spread via such the cooperatives. These enabled silkworm-
raising farmers to stably produce large quantities of cocoons at a low cost.

34   The method called Joso-
iku: A method of feeding silk-
worms mulberry leaves on 
branches. Compared to the 
traditional method of picking 
leaves off branches and chop-
ping into small pieces before 
feeding, much less labor was 
required of the silkworm 
farmers.

COLUMN　
<<Development of the F1 Hybrid Silkworm>>

The Japanese natural scientist, Kametaro Toyama (1867-1918), was the first 
scientist in the world to prove the advantage of F1 hybrids in the animal 
kingdom as well as plant kingdom: only F1 hybrids inherited the superior 
traits of parents. Toyama announced in a 1906 paper the results of experi-
ments proving that Mendel’s laws of heredity applied also to silkworms, 
and this research was highly acclaimed all over the world. It was proven 
that thread made with cocoons produced by F1 silkworms is better in qual-
ity and quantity. The Japanese government established a National Silkworm 
Egg Production Laboratory in 1911 and attempted to breed F1 hybrids by 
hybridizing imported European or Chinese silkworms with the Japanese silk-
worm based on Toyama’s theory.

In accordance with the government policy, influential silk mills such as To-
mioka Silk Mill, produced the F1 hybrids themselves and distributed them 
to silkworm-raising farmers to purchase all cocoons made; This resulted in 
the F1 hybrids becoming rapidly disseminated throughout the country. Ja-
pan succeeded in the application of F1 hybrids through close collaboration 
among the academic world, government, silk mills, and silkworm-raising 
farmers. Factories were thus able to procure a sufficient amount of superior 
unified cocoons, which resulted in quality improvement of raw silk itself.

Photo 2-32 Comparison of 
cocoon size

Left: Native species 
Koishimaru
Right: F1 hybrid Shin-
koishimaru
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Transferring technology to countries all over the world
As a result of aforementioned innovations, Japanese sericulture and reeling 
techniques became the world’s best and most advanced in the 1960s and Japan 
regained its monopolistic position in the world silk market. Consequently, Japan 
received many requests from around the world for technology transfer related to 
sericulture. Japan responded with the dispatch of instructors and export of auto-
matic silk-reeling plants overseas [Figure 2-39].

Silk is still an extremely popular fiber across the world. Although China and India 
constitute the mainstream of modern producers, it is the technological basis of 
sericulture and silk-reeling developed in Japan after World War II that these indus-
tries in all regions of the world rely on to this day. Though the amount of produced 
silk was greatly surpassed by the amount of produced synthetic fibers such as rayon 
and nylon, the development and spread of these low-price new fibers is based on 
the background of the world having once experienced the popularization of silk.

The silk-reeling techniques that Asia had introduced to Europe from ancient times 
to the Middle Ages had returned to Asia as machine silk-reeling technologies in 
the late 19th century. These were then improved in Japan and reintroduced to the 
world as state-of-the-art automatic reeling machines in the latter half of the 20th 
century, 100 years later. At the same time, innovative sericulture techniques which 
enabled the mass-production of cocoons resulting in mass production of raw silk 
were also introduced from Japan to the world.

Figure 2-39 Map indicating technology transfer from Japan to numerous countries
(multi-end and automatic silk-reeling machines)

JAPAN

Transfer of modern Western silk-reeling 
technology from Europe to Asia

Transfer of Automatic reeling machine 
technology from Japan to variuos coun-
tries in the world
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Photo 2-33 Examples of au-
tomatic reeling machines 
exported by Japan
Nembri Ind., Iseo, Brescia, 
Italy 1961

Photo 2-34 Examples of au-
tomatic reeling machines 
exported by Japan
Gilan Silk Ind., Gilan, Iran 
1978
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(ii) History of individual components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka Silk Mill is a machine-reeling factory that was built in 1872 by the Japa-
nese government as part of the modernization policy, asking French raw silk expert 
Paul Brunat for advice. The Mill is the core component of the nominated property, 
which exhibits international interchange and technological innovation in the fields 
of sericulture and silk-reeling. At this site, machine-reeling technology transferred 
from Western Europe was further developed through Japan’s unique ingenuity into 
an automatic machine-reeling technology that eventually spread throughout the 
world. It also played a key role in driving the innovation of sericultural technology 
including the standardization and mass-production of high-quality cocoons and the 
application of F1 hybrid technology, in cooperation with leading sericultural farm-
ers in Gunma Prefecture, who had individually developed sericultural technology. 

The Meiji government, whose primary concern was to build a modern nation by 
nurturing industrial development planned to introduce the machine-reeling fac-
tory to increase production and raise the quality of raw silk which was Japan’s main 
export item since opening its ports at the end of the Edo period. In order to avoid 
interference from various foreign countries that were eager to introduce machine 
filatures into Japan, the Japanese government chose to establish Tomioka Silk Mill 
on its own.

Photo 2-35 Woodblock print of Tomioka Silk Mill, circa 1873
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Photo 2-36 Paul Brunat 
standing, second from right

Photo 2-37 A scene dur-
ing the time of original 
construction, east cocoon 
warehouse
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Photo 2-38 Interior of the 
silk-reeling plant at the 
time of establishment

Photo 2-39 Silkworm egg 
production laboratory of 
Hara company, sericulture 
improvement division (de-
molished)
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Paul Brunat, a French raw silk inspector hired to undertake this work, constructed 
the factory employing Western architectural techniques such as the truss system, 
timber-frame masonry construction, and glass; and introduced Western reeling 
technology such as steam-power, French-style reeling machines, and product man-
agement systems. In order to arrange modern working conditions, houses for direc-
tors and instructors, dormitories for workers and a clinic were built, the seven-day 
week calendar was employed, and work regulations were made. 

The more than 400 female workers gathered nationwide mastered mechanical 
reeling technology and, after returning to their homelands, became responsible for 
disseminating this technology

When operations got underway, those aiming to enter the silk-reeling industry 
visited Tomioka. Machine-reeling factories modeled on Tomioka Silk Mill were con-
structed all over Japan.

By the end of the 19th century, the bulk of silk fabric production shifted to which 
had built a mass production system by power looms. Thus, Japanese raw silk ex-
ports from the 1880s onwards went mainly to the U.S. American textile manufac-
turers. They requested the supply of slightly thick threads of uniform thickness in 
raw silk suitable for production by power looms, and after World War I there was 
increased demand for thinner raw silk with less streaky threads35 for manufacturing 
silk stockings.

To meet these demands, Tomioka Silk Mill worked towards innovating silk reeling 
technology and the stable production of high-quality cocoons.

35 Uneven thickness of 
thread and burl of thread

Figure 2-40 Tomioka Silk 
Mill: Influence of the mill 
throughout Japan

Prefecture where machine-reeling 
factories modeled on Tomioka Silk Mill 
were built between 1873 and 1879

Prefecture from which came female 
workers, mill staff, and visitors (including 
trainees) during the government 
management period
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Tomioka Silk Mill, established in 1872 by the government, was privatized and trans-
ferred its business to the private enterprise, Mitsui, in 1893. It was transferred 
again to the Hara Partnership Corporation in 1902 and then to the Katakura Silk 
Reeling and Spinning Co., Ltd. in 1938.

The Hara Partnership Corporation, which ran Tomioka Silk Mill from 1902, recog-
nized the importance of producing high quality cocoons for high quality raw silk. 
To achieve this, a sericulture improvement division was established in 1905, and in 
1908, a silkworm egg production laboratory was built on the expanded site at the 
south-east corner of the mill to improve silkworm eggs [Photo2-39]. From 1906, 
Hara entered into cocoon-supply contracts with silkworm-raising farmers in various 
regions. The corporation distributed a specific species of silkworm eggs free-of-
charge to those farmers, and promised to purchase the cocoons produced by that 
Takayama-sha that was commissioned to dispatch instructors to contracted farm-
ers to give guidance on sericultural techniques. Competitive juried shows were or-
ganized to encourage silkworm-raising farmers to improve the quality of cocoons.

Furthermore, since 1911, the mill cooperated with influential sericulture farms in 
Gunma, Nagano, and Saitama for improving and standardizing silkworm species 
and putting the F1 hybrid into practical use. Collaborative partners included Seitaro 
Niwaya, manager of Arafune Cold Storage; Kikujiro Machida, president; and Bujuro 
Takayama, vice-president of Takayama-sha; and Sadayasu Tajima, a grandson of Ya-
hei, the large-scale silkworm egg producer. 

In addition, the mill worked on innovations in silk reeling such as the introduction 
of electric power and construction of the re-reeling plant. They also attempted to 
introduce domestically-made automatic cocoon dryers and led the way in the mass 
introduction of the “non-cutting slow speed low temperature multi-end reeling ma-
chine” developed by Naosaburo Minorikawa in 1924. 

This reeling machine slowly reeled raw silk at the uniform thickness demanded by 
American textile manufacturers. It was designed for a large number of reels to be 
operated by a single worker to raise efficiency. 

In that way, Tomioka Silk Mill succeeded in mass-producing high-quality raw silk by 
introducing the latest manufacturing technology as well as improving raw material. 
As a result, it once again became the model for silk mills throughout Japan. Con-
sequently, most of the mechanical equipment initially imported from France had 
been replaced by that time.

Even though the production of raw silk in Japan decreased dramatically during 
World War II, sericulture and silk reeling were positioned as industries for the ac-
quisition of foreign currencies after the war. Silk reeling companies accelerated the 
development of the so-called “dream” automatic reeling machine that started be-
fore the war in order to improve product quality and realization of mass production 
of raw silk.
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Katakura Company began management of Tomioka Silk Mill from 1938 and devel-
oped the automatic reeling machine in 1952. Tomioka Silk Mill became a model 
factory of automatic silk production and it continued to introduce leading-edge au-
tomatic reeling machines. Katakura merged its research division with Prince Jidosha 
(later merged with NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD.) and it continued to introduce leading-
edge automatic reeling machines. Tomioka Silk Mill used the most advanced auto-
matic reeling machines in the world while in operation. Machines similar to these 
models were exported all over the world and still support raw silk production to-
day. 

The Japanese silk reeling industry gradually deteriorated due to the emergence of 
synthetic fibers and imports of low-price raw silk from abroad, and Tomioka Silk 
Mill ceased operation in March 1987, 115 years after it opened in 1872.

Katakura kept possession of the mill after it ceased operating, and managed the en-
tire premises to maintain its appearance from the time of closing to the acquisition 
in 2005 by the City of Tomioka. The timber-framed brick building of the silk-reeling 
plant, the east and west cocoon warehouses, steam boiler plant, director’s house, 
dormitory for female instructors, inspector’s house, and iron water tank, that were 
built when the mill was opened in 1872 and soon after, still maintain their original 
appearance. In addition, leading-edge factory facilities built at various periods by 
different managers, as well as facilities for workers and managers, are well pre-
served to fulfill the integrity of the historic site.
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Photo 2-40 Minorikawa-
style multi-end silk-reeling 
machines

Photo 2-41 Yamato-style 
cocoon dryer
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Photo 2-42 Aerial view of 
Tomioka Silk Mill in the 
1940s-50s

Photo 2-43 Interior of the 
Katakura mill (Tomioka Silk 
Mill) before closing
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【History of conservation, repair, and maintenance】

1987 Katakura Industries Co., Ltd. managed Tomioka Silk Mill after operation 
ceased

1991 Silkworm egg-production laboratory, a part of the dormitory, and bath-
room for female workers were demolished.  

2002
-2003

The tiles of re-reeling plant and packing room were reroofed.

2004 Tomioka City Board of Education carried out a brief investigation of To-
mioka Silk Mill and a report was published.  

2005 ・Its historic value was admitted and it was designated a national Historic 
Site. 
・The Tomioka City Board of Education set up the Tomioka Silk Mill 
Investigation Examination Committee and carried out a survey of old 
buildings based on the committee’s instructions and advice. 

2006 ・Tomioka City acquired the land and buildings on the site from Katakura 
Industries Co., Ltd. 
・Nine properties (including two subsidiary structures) built in the govern-
ment control period were designated as Important Cultural Properties.
・Emergency roof repairs of the Myogi dormitory and Asama dormitory 
were carried out.

2008 ・“Historic Site and Important Cultural Property of the Former Tomioka Silk 
Mill Preservation and Management Plan” was drawn up by Tomioka City.
・Emergency roof repairs of the steam boiler plant as well as iron water 
tank preservation repairs were carried out.

2009-
2010

A seismic capacity evaluation of the west cocoon warehouse was carried 
out.

2011 Anti-seismic reinforcement of the east cocoon warehouse and archaeolog-
ical survey of the west cocoon warehouse and the site of silkworm-eggs 
production laboratory were completed.

This table covers the  period of time  after the mill’s operation ceased.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is where the modern seiryo-iku method was devel-
oped by Yahei Tajima. The main house became the prototype of the two-story 
farmhouse designed for sericulture. Its silkworm room equipped with a raised roof 
(koshiyane) for ventilation demonstrates technological innovations in sericulture 
and the spread of this structure made a significant contribution to the stable pro-
duction of high-quality cocoons.

The Sakai-shimamura district of Isesaki City, where the Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm is located, was an active silkworm egg production region from the middle 
of the Edo period (around the 18th century), and the Tajima family was the most 
influential silkworm egg-producing farmer here. Silkworm rearing was difficult at 
that time because of silkworm disease and parasites and there were significant dif-
ferences in annual yields. Yahei Tajima, born in 1822, researched tennen-iku (natu-
ral rearing), ondan-iku (warmed rearing), and setchu-iku (mixed rearing) in various 
regions, leading him to develop the seiryo-iku method and its emphasis on the use 
of natural airflow and ventilation based on the tennen-iku method. Yahei believed 
that it was necessary to select silkworm room structures that were appropriate for 
seiryo-iku in order to accurately practice the method, so he started to work on the 
improvement of silkworm rooms from 1857. Increased demand for raw silk after 
the ports opened in 1859 stimulated Yahei’s efforts towards technological develop-
ment, and in 1863 he completed the seiryo-iku method by devising and building a 
silkworm room with large openings and tiled-roof with ventilation facilities (koshi-
yane) on its whole ridge, to contribute to the stable production of cocoons. 

Incorporating a ventilation system for silkworm breeding purposes was the first 
example of technological innovation in such architecture. Yahei wrote Yosan Shin-
ron [New Theory of Sericulture] in 1872 and Yosan Shinron, Sequel in 1879 and 
endeavored to spread the seiryo-iku method. As a result, this method became the 
major trend in Japanese sericulture up to 1880, until it was replaced by the method 
developed at Takayama-sha. The residen-
tial structure with silkworm rearing rooms 
on the upper floor which he designed and 
was illustrated in his first book (Photo 
2-46), became the standard for modern 
silk farmhouses.

Shimamura, including the Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm, received praise from 
abroad as an excellent silkworm egg pro-
duction site soon after the commence-
ment of silkworm egg exports, and there 
were countless visitors from abroad to 
research new sericulture techniques.

Photo 2-44 Portrait of 
Yahei Tajima
This portrait was drawn in 
Milan, Italy.
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Photo 2-45 Divination plan, 
Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm, 1863

Photo 2-47 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm in the early 20th century

Photo 2-46 Woodblock print 
of Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm Yosan Shinron [New 
Theory of Sericulture] by 
Yahei Tajima, 1872
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The British minister to Japan, Sir Harry S. Parkes, ordered the clerical officer, F. O. 
Adams, to conduct a survey on the Japanese sericultural industry in 1869 and 1870. 
Adams’ survey36 report was submitted in four parts. Especially in part three of the 
survey report it is written that Yahei Tajima made the first silkworm room with an 
attached ventilation system and the silkworm room is introduced with an illustra-
tion. Paul Brunat, who was an advisor when Tomioka Silk Mill was established, par-
ticipated in the first survey and in a report created separately from Adams’ report, 
he argued that Shimamura silkworm rooms are comparable to those found in Eu-
rope.

In addition, many silkworm egg traders from Italy including Italian Ambassador, 
Comte Sallier de La Tour, visited Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm. In 1869, they deter-
mined Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm to be the most effective silkworm-raising farm 
in Japan. It was highly praised for the exceptionally high quality of its silkworm eggs 
and for the revolutionary sericulture manual, “Yosan Shinron (New Theory of Seri-
culture).”37

During the early Meiji period, in response to the success of raw silk exports, there 
were movements to newly establish sericultural and reeling industries throughout 
Japan. The most popular place for observation tours was to study silk-reeling at To-
mioka Silk Mill and sericultural techniques at the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm. The 
names of observers from 25 prefectures across Japan are written in the visitors’ log 
books of the Tajima family from 1873 to 1874. Silkworm-raising rooms built at the 
Matsugaoka Land Reclamation Site in Yamagata Prefecture are an example of seri-
culture structures modeled after those at the Tajima farm; 17 trainees were sent to 
Shimamura in 1874 to acquire knowledge for launching sericulture and reeling busi-
nesses. In addition, Yahei Tajima was invited as a sericulture leader to the Imperial 
Palace in 1871, and he was in charge of design when a silkworm-raising room was 
built in the Aoyama Imperial Palace in 1879. Thus, Yahei Tajima was seen to be an 
advanced instructor of sericultural techniques by both the public and private sec-

36 A report on sericulture 
in Japan written by Adams 
who was a secretary in the 
British Legation (Tomioka 
City Board of Education, 
2011)

37  “Domestic Travel in 
Japan,” a travelogue by a 
silkworm-egg trader named 
Cesare Breciani in 1880. A 
description of his visit to Ta-
jima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
in 1872 can be found.

Photo 2-48 Sericulture 
buildings at Matsugaoka 
Land Reclamation Site in 
Yamagata 
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tors that led modern Japanese sericulture.
Shimamura sericultural farmers such as Yahei worked proactively towards export-
ing its silkworm eggs to Europe, where pebrine had devastated European silk pro-
duction, and the Shimamura Kangyo (Commerce Promotion) Company was estab-
lished to produce and sell silkworm eggs in 1872.

However, once the pebrine problem was solved in 1870, silkworm egg exports to 
Europe dropped to a low level. Between 1879 and 1882, the Shimamura Kangyo 
Company sought to improve the situation by transporting its silkworm eggs to Italy 
and shifting to direct sales. Yahei Tajima was a member of the first silkworm egg di-
rect export mission to Italy. Keitaro Tajima,38 who was a member of the fourth mis-
sion in 1882, brought back a microscope from Italy, and Yahei Tajima built an addi-
tion of a microscope room to the north side of the main building to perform 
inspections and study pebrine. 

This microscope room was devised to properly control the lighting based on many 
years experience of using microscopes. Such facility cannot be found elsewhere 
except for one example located near Yahei Tajima’s sericulture farm. Although Eu-
ropean sales of silkworm eggs from the Shimamura district including Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm ceased, eggs aimed at the domestic market continued to be pro-
duced in abundance.

When Arafune Cold Storage started operations in 1905, this was actively used 
for the consignment of silkworm egg storage. It also contributed to experimental 
breeding of foreign silkworm eggs as requested by Tomioka Silk Mill, as well as to 
the development of an F1 hybrid and unifying cocoons into a higher quality breed 
from 1911.  

Descendants of Yahei Tajima used the main building for sericulture until the 1960s 
and live at the farm today. Some buildings of the farm have been dismantled with 
decline of sericulture, and some alterations were made to the main building after 
sericulture operation ceased. However, the two-story tiled-roof house used for 
silkworm-raising, together with the ventilation system demonstrating innovations 
in sericultural techniques, have been kept in good condition. In addition, the build-
ing that was used to store mulberry leaves, well, and foundation of the silkworm-
raising room remain, and the locations of the lost buildings of the silkworm egg 
production farm can be identified.

38 A relative of Yahei Tajima 
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[History of conservation, repair, and maintenance]

1952 A silkworm-raising room called shin-sanshitsu dismantled; main building 
entrance refurbished; roof retiled.

1958 A Barn (a former silkworm-raising room) was dismantled.
1967 The printing woodblock of “Yosan Shinron (New Theory of Sericulture) ,” is 

designated a tangible cultural property by Isesaki City. 
1983 The Yokohama Port Museum in Yokohama City has organized and cata-

logued approximately 4,000 documents on sericultural techniques and 
silkworm egg producers.

1989 Sakai Town conducted a survey and “Sakai Town History Data No.5 ： Pri-
vate Residences and Western-style Architecture in Sakai” published. 

1992 Gunma Prefecture Board of Education conducted “Comprehensive Survey 
on Heritage Structures related to Japanese Modernization” and published 
the “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures related to Japa-
nese Modernization.”

1996 Re-roofing was completed.
2007 Gunma Prefecture conducted “a survey of modern-times sericulture farm-

house in Sakai-shimamura.”  
2011 “Report of Research on Sakai-shimamura Sericulture farms” was published 

by Isesaki City Board of Education.
2012 “Report of Reserch on Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm” was published by 

Isesaki City Board of Education.
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Takayama-sha accomplished several innovations in Japanese sericulture, and spread 
seion-iku inside and outside Japan through their educational activities. The build-
ings for raising silkworms at Takayama-sha Sericulture School depict technological 
innovations in rearing methods.

Chogoro Takayama, who was born in 1830, believed that sericulture would be effec-
tive for enriching villages and worked to improve sericultural methods from the end 
of the Edo period. When trade with foreign countries began and raw silk attracted 
attention as an export item, he organized the Takayama Group for Sericultural Im-
provement in 1873 and began full-scale improvements in sericultural methods and 
its dissemination.

Silkworm rearing methods from the mid-Edo period included tennen-iku (natural 
rearing), ondan-iku (warmed rearing) and setchu-iku (mixed rearing) to meet the 
various climates of each region. At first, Chogoro tried to improve rearing methods 
based on ondan-iku, which was used in cold regions. However, in 1882 he learned 
the strong points of seiryo-iku from Yahei Tajima and the effectiveness of install-
ing a koshiyane to silkworm rooms. Chogoro then completed the seion-iku method 
which carefully controls breeding methods by regulating ventilation and heat, 
incorporating the strengths of both ondan-iku and seiryo-iku. This site is where 
technological innovation in the silkworm-rearing method, called seion-iku, was de-
veloped. Bujyuro, the son of Chogoro and Takayama-sha’s third president, built the 
still remaining combined-use farmhouse used for sericulture in 1891 as the ideal 
silkworm room to practice seion-iku.

When Chogoro Takayama developed this seion-iku method, he strengthened the 
educational aspect of Takayama Group for Sericultural Improvement and organized 

“Sericulture Improvement Takayama-sha 
Company” to provide sericultural educa-
tion in 1884 and diffuse the method. Ki-
kujiro Machida, who became the second 
president in 1886, decided to move the 
company’s head office and training center 
to the middle of Fujioka City in 1887 to ac-
commodate the large number of entrance 
applicants. After that, this birth place of 
Takayama-sha was used as a practical 
school for sericulture training. Takayama-
sha further established “the first grade 
sericulture school of Takayama-sha,” 
where a student could obtain a certifica-
tion equivalent to a middle school in 1901. 
Students entered these training facilities 
and the school from all 47 prefectures as 
well as China, and the Korean peninsula Photo 2-49 Chogoro 

Takayama
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Photo 2-50 Historic photo (data unknown) of Takayama-sha Sericulture School when it was as a practical school for sericulture 
training

Photo 2-51 Illustration of Takayama-sha Sericulture School
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between establishment of the company in 1884 and closure of the school in 1927, 
and their number totaled more than 20,000 people. In addition, sericulture instruc-
tors were dispatched to all prefectures in Japan, as well as China, and the Korean 
peninsula, and the seion-iku method was spread inside and outside Japan from the 
mid-Meiji period as the standard Japanese sericultural method.

Figure 2-41 Annual num-
ber of instructors and 
students in Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School (1888-
1924)

Takayama-sha Sericultural School : Total num-
ber of students in years 1888-1924

Figure 2-42 Takayama-
sha Sericulture School: 
Influence throughout Japan
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[History of conservation, repair, and maintenance]
1947 Silkworm-raising room, dormitory, and mulberry leaves storage were de-

molished by this time.
2004 Gunma Prefectural Museum of History organized approximately 13,000 

documents and published “Catalogue of the Takayama Family Historic Doc-
uments.”

2009 ・“Brief report on overall reserch of Takayama-sha Sericultuer school” was 
published by Fujioka City Board of Education.
・Takayama-sha Sericulture School was designated as a national Historic Site 
based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties. 

2010 Fujioka City acquired the land and the buildings.
A tentative covering structure was installed for bath house/ kitchen

2011 A survey by the Fujioka City Board of Education to confirm the extent of 
remains was carried out. Also a survey of existing buildings such as main 
building, bathhouse/ kitchen, and outside toilet was carried out.

2012 A preservation and management plan was devised. 

2013 Investigation for initial construction and previous intervention was carried 
out on south and east facade of the main building and temporary remedy 
was made until restoration decisions can be made when the conservation 
and utilization plan scheduled in 2013.

As the 20th century began, the Takayama-sha strengthened its relationship with 
Seitaro Niwaya who ran one of the district stations and used Arafune Cold Storage 
to raise silkworms in the summer and the fall. It also strengthened cooperation 
with Tomioka Silk Mill and entered into an exclusive contract for cocoons and coop-
erated in the exhibition of articles at fairs, and was entrusted by Tomioka Silk Mill 
to examine foreign breeds of silkworms to contribute to cocoon standardization 
and the practical use of the F1 hybrid cross-breeding.

As the sericulture industry developed, the number of public and partnership-run 
agricultural schools providing sericultural education increased in the Taisho period. 
As a result, the number of students entering the sericulture school of Takayama-sha  
rapidly decreased and the school closed in 1927.

The main building, as well as the stone walls used to form the site, the nagaya-
mon gate, the outside toilet, the bath house/ kitchen, and the stone walls of the 
mulberry leaves storage area are the structures included in the site. Furthermore, 
the stone masonry that sectioned the buildings at the time of the practical school 
of Takayama-sha has now been confirmed, and we are certain of the building foot-
print at the time of the practical school was in operation.

In addition, a descendant of Chogoro and Bujuro Takayama lived in the main farm-
house of this site until Fujioka City acquired the land and buildings in 2010. They ran 
the sericulture business until the early 1960s and interior and exterior elements of 
the main farmhouse were partially altered to secure residential space and to main-
tain the house in the latter half of the 1960s. However, the silkworm-raising room 
structure that enabled the fine adjustment of temperature-humidity demonstrating 
the innovation of sericultural techniques has been kept intact.
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

During the Meiji period when there was increased demand for raw silk production, 
stable sericulture production in the summer and autumn was enabled by adopting 
silkworm egg storage technology that utilized the natural cold air. Arafune Cold 
Storage was the largest silkworm egg storage facility in Japan that stored silkworm 
eggs from all over Japan and contributed to the increase of cocoon production in 
Japan, making use of modern systems such as railway, communication, and postal 
services.

Due to the start of overseas trading at the end of the Edo period, there was de-
mand for the increased production of cocoons as raw silk exports flourished. Typi-
cally, sericulture in Japan was limited to once a year in spring (May-June), and rear-
ing of multivoltine silkworms was at one time prohibited by the Meiji government 
because the quality of its cocoons deteriorated in summer and autumn and rearing 
was difficult. However, when demands to increase cocoon production heightened 
in the late 19th century, research on the stable rearing of silkworms in summer and 
fall progressed, and efforts became underway to store silkworm eggs in natural 
cold storage facilities called fu-ketsu, that use naturally cold air, in order to adjust 
the hatching timing. However, as it was difficult to maintain a constant temperature 
inside the storage facility, the rate of successful hatching of stored silkworm eggs 
varied. In order to overcome this problem, in late 19th century knowledge of seri-
culture, geology, and meteorology was utilized to explore for solutions in the selec-
tion of a location for the storage system, an ideal structure for the storehouse, and 
construction of a cold storage system with a scientific temperature control system.

When Senju Niwaya, a silkworm-raising farmer in Shimonita Town who studied at 
Takayama-sha in 1904, discovered that the cool wind there could be utilized for 
storing silkworm eggs, his father Seitaro decided to build a silkworm egg storage 
facility.

In addition to studying cold storage sys-
tems in Nagano Prefecture, he gained the 
support of engineers from various fields 
including governmental engineers, Gunma 
Agricultural Society engineers, and Mae-
bashi Meteorological Station engineers 
in the building of the No.1 cold storage. 
Following that, the No.2 cold storage was 
built by 1908 and the No.3 cold storage 
in 1914 with technical cooperation from 
Kikujiro Machida, the second president 
of Takayama-sha, the Tokyo Sericulture 
School, and the Gunma Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. Some cold storage facilities 
used the cold conditions of natural caves, 
but Arafune Cold Storage was built on the 

Photo 2-52 Seitaro Niwaya 
(1862-1936)
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Photo 2-53 Arafune Cold 
Storage in the 1910’s

Photo 2-54 Historic photo, 
silkworm eggs were kept in 
the Arafune Cold Storage, 
1909
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mountain slopes where cold air gushed, with stone wall foundations. Above this 
structure was a cellar shed with plastered earthen walls. The buildings consisted 
of two stories below and one above ground. The three cold storages facilities alto-
gether were capable of storing 1.1 million sheets of paper at one time onto which 
silkworm eggs were tightly laid, making them the largest in Japan. 

No records have been found on storing silkworm eggs in cold storage or caves in 
China or in Europe. Although such facilities were utilized in the Italian-French Alps, 
it did not spread widely.39 Therefore, Arafune Cold Storage was the largest silk-
worm egg storage at the time in the world. 

Following completion, Gunma Agricultural Society and Maebashi Meteorological 
Station employees controlled the storage environment by the use of automatic 
temperature-humidity measuring instruments. Thus, Arafune Cold Storage was 
built and operated using the essence of technologies from various fields to main-
tain ideal storage environments and demonstrates technological innovations in 
silkworm egg storage.

An administrative office was built adjacent to the cold storage, and business head-
quarters called Shunju-kan was set up in the house of Seitaro Niwaya, which was lo-
cated approximately seven kilometers east of the storage. Shunjyu-kan also served 
as a district station of Takayama-sha. Modern communications and transport sys-

 Figure 2-43 Seasonal cocoon production ratio in Japan (1890-1923)
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tems such as the postal service, telephone, telegraph, and parcel delivery trains 
were used, and systems to accept silkworm eggs for storage from anywhere in Ja-
pan were created. With such systems distribution of clientele became widespread 
to 40 prefectures, contributing to the development of multiple silkworm-rearing 
seasons and increasing summer-autumn crops. 

In addition, Arafune Cold Storage strengthened cooperation with Tomioka Silk Mill 
from 1907 and stored silkworm eggs commissioned by the mill. From 1912, it was 
entrusted with the test breeding of foreign eggs and contributed to cocoon stan-
dardization and the practical use of the first filial generation.

From around 1935, due to the spread of electric refrigerators, natural cold storage 
was no longer necessary for storing the silkworm eggs and local residents contin-
ued to use the facilities for storing food. All upper structures were removed by circa 
1955. Shimonita Town made the land a public domain and the three sets of founda-
tion stone walls are all that is left, but the cold air gushing mechanism, connecting 
passage ways, and the structure devised to seal the seams of the stone walls still 
remain today in good condition.

Figure 2-44 Arafune Cold 
Storage: Clientele distribu-
tion throughout Japan

Clientele distribution, Arafune Cold 
Storage (1907-1931)
40 out of 47 Prefectures
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[History of conservation, repair,  and maintenance]
c. 1955 All upper structures of cold storage were demolished. 
1992 Gunma Prefecture Board of Education listed the results of survey for 

Arafune Cold Storage in “Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Survey Re-
port on Heritage Structures related Japanese Modernization”

2006 Shimonita Town designated the Cold Storage as a Historic Site.
2007 Gunma Prefecture completed a survey of the site.
2008 Shimonita Town conducted a survey of historical documentation while 

Gunma Prefecture surveyed cold storage across the whole of Japan.
2010 ・Arafune Cold Storage was designated as a national Historic Site.

・Shimonita Town made the site a public domain.
・A part of stone wall of cold storage No.1 collapsed.

2011 A three dimensional survey to stone wall condition is of cold storage No. 
1 and a local office remains confirm was completed. 

2012 Preservation and management plan was devised.
Structural survey for the restoration of the cold storage No.1.  

Photo 2-55 Entry log book 
for Arafune Cold Storage, 
1912 Photo 

(Right) Photo 2-57 
Advertisement for Arafune 
Cold Storage, 1922

(Left) Photo 2-56 Silkworm 
egg card, on which moths 
laid eggs
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3. Justification for Inscription

3.1.a. Brief Synthesis

(i) A summary of factual information 
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a singular technological ensemble 
designed for raw silk production that represents the international interchange re-
sponsible for revolutionary innovation in silkworm rearing and silk reeling technolo-
gies, instigating mass production of high-quality raw silk at a time when the world 
economy was rapidly unified through trade, from the latter half of 19th century into 
the 20th century.  Such movements induced the worldwide development of the silk 
industry as well as popularization of silk clothing. The four components have been 
carefully selected to include those sites central to the mutual exchange of silk tech-
nology that occurred between Japan and numerous countries, resulting in the sig-
nificant technological invention responsible for development of the modern global 
silk industry.

Modern silk industry is rooted in the historic production of silk fabric that began 
in China from around 3,000 B. C. when raw silk was processed by hand. The raw 
silk used to make thread for textile was derived through a delicate process from 
cocoons spun by mature silkworms raised on mulberry leaves. Though this process 
and related technology was later transferred to Europe and to Asian countries in-
cluding Japan, silk clothing continued to be enjoyed only by the privileged.  Eventu-
ally, as Europe entered into the industrial revolution, steam-powered mechanical 
reeling factories appeared in France and Italy and spread throughout Europe in the 
early 19th century. Production efficiency of raw silk increased and thus, Europe 
became the center of silk production. However, in the 1850s when mass rearing of 
silkworms lead to the diffusion of the pebrine disease, silkworm rearing waned, and 
it became necessary for the West to import raw silk from Asia. This was the begin-
ning of global competition in raw silk production.

Meanwhile in the 18th century, raw silk production in Japan spread from the south-
west to central and northeast regions following silkworm rearing promotion poli-
cies of the national government. By the 19th century, the largest silkworm rearing 
and silk reeling region was established in the heart of Japan, close to the capital city 
of Edo, presently known as Tokyo, where there was a large market. As commodity 
economy of the Edo period grew, so did demands for silk textiles. Production num-
bers for cocoons and raw silk increased annually in conjunction with advancements 
in silkworm rearing and silk reeling technology; and Gunma Prefecture was one of 
the centers of sericulture and related technological innovation.

Under such historical background, after opening of the ports in 1859, Japan became 
a member of the international economy. Induced by Europe’s vigorous demands, 
raw silk became the country’s largest export product. Since then, Japan’s sericul-
ture and silk reeling industries came to play a leading role in the development of 
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the global silk industry, as will be described below. In 1872, with the intent of pro-
ducing increasing quantities of high quality raw silk, the newly formed Meiji gov-
ernment established the Tomioka Silk Mill as a model factory introducing modern 
technology and factory systems from the West. It was an excellent example for the 
country’s industries that were just on the verge of modernity. In fact, the foreign 
currency earned through silk trade contributed greatly to the modernization of 
Japan. Such new technology spread to private establishments as well. At the same 
time, developments made in the field of silkworm breeding by private establish-
ments such as the Tajima farm and Takayama-sha, realized a stable production of 
cocoons. As a result, by the end of 19th century, Japan became an exporter of raw 
silk in line with the world’s leading countries of China and Italy.

Stimulated by competitive silk exports at the turn of the century, technological de-
velopment in both silkworm rearing and silk-reeling led by the private sector were 
seen in Japan. Regarding silkworm rearing, in early 20th century, the  government, 
private silk-reeling entities and silkworm farmers collaborated in nationwide dis-
semination of methods for obtaining high quality cocoons and for enabling multiple 
rearing seasons, resulting in the mass provision of standardized cocoons. In silk-
reeling, cutting-edge facilities such as the automatic cocoon drying machine and 
multi-end reeling machine were put into practical use for mass production of high 
quality raw silk. Due to such technological innovations, Japan became the world’s 
top exporter of raw silk and induced dramatic development in the global silk indus-
try as well as popularization of silk textile consumption.

Finally, in the latter half of the 20th century, the automatic reeling machine, the 
long awaited “dream machine,” was put into practical use, responding the world-
wide automation of manufacturing industries. This automation technology was 
disseminated from Japan to the entire world, together with domestically developed 
efficient sericulture techniques, and laid the technological foundations for today’s 
modern silk industry. Popularization of silk textiles in turn set the stage for the later 
invention of affordable synthetic fibers such as rayon and nylon and their wide ac-
ceptance as an alternative to silk.

Tomioka Silk Mill forms the core of the four sites which represent the history of silk 
production. From its establishment, Tomioka Silk Mill was central to Japan’s silk 
industry and became the location where technological transfers and innovations 
were actively made.

The three sites that played significant roles in technological innovation in silkworm 
rearing are: Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2) which is the origin of innovations 
in silkworm breeding rooms with a focus on ventilation, Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School (S3) which was an educational institute for sericulture that headed the de-
velopment and dissemination of a standard silkworm rearing method making use 
of temperature control by thermal power in addition to ventilation, and Arafune 
Cold Storage (S4) where a storage system for silkworm eggs utilizing natural cold 
airflow was established. In the early 20th century, Tomioka Silk Mill cooperated 
with the management of each of these facilities; together they developed a produc-
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tion technique for obtaining superior cocoons of a singular species,1 essential for 
mass production of raw silk, and disseminated this method throughout Japan. As 
a result, an ample provision of high-quality cocoons was achieved and a mass pro-
duction system for high-quality raw silk was established by the early 20th century. 
These integral sites became models for facilities for silk reeling and silkworm rear-
ing throughout Japan.

The technological advancements in silk production increased Japan’s raw silk ex-
port volume exponentially to dominate a share of 80% in the global export market 
in the 1930s.

Japan became not only the center of raw silk export, but also technological devel-
opments in the global silk industry. Since then, the new technology developed in Ja-
pan, with those developed at the four component sites of the nominated property 
at the forefront, was transferred worldwide and contributed to the expansion of 
the silk industry. Silk production technology that had been transferred from Asia to 
Europe since the ancient times to the Middle Ages was brought back to Asia in the 
latter half of the 19th century as mechanical reeling technology. Furthermore, one 
hundred years later in the latter half of the 20th century, it was transferred back to 
the world from Japan. Such technology continues to support the contemporary silk 
industry centered on leading silk producing countries such as China and India.

(ii) A summary of qualities
The significant qualities of the nominated property, are seen in the series of four in-
terrelated production facilities centered on Tomioka Silk Mill, each responsible for 
developing certain aspects of production systems for high-quality raw silk. These 
facilities became models for achievements in silkworm rearing  and silk-reeling 
throughout Japan and together fostered mutual exchange between Japan and 
various countries. Essential components for conveying the unrivaled technological 
advancements in cultivation of silkworm eggs, silkworm rearing, and silk reeling are 
included in this property.

Tomioka Silk Mill (S1), the focal point of this nomination, is a silk reeling factory that 
played a pivotal role in technological innovation through adaptation of imported 
Western technology. Established by the national government in 1872, the mill was 
the first example in Japan of a full-scale introduction of Western steam-powered 
mechanical silk reeling technology and factory system. Until this time, reeling was 
done by traditional manual labor. A predominant characteristic of the mill structure 
is the style derived from merging Western and traditional Japanese building tech-
nique and material. The extraordinary factory buildings were built using the most 
advanced architectural techniques available in Japan at the time. It is notable that 
today, 140 years after construction, all major original mill buildings are preserved 
in pristine condition. Auxiliary structures within the factory complex are also in an 
excellent state of repair, including houses for workers and their families and dormi-
tories for female workers built based on ideas brought from the West. It is the first 
example of a boarding mill in Japan, and is further evidence of the profound impact 
of international interchange. 

1. See p.93 column.
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Well into the early 20th century, Tomioka Silk Mill maintained its position as Japan’s 
model factory for establishing a mass production system for raw silk; and techni-
cal advancements continued with introduction of the automatic reeling machine in 
the mid-20th century. Fortunately, there remain numerous structures pertaining to 
the significant story in development of silk industry, starting from introduction of 
Western technology. These structures are further enhanced by major production 
facilities and machinery, from the time the factory ceased operation in 1987, that 
are retained in situ. Like a rare industrial time capsule, the integrity of Tomioka Silk 
Mill is exceptionally high.

The Related Sites are a group of three facilities devoted to silkworm rearing, com-
posed of structures bearing physical evidence of the technological innovation that 
occurred in modern Japan, which was the key to success in mass production of raw 
silk. The characteristic feature at Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2), is the innova-
tive structural composition of the silkworm breeding room with a focus on ven-
tilation; at Takayama-sha Sericulture School (S3), it is improvements made to the 
structure of the ventilated silkworm rearing room, which included use of a thermal-
powered system with brazier for temperature and humidity control and resulted 
in establishment of a standard rearing method, as well as the group of facilities of 
the educational institute from where this method was avidly disseminated; while at 
Arafune Cold Storage (S4), it is the functional structure of a modern silkworm egg 
storage facility making use of natural cold airflow.

In summary, these defining characteristics are what make Tomioka Silk Mill and 
Related Sites important examples of the international exchange and technological 
innovation in silkworm rearing and silk reeling that contributed to the realization of 
mass production of high-quality raw silk.

Photo 3-1 S1 East cocoon 
warehouse with a keystone 
inscribed with the con-
struction year, Tomioka 
Silk Mill
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3.1.b. Criteria under which Inscription is Proposed (and Justifi-
cation for Inscription under these Criteria)

(i) Type of property 
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites are considered as sites, as described in article 1 
of the Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage and 
paragraph 45 of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World 
Heritage Convention (Hereafter, Operational Guidelines).

(ii) Proposed criteria
For the following reasons, criteria (ii) and (iv) are proposed to justify the inscription 
of the nomination of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites.”

Paragraph 77 of the Operational Guidelines, criterion (ii) 
Nominated properties shall exhibit an important interchange of human val-
ues, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on develop-
ments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or 
landscape design.

Application of criterion (ii)
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites exhibit an important interchange of sci-
entific knowledge between Japan and various countries, on developments 
in silk production technology. This group of sites well exemplifies mutual 
exchange of industrial technology on a global scale that resulted in mass pro-
duction of high-quality raw silk by the early 20th century, and brought about 
a uniquely modern consumer culture in which silk may be consumed by the 
general public. Western technology and full-scale factory systems were first 
introduced in Japan at the government established Tomioka Silk Mill. The 
mill spearheaded development in silk reeling technology and dissemination 
throughout Japan, and promoted advancement in silkworm cultivation in 
conjunction with three related sites. This was followed by the worldwide 
transfer of modern sericulture technology together with the effective silk 
production machinery perfected in Japan, which continue to support raw silk 
production to this day.

Supplemental explanation
[Mutual interchange]
Mutual interchange is seen in the historic transference of traditional silk reeling 
technology from Asia to Europe, returning to Asia in the latter half of 19th century 
as mechanical reeling technology, improved in Japan and ultimately disseminated 
worldwide. As Europe experienced the industrial revolution, mills adopting steam-
powered mechanical reeling machines appeared in France in the early 19th century 
and raw silk came to be mass produced in factories. However, as demands for silk 
textile grew, there was a shortage of cocoons, the essential ingredient for produc-
ing raw silk, due to the widespread of the pebrine disease among silkworms. In 
those days, seeking alternative sources for raw silk, Western countries in the pro-
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cess of colonizing Asia attempted to import low-priced raw silk and establish mod-
ern silk-reeling factories in Asian countries.

Under such circumstances, what distinguished Japan was that it remained inde-
pendent, and rejected founding of factories on its soil by Western countries. Thus, 
Tomioka Silk Mill was established in 1872 by the national government itself, using 
imported silk production technology from Europe. The mill introduced into the 
Japanese society Western architectural technology, silk production methods, and 
factory systems. It is a pioneering example of a European industrial community 
transposed in Japan, adapted, and improved.

International trade induced improvements in cocoon production methods in Japan. 
Silk reeling establishments represented by Tomioka Silk Mill, not only produced 
raw silk, but also collaborated with silkworm raising farmers and became involved 
in advancements in silkworm rearing facilities, development and dissemination of 
rearing methods, and development of technology for silkworm egg storage. The 
four nominated components of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites represent this 
cooperative effort. Working toward a shared goal, this group of sites contributed 
greatly to dissemination of newly developed technology throughout Japan as well 
as to East Asian countries. As a result, the amount of cocoons supplied for reeling 
in Japan nearly quadrupled in 30 years,2 bringing forth Japan as the world’s largest 
exporter of raw silk in 1909, and eventually dominating global raw silk exports, with 
over 80 percent of the market  in the 1930s. 

Furthermore, after World War II, Japan succeeded in developing the automatic 
reeling machine, the “dream machine,” with increased productivity of more than 
ten times that of the multiple-thread reeling machine introduced in the Taisho pe-
riod.3 Tomioka Silk Mill, one of the earliest mills to employ this automatic machine, 
became a model factory for automatic silk-reeling. From the latter half of the 20th 
century, Japan began to generously export worldwide this innovative silk-reeling 
technology together with efficient and stable silkworm rearing methods, resulting 
in an exponential growth of the world’s gross production of raw silk. Today, with 
China and India as centers of raw silk production, technology transferred from Ja-
pan continues to support the global silk industry.

[New values created through interchange]
The transition of major producers of the world’s raw silk from China, to Europe, 
to Japan, and then to the entire world was accompanied by an epoch of technical 
innovation for realizing mass production, and every time there was a change in the 
main place of manufacture, production volume of raw silk increased. It is notable 
that technology developed since the latter half of the 19th century quickly spread 
throughout the world by means of interchange based on the international division 
of labor.

The United States, a major importer of Japanese raw silk from the end of 19th 
century, developed affordable silk products through the use of power looms and 

2 See p.91 Figure 2-36. 
Increased 3.77 times from 
1878-1908

3 Shimazaki 2000, p.50
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created opportunities for consumption of silk products by the general public. It 
was raw silk exported from Japan to the United States that contributed greatly to 
the development of various fashions through popularization of silk, which was until 
then an exclusive luxury of the upper-class. Mass production of high-quality raw 
silk that was achieved through efforts centered on these nominated sites, in effect, 
lead a mass consumer culture with mass production characteristic to the modern 
society as a context.

Photo 3-2 S1 West cocoon warehouse (left) and Silk-reeling plant (right), Tomioka Silk Mill
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Paragraph 77 of the Operational Guidelines, criterion (iv)
Nominated property shall be an outstanding example of a type of building, 
architectural, or technological ensemble or landscape which illustrate (a) sig-
nificant stage(s) in human history.

Application of Criterion (iv)
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites form an outstanding example of a techno-
logical ensemble that represents the significant stage in human history when 
mass production of raw silk was realized, from the late 19th century into the 
20th century.   This group of four sites consists of a large-scale factory and 
three small-scale breeding facilities responsible for developments in silk-
worm rearing and reeling technology that enabled mass production of raw 
silk. They vividly depict the progression from mechanical reeling machines 
introduced from the West, to the later Japanese invention of the automatic 
reeling machine, as well as the process of repeatedly attempted innovations 
in silkworm breeding technology and its dissemination. Such technological 
innovations played a pivotal role in the development of the modern global 
silk-industry during this time when the world market was unified through in-
ternational trade. 

Supplemental explanation
[A significant stage in history]
Development of a modern global silk industry occurred during the significant stage 
in human history when mass production of raw silk was realized due to a progres-
sion of events centering on Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, beginning in the late 
19th century. 

Silk has long been considered a rare fiber because it was not easy to raise silk-
worms for cocoons and areas and seasons for rearing were limited. Also, because 
complicated processes for producing raw silk from cocoons were hard to mecha-
nize, requiring skilled manual labor, and there were difficulties in storing cocoons 
and twisting (throwing) silk, making a rapid growth in silk production were difficult 
to achieve.

However, with the arrival of the 19th century, the industrial revolution in Europe 
generated advancements in mechanical technology. Silk reeling was one of the first 
fields to experience this change; procedures for boiling cocoons as well as rotating 
frames in silk-reeling were mechanized and centralized, while quantitative testing 
methods for raw silk quality was developed. This brought about technological in-
novations for effectively producing raw silk of consistent quality, realized through 
centralizing in modern-factories silk-reeling procedures which had until then been 
dispersed among silkworm farms and small-scale workshops.

Also, development of transportation systems during the 19th century linked the 
world into a single market, allowing materials and products to be distributed over 
borders and technologies to be exchanged over continents. A pioneering example 
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of this is Tomioka Silk Mill in Japan. Though silkworm rearing flourished in Japan 
owing to suitable climate conditions, silk reeling was done only by hand. Into such 
backgrounds, a modern European-style silk-reeling factory was introduced by the 
national government.

The introduction of this technology brought about great technological innovations 
in Japan’s silk-reeling industry. At the same time, because of Japan’s unique circum-
stance, where raw silk exports comprised the greater part of her trade revenues, 
this technological introduction brought a chance for the Japanese to become en-
gaged in increasing raw silk production at a national scale. This occurrence contin-
ued from the 19th to the 20th century and strongly stimulated successive techno-
logical improvements in silkworm rearing. As the combined effect of advancements 
in both fields, the production of raw silk increased greatly in the early 20th century.

There were specifically three technological improvements in sericulture: 1) stable 
cocoon production through development of traditional silkworm rearing methods 
into scientific technology and systematic dissemination of scientific rearing meth-
ods, 2) increased production by adopting multiple rearing seasons, and 3) produc-
tion of high-quality cocoons through selective breeding of silkworms. 

On the other hand, in silk-reeling, improved production efficiency was achieved 
through the invention of the multi-ends reeling machine and automatic cocoon 
dryer. 

Furthermore, Japan continued to develop reeling machines and by mid-20th cen-
tury, a “dream machine” which enabled complete automatic reeling was realized. 
Through this achievement, all procedures in raw silk production were now auto-
mated. 4

Raw silk production increased owing to such technological innovations that en-
larged the market, and from the latter half of the 19th century into the 20th cen-
tury, the world’s silk industry experienced a great expansion. Furthermore in the 
latter half of the 20th century, this leading technology was exported from Japan to 
the world, bringing about modernization and popularization of the silk industry on 
a global scale. 

[A comprehensive ensemble of industrial technology] 
Components of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites were the major scenes of signifi-
cant technological innovations from the latter half of the 19th century into the 20th 
century. They were not only innovative facilities of the period individually, but also 
well exemplify a comprehensive ensemble of industrial technology from the fact 
that they functioned as one system working in tandem with one another.

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (F2) and Takayama-sha Sericulture School (F3) rep-
resent scientific development of silkworm rearing technology and its systematic 
dissemination. At Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, a new style of silkworm raising 

4 See Appendix 4-a  
Significant Technological In-
novations in Sericulture and 
Silk Reeling
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farmhouse was created, adopting devices for natural ventilation to control interior 
conditions such as temperature and humidity. This was not only the scene of silk-
worm breeding; This architectural innovation was documented in publications and 
studied by the many trainees accepted at the farm to be spread throughout the 
country. On the other hand, Takayama-sha Sericulture School was where the seion-
iku silkworm rearing method was developed further improving Tajima’s specially 
designed farmhouse for silkworm rearing. This seion-iku method, in effect, became 
the Japanese standard and was disseminated both nationally and abroad through 
the establishment of educational institutions. 

Arafune Cold Storage (S4) depicts innovations in technology for silkworm egg stor-
age using natural cold air. A cold storage facility was perfected by mustering up 
modern technologies in sericulture, meteorology, as well as architecture. Also, 
modern communication and transportation systems were relied on, allowing silk-
worm eggs to be brought for storage without delay in good condition and delivered 
timely, enabling multiple rearing cycles throughout Japan.

Tomioka Silk Mill (S1) played a central role in the following technological advance-
ment in silk reeling. Firstly, it became the focal point in import and dissemination of 
European machine reeling technology; secondly, it introduced the multi-ends reel-
ing machine and automatic cocoon-dryer and collaboration with silkworm farms in 
the early 20th century; and lastly, it became the earliest example of a large-scale 
introduction of automatic reeling machines.

The mill’s collaboration with silkworm farms is especially important. Around the 
year 1900, Tomioka Silk Mill headed the movement for selective breeding of silk-
worms and standardization of cocoon quality, aiming at mass provision of high 
quality cocoons for silk reeling. A production system utilizing the practical applica-
tion of the F1 hybrid silkworm was established with technical support from Tajima 
farm and Takayama-sha sericulture School and Arafune Cold Storage, the leading 
entities in silkworm-raising technology development. The materialization of mass 
production of high-quality raw silk was made possible through the cooperation 
of Tomioka Silk Mill, a large-scale factory, with smaller silkworm rearing facilities 
which, although small in scale, were responsible for fundamental aspects of the sci-
entific advancement.  Together, they worked hand-in-hand. 

Thus, Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise an outstanding technological 
ensemble that collaborated mutually in establishing a mass production system for 
high-quality raw silk. This ensemble was instructive in leading technological inno-
vations in silkworm rearing and silk reeling not only in Japan but also in the entire 
world.
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3.1.c. Statement of Integrity 

(i) Composition of the property
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise four technological complexes, each in-
dispensable for portraying the major technological innovations resulting from inter-
national interchange that contributed to the development of the world’s silkworm 
rearing and silk-reeling industries. They are properties of exceptional historic value.

The impact Tomioka Silk Mill (S1) has made on mass production of raw silk, through 
the introduction of Western machine reeling technology and innovations that fol-
lowed, is globally outstanding. In close collaboration with Tomioka Silk Mill, the 
three facilities related to silkworm rearing - Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2), 
Takayama-sha Sericulture School (S3), and Arafune Cold Storage (S4) - played im-
portant roles in the scientific innovations that led to a rapid growth in the cocoon 
production fundamental to mass production of raw silk. They exhibit in visual 
form, advancements in structures for silkworm rearing and development of stable 
silkworm rearing methods, as well as innovations in silkworm egg cold-storage fa-
cilities that enabled multi-seasonal rearing, all indispensable for increased cocoon 
production. They are properties of exceptional scale and state of preservation.

By highlighting this group of four interrelated sites, we are able to convey, through 
physical evidence, the entire production system in silkworm rearing and silk reeling 
that made mass production of high-quality raw silk possible.

(ii) Individual component
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites are appropriately delineated to include all build-
ings and structures including stonewalls necessary to convey the significance and 
characteristic of each component. Significant elements of each component are 
appropriately protected from possible adverse effects of development and/or ne-
glect. Measures are being taken for preservation and management. Their integrity 
remains intact.

In the following paragraphs, notable conditions of each component will be ex-
plained.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

The proposed area for nomination is composed of the original factory premises at 
the time of establishment and surrounding water drains together with the lot later 
(1908) extended for silkworm egg production. 

The main buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill are those from the time of establishment,  
constructed between 1872 to 1875 that depict the technological exchange from 
France and Japan. These timber-frame brick masonry structures including the silk-
reeling plant, east and west cocoon warehouses, inspector’s house, and director’s 
house retain their original appearances. There are also facilities for production and 
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storage as well as various power facilities, adopting the newest technologies of the 
time, introduced by each of the factory managers in later periods. Though some 
have been added onto or altered, over all they remain in excellent condition. What 
needs to be noted is that facilities such as company residences for workers and 
their families, dormitories for female workers, and a clinic for workers were also 
constructed all within the same factory grounds. These are also basically preserved 
in the condition at the time the factory ceased operation in March 1987. 

Furthermore, it is not only factory buildings but all production facilities and ma-
chinery then necessary for silk-reeling operation including those for water purifica-
tion, power, storage, silk-reeling, sewage treatment, and finishing products that are 
all entirely preserved, very much like a time capsule. Thus, the area of nomination 
appropriately includes all production-related facilities and structures which exhibit 
working conditions of the time.5 There are structures that have been removed due 
to the necessity of adding facilities while in operation. A bathhouse, Kabura dormi-
tory to the southwest of the Brunat house, and silkworm egg production laboratory 
have been demolished due to difficulties in maintenance owing to severe damage 
that appeared after the factory ceased operation in 1987. Locations of these build-
ings have been clarified through historic drawings and photographs. The entire site 
including underground remains of such structures is protected.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

The proposed area for nomination is the entire residential premises on which Yahei 
lived and engaged in business, where descendants of Yahei Tajima now live. The 
site is centered on the main building with silkworm breeding rooms and includes 
additional facilities for raising silkworms and remains of other such structures. 

The most significant attribute of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is the structure of 
the silkworm rearing room of the main building which exhibits technological inno-
vations in sericulture. This entirely two-storied architectural style with a tiled roof 
became a prototype of the typical modern farmhouse specially designed for seri-
culture in Japan, where the lower level is used as a residence and the upper level 
for silkworm rearing with a raised roof for ventilation. Another rare attribute of the 
structure is the addition of a room specially designed for using microscopes which 
also depicts international exchange between Japan and Europe through silkworm 
eggs.

Within the premises of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, in addition to the main build-
ing, there are storehouses for mulberry leaves and silkworm eggs along with a well 
that was indispensable for silkworm rearing. There are also multiple stone founda-
tion remnants of structures used exclusively for rearing and protected buildings 
and structures necessary for a silkworm rearing farmstead are included in the area 
of nomination.

5 See Chapter 2. a. ( ⅳ ) 
Table 2-1 The list of exist-
ing buildings and subsidiary 
structures of Tomioka Silk 
Mill.
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

The proposed area for nomination includes the premises of the Takayama family, 
where Chogoro Takayama developed the seion-iku silkworm rearing method and 
established a training center for its dissemination, as well as approach paths and 
channels next to the site. The area is centered on the main building which func-
tioned as a rearing room as well. Also included are facilities and remains of struc-
tures for sericulture and a plot of land that once was a mulberry field.
The most significant attribute of Takayama-sha Sericulture School is the unique ar-
chitectural structure of the main building used for practical education of a silkworm 
rearing method called seion-iku that played an outstanding role in stable provision 
of cocoons. In addition, buildings and stone foundation walls existing on site convey 
the function and form of the place when it was an educational institute for dissemi-
nating rearing methods. They are significant physical evidences that well depict the 
educational system at Takayama-sha Sericulture School.

At the main building, equipment for ventilation and heating, characteristic to the 
seion-iku rearing method, remain generally intact. Within the premises, outside 
toilet and a bathhouse/kitchen for students attending the institute remain. Stone 
basement walls of a mulberry storage areas remain untouched, though the building 
above ground no longer exists. Locations of other lost buildings used for educa-
tional purposes have been determined through historic documents. The entire site 
retaining traces of related facilities including mulberry fields is protected.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The proposed area for nomination is comprised of the lot on which silkworm egg 
storage facilities are located as well as adjacent roads. It includes facilities No.1 to 
No.3, a site of administrative building, and nearby woods. The archaeological site is 
delineated to include the topographic features involved in creating cold air in order 
to protect the entire system, in addition to all areas within the lot line of the facili-
ties.

The most significant feature of Arafune Cold Storage is its function for cool storage 
of silkworm eggs which enabled multiple rearing seasons. Arafune Cold Storage, 
the largest of its kind in Japan, is a representative cold storage facility for silkworm 
eggs that makes use of natural cold air. Though the above ground buildings of 
stone-walled storage spaces were unfortunately lost by 1955, naturally cold airflow 
from the stone walls at each storage facility can still be observed. Stone-walled 
foundations created to allow the large amount of cold air from storage facility No.1 
located at a higher site to flow effectively down to the two lower facilities remain in 
good condition with their functions intact.

The proposed area is protected for the purpose not only to include the storage 
facilities but also to keep the geographical structures which are essential for cold 
airflow.
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Photo 3-3 S4 Cold airflow, 
Arafune Cold Storage
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3.1.d. Statement of Authenticity

(i) Overall property
International interchange and technological innovation in the silkworm rearing and 
silk-reeling industries which form the core of the outstanding universal value of 
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites are depicted by the form, design, material, sub-
stance, use, and function of each component, while the origin of these values re-
sides in tradition and technique of the silkworm rearing and silk-reeling industries. 
Furthermore, the location and setting of each component convey their historic 
backgrounds respectively.

All significant structures remaining at each of the components of the nominated 
property, Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, typically retain their original struc-
tural composition and material. Though a few facilities have experienced later 
alterations or additions in accordance with change of use, they basically have not 
affected the essence of their qualities as cultural properties. All repairs have been 
handled with regard to retaining authenticity of original form and design, material, 
substance, use, and function. The transition of most structures can be confirmed 
through the abundantly preserved documents and photographs pertaining to con-
struction, establishment, and repairs. For these reasons, the atmosphere and sprit 
of the place as sites related to raw silk production remain to this day.

In the following paragraphs, notable attributes of each component will be ex-
plained.

(ii) Individual component
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

At Tomioka Silk Mill, the timber-frame brick masonry buildings of the silk-reeling 
plant, east and west cocoon warehouses as well as steam boiler plant, iron water 
tank, Director’s house (Brunat house), dormitory for female instructors, inspec-
tor’s house and brick drain are preserved as they were originally built. They were 
all completed between 1872 and 1875, the year when the factory’s facilities were 
installed. Factory facilities and structures for workers and managers, constructed in 
later years, which supported the raw silk production period until the present day, 
also remain typically untouched to convey the history of the factory complex.

Though the factory ceased operation in 1987, it continued to be owned by Katakura 
Industries Co., Ltd. who basically continued to maintain the premises in working 
condition. After the factory was nationally designated a Historic Site in 2005, it 
came into the hands of Tomioka City and is now appropriately treated and pre-
served as a cultural property.

Form, design, material, and substance
In the buildings from the time of foundation exhibiting the integration of Western 
technology introduced by French engineers and traditional technology of the Japa-
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nese master carpenters, structure and material which portray such interchange are 
retained in their original conditions. Examples of such technologies are the wood-
frame brick masonry structure and truss system, Japanese roof tiles, bricks made in 
Japan, and plaster used for pointing. Though some changes have been made in the 
altered sections of the silk-reeling plant (windows), east cocoon warehouse (stair-
case addition), west cocoon warehouse (wall addition), as well as interior altera-
tions due to change of use in the Director’s house, dormitory for female instructors, 
and former inspector’s house, they are minor changes that do not alter the nature 
of the original structure or material.

Structures that directly exemplify the introduction of steam-powered reeling into 
Japan are the iron water tank, steam boiler plant, and chimney base. The original 
iron chimney shaft and the later brick shaft have been lost and that of reinforced 
concrete built in 1939 remains. The iron water tank itself is an original from 1875. 
The west and central section of the steam boiler plant remain while the east sec-
tion was lost as function change.

Buildings and structures from other periods employ materials (such as brick, 
lumber, sheet iron, and glass) commonly seen in factory buildings of each period 
respectively. There have been multiple alterations done on these properties to pro-
vide necessary working spaces brought about by developments in raw silk produc-
tion technology. Major alterations can be seen in reeling plant which later became 
a re-reeling plant and was extended repeatedly. Such changes cannot be avoided in 
places of production and the process of these changes can be traced through his-
toric documents.

Since the mill has been managed by Tomioka City, repairs are done as required with 
due consideration for appropriate form, design, material, and substance.
  
Use, function, tradition, and technique
Tomioka Silk Mill continued to be used as a silk mill for 115 years, from the time of 
establishment to when operation ceased, and thus maintains authenticity in build-
ing use and function.

Regarding production facilities, it is not only buildings but also machinery inside 
these structures, essential for conveying silk reeling processes and functions of the 
property, that are preserved in their states at the time the factory ceased opera-
tion in 1987.6

Residences for the French engineers, such as the Brunat house, dormitory for fe-
male instructors, and inspector’s house, after they returned to their country, were 
converted into dormitories, a school for women workers, dining room, and offices 
necessary for factory operation. They are presently used for managerial purposes 
and publicity activities of Tomioka Silk Mill.

Meanwhile, a dormitory system for female workers was adopted when the mill was 
established. Though the wood frame dormitory buildings were relocated within the 

6 Regarding silk reeling 
technology, mechanical au-
tomated reeling is continued 
today at a nearby reeling fac-
tory belonging to Usui Silk 
Reeling Agricultural Coop-
erative, employing the same 
style of reeling machine and 
manufacturing processes as 
those of Tomioka Silk mill.
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premises or altered due to structural deterioration or changes in number of work-
ers, this system was continued until the factory closed. Today, dormitory buildings 
built during the period of 1896 to 1940 remain.

The numerous historic documents and plans that had been handed down are ar-
chived in the mill. 

Location and setting
The location of Tomioka Silk Mill has not changed since its establishment. The sur-
rounding area of the mill, town lined with residences and eateries, is the same as it 
was when the mill in operation.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Form, design, material, and substance
The partially-raised roof for ventilation on the upper floor remain nearly in its origi-
nal condition and authenticity of form and design essential for depicting its value is 
intact. Roof tiles have been replaced and damaged areas of the building have been 
repaired without change in material. Though openings of the raised roof have been 
sealed with tin plate to improve interior living conditions, the original structure is 
completely preserved within. Alterations to walls and windows can easily be re-
stored based on historic documents. The residential area of the main building has 
been slightly altered to adapt for living only in a way as to not affect any significant 
elements of the structure.

Facilities for silkworm egg production and silkworm rearing as well as mulberry 
storage and silkworm egg storehouse, have been constructed at different periods 
and employ respectively form and design, as well as material and substance of the 
time they were built.

Use, function, tradition, and technique
Although the family is no longer involved in silkworm rearing, the main building is 
used as a residence today, ventilation devices for silkworm rearing are still intact.

Descendants of Yahei Tajima who contributed greatly to silkworm egg production 
continue to reside at Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm. The present family head has 
been dispatched to India in the past for an Official Development Assistance project 
of the Japanese government to provide technical guidance.

Numerous historic documents and artifacts that convey traditions of the silkworm- 
rearing industry including printing blocks for the influential literature, Yosan Shinron 
[New Theory of Sericulture] by Yahei Tajima are preserved at the residence.

Location and setting
Neither the location nor the boundaries of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm has 
changed since the middle of 19th century. The premises is surrounded by a farm-
ing community featuring a number of silkworm farmhouses influenced by Tajima’s 
structure which together create a distinctive local landscape.
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Form, design, material, and substance
The main building remain intact, in which descendants of Chogoro Takayama, the 
founder of Takayama-sha Sericulture School, continued to live until 2010. In the 
upper-story silkworm rearing room, essential for depicting its value, facilities and 
equipment for ventilation and heating that characterize the ideal rearing room for 
the seion-iku method generally remain intact and authenticity in form, design, ma-
terial, and substance is retained. The exterior of the lower residential level is now 
covered with metal siding or calcium silicate board and some interiors have been 
modernized. While the appearance at the time of original construction has mostly 
been clarified through historic documents such as drawings and photographs.

The form and material of the stone walls created as foundations for the premises, 
stone basement walls of the mulberry leaves storage area, as well as stone remains 
for measuring off building plots have not been changed and still indicate the place-
ment of buildings when the site was used as a practical school of Takayama-sha. 
Detailed surveys on remains of lost buildings are to be conducted so that authentic-
ity of location and environment can be maintained.

Regarding the outside toilet and bathhouse/kitchen, repairs using appropriate ma-
terials are planned with consideration for maintaining their original form and design 
at the time of construction.

Use, function, tradition, and technique
It was only up to the early 1960s that silkworm rearing was continued at this site 
and afterwards, the main building came to be used as a residence. Today, it is being 
prepared for presentation purposes as a national Historic Site in order to convey 

Photo 3-4 
Archaeological sur-
vey, Foundation for 
sericulture build-
ing, Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School
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the history of the silkworm rearing industry. As mentioned earlier, ventilation and 
heating functions for silkworm rearing of the main building are still intact.

The numerous documents on the seion-iku rearing method which Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School disseminated in Japan and internationally are collected and ar-
chived at such institutions as the Gunma Prefectural Museum of History. A deeper 
understanding of this rearing method can be acquired by studying this documented 
information together with the actual Takayama-sha Sericulture School Site where a 
complete set of necessary facilities created particularly for practical training in the 
seion-iku method remains.

Location and setting 
Neither the location nor the boundaries of Takayama-sha Sericulture School has 
changed since the latter half of 19th century. The premises surrounded by a moun-
tainous farming area have not changed greatly and generally remain the same to 
this day.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Form, design, material, and substance
Though the upper buildings of Arafune Cold Storage were removed by 1955 for 
safety reasons, the stone foundation walls essential for utilizing natural cooling ef-
fects retain their fundamental structures with original stones and plaster. Some 
parts of stone walls have recently caved in and are being restored7 by placing the 
fallen stones back in their original positions, as a rule, to retain authenticity of 
form, design, material, and substance. Excavations and surveys are to be executed 
to prepare for restoration.

7 See appendix 7-c

Photo 3-5 Reinstatement of 
stone walls, Arafune Cold 
Storage
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Use, function, tradition, and technique 
Arafune Cold Storage is presently managed as a national historic site and is no 
longer used for storage of silkworm eggs. Cold airflow can still be observed. The 
system for sending in cold air, passageways for cold air connecting the three cold 
storage facilities, and ingenious structures with sealed pointing to confine cold air 
all remain in complete form, retaining the original function of the storage facility.

Location and setting
There have been neither large-scale changes nor man-caused alterations in the 
source of cold air, a force of nature, with voids in ancient land formations formed 
by collapsed plutonic rocks. 
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3.1.e. Protection and Management Requirements

(i) Means of implementing protective measures for properties
Each component has been nationally designated a Historic Site under the national 
Cultural Properties Protection Law and is fully protected. The major buildings of To-
mioka Silk Mill have been designated as National Important Cultural Properties, to 
be doubly protected.

Under the aforementioned law, property owners are primarily responsible for man-
agement of designated cultural properties, with guidance and support for manage-
ment available from local municipalities and the national government. Among the 
nominated sites, Tomioka Silk Mill, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Arafune 
Cold Storage are owned by city or town municipalities, while Tajima Yahei Sericul-
ture Farm is privately owned, with Isesaki City acting as a custodial body stipulated 
by law for the protection of cultural properties.
 
The law requires any person who intend to alter the present state or to carry out 
restorative repairs to receive prior permission from the commissioner of the Agen-
cy for Cultural Affairs. The commissioner consults the Council for Cultural Affairs 
on relevant issues regarding alteration of the present state for thorough academic 
reviews and permission is granted only after having passed this process.
 
National and prefectural systems for financial and technical support are available 
to property owners or managing organizations in executing preservation projects, 
preparing for public access, or installing fire prevention facilities.

(ii) Means of implementing protective measures in buffer zones
Within buffer zones, construction of buildings or other structures, topographic 
change, or felling of trees and vegetation are regulated under laws such as the City 
Planning Act and Landscape Act or ordinances enforced by each of the municipali-
ties in charge. Prior application for permission or notification by the property own-
er is necessary according to scale, form, and structure of the action and appropri-
ate guidance is provided based on guidelines of the organizations in charge so that 
the cultural values of properties would not be significantly diminished (Regarding 
buildings and other structures, regulations on such factors as height and color of 
exterior wall are included.).
A list of related laws and ordinances along with regulatory details can be found in 
5c (iii).

(iii) Comprehensive protection and management of properties and buf-

fer zones 
Gunma Prefecture, Tomioka City, Isesaki City, Fujioka City, and Shimonita Town 
have cooperatively formulated and enacted a comprehensive preservation and 
management plan to cover all components as can be seen in the Appendix 7 to this 
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nomination. Cooperation of adjacent city, Honjo City and Saitama Prefecture is 
achieved. Appropriate management is in effect in the delineated areas of each of 
the components and their buffer zones in accordance with this plan. “Coordinating 
Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” has been established centered 
on the governing bodies of the prefecture, cities, and town with appropriate col-
laborative efforts being made in site protection and management, following such 
regulations as those mentioned in the above sections (i) and (ii).
Additionally, appropriate indicators according to the present state of protection 
(4.a.) and factors affecting each component (4.b.) have been set for regular system-
atic monitoring to be executed on the property and buffer zone.8

(iv) Long-term challenges and strategy
Possible major threats to these properties are natural disasters as shown in the fol-
lowing paragraph. Careful preventive measures against damage by such causes are 
being taken and long-term measures have been drawn up based on detailed sur-
veys by professionals. 

Possible major threats to the nominated sites: Caving in of stone walls at Arafune 
Cold Storage (Restoration is being undertaken). Possible threats in buffer zones: 
Landslide, flooding, etc. (Preventive plans by prefecture, city, or town will be avail-
able).

In order to continuously protect these sites into the future, development and other 
acts on the delineated areas of each component and their buffer zones are appro-
priately regulated by ordinances of the municipal governments in charge. Public ac-
cess to each of these components is made available in accordance with its carrying 
capacity. Property protection is reinforced by the collaborative efforts of volunteer 
groups and local citizens involved in preservation and promotion of these resourc-
es. 

Gunma Silk Heritage Network Project is underway, for registering numerous cul-
tural properties, tangible and intangible, as “Gunma Silk Heritage Sites” to promote 
protection and adaptive use. This program would make it possible to inherit the culture 

of the entire silk in-
dustry and heighten 
the cultural values of 
this nominated prop-
erty.

8 See 6.a. for monitoring in-
dicators and 6.b. for monitor-
ing systems in Chapter 6

Photo 3-6 Cleaning activi-
ties by volunteers
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3.2. Comparative Analysis

(i) Principles of comparative analysis
The key focus of this comparative analysis is the outstanding universal value that 
“Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” is believed to have, the contribution to achieve 
the “mass production of high-quality raw silk” from the late 19th century to the 
20th century through “international exchange and technological innovation in seri-
culture and silk-reeling.” Based on this point of view, we would like to show  what 
kind of excellent values this property has in comparison with similar properties. 
Therefore, we conduct several studies on machine reeling mills similar to Tomioka 
Silk Mill, sericulture farmhouses and cold storage for silkworm eggs, to identify the 
targets and analyze their state of conservation and historic background, especially 
relation to innovation and development on the industry.

As a method of analysis, we will first verify whether there are any similar properties 
on the World Heritage List or World Heritage Tentative List. We will then conduct a 
wide search for other similar properties in Japan and abroad, using relevant study 
regarding the listing of industrial heritage and cultural asset concerned. Further-
more, a tracing survey is conducted for important items listed in historical record s 
to find out whether they remain or not. Lastly we elucidate the importance of this 
nominated property based on a comparison with those other properties. In view 
of the above points, this comparison with other similar properties will be divided 
between the categories of machine reeling, silkworm-raising farmhouses, and cold 
storage. 

Operational Guideline Annex 5 3.2 Comparative Analysis 
EXPLANATORY NOTES
The property should be compared to similar properties, whether on the 
World Heritage List or not. The comparison should outline the similarities the 
nominated property has with other properties and the reasons that make 
the nominated property stand out. The comparative analysis should aim to 
explain the importance of the nominated property both in its national and 
international context (see Paragraph 132). 

The purpose of the comparative analysis is to show that there is room on the 
List using existing thematic studies and, in the case of serial properties, the 
justification for the selection of the component parts.

(ii) Identifying targets for comparison 
World Heritage sites
First, we identified sites related to silk within the existing “UNESCO World Heritage 
List” for our comparison with inscribed World Heritage sites as of 2011.9 Then we 
referred to the list prepared by ICOMOS, "Technical and Industrial Heritage in the 
World Heritage List" UNESCO-ICOMOS Documentation Centre 2011) to identify 
similar industrial heritage properties, mainly related to textile industry, for com-
parison.10

9 See Appendix 5-a

10 See Appendix 5-c
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Comparison with other similar properties (industrial heritage)
Our first point of reference as worldwide industrial heritage research is a survey 
report entitled “International Context for Textile Sites,”11 by the textile section of 
the International Committee for Conservation of the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH) as  
part of the collaboration agreement between ICOMOS and TICCIH. 

We listed sites related to textile industry in this study and conducted an indepen-
dent supplementary investigation of these heritage properties. Information on the 
status of these sites is summed up and added in Appendix 5-b.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the historical significance of the nominated property, 
an international comparison that looked at important heritages sites related to de-
velopment and industrialization of silk industry was consigned to an international 
experts for industrial heritage consultancy, Koinetwork g.e.i.e. The result is in the 
Appendix.12 Based on the history of silk industry development, this study will target 
Europe, including France and Italy, and China for comparison, and the U.S. and India 
will also be reviewed.

In order to make comparison with similar silk-related properties within Japan, 
we then identified from the national cultural property database created by the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs, which provides an exhaustive list of buildings and 
structures designated as cultural property by the government. We also analyzed 
the “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures related to Japanese 
Modernization”, and the “Comprehensive Survey Report on Modern Japanese-
Style Buildings,“compiled by each prefecture which extensively survey the whole 
of Japan in the context of a recent global rise of interest in industrial heritage and 
modern heritage. 

Lastly, in view of points relating to silkworm raising farmhouses and sericulture 
facilities included in these components, we identify similar properties based on a 
literature review of “Comprehensive Report Collection of Japanese Folk-Houses,” 
and the “National Cold Storage Research” and inquiries to governmental agencies.
This is detailed in (iv)-2 of this chapter.

(iii) Comparison with existing UNESCO World Heritage Sites
1) Silk-related World Heritage sites
We first identified properties related to silk among the 962 sites listed on the World 
Heritage List as of 2012. As seen in the result,13 silk related properties identified on 
the list are mostly archaeological sites listed as an anchorage for the Silk Road such 
as Merv (Turkmenistan) or historic cities, such as Valencia La Lonja de la Seda Silk 
Exchange (Spain).

While these are linked by the keyword “silk,” they mainly concern silk distribution 
and trade. Therefore, we were left with the five properties listed in the table 3-1, 
after filtering down those that relate to actual silk “production.” We also confirmed 

11 See Watson 2000, revised 
in 2003, 2007 and 2010

12 See Appendix 5-d

13 See Appendix 5-a
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Photo 3-10 San Leucio Complex, 18th cen-
tury Royal Palace of Caserta, Italy

Photo 3-7 Derwent Valley Mills, United 
Kingdom

Photo 3-8 Reconstruction model of Derby 
silk mill, Derwent Valley Mills, United 
Kingdom

Photo 3-9 Historic villages of Shirakawa-go 
and Gokayama, Japan

Name
State 
Party

Main Feature and Criteria Relation to Silk

Derwent Valley Mills
[Photo 3-7, 8]

United 
King-
dom

Establishment of a modern factory 
system and industrial landscape 
around the cotton industry criteria 
ii and iv

Including silk throw-
ing mil

Historic Villages of 
Shirakawa-go and 
Gokayama[Photo 3-9]

Japan
Villages in Shirakawago and Go-
kayama with Gassho-style house14 
criteria iv and v

Houses used for 
silkworm rearing

18th century Royal Palace 
of Caserta, Aqueduct of 
Vanvitelli and the San Leu-
cio Complex[Photo 3-10]

Italy
Monumental structures gathered 
around the royal palace
criteria i, ii, iii, and iv

Experimental silk 
production facili-
ties annexed to the 
Palace

Historic site of Lyon France
Important historic commercial city 
criteria ii and iv

Relation to Silk fab-
ric production and 
trade

Causses and the 
Cévennes, Mediterranean 
agro-pastoral Cultural 
Landscape

France
Cultural landscape of Mediterra-
nean rural area15 criteria iii and v

Houses used for 
silkworm rearing

14 Its main feature is the 
gassho-zukuri style houses 
with a thatched roof, short 
eaves, and protruding beams 
to hold extended attic space. 
Its structure can withstand 
heavy snow and this style 
of house is unique to the 
Shirakawa-go and Gokayama 
districts. Even though the 
attic space was once used 
as a workplace for silkworm 
rearing and a place to store 
mulberry leaves, the archi-
tectural style was not de-
signed specifically for sericul-
ture and it is not a place that 
demonstrates interchange 
and technological revolution 
in the technological develop-
ment of sericulture

15 Cévennes, a major seri-
cultural region of France, is 
included in this heritage site 
and it can be assumed that 
silkworms were raised at 
farmhouses included in the 
designated site.

Table 3-1 Silk-related World Heritage sites
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properties in the tentative list based on their descriptions,16 and only Silk Road-
related heritage could be found, with no other properties related to production.
 
Furthermore, of the five silk industry-related properties, Derwent Valley Mills (UK) 
is the only one that is also included in the List of Technical and Industrial Heritage in 
the World Heritage List.17 

In other words, it is the only technical or industrial heritage connected to silk that is 
included in the World Heritage List. The San Leucio Complex was established as an 
annex to the Royal Palace of Caserta and it was an experimental or idealistic facility 
from cocoon production to silk weaving. It is for such reason that it is believed not 
to have been listed as an industrial heritage property. Other silk-related World Her-
itage sites focus mainly on historic town, or rural landscapes rather than industry or 
technology.

Therefore, the Derwent Valley Mills should be examined in this section. The World 
Heritage site include a silk throwing mill remain among historic mills mainly of cot-
ton spinning. The mill built in 1721 in Derby city center,  is said to be the first mod-
ern factory in the United Kingdom. The value of the silk mill exhibits international 
interchange because the mill’s throwing (twisting) technology was transferred from 
Italy where it was originated. It should be noted here that a silk throwing process is 
not a part of raw silk production process, of which this nominated property is con-
cerned.18

However, the Derwent Valley Mills’ focus is on inventor Richard Arclight’s personal 
achievement and the industrial landscape (cultural landscape) centered on cotton 
industry along the Derwent River with mills using power created by a waterwheel.

Historically, the site represents the period when factory systems were established 
in Western Europe in the 18th to 19th century; it was the prior stage when factory 
systems were introduced to the Far East including Japan in the middle of the 19th 
century. 

The largest difference is that the silk industry did not further develop at Derwent 
Valley and cotton spinning became the main focus. In other words, Derwent Valley 
Mills merely includes an industrial property related to silk and its central theme 
could not be determined to be silk. This differs in that Tomioka Silk Mill continued 
to be at the center of technological innovation in the Japanese silk industry. An-
other difference is that it was completely relied on imports of raw materials both 
silk and cotton, while Tomioka Silk Mill had close relationship with farmers and was 
deeply involved in cocoon productions.

The above analysis found that industrial heritage with a focus on the practical pro-
duction of silk had never been inscribed as a World Heritage site. Therefore, there 
is no target to make comparisons in machine-reeling technology, silkworm egg 
storage, nor innovation and development in sericultural techniques.

16  Published on the website 
of the World Heritage Centre, 
UNESCO

17 See Appendix 5-c

18 See Silk production pro-
cess in Japan at the begin-
ning of this dossier.
 Silk “throwing” comes from 
the Saxon word “thrawan” 
meaning to twist. It is the 
technical term used for the 
processes involved in making 
yarn from raw silk.
In throwing the main objec-
tive is to instill a twist into 
the raw silk and to double, 
or ply the thread into any 
desired size or count suit-
able for manufacturing into 
a weavable state for warp or 
weft.
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2) Textile-related World Heritage Sites
From these analysis results, we then decided to expand the focus from the silk 
industry to modern industry as a whole. Firstly, we chose sites belonging to the 
textile industry sector that are inscribed on the World Heritage List as comparison 
targets from the “Technical and Industrial Heritage in the World Heritage List.”19

They include the previously mentioned Derwent Valley Mills (UK) as well as New 
Lanark  (UK) [Photo 3-11], Saltaire (UK), and Crespi d’Adda (Italy) [Table 3-2]. How-
ever, all of these heritage sites mainly relate to cotton. New Lanark was built inten-
tionally as a model community that paid heed to workers’ needs by Robert Owen. 
It is well-known as an “industrial settlement” or “industrial community” that in-
corporated a factory, housing, as well as public and educational facilities. Saltaire 
and Crespi d’Adda are typical examples of an “industrial town” or “company town” 
characterized by urban planning of a certain size of town in which factories and the 
town were co-developed. Although Tomioka Silk Mill was not a settlement nor a 
town rather a mill complex with a dormitory for female workers, we consider above 
mentioned European factories have a certain similarity. Considering that the facto-
ry system itself was completely new to Japan, European factory idea inevitably in-
fluenced the site in a way that workers’ housing and production facilities are being 
built together; meaning  factories, warehouses, power plants and workers’ housing 
are all in one site. 

On the other hand, while New Lanark was created individually by a private sector 
visionary, Tomioka Silk Mill was built by the national government facilitated by the 
introduction of technology from abroad. Additionally, the differences between silk 
and cotton in terms of products, era, and region gave birth to landscape and func-
tional differences. 

19 See Appendix 5-c

Table3-2 Textile-related World Heritage Sites

Name Stete pary Main Feature and criteria

New Lanark United Kingdom Cotton industry. A model industrial community 
molded by Utopian idealist Robert Owen, with 
well-designed buildings and facilities for work-
ers.
Criteria (ii) (iv) (vi)

Saltaire United Kingdom Cotton industry. A complete and well-preserved 
industrial village of the second half of the 19th 
century. It gives a vivid impression of Victorian 
philanthropic paternalism. 
Criteria (ii) (iv)

Crespi d’Adda Italy Cotton indusrtry. An outstanding example of the 
19th- and early 20th-century ‘company towns’ 
built by enlightened industrialists to meet the 
workers’ needs. 
Criteria (iv)(v)

*See Table3-1 for Derwent Valley Mills
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COLUMN
 <<Cotton and silk: Difference in Manufacturing Processes>>

  Technological advancements in modern industries originated in Europe and 
was then taken up in Asia. Although the textile industry played a pioneer-
ing role in the process of industrial modernization in both regions, Europe 
focused on cotton while Asia on silk. Furthermore, technological innovation 
in the silk industry that progressed successively from the 20th century on-
wards, the main theme of this nomination, is the earliest relevant example in 
which Asia became the forerunner of worldwide industrial innovation.

  Moreover, there is a large difference between these two industries, in that 
the production processes for cotton “spinning” and “silk-reeling” are totally 
different. With spinning, short fibers are twisted together to make a single 
thread. Cotton spinning necessitates complex and multi-phased work from 
mixing raw cotton to ultimately spinning it into yarn, and large-scale spinning 
water mills or steam engines were used for this work. Major improvements 
in the cotton industry can be found in machines to handle various sorts of 
raw cotton and technologies to mix raw cotton. Technological innovation in 
this industry was advanced in the factories of Western Europe.

  With silk, cocoons, the material for silk is made of a long single fiber. Reeling 
work mainly consists of cooking cocoons to disentangle them, drawing out 
one fiber from each cocoon, and then winding several fibers together on a 
reel to make a raw silk. This meant that handiwork once occupied the main 
component of silk reeling. Another characteristic of the silk reeling industry 
was that it was mainly located in silkworm-raising districts because of the 
procedures for cocoon preservation and transportation costs. A characteris-
tic of the silk mill nominated here is that it was actively involved in the pro-
duction of cocoons, with the mill and raw material producers collaborating 
in the deliberate and integrated advancement of technological innovation. 
Tomioka Silk Mill was not only a place where mechanical technology was 
introduced to silk production, but also a place for collaboration between the 
silk-reeling and silkworm-raising businesses that promoted technological in-
novation in the processing of raw silk.

Photo 3-11 New Lanark, 
United Kingdom
Courtesy of Mark Watson
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3) Other Industrial Heritage in the World Heritage List
Additionally, we expanded our scope of study on the aspect of “break through” for 
an industry, not limited in to those related to textile. Most industrial heritage prop-
erties inscribed on the World Heritage List belong to the mining industry, followed 
by properties from the metalworking industry as well as the textile, transportation, 
and food industries. Justification for the inscription of these heritage sites varies 
but many apply largely to “significant stage of human history” (criteria (iv)).

Also, the most significant characteristic of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites is its 
history of enriching clothing and fashion culture by dramatically increasing the pro-
duction of silk, which had been limited due to the manual work that was previously 
involved, through the improvement of cocoon and raw silk production techniques. 
It is a typical example in which technological improvement had a large impact not 
only on industrial production but also on society. Such influences can be seen in the 
increased textile production through the flying shuttle textile invention by John Kay 
and the popularization of steam power owing to steam engine improvements made 
by James Watt. Therefore, we listed the following properties as key heritage sites 
whose justification for inscription represents technological innovation that signifies 
an important stage in human history among World Heritage sites.  

We must note that the Ironbridge Gorge advanced the conversion of fuel from 
charcoal iron making to coal, which opened the door to mass production. Further, 
the Völklingen Ironworks site is well known as being the home to breakthroughs in 
industrial technology, such as opening the door to the mass production of steel in 
Europe due to the Thomas converter. 

Technological breakthroughs similar to those that took place at these heritage 
sites are a principal theme of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites. Its impact spread 
throughout the world, even affecting social aspects. Due to this, we believe this 
property has worldwide significance similar to those sites. 

4) Results
Results of the comparison with the properties inscribed in the World Heritage List 
are summarized as follows:

- No industrial heritage site with a principal theme of the practical production 
of silk has been designated as a World Heritage site.

- Those already designated as textile industry heritage focus mainly on the 
cotton industry and typify an “industrial settlement” and “company town.”

- Many industrial heritage sites are registered as breakthroughs in the devel-
opment of their respective industries, and this property has the same histori-
cal significance as those sites.
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(iv) Comparison with other similar properties

(iv)-1 Similar properties across the world
Firstly, based on a survey report entitled “International Context for Textile Sites”20 

by the textile section of the TICCIH, we compiled a table of listed sites in the report 
classified by fiber.21 TICCIH conducts thematic studies regarding industrial heritage 
under the agreement between ICOMOS and TICCIH. The textile section of the TIC-
CIH started compiling a list of worldwide textile heritage for consideration as pos-
sible candidates for World Heritage Sites since their 2000 meeting. The draft sum-
mary can be seen in aforementioned report.

Looking at the list, one can observe that there is relatively small proportion of silk 
related industrial heritage among the list of all textile-related heritages properties 
(12 cases). It account for only 8% among a total of 144 cases, and very few site are 
recognized compare to cotton (25%) and wool (18%). Furthermore, most of them 
are related to fabric production or silk twisting. Only Tomioka Silk Mill is clearly rec-
ognized as a silk reeling mill. In conclusion, no heritage sites comparable to Tomioka 
Silk Mill in terms of size and history was found within the list of existing silk-related 
sites shown the report by the textile section of TICCIH. 

Secondly, Koinetwork g.e.i.e. industrial heritage consultancy was commissioned 
to conduct a historical survey22 on important technological innovation in the silk 
industry, as well as on the status of significant remains. While tracing the develop-
ment of the silk industry and each stage of development in the industrialization 
process in Europe and China, this survey compared important technological inter-
change and innovation with the nominated property while confirming the status of 
these facilities. 

Next, we will describe the stages of development in modern sericulture and silk 
reeling industries directly related to the nominated property, based on these re-
searches. Each of the categories of machine reeling mills, sericulture farmhouses, 
and cold storage for silkworm eggs will be dealt with separately. For an explanation 
on what significant technological innovation means in this field, refer to the Appen-
dix 4-a “Significant Technological Innovation in Sericulture and Silk Reeling.”23

1) Machine reeling mill
According to Koinetwork g.e.i.e.,24 “from the mid-18th to mid-19th century, im-
portant technological innovation in silk reeling was achieved by inventors such as 
Jacques Vaucanson who improve lathe for drawing silk out of the cocoons. At the 
beginning of the 19th century, Ferdinand Gensoul had finalized the process for a 
collective distribution of steam to many basins. Then, machine reeling mills using 
steam power appeared and continued to improve while spreading as far as Italy.”

We surveyed the actual remaining condition of silk mills related to these move-
ments, and found that there are no cultural properties which represent significant 
technological innovation and interchange in machine reeling development remain-
ing in sufficient state of preservation in either France or Italy.25 

20 See Watson,2010

21 See Appendix 5-b
JCHC2011-1

22 See Appendix 5-d
Koinetwork g.e.i.e. 2010

23 See Appendix 4-a “Signifi-
cant Technological Innova-
tion in Sericulture and Silk 
Reeling”

24 See Appendix 5-d

25 See Appendix 5-e
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Examples of historic mills in a relatively good state of preservation, though not 
a place of technological innovation, include Laroque (1838)[Photo 3-12], Maison 
Rouge (circa 1850) [Photo 3-13], and Caussignac (beginning of 19th century)[Photo 
3-14].26 Looking at these properties from an architectural standpoint, all these mills 
have multiple floors, mostly made from stone and some partly with bricks.

The following stage was the transfer of silk reeling technology to Asia and, as stated 
in 2.b.(i)-1, Japan was the only country with dramatical success in raw silk produc-
tion among Asian countries to which European machine reeling technology was 
transferred. A silk mill predating Tomioka Silk Mill was established in China with 
foreign capital from Jardine, Matheson & Co. of the U.K. in 1861, but it terminated 
business after a short time and no remains of this mill can be found.

After that, several modern factories on European model have been created in 
China. This included the Shanghai Silk Filature, which Paul Brunat, who supervised 
the construction of Tomioka Silk Mill, was involved with. However, factories did not 
develop smoothly in China, and any remains of machine reeling mill comparable to 
Tomioka Silk Mill could not be found.27

In addition, Koinetwork’s study of literary sources did not unearth a single property 
from countries outside Western Europe and China that matched the nominated 
property in terms of period or scale. This study therefore argued the following re-
garding the historical importance of Tomioka Silk Mill:

The great success of Tomioka Silk Mill lies in: 
1) that the context of the take-off and success in Tomioka has been the one-of-a-

kind in the world around 1870 and has been the key to a dramatic change of bal-
ance in the international geography and on the international market of raw silk 
and the whole range of its derived productions; and 

2) that such events have been the result of the existence, in the Japan of the first 
years of the Meiji era, of a convergence of several conditions which was not 
achieved in any other country, including the rest of Eastern Asia:

Based on previous analysis, it could be argued that Tomioka Silk Mill is the most 
complete machine reeling heritage site that typifies industrial and technological in-
terchange in the 19th to 20th century and is preserved in a high state of authentic-
ity. This was a period when modern technology was being transferred from West-
ern Europe to Asia leading to the region’s rapid progress.

26 Each of them is in 
the Region Languedoc-
Roussillon, department of 
Gard. For further detail, see 
Appendix 5-e

27 There are documents 
stating that 12 mills were 
established in China up until 
around the end of the 19th 
century. See Appendix 5-g. 
We commissioned JCHC sev-
eral surveys including field 
surveys mainly at Shanghai 
and Suzhou, to determine 
whether any remains of 
these machine reeling mills 
existed, but no such mills 
were discovered as protected 
cultural properties . See 
Appendix 5-f.
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COLUMN  
<<Throwing mill>>

According to Koinetwork g.e.i.e., technological innovation in silk throwing 
(twisting) was a notable achievement in the initial stages of European silk in-
dustry development. In the silk production process, silk twisting follows the 
silkworm rearing and silk reeling processes that were carried out by this nomi-
nated property.28 Silk twisting refers to raw silk reprocessing (twisting) work 
according to the type of textile. Innovation in silk twisting started mainly in 
Italy from around the 14th century, and it started out by improving the opera-
tion of torcitoio (tumbling mill for twisting) from manpower to hydropower.29 

This soon developed to installing large waterwheel-powered silk twisting ma-
chines in multi-floor factories, and it became a new model for silk mills and 
work organization by the 17th to 18th century. Several of such heritage sites 
can be found in the Piemonte region of Italy (Caraglio [Photo 3-15] and Racco-
nigi are representative examples). This silk twisting technology was a closely 
guarded secret at first, but it was soon transferred to other countries such as 
the U.K. and U.S., where silk twisting and textile weaving with imported raw 
silk was carried out. The aforementioned Derwent Valley Mills is a typical ex-
ample of introducing such silk twisting machine.

When looking back at history, the number of such silk throwing mills in Italy 
and France with silk reeling machines that shared waterwheel power is by no 
means small. Examples include the La Galiciére silk twisting mill [Photo 3-16] 
and Le Mazel (1846) in France.30 Thus, while silk twisting and reeling machines 
are both expected to be found at a typical silk mill, this method of working 
was never seen in Japan and China. The range of activities carried out by the 
Japanese sericulture and silk reeling industries only went as far as raw silk pro-
duction. It was customary for textile manufacturers, who bought the raw silk, 
to perform silk twisting as a part of the weaving process. This analysis there-
fore treated silk twisting mill as completely different in nature to silk mills like 
the nominated property.

28 See Silk production pro-
cess in Japan at the begin-
ning of this dossier.

29 In China and Japan, 
different type of mechanism 
waterwheel-powered silk 
twisting machines.

30 See Appendix 5-e
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Photo 3-12 Filature in Laroque, Herault, 
Languedoc-Roussillon, France

Photo 3-13 Filature “Maison Rouge,” 
Saint Jean du Gard,  Gard, Languedoc-
Roussillon, France

Photo 3-14 Filature in Caussignac, Gard, 
Languedoc-Roussillon, France

Photo 3-16 Moulinage de la soie (silk throwing 
mill) “Galicière,” Chatte, Isère, Rhône-Alpes, 
France
Courtesy of Ass. Les Amis de la Galicière

Photo 3-15 Il Filatoio di Caraglio (silk throwing 
mill) (1676-1678), Piedmont, Italy

Photo 3-17 Filature (both reeling and throw-
ing) in Le Mazel, Gard, Languedoc-Roussillon, 
France
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2) Sericulture farmhouses
Sericulture farmhouses were barely raised in the previously mentioned TICCIH and 
Koinetwork g.e.i.e, surveys with only a mention of the above stated Shirakawa-go 
and Gokayama farmhouses in the TICCIH survey report. 

Therefore, a comparative analysis of Japanese and Western silkworm raising rooms 
was undertaken using the historic observation reports of both Japanese and West-
ern experts conducted from the 19th to the 20th century.

Firstly, technological innovations in silkworm-rearing rooms in 19th century Europe 
related mainly to temperature adjustment (adding innovations to silkworm rearing 
rooms to maintain appropriate temperature) and the circulation of fresh air by ven-
tilation. 

In Figure 3-1 you can see how the necessity of temperature control and ventilation 
in silkworm-rearing room was appealed for. Italian and French sericulture rooms of 
the time focused on airflow as seen in Figures 3-2 with some kind of ventilation in-
novation added to a stone building.

However, according to an Italian economist, Giovanni Federico, European sericul-
ture was considered to be a seasonal farming activity, so most used a part of the 
farmhouse to raise silkworms during the season and only a small fraction built a 
dedicated silkworm rearing room. 

On the other hand, renovation of sericulture structures in Japan was actively 
pursued in the same period. Ventilation systems used at Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm31 and the temperature adjustment structure of Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School are prime examples.32 The main building of the Tajima farm was built in 
1863, preceding the Tajima family representatives’ visit to Italy in 1879 and the in-
troduction of European Sericulture farmhouse architecture by the Japanese delega-
tion. This fact proves that this structure was a completely novel conception.

When comparing European and Japanese sericulture farmhouses, both of them 
attach importance to ventilation in function, and in modern times, information on 
respective techniques was exchanged via documents. However, the emergence of 
similar features was not induced by direct interaction. Moreover, while the typical 
Japanese modern silkworm raising room is one specially designed and incorporated 
into a residence. In Europe, we can not find out any example of such combined 
house as far as our study. As an existing example of exclusive silkworm rearing 
room we should mention is one established as an annex to the silk twisting mill, La 
Galiciére [Photo 3-18]. The actual architecture of European and Japanese sericul-
ture farmhouses completely differ in terms of structure, design, and materials.

It was also found that while a large amount of research on silkworm-rearing rooms 
was carried out with vigorous spirit to improve the structure in Japan, there were 
only a small number of cases of such research in Europe.

31 See p.055 2.a. (iv) S2 Ta-
jima Yahei Sericulture Farm

32 p.064 2.a.(iv) S3 
Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School
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3) Cold Storage
Cold Storage facilities enabled multiple rearing cycle of silkworm by storing silk-
worm eggs to control their hatching timing. In some areas of Southern part of 
China and India, there is the multivoltine used mostly in tropical Asia which do not 
hibernate and can go through the process of hatching – larva - eclosion -laying eggs 
repeatedly in any time of the year. However, because of the quality of raw silk ob-
tained from this multivoltine was not satisfactory, most of the raw silk produced 
was consumed locally and did not enter the global market. On the other hand, to 
achieve multiple rearing cycle was difficult when using univoltine or bivoltine silk-
worms which can produce high quality cocoons.33 The use of cold storage as a stor-
age place for silkworm eggs is rarely seen anywhere outside of Japan and we have 
yet to obtain information on foreign cold storage for silkworm eggs protected as 
heritage sites.

33 more detail See Appendix 
4-a

Figure 3-1 Section of silkworm rearing room 
developed by Darcay and Robinee, from 
Ifutsu Sangyo Jijyo [Report on Sericulture 
Industry of Italy and Japan] by Y. Miyoshi, 
1892

Figure 3-2 Silkworm rearing building 
in France, from Manuel du Magnanier 
[Sericulture Manual]” by L. Roman, 187

 

Photo 3-18 Interior of silkworm rearing 
building, Moulinage de la soie (silk throw-
ing mill) Galicière, Chatte, Isère, Rhône-
Alpes, France
Courtesy of Ass. Les Amis de la Galicière

 
Figure 3-3 Magnanerie  [Silkworm rear-
ing building],  Des Cevennes Par Louis 
Pasteur, from Vignon L., La Soie, 1890.
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Literary resources were searched for information on the use of cold storage outside 
of Japan, and only two cases were found. The use of cold storage for cooling silk-
worm eggs are indicated in Giovanni Bolle’s Anleitung zur Kultur des Maulbeerbau-
mes und zur rationellen Aufzucht der Seidenraupe [Method of Rational Sericulture 
and Mulberry Cultivation].34 His writing notes that a natural cave was used for the 
purpose.35

Another reference can be found in a book by Leo Duran.36 It described that some 
Italian establishments utilized extensive cold storage enabling artificial hatching of 
silkworm eggs. However, in a separate section of the same book, raising silkworms 
multiple times in one year was an exception in Italy and it was normally hatched 
once a year. On the other hand, the author states that the Japanese controlled rear-
ing cycles so that silkworms could be raised during two-thirds of a year.37 

In addition, according to a research on the history of the European silk industry,38 it 
was Japan that increased the number of rearing cycles in the 1910s to three times a 
year - spring, summer, and autumn -  and there was no mention of the use of a cold 
storage in European countries.

Considering these description, it seems unlikely that cold storage historic site for 
silkworm egg storage comparable to Arafune Cold Storage will be found anywhere 
outside of Japan in the future.

(iv)-2 Comparison with similar properties within Japan
As stated in Chapter 2 and 3, sericulture and silk reeling industry in Japan has expe-
rienced extraordinary development different from other countries. Subsequently, 
comparison with similar properties in Japan takes significant part in this compara-
tive study.
 
The survey used the following materials to identify the scale, remaining condition 
and historical value of cultural properties: the “National Cultural Property Data-
base” created by the Agency for Cultural Affairs; each prefecture’s “Comprehensive 
Survey Report on Heritage Structures related to Japanese Modernization” and 
“Comprehensive Survey Report on Modern Japanese-style Buildings”; “Comprehen-
sive Report Collection of Japanese Folk-houses”;  the Department of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Agriculture and Commerce’s “Sericulture Legislative Report” [1917]; Na-
gano Prefecture’s Silkworm Disease Preventative Office’s “Nagano Prefecture Cold 
Storage Research” [1910]; and the “National Cold Storage Research” (editor and 
publisher unknown) [1909].

1) Machine-reeling mills
As a result, from the review of above surveys, we know that no other mill compa-
rable to Tomioka Silk Mill (S1) from a perspective of interchange and technological 
innovation in regard to silk-reeling technological development in the 19th to 20th 
century exists. Tomioka Silk Mill is outstanding either in scale, historical value or 
remaining condition. 

34 Translation by Noshomu-
sho (Ministry of Agriculture 
and Commerce) Sangyo Shiken-
jo (Sericultural Laboratory) , 
Method of Rational Sericulture 
and Mulberry Cultivation (1918) 
(original text was published in 
1913). Noshomu-sho Sangyo 
Shiken-jo, 1913, p61 

35 The following is written 
in this publication: a cave in 
the Alps was used to store 
silkworm eggs in a state of 
hibernation till autumn and 
summer-autumn rearing 
was being attempted, as it 
was in Japan at that time. 
The amount of production in-
creased by multiplication the 
rearing cycle to three times 
a year. Before this winter-
ing method was introduced, 
spring was the main rearing 
period while summer rear-
ing was nominal. However, 
enabling storage allowed 
summer-autumn rearing to 
be carried out in the period 
after spring, when there is a 
labor shortage due to farm 
work, and the amount of pro-
duced cocoons was one-third 
of that produced by Japan.

36 See Duran, L.,1921,p21

37 See Duran,L.,1921,p28-29

38 See Federico, 1997 p13
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Aside from Tomioka Silk Mill, there are 16 cultural properties related to silk reeling 
currently designated or registered by law (2 designated and 14 registered).  They in-
clude one reeling mill remain that rather  new structures built since the 1910s and 9 
warehouses for cocoons or thread. Other properties are partial remains of factory 
complexes such as offices or owner’s house, which are not considered as produc-
tion facilities.39

However, in view of the possibility that there may be any surviving undesignated 
silk-reeling mills, we determined “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Struc-
tures related to Japanese Modernization” and “Comprehensive Survey Report on 
Modern Japanese-style Buildings.” Although approximately 90 machine reeling re-
lated properties are surveyed, only 30 partial remains of factory complexes includ-
ing 10 production facilities can be found. Thus, There remains no complete factory 
complex like Tomioka Silk Mill.

Furthermore, we examined the present state of former silk-reeling mills considered 
to be a similar property from a historical perspective. First, Western-style machine-
reeling mills built prior to Tomioka Silk Mill were the Maebashi Silk Mill built by the 

39 See Appendix 5-i

Photo 3-19 Second reel-
ing plant, Muroyama 
Silk-reeling Mill, Mie, 
Japan 1903

Photo 3-20 Office build-
ing, Former Yamajo 
Miyasaka Silk-reeling 
Mill, Nagano, Japan 
1927
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Maebashi clan in Maebashi, Gunma Prefecture in 1870 and the Onogumi Silk Mill 
built by the Ono group in Tsukiji, Tokyo in 1871. These were small-scale facili  es 
that drove Italian-style reeling machines by tradi  onal Japanese-type water-power. 
Both were closed a few years a  er opening and no traces can be found.

Next, from a literary review we iden  fi ed mills modeled on Tomioka Silk Mill in the 
early Meiji period a  er 1872. According to the “Chronicle on Tomioka Silk Mill”40 
and the “Photographic Collec  on of Tomioka Silk Mill”,41 32 machine-reeling mills42 
were modeled on Tomioka Silk Mill by 1880. We therefore surveyed the present 
state of the original architecture of these silk mills, but no remains of any of these 
32 mills exist. A remain of second reeling mill of Muroyama silk-reeling mill built in 
1903, which has no direct rela  on to Tomioka, only conveys a ves  ge[Photo 3-19].

Just to make sure of an analysis, in the case of Nagano which had the highest the 
number of small, and medium machine-reeling mills from the end of Meiji to Taisho 
period,43 we interviewed the officials of municipal educational boards in Nagano 
Prefecture in charge “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures related 
to Japanese Moderniza  on,” and noted condi  on of remains  of silk mills built by 
the Taisho period, including small-scale, simplifi ed versions of Tomioka Silk Mill that 
used boiler facili  es and power-driven reeling equipment while subs  tu  ng a water 
wheel for a steam engine. As a result, no mill architecture built up to 1900 s  ll ex-
ists in its previous state. Although, some rela  vely new mill facili  es built a  er the 
1910s, and some subsidiary facili  es such as water conduits as traces, managers’ 
residence, and offi  ce buildings s  ll exist par  ally [Photo 3-20].

Based on the above, we can conclude that we were unable to fi nd any considerable 
remains of the following: 1) machine-reeling mills built prior to Tomioka Silk Mill; 2) 
early Meiji period silk mills modeled on Tomioka Silk Mill; and 3) simplifi ed silk mills 
created under the infl uence of Tomioka Silk Mill.

2) Sericulture farmhouses
In compara  ve study for Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2) and Takayama-sha Seri-
culture School (S3), it is important to focus on whether the property exhibits tech-
nological innova  on of architecture for silkworm raising or not, in order to iden  fy 
the nominated property’s posi  on as the prototype of “modern sericulture farm-
house.” And also, the signifi cance as educa  onal facili  es to disseminate standard 
sericulture method should be compared. Thus, fi rstly, we outline the architectural 
value of the “modern sericulture farmhouse” and its dissemina  on.

The architecture of “modern silk-raising farmhouses” that can be seen across the 
sericulture area in central Honshu, centered in Gunma Prefecture, is characterized 
by the use of the upper fl oor for silkworm rearing, compara  vely large-scale two-
story structure, and  led roof with a raised roof called koshiyane. The main building 
of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is the prototype of such modern silk-raising farm-
houses. It is a two-story house with silkworm-raising room, which has an innova  ve 
architectural style incorporating a ventilation system. It was introduced in Yosan 

40 Editorial Committee of 
Tomioka Seishijoshi ed., 1977. 
Tomioka Seishijoshi [Chronicle 
on Tomioka Silk Mill].
41 Katakurakogyokabushikigai-
sha, 2007. Shashinshu Tomiokas-
eishijo [Photographic  Collection 
of Tomioka Silk Mill]. 

42 See Appendix 4-b

43 Taisho period (1912-1926)
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Shinron [New Theory of Sericulture] by Yahei Tajima in 1872 and spread nation-
wide.44

In the inaugural year of the Meiji period in 1868, sericulture delegations and re-
searchers visited Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm from all over Japan including Kuma-
moto, Shizuoka, Hyogo, Kyoto etc., and the number rose to 179 people from a total 
of 25 prefectures in the period of 1873 to 1874. 

This included researchers from Yamagata Prefecture who after returning home 
built structures for silkworm rearing modeled on Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and 
these buildings are components of the Matsugaoka Land Reclamation Site, now a 
nationally designated Historic Site.

Takayama-sha Sericulture School incorporated a ventilation system by using a 
raised roof developed by Yahei Tajima. It also has a variety of innovations including 
a floor structure and a furnace, and its revolutionary silkworm room enables the 
temperature to be carefully controlled.

The silkworm room that can still be found at the Takayama-sha Sericulture School 
was built in 1891 and its structure became popular throughout Japan via the 

44 See p.106 photo 2-46

Photo 3-21 Tomizawa House, a sericulture 
farmhouse with thatched roof, built in the 
18th century. 

Photo 3-22 Silkworm-rearing building, the 
Matsugaoka Land Reclamation Site 

Photo 3-23 Silkworm-rearing farmhouses in 
Akaiwa district (Influenced by Takayama-
sha)

Photo 3-24  Kyoshin-sha sericulture school
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20,000 or more students taught at Takayama-sha Sericulture School and teachers 
dispatched to all corners of the country. Kyoshin-sha is worthy of special mention 
as a silkworm-raising room modeled on the Takayama-sha Sericulture School. It 
was built by Kuzo Kimura, the younger brother of Chogoro Takayama, in Honjo City, 
Saitama Prefecture in 1894. However, this building was a dedicated silkworm-rais-
ing room built inside a silkworm rearing educational institution and not in combina-
tion with residential facilities.

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School pass on the 
history of the Japanese silk industry, as important witnesses testifying to new de-
velopments in sericultural methods, improving silkworm-raising room structures to 
embody the method, and giving rise to technological innovations on a nationwide 
scale. As Japan grew to be the largest silk exporter in the world, occupying 80% of 
the global silk exportation market, modern sericulture farmhouses (two-story tiled 
houses with a partially raised roof for ventilation) were built all over Japan from the 
1860s to 1960s.

Based on such historical background, to find similar property in Japan, firstly, from 
the list of national cultural properties.45 Aside from Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
(S2) and Takayama-sha Sericulture School (S3), 14 designated and 34 registered 
sericulture farmhouse, including some groups of farmhouses, are identified. These 
were built over a wide period from the 18th century to the first half of 20th century 
and their styles were diverse.  These included the late Edo period thatched roof 
sericulture farmhouses [photo 3-21] and, farmhouses which were built under the 
influence of Tajima Yahei sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School 
structures [photo 3-23]. The list also contains aforementioned  Matsugaoka Land 
Reclamation Site [photo 3-22] and no front-runner of sericulture farmhouse prior to 
Tajima Farm nor sericulture educational facility prior to Takayama-sha.

Secondly, from “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures related to 
Japanese Modernization” and “Comprehensive Survey Report on Modern Japa-
nese-style Buildings,” 144 properties came up including Kyoshin-sha described 
before as one modeled on the Takayama-sha. Neither older nor similar example did 
not exist in the list. 

Further, in order to understand the progress of the sericulture farmhouse in Japan, 
we studied the scale and style of the farmhouses in Gunma, Nagano, Yamanashi, 
Hyogo, Fukushima, and Yamagata Prefectures, which were the top cocoon produc-
ing areas in the 1890s, from the “Comprehensive Report Collection of Japanese 
Folk-houses.” As a result, any precedent example equipped with the characteristic 
of modern sericulture farmhouse to Tajima Farm was not founded, neither sericul-
ture training facility comparable to Takayama-sha.

The results of the above analysis clearly show that the technological innovation and 
historical significance of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericul-
ture School stand out compared to other cultural property.

45 See Appendix 5-i
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3) Cold Storage 
In aforementioned list of national cultural properties,46 “Comprehensive Survey 
Report on Heritage Structures related to Japanese Modernization” and “Compre-
hensive Survey Report on Modern Japanese-style Buildings,” only “Arafune Cold 
Storage and Azumaya Cold Storage in Gunma Prefecture” are designated as a cold 
storage for silkworm eggs.47  While several examples were found in Nagano Prefec-
ture’s “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures related to Japanese 
Modernization,” any of them are small in scale.

Furthermore, we examined the present state of cold storage for silkworm eggs 
considered to be a similar property from a historical perspective. All cold storage 
for silkworm eggs in Japan were regulated and registered by government during a 
certain period in the Taisho period. Therefore, based on the Department of Agricul-
ture, Bureau of Agriculture and Commerce’s “Sericulture Legislative Report (Sangyo 
Torishimari Seiseki) ” [1917]; Nagano Prefecture’s Silkworm Disease Preventative 
Office’s “Nagano Prefecture Cold Storage Research” [1910]; and “National Cold 
Storage Research” (editor and publisher unknown) [1909], we identified the loca-
tions, years of construction, styles, and scales of cold storage facilities built from 
the late Meiji period to the Taisho period. Then Gunma Prefecture conducted a na-
tionwide survey on their present state in 2008. 

As a result, we found that the storage capacity of Arafune Cold Storage was out-
standing in scale compared to others in Gunma Prefecture as well as in other pre-
fectures.48

Further analysis of documents on Arafune Cold Storage and their trading records 
showed that silkworm egg storage was commissioned from almost all over Japan. 
These facts demonstrate its enormous influence in contributing to the multiplica-
tion of  silkworm rearing cycles across the whole of Japan through silkworm egg 
storage.

4) Justification for selection of components
The impact Tomioka Silk Mill has made on mass production of raw silk, through the 
introduction of Western machine reeling technology in the 19th century and inno-

46 See Appendix 5-i

47 Azumaya Cold Storage 
located in Nakanojo-town, 
Gunma Prefecture is des-
ignated in conjunction with 
Arafune Cold Storage at the 
same time in 2010.

48 See Appendix 5-h

Photo 3-25
Azumaya Cold Storage, 
Gunma, Japan
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vations that followed, is globally outstanding. And since scientific innovations that 
led to a rapid growth in the cocoon production were fundamental to mass produc-
tion of raw silk, we must nominate a series of facilities, as an ensemble, that depict 
significant innovation in entire production system centered on Tomioka Silk Mill.

In composing a comprehensive technological ensemble, it is necessary to specify 
silkworm-rearing facilities that possess a functional connection in the raw silk pro-
duction process. Also, we decided to strictly select only components indispensable 
for constituting the outstanding universal value of the nominated site rather than 
including everything related to the theme.

As a result, we carefully selected components of the nominated property in accor-
dance with the following criteria based on this comparative analysis.

[Principles for selection of components]
- Tomioka Silk Mill is taken as the central component
- Sites that have strong relationships with Tomioka Silk Mill 
- Sites that depict the emergence of innovation in sericulture

Firstly, Figure 2-1 in page 016 and Appendix 2-b outline the interrelation between 
Tomioka Silk Mill and three other sites.

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, Takayama-sha Sericulture School and Arafune Cold 
Storage are located in Gunma Prefecture together with Tomioka Silk Mill, so they 
are geographically close, and also had a strong relationship as leaders in their 
respective fields from the late 19th century in each stage of sericulture and silk-
reeling development. In order to facilitate and spread widely the development of 
excellent quality silkworms from the beginning of the 20th century, they formed 
a close association through the experimental rearing of foreign and hybrid breeds 
(Tajima Sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School), cocoon bulk pur-
chase agreements (Takayama-sha Sericulture School), and silkworm egg storage 
agreements (Arafune Cold Storage). This connection with Tomioka Silk Mill cannot 
be seen with other silkworm-raising facilities located nearby.

In addition, as sites that depict wide emergence of innovation in sericulture, studies 
in 1) to 3) of this section clarify that Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School and Arafune Cold Storage stand out compared to other cultural 
property in terms of historical significance of their innovation. Specifically, Tajima 
Yahei Sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School stand out in the devel-
opment of silkworm-raising room structure and sericulture methods, and the Ara-
fune Cold Storage in the storage of silkworm eggs.

Based on the above analytical results, Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Arafune Cold Storage, which make up 
the “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”, could be taken as a single “technologi-
cal ensemble” that cooperated in working towards the mass-production of high-
quality raw silk. What’s more, they also came to lead the world in the innovation of 
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sericulture and silk-reeling techniques.

It should also be noted that these four sites were not completely independent. 
Many other sites or cultural assets developed under their influence as well as those 
belonging to the pre-modern period or related fields such as textiles, transporta-
tion, and commerce. Some of those remain in a good state of preservation condi-
tion. Deeming it necessary to protect these properties as local heritage, Gunma 
Prefecture cooperated with the related towns and cities in registering them as 
“Gunma Silk Heritage Sites” and launched the “Gunma Silk Heritage Network” Proj-
ect to conserve them.49

(v) Results of analysis
As shown above, we first considered already inscribed World Heritage Sites then 
other similar sites and then compared the nominated property with relevant prop-
erties in Japan and abroad from a variety of aspects.

The results of these respective analyses and comparisons have been summed up at 
the end of each section, but we would like to provide a final summation below.

1) Appropriateness of nomination for the World Heritage List.
As a result of comparison with properties already inscribed on the World Heritage 
List, there is no representative that has “practical production of silk” as its central 
theme. From a Global Strategy viewpoint, we believe that the nominated property 
is worth being included in the World Heritage List.

2) Outstanding example among similar properties
There were very few silk-related industrial heritage sites even in the comparison 
with the textile-related heritage sites not recorded in the World Heritage List and 
tentative list. The nominated property represents a significant turning point in the 
history of silk industry development, and when it comes to “exchange and techno-
logical innovation in machine-reeling and silkworm storage and rearing in the latter 
half of 19th century into the 20th century,” the nominated property has no equal.

3) Rationale for selecting components
The nominated property is an ensemble that consist of four components -  Tomioka 
Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Ara-
fune Cold Storage - that contributed to the realization of mass production of high-
quality raw silk through the collaboration among these establishments.
This property could be considered a “technological ensemble” that served the lead-
ing stage for crucial technological innovations that accelerated the mass-produc-
tion of high-quality raw silk. When selecting components of the nominated prop-
erty, we focused on both the technological innovation and historical significance 
of each component as well as the importance of their relationship with the central 
component, Tomioka Silk Mill. We believe that as far as both points are concerned, 
the four sites have a far greater value than other similar facilities.

49 See p.209 ch5 (i)-5
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3.3. Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

a. Brief synthesis
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a technological ensemble depicting 
the significant technological interchange and development that enabled realization 
of the mass production of high-quality raw silk from the latter half of 19th cen-
tury into the 20th century, during the period when the world market was unified 
through international trade. This ensemble brought about developments in global 
silk industry as well as popularization of silk consumption and contributed greatly 
to modernization of the Japanese economy. 

Mass production of high-quality raw silk was achieved through innovations not 
only in reeling technology but also in silkworm rearing methods for increased 
production of high-quality cocoons. Tomioka Silk Mill played a central role in this 
technological innovation as a pioneer in the movement. Established in 1872 by the 
national government in the heart of Japan’s sericulture region, in the middle of the 
main island, the mill is a prototypical example of the move to introduce advanced 
Western technology and factory systems during Japan’s early days of moderniza-
tion. It exemplifies interchange in the fields of architecture and reeling technology. 
Tomioka Silk Mill was the setting in which a wide range of reeling technology was 
developed consecutively for about one hundred years, beginning with introduction 
of mechanical reeling technology from the West, and culminating in implementa-
tion of the automatic reeling machine in the 20th century. Here stand a complete 
set of structures that convey the progress of these important technological innova-
tions.

The following three sites, strongly related to Tomioka Silk Mill, played essential 
roles in advancing silkworm rearing technology. They convey the process of innova-
tions in silkworm rearing methods and their dissemination. Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm was the starting point for improvements in silkworm rearing farmhouse struc-
tures focusing on ventilation. It was followed by Takayama-sha Sericulture School, 
an educational institute where standardized rearing methods were established by 
perfecting Tajima’s method through use of a thermal-powered system for tempera-
ture and humidity control. Arafune Cold Storage provided cool storage for silkworm 
eggs to allow multiple rearing seasons, which enabled mass production of cocoons. 
These facilities joined forces in work headed by Tomioka Silk Mill to improve and 
standardize silkworm species, and were responsible for the novel developments 
employing scientific experiments for superior breeds of silkworms. The materializa-
tion of a stable provision system for fine-quality cocoons in large quantities was 
achieved through the collaboration of Tomioka Silk Mill, a large-scale factory estab-
lished employing modern Western technology and the silkworm farmers that fur-
ther developed domestic sericulture methods. Thus, a model for mass production 
of high-quality raw silk was established. This success was spread throughout the 
country and provided a standard for silk reeling factories and silk rearing establish-
ments all over Japan.

As a result, Japan’s raw silk export developed exponentially to dominate a share 
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of 80 percent in the global market in the 1930s. It was not only exportation of raw 
silk but also worldwide transfer of efficient technology for silkworm rearing and 
silk reeling, developed under the leadership of these four sites, that provided the 
foundations for contemporary raw silk production. Such contributions made by this 
group of sites enhanced the broad dispersal of silk products to new consumers. 

b. Justification for criteria
Application of Criterion (ii)
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites exhibit an important interchange of scientific 
knowledge between Japan and various countries, on developments in silk produc-
tion technology. This group of sites well exemplifies mutual exchange of industrial 
technology on a global scale that resulted in mass production of high-quality raw 
silk by the early 20th century, and brought about a uniquely modern consumer 
culture in which silk may be consumed by the general public. Western technology 
and full-scale factory systems were first introduced in Japan at the government 
established Tomioka Silk Mill. The mill spearheaded development in silk reeling 
technology and dissemination throughout Japan, and promoted advancement in 
silkworm cultivation in conjunction with three related sites. This was followed by 
the worldwide transfer of modern sericulture technology together with the effec-
tive silk production machinery perfected in Japan, which continue to support raw 
silk production to this day.

Application of Criterion (iv)
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites form an exemplary technological ensemble 
that represents the significant stage in human history when mass production of 
raw silk was realized, from the late 19th century into the 20th century.   This group 
of four sites consists of a large-scale factory and three small-scale breeding facili-
ties responsible for developments in silkworm rearing and reeling technology that 
enabled mass production of raw silk. They vividly depict the progression from 
mechanical reeling machines introduced from the West, to the later Japanese in-
vention of the automatic reeling machine, as well as the process of repeatedly at-
tempted innovations in silkworm breeding technology and its dissemination. Such 
technological innovations played a pivotal role in the development of the modern 
global silk-industry during this time when the world market was unified through in-
ternational trade.

c. Statement of integrity
All components of the nominated property are indispensable for giving an account 
of international exchange and major technological innovations that contributed 
to the development of the world’s silkworm rearing and silk-reeling industries. By 
treating the four components as a group of interrelated sites responsible for the 
mass production of high-quality raw silk, it is possible to exhibit the entire picture 
of the series of production systems for silkworm breeding and silk reeling. The 
nominated property is appropriately delineated to include all buildings and struc-
tures necessary to convey the significance of each component. Each of these prop-
erties is preserved accordingly.
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d. Statement of authenticity
The principal structures extant at each property typically retain their original con-
struction. Site boundaries as well as the layout of main buildings within the prem-
ises remain unchanged. Minor interventions undertaken on some buildings as func-
tional enhancements to meet technological innovations of each period do not mar 
any of the major characteristics of each property. Repairs have been made with 
sufficient consideration for maintaining authenticity of original form and design, 
material and quality, use, and function. Authenticity of major characteristics includ-
ing technology and tradition is ensured.

e. Requirements for protection and management
Each component is fully protected under the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties, having been designated as Historic Sites and/or Important Cultural 
Properties. In the buffer zones, all possible measures are being taken for protec-
tion of surrounding environments under such laws as the City Planning Act and the 
Landscape Act as well as ordinances enforced by their respective municipal govern-
ments. Comprehensive preservation and management plans to cover all compo-
nents have been formulated and are being appropriately enacted. A cooperative 
committee comprised of all relevant prefectural and municipal governments was 
established to ensure effective measures are being taken among the parties con-
cerned. 

Possible major threats to these properties are natural disasters. Careful preventive 
measures against damage by such causes are being taken and long-term measures 
have been drawn up based on detailed surveys by professionals. In order to con-
tinuously protect these sites into the future, both development of surrounding ar-
eas and public access to components are being appropriately regulated. Protection 
is reinforced by the efforts of local volunteer groups involved in preservation and 
promotion of these resources.
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4. State of Conservation and Factors Affecting 
the Property

4.a. Present State of Conservation

(i) Overall property
Prior to designation, all four components of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites had 
been preserved and managed properly by the owners. Thus, land, buildings, struc-
tures, and underground structural remains are kept in good condition. At present, 
these four components are nationally designated as Historic Sites under the Law 
for the Protection of Cultural Properties and historical values of the land, buildings, 
subsidiary and underground structures are preserved at the highest level of protec-
tion. Furthermore, the buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill that were built during govern-
ment operation are designated also as national Important Cultural Properties under 
the same law. 
 
The conservation state of each component is excellent as the local municipalities, 
assigned as custodial bodies by the Japanese government, set each preservation 
and management plan, and maintain and manage the components properly. 
Concerning the elements that constitute historic value of the property such as 
buildings, subsidiary structures, underground structural remains or relevant plants, 
scientific investigations have been and continue to be implemented one by one, 
and maintenance and/or conservation are underway based on the investigation 
outcome.

(ii) Present state of conservation
The state of conservation of each component is described as follows:

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 

Within the property, there presently remain buildings and underground structures 
constructed in various periods. Those buildings, not only the ones designated as 
national Important Cultural Properties constructed during the government opera-
tion period, are preserved in good condition. Partial degradation or minor damage 
such as that on the roofs has been properly repaired according to a preservation 
and management plan. 

Concerning locations of the dismantled buildings, it is possible to identify them 
according to reliable documentation including historic site plans and historic pho-
tos. Underground structural remains have been and continue to be surveyed, with 
proper excavation procedures as necessary, to establish appropriate measures for 
preservation and management of these traces.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Within the site, the main building used for both residence and sericulture, store-
house for mulberry leaves and silkworm eggs as well as stone remnant of lost build-
ing lots are preserved in good condition.

Although the entrance of the main building was altered in 1952, the koshiyane or  
the raised roof used with ventilation function developed by Yahei remains com-
pletely intact including the fittings used for ventilation control. The openings of the 
raised roof have been closed from the outside with tin plate to improve interior liv-
ing conditions. 

A microscope room which exhibits the history of international exchange and the 
partition structure of the silkworm room upstairs setup at the time when research-
es on F1 hybrids were implemented, the fittings, all railings and divider functions, 
except for some removable panels and screens, are preserved in good condition.
 
The site is appropriately taken care of by the property owner in charge of daily 
management. In order to properly continue preservation of the premises with re-
spect for the owners’ daily living, Isesaki City acting as a custodial body  for preser-
vation and management.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Within the site, in addition to the main building with silkworm rearing rooms, the 
nagayamon-gate, bathhouse/kitchen, outside toilet, stone masonry that convey 
the footprints of the practical school buildings, and stone walls of the mulberry 
storage basement are preserved.

Of the main building with silkworm raising rooms, all structures, which constitute 
the main features for the seion-iku silkworm rearing method, such as a series of 
three raised roofs for ventilation, large openings of the upper-floor silkworm room, 
latticed ceiling called komagaeshi, as well as places for installing a brazier and ven-
tilation openings are completely preserved in good condition. After they stopped 
raising silkworms, some parts on the ground floor were renovated to accommodate 
present living conditions. However, most of the alterations were done by simply 
placing new materials over the original features, such as the floor, walls, and ceiling. 
Therefore, the interventions made are all reversible so that the original condition 
can be brought back.

Regarding other buildings, the roofs and walls of the bathhouse/kitchen are dam-
aged. As a temporary protective measure before performing full restoration, pro-
tective coverings are provided to prevent further deterioration. Daily management 
is properly conducted by Fujioka City based on the preservation and management 
plan and the property is well conserved. 
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Fujioka City is implementing a detailed investigation regarding the original state 
when it was built. A full preservation is underway accordingly. 

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Within the site, stone foundation walls of the three cold storage buildings, remains 
of a passageway linking these buildings, and remains of an administrative building 
are preserved. 

Although the stone masonry wall has partially collapsed by natural cause, its main 
attributes such as the base structure and the mechanism of circulating cold air are 
kept in good condition. On the exterior of the foundation walls, sealed pointing to 
confine cold air still remain. The mechanism of emanating cold air is perfectly main-
tained at around two or three degrees Celsius and cold air comes out even in sum-
mer.

Regarding the stone foundation wall which partially collapsed recently in cold stor-
age No. 1, the preparation to reinstate stones back to the former state is underway 
according to detailed land surveys made before its collapse and detailed investiga-
tion of the fallen stone material. Stone pieces are individually numbered and re-
corded their locations prior to dismantling, so that they can be placed back exactly.

Daily management of the site is properly carried out by Shimonita Town based on 
the preservation and management plan. The necessity of an upper structure for the 
purpose of protecting existing stone masonry from wind or rain will be carefully 
considered. 
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4.b. Factors Affecting the Property

(i) Development pressures
(i)-1 Condition for overall properties 
Regarding the property, based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, 
alterations which affect the property are prohibited in principle unless they are 
necessary for preservation or restoration. Therefore, developments which might 
have adversery effects on the outstanding universal value are not permitted.

In the buffer zone, there is no large-scale development currently planned. Actions 
such as constructing buildings or structures, alteration of shape and size of land, 
cutting bamboo or trees are regulated in terms of the scale, shape, or structure un-
der the City Planning Act, the Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas, 
Forest Act, Landscape Act and the ordinance of the related cities and a town. Thus, 
any development with negative impacts to reduce the outstanding universal value 
of the property will not be permitted. 

(i)-2 Condition of each component
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka Silk Mill site is in the town center formed on the riverside terrace of 
Kabura-gawa River. Within the buffer zone including the Mill itself, in line with the  
City Planning Master Plan implemented under the City Planning Act and also the 
“Tomioka City Machizukuri - development and revitalization - Plan” set out in 2006, 
sound city development is controlled.

Development activity
Within the buffer zone, matters such as use, shape of the buildings, building cover-
age ratio, and floor-area ratio of buildings are controlled. The Tomioka City Land-
scape Plan and the Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance implemented in 2009 define, 
construction works should be regulated in height, within 12m for immediate sur-
rounding zone of the mill, and 14m for other zones, based on the height of build-
ings at the mill. Also, construction of a building or subsidiary structure which is over 
1000 square meters in area should be notified.  Therefore, any negative impact that 
may threaten the value of property is controlled.

Policy reform for development projects in the town center
In the central area (6.2 hectares) within the buffer zone, the city began an urban re-
newal project in 2002, scheduled to be in effect until 2016, which may have greatly 
altered the landscape. However, the city changed the development policy in March 
2006, toward “sustainable development placing Tomioka Silk Mill as the core,” 
which has been stated in the “Tomioka City Machizukuri - development and revital-
ization - Plan.” Therefore the city is pursuing the town center development project 
in concordance with the balance between development activities and preservation 
of the property.
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Photo 4-1  Photo of the periphery of Tomioka Silk Mill

Road works
There are no plans for new roads or large-scale expansion of road widths within the 
buffer zone. Additionally, the “Tomioka City Landscape Plan” established in 2009 
identified nine roads in the buffer zone as the “Important Landscape Public Facili-
ties” because it has a large impact on the creation of a pleasant landscape. While 
making such improvements, considerations have been established on structure, 
shape design, materials and color in order to preserve and improve the historic and 
cultural value possessed.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Sakai-shimamura district in Isesaki City, where Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is  lo-
cated, adjacent to Honjo City and Fukaya City, both in Saitama Prefecture. Because 
the property is in close proximity to the prefectural boundary, the buffer zone was 
extended to include an area in Honjo City.

The area both in Isesaki City and Honjo City is specified as an Urbanization Control 
Area based on City Planning Act, and is designated as an “Agricultural Promotion 
Area” based on Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Area where a pro-
tection policy for urbanization control and agricultural use is presumed.

Development activity
Development of a building or subsidiary structure over 15 meters in height or de-
velopment activities over 1,000 square meters in area should be notified under 
the Landscape Plan and Landscape Ordinance of Isesaki City implemented in 2008. 
Further, the city schedules to strengthen the height restrictions to 10 meters and 
under for construction works of a buildings or structures in the buffer zone starting 
in April 2013.

Development activities in area of the Saitama side are controlled by requiring no-
tification for construction of a building or structure over 10 meters in height or de-
velopment activities over 200 square meters in area under the Landscape Plan and 
Landscape Ordinance of Saitama Prefecture.

River improvement
Tone-gawa River that runs north of the buffer zone is managed by the Minister of 
land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism (MLIT). MLIT implemented a basic 
policy for river improvement in 2006, and is deliberately carrying out river safety 
improvement projects. There are no projects that may alter the landscape in the 
surrounding area of the property where a vast bank has been built.

Others
A coordinating committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites has been estab-
lished among the local governments. Through this committee Gunma Prefecture 
and Isesaki City cooperated with Saitama Prefecture, Honjo City to share informa-
tion on development activities and to take cooperative actions.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

The site is located on the riverside terrace in a small valley in rural area of Fujioka 
City. It is outside the city planning area and designated as an “Agricultural Promo-
tion Area.”  Land use is controlled for the purpose of protecting farmlands.

Development activity
Fuijioka City is planning to implement a landscape plan and landscape ordinance 
in April 2013. Notification will be mandatory to development activities more than 
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a fixed size in height or in area. In the buffer zone, construction of a buildings or 
subsidiary structures will be controlled with a height restriction of 10 meters and 
under. With those regulations, any development activities that can give negative 
impact on the property will be prevented.

River improvement
The ten meter-wide Sanna-gawa River runs near the property, and bank protection 
work is being carried out as necessary. Regarding future river improvement proj-
ects, sufficient consultations and/or adjustments are to be made between the river 
administrator and related governmental organizations to ensure that they do not 
affect the preservation of the site. 

On the riverbank next to the visitor parking, cutting of bamboo or trees, which is 
necessary to preserve the river, and embankment slope construction work for bank 
preservation, which takes into consideration the natural environment and land-
scape conservation, have been conducted. 

  
S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Arafune Cold Storage is surrounded by steep mountains on all sides. The property 
and surrounding area is mostly forest, and small scale farmlands and houses are lo-
cated sparsely.

Development activity
Within the buffer zone around the site designated as a “Protection forest against 
erosion” and “Protection forest against draught” under the Forest Act, develop-
ment activity is not permitted except for tree felling for the purpose of forest pro-
tection, such as periodic thinning. To the areas other than the Protection Forest, 
notification is required for development activities more than a fixed size in height 
or in area. Construction of a buildings or subsidiary structures will be controlled 
with a height restriction of 10 meters and under by Landscape Plan and Landscape 
ordinance of Shimonita Town. Therefore, any negative impact that will threaten the 
value of the property is controlled.

Road works
The Shimonita-Asashina Line managed by Gunma Prefecture leads to the Yashiki 
District where the property exists. The average road width is four meters. From the 
property to the Kozu Pasture,1 the road width is about 2.5 meters and mainly used 
as a makeshift road for forest work. This road is designated as an important land-
scape public facility and future development will take into consideration effects on 
the surrounding landscape so as to be in harmony with roadside landscape.

1 The 350 ha ranch located 

about 2 km west of  Arafune Cold 

Storage. Approximately 70,000 

tourists a year visit the ranch
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(ii) Environmental pressures
(ii)-1 Overall condition for all properties
Presently no environmental factors such as air pollution and climate change that 
can significantly reduce the value of the property and the buffer zone has been rec-
ognized.

However, in the future, air pollution including acid rain or climate change might 
cause decay or deterioration of buildings and other structures. Animals, uncon-
trolled plant growth or felling trees may cause damage to the buildings. Therefore, 
regular observations are carried out and appropriate preparations are done in or-
der to respond properly according to the impact. The detailed condition of those 
preparations is described in chapter 6 of this document. 

(ii)-2 S4 Arafune Cold Storage
In Arafune Cold Storage, which makes use of the natural environment, the state of 
rocks stratum relating to the cold air flow system, the temperature of the cold air 
blowing out from the storage, the ambient temperature, as well as plant impact on 
the stone masonry have been regularly observed. 

So far, no negative environmental impact has been confirmed. Investigations are 
continuously going on and proper measurements are taken when it is necessary to 
preserve the mechanism of the cold air flow.

(iii) Natural disasters and risk preparedness
(iii)-1 Overall condition for entire property
Although no huge natural disasters giving direct damage to the properties has been 
confirmed in the past, natural disasters such as water damage due to typhoon, 
heavy rain and flood, sediment disaster, fire hazard, earthquake, and volcanic haz-
ard are considered as a possible threat in the area where the nominated property is 
located. Therefore, the following measures are implemented.

Flood
According to the preservation and management plan of the each property, proper 
drainage systems have been installed at the sites to reduce and prevent flood.
Gunma Prefecture measures precipitation at 41 stations and river water level at 59 
stations, to obtain and share the right information quickly regarding the possible 
cause of flood. Those data and data from radar hyetometer of MLIT and informa-
tion regarding to the rivers by the Foundation of River and Basin Integrated Com-
munications are available through the internet as “Gunma Prefecture Water Level 
and Precipitation Information.2” 

Sediment disaster
For each property and slope adjacent to them, there is preparation for sediment 
disaster prevention by providing vegetation management and monitoring system as 
stated in the preservation and management plan.

2 URL: http://www.uryou-
gunma.jp/html/index.htm
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Gunma Prefecture, along with Meteorological Observatory, has developed a sys-
tem to identify and announce emergency warnings to the local municipalities that 
are in danger of sediment disaster by heavy rain. This information is available on 
the internet all the time as “Gunma Prefecture Sediment Disaster Alert and Danger 
Level Information3” to be used by local governments to consider issuing emergency 
evacuation instruction and other orders, or by residents to consider autonomous 
self-evacuation. 
 
Earthquake
There has been little damage due to earthquakes originating in Gunma Prefecture. 
Even in the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011, there was no damage that af-
fected the cultural value of each property.
 
A fault zone extending over the border of Saitama and Gunma Prefecture border 
has been found as a possible cause of an earthquake that might impact the proper-
ty, according to a report of the Headquarters of Earthquake Research Promotion in 
March 2005. However, this states that the possibility of an earthquake of M8 level 
occurring within 30 years is very low, at approximately 0 - 0.008%.

In addition, under the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, Gunma Prefecture 
Disaster Prevention Council announced the “Gunma Regional Disaster Prevention 
Plan.” According to the plan, the prefecture, cities, towns, specified local govern-
ments and local public organizations shall all fully function and cooperate to work 
on disaster prevention, implementation of emergency countermeasures, and 
recovery plans. This way, the governments and organizations can establish the 
scheme to protect life, body, and property of the residents.

Following the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, the Japanese government re-
viewed the nation’s disaster prevention plans. Following this, Gunma Prefecture 
and concerned cities and towns will also review their plans for each respective 
area, reinforce cooperation with related organizations, and promote countermea-
sures on disaster prevention and recovery plans.

Volcanic hazard
Neither property has been damaged by volcanic actions in the past.
The closest active volcano from the property is Mt. Asama-yama (altitude 2,568 
meters) in western Gunma, located on the border of Gunma and Nagano Prefec-
tures. There are records of volcanic ash having fallen in the vicinities of these prop-
erties in the great eruption of 1783.

The Mt. Asama-yama hazard map council, consisting of six towns and villages 
around Mt. Asama-yama, announced the hazard area map of Mt. Asama-yama vol-
cano disaster in 2003.

According to the map, if a disaster as big as the eruption in 1783 were to occur, it 
is estimated that Arafune Cold Storage will be in the zone where 20 centimeters 

3 http://www.dosya-keikai-
gunma.jp/
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or more of volcanic ash fall is expected, and Tomioka Silk Mill will be in the zone of 
that of 10 centimeters or more. Gunma Prefecture and the Meteorological Agency 
have installed such equipment as the seismometer and telescopic camera to ob-
serve volcanic activity. In addition, with cooperation of the relevant organizations, 
measurements of emission level of sulfur dioxide and crater temperature are done 
periodically. In this way an observation system has been fully developed.

(iii)-2 Disaster countermeasures for each component
According to the condition of each property, disaster countermeasures suited for 
the property have been implemented.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Flood, Sediment disaster
Tomioka Silk Mill is located on top of a cliff by Kabura-gawa River which is desig-
nated a first-class river. In 1995, an adequate measure for landslide prevention of 
the cliff was undertaken as a preservation project of cultural properties. In January 
2012, a lower section of the mortared slope outside the designated Historic Site, in 
an area not visible from the property, partially collapsed. Actions have already been 
taken to prevent further collapse. As a long-term measure, concerned authorities 
are discussing possible effects on the cultural value of the property. According to 
study results, appropriate preventive measures are to be taken.

Earthquake
Tomioka Silk Mill has never been greatly affected by earthquakes in the past. In or-
der to study long-term measures for earthquake protection, in 2010, Tomioka City 
made a full-scale structure model of the wall of West Cocoon Warehouse and per-
formed seismic experiments at the assumed level. 

As a result, the present situation of the building turned out to meet the strength 
to resist such a scale of earthquake predicted in the “Gunma Prefecture Regional 
Disaster Prevention Plan.” The city is will reflect this result to improve earthquake 
countermeasures to protect its value as a cultural heritage property and security 
improvement for the visitors for mid and long terms, which have been studied and 
implemented. To begin with, in the fiscal year 2011, earthquake reinforcement 
work was done on the east cocoon warehouse as the first of seismic protection 
measures.

Fire hazard
The buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill, national cultural properties, are designated as 
structures requiring particular fire protection measures under the Fire Services Act.
The silk mill buildings are wood frame structures prone to fire. Therefore, “the 
Tomioka Silk Mill Fire Protection Plan” was made in fiscal year 2006 and adequate 
countermeasures  under the Fire Service Act are being implemented. They include:
・Appointment of Fire Warden
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・Appointment of firefighting team on site
・Placement of automatic fire alarms
・Fire drills

In addition, the municipality fire service organization and community fire fighting 
team are organized. Thus, a fire protection and prevention scheme has been fully 
developed.

Others
The city created the “Regional Disaster Prevention Plan” in 2006 and decided on 
methods for protecting its cultural properties and the first actions to take after a 
disaster. The plan was reviewed in 2011-2012.

Photo 4-2
Providing seismic pro-
tection

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Flood
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm has been safe from flooding after completion of the 
present Tone-gawa River embankment in 1913.

The MLIT estimates flooding of Tone-gawa River at a probability level of “Once 
in 200 years” and delineates the flood area under the Flood Control Act. In the 
estimate, Sakai-shimamura district is in the area where 0.5-1.0 meter of flood is 
expected. Important buildings of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm are built on earth-
mound foundations for protection from floods. Thus the impact will be alleviated 
even in case of great flood. 

Measures for seismic protection 

at the east cocoon warehouse, 

an opening with two to three 

centimeters wide had appeared 

between the upper ends of brick 

masonry walls and the bottom 

of longitudinal beams due to 

contraction of joint mortar. 

For seismic reinforcement, 

the openings were filled with 

shrinkage-compensating mortar 

and thin brick walls on both 

sides of the central corridor were 

reinforced to prevent them from 

leaning.
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Earthquake
The site has never been damaged by earthquakes in the past. In order to utilize 
and protect its value as a cultural heritage property, an analysis is planned firstly 
to clarify the seismic resistance of each of the buildings for necessary countermea-
sures to be taken. 

Fire hazard
Because the wood-frame buildings are living spaces of the property owner, suffi-
cient attention is necessary for fire prevention. Therefore, the entire Historic Site is 
designated “Fire Prevention Management Area” and this is divided into two areas, 
“Fire Usage Limited Area” in the places used by the owner for daily living and the 
“Fire Usage Restricted Area” for all other areas. Isesaki City has equipped the site 
with fire extinguishers for early fire extinguishing and plans to install an automatic 
fire alarm system in the future. Fire drills with participants from Isesaki City, the fire 
station, property owner, and local residents are carried out in order to reinforce 
the fire prevention system and to raise fire-prevention awareness. 

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Flood
The property on a high terrace had no record of flood damage even when Sanna-
gawa River that flows southeast of the property flooded in the past. In the area 
near the property where visitor’s parking is located, the “River Management Plan” 
will be made according to the principle to preserve the surrounding environment 
of Takayama-sha Sericulture School. Necessary countermeasures will be imple-
mented.

Sediment disaster
The bamboo slope in the back of the property is specified as “Surrounding Pres-
ervation area.” In the preservation and management plan, execution of a stability 
analysis of the site ground is planned and required measures are to be taken for 
sufficient protection of the property according to survey results.

Earthquake
Takayama-sha Sericulture School has no previous record of serious earthquake 
damage. In order to protect its value as a cultural heritage site and for its utiliza-
tion, seismic examinations to clarify structural strengths according to the preserva-
tion and management plan are planned and appropriate measures will be taken 
based on the test results.

Fire hazard
The buildings are of wood frame and require sufficient protection against fires. 
Therefore, the use of fire in the Historic Site designated as a “Fire Prevention Man-
agement Area” is prohibited in principle and the main building and the nagayamon 
gate have been equipped with an automatic fire alarm system and fire extinguish-
ers. Installation of such facilities as flair sensors around the site is planned.
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A “Fire Fighting Plan” which deals with necessary things for fire prevention was 
made and stationed staff work on daily fire prevention management according to 
the plan appointing fire warden.

Fire drills are carried out at least once a year, with the cooperation of the local resi-
dents, community firefighting team, and nearby fire station. Permanent staff mem-
bers are trained through the fire drill that includes guiding visitors in evacuation.

Others
Although damage by animals (bat and woodpecker) and insects (carpenter bee) to 
the property is small, bird netting and catchers (calling trap) have been installed in 
order to prevent further damage.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage 

Sediment disaster and flood
In 2010, the southern side of the stone wall of No.1 cold storage collapsed partially. 
Thorough close examinations were made and proper restoration work to return  
stones to their original positions is planned in order not to threaten the value of the 
property. 

Sediment runoff due to rainwater is expected in the area around the administrative 
building. Therefore, piling up of sandbags is implemented as prevention measure.

Earthquake
Fixed-point observation of the stone wall is being undertaken, and the city will con-
sider measures adequately consulting with professionals and relevant authorities in 
case of emergency.

Others
New young trees are immediately removed in order to protect the stone masonry 
of the cold storage from loosening or collapsing due to their roots. Vegetation man-
agement is strictly carried out for the purpose of keeping fallen trees from destroy-
ing the remains.

(iv) Responsible visitation at World Heritage Sites
 (iv)-1 Overall condition 
Gunma Prefecture is located on the border between the Kanto plain around Tokyo 
and mountains with a height of around 2,000 meters, offering both traffic con-
venience and vast nature. It is about 100 kilometers from the Tokyo area to the 
Gunma Prefectural Hall in Maebashi. Directly connected to Tokyo by the bullet train 
as well as the Kan-etsu and Joshin-etsu Highways, Gunma is in a day-trip excursion 
area from the Tokyo metropolitan area. Therefore, the number of visitors to each 
of the properties is on the increase and due to growing interests related to World 
Heritage Site inscription, it can be highly expected that the number will further in-
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crease in the future.

Gunma Prefecture and related municipal governments, in order to provide tourist 
information, have created internet web sites and pamphlets with information on 
and access to the sites; road signs and guide boards have been installed. Addition-
ally, on-site staff and security guards are stationed for visitor safety and resources 
protection. Guide boards are to be placed on and around the sites and tourist 
guides will be trained to assist deeper understanding of the sites’ values to visitors.
 
The related cities and town administrating the properties, will continue to inves-
tigate, examine and estimate the numbers, and prepare for the promotion and 
utilization plan reflecting on the result. Based on the survey result, methods for 
opening to the public, opening hours, areas and routes open for visitors along with 
appropriate measures for protection of the sites’ values and visitor security are to 
be determined. Installation of crime-prevention alarm systems, arranging patrols 
and surveillance systems are customary made in accordance with the nature of the 
property.

(iv)-2 Condition of each component 
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

More than 250 thousand of people visit the mill yearly. As it is about a ten-minute 
ride by car from the Tomioka interchange on the Joshin-etsu Highway, most of the 
visitors come by car. Several parking lots are situated intentionally  in a set distance 
from the property, to control the volume of traffic flowing into the  surrounding 
area of Tomioka Silk Mill. Regarding public transportation, the mill is located in 15 
minutes distance from Joshu-Tomioka Station of Joshin Dentetsu Railway which 
links to Takasaki Station. Signs leading from the station to the mill are provided by 
the city.

Public toilets and rest facilities of harmonizing design with the surrounding environ-
ment are developed in order to mitigate tourism pressures that may cause direct 
impact to the property.

Taking into consideration the safety of visitors and protection of the property, 
the area open to the public is limited and accessible only by guided tours; security 
guards are staffed around the site. The highest record of daily number of visitors is 
3,000 up to now, due to growing interests in World Heritage Site inscription. There-
fore, Tomioka City is currently seeking the best ways for control of visitor numbers, 
methods for tours by volunteer guides, and placement of security guards. Further-
more, in order to open the site to the public while protecting the property, the 
buildings will be restored one by one following the “Tomioka Silk Mill Promotion 
and Utilization Plan.” Expansion of areas for public access and provision of visitor 
facilities are under consideration.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Almost all visitors arrive by automobile and Isesaki City has provided a parking lot 
about 200 meters away from the site.

Since this is a private residence where the owner still resides, the property can only 
be viewed from the outside, as has been set in the preservation and management 
plan established with the participation of the property owner. Guide tours hosted 
by volunteers are available via reservation in advance.

About 40 people can be accepted at the site at once and there were 712 visitors in 
2011.

In the area surrounding the property, there is a good number of historic modern 
silkworm farmhouses that were influenced by Tajima’s architectural style still left 
and model tour routes have been set and offered. Because the number of visitors 
is on the rise due to growing interests in World Heritage inscription, Isesaki City 
provides an information booth and is planning further enhancement of the site in-
cluding the areas surrounding the Tajima farm. Locations of visitor facilities that do 
match the environment will be set through discussion.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Almost all visitors arrive by automobile and Fujioka City has provided a small visitor 
parking lot.

Around 40 visitors can be accepted at once, and as a general rule, the premises and 
the lower floor of the main building are open to the public. The upper floor can be 
accessed only by reservation, to be guided by an on-site staff or volunteer guide.
The visitor number is increasing owing to growing interests in World Heritage in-
scription, and 1,783 people visited in 2011.

Fujioka City has established a preservation and management plan for the site and is 
now in the process of preparing a promotion and utilization policy of the property. 
Methods for arranging public access to the site and vicinities are being studied by 
a promotion and utilization committee composed of the municipality’s concerned 
divisions. Accordingly, the committee is carefully examining the physical capacity of 
acceptable visitors inside the building and in the site. Visitor facilities including ap-
propriate size and distance of parking are to be provided.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Almost all visitors come to the site by automobile and Shimonita Town has provided 
a small visitor parking lot which is to be expanded in the fiscal year of 2012.

Although the total visitor numbers in 2011 was approximately 1,000, the number 
has risen to 1,100, only in the months of July to September.
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20 people can be accepted at once. Because the site is located on a slope and is 
made of high stone masonry structures, it is difficult for a great number of visitors 
to enter. Additionally, for fear of the load of visitors walking on stone walls having 
negative effects on preservation, Shimonita Town limits visitors from observing the 
site from the tops of stone walls or cliffs. Since July 2012, on-site staff of the town 
municipality provides visitors guide to assure their safety.

Presently, alternative methods for opening the site to the public including reserved 
tours and guided tours, according to the preservation and management plan of the 
property, are under consideration. The road leading to the site is narrow with many 
curves, the possibilities for access from Kozu Pasture two kilometers to the west of 
Arafune Cold Storage and arrangements for regional tours is being studied.

In addition, visitation in the winter season is limited at times in respect of safety 
due to snow and frost.

 (v) Number of inhabitants within the property and the buffer zone

No Component Name
Population within 

the component
Population within 

the buffer zone
Total 

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 2 4,453 4,455

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 3 616 619

S3
Takayama-sha  Sericulture 
School

0 53 53

S4 Arafune Cold Storage 0 11 11

Total 5 5,133 5,138

Table4-1 Number of inhabitants within the property and buffer zone of each nominated 
component (as of Spring of 2012)
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5. Protection and Management of the Property

5.a. Ownership
Location and ownership of four components are as follows:

Table 5-1 Property ownership

No Component name Location Owner

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka City, Gunma Prefecture
Local government
 (Tomioka City)

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Isesaki City, Gunma Prefecture Individual

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School Fujioka City, Gunma Prefecture
Local government
 (Fujioka City)

S4 Arafune Cold Storage Shimonita Town, Gunma Prefecture
Local government
 (Shimonita Town)

5.b. Protective Designation

(i) Designation status of the nominated property
Under the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties established in 1950, all sites 
are designated as “Historic Site,” full preservation measures have been taken to the 
components. Furthermore, the main buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill have been desig-
nated as “Important Cultural Properties” under the law.
Cultural Property designation statuses for four components are as follows: 

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

July 14, 2005 The site was designated as a Historic Site under the name of “The for-
mer Tomioka Silk Mill”(Official Notice No.101 of Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology) 

November 1, 2005 Tomioka City was designated as the custodial body of the site 
(Official Notice No.26 of Agency for Cultural Affairs )

July 5, 2006  Seven buildings, two subsidiary structures and two added elements 
were designated as a National Important Cultural Property (Official Notice 
No.93 of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology ) 

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

September 19, 2012 The site was designated as a Historic Site under the name of 
“Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm”(Official Notice No.145 of Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology)

2013 Isesaki City shall be designated as the custodial body of the site 
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

July 23, 2009 The site was designated as a National Historic Site under the name 
of “The site of Takayama-sha” (Official Notice No.113 of Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) 

September 16, 2009 Fujioka City was designated as the custodial body of the site. 
(Official Notice No.24 of Agency for Cultural Affairs )

September 19, 2012 An extension was added to the nationally designated Historic 
Site under the name of “The site of Takayama-sha”(Official Notice No.151 of 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology)

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

February 22, 2010 The site was designated as a National Historic Site under the 
name of “Ruins of Arafune Cold Storage and Azumaya Cold Storage” (Official 
Notice No.12 of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) 

August 25, 2010 Shimonita Town was designated as the custodial body of the Ara-
fune Cold Storage  (Official Notice No.40 of Agency for Cultural Affairs )

(ii) Policy to define a buffer zone
The policy to delineate the buffer zone is to identify an area where we need to pre-
vent landscape factors from having negative impact that could become a threat to 
the value of the property. The buffer zone is delineated considering on the range of 
view to and from the property, and the range shall be defined in consideration of 
effects on the landscape. 

The boundaries of a buffer zone are comprised of geographic characters such as 
ridge lines, landscape features, as well as administrative boundaries, land registra-
tion, roads, and the other recognizable boundaries. The following section describes 
the detail of the buffer zone for each component. The matters of delineation are 
further illustrated in Appendix 1-b as well as Appendix 7, Comprehensive Preserva-
tion and Management Plan (hear after the Management Plan.)  

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

The buffer zone is delineated to include the range necessary for protecting views 
from the property as well as views of the property. The townscape surrounding the 
mill is to be conserved and enhanced together with the nominated property.

The buffer zone to the north, west, and east sides of the property include the 
inner-city to protect an integral townscape. To the south, the residential area that 
spreads on the other side of Kabura-gawa River, essential for protection of the fine 
view from Tomioka Silk Mill is included.

The boundaries of the buffer zone are delineated according to roads, railways, or 
land use subdivisions.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

The buffer zone includes the area in which the neighboring  silkworm farm village 
and characteristic rural landscape are to be preserved as a whole.

The north, west, and east sides of the buffer zone includes the area forming a 
community composed of silkworm raising farmhouses. To the south, the rural 
landscape continuing into Honjo City, Saitama Prefecture have been included to 
protect a wider area around the Tajima farm.

The boundaries of the buffer zone are delineated by roads, river, municipal 
boundaries, or other administrative boundaries.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

The buffer zone includes elements constituting the surrounding environment, such 
as neighboring hills (bamboo forest), the Sanna-gawa River, wooded mountains, 
and Kozen-in temple that is closely associated with the Takayama family. The two 
viewpoints from Takayama-sha and Kozen-in temple were taken into full account in 
determining the boundaries.

Because Takayama-sha is located at the bottom of a valley, the buffer zone includes 
to the north and south the ridgelines that form a single rural landscape; to the east 
landscape visible from Kozen-in; and to the west the range visible from Takayama-
sha including Kozen-in temple grounds. The actual boundaries of the buffer zone 
follows the ridgeline on the north, west, and south sides, while on the east side, the 
community boundary where there is a change in land use was considered. 

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The buffer zone will be delineated based on the range of view from site of the ad-
ministrative building and includes the mountain ridgeline visible from the site. 

On the north, west, and south sides, the buffer zone includes geographical features 
such as the valley, rock slopes, and surrounding forests, which are visible from the 
property. The east side includes the nearby rural community in addition to the dis-
tant forests, both visible from the property.

The boundary of the buffer zone is basically formed by ridgelines; where forestry 
planning areas have been designated to include the ridgeline, the boundary of such 
areas were considered.
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5.c. Means of Implementing Protective Measures

(i) Common means for the property
The properties are designated either as Historic Site or Nationally Designated Im-
portant Cultural Property. Therefore not only the buildings and subsidiary struc-
tures, but also sites including underground remaining ruins and the geographic 
features that have close relationship with the value of the property are strictly pro-
tected and preserved. 

In the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, management of the cultural 
property is primarily implemented by owners, and local and national government 
give instruction, advice and support. 

The owners of Tomioka Silk Mill, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Arafune 
Cold Storage are respective cities and a town, while Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
is privately owned, which management is implemented by the owner together with  
Isesaki City, acting as a custodial body, defined by the Law for the Protection of Cul-
tural Properties.

In case when one wishes to make an intervention to a designated property that 
could alter the current condition, prior approval by the commissioner for the Cul-
tural Affairs is needed. The commissioner for Cultural Affairs consults such altera-
tion requests to the appropriate subdivision working group of the Cultural Property 
Council appointed by the Agency for Cultural Affairs. Thus, permission is issued 
after academic and strict examination.

(ii) Common means for buffer zone
Within the buffer zone, the activities such as constructing buildings or structures, 
alteration of shape, size and character of land, cutting bamboo or trees are con-
trolled by Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, City Planning Act, Forest 
Act, Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas, Landscape Act and oth-
er ordinances adopted by the concerned municipalities. Those activities are regu-
lated and need either a permission or notification according to scale, style shape or 
structure (as for constructing buildings or structures, including its height and color 
of exterior wall). Relevant authorities give an instruction and advice in advance to 
avoid causing influence to the value of the property. 

The Landscape Act is the one law out of those mentioned above that is used mainly 
as a law to regulate and to provide guidance the buffer zones of the four compo-
nent properties. With the Landscape Act, any acts that need to be notified must be 
notified up to 30 days prior to getting started on the said act. Moreover, a system 
for consultations prior to the notifications is provided in landscape ordinances ad-
opted by relevant cities and town. Project owners are supported to consult with lo-
cal authorities for implementation of a project in line with landscape plan following 
the guidance.

The Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan deals with the control of 
activities and its criteria in detail. For more detail, see Appendix 7.
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(iii) The outline of law, act and ordinance
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Figure 5-1 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Kabura-gawa RiverKabura-gawa River

Joshin Dentetsu RailwayJoshin Dentetsu Railway Joshu Tomioka StationJoshu Tomioka Station

Ntn'l.Rt.254Ntn'l.Rt.254

City HallCity Hall

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Component

Bufferzone

Landscape Planning Area Specified by Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance
Historical and Cultural Landscape Preservation Zone
 　　    1. 12m height restriction
　　　  2. color regulation
　　　  3. design control of  ridge lines and eaves
Townscape along Historic Main Street Promotion Zone
　　  1. 14m height restriction 
　　  2. color regulation
　　　  3. communal design concept guidance
Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmonization Zone
　　    1. 14m height restriction        
          2. color regulation

* Entire Tomioka City except for the Specified Landscape Planning Area, indicated above is 
generally  regulated by the Ordinance:
  1. 20m height restriction
  2. color regulation
  3. encouraging harmonization with mountain ridge and skyline.
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Figure 5-2 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
(Landscape Act)

  

Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Fukaya City,
Saitama Prefecture
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Saitama Prefecture

Isesaki City,
Gunma Prefecture
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Tone-gawa RiverTone-gawa River

Sakai-Shimamura 
District 

Sakai-Shimamura 
District 

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Component

Bufferzone

Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance
Sakai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area (scheduled in April 2013)
            1.10m height regulation
            2.color regulation

Restricted Core Area Concerning  Landscape with History and Culture
            1.harmonization of area landscape 
            2.color guideline for harmonizing  core elements

* Entire Isesaki City except for the two areas above, is generally regulated by the Isesaki City 
Landscape Ordinance:
encouraging harmonization with surroundings such as shape, color or other design features of a 
building or structure and outdoor advertisement.

Saitama Prefecture Landscape Ordinance: Specific Issue Response Area**
Areas along Expressways outside the Metropolitan Intercity Expressway Network
           1.color regulation

* *The area is defined to conserve rural landscape facing to development pressure by the nearest 
highway.
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Figure 5-3 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
(City Planning Act)
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City Planning Act
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Figure 5-4 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
( Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas)
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Saitama Prefecture
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SCALE  1:20,000
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Agricultural Land Area

Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas
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Figure 5-5 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Component

Bufferzone

Fujioka City Landscape Ordinance
Specified Landscape Area around Takayama-sha Sericulture School (scheduled in April 2013)
　　     1. 10m height regulation 　　  
          2. color regulation

* Entire Fujioka City except for the Speicfied Landscape Area around Takayama-sha Sericulture School, 
will be generally regulated by the Fujioka City Landscape Ordinance:
encouraging harmonization with surroundings such as shape, color or other design features of a building 
or structure.

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Ko-zen-in
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Figure 5-6 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Shimonita Town,
Gunma Prefecture
Shimonita Town,

Gunma Prefecture

Component

Bufferzone

Shimonita Town Landscape Ordinance 
Specified Landscape Planning Area around Arafune Cold Storage
　　     1. 10m height regulation 　　  
          2. color regulation
　 　    3. consideration of building materials

* Entire Shimonita Town except for the Specified Landscape Planning Area, 
indicated above is generally regulated by the Shimonita Town Landscape  
Ordinance :
  1. height consideration to harmonize with the surroundings
  2. color regulation
  3. encouraging harmonization with mountain ridge and skyline.

 Forest Act 
Protection Forest 

　　     1. regulation of cutting trees
           2. regulation of mining and land reclamation
           3. regulation of collecting fallen leaves

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200
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COLUMN  
<<“Preservation and management plan” and “enhancement and promotion 
plan” of cultural properties in Japan>>

In Japan, when a site becomes designated as a national cultural property, it 
is required to establish a plan for appropriately preserving and managing the 
property. Daily maintenance and protection measures are to follow this plan. 
Particularly regarding actions to alter the present state, restrictions are clearly 
stated. Additionally, the basic concept for enhancement and promotion are 
set by this plan.

In the next step, it is suggested to create plans for enhancement and promo-
tion of the property, so that the value of the cultural property would be pro-
tected and at the same time be well understood. Such projects as large-scale 
restoration or arrangement of visitor facilities are first considered according 
to this plan. They can be executed only after having gone through detailed re-
views and receiving permission from the Agency for Cultural Affairs.

Abstracts of the “preservation and management plan” for each of the four 
components are attached in Appendix 7 (Comprehensive preservation and 
management plan).

Figure 5-7 Flow chart for 
protection and utiliza-
tion of cultural proper-
ties

cultural property designation

protection

planning for preservation and 
management 

preservation and management 
according to the plan

 interpretation

planning for enhancement and 
promotion

enhancement and promotion 
according to the plan
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5.d. Existing Plans Related to Municipality and Region in which 
the Proposed Property is Located

(i) Regional plans (Prefecture)
1. Gunmaken Sogokeikaku [Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Plan] (Fiscal 2011 – 
fiscal 2015)

i) Scope
Gunma Prefecture

ii) Main objectives 
It describes goals/direction of the measures which the prefecture will imple-
ment in the next five years.

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
“Finding local resources and increasing their value to promote and utilize  
effectively” is one of the actions constituting the priority project, and pres-
ervation and utilization of local heritage related to the silk industry are de-
scribed in this item. 
Moreover, creating a network between the components of “Tomioka Silk 
Mill and Related Sites” and other heritage in various locations in the prefec-
ture is planned as a part of “Building a local bond through culture.” In this 
way, area development by prevention and utilization will be promoted.  

2. Gunmaken Kankyô Kihon Keikaku [Gunma Prefecture Basic Environment Plan] , 
(Fiscal 2011 – fiscal 2015)

i) Scope
Gunma Prefecture

ii)  Main objectives 
The plan contains policies which aim to promote preservation of the great 
natural and cultural environment in Gunma Prefecture and creating a com-
fortable life environment.

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
“Creating a beautiful region offering affluent and peaceful life” is a future 
vision, and preserving the prefecture’s numerous cultural properties with 
historical values, historical town landscape and natural environment are in 
its scope of issue.

3. Habatake Gunma Kendo Seibi Puran [Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure Master 
Plan] (Fiscal 2008 – fiscal 2017)

i) Scope
Gunma Prefecture

ii) Main objectives
The basic plan regarding infrastructure development in Gunma Prefecture

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
In order to promote the local resources which the people of Gunma can 
pride themselves with in the world, it describes burying electric lines and ca-
bles along roads near Tomioka Silk Mill underground, improving pedestrian 
space, and other measures to make the property more attractive including  
road maintenance which leads to each component of the property. 
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3-1. Habatake Gunma Kendo Seibi Kanra and Tomioka Chiki Plan [Gunma Prefecture 
Infrastructure Master Plan, Kanra and Tomioka Regional Plan ] (Fiscal 2008 – fiscal 
2017)

i) Scope
Tomioka City and Shimonita Town, et al.

ii)  Main objectives
The plan is based on above mentioned “Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure 
Master Plan.” Projects, aimed to solve individual problems in the Kanra and 
the Tomioka area are described.

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
As one of the priority projects, development of a lively area around Tomioka 
Silk Mill is described. Enhancing the functions as a tourist base, coordination 
with nearby tourism facilities, improvement of how local information is of-
fered to visitors and others are planned. 

4. Toshikeikakukuiki no Seibi Kaihatsu Hozen no Hoshin [Prefectural Master Plan for 
Each City Planning Area in Gunma] 
1) Tomioka Toshikeikaku Toshikeikakukuiki no Seibi Kaihatsu Hozen no Hoshin [Policy 
for Improvement, Development and Conservation in the City Planning Area, Tomio-
ka City Planning] (Fiscal 2009 – fiscal 2015)

i) Scope
City Planning Area in Tomioka City

ii) Main objectives
It aims at defining basic policies such as development the urban area, im-
provement of public facilities and preservation of natural environments. 

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
Creating good life environment by preserving historical/cultural resources 
such as Tomioka Silk Mill, promoting tourism and developing a lively city is 
described as one of the goals.

2) Isesaki Toshikeikaku Toshikeikakukuiki no Seibi Kaihatsu Hozen no Hoshin [Policy 
for Improvement, Development and Conservation in the City Planning Area,  Isesaki 
City Planning] (Fiscal 2009 – fiscal 2015)

i) Scope
City Planning Area in Isesaki City

ii)  Main objectives
It aims at defining basic policies such as development the urban area, im-
provement of public facilities and preservation of natural environments. 

iii)  Issues regarding the nominated property
Sakai-shimamura area, where the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is located, 
is designated as “urbanization control area” and development except build-
ings for agriculture, forestry and fishery is not permitted generally under the 
policy of controlling urbanization.

The areas such as Agricultural Land within Agricultural Promotion Area 
where land improvement projects are implemented are going to be posi-
tively preserved as good agricultural production area.
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(ii) Municipal plans (Cities and Towns)
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

1. Tomioka-shi Sogo Keikaku [Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan] (Fiscal 2008 – fis-
cal 2015)

i) Scope
Tomioka City

ii) Main objectives
Goals and measures which the city aims at are described in a planned and 
comprehensive way.

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
“Community development centering Tomioka Silk Mill” is proposed as one 
of the basic principles. 

Major policies (related to Tomioka Silk Mill)
- City infrastructure to improve liveliness and convenience of the city.
  (Development of the area around Tomioka Silk Mill)
- Creating rich landscape by utilizing the local resources
  (Creation of distinctive Tomioka City like landscape)
- Appealing tourism promotion by utilizing the rich resources such as 
  Tomioka Silk Mill
  (Improvement of tourism appeal/building tourism network)
- Creating a historical and cultural city with resources like Tomioka Silk Mill
  (Preserving and utilizing of history/cultural resources)

2. Tomiokashi Toshikeikaku Masuta Puran [Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan] 
(Fiscal 2009 – fiscal2028)

i) Scope
City Planning Area in Tomioka City

ii) Main objectives
While maintaining compatibility with Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan, it 
shows the policy of developing the city planning area in a long and compre-
hensive way.

iii)  Issues regarding the nominated property
The range of environment and landscape around Tomioka Silk Mill, which 
need to be properly protected and preserved, and the way it should be are 
described. 

Major policies
- Setting an unique place of exchange with Tomioka Silk Mill at its center.
- Preservation and utilization of historical and cultural resources such as To-

mioka Silk Mill

3. Tomiokashi Machizukuri Keikaku [“Tomioka City Machizukuri - development and 
revitalization - Plan” ] 
(medium term: Fiscal 2011 – fiscal 2015, long term: 2016 and after)
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i) Scope
Downtown of Tomioka City

ii) Main objectives
It describes measures for projects to carry out sustainable development of 
the community by utilizing local resources in the downtown of Tomioka City.

iii)  Issues regarding the nominated property
Taking into consideration future inscription of Tomioka Silk Mill as a World 
Heritage Site, the basic policy for the community development, which is 
suitable as a buffer zone, is described. 

Plan outline
- Promotion of a road plan which comprises excursion routes and controls 

the traffic amount toward the city center where Tomioka Silk Mill is locat-
ed.

- Promotion the development of natural and historical landscapes.
- Preservation and utilization of historical buildings
- Promotion of measures for disaster prevention and infrastructure develop-

ment suitable for the local culture and the community.

 
S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

1. Isesakishi Sogo Keikaku [Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan](Fiscal 2007 – fiscal 
2014)

i) Scope
Isesaki City

ii) Main objectives
It shows the most fundamental plan for new phase of community develop-
ment of Isesaki City. 

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
Concerning protection of cultural properties and forming good landscapes, 
the following strategies are described. 

Major basic policies
- Developing creative personnel and local history
 (lifelong learning promotion, protection and utilization of cultural proper-

ties)
- Creating infrastructure for citizens’ comfortable life
 (Proper land use and formation of sound landscape)
- Developing prosperous industries and a lively community
 (Succession and creation of culture, promotion of attractive tourism)

  
2. Isesakishi Toshikeikaku Masuta Puran [Isesaki City City Planning Master Plan](Fiscal 
2008 – fiscal 2027)

i) Scope
Isesaki City

ii) Main objectives
Based on the Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan, visions and policies regarding 
the development of city on which citizens, business operators and the ad-
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ministration should work are described.  
iii)  Issues regarding the nominated property

The southern area of Isesaki City, where the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
is, provides the policy for the development of a community where prosper-
ous industry and history/culture harmonize. 
By re-recognizing the values of the area having a rare historical village with 
big sericulture farm houses and landscape, the city aims to be selected as 
the “Important Preservation District for Groups of Historic Buildings” and 
carry out preservation and utilization. 

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School 

1. Fujiokashi Sogo Keikaku [Fujioka City Comprehensive Plan (the forth)] (Fiscal 2008 
– fiscal 2017)

i) Scope
Fujioka City

ii) Main objectives
It shows the fundamental concept of the community development in Fujioka 
City, and the priority polices and the direction of measures and projects are 
described.  

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
Regarding the Takayama-sha Sericulture School, policies of preserving his-
torical landscape and the protection and utilization of cultural properties 
and historic site are described. 

Structure of related major policies
- Improvement of life environment based on the characteristic of the district
 Developing a community in harmony with surroundings
 (formation of landscape/preservation of historical landscape)
- Capacity building for local communities
  Developing a community with a sense of culture 
 (protection and utilization of cultural property and historical remains)

 
S4 Arafune Cold Storage

1. Shimonitamachi Sogo Keikaku [Shimonita Town Comprehensive Plan (the forth)] 
(Fiscal 2007 – fiscal 2016)

i) Scope
Shimonita Town

ii) Main objectives
The basic concept for comprehensive and systematic administration of Shi-
monita town is described.

iii) Issues regarding the nominated property
Measures related to the Arafune Cold Storage are described, intended to 
create a better landscape and promote local culture.
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Major basic policies
- Developing a community surrounded by beautiful nature where people 

can live a safe and comfortable life 
 (promotion of environment preservation and nicer landscape)
- Developing a community where people can learn from local culture and 

grow kind heart and rich imagination 
 (promotion of local culture)
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5.e. Property Management Plan or Other Management System

Gunma Prefecture, Tomioka City, Isesaki City, and Shimonita Town under full co-
ordination developed Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan for the 
nominated property comprised of four components that is shown in the Appendix 
7-a of this nomination dossier. 

Moreover, daily management for these components, all of which are designated  as 
Historic Site and/or Important Cultural Property, are in compliance with each pres-
ervation and management plan drawn up by relevant municipalities. [Appendix 7-b]

A coordinating committee of these plans has been established centered on the 
governing bodies of the prefecture, cities, and town and appropriate collaborative 
efforts are being made in site protection and management of the property as a 
whole.

(i) Basic principles of the Management Plan
1) Basic approach 
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a singular technological ensemble de-
signed for raw silk production - that developed in close cooperation depicting inter-
national interchange and technological innovation of sericulture and silk-reeling.

In order to sustain the outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related 
Sites adequately, it is necessary to prepare a comprehensive and practical manage-
ment that honors a harmony with local communities and surrounding environment, 
while ensuring compatibilitiy with various plans, regulations, and administrative 
policies. 

The most appropriate measures are to be examined. Moreover, it is important that 
the management of the property as a single unit must be an overall management 
direction.

The preservation and management of each component based on the respective 
preservation and management plan based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties. In addition, it is presupposed that the conservation conducts for the 
nominated property meets codes of conducts accepted as a World Heritage.

Legal protection for property surroundings is ensured not by a single law but by 
employing numbers of existing laws and ordinances simultaneously.

In light of the above, following basic principles are implemented, and concrete prin-
ciples and measures are established accordingly.

2) Basic principles
To protect the outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, 
a sustainable preservation and management program for each of the components 
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is indispensable. Gunma Prefecture and respective municipalities in which the 
components are located are to be in charge of appropriate preservation and man-
agement of the properties under the guidance of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in 
cooperation with local residents. 

Preservation and management will follow the following six basic principles:

1. Appropriate preservation and management for sustaining the outstanding 
universal value of the nominated property
Practical management measures are to be implemented in order to ensure and 
pass on the outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites.

2. Comprehensive preservation including surroundings
For the purpose of effective protection of outstanding universal value of the 
nominated property, comprehensive preservation including its surroundings is 
essential. Buffer zones of adequate size are to be set out for this purpose, and 
their appropriate preservation are to be carried out.

3. Advancement of presentation and promotion
To promote an integral understanding of the outstanding universal value that 
the nominated property has, suitable enhancement of the nominated property 
is offered through volunteer guide tours or recommended visitors’ routes.

4. Establishment and operation of effective management system
Effective management system through collaboration and cooperation is to be 
implemented by all relevant organizations including relevant governmental 
authorities, centering on the Coordinating Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and 
Related Sites.

5. Implementation of monitoring
Management organizations of the property are to monitor factors that may pos-
sibly diminish  the outstanding universal value by setting indicators for continu-
ous observation.

6. Collaborating with “Gunma Silk Heritage Network”
“Gunma Silk Heritage Network” has been created to protect and promote a 
large number of tangible and intangible cultural properties still existing in Gun-
ma Prefecture. To raise awareness and understanding of such cultural proper-
ties, the network was established to invigorate their cultural value through edu-
cation, communication, and public affairs. The site to be nominated for World 
Heritage inscription should play a representative role among these properties.
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Figure 5-8
Management system of 
Tomioka Silk Mill and 
Related Sites

(ii) System for preservation and management
“Coordinating Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” was established 
by Gunma Prefecture, Tomioka City, Isesaki City, Fujioka City and Shimonita Town. 
Under the cooperation of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, the Committee fully re-
sponds to matters such as preservation and management of the components and 
surrounding environment, adjustment and discussion regarding preservation mea-
sures, appropriate instructions/advice toward developers based on their authority 
and proper implementation of Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan.

Concerned authorities pertaining to the committee and their detailed roles, and the 
organizational frameworks of the municipalities for each component are described 
in Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan attached to see Appendix 7.

As described in 5.i. of this document, many private organizations and resident orga-
nizations have carried out actions actively in regard to preservation and interpreta-
tion so far. Therefore, cooperation and collaboration with these organizations is 
also planned. This is an effective way of preserving and managing the components 
and the buffer zone.

UNESCO/ World Heritage Committee

Agency for Cultural Affairs

Gunma Prefecture

Collaboration Collaboration

-Experts from Academia (案 )
-Practitioners（案）
-Academic researchers（鎌倉）
-Experts（鎌倉）

-Local residents
-Other related organizations
-Interested parties

Coordinating committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
- Information sharing and coordination on preservation and management

- Periodic Review of the Management Plan

- Administration and planning of the Management Plan

Isesaki City
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Shimonita Town
Arafune Cold Storage

Tomioka City
Tomioka Silk Mill

Fujioka City
Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Report
Administrative and technical 
guidance and advice 

-Collaboration and Cooperation (案 )
-Academic guidance and advice (鎌倉 )

-Collaboration and Cooperation (案 )
-Coordination and Collaboration (鎌倉 )

-Experts from Academia 
-Practitioners

Report

Saitama Prefecture, Honjo City
(Buffer zone)
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Object / Year (fiscal) Fiscal 2010 Fiscal 2011 Fiscal 2012

Site protection 99,327 79,398 87,505

Building protection 98,324 109,593 92,227

Visitors’ facility and 
promotion 142,125 53,714 85,964

Management 66,519 72,740 87,851

Total 406,295 315,445 353,547

5.f. Sources and Levels of Finance

In the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, management of the cultural 
property is primarily implemented by owners and designated custodial bodies. The 
National Government provides 50% - 80% of the costs for the conservation of Na-
tionally Designated Important Cultural Properties, or the exploration, rehabilitation 
and enhancement including archaeological excavation within a site of a Nationally 
Designated Historic Sites, upon necessity. For cases installing disaster prevention 
facilities, the National Government provides a subsidy of similar ratio to those de-
scribed above.

For the nominated property, Gunma Prefecture provides 50% subsidy to the bal-
ance of the above costs after the subsidy by the National Government. When the 
municipalities are the owner of the components appropriate fund shall be allocated 
annually for that purpose. While the component with private ownership is received 
an additional subsidy from the municipalities.

It is a matter of consideration that apart from these subsidies, Gunma Prefecture 
and the custodial bodies of the components i.e. Isesaki City, Fujioka City, Tomioka 
City, Shimonita Town might efficient use of other public support schemes to pre-
serve, manage and promote the properties and buffer zones.

In addition, it has been established that a half of the entrance fee goes to “Tomioka 
Silk Mill Fund.” The fund will be used to implement projects in regard to preserva-
tion and presentation.  

Table 5-3 Conservation cost  (unit 1,000 yen)
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Photo 5-1 Training for 
conservation and man-
agement techniques

5.g. Sources of Expertise and Training in Conservation and Man-
agement Techniques

The owners or the designated custodial bodies for the components, i.e. the munici-
palities, are assuming preservation and management appropriately.
Gunma Prefecture, and Gunma Prefecture Board of Education provide technical as-
sistance to the municipalities, which implement activities for preservation, manage-
ment and necessary research as custodial bodies. Moreover, Gunma Prefectural Ar-
chives, Gunma Prefectural Museum of History, Sericulture Promotion Foundation, 
and Gunma Archeological Research Foundation have experts and engineers of pres-
ervation and management of cultural property, and provide technical assistance in 
their respective fields to the custodial bodies. Gunma Prefecture Board of Educa-
tion,  Gunma Prefectural Archives, and Gunma Archeological Research Foundation 
offer periodical lectures and training opportunities for the staffs of municipalities.

Agency for Cultural Affairs and National Institutes for Cultural Heritage conducts 
trainings regularly to improve the expertise of the specialists in the local govern-
ment bodies as well as to assist the implementation of the management enhance-
ment projects for Nationally Designated Historic Sites. Gunma Prefecture and local 
government officers also attend this training opportunity to improve the state of 
preservation and enhancement.
 
To preserve a National Important Cultural Property and Historic Site, in case of 
rehabilitation or restoration, prior approval by the commissioner for the Cultural 
Affairs is needed. In such process, the Agency for Cultural Affairs provides technical 
assistance to the rehabilitation or restoration of Nationally Designated Important 
Properties and Nationally Designated Historic Sites. Thus, the management level is 
maintained at a high standard.

Cultural property protection instructors (a.k.a. cultural property patrols) estab-
lished by Gunma Prefecture Board of Education not only provide regular inspection 
of physical conservation state, but also instruct and advise owners and stakehold-
ers for the purpose of disseminating philosophical aspect of conservation.
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5.h. Visitor Facilities and Infrastructure

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Visitor facilities are the guidance display and a shop in the East Cocoon Warehouse 
as well as toilets and rest area on site. 

In principle, all visitors are only allowed to enter in the buildings with proper guides. 
This is to avoid setting up unnecessary guidance facilities to protect authenticity of 
the property and to retain the state of conservation at the time of closing opera-
tion. It should also prevent unforeseen accidents of visitors. Guided tours of several 
times a day are offered to both groups and individuals by Tomioka City in coopera-
tion with volunteer guides group.  For foreign visitors electronic guidance device 
(iPod) in English, French, Chinese and Korean is offered with a fee.

In the buffer zone, rest areas, public restrooms, and parking lots have been pre-
pared, with care for the surrounding environment. In addition, collaborating res-
taurants and shops located within walking distance from the property, guests are 
welcomed to the Mill.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

The site is presently not open to the public because it is the privately-owned prop-
erty, but the outside of the building is possible to observe.  A citizen association, 
“Association for Gunma Shimamura Silkworm Eggs”  had hosted various workshops 
and study visit to improve the knowledge and knowhow of the members who pro-
vide guiding tours to visitors. 

The City of Isesaki provides a information booth. Furthermore Shimamura kaiko-
no-furusato [Shimamura hometown of silkworm] park and Sakai-shimamura com-
munity center have public restroom and public parking. 

A guidance facility and sign boards are planned further in order to prepare for the 
increased number of visitors expected.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

The city of Fujioka has employed full time guides who also work as daily mainte-
nance of the property. A citizen association “Association for Takayama-sha” had 
trained guiding volunteers through its training course and had started guiding ser-
vice in April 2011. Along the prefectural road outside the site boundary, one small 
parking lot, equipped with a guidance plate, and a box for storing leaflets have 
been constructed. 

In addition, Fujioka Historical Museum in Fujioka City offers comprehensive infor-
mation on history and culture of Takayama-sha Sericulture School as well as aca-
demic documentation on the subject. 
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New development of visitor facilities such as additional parking, visitor flows, and 
other improvements are being discussed for the expected numbers of increasing 
visitors.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The town of Shimonita dispatch staff to provide visitors a guide to assure their safe-
ty, and also has organized guiding volunteers who assist various events and visitor 
tours upon requests. As for the visitor facilities, a small parking lot equipped with  a 
guidance plate, a bench have been constructed. 

During the winter season when the site visit is not suitable, people are welcomed 
to Shimonita Furusato Center guidance facility located in Shimonita Town. The cen-
ter offers comprehensive information on academic findings of Arafune Cold Storage 
including local history and culture. 

New development of visitor facilities such as additional parking and visitor flows is 
under discussion. 
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5.i. Policies and Programs Related to the Presentation and Pro-
motion of the Property

(i) Overall property
“Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” is a technological ensemble which was devel-
oped for the production of raw silk. Therefore, all properties were closely related, 
proving the evidences of the technical exchange and the technological innovation 
of sericulture and silk reeling. In order to pass on this outstanding universal value to 
the next generation, proper enhancement of the properties and their surrounding 
and active presentation/utilization are going to be promoted. 

(i)-1 Principles for enhancement and promotion
Enhancement, presentation and promotion of the nominated property will be im-
plemented in accordance with the following policies based on the basic principles 
of the Management Plan (Appendix 7.a.) 

(1) Interpretation and promotion of the outstanding universal value of the prop-
erty with consideration of interrelationship of components. 

(2) Sustainable presentation and promotion of the property with participation of 
various stakeholders

(3) Preparation to accept domestic and foreign visitors
(4) Integrated presentation and promotion together with “Gunma Silk Heritage 

Network.”

(i)-2 Interpretation and promotion of the outstanding universal value of the prop-
erty with consideration of interrelationship of components 

Four components of the property are closely tied together through the relationship 
of technology and production. Restoration, presentation and interpretation of each 
component must take this into consideration. 

It is essential to demonstrate the value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites that 
must be understood inclusive of their structure, machinery and history. Therefore 
the guidance is very important to improve the understanding of the visitors. 
Gunma Prefecture has supported the training, organization and management of the 
tour guides in collaboration with the related municipalities, citizen groups and local 
residents. Sufficient numbers of volunteers are ready to give guide tours at all com-
ponents. Furthermore there is a local voluntary association called Tomioka Silk Mill 
World Heritage Ambassadors. The association conducts more than 200 activities in 
and out of the prefecture, with lectures and panel exhibitions. 

The tour guide and volunteer also lecture the historical value of the nominated 
property in addition to the description of each component. Guidance facilities con-
veying the outstanding universal value of the nominated property are provided in 
the east cocoon warehouse of the Tomioka Silk Mill and existing local museums 
established by each municipality. The value of each site and overall outstanding 
universal value are exhibited in those facilities by using a common guidance panel. 
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Furthermore, museum facilities established by the prefecture have provided exhi-
bitions on the history and techniques of the sericulture and silk-reeling industry as 
a whole, helping people to understand the outstanding universal value of the To-
mioka Silk Mill and Related Sites. 

Because a dramatic increase in visitors is forecast with the progress of promotion 
activities for world heritage inscription, Gunma Prefecture is currently considering 
future establishment of Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Management and En-
hancement Organization (name provisional), which will coordinate guidance facili-
ties and promote cooperation between volunteer guide groups.

(i)-3 Sustainable management and promotion of the property with participation 
of various stakeholders

Gunma Prefecture and related municipalities in cooperation with relevant organi-
zations focus on improvement of stewardship including establishment of compre-
hensive guide system, facilities, and recommended route for visitors. Training for 
volunteer guides is also in scope of the project.

For each component of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, local community orga-
nizations have been organized and active. They are working for interpretation and 
public relation of the value of each site. A not-for-profit organization Friends of 
Tomioka Silk Mill holds a membership of 1400; Association for Takayama-sha holds 
470, and Association for Gunma Shimamura Silkworm Eggs holds 60. 

In addition Tomioka Silk Mill World Heritage Ambassadors with a membership of 
250 is active over regional boundary. Thus the promotion activities are done by 
many organizations locally and regionally. 

Silk Country Gunma association has been formed with those organizations above, 
and other organizations which are related to silk industrial heritage sites. Its objec-
tive is to preserve silk industrial heritage and has produced and distributed pam-
phlets and organized World Heritage campaigns by linking all the local organiza-
tions and private companies. Gunma Prefecture and relevant municipalities also 

Photo 5-2 Participation 
of private and com-
munity organizations 
(school visit of zaguri 
hand reeling)
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collaborate with these activities.

(i)-4 Preparation to accept domestic and foreign visitors
In order to accept visitors from all over Japan and overseas, Gunma Prefecture and 
the related cities and town will cooperate and take the necessary measures regard-
ing public transportation, improvement of parking, signs and visitor facilities, and 
cooperation with the local residents concerning visitors. 

1. Access to the property
Many visitors travel to each component of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” 
by car. Gunma Prefecture and related municipalities are already in the process of 
providing road signs leading to the components individually and improving visitor 
facilities including parking with a careful consideration not to do harm on the value 
of the property.

At the closest train station to each component offer access information for visitors 
using public transportation.

2. Providing information on the nominated property
Gunma Prefecture and relevant municipalities have created official websites for 
“Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites.” Promotional posters and pamphlets have 
been created as well. They are being sent to public facilities outside Gunma Prefec-
ture to actively promote the nominated sites.

3. On-site interpretation
Guides are available at each component to inform visitors of the characteristics of 
the property as well as the historic values and their significance as World Heritage 
Sites.
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Figure 5-9 Concept of 
Gunma Silk Heritage 
Network 

Thi i t f th ilk l t d ti i i i G

Gunma Silk Heritage Network
This program aims to focus on the many silk‐related properties remaining in Gunma 
Prefecture and to promote their preservation and utilization as witnesses of history. 

It will be composed of networks according to the variety of interrelations among these 
properties. They will be promoted and publicized under a common concept.  
Furthermore, establishment of experience‐based tour routes, collaborative cultural 
events will be carried out using this networks. Such actions will not only lead to cross‐
regional cooperation, but also the formation of a core essential to promote regional 
development, tourism, and cultural event to respond specific interests . 

At the same time, it is expected to stimulate the revitalization of the silk industry as a 
continuing business, which will in effect enhance the cultural tourism industry.

Our future goal is to establish a nationwide silk heritage network in cooperation with 
th f t d l l i i litiother prefectures and local municipalities.

Buildings, Sites, Historic documents, 

folklore and so on

Silk Related Cultural Assets

Silk Related  Silk 

Tomioka  Silk Mill 

and Related Sites

Life・Culture   Industry
Silk‐raising Farmhouses, Silk mills, 

Textile factories, Research institute and so on 

Sericulture instruments, Festivals,

Museums and so on

 (i)-5 Collaborating with Gunma Silk Heritage Network
There are a number of tangible and intangible cultural properties related silk in-
dustry in addition to the components of the “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” 
within Gunma Prefecture. “Gunma Silk Heritage” registration project started in July, 
2011. 

Components of the nominated property are representatives of such properties. 
Therefore, by promoting conservation and utilization of those cultural properties 
together with the nominated sites, comprehensive understanding of their cultural 
value is facilitated.

Gunma Prefecture identify and register those local silk heritage annually,4 and pro-
vide assistance through creating and disseminating guidebook/website/DVD as well 
as subsidy for preservation activities by municipalities. They are planning to form a 
network linking stakeholders of the Gunma Silk Heritage through establishment of 
excursion routes. Through this network, activities of this project such as  preserva-
tion works and promotion of their values must be accelerated.  Expansion of its 
network to neighboring prefectures is under consideration as possible future devel-
opment.

Examples of “Gunma Silk Heritage” sites are shown in the photo 5-3 through 5-10.

4 As of December 2012, total of 

78 items have been registered. See 

Appendix 5-j
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Photo 5-3 Great Mulberry of Usune Photo 5-4 Old Usui-sha Head Building

Photo 5-5 Tomizawa House Photo 5-6 Usui Pass Railroad Facility

Photo 5-7 Old Kanra-sha Obata-gumi 
Warehouse

Photo 5-8 Goto Textile

Photo 5-9 Tools of Sericulture Photo 5-10 Monzenharukoma 
(folk music and dance)
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(ii) Individual component
The details of the policy outline concerning the presentation and promotion of the 
properties are described in Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan in 
the Appendix 7.a. of this dossier. Below is the outline.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

The “Tomioka Silk Mill Enhancement and Promotion Committee” consisting of ar-
chitectural and historical specialists will be established. Then, the “Tomioka Silk Mill 
Presentation and Utilization Plan” will be formulated, which is based on examina-
tion of assignments regarding the future vision and their implementation. This will 
allow operation in a systematical manner.

Other components
According to the preservation and management plan for the property, policies of 
presentation and utilization will be examined. 
In addition, the projects regarding presentation and utilization are going to be ex-
amined.
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5.j. Staffing Levels and Expertise (Professional, Technical, Main-
tenance) 

(i) Overall condition
The related municipalities owning the properties have nominated experts who 
are necessary for the property protection. This policy is going to be continued. 
Moreover, the Japanese government and Gunma Prefecture will strengthen the 
support system toward the related municipalities while enriching technical instruc-
tions regarding preservation and management by using an organization such as the 
Incorporated Administrative Agency responsible for cultural property protection 
and research institutions. In this way, frequent information exchange will be imple-
mented.  
 Therefore, a staffing level is sufficient to preserve the properties for the future. 

(ii) Condition of the each component
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka City created a department for the preservation and management in To-
mioka Silk Mill, and experts of cultural properties and facilities are working there. In 
addition, Tomioka Silk Mill Comprehensive Research Center is established and staff 
with high expert knowledge for cultural properties are engaged in the investigation 
and research of the property. Tomioka City Board of Education also hires experts of 
cultural property protection and they work on excavation works in the mill.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 

Experts of cultural property protection are stationed in the Isesaki City Board of 
Education and they are engaged in preservation and management and research of 
the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm. In Isesaki municipal museum, Akabori History 
and Folklore Museum, experts of cultural property protection collect and research 
documents related to sericulture and textile industries in the city.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School 

Experts of cultural property protection in Fujioka City Board of Education are en-
gaged in preservation, management and research of the Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School. Staff always stay on site and perform daily management tasks under the 
instruction of experts. In Fujioka History Museum, experts of cultural property 
protection are also working on collecting and researching documents related to the 
property. 

S4 Arafune Cold Storage 

Shimonita Town Board of Education delegates experts of cultural property protec-
tion to the Shimonita Town Furusato Center (Museum of History and Folk Customs). 
They are engaged in preservation, management and research of the Arafune Cold 
Storage. In addition, geological experts are working in the Geo-park1 related de-
partment in the board and are engaged in preservation and management of the 
Cold Storage working together with the Furusato Center.

1 Shimonita Town was ac-
credited as a Japan Geopark 

in September, 2011 and 
promotes activities in regard 

to preservation, education, 
and geotourism as a member 

of Japan Geopark network, 
which is an authorized 

member of Global Geoparks 
Network.
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6. Monitoring

6.a. Key Indicators for Measuring State of Conservation

Periodic and systematic monitoring are to be conducted to achieve the secured 
protection of the outstanding universal value in the nominated property and its 
buffer zones with respect to the state of conservation and factors affecting the 
property, as shown in Chapter 4. The key indicators suitable for the purpose have 
been established based on the main viewpoints set out below.

- Whether the value, the integrity and authenticity of the property, as stated in 
“Chapter 3: Justification of Inscription” have been sustained;
- Whether individual factors (development, environment, natural disaster, visita-
tion, et. al.) described in “Chapter 4. section 4.b. Factors Affecting the Property” 
are either affecting or have affected upon the property and its buffer zone;
- Whether the approach to management of the property and its buffer zone is 
suitable and promotional activities for disseminating correct information on the 
property’s outstanding universal value is appropriate, in regard with “Chapter 5 
Protection and Management of Property.

A summary of monitoring indicators and their measuring methods are described in 
Table 6-1. For more details on the content can be found in Comprehensive Preser-
vation and Management Plan attached as Appendix 7.

 

photo 6-1
Thermal data-logger 
installed at the site of 
Arafune Cold Storage 
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Table 6-1 Monitoring indicators for the nominated property

Effect on proper-
ties and buffer 
zones

Indicator
Monitor-
ing cycle

Location of 
Records

Environm
ental factors

Acid rain The attainment 
of air quality 
standard for air 
pollution(sulfur 
dioxide)

monitor the atmosphere 
periodically, and measure a 
rate of sulfur dioxide in the 
air 

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture

Climate 
change

Soundness of 
woods

select the object trees and 
monitor changes over the 
years

every year
Municipali-
ties

Temperature of 
cold airflow of the 
cellar

monitor the temperature of 
cold airflow of the cellar

continu-
ous

Shimonita 
Town

Influence 
by animals, 
plants, 
insects

Degree of damage 
to buildings

monitor the effect on build-
ings by a wild boar, a wood-
pecker, a bat, a mouse and a 
white ant

every year

Municipali-
ties

Changes 
over the 
years

Soundness of 
buildings and 
structures

monitor changes over the 
years such as leaks, roof 
moving and falling, decay of 
timbers, crack of mud wall, 
and stability of stone ma-
sonry

every year

Municipali-
ties

N
atural disaster

Wind and 
flood

Soundness of 
buildings and 
structures

measure damage of buildings 
and structures by wind and 
flood

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Sediment 
disaster

Soundness of 
buildings and 
structures

measure damage of buildings 
and structures by sediment 
disaster

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Earthquake Soundness of 
buildings and 
structures

measure damage of buildings 
and structures by earthquake

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Eruption Monitoring of 
volcanic activity

monitor volcanic activity us-
ing seismograph, tilt meters, 
GPS using data of Japan 
Meteorological Agency 

as neces-
sary

Gunma 
Prefecture

Effect on 
landscape 
by natural 
disaster

Degree of disasters 
in the buffer zone

measure disasters at rivers, 
forests, farmlands, and pub-
lic facilities in the buffer zone

as neces-
sary

Gunma 
Prefecture 
Municipali-
ties

Effect on 
buildings 
and land-
scape by fire

Degree of dam-
ages to cultural 
property

count numbers of reported 
damage caused  by fire every year

Municipali-
ties

Number of fires count number of fire in the 
buffer zone

every year
Municipali-
ties

Number of fire 
prevention equip-
ment inspections

inspect fire prevention 
equipment installed in the 
property

every year
Municipali-
ties
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N
atural disaster

Number of fire 
Number of fire and 
evacuation drills

carry out fire and evacuation 
drill in the property

every year

Municipali-
ties

Eff
ect by visitors and tourism

Effect on 
buildings 
and land-
scape by 
increase of 
visitors

Visitors to prop-
erty

count visitors to property every 
month

Municipali-
ties

Number of cars 
using parking for 
visitors

count number of cars using 
parking

every 
month

Municipali-
ties

Number of  visi-
tors using public 
transportation

count number of passengers 
getting on and off at nearest 
station of the site

every year
Municipali-
ties

Pedestrians do sampling survey on num-
ber of pedestrians at roads 
around property on a fixed 
day and at fixed points

every year

Municipali-
ties

Eff
ect by private developm

ent and public infrastructure developm
ent

Effect by 
public works

Number of public 
work orders

measure number of public 
work orders such as roads, 
rivers, sewerage, afforesta-
tion in the buffer zone

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Effect by 
private de-
velopment

Number of private 
developments

measure number of develop-
ment permission and build-
ing confirmation in the buffer 
zone

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Number of notifi-
cations based on 
landscape ordi-
nances

measure number of notifi-
cation based on landscape 
ordinances

every year

Municipali-
ties

Number of control 
of illegal outdoor 
advertisements

measure number of supervi-
sion and control of illegal 
outdoor advertisements 
based on outdoor advertise-
ments ordinances

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
Tomioka 
City,
Isesaki City

Transm
ission of O

utstanding U
niversal Value

Transmis-
sion of 
Value

Number of partici-
pants in lectures 
on component 
property

count number of participants 
in lectures and seminars on 
component property every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Citizen’s 
activities

Frequency of citi-
zen’s activities on 
property

count frequency and number 
of participants in citizen’s 
activities on property every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Provision of 
information

Number of infor-
mation provided 
by pamphlets and 
websites

measure frequency of provi-
sion of information and the 
way it is provided through 
published pamphlets and 
municipalities’ websites

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties
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6.b. Administrative Arrangements for Monitoring Property 

(i) For the entire property

Monitoring, including regulatory reporting, will be conducted by local municipalities in-

volved in the management of property in accordance with the instructions of the Cultural 

Affairs Agency via the Gunma Prefecture (World Heritage Registration Promotion Divi-

sion or Board of Education). In carrying this out, information will be gathered and records 

created based on the “Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heri-

tage.” Accumulated results will be consolidated every six years as an assessment of the 

state of preservation and reported periodically to the World Heritage Committee via the 

World Heritage Center.

(ii) Contact address of monitoring body for each component

Management bodies responsible for monitoring each component and their contact infor-

mation

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka City has a management office (“Tomioka Silk Mill Division, Department of World 

Heritage Town Planning, Tomioka City”) at the site and conducts the monitoring as part of 

its day-to-day management.

Tomioka Silk Mill Division, Department of World Heritage and Town Planning, Tomioka 

City

1-1 Tomioka, Tomioka city, Gunma Prefecture 370-2316 JAPAN

Phone: +81-274-64-0005

Fax: +81-274-64-3181

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City will act as a custodial body and collaborate with the owner in proactively and 

properly monitoring the property  and managing records.

Cultural Property Protection Division, Isesaki City Board of Education

1-64-5 Nishikubo-cho, Isesaki City, Gunma Prefecture 379-2298 JAPAN  

Phone: +81-270-63-3636

Fax: +81-270-63-3001

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Fujioka City will conduct monitoring not only on the designated historic site, but also on 

the surrounding area that would directly affect the site. 
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Cultural Property Protection Division, Fujioka City Board of Education

1291-1 Shiroishi, Fujioka City, Gunma Prefecture 375-0055 JAPAN

Phone: +81-274-23-5997

Fax: +81-274-23-5997

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Monitoring will be carried out by the Section of Cultural Property Protection in the Shimo-

nita Town Board of Education. In case of emergency, the authority plans to build a reliable 

and sustainable site monitoring system in cooperation with the local residents.

Section of Cultural Property Protection, Shimonita Town Board of Education

In the Shimonita Town Furusato Center

71-1 Shimokosaka, Shimonita Town, Gunma Prefecture  370-2623 JAPAN

Phone: +81-274-82-5345

Fax: +81-274-82-5345

Supervising organization

Office for World Cultural Heritage

Monuments and Sites Division

Cultural Properties Department

Agency for Cultural Affairs

3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyodaku, Tokyo, 100-8959 JAPAN

Phone: +81-3-6734-2877

Fax:  +81-3-6734-3822

Advisory organization

Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Registration Promotion Division
1-1-1 Ohte-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-8570 JAPAN
Phone: +81-27-226-2328
Fax: +81-27-224-2812

Cultural Property Protection Division

Gunma Prefecture Board of Education

1-1-1 Ohte-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-8570 JAPAN

Phone: +81-27-226-4684

Fax: +81-27-243-7785
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6.c. Results of Previous Reporting Exercises

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Editorial Committee of Tomioka Seishijoshi ed., 1977. Tomioka Seishijoshi [Chronicle 
on Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Education.

The Japanese Association for Conservation of Architectural Monuments ed., 2005. 
Kyu Tomioka Seishijo Gaiyo Hokokusho [Brief report on overall research of old 
Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Education.

The Japanese Association for Conservation of Architectural Monuments ed., 2006. 
Kyu Tomioka Seishijo Kenzobutsugun Chosa Hokokusho [Research of buildings in 
old Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Education.

Tomioka City Board of Education ed., 2007. Shiseki Juyobunkazai (Kenzoubutsu) Kyu 
Tomioka Seishijo Hozonkanri Keikaku [Preservation and management plan of 
Nationally Designated Important Cultural Property and Historic Site, Tomioka 
Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Education.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2010. Sakai-shimamura Yosan Nokagun Chosa 

Chukan Hokokusho (Archives of Isesaki City Cultural Properties 3) [Interim report 
of research on Sakai-shimamura sericulture farms]. Isesaki City Board of Educa-
tion.

Isesaki City Historic Building Research Committee ed., 2011. Shimamura no Tate-
mono -Sakai-shimamura Yosan Nokagun Chosa Hokokusho- [Report of research 
on Sakai-shimamura sericulture farms]. Isesaki City Board of Education.

Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2012. Tajima Yahei Kyutaku Chosa Hokokusho 
[Report of research on Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm]. Isesaki City Board of Edu-
cation.

Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2012. Tajima Yahei Kyutaku Hozonkanri Keikaku
      [Preservation and management plan of Nationally Designated Historic Site
      Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm]. Isesaki City Board of Education.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Fujioka City Board of Education ed., 2009. Takayama-sha Ato Gaiyo Chosa Ho-
kokusho [Brief report on overall research of Takayama-sha Sericulture School]. 
Fujioka City Board of Education.

Fujioka City Board of Education ed., 2012. Shiseki Takayama-sha Ato Hozonkanri 
Keikaku [Preservation and management plan of Nationally Designated Historic 
Site Takayama-sha Sericulture School]. Fujioka City Board of Education.
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Shimonita Town Board of Education and Nakanojo Town Board of Education ed., 
2009. Gunma no Sanshu Chozo Fuketsugun Gaiyo Chosa Hokokusho Arafune 
Fuketsu Tochikubo Fuketsu [Brief report on overall research of Silkworm Cold 
Storage in Gunma]. Shimonita Town Board of Education and Nakanojo Town 
Board of Education.

Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Kunishiteishiseki Arafune Azumaya 
Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Arafune Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Hozonkanri 
Keikakusho [Preservation and management plan of Nationally Designated His-
toric Site Arafune Cold Storage]. Shimonita Town Board of Education.

Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Kunishiteishiseki Arafune Azumaya 
Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Arafune Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Chosa Ho-
kokusho I [Report of research on Nationally Designated Historic Site Arafune 
Cold Storage]. Shimonita Town Board of Education.

Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Arafune Fuketsu nikakawaru Kioku 
no Siryoka –Shimonita machi Dentoteki Chikisangyo oyobi Bunka Chosa Jigyo- 
[Report of research on traditional local industry and culture in Shimonita Town]. 
Shimonita Town Board of Education.
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7. Documentation

7.a. Photographs and Audiovisual Image Inventory and Authorization Form

Table 7-1-1 Inventory and authorization of photographs, slides and images

ID No Format Caption
Date of
photo

（mo/yr）

Photogragher
/ Director of
the Video

Copyright
owner

Contact details of
copyright owner

Non
exclusive
cession of
rights

Photo
E‐1

Slide/
Electric
image

‐ 11/2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
1‐1‐1 Ote‐machi,
Maebashi City, Gunma
Prefecture 371‐8570,
JAPAN
Phone: +81‐27‐226‐2328
Fax: +81‐27‐224‐2812

Yes

Photo
2‐1

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 Aerial view of Tomioka Silk
Mill

11/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐2

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 Exterior of east cocoon
warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill

11/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐3

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 East facade  of silk ‐reeling
plant,Tomika Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐4

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from northwest, silk ‐
reeling plant , Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐5

Slide/
Electric
image

S1  Interior of Silk‐reeling plant,
Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐6

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 Interior of east cocoon
warehouse, Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐7

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from southwest, west
cocoon warehouse,  Tomioka
Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐8

Electric
image

S1 View from northeast, Steam
boiler plant, Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2012 Tomioka City Tomioka City

Tomioka City
1460‐1 Tomioka, Tomioka
city, Gunma Prefcture
370‐2392, JAPAN
Phone: +81‐274‐62‐1511
Fax: +81‐274‐62‐0357

Yes

Photo
2‐9

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from southwest,
Director's house (Brunat
house), Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐10

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from west, Dormitory
for female instructors, Tomioka
Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐11

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from northeast,
Inspector's house, Tomioka Silk
Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes
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Table 7-1-2 Inventory and authorization of photographs, slides and images

ID No Format Caption
Date of
photo

（mo/yr）

Photogragher
/ Director of
the Video

Copyright
owner

Contact details of
copyright owner

Non
exclusive
cession of
rights

Photo
2‐12

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from northwest, Iron
water tank, Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐13

Electric
image

S1 Brick drain, Tomioka Silk Mill － Tomioka City Tomioka City
Tomioka City
(Refer to Photo2‐8)

Yes

Photo
2‐14

Electric
image

S1 View from south, Dormitory
for female workers (Haruna
dormitory), Tomioka Silk Mill

10/2012 Tomioka City Tomioka City
Tomioka City
(Refer to Photo2‐8)

Yes

Photo
2‐15

Electric
image

S1 View from southwest, Re‐
reeling plant and packing room

11/2006 Tomioka City Tomioka City
Tomioka City
(Refer to Photo2‐8)

Yes

Photo
2‐16

Electric
image

S1 Archaeological survey,site of
silkworm egg production
laboratory, Tomioka Silk Mill

3/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐17

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 View from east,　Dormitory
for female workers （Myogi
dormitory and Asama
dormitory）, Tomioka Silk Mill

4/2010
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐18

Electric
image

S1 View from west, Clinic,
Tomioka Silk Mill

5/2012 Tomioka City Tomioka City
Tomioka City
(Refer to Photo2‐8)

Yes

Photo
2‐19

Slide/
Electric
image

S2  Aerial view of Tajima Yahei
Sericulture Farm

11/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐20

Slide/
Electric
image

S2 View from east, Tajima Yahei
Sericulture Farm

5/2009 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐21

Slide/
Electric
image

S2  Interior of attic space under
the raised roof,main building,
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

9/2012 Isesaki City Isesaki City

Isesaki City
1‐64‐5 Nishikubo‐cho,
Isesaki City, Gunma
Prefecture 379‐2298,
JAPAN
Phone: +81‐270‐63‐3636
Fax: +81‐270‐63‐3001

Yes

Photo
2‐22

Slide/
Electric
image

S2 View from northwest, Besso
(left) and kuwaba (right),
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

7/2011
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐23

Slide/
Electric
image

S2 View from north, Exterior of
the microscope room (tiled‐
roofed projection in the
center), Tajima Yahei
Sericulture Farm

8/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐24

Slide/
Electric
image

S3 Takayama‐sha Sericulture
School

11/2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐25

Slide/
Electric
image

S3 View from east, Takayama‐
sha Sericulture School

11/2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐26

Slide/
Electric
image

S3 Interior detail of silkworm
shelves and brazier
facilities,Takayama‐sha
Sericulture School

11/ 2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes
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Table 7-1-3 Inventory and authorization of photographs, slides and images

ID No Format Caption
Date of
photo

（mo/yr）

Photogragher
/ Director of
the Video

Copyright
owner

Contact details of
copyright owner

Non
exclusive
cession of
rights

Photo
2‐27

Slide/
Electric
image

S3 Interior detail of latticed
ceiling, Takayama‐sha
Sericulture School

8/2011
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐28

Slide/
Electric
image

S3 Aerial view of Takayama‐sha
Sericulture School

11/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐29

Slide/
Electric
image

S4 View from northwest,
Arafune Cold Storage

11/2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐30

Slide/
Electric
image

S4 Reconstruction model of
Arafune Cold  Storage

3/2010
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐31

Slide/
Electric
image

S4  Cold air flow at Arafune
Cold Storage, No.1, June 21,
2011

6/2011
Shimonita
Town

Shimonita
Town

Shimonita Town
71‐1 Shimokosaka,
Shimonita Town, Gunma
Prefecture 370‐2623,
JAPAN
Phone: +81‐274‐82‐5345
Fax: +81‐274‐82‐5345

Yes

Photo
2‐32

Electric
image

Comparison of the cocoon size
Left: Native species Koishimaru
Right: F1 hybrid Shinkoishimaru

5/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
2‐41

Electric
image

Yamato‐style cocoon dryer ‐ Tomioka City Tomioka City
Tomioka City
(Refer to Photo2‐8)

Yes

Photo
3‐1

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 East Cocoon Warehouse
with a keystone inscribed with
the construction year, Tomioka
Silk Mill

4/2010
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐2

Slide/
Electric
image

S1 West Cocoon Warehouse
(left) and Silk‐reeling plant
(right)

10/2008 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐3

Electric
image

S4 Cold airflow, Arafune Cold
Storage

7/2007
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐4

Electric
image

S3 Archaeological survey,
Foundation for sericulture
building, Takayama‐sha
Sericulture School

3/2011
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐21

Electric
image

Tomizawa House, sericulture
farmhouse with thatched roof
built in the 18th century.

3/2010
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐23

Electric
image

Silkworm‐reeling farmhouses in
Akaiwa district (Influenced by
Takayama‐sha)

6/2007
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
3‐25

Electric
image

Azumaya Cold Storage, Gunma,
Japan

11/2008
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
4‐1

Slide/
Electric
image

Photo of the periphery of
Tomioka Silk Mill

11/2012
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes
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Table 7-1-4 Inventory and authorization of photographs, slides and images

ID No Format Caption
Date of
photo

（mo/yr）

Photogragher
/ Director of
the Video

Copyright
owner

Contact details of
copyright owner

Non
exclusive
cession of
rights

Photo
5‐3

Electric
image

Great Mulberry of Usune 10/2005
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
5‐4

Electric
image

Former Usui‐sha head Office 8/2004
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
5‐5

Electric
image

Tomizawa House 3/2010
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
5‐6

Electric
image

Usui Pass railroad facility 11/2009
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
5‐7

Electric
image

Old Kanra‐sha Obata‐gumi Brick
Warehouse

－
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Photo
9‐1

Slide/
Electric
image

－ 11/2012 Jo Shimizu
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐3

Electric
image

Map of central Japan indicating
the location of components of
the nominated property

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐4

Electric
image

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, boundary
of the component and buffer
zone

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐5

Electric
image

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, boundary
of the component (close up)

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐6

Electric
image

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture
Farm, boundary of the
component and buffer  zone

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐7

Electric
image

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture
Farm, boundary of the
component (close up)

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐8

Electric
image

S3 Takayama‐sha Sericulture
School,  boundary of the
component and buffer  zone

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐9

Electric
image

S3 Takayama‐sha Sericulture
School,  boundary of the
component (close up)

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐10

Electric
image

S4 Arafune Cold Storage,
boundary of the component
and buffer  zone

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
1‐11

Electric
image

S4 Arafune Cold Storage,
boundary of the component
(close up)

‐ ‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

Yes

Figure
2‐31

Electric
image

S4 Arafune Cold Storage,Plan ‐ ‐
Shimonita
Town

Shimonita Town
(Refer to Photo2‐31) Yes

Figure
2‐32

Electric
image

S4 Arafune Cold Storage,Profile ‐ ‐
Shimonita
Town

Shimonita Town
(Refer to Photo2‐31)

Yes

‐ Video
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related
Sites

‐
Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma
Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture
(Refer to Photo E‐1)

No
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7.b. Texts Relating to Protective Designation, Copies of Property Management Plans 
or Documented Management Systems and Extracts of Other Plans Relevant to the 
Property

Copies of official designation notices  (Refer to Appendix 6-b)

English summaries of law which control the nominated property (Refer to Appendix 7-f)

Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan [Main document] (Refer to Appendix 7-a)

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component (Refer to Appendix 7-b)

English summaries of relevant laws and standards (Refer to Appendix 7-d)

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region (Refer to Appendix 7-e)

7.c. Form and Date of Most Recent Records or Inventory of Property
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
The Japanese Association for Conservation of Architectural Monuments ed., 2006. Kyu Tomioka Seishijo Ken-
zobutsugun Chosa Hokokusho [Research of buildings in old Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Educa-
tion. (printing) 

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2012. Tajima Yahei Kyutaku Chosa Hokokusho [Report of research on Ta-
jima Yahei Sericulture Farm]. Isesaki City Board of Education. (printing)

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
Fujioka City Board of Education ed., 2009. Takayama-sha Ato Gaiyo Chosa Hokokusho [Brief report on overall 
research of Takayama-sha Sericulture School]. Fujioka City Board of Education. (printing)

S4 Arafune Cold Storage
Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Kunishiteishiseki Arafune Azumaya Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho 
Ato Arafune Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Chosa Hokokusho  [Report of research on Nationally Designated 
Historic Site Arafune Cold Storage]. Shimonita Town Board of Education. (printing)

7.d. Address where Inventory, Records and Archives are held
Agency for Cultural Affairs
3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyodaku, Tokyo, 100-8959, JAPAN

Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Registration Promotion Division
1-1-1 Ote-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-8570, JAPAN

Cultural Property Protection Division
Gunma Prefecture Board of Education
1-1-1 Ote-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-8570, JAPAN
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Gunma Prefectural Archives
3-27-26 Bunkyo-cho, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-0801, JAPAN 

Gunma Prefectual Museum of History
992-1 Watanuki-machi, Takasaki City, Gunma Prefecture 370-1293, JAPAN

Tomioka Silk Mill Division, Department of World Heritage and Town Planning, Tomioka City
1-1 Tomioka, Tomioka city, Gunma Prefecture 370-2316, JAPAN

Cultural Property Protection Division, Isesaki City Board of Education
1-64-5 Nishikubo-cho, Isesaki City, Gunma Prefecture 379-2298, JAPAN 

Cultural Property Protection Division, Fujioka City Board of Education
1291-1 Shiroishi, Fujioka City, Gunma Prefecture 375-0055, JAPAN

Section of Cultural Property Protection, Shimonita Town Board of Education
In the Shimonita Town Furusato Center
71-1 Shimokosaka, Shimonita Town, Gunma Prefecture 370-2623, JAPAN

7.e. Bibliography

(i) Reports on the property and components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Editorial Committee of Tomioka Seishijoshi ed., 1977. Tomioka Seishijoshi [Chronicle on Tomioka Silk Mill]. To-
mioka City Board of Education.

The Japanese Association for Conservation of Architectural Monuments ed., 2005. Kyu Tomioka Seishijo 
Gaiyo Hokokusho [Brief report on overall research of old Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Educa-
tion.

The Japanese Association for Conservation of Architectural Monuments ed., 2006. Kyu Tomioka Seishijo 
Kenzobutsugun Chosa Hokokusho [Research of buildings in old Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of 
Education.

Tomioka City Board of Education ed., 2007. Shiseki Juyobunkazai (Kenzoubutsu) Kyu Tomioka Seishijo Hozon-
kanri Keikaku [Preservation and management plan of Nationally Designated Important Cultural Property 
and Historic Site, Tomioka Silk Mill]. Tomioka City Board of Education.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2010. Sakai-shimamura Yosan Nokagun Chosa Chukan Hokokusho (Ar-

chives of Isesaki City Cultural Properties 3) [Interim report of research on Sakai-shimamura sericulture 
farms]. Isesaki City Board of Education.

Isesaki City Historic Building Research Committee ed., 2011. Shimamura no Tatemono -Sakai-shimamura Yo-
san Nokagun Chosa Hokokusho- [Report of research on Sakai-shimamura sericulture farms]. Isesaki City 
Board of Education.
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Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2012. Tajima Yahei Kyutaku Chosa Hokokusho [Report of research on Ta-
jima Yahei Sericulture Farm]. Isesaki City Board of Education.

Isesaki City Board of Education ed., 2012. Tajima Yahei Kyutaku Hozonkanri Keikaku
      [Preservation and management plan of Nationally Designated Historic Site
      Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm]. Isesaki City Board of Education.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Fujioka City Board of Education ed., 2009. Takayama-sha Ato Gaiyo Chosa Hokokusho [Brief report on overall 
research of Takayama-sha Sericulture School]. Fujioka City Board of Education.

Fujioka City Board of Education ed., 2012. Shiseki Takayama-sha Ato Hozonkanri Keikaku [Preservation and 
management plan of Nationally Designated Historic Site Takayama-sha Sericulture School]. Fujioka City 
Board of Education.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Kunishiteishiseki Arafune Azumaya Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho 
Ato Arafune Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Chosa Hokokusho  [Report of research on Nationally Desig-
nated Historic Site Arafune Cold Storage]. Shimonita Town Board of Education.

Shimonita Town Board of Education ed., 2012. Kunishiteishiseki Arafune Azumaya Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho 
Ato Arafune Fuketsu Sanshu Chozosho Ato Hozonkanri Keikakusho [Preservation and management plan of 
Nationally Designated Historic Site Arafune Cold Storage]. Shimonita Town Board of Education.

(ii) Referential Materials

Agency for Cultural Affairs, National Cultural Property Database, Cultural Heritage Online. [online] Available 
at: <http://www.bunka.go.jp/bsys/>

Bell, Lynda S, 1999. One Industry, Two Chinas: Silk Filatures and Peasant-Family Production in Wuxi County, 
1865-1937. Stanford: Stanford University Press.

Breciani, Cesare, 1880. Domestic Travel in Japan.

China, Ministry of Industry, Bureau of Foreign Trade (comp.), 1933. China Industrial Handbooks Kiangsu: First 
Series of the Reports by the National Industrial Investigation. Shanhai: Ministry of Industry, Government 
of China.

Duran, Leo, 1921. Raw Silk, A practical Hand-Book for the Buyer. Silk Publishing Company.

Federico, Giovanni, 1997. An economic history of the silk industry, 1830-1930. Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press.

Field, Jacqueline, Senechal, Marjorie, and Shaw, Madelyn, 2007. American Silk, 1830 - 1930: Entrepreneurs 
And Artifacts. Texas: Texas Tech Univ Press. 
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Gaimusho Tsushokyoku ed., 1930. Koyoyosangyo no genjo. Tokyo: Gaimusho Tsushokyoku 

Gunmaken, 2007. Kindai Yosannouka.

Gunmaken Fujiokashi Kyoikuiinkai ed., 2009. Takayama-sha ato Gaiyochosa Hokokusho. Fujioka: Gunmaken 
Fujiokashi Kyoikuiinkai.

Gunmaken, Gunmaken Kyoikuiinkai, 2009. Zenkoku no Sanshu Chozou Fuketsu ato no Genjyo-Zenkoku Fuke-
tsu Anketochosakekka ni tsuite. Maebashi: Gunmaken, Gunmaken Kyoikuiinkai.

Gunmaken Kyoikuiinkai Bunkazaihogoka ed., 1992. Gunmaken Kindaikaisan sogochosa Hokokusho [Compre-
hensive Research Report on Architectural Heritage of the Modern Period]. Maebashi: Gunmaken Kyoiku 
iinkai

Gunmaken Kyoikuiinkai Bunkazaihogoka ed., Gunmaken Kindaiwafukenchiku Sogochosa Hokokusho [Compre-
hensive research report on Modern Japanese-Style buildings]. Maebashi: Gunmaken Kyoikuiinkai.

Gunma Kenritsu Toshokan Shozo Hitsusha Shiryo, 1909. Zenkoku Fuketsu Shirabe [National cold storage re-
search].

Gunze Kabushikikaisha, 1998. Gunze Hyakunen-shi [100 year anniversary of Gunze ]. Gunze.

Hyogoken Kyoikuiinkai Bunkazaihogoka ed., 1997. Kinkichiho no Minka 2 Mie, Shiga, Hyogo, Nara, Wakaya-
ma, Osaka (Nihon no Minka chosahokokusho shusei dai 12 kan) [Comprehensive report collection of 
Japanese Folk-Houses]. Tokyo: Toyo shorin.

Honda, Iwajiro, 1899. Shinkoku Sangyo Chosa Fukumeisho. Noshomusho.

Honda, Iwajiro, 1913. Chosen Shina Sanshigyo Gaikan. Noshomusho

Honda, Iwajiro ed., 1935. Nihon Sanshigyoshi (dai 2-kan Seishishi) (dai 3-kan Yosanshi)

Imanishi, Naojiro ed., 1894. Chugaisangyojijyo shohen. Yokohama: Imanishi Naojiro.

Imanishi, Naojiro ed., 1902. Obeisanshigyo Shisatsu Fukumeisho. Yokohama: Imanishi Naojiro.

Isesakishi Kyoikuiinkai Bunkazaihogoka ed., 2009. Sakaishimamura Yosannoukagun chosachukanhokokusho. 
Isesaki: Isesakishi Kyoikuiinkai.

Ishii, Kanji, 1997. Nihon no Sangyokakumei: Nisshin, Nichirosenso kara kangaeru. Tokyo: Asahishinbunsha.

Ishii, Kanji, 1972. Nihon Sanshigyo-shi Bunseki: Nihon Sangyoukakumei Kenkyu Josetsu. Tokyo: Tokyo Univer-
sity Press.

Ishii, Kanji, 1984. Kindai Nihon to Igirisu Shihon: Jyadin Maseson Shokai wo Chushin-ni. Tokyo University 
Press.
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8. Contact Information of Responsible Authorities

8.a. Preparer

Office for World Cultural Heritage
Monuments and Sites Division
Cultural Properties Department
Agency for Cultural Affairs
3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8959, JAPAN
Tel:  +81-3-6734-2877
Fax: +81-3-6734-3822
E-Mail: w-isan@bunka.go.jp

8.b. Official Local Institution/Agency

World Heritage Registration Promotion Division, 
Gunma Prefectural Government
1-1-1 Ote-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma, 371-8570, JAPAN
Tel: +81-27-226-2328
Fax: +81-27-224-2812
E-mail:sekaiisan@pref.gunma.lg.jp 

Cultural Property Protection Division
Gunma Prefecture Board of Education
1-1-1 Ote-machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture 371-8570, JAPAN
Phone: +81-27-226-4684
Fax: +81-27-243-7785
E-Mail: bunkaho@pref.gunma.lg.jp

8.c. Other Local Institutions

S1   Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka Silk Mill Division, Department of World Heritage and Town Planning, To-
mioka City
1-1 Tomioka, Tomioka city, Gunma Prefecture 370-2316, JAPAN
Phone: +81-274-64-0005
Fax: +81-274-64-3181
E-Mail: worldheritage@city.tomioka.lg.jp
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S2   Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Cultural Property Protection Division, Isesaki City Board of Education 
1-64-5 Nishikubo-cho, Isesaki City, Gunma Prefecture 379-2298, JAPAN  
Phone: +81-270-63-3636
Fax: +81-270-63-3001
E-Mail: bunkazai@city.isesaki.lg.jp

S3   Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Cultural Property Protection Division, Fujioka City Board of Education 
1291-1 Shiroishi, Fujioka City, Gunma Prefecture 375-0055, JAPAN
Phone: +81-274-23-5997
Fax: +81-274-23-5997
E-Mail: bunkazai@city.fujioka.gunma.jp

S4   Arafune Cold Storage

Section of Cultural Property Protection, Shimonita Town Board of Education
In the Shimonita Town Furusato Center
71-1 Shimokosaka, Shimonita Town, Gunma Prefecture 370-2623, JAPAN
Phone: +81-274-82-5345
Fax: +81-274-82-5345
E-Mail: bunkazai@town.shimonita.lg.jp

8.d. Official Web Address

Agency for Cultural Affairs
http://www.bunka.go.jp

World Heritage Registration Promotion Division, Gunma Prefecture
http://worldheritage.pref.gunma.jp

Tomioka Silk Mill,  Tomioka City
http://www.tomioka-silk.jp/hp/en/index.html
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The  following  maps  indicate  the  details  of  buffer  zone  boundaries  for  the  components.  Basic 

policy and boundary types how buffer zones are defined are described below:   

 

1. Policy to define a buffer zone 

The policy to delineate the buffer zone is to identify an area where we need to prevent landscape 

factors from having negative  impact that could become a threat to the value of the property. Full 

measures are taken under Forest Act, Landscape Act, and municipal ordinances. The boundaries of 

a buffer zone are consisted of geographic characters such as  ridge  lines,  landscape  features,  land 

registration,  and  the  other  recognizable  boundaries.  In  the  case  of  using  roads  or  railways 

boundaries  include both roads and railway tracks.  In case of river, the river  is not  included unless 

otherwise mentioned. 

 

2. Types of boundary 

(A) Boundary delineated on the basis of natural objects 

‐    Landforms such as rivers and ridge  lines are used as the buffer zone boundaries with a view to 

securing the good views. 

(B) Boundary delineated on the basis of administrative boundaries etc. 

‐    Administrative  boundaries  of  local  communities  such  as municipal  boundaries  and  residents’ 

associations’ boundaries are adopted as the buffer zone boundaries. 

‐    Roads,  land ownership boundaries, and other boundaries that are easy to understand for  local 

residents, who are responsible for the conservation of the property are adopted as the buffer zone 

boundaries. 

(C) Boundary delineated on the basis of legal boundaries 

‐    Boundaries of  the  legal designated areas  for  the maintenance and conservation of  forests are 

adopted as the buffer zone boundaries. 
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Chronology
Appendix 2

a. Chronology for silk history worldwide

b. Timeline for Interrelation of components





Chronology for silk history worldwide
Date Worldwide Japan

Tomioka Silk Mill and
Related Sites

3,000 B.C. Production of silk starts in China.

3rd century B.C.
Raw silk and silk fabric are introduced
to the Roman Empire.

Around the time
of the birth of

Christ

Sericulture and silk‐reeling technology
are introduced to Japan from China.

6th century
Sericulture and silk‐reeling technology
are introduced to the Byzantine Empire.

8th century
Late: Production of cocoons, raw silk
and silk extends from Kyushu to
northeastern Japan.

10th century
Late: Sericulture and silk‐reeling
technology are introduced to Sicily.

13th century

14th century

15th century

16th century
Large quantities of Chinese raw silk and
silk fabric imported by European
trading vessels.

Industrial center of sericulture and silk‐
reeling formed mainly in France and
Italy.

1685: Importing raw silk from China is
limited.

18th century
1713: The shogunate proposed
measures to encourage use of domestic
silk and sericulture.

Beginning: Factories running reeling
equipment with steam generated by a
boiler are created.

1802: “Yosan Hiroku” is published. It is
later published in France.

1840s: As a result of a pebrine epidemic
in Europe, silkworm eggs and raw silk
start to be sought from Asia.

1859: Japan opens its ports to the
outside world. Japan starts to export
raw silk. France is the No.1 export
partner.

1860: A machine‐reeling factory is
created in Shanghai, China.

1863: Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is built.

1864: The ban on exporting silkworm
eggs is lifted.

1870: The pebrine epidemic is
overcome.

1872: A public silk reeling factory
(Tomioka Silk Mill) is established, and
machine‐reeling factories are then
created in various regions.

1872: Tomioka Silk Mill is built.
Yahei Tajima perfects the “seiryo‐iku”, and his
"Yosan‐Shinron" is published.

1873: Tomioka Silk Mill finds trainees for the
Tajima family.

1879‐1882: Tajima family exports silkworm eggs
directly to Italy.

1882: Yahei Tajima and Chogoro Takayama
exchange views on sericultural methods.

1883: Chogoro Takayama completes the "seion‐
iku" method.

Late: Sericulture and silk‐reeling
technology are introduced to northern
Italy.

Sericulture and silk‐reeling technology
are introduced to France.

17th century

19th century
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Date Worldwide Japan
Tomioka Silk Mill and

Related Sites

1884: The U.S. becomes Japan's No.1
raw silk export partner.

1884: Takayama‐sha Sericulture School is
established.
Yahei Tajima uses a microscope to research
pebrine.
1891: Takayama‐sha, the combined residence
and silkworm raising room, is built.

1893: Tomioka Silk Mill is transferred to the
Mitsui Family.

1897‐ : Takayama‐sha provides sericultural
guidance overseas.

Beginning: Commercialization of
summer and fall silkworm eggs.

1902: Tomioka Silk Mill is transferred to the Hara
Partnership Corporation.

1904: Arafune and Takayama‐sha district stations
are established.

1905: Arafune Cold Storage No.1 is built.

1906: A F1‐hybrid silkworm is
developed.

1910: Tomioka Silk Mill and Takayama‐sha
establish a link‐up.
1911: Takayama‐sha cooperates in Tomioka Silk
Mill's cocoon products fair.
Silkworm eggs from the Korean peninsula are
stored at Arafune.

1912 ‐ : Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima, Takayama‐sha,
and Arafune are jointly entrusted with the
breeding of foreign silkworms and then the
production of an F1‐hybrid.

1913: Tajima family commissions storing
silkworm eggs in Arafune.

1914: The F1‐hybrid silkworm starts to be distributed.

1920: Tomioka Silk Mill commissions storing
silkworm eggs in Arafune.

1920s: Demand for raw silk for
stockings increases rapidly in the U.S.

1920s: Commercialization of the
automatic cocoon drying machine and
the Minorikawa‐style multi‐ends reeling
machine.

1924: Tomioka Silk Mill introduces the
Minorikawa‐style multi‐ends reeling machine.

1927: Takayama‐sha is closed.

1930s: Japanese raw silk occupies 80%
of the world market.

1935: Arafune ceases operations.

1939: Tomioka Silk Mill merges with the Katakura
Silk Reeling and Spinning Co. Ltd.

1952: Japan succeeds in
commercializing automatic reeling
machines.

1952: Tomioka Silk Mill introduces the K8‐type
automatic reeling machine.

1960: Tajima and Takayama families are involved
in sericulture up until this period.

1966: Tomioka Silk Mill introduces the Nissan HR‐
type automatic reeling machine.

Late: Due to technology transfer from
Japan, China and Brazil become the
primary producers of raw silk.

Late: Automatic reeling machines are
exported across the world.

1987: Tomioka Silk Mill ceases operations.

1909: Japan becomes the world's No.1 exporter of raw silk.

20th century

19th century
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S2
Tajima Yahei
Sericulture Farm

S1
Tomioka Silk Mill

S3
Takayama-sha
Sericulture School

S4
Arafune Cold
Storage

Timeline/ Interrelation of component parts

：Event indicating the interaction
     among 4 components

・：Main event

1909
Japan became the World 
top exporter of raw silk

1909
Japan became the World 
top exporter of raw silk

1859 
Opening of Japan's port
1859 
Opening of Japan's port

・1872 Operation begins・1872 Operation begins

・1893 
    Ownership passed 
    onto the Mitsui Family

・1893 
    Ownership passed 
    onto the Mitsui Family

・1902 Ownership passed onto the Hara Partnership Corporation・1902 Ownership passed onto the Hara Partnership Corporation

・1987
    Operation
    ceases

・1987
    Operation
    ceases

・1966
  Introduction of 
  Nissan automated 
  reeling machine

・1966
  Introduction of 
  Nissan automated 
  reeling machine

1912 Coilaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm
1912 Collaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm

1912 Coilaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm
1912 Collaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm

1912 Coilaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm
1912 Collaboration for produciton of foreign variety
                             and Crossbreed silkworm

1912 Collaboration for produciton of foreign variety 
           and Crossbreed silkworm 
1912 Collaboration for produciton of foreign variety 
           and Crossbreed silkworm 

・1960
    Sericulture practice
    ends

・1960
    Sericulture practice
    ends

・1960s 
    Sericulture practice
    ends

・1960s 
    Sericulture practice
    ends

・1927 The school closes・1927 The school closes

1882 Exchange opinions with Takayama-sha1882 Exchange opinions with Takayama-sha

・1884 Research on silkworm diseases using a microscope・1884 Research on silkworm diseases using a microscope

・1879-1882 Direct sales to Italy・1879-1882 Direct sales to Italy

1913 Commissions Arafune 
                     to store silkworm eggs
1913 Commissions Arafune 
                     to store silkworm eggs

・1863 Built・1863 Built

1873 Placement of trainees1873 Placement of trainees

・1872 Seiryo-iku method is established
              "Yosanshinron" is published
・1872 Seiryo-iku method is established
              "Yosanshinron" is published

・1935 Operation closes・1935 Operation closes

・1911 Stores silkworm eggs from the Korean peninsula・1911 Stores silkworm eggs from the Korean peninsula

・1905 Operation begins・1905 Operation begins

1920 Stores silkworm eggs from Tomioka Silk Mill1920 Stores silkworm eggs from Tomioka Silk Mill

1904 Takayama-sha branch school is founded1904 Takayama-sha branch school is founded

1882 Exchange opinions with Tajima Yahei1882 Exchange opinions with Tajima Yahei

・1897- Sericulture instructors dispatched to Asian countries ・1897- Sericulture instructors dispatched to Asian countries 

・1884 Establishes Takayama-sha・1884 Establishes Takayama-sha
・1891 Main house with silkworm rearing room built ・1891 Main house with silkworm rearing room built 

・1883 Establishes Seion-iku・1883 Establishes Seion-iku

1911 Cooperation with Tomioka Silk  Mill 
                                         at their cocoon exhibition
1911 Cooperation with Tomioka Silk  Mill 
                                         at their cocoon exhibition

・1924 Introduction of multi-ends reeling machine・1924 Introduction of multi-ends reeling machine
・1939 Merger with 
              Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co.Ltd
・1939 Merger with 
              Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co.Ltd

・1952 
     Introduction of K8 Automatic 
                            reeling machine

・1952 
     Introduction of K8 Automatic 
                            reeling machine

　   1987
Tomioka Silk Mill 
ceases operation

　   1987
Tomioka Silk Mill 
ceases operation

1910 
Exclusive cocoon sales  
contract with Takayama-sha

1910 
Exclusive cocoon sales  
contract with Takayama-sha
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Supplementary information about the nominated property 
Appendix 3

a. Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1875 

b. Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1986

c. Supplementary drawings of the components





Cocoon Purchasing

Cocoon Drying

Cocoon Storing

Cocoon Assorting

Re-reeling

Finishing Products・Bundling

Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1875

(Original Line of Production)

Cocoon Boiling・Reeling

Steam Boiler

Steam Engine

Cocoon 
Drying 
Area

Reeling Mill

Cocoon 

Warehouse

reeling machine made in France

Coal

Reservoir

East Reservoir or

Iron Water Tank

Well

Nyu-gawa River

re-reeling machine made in France
Flow of Cocoons and Raw Silk

Flow of Water

Flow of Steam

Flow of Power

Cocoon 

Warehouse
made in France

pump

copper pipe

shaft

Drawing Water Gutter

Italian style charcoal-powered drying

(2nd floor of the warehouse)

copper pipe

copper 

pipe

made in France
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Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1875

West Cocoon

 Warehouse

Cocoon Drying Area

East Reservoir
Steam Boiler Plant

Steel Water

 Tank

Silk-Reeling Plant

Loading

Ｎ

1875-Government Management Period-

Flow of Cocoon

Legend

Flow of Raw Silk

East Cocoon

 Warehouse

Outside Corridor
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Cocoon Purchasing

Cocoon Drying

Cocoon Storing

Cocoon Assorting

Cocoon Boiling

Reeling

Re-reeling

Finishing Products・Bundling

Winding

Steam Boiler

Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1986

(Line of Production When Operation Ceased)

Cocoon 

Warehouse

Reeling Mill

Re-reeling 

Mill

Kabura-gawa River

Flow of Cocoons and Raw Silk

Flow of Water

Flow of Steam

Flow of Power

Re-reeling Mill

High Voltage Substation

External Electric

Power Source

Heavy Oil・Combustible Waste

Each Area

Raw Silk
Finishing 
Room

Cocoon 

Boiling

Area

Cocoon 

Selection

Area

Cocoon 

Drying

Area

heavy oil

combustible waste

Yamato-style dryer

Iron Water Tank

automatic boiling machine

automatic re-reeling machine

booking

Nissan HR2 automatic reeling machine

winded on  bobbin or cone

(2nd Floor of the warehouse)
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Re-reeling Plant and Thread Sorting Room

Silk-Reeling Plant

Temporary
 Cocoon
 Storage

Cocoon Drying

 Area

Cocoon Boiling
        Area

West Cocoon

 Warehouse

East Cocoon

 Warehouse

Cocoon Drying

 AreaBoiler

House

Production line at Tomioka Silk Mill in 1986

1986 -Line of Production when Operation Ceased-

Ｎ

Flow of Cocoon

Legend

Flow of Raw Silk
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Supplementary drawings of the components 
 
List of Drawings 
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 
Page No.  Drawing Title  Drawing Name 

Existing structures at government management period 
6  Silk‐reeling plant  Plan
7  Silk‐reeling plant  North elevation 

South elevation 
East elevation 
West elevation 

8  Silk‐reeling plant  Longitudinal section 
Transverse section 

9  Silk‐reeling plant  East elevation 
North elevation (east end) 

10  Silk‐reeling plant  West elevation 
South elevation (west end) 

11  Silk‐reeling plant  Transverse section 
Longitudinal section (east end) 

12  Silk‐reeling plant, annex  Plan
13  East cocoon warehouse  Ground floor plan 

Upper floor plan 
14  East cocoon warehouse  East elevation 

West elevation 
North elevation 
South elevation 

15  East cocoon warehouse  Longitudinal section 
Transverse section 

16  East cocoon warehouse  East elevation (north end) 
North elevation 

17  East cocoon warehouse  West elevation (south end) 
South elevation 

18  East cocoon warehouse  Transverse section 
Longitudinal section (south end)

19  West cocoon warehouse  Ground floor plan 
Upper floor plan 

20  West cocoon warehouse  East elevation 
West elevation 
North elevation 
South elevation 

21  West cocoon warehouse  Longitudinal section 
Transverse section 

22  West cocoon warehouse  East elevation (north end) 
North elevation 

23  West cocoon warehouse  West elevation (south end) 
South elevation 

24  West cocoon warehouse  Transverse section 
Longitudinal section (south end)

25  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room, Cocoon 
sorting room) 

Plan 

26  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room, Cocoon 
sorting room) 

North elevation 

27  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room) West elevation 
28  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon sorting room) East elevation 
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Page No.  Drawing Title  Drawing Name 
29  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room, Cocoon 

sorting room) 
Section (E‐W) 

30  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon sorting room) Section (N‐S)
31  Steam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room) Section (N‐S)
32  Director’s house (Brunat house) Plan
33  Director’s house (Brunat house) East elevation 
34  Director’s house (Brunat house) West elevation 
35  Director’s house (Brunat house) South elevation 
36  Director’s house (Brunat house) North elevation 
37  Director’s house (Brunat house) Section (N‐S)
38  Director’s house (Brunat house) Section (E‐W)
39  Director’s house (Brunat house) Underground plan 
40  Director’s house (Brunat house) Underground section 
41  Inspector's house  Ground floor plan 
42  Inspector's house  Upper floor plan 
43  Inspector's house  North elevation 

South elevation 
44  Inspector's house  West elevation 

East elevation 
45  Inspector's house  Transverse section 
46  Dormitory for female instructors Ground floor plan 
47  Dormitory for female instructors Upper floor plan 
48  Dormitory for female instructors  West elevation   

North elevation 
49  Dormitory for female instructors  East elevation 

South elevation 
50  Dormitory for female instructors Section
51  Guard house (Company residence) Plan
52  Guard house (Company residence) South elevation 
53  Guard house (Company residence) East elevation 
54  Guard house (Company residence) Longitudinal section 
55  Guard house (Company residence) Transverse section 
56  Chimney base  Plan

Elevation 
Section 
Detail

57  Brick drain  Site plan 
Section

58  Iron water tank  Foundation block plan 
Plan 
West elevation 
Section 
Section detail

Existing structures at Mitsui period 
59  Second silk‐reeling plant (Warehouse and 

Workroom of by‐products)
Plan 

60  Second silk‐reeling plant (Warehouse and 
Workroom of by‐products)

South elevation 

61  Second silk‐reeling plant (Warehouse and 
Workroom of by‐products)

Section 

62  Dormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory) Ground floor plan 
63  Dormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory) Upper floor plan 
64  Dormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory)  South elevation 

West elevation 
65  Dormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory)  Section 
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Page No.  Drawing Title  Drawing Name 
66  Company residence no. 71  Plan 

67  Company residence no. 72  Plan 

68  Company residence no. 73, 74  Plan 

Existing structures at Hara period 
69  Re‐reeling plant and Packing room Plan
70  Re‐reeling plant and Packing room South elevation 
71  Re‐reeling plant and Packing room Section
72  Reeling plant (Re‐reeling plant) Plan
73  Reeling plant (Re‐reeling plant) South elevation 
74  Reeling plant (Re‐reeling plant) Section
75  Cocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area Ground floor plan 
76  Cocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area Upper floor plan 
77  Cocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area  East elevation 

North elevation 
78  Cocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area Section
79  Silk thread warehouse  Plan 

Elevation 
Section

80  Silk thread warehouse (Grain warehouse)  Plan 
Elevation 
Section

81  Accounting office (Room for flower arrangement 
classes) 

Plan 

82  Oil shed  South elevation 
West elevation 
Plan 
Transverse section 

83  Dormitory for male workers Ground floor plan 
84  Dormitory for male workers Second floor plan 
85  Dormitory for male workers Third floor plan 
86  Dining area  Plan
87  Kitchen  Plan
88  Company residence no. 76 Plan
89  Company residence no. 79 Plan
90  Company residence no. 83 Plan

Subsidiary structures at Hara period 
91  Filter basin  Plan

Existing structures at early Katakura period 
92  Dormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama 

dormitory)
Ground floor plan 

93  Dormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama 
dormitory)

Upper floor plan 

94  Dormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama 
dormitory)

South elevation 
East elevation 

95  Dormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama 
dormitory)

Section 

96  Infirmary and Special ward Plan
97  Laundry room  Plan
98  Company residence no. 82  Plan 

99  Company residence no. 85  Plan 
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Page No.  Drawing Title  Drawing Name 
100  Company residence no. 86  Plan 

Subsidiary structures at early Katakura period 
101  Chimney  Plan 

Existing structures at late Katakura period 
102  Re‐reeling plant  Plan
103  Re‐reeling plant and Corridor Plan
104  High‐voltage substation  Plan
105  Power room for water sprinklers Plan
106  Pumping house  Plan

Subsidiary structures at late Katakura period 
107  Pupa waste water regenerating tank/ Hot water 

tank/ Water tower/ Reservoir/ Demineralized water 
tank 

Plan 

108  Heavy oil tank/ Oil weir  Plan
109  Wastewater treatment lagoon tank/ Detail of 

aerator 
Plan 

 
S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
Page No.  Drawing Title Drawing Name 

110  Main building  Ground floor plan 
111  Main building  Upper floor plan 
112  Main building  Elevation
113  Main building  Section
114  Bunkogura Plan
115  Kuwaba  Plan
116  Besso  Plan
117  Tanegura Plan

 
S3 Takayama‐sha Sericulture School 
Page No.  Drawing Title Drawing Name 

118  Main building  Ground floor plan 

119  Main building  Upper floor plan 

120  Main building  South elevation 

121  Main building  North elevation 

122  Main building  East elevation 
West elevation 

123  Main building  Section 

124  Main building  Ground floor section 

125  Nagayamon gate  Plan 
Section

126  Nagayamon gate  South elevation 
North elevation 

127  Nagayamon gate  East elevation 
West elevation 

128  Bath house/ Kitchen  Plan 
Section

129  Bath house/ Kitchen  Elevation
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Page No.  Drawing Title Drawing Name 
130  Outside toilet  Plan 

Section
131  Outside toilet  Elevation
132  Mulberry leaves storage area  Plan 

Elevation
133  Mulberry leaves storage area  Elevation 

Section
 
S4 Arafune Cold Storage 
Page No.  Drawing Title Drawing Name 

134  Arafune Cold Storage  Site plan 
Longitudinal section 

135  Arafune Cold Storage  Transverse section 
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSteam boiler plant (Cocoon sorting room): Section (N-S)
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSteam boiler plant (Cocoon boiling room): Section (N-S)
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): East elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): West elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): North elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): Section(N-S)
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): Section(E-W)
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): Underground plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDirector's house (Brunat house): Underground section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInspector's house: Ground floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInspector's house: Upper floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInspector's house: North elevation/ South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInspector's house: West elevation/ East elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInspector's house: Transverse section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female instructors: Ground floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female instructors: Upper floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female instructors: West elevation/ North elevation 
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female instructors: East elevation/ South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female instructors: Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillGuard house (Company residence): Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillGuard house (Company residence): South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillGuard house (Company residence): Longitudinal section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillGuard house (Company residence): Transverse section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillChimney base: Plan/ Elevation/ Section/ Detail
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillBrick drain: Site plan/ Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillIron water tank:Foundation block plan/ Plan/ West elevation/ Section/ Section detail
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSecond silk-reeling plant (Warehouse and workroom of by-products): Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSecond silk-reeling plant (Warehouse and workroom of by-products): South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSecond silk-reeling plant (Warehouse and workroom of by-products): Section
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SCALE 1:100
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory): Ground floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory): Upper floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory): South elevation/ West elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Haruna dormitory): Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.71: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.72: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.73, 74: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillRe-reeling plant and Packing room: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillRe-reeling plant and Packing room: South elevation
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SCALE 1:400
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillRe-reeling plant and Packing room: Section
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SCALE 1:100
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillReeling plant (Re-reeling plant) : Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillReeling plant (Re-reeling plant): South elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillReeling plant (Re-reeling plant): Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area: Ground floor plan
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SCALE 1:400
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area: Upper floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCocoon drying area/ Cocoon handling area:East elevation/ North elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSilk thread warehouse: Plan/ Elevation/ Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillSilk thread warehouse (Grain warehouse): Plan/ Elevation/ Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillAccounting office (Room for flower arrangement classes):Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillOil shed: South elevation/ West elevation/ Plan/  Transverse section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for male workers: Ground floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for male workers: Second floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for male workers: Third floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDining area: Plan
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SCALE 1:100
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillKitchen: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.76: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.79: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.83: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillFilter basin: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama dormitory): Ground floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama dormitory): Upper floor plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama dormitory): South elevation/ East elevation
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillDormitory for female workers (Myogi and Asama dormitory): Section
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillInfirmary and Special ward: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillLaundry room: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.82: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.85: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillCompany residence no.86: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillChimney: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillRe-reeling plant: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillRe-reeling plant and Corridor: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillHigh-voltage substation: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillPower room for water sprinklers: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillPumping house: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillPupa waste water regenerating tank: PlanHot water tank: PlanWater tower: PlanReservoir: PlanDemineralized water tank: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillHeavy oil tank/ Oil weir: Plan
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S1 Tomioka Silk MillWastewater treatment lagoon tank: Plan/ Detail of aerator 
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmMain building: Ground floor plan
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmMain building: Upper floor plan
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmMain building: Elevation
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmMain building: Section
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmBunkogura: Plan
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmKuwaba: Plan
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmBesso: Plan
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmTanegura: Plan
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building: Ground floor plan
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building: Upper floor plan
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S3 Taklayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building: South elevation
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S3 Taklayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building: North elevation
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S3 Taklayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building: East elevation/ West elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building:  Section   
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMain building:  Ground floor section   
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School Nagayamon gate: Plan/ Section
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolNagayamon gate: South elevation/ North elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolNagayamon gate: East elevation/ West elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolBath house/ Kitchen:  Plan/ Section
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolBath house/ Kitchen: Elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolOutside toilet:  Plan/ Section
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolOutside toilet: Elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMulberry leaves storage area: Plan/ Elevation
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolMulberry leaves storage area: Elevation/ Section
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S4 Arafune Cold StorageSite plan/ Longitudinal section
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Significant Technological Innovations in Sericulture and Silk-reeling 
 

Toshitaka Matsuura 

 

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Site is an ensemble that brought about great technological 

innovations in modern Japanese sericulture and silk-reeling. These two industries are found in 

limited regions in the world by nature and are no longer viable in many areas. Therefore, it 

would be difficult to say that knowledge of actual production and technology is well 

understood today. In order to clarify some descriptions in this nomination, supplementary 

information will be given for technological innovations in each of the three main processes of 

production: silkworm egg breeding, silkworm-rearing, and silk-reeling. 

 

1 Silkworm egg production 

<Overview> 

The silkworm egg manufacturers are responsible for producing eggs which are newly purchased 

by silkworm farmers each year. In some cases, it was possible for silkworm farmers to produce 

eggs for the following year using their own cocoons that were not shipped out. However, such 

silkworms often caused problems by spreading diseases or producing cocoons of lower quality. 

Therefore, it became a worldwide custom to purchase eggs for silkworm breeding from 

specialized egg manufacturers. 

 

What sericulture farmers expected of silkworm egg producers was to supply eggs 1) for 

disease-free robust silkworms; 2) for silkworms that provide high yielding quality cocoons; 3) 

whenever required no matter the season. After the Meiji period, Japan solved these problems 

one-by-one through the following measures: 1) removal of infected eggs by microscopic 

examinations; 2) cocoon quality improvement through adoption of the F1-hybrid silkworm; and 

3) implementation of summer and autumn hatching of silkworm eggs through the use of 

natural cold storage systems. In addition, these achievements were systematically tied in with 

silkworm egg producers to build a system to provide the best quality silkworm eggs anywhere 

in Japan throughout the year. 

 

1) Overcoming silkworm diseases 

In the 1850s, when Japan entered the global raw silk market, the world was suffering with the 

spread of pebrine. When pebrine was later conquered due to the findings of French epide-

miologist Louis Pasteur’s modern research employing microscopic examinations of mother 

moths, this testing method was soon adopted in Japan and certain silkworm egg producers 
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such as the Tajima family created special examination rooms in their sericulture farmhouses. 

Further improvements were made by maintaining production records to verify inspection 

results, and by improving the paper onto which eggs were laid. 

 

2) Silkworm breeding improvements 

The first breakthrough in the selective breeding of silkworms was made by Dr. Kametaro 

Toyama of Japan in 1906. This was the discovery that the F1-hybrid silkworm created by 

cross-breeding Japanese silkworms with those from China could produce robust cocoons that 

yield quality raw silk. This was the first example of taking an achievement of modern science, 

Mendel’s Laws of genetic inheritance, and applying it to animals (silkworms) and then towards 

actual practices for the first time in the world. 

 

Such developments caught the attention of managers of mechanical reeling mills who were 

longing for unified material of even quality. They distributed the F1-hybrid silkworm to 

sericulture cooperative groups and bought up all the produced cocoons, so breeding of the 

F1-hybrid silkworm, which started in 1914, quickly spread and by 1918, 55% of the spring 

silkworms bred in Japan were the F1-hybrid and this figure rose to 99% by 1926. 

 

However, when applying this idea to actual silkworm egg production, there were problems be-

cause it was necessary to train workers to become high-skilled so as to be able to carefully 

distinguish male and female silkworms. Finally in 1938, Dr. Yataro Tajima produced a 

genetically modified silkworm of which only the female has a spotted marking. This made it 

easy to distinguish between male and female worms and the F1-hybrid silkworms were made 

available at a low price. This was a pioneer case in adapting genetic modification to the 

industry, and the combination of these achievements in leading-edge scientific research 

together with those in practical technology helped realize the low cost supply of F1-hybrid 

silkworms to the market. 

 

3) Year-long supply of silkworm eggs 

Silkworms for breeding can be largely grouped into three according to the number of annual 

hatching periods. The most common is the univoltine silkworm used in China, Japan, and 

Europe; the quality and amount of raw silk produced from one cocoon are both superior, but 

this silkworm hibernates as eggs through the winter and can be bred only once a year. There is 

also the bivoltine which is very similar to the univoltine, but can be bred twice a year. It is used 

in Japan as well as in some areas of China. Lastly, there is the multivoltine used mostly in 

tropical Asia which do not hibernate and can go through the process of hatching – larva - 
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eclosion - laying eggs repeatedly in any time of the year. Because the quality and quantity of 

raw silk obtained from this multivoltine was not satisfactory, most of the raw silk produced was 

consumed locally and did not enter the global market. 

 

In line with the dramatic increase in production of raw silk in the late 19th century, there was 

increased demand for cocoons, and methods for multi-seasonal hatching of silkworms were 

intensively sought after. The first attempt to solve this problem was to refrigerate the silkworm 

eggs and artificially control the hibernating period. However, in the early 20th century, electric 

nor mechanical refrigeration systems had not yet been implemented, so a natural cooling 

storage system that can bring in the cool breeze even during the summertime was employed. A 

control method was achieved in which bivoltine silkworm eggs were put into cold storage in 

winter to delay hatching for two months from the normal season, so that the second hatching 

season would be in autumn. 

 

This cold storage technique appeared various parts of Japan, but in many cases it was difficult to 

maintain a constant temperature and there were many problems affecting the hatching rate of 

stored silkworm eggs. Based on these points, Arafune Cold Storage was constructed with 

excellent stable temperature control as a result of long-term temperature monitoring and 

multi-storied structure of the storage facilities, and the resulting hatching rate of stored 

silkworm eggs was favorable. Therefore, Arafune Cold Storage got storage requests from all 

over Japan and it stood out from similar facilities in Japan in terms of its storage capacity, 

business scale, trading zone, and management capability. 

 

On the other hand, when one looks abroad, silkworm egg improvement was being pursued in 

each silk production regions. In Asia, a sericulture educational institute was founded in 

Guangzhou, China in 1897, as a result of its breed improvement and cultivation research, and it 

succeeded in breeding innovation by crossbreeding Italian or French and domestic silkworms. 

[Feng 2005]. 

 

Furthermore, this cold storage technique was also confirmed in European sericulture, but with 

the declination of the industry, it never reached the extent of expanding the cold storage into a 

nation-wide business. Even in the Shanghai region of China, where univoltine breeding was 

common, such cold storage systems did not spread, and in southern regions such as Gungzhou 

multivoltine silkworms were primarily used. Thus, most of the technological innovations in the 

sericulture industry from the late 19th to the 20th century were realized in Asia, particularly in 

Japan where mass production of raw silk was energetically pursued. 
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2 Silkworm rearing 

<Overview> 

For a long time in history, silk garments were a sought-after luxury. This was due to the 

difficulty in raising silkworms and rarity of cocoon crop. Since the 18th century, the challenge to 

take on sericulture was seen worldwide, and all kinds of advanced science were applied only to 

end in failure, in countries like the United States, United Kingdom, and Germany that were 

leading countries in modern science. In the early 20th century, it was only Japan that 

succeeded in the aforementioned innovations related to breeding and multiple rearing cycles. 

This is a result of having developed standardized silkworm rearing methods and having diffused 

these methods among farmers extremely efficiently and speedily. Below is a study on the 

development of standardized silkworm rearing methods, followed by sericulture education in 

Japan. 

 

1) Development of standardized rearing methods 

The Japanese sericulture industry experienced rapid development after the Meiji period, and 

the spread of modern silkworm-rearing methods played a large role in this process. Ever since 

the Edo period when Chinese silk imports were restricted, silkworm rearing methods were 

developed in accordance with the climates of different regions throughout Japan based on 

practical experience, and a wide range of treatises on sericulture were published. In 1849, 

Zen’mon Nakamura authored “Kaiko Tokei Hiketsu (The Treatise for Using Thermometers in 

Sericulture)” instigating objective temperature control with a thermometer. 

 

After the opening of the ports in 1859, raw silk became one of Japan’s strongest export prod-

ucts, and this contributed to the spread of sericulture nationwide. Also with the opening of the 

country and influenced by Western rationalism and scientism, Japan saw a large number of 

new trends in silk-raising methods during the 1860s. There were three major methods that 

dominated. First was the method adopted by many Tohoku region farms called ondan-iku 

which focused on temperature control. Second was a method called seiryo-iku which focused 

on controlling humidity and employed ventilation, and third was a combination of the above 

two methods, using ventilation devices as well as heat to control humidity and temperature 

called seion-iku. The latter two methods were developed in two components of the nominated 

property: Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School.  

 

Japanese sericulture at the time can be characterized by the rapid nationwide dissemination of 

newly developed rearing techniques. This was made possible by a high literacy rate among 
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farmers and the publication of numerous sericulture textbooks made available. In addition, 

systemization of education in sericulture needs be noted; middle schools specializing in 

sericulture, represented by Takayama-sha, were established and programs for sending 

sericulture instructors to actual silkworm breeding sites were created. This movement 

eventually spread throughout Japan, as a result, rapidly improving unstable sericulture 

conditions and the focal seion-iku method in effect became Japan’s standard breeding 

technique in the late Meiji era. 

 

2) Modern sericulture farmhouse architecture 

A characteristic of Japanese sericulture is that it was conducted in a part of a house, and the 

renovation of houses to expand their sericulture businesses started from the late Edo period. 

Traditional Japanese houses were typically single-storied with a thatched roof, allowing air 

from rooms to escape through voids in the roofing material. A large movement of renovation 

which was started from the beginning of the 18th century in Joshu (former name of Gunma 

Prefecture) was to convert a part of the attic space to an upper floor used for silkworm-rearing 

and to cut off a portion of the roof to let in sunlight and air. In the beginning, traditional 

residential structures were remodeled; by the end of the 18th century, farmhouses specially 

built with the upper floors attic space entirely devoted to raising silkworms appeared. 

 

Beginning in the latter half of the 19th century, Yahei Tajima originated the silkworm 

farmhouse with a tiled roof for fire prevention. He invented a unique structure with a raised 

roof situated on the ridge of the tile roof to provide natural ventilation. It is him who 

established aforementioned seiryo-iku method which focused on ventilation. To accommodate 

this method, he started studies in search of an ideal structure of sericulture farmhouse from 

around 1855, and in 1863, he completed a prototype. This was possibly one of the earliest 

example in the world of a ventilation system being incorporated intentionally into a silkworm 

room. An illustration of its unique exterior appearance was published in the British 

Parliamentary Paper by an Englishman who visited the Tajima farm soon after construction. 

This structure subsequently became the standard for modern sericulture farmhouses in Japan 

through dissemination by the sericulture trainees that visited Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 

and the treatises published by Yahei Tajima: “Yosan Shinron” (New Theory of Sericulture).” and 

“Zoku Yosan Shinron (New Theory of Sericulture Sequel).” 

 

In addition, this structure was followed by Chogoro Takayama in Fujioka who adopted this 

structure as an ideal residence and rearing room for the seion-iku method of raising silkworms, 

where temperature and humidity needed to be carefully controlled. The main house of 
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Takayama-sha Sericulture School was renovated as the ideal farmhouse for the seion-iku 

method in 1891. It is characterized by koshiyane raised roofs on the ridge above each room of 

the upper floor; enlarged openings of the upper floor; a ventilation system incorporated into 

the floor structure; and brazier facilities to heat the silkworm rooms. This structure was intro-

duced across Japan by Takayama-sha instructors and students who studied at Takayama-sha, 

and adapted to the climate and topography of each region. As a result, it spread throughout 

Japan as a standard model of modern sericulture farmhouses. 

 

3) Spread of sericulture education 

The excellent sericulture methods described above will not be effective unless correctly passed 

on to the necessary people. Japan’s efforts are extremely unique in this area in that there were 

professional sericulture education centers that recruited students and dispatched instructors 

nationwide. Takayama-sha was at the center of these efforts. It established a school with a 

three-year educational program and other short-term courses to educate the children of 

silk-raising farmers. It also established district stations dispatched instructors extensively. In 

particular, the three-year program was a high-quality educational institution that offered 

qualifications equivalent to a middle school (present day high school) degree. 

 

Sericulture educational institutions modeled on Takayama-sha started to appear all over Japan. 

This included the Kyoshin-sha in Honjo City, Saitama Prefecture, which was built to spread 

sericulture techniques (another form of ondan-iku) developed by Chogoro Takayama’s brother, 

Kuzo Kimura, and it boasted a size second only to Takayama-sha. 

 

4) Dissemination of methods for multiple rearing seasons 

In early 20th century Japan, technological advancements as those mentioned in 1-(3) were 

made and methods for multi-seasonal silkworm rearing were materialized. Silkworm farms 

followed these efforts by developing mulberry fields for feeding silkworms in autumn and 

constructed rearing facilities that could be used continuously. To prevent failures in rearing, 

both private and national sericulture institutes were also established. 

 

5) Comparison with sericulture of the world 

A major concern of the European sericulture industry at that time was overcoming the pebrine 

epidemic, and increasing production to solve the shortage of cocoons was also important. It is 

said that while there were simple efforts to expand operations by employing more people and 

breeding large amounts of silkworms in large rooms, the quality of cocoons dropped due to the 

spread of the disease. As can be seen from the fact that Japan’s sericulture textbooks from the 
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Edo period had been published in Paris in the mid-19th century, sericulture technology in other 

countries was not as advanced as in Japan. In fact, the delegations dispatched repeatedly by 

the Japanese government since the opening of the country visited sericulture-related sites in 

Europe, but was not able to find notable technology in sericulture and had concluded in all of 

their reports that Japan had the better technology as far as silkworm rearing was concerned. 

 

Regarding sericulture education in Europe, the few delegations sent by Japan visited European 

sericulture schools and training facilities in the 1890s, details of which can be found in their 

reports. According to Miyoshi Yonekuma’s “State of Sericulture in Italy and France1 for 

Shinano Sericulture Industry Group” report, the delegations visited an agriculture school in 

Montpelier, France, and a sericulture training facility in Padova and Gorizia, Italy. In particular, 

according to the records, there was a miniature model of Japanese silkworm rearing structure 

in Gorizia. Regarding France, there was mention of their having studied “Oobuna（considered as 

Aubenas, France） Model Sericulture Farm.”  

 

Looking at Asia in the early 17th century, during the Qing Dynasty, we can find popular 

sericulture treatises were published and Suzhou Province where the Ministry of Silk Textile was 

located, had an educational institution offering sericulture education to its residents. However, 

there were no significant developments to sericulture education in the modern age and from 

the late 19th century, Japan’s sericulture techniques were introduced to China. Takayama-sha 

began to accept students from China in 1897 and when they returned home to China they 

passed on this newly-gained knowledge to various parts of the country. In Thailand, the 

sericulture method employing multivoltine silkworm differed greatly from that of Japan and did 

not lead to mutual technological exchange. However in 1902, Japan built a sericulture testing 

facility and sericulture school in northeastern Thailand to provide technological support as part 

of its diplomatic policy. This eventually became the predecessor of Thailand’s school of 

agriculture. 

 

3 Silk-reeling 

<Overview> 

Silk-reeling is the process of unwinding filament from a cocoon to obtain raw silk. Today, 1,200 

to 1,500m of raw silk can be produced from one cocoon. This is done by first boiling the 

cocoons to loosen the adhering component holding the fiber together, and then reeling it out 

opposite to the way the silkworms spun the cocoon. As such, “silk-reeling” is completely 

1 Miyoshi, Y., 1892   
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different from “spinning” which intertwines short fibers like cotton to produce lengths of 

threads. 

 

When reeling raw silk, it is essential to bring together several filaments from multiple cocoons 

because one silk fiber is extremely thin. Since it is necessary to keep it at a set thickness, the 

production of good-quality raw silk was done painstakingly by skilled female workers, for a long 

time.  

 

In the 14th century, Europe and China introduced a mechanism that divides power application 

for rotating frames and reeling between multiple workers, and in the 19th century, with the 

help of the industrial revolution, silk mill(factories) were established combining advanced 

steam engines with reeling machines. However, labor division and mechanization were 

introduced only in boiling cocoons and rotating frames, and the core works in silk reeling, in 

other words, the groping ends2, feeding ends3  and the adjusting the thickness of the raw silk 

still had to be done by workers by hand. 

 

This factory based machine filature was extensively renovated at its origin of Europe and Asia, 

where it had been diffused in the mid-19th century. This led to the spread of the multi-ends 

reeling machine with which an operator could work a larger number of reeling framesin 20th 

century Japan, helping to raise operating efficiency levels. A truly revolutionary breakthrough 

occurred in the 1950s, when Japan succeeded in inventing the automatic machine. Boiling 

cocoons, groping ends, feeding ends, and thickness control was all automated and this was 

accounted as a long awaited “dream machine.” This automation enabled raw silk to be 

automatically produced by inserting cocoons in one end of the machine. 

 

On the other hand, cocoon storage is an important factor in maintaining the material quality of 

raw silk, and techniques for cocoon processing and storage showed a big leap in 1920s Japan. 

Invention of the automatic cocoon drying machine was particularly innovative, and this 

technological innovation was led by Tomioka Silk Mill.  

 

<Situation in China> 

The center of raw silk production moved to Asia from Europe in the 19th to 20th century. We 

would like to briefly describe the situation in China which was the other center of Asia beside 

2 Teasing out the fiber from the cocoon. 
3 If a fiber from a certain cocoon snaps during reeling, an end of a fiber is added to the line 
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Japan. The Jardine Matheson Company of the United Kingdom established the “Ewo Silk Mill” 

in Shanghai in 1860. This was the first proper silk mill in Asia, predating Tomioka Silk Mill in 

Japan by 12 years. However, it ceased operating after a few years, and its technologies were 

not passed on to other places in China. Following that, machine-reeling was fully introduced to 

China only in the late 1890s. 

 

In China after the 1890s there was foreign investment, and types of factory ownership and co-

coon distribution became more complicated and unstable. In addition to such issues, there was 

social turmoil in the mid-Qing dynasty and invasion of various countries, so the silk industry 

was unable to achieve steady growth like that of Japan. 

 

1) Introduction of machine-reeling 

The largest contribution by Tomioka Silk Mill to Japanese history was its introduction of 

modern machine-reeling to Japan. This innovative technology included: 1) concentrated 

creation and distribution of steam using a boiler; 2) concentrated operation of iron reeling 

machine by motive power (by steam engines); 3) introduction of Chambon croisure reeling; and 

4) cocoon drying and killing of pupa using steam or charcoal power. In addition, social 

innovations by newly introduced factory systems were: 5) all-year milling and large-scale 

cocoon storage for quantity purchases; 6) boarding system for factory labor; 7) thorough labor 

specialization system from source material purchase to production, testing, and shipping. 

These series of innovations not only related to reeling technology, they also demonstrated 

Japan’s immediate targets concerning modern industrial production technology. 

 

What should be noted in regard to the spread of modern technology in Japan’s case is that the 

technical adaptation was partial or in stages according to each region’s financial situation or 

technical standards. For example, the small and medium-sized mills that appeared one after 

the other in Nagano Prefecture from the mid-1870s may have installed low-pressure 

hand-made boilers to produce steam as aforementioned in 1). Further, since steam engines 

were costly, the traditional water wheel was employed for aforementioned 2) the power 

source for the concentrated operation of the steel machine. Thus, this system was a substitute 

for existing technology that fulfilled identical functions. 

 

Even if Westernizing all functions and machines may have been financially or technically 

difficult, more and more factories partially adapted the latest technology and united it with 

existing techniques. By doing so, those factories built a production system similar to Tomioka 

Silk Mill on a functional and theoretical level albeit it with differing machines and appearances. 
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This might appear as a halfway adaptation of the Western-style by Japanese silk-reeling mills, 

but they exercised ingenuity by thoroughly understanding Western reeling machines, as well as 

continuously advancing existing techniques in the industry, which worked as an advantage in 

inventing the next generation silk-reeling machine. In the mid-1890s, many other industries 

advanced modernization and steam engines and steel parts for reeling machines, that were 

hard to obtain until then, started to be manufactured domestically. As a result, silk-reeling 

factories similar to Tomioka Silk Mill were finally able to be built privately and raw silk 

manufactured by factories started to overtake the production of hand-reeled raw silk by 1909. 

It could be said that the Western style machine-reeling became another standard in Japan. 20 

years after its first introduction. 

 

2) Introducing a multi-ends reeling machine and an automatic processing facility for cocoons 

After opening the ports, Japanese raw silk was mainly exported to Europe. This started to 

change dramatically in the 1880s, when the United States rapidly increased the amount of 

imported raw silk for its mass production of silk clothing, and in the 1880s, it became the top 

importer of Japanese raw silk. The American fabric industry’s needs relating to raw silk quality 

started to govern raw silk sales, and a number of technical issues surfaced such as production 

of medium-quality threads with uniform fineness that are adaptable to power looms; the bulk 

supply of standardized merchandise; and after the First World War, raw silk that would not 

make thread streaks for silk stockings. 

 

In order to meet these needs, Naosaburo Minorikawa succeeded in inventing the multi-ends 

reeling machine with technology unique to Japan in 1907. This machine allowed the uniform 

fine-silk demanded for silk stockings to be reeled at a comparatively slow speed, while allowing 

one operator to monitor multiple reeling frames at the same time to increase operating ef-

ficiency. Tomioka Silk Mill is known for leading the way in introducing large numbers of this 

Minorikawa-style reeling machine in 1924, and all the reeling machines imported from Europe 

in 1872 were removed. The mill also installed a brand new re-reeling facility and the factory 

turned into a silk mill specifically catering to the American market.  

 

Additionally, to respond to needs for bulk supply of standardized raw silk, unifying cocoons into 

one of a higher quality breed of silkworm and producing cocoons throughout the year became 

urgent issues. Such movements were most of the time headed by various silk mill 

establishments. For example, Tomioka Silk Mill by collaborating with Takayama-sha and the 

Tajima family in the distribution of the one generation cross-bred silkworm to regional 

silk-raising farms and by encouraging the use of Arafune Cold Storage to raise multiple crops of 
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cocoons, completed a system for mass production of cocoons throughout the year of the 

silkworm breed preferred by factories. Additionally at these silk mills, the new Yamato-style 

automatic cocoon dryer was installed in 1939 to establish efficient process and store system of 

large number of cocoons continuously supplied by aforementioned efforts. The dryer was a 

large-scale novel machine ahead of all other countries.  

 

The success stories of Tomioka Silk Mill spread throughout Japan quickly and a system to allow 

the mass production of low cost raw silk was established through bulk supply of cocoons and 

the practical use of the multi-ends reeling machine. As a result, Japanese raw silk production 

rose drastically and by 1934 exports amounted to 4.5tons, which was 50 times the quantity in 

1874. In 1911, the Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning who acquired Tomioka Silk Mill became 

the largest silk company in the world4, and Japanese raw silk occupied 80% of the world market 

in the 1930s welcoming the golden era of the Japanese silk industry. 

 

3) Automatic reeling machine 

Reeling machine development during the booming 1920s focused to automate various hand-

works of reeling processes for labor saving, and by the 1930s, research to make the “dream 

reeling machine” got underway at several silk mill companies throughout Japan.  

 

However, due to the Great Depression from 1929, the invention of synthetic fiber such as nylon, 

and the fact that the Second World War made the U.S. the top importer of raw silk an enemy 

country, Japanese raw silk production plummeted; by 1945 at the end of the war, the quantity 

was a mere 5,200 tons, which returned to levels of 50 years previously. 

 

Japan’s main export item after the end of the Second World War was still raw silk and national 

recovery was reliant on raw silk production. The recovery of production facilities was the fore-

most priority and in just a few years, the industry had reconstructed its facilities and raw silk 

exports returned to pre-war levels by 1950. At the same time, research on automatic reeling 

machine got underway again and ten or so companies were said to be participating in this 

effort. Tama Electric Vehicle (formerly Tachikawa Aircraft) became the first company to 

succeed in creating a machine and started large-scale test runs at silk mills between 1950 and 

1952. The machine was finally ready for practical use in 1953, and by 1954 it became available 

in the market. Meanwhile, Katakura Industries Co., Ltd., which obtained Tomioka Silk Mill, also 

went ahead in its research and after succeeding in inventing a fineness testing machine, 

installed automatic reeling machines at Tomioka Silk Mill before others without delay in 1952. 

4 “Japanese Industrial Revolution”, Kanji Ishii, 1997 Asahi Shimbun p.150 
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Afterwards, its research division merged with Prince Motor (formerly Tama Electric Vehicle).   

The practical realization of the automatic reeling machine was a world-leading breakthrough, 

and the machine was exported to China in 1955; Italy in 1957; and to a French milling company 

in 1958. It was in 1872 that the first modern reeling machine was imported from France to Ja-

pan, so this shows how the role was reversed in just 80 or so years. 

 

Improvements to the automatic reeling machine continued and by 1975-85, production 

efficiency levels at silk mills increased to approximately ten times more than the pre-war period. 

This dream machine was exported to 30 countries worldwide including China and South 

America, and most of the current silk production comes from this automatic reeling machine 

which is still in use. The latest automatic reeling machine that was installed at Tomioka Silk Mill 

between 1965 and 1980 is still preserved in its original condition. 
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List of machine reeling mills modeled after Tomioka Silk Mill

Filature name Location
Founder or business

manager
Size (Number of

operators)
Year of
establishmen

source

1 Kaitakushicho Seishi‐jo Sapporo, Hokkaido Hokkaido Kaitakushi 12 1875 a,b,c

2 Koutsu‐sha Seishi‐jo Yokoyama, Motoyoshi‐gun, Miyagi Koutsu‐sha
100 (iron chambon
system)

1879 a,b,c

3 Tase Seishi‐jo Urushiyama, Higashi‐Oitama‐gun, Yamagata Tase, Kamegoro 100 1876 a,b,c

4 Niratsuka Seishi‐sho Tomioka, Kita‐kanra‐gun, Gunma Niratsuka, Naojiro 36 1876 a,b

5 Name unknown Usune, Chichibu‐gun, Saitama Unknown 24 1877 a

6 Saitama Seishi‐kaisha Mochida, Saitama‐gun, Saitama Mita, Seizaburo, et. al. Unknown 1876 a,b

7 Ogiwara Seishi‐jo Komiya, Minami‐tama‐gun, Tokyo Ogiwara, Hikoshichi 36 1875 a,b

8 Daiichi Seishi‐sha Yamaki, Toyama Hirano, Ichitaro, et al. 64 Unknown a,b

9 Kanazawa Seishi‐sha Kanazawa, Ishikawa
Ogawa, Tadatomi, et
al.

200 1874 a,b,c

10 Katsuyama Seishi‐kaisha Katsuyama, Fukui
Kobayashi, Heisaburo,
et al.

24 1876 a,b,c

11 Yajima‐gumi Koufu, Yamanashi Yajima, Eisuke (200 basins) 1879 a,c

12 Shugyo‐sha Hozumi, Minami‐saku‐gun, Nagano Naito, Sahei, et al. 11 1878 a,b,c

13 Seki Seishi‐jo Karida, Kamitakai‐gun, Nagano Seki, Kikunosuke 96 1873 a,b,c

14
Matsushiro Seishi‐jo
(Rokko‐sha)

Matsushiro, Nagano
Osato, Tadaichiro, et
al.

50 1874 a,b,c

15 Itoh Seishi‐jo Oomachi, Kita‐azumi‐gun, Nagano Itoh, Kin‐emon 18 1874 a,b,c

16 Takahashi Seishi‐jo Komoro, Kita‐saku‐gun, Nagano Takahashi, Heishiro 32 1874 a,b,c

17 Nakayama‐sha Hirano, Suwa‐gun, Nagano Takei, Daijiro, et al. 100 1875 a,b,c

18 Toko‐sha Suzaka, Nagano
Co‐operative
(40 people)

100 1876 a,c

19 Name unknown Okamoto, Higashi‐chikuma‐gun, Nagano Niki, Tatezou Unknown 1876 a

20 Name unknown Kataoka, Higashi‐chikuma‐gun, Nagano Tanaka, Uichi Unknown 1876 a

21 Yamase Seishi‐sho Ohkuwa, Nishi‐chikuma‐gun, Nagano Yamase, Fuminosuke Unknown 1876 a,b

22 Hakkaku‐sha Nagano Mitsui, Jinbei, et al. 50 1876 a,b

23 Nagano‐kenritsu Seishi‐jo Asahi, Nagano‐shi, Nagano Nagano Prefecture 50 1878 a,b,c

24 Nakano Seishi‐jo Nakano, Takai‐gun, Nagano Chikayama, Katuemon 100 1873 b

25 Katsuno Seishi‐jo Nakatsu, Gifu Katsuno, Shichibei Unknown 1873, 1874 a

26 Kaisan‐sha Takayama, Gifu Mori, Sahei, et al. 100 1878 a,b

27 Matsuzaki Seishi‐jo Matsuzaki, Shizuoka Yoda, Sajihei, et al. 25 1875 a,b,c

28 Muroyama Seishi‐jo Muroyama, Mie Itoh, Shozaemon 32 1873 a,b,c

29 Hyogo‐kenritsu Mohan Seishi‐jo Kuto, Shirosaki‐gun, Hyogo Hyogo Prefecture 25 1877 a,b,c

30 Hashimoto Seishi‐jo Akabana, Izushi‐gun, Hyogo Hashimoto, Ryuichi 20 1874 a,b

31 Kasaoka Seishi‐jo Kasaoka, Okayama
Shimada,
Hachiroemon
Kamata, Jugoro

Unknown 1874 a

32 Kumamoto Seishi‐jo Kumamoto, Kumamoto Shunpei, Nagano 67 1873 a,b,c

* This table was adapted from the following 3 sources:
a) Editorial Committee of Tomioka Seishijoshi ed., 1977. Tomioka Seishijoshi [Chronicle on Tomioka Silk Mill]
b) Katakurakogyokabushikigaisha, 2007. Shashinshu Tomioka Seishijo [Photographic Collection of Tomioka Silk Mill]
c) Norinshodaijinkanbosomuka ed., 1958. Noringyoseishi , Dai 3‐kan
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Supplementary information related to comparative analysis
Appendix 5

a. Silk and textile related sites on both the World Heritage List and 
Tentative List

b. Silk & Textile Related Industrial Heritage (not on the List, 
identified by TICCIH Textile)

c. World Heritage industrial sites (Technical and industrial heritage 
in the World Heritage List UNESCO-ICOMOS Documentation 
Centre August 2011)

d. Koinetwork g.e.i.e, comparative study report　
    International comparison - “A Synthesis by Koinetwork g.e.i.e,” 
e. Koinetwork g.e.i.e, comparative study report　“Silk mill sites in 

Italy and France”
f. Existing condition of Historic Silk Reeling Mills in China
g. Chinese filatures during 1860s to the end of the 19th century
h. Cold storage (Fu-ketsu) current conditions survey
i. Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related 

sericulture and silk-reeling
j. List of “Gunma Silk Heritage” Sites



 



No. Listed Title Criteria Photo
Date of

Inscription
Area/

Country
Textile Period Description Misc.

1721

The　site's history began  with  the  construction  of  the  Silk Mill in Derby in
1721 for thebrothers  John  and Thomas Lombe, which housed machinery for
throwing silk, based  on  an  Italian  design.

1783

A series of 18th‐ and 19th‐century cotton mills and an industrial landscape of
high historical and technological significance. The industrial‐scale production
and the workers' housing associated illustrate the socio‐economic development
of the area.

The site includes cotton mill colonies such as Cromford, Masson, Belper,
Milford, Darley Abbey, etc.
The Upper Mill, Cromford: the first cotton mill (1771)

1776

Jedediah Strutt began building water‐powered cotton mills here from 1776. The
original North Mill was completed in 1784 but was destroyed by fire in 1803. Its
replacement, the present mill (fireproof), was built in 1804. The East Mill was
built in 1913, a present Belper landmark.
(Photo: The North Mill)

2
Medina of Fez
Médina de Fès 2,5 1981

City of Fez
Morocco

Silk

Historic village on Silk Road.
The Medina of Fez is considered as one of the most extensive and best
conserved historic towns of the Arab‐Muslim world. The unpaved urban space
conserves the majority of its original functions and attribute. It not only
represents an outstanding architectural, archaeological and urban heritage, but
also transmits a life style, skills and a culture that persist and are renewed
despite the diverse effects of the evolving modern societies.

Property: 270 ha

3
Ancient city of Aleppo
Ancienne ville d'Alep 3,4 1986

Aleppo
Syrian Arab

Republic
Silk

16th & 17th
century

The Medina, as it is locally known, is an active trade centre for imported luxury
goods, such as raw silk from Iran, spices and dyes from India, and coffee from
Damascus. The Medina also is home to local products such as wool, agricultural
products and soap.
Suq Al‐Souf or the wool market, surrounded with the old churches of the
quarter.
The prosperity Aleppo experienced in the 16th and 17th century started to fade
as silk production in Iran went into decline with the fall of the Safavid dynasty in
1722.

4
Historic centre of Bukhara
Centre historique de Boukhara 2,4,6 1993

Bukhara
region

Uzbekistan
Silk

Historic city on Silk Road.
The silk trade itself created a growth boom in the city which ended around 350
BCE (Before Common Era). The city has long been a center of trade, scholarship,
culture, and religion.

5

Historic Villages of Shirakawa‐
go and Gokayama
Villages historiques de
Shirakawa‐go et Gokayama

4,5 1995

Gifu and
Toyama

prefectures
Japan

Silk

Villages with their Gassho‐style houses subsisted on the cultivation of mulberry
trees and the rearing of silkworms.
The upper stories of the gassho houses were usually set aside for sericulture,
while the areas below the first floor were often used for the production of nitre,
one of the raw materials needed for the production of gunpowder.

Property: 65 ha

6

18th century Royal Palace at
Caserta with the park, the
aqueduct of Vanvitelli and San
Leucio Complex
Palais royal du XVIIIe siècle de
Caserte avec le parc, l’aqueduc
de Vanvitelli et l’ensemble de
San Leucio

1,2,3,4, 1997

Provinces of
Caserta and
Benevento,
Campania

Italy

Silk
cotton

1820's

Italian utopian colony with 1820s cotton factory.
Charles VII of Naples and the young king Ferdinand built a silk factory. The
complex was transformed into a silk production site and industrial buildings
were added, which was quite unique in late 18th‐century Europe.

Site area: 87.37
ha

7
Historic site of Lyons
Site historique de Lyon

2,4 1998

Department
of Rhône,

Region of Rhô
ne‐Alpes
France

Silk

Within nominated area, the House of 365 Windows, an example of the
tenements built for the canuts (silk workers) in the first half of the 19th century
is specially notable silk‐related heritage.
The École de Tissage (Weaving School): To taste the traditional audience for silk
smooth succeeds the late 1870s, a new craze for silk shaped, is woven to form
designs. However, by tradition, the factory at Lyon built its international
reputation on the ability of its workers in manufacturing cloth weavers united
rather than shaped, which require special knowledge. It should therefore be
given to employees and workers additional training to enable them to run or
run their own fabrics requested.
La Croix‐Rousse is a neighborhood original, deeply marked by its past high‐rise
of the silk industry. In 19th century,  Lyon is the first industrial city in France.
The influx of  silk workers is so profoundly transformed the Croix‐Rousse,
marking its history and urban planning. The Red Cross became a Mecca of
industrial weaving of silk.

Property: 427 ha

8

State Historical and Cultural
Park"Ancient Merv"
Parc national historique et
culturel de l’Ancienne Merv

2,3 1999
Mary Vilayet

Turkmenistan
Silk

Historic village on Silk road.
Every kind of cereal and many fruits grow in great abundance, e.g. wheat, millet,
barley and melons, also rice and cotton. Cotton seeds from archaeological levels
as far back as the 5th century are the first indication that cotton textiles were
already an important economic component of the Sassanian city. Silkworms
have been bred. Carpets from the region of Merv are sometimes considered
superior to the Persian. They also make felts and a rough cloth of sheep's wool.

9
La Lonja de la Seda de Valencia
La Lonja de la Seda de Valence 1,4 1996

Province and
Autonomous
Community
of Valencia

Spain

Silk Exchange

A group of buildings was originally used for trading in silk (hence its name, the
Silk Exchange) and it has always been a centre for commerce. The name given
to the building Lonja de la Seda from the fact that the weaving of silk was from
the 14th to the 18th century's most powerful industry in the city.  When it was
building the Lonja de la Seda, Valencia silk industry boomed, led to the 293
teachers surveyed in the city silk manufacturers in 1487. At the end of the 17th
century, so important was the silk in commercial transactions Merchant Lonja
became known as the Silk Road. During the second half of the century was the
golden period:25,000 people were involved in the silk industry in the city, which
had more than 3,000 looms . Also, since 1790 began the decline of the silk
industry in Valencia.

Silk and textile related sites on both the World Heritage List and Tentative List

1

Derwent Valley Mills
Usines de la vallée de la

Derwent
2,4 2001

Derbyshire,
England

UK

Silk
Cotton

Total property
area  of Derwent

Valley:
1228.7000 ha

Silk & Silk
Related Sites
on the WHL
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Silk and textile related sites on both the World Heritage List and Tentative List

Silk & Silk
Related Sites
on the WHL

10
Les Cévennes et les Grands
Causses

5,6 France Silk
The first half of
the 19th
century

The silkworm industry boomed until 1855, when disease affected the worms
and competition with China undermined the industry's profitability.
The Maison des Canuts (weaver's house )is living museum.

(Photo:  A renovated rearing house with a mulberry twig on the fore ground )

11
Crespi d'Adda
Crespi d'Adda 4,5 1995

Province of
Bergamo,
Lombardy

Italy

Cotton
Wool

1878

Model village and wool mill.
It is an outstanding example of the 19th and early 20th‐century "company
towns" built in Europe and North America by enlightened industrialists to meet
the workers' needs.
Introduced the most modern spinning, weaving and finishing processes in
Cotton Mill.

12
New Lanark
New Lanark

2,4,6 2001

South
Lanarkshire,

Scotland
UK

Cotton 1785

It has the most complete integration of architectural design of all the early
cotton mill settlements, a type illustrating the most revolutionary element of the
Industrial Revolution.
Richard Arkwright's new factory system for textile production brought to New
Lanark the need to provide housing and other facilities for the workers and
managers was recognized.
The New Lanark cotton mills were founded in 1786 by David Dale.

Property area:
146 ha

13
Saltaire
Saltaire

2,4 2001

West
Yorkshire,
England

UK

Worsted
alpaca

 

A complete and well‐preserved industrial village of the second half of the 19th
century. Its textile mills, public buildings and workers' housing are built in a
harmonious style of high architectural standards and the urban plan survives
intact, giving a vivid impression of Victorian philanthropic paternalism.

Property area:
20 ha

Silk & Silk
Related Sites

on the
Tenatative

List

14
Tomioka Silk Mill and
Related Sites

2,4
Gunma

Prefecture
Japan

Silk 1872‐1987

Network of silk related industry centering the Tomioka Silk Mill, cold storage of
silk eggs, sericulture, silkworm egg production and farmhouses in rural villages.

15 Chatham Neval Dockyard 2,3,4 UK Hemp rope

Rope has been made at Chatham since 1618, when the first ropery buildings
were erected. In the age of sail the Navy constantly needed great quantities of
rope, with each ship requiring approximately 32 kilometers of rope for rigging
alone. Most roperies were rebuilt towards the end of the 18th century, with the
majority of work at Chatham taking place between 1785 and 1791. Today,
Chatham is home to the only original naval ropeyard still in operation.

296 ha

16
Industrial complex of the
textile factory La Constancia
Mexicana and its housing area

2,4 Mexico
Kitted

/woven
fablics

1835‐1991

Already‐established hydrological infrastructure useful to textile manufacturing.
Textiles produced in the state mostly involve thread, machinery, knitted items
and woven fabrics.
La Constancia Mexicana (est. 1835, closed1991):
The first textile mill to integrate the use of automatic machinery into the
production process.

Sites Related
to Textile

Other than
Silk on the

Tentative List

Sites Related
to Textile

Other than
Silk on the

WHL
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1 Macclesfield Silk Mill UK Silk

Macclesfield was the world's biggest producer of finished silk; now, the
four Macclesfield Silk Museums display a huge range of information and
products from that period.
At one time the silk manufacture was home‐based but as machinery was
introduced large sheds were built to accommodate it and the workers
were expected to move into them. Paradise Mill is a working mill
museum which demonstrates the art of silk weaving to the public.
(Photo: Paradise Mill)
Now, the Paradise mill is a silk museum.

2 Caraglio Italy Silk

The Filatorio di Caraglio is the oldest silk mil in Europe

3
Marzani
Abbadia Lariana

Italy Silk

4
Chacim
Macedo de Cavaleiros

Portugal Silk
Royal Silk Throwing Mill.

5
Le Manach
Tours

France Silk 1829

It was Pierre‐Emmanuel Hippolyte Boyer in 1828 bought the mill street
Calquières to install a mill using water power to run the machines to spin
and weave.

6
Soufli
Thrace

Evros
Greece

Silk

The most important industry was sericulture.
Notable for the silk industry that flourished there in the 19th century.
The discovery of a method to fight against the diseases of cocoons by
Louis Pasteur contributed to the fast development of sericulture.
Now, Silk Museum.

7 Kiryu
Gunma
Japan

Silk

8
Manningham Mills
(a.k.a. Lister Mills)

Bradford
West Yorkshire

UK

Silk
Velvet

The largest silk factory in the world.
Manufacturing high‐quality textiles such as velvet and silk.
Now, Manningham Mills Community Center

27 acres
(109,000㎡)
78m high

9 Krefeld Germany
Silk

Velvet

Krefeld is called velvet and silk city.

10 Biella
Piedmont

Italy
Wool
Silk

An important wool processing and textile centre.
Pria Mill was established in 1824 under French influences.
Statues of woolworkers and weavers were already starting to spring up in
the 1200's.

In the 17th and 18th centuries, as elsewhere in Italy, silk was an
important industry, and a silk manufacture was built in town in 1695: in
1835, however, the town's textile history came round full circle when the
same building was put to use as a wool factory with the introduction of
mechanical looms, putting Biella at the forefront of modern
improvements in the industry.

11 Bielefeld
Nordrhein‐
Westfalen
Germany

Linen
Cotton

Flax
Velvet

Silk

A linen producing town.
In the early 1920s issued money made of material, known as 'stoffgeld'.
These were pieces of money produced on linen, silk and velvet.

12 Tomar Portugal
Cotton

Silk
1789

The first cotton spinning mill of British type established in Portugal; in
operation until some years ago; the local county studies the possibility to
reuse the mill as a museum.
During the 18th century Tomar was one of the first regions of Portugal in
industry. In the reign of Maria I, with royal support, a textile factory of Já
come Ratton was established. The hydraulic resources of the river Nabão
were used to supply energy to this and many other factories, namely
paper factories, foundries, glassworks, silks and soaps.

13
Houldsworth Mill
(a.k.a. Reddish Mills)

Reddish
Stockport

UK
Cotton 1865‐1950s

In 1898 it amalgamated with the Fine Cotton Spinners Association.
Cotton production at Houldsworth Mill ceased in the 1950s.
Now, apartment, leisure and commercial uses.

Size:
64 acres
(260,000㎡)
Floor Area:
400,000 sq. ft.
(37,000㎡)

14 Queen Street Mill
Burnley

UK
Cotton

Cotton weaving by steam
The worlds only surviving 19th century steam powered weaving mill.
Now, Queen Street Mill Textile Museum

15 Styal
Cheshire

UK
Cotton 1784

Quarry Bank Mill (Grade 2 listed building): one of the best preserved
textile mills of the Industrial Revolution and is now a museum of the
cotton industry.
The factory was founded for the spinning of cotton and by Samuel Greg's
retirement in 1832 was the largest such business in the United Kingdom.
The water‐powered Georgian mill still produces cotton calico.
Museum contains relocated textile machinery and a suspension
waterwheel.
Now, Musuem

16
Stanley
Deanston

Perthshire
Scotland, UK

&
Stirling

Scotland, UK

Cotton 1786‐1787

Much of Stanley's economy was based on a mill powered by the river Tay.
The mill mostly produced cotton but also cigarette ribbon.
Deanston Cotton Mill was built by the Buchanan brothers of Carston, near
Manchester, in 1785, and utilised the River Teith to power the mill. The
cotton mill closed in 1965.On the site, the Deanston Distillery opened in
1966 and is now owned by Burn Stewart Distillers Limited, where it
produces several megawatts for the National Grid.

Silk & Textile Related Industrial Heritage (not on the List, identified by TICCIH Textile)
Based on the report "The International Context for Textile Sites" supported by TICCIH/ Textile in 2004

Silk

Silk &
Others

Cotton

Cotton
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Silk & Textile Related Industrial Heritage (not on the List, identified by TICCIH Textile)
Based on the report "The International Context for Textile Sites" supported by TICCIH/ Textile in 2004

17 Ancoats
Manchester

UK
Cotton

The 1st steam‐powered urban district in the world.
Towards the end of the 18th century steam power was first used to power
the cotton mills.
(Photo (up): McConnell & Kennedy Mill with adjoining Murray's mill
(Grade 2 building))
(Photo (below): Brunswick Mill)
McConnell & Kennedy mill (1818, fireproof)
Murray's mill (1798)
Brunswick Mill: now, music rehersal rooms.

18 Oldham
Lancashire

UK
Cotton 1890

12.4% of the world's cotton spindles in 1890.
Oldham was the world's manufacturing centre for cotton spinning in the
second half of the 19th century.
(Photo: Royd Mill, 1907‐1981)

19 Bolton
Great Manchester

Lancashire
UK

Cotton

Fine spining of Eyptian cotton
Atlas, Northern Mill Engine Society, Beehive, Swan Lane Mills
Bolton has been a production centre for textiles since Flemish weavers
settled in the area during the 15th century, developing a wool and cotton
weaving tradition.
(Photo: Beehive Mill, Grade 2 listed building)

20 Mulhouse
Alsace
France

Cotton

Textile industry and tanning.
The town was called the French Manchester.
Village ouvrier developed for the Dolfuss company.
In consequence, the town has enduring links with Louisiana, from which it
imported cotton, and also with the Levant.

21 Siebenhofen
Tannenberg

Sachsen
Germany

Cotton

Spinnmuhle built in 1812 by Evan Evans.

22
Casaramona Barcelona

Spain
Cotton

Fàbrica Casaramona (Factory Casaramona):Cotton industry
by Puig I Cadalfach

23 Parc Fluvial Navas‐Berga
Catalonia

Spain
Cotton

A linear heritaqge corridor links 15 colonies each with integrated turbine‐
powered cotton mills, tenement housing, allotments, managers' and
owners' houses, schools, churches, and theatre.

24
Colonia Sedo
Guell

Catalonia
Spain

Cotton

25 Riba de Ave Portugal Cotton 1896

The textile industry in Riba de Ave mechanics began in 1890.
Small town at the center of heavy industrialized region,
several other large cotton mills were later established, all belonging to
the Ferreira family; this family developed the town infrastructure in a
paternalist way.

26 Tampere Finland Cotton

Cotton mills and a machine shop were the foundation for other
industries: linen, wool, paper and cardboard.

27
Księży Młyn
(Priest Mill)

Łódź
Poland

Cotton 1873

A group of textile factories (mainly cotton mill) and associated facilities,
built in the city of Lodz since 1824.
(Photo: Priest Mill)

28 Poznanski
Łódź

Poland
Cotton 1878

Łódź: Another 400 mills in this archetypal mill city mean that the whole
city could be considered a textile landscape. Some were for wool
production, such as Schweikert, now part of ŁódźTechnical university. The
Museum of the Textile Industry is in the White Factory, the first of the
steam‐powered spinning mills, established in 1838 by Ludwig Geyer with
a Cockerill steam engine.

29 Finlayson
Tampere
Finland

Cotton 1820

Cotton mills were founded by a Scot in 1820.
The first factory was completed 1823. James Finalayson  manufactured
machinery suitable for a textile industry but in 1828 switched from
machine manufacture to cotton mills.
 In 1995 the old factories in the center of Tampere were closed down and
the old buildings converted to a commercial and entertainment district.

30 Portlaw
Waterford County

Ireland
Cotton 1825

Water‐powered cotton mill
It was once the home of a very successful cotton mill employing most of
the town's population. The mill was built by the Quaker Malcomson
family.
(Photo: cotton mill complex, 1825)

31 Ghent Cotton Harbour Belgium Cotton 1885

Steel‐framed raw cotton warehouses near cotton mills of 1860, 1910 and
1925.
(Photo: Ghent Cotton Mill)

32 Watkins Woolen Mill
Lawson

Missouri
USA

Cotton est. 1860

The best preserved 19th century woolen mill in North America.
The mill operated at capacity until 1886.

National Historic Landmark (1966)

Cotton
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Silk & Textile Related Industrial Heritage (not on the List, identified by TICCIH Textile)
Based on the report "The International Context for Textile Sites" supported by TICCIH/ Textile in 2004

33 Webb Press
Nachitoches

Louisiana
USA

Cotton

34
Lowell
(Lowell National Historical
Park)

Lowell
Massachusetts

USA
Cotton

Water‐powered cotton mills
A planned manufacturing center for textiles in 1820s.
The textile industry wove cotton produced in the South.
The Merrimack Manufacturing Company was the first of the major textile
manufacturing concerns to open in Lowell, Massachusetts, beginning

i i 1823

35
Melrose
Magnolia Plantations

Louisiana
USA

Cotton

Slave plantation
Magnolia Plantation is exceptional because of the surviving farming
technology, such as the cotton picker tractors and two cotton gins (both
steam‐ and animal‐powered). It has 21 buildings that contribute to the
significance of the site, an unusually high number for surviving

l i Th k i f h l i i d b h N i l

36 Graniteville
S.Carolina

USA
Cotton

Company town
Graniteville dates back to 1845 when William Gregg built the South's first
large scale cotton mill in what became known as Graniteville.
(National Historic Landmark, 1978)

37 Amoskeag
Manchester

New Hampshire
USA

Cotton

Amoskeag Manufacturing Company was a textile manufacturer.
The largest cotton plant in the world in 1912.

5,844,340 sq ft
(542,957 m2)
137 acres
(0.6 km2)

38 Pawtucket
Rhode Island

USA
Cotton 1793

The first cotton mill in the new world was smuggled across by Samuel
Slater who came from Belper WHS, UK. It is built of timber, later
enlarged, and is beside the stone‐built Wilkinson Mill of 1810. Also see J &
P Coats, below for the Conant Thread mills.
(Photo: Wilkinson Mill, National Historic Mechanical Engineering
Landmark, 1977)

39 Nashua
Manchester

New Hampshire
USA

Cotton

Water‐powered cotton mill
Nashua Manufacturing Company (1823‐1945), now Clocktower Place
Apartments

40 Fall River
Fall River

Massachusetts
USA

Cotton

Steam‐powered cotton mill
The city of Fall River, Massachusetts once boasted over 100 cotton textile
mills and was the leading cotton textile center in the United States during
the late 19th century and early 20th century. There are currently
approximately 64 mills remaining in the city. Many have been added to
the National Register of Historic Places.
e.g., Border City Mill is now apartments.

41 New Bedford
New Bedford

Massachusetts
USA

Cotton

Steam‐powered cotton mill
Immigrant communities
Starting in 1881, the textile industry grew large enough to sustain the
city's economy. The creation of the New Bedford Textile School in 1895–
1899 ushered in an era of textile prosperity that began to decline in the
great depression and ended with the end of the textile period in the
1940s.
(Photo: Bradford Durfee Textile School, now, Bradford Durfee College of
Technology)

42
Narva
Ivangorod

Estonia
Russia

Cotton
The middle of
19th century

Kreenholm cotton(458,380spindles, 2,500 looms in 1901.)
Steiglitz flax mills
In the middle of the 19th century Narva started to develop into a major
industrial town. The Kreenholm Manufacture was established by Ludwig
Knoop in 1857. The factory could use the cheap energy of the powerful
Narva waterfalls and at the end of the century became, with about 10,000
workers, one of the largest cotton mills in Europe and the World.

43 Mumbai India Cotton 1850's

Cotton industry
The first Indian cotton mill, "Bombay Spinning and Weaving Company",
was opened in 1854 at Tardeo in Bombay.
famous for producing cotton textiles to be exported to Britain.
Massive urban growth was in part due to expansion of the cotton industry
in the 1880s, that had begun in the 1850s.
INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage) and INTBAU
(International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture and
Urbanism)India are studying adaptive re‐use projects at, for example,
India United Mills No.1.
(Photo: India United Mills No.1)

44 Paisley UK
Cotton
Thread

World‐wide cotton thread empire formed by the United Thread Mills of J
& P Coats and JJ Clark. Coats' Ferguslie Mill is mostly demolished, but
Clark's Anchor Mills survives as 3 substantial buildings with adjacent
housing and bowling green.
By the mid‐nineteenth century weaving had become the town's principal
industry. Paisley is still very well‐known for the Paisley Shawl and its
reproduction Paisley Pattern.

45 Moulins
Lille

France
Flax

Cotton

The area of the Le Blan flax mills, Wallaerts cotton mills and engineering
works
The city was known for its cotton.

46 Igualada
Catalonia

Spain
Cotton
Wool

The local industries, mainly developed since 1880, include the
manufacture of cotton, wool, linen,etc.
"Cal Boyer" building in Igualada Leather Museum, a former cotton textile
factory from the late 19th century.

47 Roubaix France
Cotton
Wool

1840

The Center des Archives du Monde de Travail: Turreted Motte‐Bossut
cotton
Le Monstre: wool mill
L'Usine Motte: velour weaving shed, now a factory‐outlet shopping
complex.

Cotton

Cotton &
Others
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48 Schio Italy
Cotton
Wool

By the 12th century Schio had become an important centre of prosperous
wool manufacturing.
Alessandro Rossi, who founded the biggest Italian wool firm (Lanerossi) in
the 19th century.
The most important textile factories in Schio were Lanerossi, Conte and
Cazzola. Schio was called "Manchester of Italy", because it was the focal
point of the northern wool trade like the British city.

49 Norrköping Sweden
Cotton
Wool

1642

Factory founded 1642.
Wool, knitting, tailoring, cotton were produced.

50 Lawrence
Massachusetts

USA
Cotton
Wool

A planned cotton city on Lowell model 2 power canals from 1845, but
became better known for its large wool mills.
Ayer Mill (1909), Wood Mill (1906), Everett Wool, Duck Mill, Pemberton
Mill (1853), Bay State Mills, Pacific and Atlantic Mill.

*Photo (Pemberton Mill: The new Pemberton Mill, built shortly after the
collapse of the first.)

51 Armley Mill
Armley

W. Leeds
UK

Wool 1805

It was once the world's largest woollen mill.
The current structures were built in 1805 by Benjamin Gott and closed as
a commercial mill in 1969.
Now, the Museum of Industrial Heritage (1982).
Fireproof
Now, Armley Mills Museum

52 Stanley Mill
Gloucestershire

UK
Wool 1813

Stanley Mills is a unique complex of water‐powered cotton mills situated
on a majestic bend in the River Tay.
Fireproof
Now, Museum

53
Knockando, Moray, Islay, Argyll
Wool mills

Knockando
Moray

Scotland
UK

Wool

54 Clackmannanshire

Alva, Menstrie,
Tillicoultry

Clackmannanshire
Scotland

UK

Wool

Clackmannanshire became known for the weaving mills powered by the
Hillfoots burns.
Alva, Menstrie, Tillicoultry
Alva: a textile manufacturing and woolen center:
・Strude Mill, a former woollen mill that has been restored and converted
to flats (Photo, below)
Menstrie: wool
・Elmbank Mill (Photo above)
Tillicoultry Serge was manufactured by weaving worsted with linen

55 Halifax UK Wool

18th century wool exchange

56 Huddersfield UK Wool

large wool manufacturing town: some mills now used by the university, in
a landscape of canals and railways.

57 Bradford UK Wool

Little Germany conservation area is filled with mercantile warehouses, a
wool exchange and a conditioning house.
Now, conversion to apartment blocks by property developers Urban
Splash.

58 Queensbury
Yorkchire

UK
Wool

Black Dyke Mills (1835)
John Foster's mill is still dominated by a mill chimney.
(Photo: Black Dyke Mill)

59 Filature de Belves
Dordogne

France
Wool 1860

60
Le Dijonval Sedan

France
Wool 1755

The factory was founded in 1646.
Production ceased in the early 1960s.

61 Filature de Calquieres
Haute Loire

France
Wool

With a waterwheel and non‐self acting mule jenny, this is one of a dozen
small wool spinners, dyers and weavers in central and southern France.
It was Pierre‐Emmanuel Hippolyte Boyer in 1828 bought the mill street
Calquières to install a mill using water power to run the machines to spin
and weave.

Cotton &
Others

Wool
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62 Valdagno
Vicenza

Italy
Wool 1836

The Marzotto wool mills started in 1836 but were transformed in the 20th
century into a single‐campany town of harmony: The mills were
substancially enlarged in reinforced concrete in 1922‐1929, the roof
trusses resembling bridges. This is the biggest model town created by a
single textile company.
The birthplace of Gaetano Marzotto, a pioneer of the textile industry and
founder of the Marzotto.

63 Tuchfabrik Müller
Euskirchen
Germany

Wool

The industrial buildings of the textile mill built between 1801 and 1922.

64 Crimmitschau
Sachsen

Germany
Wool

Wool spinning and weaving
The site of a large concentrated textile industry.

65 Covilhã Portugal Wool

Covilhã is traditionally a center of wool and textile industries.
The central building of the Univ. of Beira Interior was the Royal Textile
Factory. Covilhã has deep industrial roots and is still one of the biggest
woollens fabrics producers in Europe.

66 Nordwolle
Delmenhorst

Niedersachsen
Germany

Wool 1884

a.k.a.  North German Wool Combing and Worsted Spinning.
Germany's largest wool scouring works
(Photo: Ehemaliges Fabrikgebäude)

67 Blackall Wool Scour
Blackall

Queensland
Australia

Wool
1908‐1978

reopend 2002

The only steam‐driven woolscour remaining of the 52.
Steam operates daily from May to August. Woolscour means wool
washing, and Blackall has the last example, left intact, of a steam powered
wool washing plant with a 20 stand shearing shed attached.

68

Vapor Asmerich Amat y Jover
textile mill
(now the Museum of Science
and Technology of Catalonia)

Terrassa
Barcelona

Spain
Wool 1907

In the 19th century the city played an important role in the industrial
revolution, specializing in woollen fabrics.

69 Arseguel
Catalonia

Spain
Wool 1902

Small wool mill using mules.
An example of the use of hydropower.

70 Geelong Woolstores
Geelong
Victoria
Australia

Wool

A row of woolstores.

71 Verviers Belgium Wool

After World War I, Verviers could share with Bradford the title of “Wool
Capital of the World”.
Iwan Simonis"au chat"mill: 1st continental spinning machine was
installed.

72 Dean Clough
Halifax

UK
Wool

Carpets

A groupe of large factory buildings built in the 1840s‐60s for Crossley's
Carpets,  becoming one of the world's largest.
The mills now provide office space for some 150 companies, art galleries,
restaurants and the viaduct theatre where the Northern Broadsides
theatre company is based.

4000㎡
6 stories

73 Nevskaya Manufactory
St. Petersburg

Russia
Wool fablics 1841

The largest woollen fablics producer and technical textiles in NW Russia.
The brick buildings of the Thornton Mill constructed in 1866 were later
extended and remodelled.

74
Ditherington Shrewsbury

UK
Flax 1797

Ditherington Flax Mill
The world's first iron‐framed building for flax.
It is presently derelict, but is currently in the hands of English Heritage.
Plans to transform the site into homes, offices and shops were given
approval in October 2010. The mill and buildings are on the Buildings at
Risk Register.

75 Dens Works
Dundee

UK
Flax 1822‐1866

Dundee greatly expanded in size during the Industrial Revolution mainly
because of the burgeoning British Empire trade, flax and then latterly the
jute industry.
The city's last jute mill closed in the 1970s.

76 Marshall's Mill
Holbec
Leeds

UK
Flax 1806‐1842

A former flax spinning mill on Marshall Street in Holbeck.
A six‐storey‐mill with Murray's engineering works.
Marshall's Mill is now a grade II listed building. The site was
comprehensively redeveloped in the late 1990s. It is now used as office
space for several companies, including Orange (Telecomunication
Technology). There are plans to further redevelop the site as part of
Holbeck Urban Village.

Wool &
Others
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77
La Foudre Roen

France
Flax 1846

Fairbairn fireproof
Girard wet spinning system

78 Myslakowice
Silesia/ Slask

Poland
Flax 1844

79 Ravensberger Spinnerei
Bielefeld
Germany

Flax
1854‐

est. 1857

The largest flax factory in Europe in the latter 19th century and the first
half of 20th century

80  Żyrardów Poland Flax

9,000 workers
Founded by the Łubienski brothers as a textile factory in 1833.
The linen factory, which was founded in the area of the present‐day Ż
yrardów, originated the development of the town. It was one of the
largest and the most modern linen factories in Europe of the time.

81 Kortrijk
Flanders
Belgium

Flax

Finest quality flax grown.
Historically connected with the flax and the textile industry, and still
today the textile industry remains important in the region. Major
companies headquartered in Kortrijk include Cisco, Barco and Bekaert.

82 Sion Mills
Tyrone

Northern Island
UK

Linen

Herdman's still spin, but the disused old mill is subject to conservation
proposals at the heart of this paternalist company village.
a model linen village.
Herdman's Mill was built in Sion Mills, County Tyrone. It was founded in
1835 and is a large complex of now listed buildings.
(Photo: Herdmans mill)

248 ft. long
48 ft. wide

83 Bank & East Mills
Leeds

UK
Linen

In the 17th and 18th centuries Leeds became a major centre for the
production and trading of wool.
A conservation area containing converted flax mills of 1822‐34 by the
river Aire. Downstream is Hunslet Mill and Victoria Mill, upstream are
Castleton and Armley Mills. (wool, fireproof 1805: Leeds Industrial
Museum)
(Photo: Hunslet Mill‐ up, Armley Mills‐ center & below left)

84 Kirkcaldy
Sinclairtown

UK
Linen

Kirkcaldy became a centre for iron founding and linen manufacturing.

85 Dunfermline
Fife

Scotland
UK

Linen

John Foster's mill is still dominated by a mill chimney.

86
Grobschonau
Oberlausitz

Sachsen
Germany

Linen

Damasl linen weaving

87

Nova Sol
(Neusalz)
Walim
Chelmo Slaskie

Silesia
Poland

Linen

88 Sumperk
Moravia

Czech Republic
Linen 1839‐42

Now weaving cotton

89 Yucatan Mexico Linen

Haciendas that worked sisal: some now are hotels, e.g. Temozon

90 Cromarty
Highland

UK
Hemp 1722

hemp works, hand‐powered factory

91 Kannavourgio
Edessa
Greece

Hemp

Hemp twine
Part of a open‐air museum of hydraulic power developed by 1901 by the
municipality.

Jute 92 Bangladesh Bangladesh Jute

Plantations for jute growing and packing: factories developed after the
1947 partition and 1972 independence.

Jute &
Others

93 Camperdown Works
Lochee

UK
Hemp
Jute

largest integrated jute and hemp works with railway, school, owner`s
house and park.
By 1760 the firm had 300 weavers and after using steam power and
moving into the jute industry the family built The Camperdown Works in
1864, said to be the largest factory in the world, with over 5,000
employees.

Hemp

Flax

Linen
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94 Blairgowrie & Rattray
Perthshire

UK
Flax
Jute

12 flax and jute mills with 4 waterwheels, 2 turbines and 2 steam engines
in situ, including Keathbank and Ashgrove Mills (1865)
one of series of water‐powered textile mills situated on the banks of the
River Ericht.
(Photo: Keathbank Mill)

95 Blackness
Dundee

UK
Flax
Jute

13 flax and jute spinning mills (1799‐1889), 4 weaving factories (1839‐
1865), 3 finishing works.
(Photo: Verdant Works, 1833)
Verdant Works: In 1864 the Works ran three steam engines driving 70
power looms and 2,800 spindles. 500 people were employed, making
Verdant the 16th biggest employer in the Dundee jute industry of the
time.
In 1991 Dundee Heritage Trust purchased Verdant Works as a derelict
site.  Now, museum.

25,000 sq. ft. of
jute mill
(restoration)

96 Templeton's
Glasgow

UK
carpets 1889

Designed as a carpet mill by William Leiper.
It is unusual to see so many colours on the surface of a building.
Now, Templeton Business Center

97
Turkey
Iran
Afghanistan

Carpet

For carpets: specific sites still to be located.

98 Nottingham Lace Market
Nottingham

UK
Lace

A district of lace factories
The Lace Market is an historic quarter‐mile square area of Nottingham,
UK.
It was never a market in the sense of having stalls, but there were
salesrooms and warehouses for storing, displaying and selling the lace.
The area remained predominantly commercial and continued to play an
important part in Nottingham’s economic development. More recently
the district has become a popular location for up‐and‐coming businesses.
It is also a much sought after residential area with stylish apartments
offering a luxurious and city chic lifestyle.

99 Grandholm Works
Aberdeen
Scotland

Tweed

18th and 19th century textile mill, the largest vertically integrated tweed
mill in Scotland.
Large flax mill, from 1850 was J&J Crombie's woollen mill, with Boving
water turbine, developed 2000 for housing.
(Photo: Grandholm Mills)
Now, housings.

100 Gobelins
Paris

France
Tapestry

(Photo: Black Dyke Mill)

101 Albstadt
Baden‐

Wurttemberg
Germany

tricot/ hosiery

102 Aachen Germany
Woolen &
Silk goods

The city was important for the production of railway locomotives and
carriages, iron, pins, needles, buttons, tobacco, woollen goods, and silk
goods.

103 Vapor Vell
Sants

Barcelona
Spain

Velvet
Corduroy

104 Troy
New York

USA

Shirts
Collors
Cuffs

Manufacturing center for shirts, shirtswaist, collors, and cuffs.

105 Broadford Works
Aberdeen
Scotland

1808‐2003

Early 19th‐century mill, the oldest iron‐framed mill in Scotland, and the
fourth‐oldest known to survive in the world, with 19th‐ and early 20th‐
century extensions.
1808 fireproof mill at heart of site that continued to be enlarged through
to 1914, the final buildings in reinforced concrete.

106 Yorkshire Pennines UK

Water‐powered mills amd a scatter of steam powered mills dominate the
landscape

107 Harris
Outer Hebrides

UK

Tweed made from pure wool produced in Scotland, spun, dyed and
finished in the Outer Herbrides, and hand woven in their own homes by
the islanders.

108 Selkirk UK

3 big water‐driven mills (Ettrick, Forestand Dunsdale, Riverside, 1835‐38)
and later spinning and tweed weaving sheds, some still working (Heather
and Whinfeld Mills, and part of Forest). Netherdale Mill in Galashiels,
1873, is now Scottish College of Textiles.
(Photo: Netherdale Mill )

109 Hawick UK cashimere

Living textile landscape of hosiery factories, once hand‐, water‐, and
steam‐powered. An Archive hub has been formed in Tower Mill (1851), a
spinning mill that spans the river Slitrig. Several other mills were sited so
as to use water power, such as Wilton Mills, which was early to use power
looms (1830) and powered knitwear frames.
(Photo: Wilton Mill)

Production
of  Goods

Jute &
Others
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110 Val‐des‐Bois France

111 Dolfuss
Mulhouse

France
1847

Company housing

112 Mazamet
Tarn

France

Important for fellmongers (sheepskin tanneries)

113 Villeneuvette
Languedoc

France
1770s

114 Tourcoing France
Similar to Roubaix

115 Waschefabric Winkel
Bielefeld
Germany

Established in 1906 by Juhl family: Jews wiped out by Nazis. Sewing room
has in situ powered workbenches, sewing and embroidery machines.

116

Vereinigte Seidenwebereien
AG
HE‐Bau

Farberei
Nordrhein‐
Westfalen
Germany

117 Kuchen bei Göppingen

Kuchen
Baden‐

Wurttemberg
Germany

Industrial village

118
Spinnereien und weberei
Kumpers

Reheine
Germany

By PS Scott, also Technological Transfer

119 Augsburg
Bayern

Germany

Mechan. Baumwollspinerei und Weberei Augsburg, Germany

120 Chemnitz
Sachsen

Germany

Kattundruckerei Schiffner, (1851) and Chemnitzer Aktienspinnerei, (a pair
of Mills by PS Scott 1896/ 1903)
Chemnitz‐Hartau (spinning mill), Bernhard (1803/ 1812) Germany.

121
Floha‐Plaue
Floha‐Tal

Sachsen
Germany

All important steps of industrial production and architecture from 1806 to
1893.

122 Westmunsterland Germany

123 Gmindersdorf

Reutilingen
Baden‐

Wurttemberg
Germany

Industrial village

124
Himmelmuhle
Oelheysche Spinnmuhle

Wiesenbad
Germany

125 Radevormwald Dahlerau

Dahlhausen
Vogelsmuhle
Nordrhein‐
Westfalen
Germany

Museum at Dahlerau, with steam engine and 1922 water turbine. In 1859
workers housing provided for 100 families.

126 Monschau
Nordrhein‐
Westfalen
Germany

127 Forst
Brandenburg

Germany

128 San Fernando Spain
Radial plan

129 Brihuega Spain
Circular plan

130 Neuro Baztan Spain
A manufacture Royale

131 River Ave. Valley Portugal 11 1845

Large group fo textile mills, the oldest dating back to 1845, and some of
them very huge. All these mills still work.
(in operation)

132 Scheibler
Łódź

Poland
1855

11,000 workers
In 1855, Scheibler founded a spinning mill with 34 frames and a steam
engine of 40 horsepower. In 1857, Scheibler employed 180 labourers and
earned a turnover of 305.100 Ruble in 1860. In 1870 1,911 employees
worked in his factory, which was the third largest (9.3 percent) cotton
producer of Poland.

Others
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No. Name of Site Photo
Area/

Country
Textile Period Description Size

Silk & Textile Related Industrial Heritage (not on the List, identified by TICCIH Textile)
Based on the report "The International Context for Textile Sites" supported by TICCIH/ Textile in 2004

133
Göteborg(Gothenburg)
Remfablik

Gothenburg
Sweden

134 Brede
Lyngy‐Bogen

Denmark
1832

135 Oudenaarde Belgium 1888/ 1897
Gevaert Bros mill and housing

136
Te Waimate
Coldstream

Timaru & Otago
New Zealand

137 Harrisville
Harrisville

New Hampshire
USA

A unique, preserved 19th‐century mill town located in the Monadnock
region of southern New Hampshire.
The Manchester & Keene Railroad opened in 1878, helping it prosper as a
textile mill town. It was named for Milan Harris.
The Cheshire Mills (Photo below) are protected as part of the Harrisville
Historic District (Photo above), a National Historic Landmark which
includes the center of town.

138 Metepec Mexico
Single factory town

139 Maranhao Brazil
Rio Anil factory

140 Salto
Sao Paulo

Brazil

Cotton plantation led to the growth of textile manufacturing

141 Buenos Aires Argentina
Alpagartas Factory: the leading textile manufacturer in Argentina, as well
as a major local distributor and exporter.

142
Kolkota
(Calcutta)

Calcutta
India

1880s
‐1920s

Tithagur, Samugger, Howrah, Ludlow, Hasting, Champdany Mills.
The city underwent rapid industrial growth from the early 1850s,
especially in the textile and jute industries. The first mill was established
in 1855.

143
Biddeford & Saco Water
Company

Lewiston
Maine

USA
1881

Water company

144 Ludlow USA

Others
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State Party
Year of

inscription
Name  Industry

Germany 2011 Fagus Factory in Alfeld Shoe industry

India  2010 Jantar Mantar Astronomical observation site

Netherlands 2010 Seventeenth‐century canal ring area of Amsterdam inside the Singel gracht

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2009 Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal Aqueduct, Canal

Switzerland 2009 La Cux‐de‐Fonds / Le Locle, watchmaking town planning Watchmaking

Iran 2009 Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System

Switzerland/
Italy

2008 Retian Railway in the Albula/Bernina Cultural Landscape Railway

Japan 2007 Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape Mine (silver)

Canada 2007 Rideau Canal Canal

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

2007 Mehmed Pasa Sokolovic Bridge in Visegrad Bridge

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2006 Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape Mine (copper, tin)

Spain 2006 Vizcaya Bridge/ Pont Vizcaya Bridge

Mexico 2006 Agave Landscape and Ancient Industrial Facilities of Tequila Tequila (agave)

Chile 2006 Sewell Mining Town Mining town (copper)

Chile 2005 Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works Mine(saltpeter)

Belgium 2005 Plantin‐Moretus House‐Workshops Museum Complex Print

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2004 Liverpool‐Mercantile Maritime City Maritime mercantile

Sweden 2004 Varberg Radio Station Radio Station

India 2004 Chtrapati Shivaji Station (formerly Victoria Terminus) Railway

Australia 2004 Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens/Palais royal des expositions et
jardins Carlton

Exhibition

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2001 Derwent Valley Mills Textile(cotton,silk)/water power

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2001 Saltaire Textile (cotton)/town

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2001 New Lanark Texitile (cotton)

Sweden 2001 Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in Falun Mine (copper)

Germany 2001 Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex in Essen Mine (coal)

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

2000 Blaenavon Industrial Landscape Iron and Coal

Cuba 2000 Arceological Landscape of the First CoffeePlantations in the South‐East of
Cuba

Coffee Plantation

China 2000 Mount Qincheng and the Dujiangyan Irrigation System Irrigation

Belgium 2000 The Neolithic Flint Mines at Spiennes (Mons) Mine(flint)

India 1999,2005 Mountain Railways　of　India　（Darjeeling Himalayan Railway,Nilgiri Mountain
Railway）

Railway

Netherlands 1998 Ir. D. F. Woudagemaal (D. F. Wouda Steam Pumping Station) Pumping(steam mill)

Belgium 1998 The four lifts on the Canal du Centre and their Environs La Louvière and Le
Roeulx(inault)

Canal

Austria 1998 Semmering Railway Railway

Spain 1997 Las Médulas Mine (gold)

Netherlands 1997 Mill Network at Kinderdijk‐Elshout Pumping (wind mill)

Austria 1997 Cultural Landscape of Dachstein/Salzkammergut

France 1996 Canal du Midi Canal

Finland 1996 Verla Groundwood and Board Mill Wood factory (pulp, paper, and board)

Italy 1995 Crespi d'Adda Company town (cotton mill)

World Heritage industrial sites
(Technical and industrial heritage in the World Heritage List UNESCO‐ICOMOS Documentation
Centre  August 2011)
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State Party
Year of

inscription
Name  Industry

Czech Republic 1995 Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the Church of St Barbara and the
Cathedral of Our Lady at Sedlec

Town (silver mine/church)

Germany 1994 Völklingen Ironworks Ironworks

Sweden 1993 Engelsberg Ironworks Ironworks

Slovakia 1993 Banska Stiavnica Mining town (silver,gold)

Mexico 1993 Historic Centre of Zacatecas Mining town (silver)

Germany 1992,2010 Mines of Rammelsberg and Historic Town of Goslar Mine (silver,copper, lead, zinc, and gold)

Mexico 1988 Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines Mine (silver)

Bolivia 1987 City of Potosi Mining town (silver)/Water Mill

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

1986 Ironbridge Gorge Bridge

Spain 1985 Old Town of Segovia and its Aqueducts Aqueduct

France 1985 Pont du Gard (Roman Aqueduct) Aqueduct

France 1982, 2009
From the Great Saltworks of Salins‐les‐Bains to the Royal Saltworks of Arc‐et‐
Senans, the production of open‐pan salt (rename in 2009)
The Great Saltworks of Salins‐les‐Bains(extension)

Saltwork

Norway 1980, 2010 Røros Mining Town and a Circumference Mining town (copper)

Brazil 1980 Historic Town of Ouro Preto Mining town (gold)

Poland 1978 Wieliczka Salt Mine Mine (rock salt)
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[INTERNATIONAL  COMPARISON – A  SYNTHESIS] 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

WHAT HAS BEEN AT STAKE WITH SILK ?  TWO MILLENIUMS – AND MORE – OF 
CONTACTS AND COMPETITION 

 
 « Silk, being endowed of matchless thinness, brilliance, solidity and elasticity, allowing to  
make luxurious fabrics, has since the Antiquity aroused the desire of sovereigns, noblemen, 
Churches, and of all classes in any nations. Attracted by its lightness and softness, they have 
attributed to silk a value similar to that of gold. The enrichment its trade could generate induced 
men to cross the seas and the deserts »1 Such has been the introductory statement by a 
contemporary researcher coming from Eastern Asia for the purpose of exploring archives and 
material in Western European countries. An economic value, then, yet cultural too, symbolic, over 
long time associated to the visible signs of power, to liturgies, to the success of the social élites, 
previous to undergoing, like a number of products traditionally viewed as « luxury ones », a true 
democratization in the course of the two last centuries – a process which did not make silk lose its  
connotation of a precious good. Among the articles of the world trade exchanges, silk remains one 
of those owning the highest added value. Anyway, that value durably resulted in jealously keeping 
its secrets by care of all those who were attempting to preserve their position of monopoly to their 
unique and own advantage. 
     
 China is clearly recognized as having been the matrix of silk production and work, largely 
previous to the Christian era. At the dawn of the civilization, the silk work spread quickly towards 
the neighbour regions: Korean Peninsula, Indochinese Peninsula and Japan. Later, China has 
generated a thousands-years-old circulation of raw silk, silk fabrics, tradesmen, techniques and 
know how – of which opposite pole has built itself step by step at the southern margin of Europe. 
The cycle of silk production and elaboration, indeed, constitutes a whole set of processes which 
have been in the long term the matter of constant reciprocal influences between Europe and Asia, 
whatever it was about the choice of new varieties of mulberry trees and the techniques of their 
cultivation, or about improvements in silk drawing and silk reeling. 
 
 It is back in the context  of that very long term history that one must put the history of the 
industrial site in Tomioka. That site has been home to and expression of a particularly meaningful 
episode in a long past of inter-cultural exchanges. An “international comparison” has first to remind 
the deep historical background of which outcome has been, towards the end of the 19th  century, the 
sudden emergence of Japan's world mastery of silk production and silk fabrics, while other “poles” 
in the Western countries were promptly reduced to the glory of their past prominence. This will 
allow to catch Tomioka's significance as a definitely very special landmark, and its legitimacy to 

                                                 
1 Chuan-hui MAU, unpublished PhD on L'industrie de la soie en France et en Chine, de la fin du XVIIIe au 

début du XXe siècle. Echanges technologiques, stylistiques et  commerciaux. Paris, 2002, Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes en Sciences Sociales. 
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apply for the World Heritage List of UNESCO.  
  
 Europe has remained for a long time indebted to China, prior to undertake to deprive that 
country of its dominating position on a market which had become with the passing of time a market 
to the dimensions of the world. This happened as a matter of fact due to multiple technical 
innovations at all the stages of the productive cycle.2 During the last quarter of the 19th century, 
however, a third partner appeared in that world game: Japan That country acted as a kind of a 
Justice of the Peace by  substituting itself to the two classical protagonists as the new real arbiter of 
the world market, from the beginning of the 20th century. In spite of the fact that Europe, after 
having overcome the pebrina crisis, did manage to maintain for a few decades the different 
activities around silk, in the first half of the 20th century the Western countries became entirely 
dependent on Asia for their provisioning in raw silk and restrained their activity to re-reeling and 
weaving. Simultaneously, Japan became the new tutoring reference in Asia for the art of silk. 
  
 Tomioka sillk mill's application to an inscription on the World Heritage List of UNESCO 
stands in a perfectly emblematic connection with that « swing of the pendulum » and that change in 
the partnership of which silk remained the highly coveted stake. Hence, that application is of an 
outstanding and universal interest in a perspective of preservation and enhancement of a 'stage-
monument' which commemorates a turning point in the history of one the best representative key-
products in the world economy, from its origins and in its permanency. 
 
 The convincing power of such a candidature, as told above, must draw  from the record of 
the historical context in which the silk axis Far East / Far West has constituted itself – followed by 
an analysis dealing with a series of national cases, in order to demonstrate that no other site within 
such a series is today bearing a significance equalling that of the mill in Tomioka, amidst the 
historical and geographical environment of Gunma prefecture, nor enjoys an as remarkable 
condition of preservation. 
  
 

PART  ONE 
 

 ABOUT  THE  CONSTRUCTION  OF A  WORLD  MAP  OF  SILK  INDUSTRY 
  
 
 Inside continental Asia, the silk route was as soon as the 5th century B.C. under the control 
of the Turks, settled in Central Asia and in permanent cultural and trade relationships with south 
eastern and far eastern Asia (China, Tibet, India) as well as with western countries (the Persians, the 
Arab countries, the Roman empire). In the course of a quite one millennium advance, the Turks 
entered into Western Asia through Iran and, at the end, into Anatolia, as far as to stand at the gates 
of Constantinople in the times of the Ottoman Turks. Previous to the destruction of the Byzantine 
Empire (1453), the Seljuk Turks occupied much of Anatolia from the end of the 11th century, 
bringing there their know how in silk weaving and developing it as a craft and art, taking advantage 
of the high quality of Anatolian silk. Export of raw silk and of carpets carefully made with the 
double-knotting technique has remained into our times a commercial asset of high value.3 
 
 The Romans seem to have learned the availability of the silk luxury textile in the times of 

                                                 
2 Cf. Claudio ZANIER, Where the Roads Met. East and West in the Silk Production Pocesses (17th to 19th  

Century), Kyoto, 1994; Carlo PONI,  « All'origine del sistema di fabbrica: tecnologia e organizzazione 
produttiva dei mulini da seta nell'Italia settentrionale ( Secc. XVII-XVII) », Rivista storica italiana, LXXXVIII, 
1976, pp.414-496. 

3 See  Hakki Altay GÖKAKIN, « Silk Roads in Turkey », in Françoise CLAVAIROLLE et Marc-Henri 
PIAULT, Les itinéraires européens de la soie, Paris, L'Harmattan, 1992, pp.84-90. 
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the Han dynasty (3rd century B.C). Due to the monopolizing intermediary of the Persians, silk 
became extremely costly in the Roman empire. Emperor Marcus Aurelius (2nd century B.C.) tried 
to establish a straight trade connection between Constantinople and China. A decisive step however 
happened under the reign of Justinian when monks secretly brought back seeds of mulberry trees 
and eggs of silkworms to Constantinople. 
  
 Consequently; the Byzantine Empire became one of the itineraries of the westward 
dissemination of silk and silk works. First, because of the raise of workshops and manufactures in 
the Empire itself, particularly in Byzantium and in Greece. Second, thanks to the classical 
intervention of trade exchanges which took place as soon as the early Medieval Age.  
  
 Venice regularly imported silk luxury fabrics as well as raw silk. It remains however 
uncertain when and to which extent silk working developed in Venice and its surroundings. What 
has been often taken for certain is that the Venetian production remained modest until 1314, that is 
until workers and merchants from Lucca (Tuscany) first migrated to Venice bringing their technique 
and  knowledge. Proof has it, however, that as soon as the 9th century Venetian merchants imported 
Byzantine and Islamic Levantine luxury fabrics, in order to meet the demand from the upper 
classes, in particular the doges and their court, and, starting in the 11th century, the same articles 
from Thebes. They would equally purchase some quantities of raw silk, which increased later from 
the different outlets of the continental Asiatic silk route (from Armenia to Egypt) and from the 
Aegean area. 
 Anyway this did not first generate more than a domestic or small scale production of certain 
specific items. Northern Italy, further, did not experience the same growth of rural silk production 
as the Central and Southern parts of the Peninsula. Only from the beginning of the 13th century did 
silk arrive in greater quantities in Venice and silk industry including weaving begin to rise. Venice 
took advantage from the ruin of Constantinople's economy following 1204 (the 4th Crusade) 
through a transfer of craftsmen, tools, technology, so that a first « take off » of silk industry in the 
city and around no doubt happened prior to the 14th century, characterized by new fabrics 
addressing a larger market and new consumers. In the meanwhile Venice was beginning to export 
silk to Italy, France, Flanders, England. 
 
 The Arab conquests from the beginning of the 8th century and the extension of the Islamic 
cultural area have opened the other major route of silk towards southern Europe. Silk manufactures 
appeared in Andalusia (occupied from 829), thus making the Iberian peninsula the first European 
region to have access to silkworm breeding and silk reeling.  
  
 The introduction of silk in Portugal happened within a short delay, imported from Granada, 
and that of silkworm breeding from the 13th century, so as to become a main activity in the regions 
of Tras-os-Montes and Beira Alta.4 It was favoured by the seizure and looting of Lisbon in 1147 by 
the first king of Portugal, Afonso Henriques. The monarchy never ceased in the modern era – until 
the Enlightenment epoch, in the times of Marquis de Pombal's government - to control that source 
of prosperity. At the end of the 18th century, following the attempts by Count of Linhares to 
introduce in the kingdom the Piedmont's technique of re-reeling silk threads, a Royal Manufacture 
was created in the small locality of Chacim, in the Tras-os-Montes region; it had been intended in 
principle to serve as a pilot institution for the purpose of disseminating at a national scale the model 
of circular mills from Piedmont, the project however was never completed.. 
 
 Sicily became the second European home to silk cultivation and manufacture thanks to the 
Saracens conquerors. In the second half of the 10th century, silk working was introduced by Muslim 
                                                 
4 See  José Manuel LOPES  CORDEIRO, « Proposition d'un itinéraire culturel de la soie au Portugal », in 

Françoise CLAVAIROLLE et Marc-Henri PIAULT, Les itinéraires européens de la soie, Paris, 
L'Harmattan, 1992, pp.93 sqq. 
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craftsmen. In the course of that same century silk production was also introduced from the 
Byzantine area into Southern Italy, then very slowly spreading to the central and northern peninsula. 
 After two centuries of domination by the Fatimide dynasty, the Arabs were expelled out of 
Sicily by the Norman conquerors, abandoning behind them an already flourishing silk industry. 
Following a military campaign in Greece, in 1174 a Norman king took back prisoners from Thebes 
and Corinth to Palermo and ordered them to teach their art of silk to his subjects. Henceforth that 
kind of ability passed from the Greek to the Latin Christendom. 
 Later, due to political persecutions, the 1282 episode of the « Sicilian Vespers » expelled the 
dynasty of Anjou from the throne of Sicily and introduced that of Aragon, which generated the 
failure  of the Palermo manufacture. A great number of workers flew away to the Italian coast and 
brought silk industry into several cities.  

 
I 

ITALY,  THE  PIONEERING  WESTERN  COUNTRY 
 
 
 The Italian Peninsula was then brought to the fore and the bases of a silk-rooted prosperity 
in that area were laid for centuries. The step by step dissemination of silk and silk industry from the 
south to the north of the peninsula has laid the foundations for a long lasting leadership of a number 
of Italian cities and their countryside in silk techniques and activities at the European if not even at 
the world level. 
  
 In Lucca (Tuscany) a particularly important event took place, which with the passing of 
time appears to have been the signal of technological superiority, at least related to a crucial stage in 
the process of production, getting into the hands of the best skilled artisans in Western Europe. 
 Silk manufacturing was probably introduced in Lucca by migrant Jews arriving from the 
Tyrrhenian coast – Amalfi, Salerno, Gaeta. While in the 14th century Lucca's businessmen still used 
to import the raw silk they needed from distant countries, a major technological novelty had made 
pretty earlier a break through in the organization of work: that of the torcitoio, a kind of a vertical 
cylinder about 2m high and 3m in diameter, able to realize multiple torsions of the elementary silk 
yarn in order to endow it with all sorts of additional « capacities ».  
 This has been a major step forward.5 During thousands of years the thread resulting of the 
grouping of many very long fibers pulled out of the cocoons, squeezed into bundles, passed directly 
in the hands of the weavers – being then just slightly twisted. From the 10th century B.C. (nobody 
knows where and thanks to whom it happened to be done) one can observe threads  which had been 
intentionally twisted – tenths to hundreds of torsions per metre, which rendered the thread of raw 
silk less subject to breaking, more resistant to tensile strength. 
 
 Twisting was first hand made, therefore long, costly, irregular, but was soon improved by 
use of the spinning wheel – as represented around year 1150 on a stain glass window in the 
cathedral of Chartres. Later, between the 11th and the 13th century, uniformity in the speed of the 
operation, from providing the raw silk thread up to twisting and to collecting the twisted thread, was 
reached by means of the new machine which had appeared in Lucca. Originally put in motion by 
human power (a man using his body weight in order to move the cylinder from inside), it proved to 
increase productivity as well as the quality of the thread. Lucca in the 14th century appeared to be 
the unique city in Western Europe being mainly specialized in silk work. It was the residence of a 
rich class of landlords and clerics, as well as of artisans in luxury crafts – nice customers. 
 Following the flight of craftsmen from Lucca, due to the conquest and havoc of Lucca by  
the rival city of Pisa in 1314, the twisting mills were soon to be found in  Florence, Bologna, 

                                                 
5 About that long term evolution, see Flavio CRIPPA, « Il torcitoio circolare da seta », in Quaderni storici, 

nuova serie 73, n°1, April 1990, pp.169-211. 
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Venice, Avignon, later in Piedmont. By and by, indeed, the new technology was transferred by 
industrial spying, migrant workers, and finally technical literature. The machine was first pictured 
and documented in 1487 in the statutes of the Arte della Seta (Silk Guild) of Florence (in the 
interval from its beginnings there stands a 'documentary vacuum', probably due to a will to keep 
secrecy around a machine of which introduction in the economy of silk industry was so relevant). 
No kind of prohibition, as a matter of fact, was able to prevent that novelty to spread across Italy, 
one city after another, and including local improvements or variations.  
 In the Terra Ferma – the hinterland of Venice - mulberry trees, silk worms breeding and silk 
drawing have been introduced through Vicenza at the beginning of the 15th century and have 
strongly developed into the 16th century; then Verona and its area has also appeared as another 
great region of raw silk production. The Terra Ferma  became mainly a provider of good quality 
silk thread for Central and Northern Europe.6  
 In Florence about 1472 there were 83 workshops producing luxury silk fabrics. In 
Lombardy duke Filippo Maria Visconti encouraged the Florentine Pietro da Bartolo (at the risk for 
the latter to be sentenced to death) to bring his expertise in the art of silk to Milan. Between 1510 
and 1554, silk industry was established and developed in Como. Around 1600 silk was produced 
abundantly, notwithstanding the fact that the great expansion in that area was to take place no 
sooner than the first half of the 19th century. 
 
 Like the period of its origin, that of the transition of the torcitoio to its powering by the 
water wheel is obscured by the lack of documents. In Bologna, water power brought into the 
basement of several floors buildings was extensively used as soon as the 16th century, and led to a 
considerable increase in the size of the circular mill. That type of machinery was to remain in use in 
some places in Italy until the end of the 19th century, in spite of the fact that as soon as the mid-18th 
century in France it had been deeply modified by the adoption of a rectangular framework. As soon 
as the 14th century Bologna was offering examples of noticeable concentration of workers in some 
places; besides, the improvement of the machines constructed there resulted in a quite complete 
mechanization of all the process of production of the famous organzini. 
 The city succeeded in keeping the monopoly of her techniques until the mid-17th century - 
of a system which not only was labour saving, but also produced the thinnest and most resistant 
threads, long deemed to be of prime quality in Europe.7 Elaborated from raw silk produced 
exclusively in the vicinity of Bologna, it was woven into white light veils (the opera bianca) which 
in fact could also be black ones, addressing an international market of relatively large consumption, 
quite different from the one which was dominated by Lyons (top quality fashion articles).  
  
 Thus, it appears that, at the beginning of the modern era, Bologna had replaced Lucca as the 
true silk pole in the Italian Peninsula with respect, both, to technological progress and to an 
increasing production. Together with a handful of other protagonists – Lucca, Florence, Venice, 
Milan, Genoa – Bologna by far retained the European leadership in silk work and provided 
Northern Europe with fabrics, entrepreneurs, craftsmen, merchants. Bologna today even embodies 
in the eyes of the best western specialists in long-term economic history a city which, some hundred 
years before Great Britain, had elaborated, starting from silk and water (not from cotton and coal), a 
prototype scheme of the pre-requisites for an « industrial revolution ». 
 But that moment of happy balance was not to be prolonged. A new map of silk-related 
economy in Italy and in Europe was going to be designed by the emerging trends of the 17th to 18th 
centuries. A kind of an unexpected industrial divide appeared, together with a new casting of great 
« first roles »: Piedmont, France, and a new profile of the silk-related activities in Italy. Further, new 

                                                 
6 See Giovanni Luigi FONTANA, « La formazione del sistema industriale vicentino », in Le vie 

dell'industrizzazione europea. Sistemi a confronto, Il Mulino, 1997, pp.495-538. 
7 Carlo PONI, « Per la storia del distretto industriale serico di Bologna (secoli XVI-XIX), in Quaderni      
storici, nuova serie 73, n°1, April 1990, pp.93-167. 
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centres in some European countries became active in silk work, contributing to the expansion of 
that industrial field and creating a more complex market structure. 
 
 The rise of silk in Piedmont  
  
 At the end of the 16th century, Duke of Savoia Emmanuele Filiberto  had encouraged the 
introduction of mulberry trees, and his successors pursued the same policy so that, in the mid-17th 
century, the Duchy was already showing a capillary dissemination all over its territory of the 
complete silk cycle, from mulberry trees cultivation and silk worms breeding to the production and 
international trade of twisted silk threads of the highest quality. This cycle was in the hands of 
powerful merchants-entrepreneurs, who created big workshops for the elaboration of the thread, but 
also under the control of the dukes - later the kings- who considered that market to be the main 
mover of its economic development, and were eager to ensure the permanent offer of standard 
quality products on the European markets. In sum, from Italy in the modern era to Japan of the 
Meiji, the presence of political power has played an outstanding role. 
 About that moment, a true take-off of silk-related activities appeared to be possible due to 
the parallel spreading of two  important innovations : 
 

• from the technical point of view, the water-powered circular silk mill imported from 
Bologna, the big complex machine allowing to produce the organzini, these so highly 
appreciated twisted threads in all Europe and mainly in France. 
 However, an equally important innovation consisted in the improved process of drawing raw 
 silk from the cocoon by crossing the fibers – a process which allowed to obtain a more 
 regular yarn, better fitting the needs of hydraulic re-reeling. From that moment on 
 Piedmont became a provider in raw silk both for export in Europe and for the factories of the 
Duchy. In the 1660s another improvement resulted from the adoption of a new model of 
basin and stove. 
These two facts induced the building of a new network of industrial complexes comprising 
 the two main phases in the production of silk threads (the filanda and the water-powered 
filatoio). It was an important step ahead of the productive system of Bologna. 

 
• the birth of the «factory system », that is: the concentration on the same spot of the entire 

integrated production cycle. Thanks to the availability of an enormous hydraulic power for 
the motion of the wheels, of wood for the construction of the machinery and of labour force 
from the Alpine valleys, dozens of mills of an increased size were built which  until our days 
are constituting an incredible industrial heritage. 

  
 1666 was the year of a decisive event for Piedmont's coming future in the two following 
centuries: that is, as a result of industrial spying, the installation in Borgo Dora, Turin, by Galleani, 
of the first water wheel powered circular mill (torcitoio) which had been until then the monopoly of 
the silk industry in Bologna: an enormous machine which henceforth took place on several levels in 
long high buildings which no doubt have ranked among  the prototypes of the modern multi-storey 
manufactures of the industrial revolution. 
 From 1658 on, Duke Carlo Emmanuele II decided to transform the small town of Altessano, 
in the vicinity of Torino into a resort for the participants in the prince's hunting parties, but more 
generally into a pole of power for a sovereign eager to promote the modernisation of state and the 
economic development. The locality was re-named « Venaria Reale » and the urban planning 
entrusted to architect  Amadeo di Castellamonte, including a royal manufacture, in 1670, by care of 
Galleani. He died as soon as 1671 – however his son turned out to be a successful businessman, 
who in 1678 became the head of a newly built manufacture in Caraglio, which was powered by a 
sub alpine source of permanent waters and designed as a palazzo, and which has remained 
substantially  unmodified until today, except for the disappearance of the four circular mills. The 
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relevance of that site comes from the combination of an advanced technology with a remarkable 
architectural appearance:  two centuries before Tomioka, a pioneering place to which attention has 
been drawn in the recent decades. 
 This site closed down a few years before World War II – an exceptionally long career, 
however most of the manufactures created in the 18th century on that prestigious model also 
extended their activity well into the 19th century, using the technology « robbed » from Bologna, 
which was henceforth known as Piedmont's (mulini da seta a ruota idraulica alla bolognese, later 
alla piemontese). Thus Piedmont's silk manufactures provisioned for close to two hundred years a 
whole range of industrial urban weaving centres in Europe with its top quality organzini, beginning 
with Lyons which absorbed at some periods up to the 80% of Piedmont's production before drawing 
from the national French production – and at the same time played the role of a pilot image for 
various European countries and, in the mid-19th century, to Italian « new comers » like the 
entrepreneurs of Lombardy. 
 Until the end of the 17th century at least seventy hydraulic spinning mills were created in 
Piedmont, apart from a number of pre-existing hand-operated spinning workshops. Such was the 
fame of the new factories as to encourage many creations in different European countries, imitating 
the techniques, systems and organization of those creations, but generally with rather poor success. 
A survey dated 1708 shows that 125 silk mills were active in Piedmont, employing some 7.000 
workers. 27 of those mills were concentrated in Racconigi, where until today one may observe the 
architectural structure of what was already a factory prototype – long buildings several storeys high 
built over the in-flow of a canal providing the water power.8Other concentrations appeared in the 
course of the 18th century in Cuneo and Mondovi.9It is no wonder if Piedmont has become the 
major piece in the European Council « Route of Silk ». 
 
 

FRANCE,  A  MAJOR  SECOND  COMER 
 
 
 Silk work spread into France starting from Languedoc, along the route from Spain. For 
instance, there is testimony in Anduze in 1296 of silk worms breeding, silk reeling and silk 
weaving. Silk worms breeding and silk weaving enjoyed a remarkable growth  during the 14th 
century around Nîmes, Alès, Montpellier, Avignon – then the City of Papacy. In 1268, when the 
Earldom of Avignon was granted to the Pope, mulberry trees were planted in the vicinity of 
Avignon, where the transfer of the Holy Seat generated a strong impulse to silk industry. 
 Silk crafts are documented in several important French cities in the 12th-13th centuries.  The 
Livre des Métiers by Etienne Boileau, the Paris provost of merchants (1258-1268), is formulating 
regulations for such crafts in Paris. Conversely, the provision of raw silk was still depending on 
costly imports from abroad.  In spite of all those attempts, a true silk industry was not established in 
France prior to the 15th century.    
 
 Lyons 
 
 Due to its geographical situation, at the merging of rivers Saône and Rhône, and to the 
proximity of Switzerland and Italy, Lyons had been the place of a very much frequented fair in the 
Middle Ages. Towards the end of the 13th century, Italians, in particular from Florence, by and by 
abandoned the fairs of Champagne. In 1450, King Charles VII granted them with the monopoly of 
silk fabrics trade throughout France. Thanks to its fairs, Lyons became an active centre of trade  and 
storing for Italian silks – which were less and less simply imitating byzantine and oriental silks and 
                                                 
8 See Patrizia CHIERICI and Laura PALMUCCI, « Les manufactures de soie au Piémont aux XVIIIe et         
XIXe siècles », in L'Archéologie industrielle en France, n° 10, Décembre 1984, pp. 17-33, and the attached 
unvaluable photographic documentation. 
9 See Patrizia CHIERICI, Un filo di seta, Le Fabbriche Magnifiche in Provincia di Cuneo, Cuneo 2007. 
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were now renowned for their own creations: the fashion silk fabrics, their monopoly – while Lyons  
was relying exclusively on plain fabrics, at least until the beginning of the 17th century.  
 King Louis XI ordered to move the manufacture of Lyons to the city of Tours, when he 
settled in Plessis-lez-Tours castle at the doors of the city. 10 No sooner than 1536 was the silk 
manufacture reopened in Lyons. Under the reign of king Louis XIV, an edict of 1664 declared 
Lyons the compulsory customs point through which all silks were compelled to pass.  
 The creation of the Royal Academy of Sciences in 1666, that (in the same years) of the 
French East India Company and the sending of missionaries to China – namely from the Foreign 
Missions, a congregation founded on the same year as the East India Company – allowed a 
development of exchanges and of researches on the Chinese silk industry, and consequently to 
provide the Fabrique (as was usually called the whole group of silk merchants-manufacturers) in 
Lyons with new styles and new techniques. Scholars in France began to study Chinese silk treatises, 
translated by Jesuits in China, also analyzing samples (silkworm eggs, butterflies, mulberry seeds, 
cocoons, raw silk, silk cloth, etc.) and reports relative to the Chinese silk industry.   
 The first orders from the king to Lyons date from 1666 for Versailles castle.  Until 1699, the 
year in which orders were stopped because of the wars, the famines and social problems, the king's 
administration continued such orders for luxurious silk fabrics in Lyons, which stimulated the 
growth of the fashion fabrics. From 1725 on, progress in the construction of the looms and in 
mastering the weaving techniques of those fabrics resulted  soon in a new start in royal orders. The 
increasingly important role of the fashion designers, in the same period, helped Lyons silks 
completely freeing themselves from the Italian influences.  
 
 The Cévennes region 
 
 Parallel to those multiple signs of the interest born by the French Ancient Regime monarchy   
to the constitution of a silk fabrics industry which would soon partly marginalize the production of 
the Italian cities which has for long dominated the market, the southern regions of France benefited, 
from the early years of the 17th century (the reign of king Henry IV) to the reign of Louis XIV and, 
in fact, until the end of the Ancien Regime, of permanent encouragements to developing and 
generalizing  the cultivation of the mulberry tree for silkworms breeding in view of increasing the 
production of raw silk of a better quality. The preoccupation about freeing the kingdom from its 
« structural » dependence on Italy, namely, has been as strong regarding the raw material as well as 
luxury silk fabrics. 
  
 At the end of the 17th century Languedoc and more particularly the Cévennes region had to 
face a dreadful crisis, which among other consequences resulted in some modification in the 
geography of silk industry in Europe. Due to the abolition in 1685 of the Edit de Nantes (dating 
back to the reign of king Henri IV) which had allowed the French Protestants to enjoy a 
comfortable tolerance in the participation to the economic and social life and activities of the 
kingdom, a massive emigration of silk producers (either raw material or fabrics) took place towards 
England, Switzerland, Germany and the Netherlands. As a result, a powerful impetus was given to 
silk industry in those countries. In Switzerland for instance, Basel and Zürich which had for long 
introduced silk weaving in their rural surroundings were thus able to reinforce their first rank places 
in ribbon and fabrics for costumes production,  as well as in raw silk trade. Briefly said, putting a 
ban on the French Protestants has played a prominent role in spreading silk industry in Europe and 
in sketching a new general map of production and exchanges. 
  

                                                 
10 A manufacture  founded in 1829 is still extant: the Manufacture des Trois Tours, which has remained in 
the ownership of the same family, maintaining the tradition of fabrics for furniture made on hand weaving 
looms.  There have been conserved the archives relating to the fabrics as well as to the tools. That business, 
which is exceptional in France, has been listed in 1997 regarding those documents. 
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 In the course of the 18th century, however, the economy of silk recovered its prosperity in 
southern France, the golden age of the Cévennes area extending as late as the mid-19th century, that 
is until the heavy damages caused by the pebrine turned prosperity into a durable decay. 
  The rising power of that region appears, from another side, in the shape of technical 
innovation. About the mid-18th century, the improvements brought by a technician from Aubenas, 
Vaucanson (1709-1782), to the lathe for drawing silk out of the cocoons and to the procedure for 
preparing the cocoons, offered a noticeably increased quality of the silk from French silk 
production. Vaucanson's lathe (1744), inspired by examples from Piedmont and China, allowed to 
give homogeneous and regular dressings to the yarn. Both the improvement of sericulture and of 
silk drawing induced the production of a thin and vigorous silk.  
 Besides, from 1750 the monarchy supported the inventor in his attempts to finalize an 
innovative machine for re-reeling. Long before 1750 the reelers of the Vivarais had operated 
machines clandestinely borrowed from Bologna and then from Piedmont, as soon as 1670. But in 
spite of ifs high efficiency, that Italian type of cylindrical machine was suffering at several 
inconveniences: a cumbersome volume, irregularities in the twisting process, warping of some 
wooden parts due to the hygrometry and the temperature within the workshops. Vaucanson 
substituted it with a machine with a rectangular frame, working with a remarkable mechanical 
precision. This new machine outdated the classical torcitoio and is, in fact, the ancestor of all the re-
reeling material still in use in our days – even if the contemporary machinery is infinitely more 
perfect and speedy.  
 The first manufacture having been equipped with Vaucanson's machines was the royal 
manufacture run by Deydier in Pont d’Ucel near Aubenas, which he extended by building soon after 
1750 a reeling and a re-reeling shop, being at the same time the architect and the organizer of 
labour. All that meant a bold emancipation with respect to the Piedmont’s technology, yes it did not 
meet immediate success nor a rapid spreading. The improvements provided by Vaucanson to the 
first stage of the elaboration of the yarn addressed a milieu of producers which was keeping its 
features of a very rural, scattered cottage industry. The re-reeling mill in its turn experienced 
difficulties in its reception, possibly due to difficulties in its construction and maintenance, until it  
was subject to various modifications: notwithstanding, it paved the way, no doubt, to the rivalry of 
the French  organsins against those of Piedmont.  
 The silk manufacturers of Lyons and Saint-Etienne began to appreciate the French 
production of raw silk while until then they had exclusively bought that from Italy. Consequently 
the silkworms breeders could sell their silk at a better price. The multiplication of reeling and re-
reeling shops was stimulated. The 18th century had truly opened a window to economic growth.  
 
 

THE MEDITERRANEAN  TRIANGLE 
 
 
 While the position of Italy was weakening on the market of top quality fabrics, as a 
consequence of the predominance of the Lyons’  prestige articles, the production of raw silk and silk 
yarn was gaining ground in a number of regions in the north of the peninsula, being stimulated by 
the growing demand from the developing new centers (in Switzerland, Germany, the Netherlands, 
England). The mulberry tree, the silkworm, silk drawing were by steps invading many Italian rural 
areas, namely in Lombardy and in Veneto. Piedmont, for its part, after having reached, within a few 
decades, the first rank among European silk producers and won the primacy in the raw material 
quality, appeared as a true international leader. The whole of Northern Italy was welcoming the 
generalized diffusion of the water-powered silk mill alla Bolognese, which both increased the 
volume of the production and improved the quality of the product. 
 
 This is the way in which a transnational geographic nucleus got to be set up: the  Lyons-
Piedmont-Languedoc triangle, in which the Piedmont-Lyons axis was offering the top quality   
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products, while in the course of the 18th century the « secondary » pole Nîmes-Cévennes was 
increasingly providing « minor » silk articles. 
 That configuration was to remain the reference model for the rest of Europe until the mid-
19th century, what touches the most advanced technological solutions, the system of work and 
business organization, the penetration of specific market segments. Attempts to imitate the 
integrated complexes in Piedmont took place here and there: in England, in Derby (the brothers 
Lombe), in Portugal (in Chacim), for instance.  
 Practically no challenge was possible to Lyons; conversely a certain number of production 
centres tried to imitate Nîmes in deriving profit from the growing demand of silk or mixed fabrics at 
more affordable prices on the part of broader social classes: stockings, ribbons, the « piccole seterie 
d'ornamento ». Such was the case in Switzerland (see the Bodmer dynasty in Zurich), in Germany, 
in Holland too (Haarlem). Hence an increasing demand of raw silk of medium quality, which has 
been the success of the lombard or venetian sericulture. 
   
 
  

PART  TWO 
 

THE  HERITAGE  CONTEXT  OF  THE  19th  CENTURY 
 
 
 At the dawn of the 19th century the main features of the international landscape within which the 
Japanese silk industry was to get successfully involved some decades later for its modernization, 
were perfectly discernable. A look into the more recent background is needed in order to better 
evaluate the level of performance which was attained in that context on the site of the great modern 
mill in Tomioka. 
 In the course of the three first quarters of the 19th century the positions of France and Italy went on 
remaining those of a kind of twin leadership with very specific respective characters, a leadership 
without contest with respect to other centres in European countries and beyond. The only important 
novelty of the period was the late rise of a powerful but inner market oriented silk industry in the 
United States. 
 
 
SILK,  INDUSTRIAL  FRANCE's  PRIDE (1800-1860) 
 
 
 Lyons 
 
 Second urban entity in France in the 19th century, Lyons at that epoch has been the world 
metropolis of silk trade and of top quality silk fabrics weaving. Besides, Lyons was keeping a firm 
hold on the regions extending between the Eastern slopes of the Massif Central, the Northern 
Prealps and the hinterland of the Mediterranean shore. That dominant position is relying on a 
geographical location which has made Lyons into a hub of inter-regional and international 
communications, boasting a long historical tradition. It is still more the result, however, of a 
remarkable socio-economic structuring, both complex and unequalled. 
 
 Silk and silk fabrics:  Lyons' system 
 
 The structuring of the region by the silk merchants of Lyons was carried on through two 
main ways:11 

                                                 
11 Cf. Pierre CAYEZ et Serge CHASSAGNE, Les patrons du Second Empire. Lyon et Le Lyonnais, Picard et 
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• the elaboration of the raw material, arriving from Italy, later more and more from the Far 
East and also from Southern France. That elaboration included a whole range of operations, 
from the unwinding of the cocoons to spinning the organsins,  being in the hands of a 
multitude of filatures and reeling workshops (moulinages) scattered all over the departments 
constituting the basin of Rhône river and the Mediterranean region. These small businesses 
were in the ownership either of proprietors in Lyons or of small local entrepreneurs, 
including dyers; 

 
• weaving – still domestic and handmade – inside Lyons and also in Saint-Etienne for the 

ribbons, then more and more under concentration of labour force and mechanization in 
factories and in particular in joint mills-boarding houses for young female .workers.  

  
 Such activities were driven and supported by the silk merchants – bankers in Lyons, who 
acted as credit purveyors of the entire production line, from yarn to cloth. Fom the 18th century silk 
was ranking first in the economy of the region. Under the Second Empire, silk fabric sales occupied 
the first place in French exports. The silk merchants – bankers also regulated the provisioning in 
raw materials (a big expense) which was ensured thanks to their financing. Nothing on the silk 
track, to conclude, did escape their hands and their indispensable credit offer.  
 
 The second wheel in the system was constituted in a no less essential way by the merchants 
manufacturers. Their number was about four hundred in the second half of the 19th century. They 
placed orders to custom workers gathered in workshops, to domestic weavers scattered in the 
countryside – further it was also up to them to engage into building « boarding mills » when the 
transition to industrialized work became compulsory, following the success of the black plain 
fabrics, dyed in pieces.  
 The « boarding mill » system, which tended then to prevail in an important part of the silk 
weaving activities, has modelled itself on the pattern of the first one of the kind: La Sauvagère, in 
Saint-Rambert (1817). It has expanded up to some forty sites, among which some are particularly 
renowned: Renage (Isère, 1826); Jujurieux (Ain), built by Claude-Joseph Bonnet (beginning of the 
1830s); La Combe (Isère, 1836); Tarare (Rhône, vers 1839); Vizille (Isère, same date). The labour 
force was recruited among young girls of the region or among the abandoned children from La 
Charité in Lyons. Hired from 13 through 21 years of age, they lived in boarding premises 
comprising dormitories, canteens, infirmary, sometimes church and school -  flanked apart from 
work time by nuns from various congregations. They could possibly come back to their family on 
Sundays. Their modest salary was shared between their parents and the savings bank of the 
manufacture. Having acquired the weaving technique, they were enabled to go on weaving later at 
home. One can obviously notice the analogies with the system that was introduced in Tomioka, 
where the founders, apparently, did not borrow only the technical equipment of the new mill from 
the model that was so characteristic of the region of Lyons. 
  
 Most remarkable was the example of the manufacture in Jujurieux. Claude-Joseph Bonnet, 
his founder, started in  Lyons as a merchant-manufacturer, purchasing raw silk from silk merchants 
and giving his orders to dispersed domestic workers in the city. He had black plain fabrics woven – 
which did not require the too complex use of the Jacquard loom, reserved for fashion fabrics. 
Towards the end of the 1820s, he decided to free himself from his dependence on the silk merchants 
and their huge profits.  Hence the idea of creating, in his native village, a factory which would be 
provisioned by good quality cocoons from the surrounding area – later equally provided by the 
southern departments – and integrating a winding and a reeling plant, being water powered and 
soon also by an auxiliary steam engine. In 1867 the filature had about one hundred basins and 
24.000 spindles. Truly said the re-reeling function was predominant, the filature being rather 

                                                                                                                                                                  
Editions Cénomane, Paris et Le Mans, 2006, 288p. 
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delegated to the Cévennes area (Saint-Jean-du-Gard, Uzès). Dyeing the pieces was entrusted to a 
famous chemist and businessman in Lyons, named François Gillet, a friend of Bonnet. From 1840 
on,  the plant had also some seventy weaving looms, weaving however remained mainly dispersed. 
 At the founder's death the manufacture accommodated some six hundred young female 
workers, and hired more than 500 home weavers of both genders in Jujurieux and a few 
neighbouring villages in the Bugey. In Lyons at the same date the firm went on employing 1400 
workers including 900 weavers, about 1880 however a new weaving department was set up in the 
manufacture of Jujurieux.12 
 The boarding young female workers, flanked by nineteen nuns from a congregation in 
Bourg-en-Bresse, would sign a contract when hired, approved by their parents, specifying a time 
lapse of work in continuity of not more than eight years for the manufacture. The latter would   
ensure   religious education and a minimum of general instruction. The employer himself would take 
care of helping the young women in finding a good match when leaving the manufacture. No doubt   
Cl.J. Bonnet acted really both as the head of the business and the father of its female 

workers, in the most authentic the most authentic paternalistic tradition.13  

 The success of that kind of labour force mobilization and regrouping is testified by the 
number of followers of Bonnet's imitators. Among others, here are two examples.  
 Jean-Baptiste Martin, a silk velvet and plush manufacturer, had built from the 1840s an 
integrated complex in Tarare (department of Rhône), the reeling workshop of Le Vert-Galant 
(1843). From the inception it was conceived as a manufacture and boarding-house. The same 
integration strategy as in the case of Bonnet is to be found at Montessuy et Chomer, silk crepe  
manufacturers. In 1859 they had set up in Renage (department of Isère) a reeling plant with 42.000 
broches, comprising a « weekly boarding » for the young female workers, under the lead of Saint-
Vincent-de-Paule nuns. There was, however, no chapel nor infirmary, « in order to make the 
workers accustomed to manage their private problems by themselves ».  The employers nonetheless 
supported a school, including a day nursery, and a pharmacy. The female workers were paid 
according to their efficiency, with a medium daily wage amounting to 1F50; they had the 
opportunity of depositing their earnings at the savings bank of the manufacture, which converted 
them into government stock and served a 5% interest.14 The manufacture, again according to the 
employers' statement, could « boast the honour of having ranked among the first ones where the 
female worker has found a family, not a workshop ». Those employers were strongly rooted in the 
catholic God fearing milieus of the smart districts in Lyons. Later15 they created a second reeling 
plant with 34.000 broches in Vienne (Department of Rhône) The manufacture in Renage comprised 
in 1877 five buildings of three or four levels accommodating the whole range of operations from 
the cocoon to weaving and to packaging.  
  

 Saint-Etienne and the department of Loire 
 
 In Saint-Etienne and in the neighbouring regions of Velay and Forez, in the course of the 
16th century, silk filature and reeling, the production of lace, ribbons and haberdashery had 
progressively replaced any other textile work. In the 18th century the weaving looms and 
haberdashery gave work to dozen thousands of inhabitants. At the end of the century, ribbon making 
had become the first industry of the city.  
 The structures of production of the « Fabrique » in Saint-Etienne were very similar to those 
in Lyons: manufacturers and workers depending on their orders. A very brilliant phase of expansion 

                                                 
12 See Henri PANSU, Claude-Joseph Bonnet. Soierie et société à Lyon et en Bugey au XIXe siècle. T.1:Les 

assises de la renommée. Du Bugey à Lyon, Lyon et Jujurieux, 2003, 590p. 
13 Les patrons du Second Empire. Lyon et Le Lyonnais, p. 
14 Ibid., p. 214. 
15 Ibid., p. 216. 
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started with the constitutional Monarchy, thanks namely to the perfects of the weaving loom, the 
Jacquard having been adapted to the requirements of the making of small articles (ribbons, fabrics 
for neckties, linings, scarves), and despite the persisting dispersion and of the craft-like structure of 
the « Fabrique », for which 75% of the labour force was working in Saint-Etienne in the mid-19th 
century. Factory work did appear only in the 20th century. 16 
 The whole of the Loire department has been marked by that model, in a number of small 
towns and villages. In our times Charlieu recounts of silk weaving in the museum established in the 
former hospital. The villages of Bussières and Panissières keep the memory of making gauze for 
flour bolting. In Jonzieux one can visit today a museum of trimmings (braid for furniture, 
trademarks labels, silk neckties and suspenders, badges for berets and hats and hats).      
 
             
 

 
East of Rhône river: The department of Drôme 

 
 South-east from Lyons, the department of Isère, very close to the metropolis, two major sites 
have been created quite at the foot of the Prealps in the first half of the 19th century. Renage, near 
Voiron, built in 1826, was then one of the biggest silk manufactures, in the middle of a park, and 
known as « La Grande Fabrique ». La Bâtie-Mongascon, near Saint-André-le-Gaz, was a place 
elected by the Lyons businessmen for decentralizing the weaving following the 1831 and 1834 silk 
workers riots – 18 factories and 40 workshops were still working in 1950.  
  
 However, straight southwards, the department of Drôme has been the most active in that 
period on the left bank of Rhône river. The 1840-1845 industrial survey shows that the ancient 
woollen cloth industry has become obsolete and is being replaced by silk throughout the territory.17 

From 1820 to 1860 a kind of « silk rush » took place; in 1868, 307 localities out of 368 were 
growing silk worms and there were over five 5 millions mulberry trees compared with 2 in 1814. 
The department was ranking third (behind Gard and Ardèche) for the production of cocoons. Again 
that position was fitting the interests of the businessmen in Lyons and Saint-Etienne: to « export »              
raw silk and thread production, while keeping control of weaving. Still in 1927, 15.000 
sericulturists could be counted (compared with more than 20.000 in 1913).  
 Some cases of winding-reeling integration can be noticed in that region, sometimes even of 
winding-reeling-weaving, for instance at Chartron in Saint-Vallier, or at Lacroix  in Montboucher-
sur-Jabron (near Montélimar); the former reeling workshop welcomes today a silk museum, very 
accurately displaying the filature operations.  
 Lacroix had borrowed from the experience of Jujurieux (nuns coming from Romans and  a 
chaplain appear in1845). However that kind of organisation and the related workforce 
concentrations remained exceptional. Reeling and re-reeling workshops, over the whole century, 
were employing some 30 to 40 workers, sometimes more. What is about is really a proliferation of 
establishments (in 1885, 140 reeling workshops are employing 6.000 persons), a dispersed labour 
force on which the entrepreneur from Lyons could more easily transfer the consequences of an 
unstable conjuncture by temporarily stopping his orders. Not prior to the 20th century did technical 
modernisation imposed labour concentration, mainly in an urban environment. 18  

                                                 
16 Nadine BESSE, « Aux côtés de la soierie lyonnaise, la rubanerie stéphanoise », in La Soie...,pp.109-114. 
17 Philippe BOUCHARDEAU, « Les entreprises drômoises de la révolution industrieuse (années 1830-

1880) », in Revue drômoise, n° 525, 2007/3, pp. 17-46. 
18 One has to remind of the meaning of the terms. Unwinding and reeling (also called filature) include the 

operations of drawing the fiber of raw silk out of the cocoons, and of organizing the very long, of one  
piece fibers into a roughly structured yarn, by grouping fibers coming from up to a dozen of cocoons; 
then of gathering them in hanks and delivering these ones for weaving. Re-reeling (French: moulinage; 
Italian: elaborating the famous organzini) proceeds to a much more complex operation by imposing 
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 However, even on a modest scale, the constant decline of domestic work to the advantage of 
the industrialisation of filature (these operations where henceforce separated from the very places 
where silkworms were bred) allowed an improvement of the quality of the silk yarns, on which the  
merchants of Lyons did not keep from insisting, being the quite unique customers of the reeling 
mills of the Drôme department - so did also the ribbon manufacturers of Saint-Etienne. Lyons 
sustained the introduction of the Gensoul system in the biggest among the establishments. 

 
 
West of Rhône River: The Cévennes area 

  
 The economy of the Cévennes area has enjoyed its golden age from the end of the 18th to 
the mid-19th century. In that period the production and transformation of silk reached their peak. 
Here again, filature remained dispersed, even if experiencing some concentration due to the effects 
of the spreading of Ferdinand Gensoul's invention – an engineer native of Bagnols-sur-Cèze 
(department of Gard), who had finalized (1804-1809) the process for a collective distribution of 
steam to as many basins as wanted. Gensoul equally conceived the suffocating device by steam (for 
the purpose of killing the chrysalis prior to the opening of the cocoon). Both inventions constituted 
a true revolution in silk unwinding, since from that moment on the female spinners could be 
gathered within a single workshop: filature was becoming an industry. In 1831 already 171 filatures 
were using the Gensoul process, which points to a technical and economic leap forward, even if 
working with the basins might go on being practised in a lot of domestic workshops by peasants 
breeding cocoons, dispersed as far as hamlets.   
 The next step – that of the first elaboration of the yarn – was marked by the introduction of 
the Chambon system, known as the « double croisure »: a double twisting of the raw fibers, 
resulting in an initial improvement of the yarn solidity, even prior to its re-reeling.                   
 That search for quality was nothing new; it resulted from the requirements expressed by the 
stockings manufacturers in Ganges, Le Vigan, Saint-Hyppolite du Fort, Alès and, of course, Nîmes 
of which production of silk stockings (made of both solid and very thin threads) was exported as 
soon as the 18th century from Russia to Spanish America. In the 19th century the fame of Nîmes 
derived mainly from the making of shawls; a design school was created there in 1820 « for the 
study of fine arts and the prosperity of the manufactures ». Ganges, beside weaving silk stockings, 
distinguished itself by making scarves and handkerchiefs. In the course of the 19th century, indeed, 
the silks from the Cévennes managed to rival the best qualities from Italy. 
 
 The Cévennes area includes the departments of Gard, Hérault and a part of that of Lozère. 
As already mentioned, there is evidence of the production of raw silk and silk thread around Anduze 
(Gard) as soon as the 13th century; in the 14th century that area had become an important 
sericulture zone, feeding the growth of silk weaving in Montpellier, Nîmes, Avignon. After a severe 
slow down due to the Hundred Years War, sericulture resumed its progress in the mid-16th century - 
namely thanks to the introduction of the white mulberry tree, expanding by millions through the 
beginning of the 17th century, as far as the today Ardèche and Vaucluse departments.  
 From the first decades of the 18th century until c.1850, growing mulberry trees got to be a 
sort of monoculture providing at that date an income more than twice higher than that from the 
other crops. At the peak of that golden age, in 1853, the Gard department alone provided one half of 

                                                                                                                                                                  
multiple twisting to the yarn (of which number is determined by the kind of fabric for which they are 
intended): then only one can speak of the silk thread, a very sturdy material, fitting the making of the 
most luxurious silk cloth. The master of the re-reeling shop (French: moulinier) is, thus, « a master of 
thread »,  in whose absence «the weaver would be unable to produce an indefinite variety of fabrics on his 
loom », as writes Yves MOREL  in Les Maîtres du Fil. Histoire du Moulinage vivarois du XVIIIe siècle à 
nos jours, Privas, 2002, 3 vol., 679+ 343p. The organsin itself is obtained by assembling two already 
separately twisted threads which are submitted to a re-twisting. 
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the 26.000 tons of the French national production of cocoons. Next year, in 1854, the pebrine 
epidemics suddenly exploded: it is no wonder if Pasteur came to Alès ten years later for a three 
years stay during which he discovered a remedy. 
 That « economic landscape » induced an industrial activity which by far exceeded the 
relevance of coal mining and ironworks which were developing in the first half of the 19th century 
namely around Alès, and which are most generally presented by economic historians as being one 
of the testimonies of southern France sharing the « industrial revolution ». In fact, the first half of 
the 19th century was marked by a kind of « silk mania », a frenzy among many assets owners 
belonging to the different levels of the local bourgeoisie, either urban or rural, who were in search 
of an ideal investment. Hence the multiplication of magnaneries19 and manufactures (600 thread 
mills in 1850  for the entire Gard department).20   

  
 

However that area never really recovered from the crisis and did not stand against the 
challenge of the imports from the Far East, starting in the 1870s. In 1900 the number of the thread 
mills had fallen down to about one hundred in the Gard department. Nor did the area resist later to 
the challenge of artificial silk. That industrial activity disappeared gradually after World War II. 
 Conversely, what does clearly survive is a number of architectural testimonies dating back to 
the glorious period of the years 1820-1860. A survey in thelast decades of the 20th century has 
identified 270 monuments worth to be selected, and perfectly integrated as a regular element into a 
classical village or town landscape . The general features of the buildings are expressing the kind of 
work carried on inside, in particular the internal space and volume, the shape and number of the 
windows, one or several floors - and generally include an aesthetic research. Despite the remarkable 
quality of many of them, only one has « deserved » to be registered as a French historic monument. 
Located in Laroque (near Ganges, Hérault), the façade of that 45 m long and 20 m high mill built in 
1838 is characterized by three levels, each of them receiving the daylight through 14 great windows 
of different styles, using in turn brick and freestone. One should mention further the Maison Rouge 
mill in Saint-Jean-du-Gard and its horseshoe-like prestigious stairs giving access to the workshop 
(c.1850); or still the Le Mazel mixed mill (both for spinning and twisting) in Notre-Dame-de-la-
Rouvière (1846), of which resemblance to a fortified castle nonetheless underlines the internal uses 
of the different floors, while the square towers at both ends formerly included accommodation for 
the boss and for the young female workforce.. 

 
 The department of Ardèche 
 
 In Ardèche (a designation which, as in the case of Drôme, Gard and l'Hérault, is altogether 
valid for a river and for a department – an administrative district owning since the French 
Revolution a very precise content and identity), close to 400 reeling plants were built between the 
beginning of the 18th and the end of the 19th century. Today the Regional Nature Park of the 
Ardèche Mountains can  list within its perimeter about 350 mills or mill sites, that is more than 
three quarters of all that has existed in the department.21Ardèche, indeed, has been the core of the 
geographical area wherein the silk merchants and the merchants-manufacturers of Lyons had 
decided to move out the processing of the raw silk of which they were the privileged importers in 
France. The new location was in the valleys falling from the Vivarais Mountains, endowed with a 
rich potential in water power, and with their rural populations who have been fully expanding until 
c.1860: a vast labour force tank. While, thanks to Vaucanson, the technological dependence on Italy 
was waning, Lyons was, on the contrary, firmly maintaining its hold over Ardèche – giving orders, 

                                                 
19 Multi-storey rural houses of which specific architectural characteristics are still recording that silk worms 
were bred there in appropriately conceived vast rooms located at the highest floor. 
20 Geneviève DURAND, Michel WIENIN, Gérard MERIAN, Au Fil de la Soie. Architectures d'une 

industrie en Cévennes, Service régional de l'Inventaire de Languedoc-Roussillon, 1991. 
21 See  Florence CHARPIGNY and Yves MOREL, Vallées moulinières. Regards sur l'industrie de la soie, 

PNR des Monts d'Ardèche, mai 2007. 
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providing the raw material, ensuring the financing, purchasing the worked silk. That dependence 
was powerfully orchestrated by banking and trade houses such as Guérin, in close connection with 
Italian correspondents. 
 
 The glorious time of building mills of two different kinds – for filature and for reeling –  
took place between 1815 and 1875, concomitant with the great take-off in local sericulture (which, 
anyway, did not meet all the needs in raw silk of the Lyons's « Fabrique », to which provisioning 
equally contributed Drôme, Gard, Hérault, and Italy. The peaks of construction were in the 1820s, 
then at the beginning of the Second Empire (from 1852). The demographic pressure, culminating in 
1868 with close to 400.000 inhabitants, has been obviously related to the industrial take-off, the 
reeling activity being, in that context, an essential way of ensuring them their means of life. Two 
hundred mills (either steam powered factories or shops still working by hand) seem to have been 
active during the 19th century, many still extant due to industrial reuses or to their architectural 
sturdiness. 
  
 The volume of silks worked in Ardèche has been marked by a considerable increase in the 
years 1840-1880, reaching about one half of the national production. Notwithstanding, this was not 
the result of a true local industrial revolution: the mills remained too closely dependent on the 
availability of the work force according to the seasonal rhythms, of the periods of maturity of the 
cocoons, on the variable levels of the hydraulic power – and, besides, they were often poorly built.  
In that period, the department « has got to be covered with mills however it did not generate many  
industrialists ».22 The second wave of industrialisation starting in 1850 (more than 50 mills) was 
marked however by the emergence of a second generation of entrepreneurs founders, of a higher 
professionalism, by the conquest of segments of valleys allowing an enlarged availability of 
hydraulic power in the interior of the department.. The size of the mills is doubling, their machinery 
gets perfected,  the cocoons market in Aubenas registers a bigger volume of transactions. Some 
great filatures are even sometimes steam powered. But the crisis of pebrina suddenly interrupted 
that growth. The last quarter of the century acknowledged a process of more radical industrial 
concentration, however in the shape of a regrouping of several sites in the hands of a single 
businessman rather than through the creation of big production units.  
 
  

A  NEW INDUSTRIAL  DEVELOPMENT  IN  NORTHERN  ITALY 
 
 Piedmont 
   
 Well into the 19th century, Piedmont has continuously distinguished itself as the provider, 
from all parts of its territory, of top quality silks – the best raw and reeled silks in Europe, even if  
joined by Southern France at the term of a long period of adaptation and dissemination of 
innovation on its territory. The « tower » type of water-powered silk re-reeling mills which had been 
perfected in Piedmont went on working in great numbers all over the 19th century, even if the 
French  Encyclopédie had already provided a description of a different model. At that point it is 
important to underline that reeling and re-reeling silk did in no way experience the sudden 
technological leap forward which characterized cotton industry – rather a process of transformation 
in the long term, over some one hundred fifty years.  
 
 In Piedmont and elsewhere in Italy the torcitoio – the circular silk mill – has gone on 
working  into the late 19th century, enjoying minor improvements, in spite of the availability, as 
soon as the end of the 18th century, of the less space-consuming and of the higher productivity of 
the square framework invented in France, which also allowed a more rational organization of the 

                                                 
22 Id., ibid., p.218. 
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working halls, together with a reduced maintenance cost. Its spreading in Italy was in fact very 
slow, and the new model got generally used only after the 1860s. In a comparable way, using in a 
more and more efficient way. the basins with direct heating delayed the adoption of the more 
advanced technique of basins collectively fed with steam until in the 1860s-1870s, while the new 
process had been invented at the beginning of the century. 23 
 
  
 Lombardy 
 

That region has enjoyed in the course of the 19th century a remarkable expansion of silk 
production and processing, thus contributing to consolidate Italy's position on the world market. 
That dynamism has increasingly drawn the attention of foreign entrepreneurs, in particular from 
Switzerland, who have taken their share in the general trend toward new businesses creation.  
 In fact, the cultivation of mulberry trees, which had been known for long around Lecco and 
Como, experienced a boom towards the end of the 18th / beginning of the 19th century, which 
radically transformed the rural landscape by invading any hills in that region (up to 3 millions trees 
in 1835). Towards the mid-19th century raw silk and silk threads, of excellent quality, comprised 
the major part of Lombardy's exports (to be sold in London, Lyons, and to the German and Swiss 
manufactures which were more and more looking for raw material of medium quality for silk 
fabrics at affordable prices).  
   
 The provinces of Como and Lecco have counted a great number of industrial silk factories, 
and still keep multiple remains of their buildings, even if not always of an exceptional interest. 
Reference can be made only to a small number of places of a major historical interest.24 In fact, if 
during the years 1840-1870 in particular, Lombardy has experienced a true outburst of creations 
regarding silk reeling, that did generate only medium size production units, among which some 
reached a level of work organisation which draw the attention of British observers in the first half of 
the century. One of them went so far as to state:  «They understand the division of labour as well as 
we do».  
 Lombardy has been successful in combining the quality of its silk production, the ability of 
its entrepreneurs, and the introduction – over the first half of the 19th century – of different minor 
technical improvements on the equipments invented in France - the « Gensoul system » - even if 
their spreading was quite slow, so as to become the Italian counterpart of the advanced southern 
France pole: a kind of French-Italian new bi-polarity. 
  

 In the Province of Como, one can find a Museo Didattico della Seta (1990) in the capital of 
the province. In Asso, the filanda Prato was founded in 1815 – restructured in 1857. A banister 
house was built around a courtyard for housing the mill workers. In Merone, the filanda Isacco, on 
both sides of Lambro river, appears as a big size plant with  buildings  typical of the 19th century 
industrialisation. 
 
 The Province of Lecco has been a particularly flourishing centre of silk industry, offering at 
the beginning of the 19th century the highest concentration of factories: filande25 having the 
architectural characteristics of an industrial building with an important productive capacity (a great 
number of basins) and no longer those of a rural farm or of an urban house. Rectangular buildings 
deprived of any outer ornamentation, on three levels, with broad semi-circular windows – and on 
five or six levels when they also accommodated a filatoio, with rectangular openings.  
                                                 
23 Claudio ZANIER, « La sericoltura dell'Europa mediterranea dalla supremazia mondiale al tracollo: un 
capitolo della competizione economica tra Asia orientale ed Europa », Quaderni Storici 73, 1/1990, pp.7-54. 
 
24 See the Guida del turismo industriale Lombardia 
25 
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• In Garlate: the ex-filanda Abegg. The surviving silk rewinding and yarn doubling 

departments) closed down in 1950 and were partly transformed into one of the first silk 
museums realised in Europe. The most interesting piece of machinery exhibited there is a 
big wooden torcitoio as high as two floors (after readjustment of its original height), the best 
conserved of the province together with the one in Abbadia Lariana.   
When in 1933 the last circular mills and  ilk reeling were stopped, the general director for 
Abegg / Italia decided to maintain them on the spot, before proposing in the immediate after 
war period to build a museum of silk industry. In 1973 the family Abegg (from Zürich) 
abandoned any industrial activity in Italy and in 1976 the Museum was donated to the City. 
The Abeggs is one of the most important Swiss industrialist families who manufactured silk 
in Lombardy, owning a wealth of industrial complexes in the districts of Lecco and 
Bergamo.  The silk reeling mill in Garlate, built in 1841, had been passed on to that 
family in 1887. 

• Ello: the complex Filatoio Dell'Oro, together with the Filatoio Dello Zero, is the best 
preserved silk mill of the region – its architecture as well as its machines. The Filatoio 
Dell'Oro was driven by three big water wheels placed one on the top of the other inside a 
tower (the mill was also called 'della Torre'), setting in motion winding, doubling and 
twisting frames.  

 The Filatoio Dello Zero keeps a 15m high torcitoio, dating back to the end of the 18th 
 century – but also three rectangular re-reeling machines from the 1870s. 

• Mandello del Lario e Villanovetta: two Filande Sigg & Keller. Which, around the mid-19th 
century, were considered as a model of modernity all across the Lombardo-Veneto.  

• Valmadrera: Filanda Gavazzi, founded 1772. As soon as 1819 the Gensoul system for the 
drawing of raw silk was adopted.  In the mid-19th century, with their150 basins, 220 women 
and children, the Gavazzi are considered then as ranking among the most important  
businesses in Lombardy, using the most advanced techniques of silk steam reeling. They 
controlled the major part of the silk market in that region, Pietro Gavazzi (1803-1875) being 
besides one of the first European importers of Chinese and Japanese silks. 

 The complex had been designed by architect Giuseppe Bovara in a very ambitious and 
 elegant style. It included living quarters for female orphans, who were in the care of the 
 Sisters of Charity. Those orphans worked in the « filature » twelve hours a day, in exchange 
 for room, board and a small daily salary. In the second half of the 19th century, on another 
 hand, the rural village was turned into a « social town » according to the kind of industrial 
 paternalism which characterized the ideology of the most enlightened part of the 
 entrepreneurial class in Italy in that period. No doubt, that ideology was inspired from 
 French models – the same which raised the interest of Japanese entrepreneurs of the same 
 period. 

• Paré, a location being part of Valmadrera, still shows Bovara complex, from the second half 
of the 17th century, with a 1773 filatoio. At the end of the 18th century, that family 
controlled the major part of the silk market in Austrian Lombardy. The establishment closed 
down only in 1929.  

• Caslino d'Erba: there the Invernizzi complex, like the Bovara complex in Parè, provided, in 
the early XIXth century, a design which became a standard for most silk mills in the Lecco 
province. 

• In Abbadia Lariana, the Monti complex (1818/1869) is today a museum which presents the 
biggest hydraulic torcitoio in Europe, partly restored and reconstructed following a decision 
of the Town Council in 1981, put again in motion in 1988. 

 
 The Province of Milan: until the end of the years  1875-1885, its economic identity remained 
linked to the binomial silk / agriculture, prior to the great leap into engineering and metallurgical 
industry, in connection with electric power. In that city, a new class of entrepreneurs, open to the 
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problems of international trade and finance, was trained by silk industry. In the second half of the 
century appeared the first stock actions companies, partly due to the initiative of German, Swiss and 
French capitalists, who rooted in the Milan region a number of textile, metallurgical, mining and  
insurances companies. 
  
 Only at the beginning of the 20th century did Italy recover its position of first rank country 
for making and exporting fabrics, while importing intermediary goods. At the eve of World War II, 
the silk branch was providing the main chapter in Italian exports. 
 
 
 

IN  THE  REST  OF  EUROPE – AND  FROM  EUROPE  TO  AMERICA 
 
 
 
 Beyond the « protagonists » (France and Italy), the map of silk industry did not 
fundamentally change during the 19th century, and what needs to be reviewed is the evolution of 
the other « actors » already present on the stage. Outside Europe, what is to be appreciated is the 
meaning of the rise of a new important partner: the United States of America. 
 
 
Switzerland 
 
 If Switzerland has ever shown a call, it has not been that of producing raw silk – local 
climatic conditions were missing – but rather to be a welcoming country to oppressed minorities 
from neighbouring countries: Italian and French Huguenots and Protestants, for instance. This 
country also took advantage from the network of communications of the Roman Catholic Church, a 
great silk consumer for its liturgical needs, as well as from the transit of silk packages brought by 
Italian merchants crossing the Simplon and Gothard passes. Conversely Swiss capital has been able 
to invest in Italy or France, Milan or Lyons, and the two main weaving centres producing very 
specific articles – Basel and Zürich – skilfully perceived the particular demand from certain  
European customers, namely regarding the urban luxury dress (the Parisian mode of the « habit à la 
française », of which tailoring required much silk, in the 17th-18th centuries), or the luxurious 
fitting out of rich dwellings (furniture, curtains, household linen).26 
  
 Bâle, as a city of international fairs and of religious refuge, most tolerantly welcomed – 
namely after 1529 - silk traders, silk manufacturers, silk and velvet weavers, dyers – arriving from 
Italy, France and the Netherlands. This city enjoyed a kind of a several centuries monopoly 
regarding the making of ribbons in an urban environment (ribbons to be set on the hats, of different 
colours according to the social or religious circumstances).  
 At the end of the 16th century haberdashery was well rooted, due to the presence of refugees 
from Lorraine – and the same for ribbon making, from the beginning of the 17th century: it became 
the major asset for the city's economy, until the mid-19th century, when it was  supplanted by the 
chemicals, an industry which derived in fact from silk dyeing.27 
 In the 1660s Bâle adopted the weaving-loom for twenty-four ribbons, an innovation from 
Holland. The booming production was stimulated by the 18th century fashion, which made use of 
lengths of ribbons for the decoration of gowns and hats. In 1754 there were 1225 looms in Bâle and 
in the countryside (72 surrounding localities), which were in the hands of peasants-weavers - and 

                                                 
26 La Soie. Recueil d'articles sur l'art et l'histoire de la soie. Jean-Pierre JELMINI, Caroline CLERC-  
JUNIER, Roland KAEHR, Musée d'Art et d'Histoire, Neuchâtel (Suisse), 1986, 179p. 
27 In  La Soie...,  Irmgard PETER-MÜLLER, pp.119-126. 
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2321 in 1789; export was flourishing, mainly towards all parts of Europe. In the course of the 19th 
century the use of hydraulic power, then of steam and later of electricity allowed an increase in the 
number of ribbon weaving looms up to 7631 in 1870. Hard was then the competition of Bâle with 
some articles made in Saint-Etienne (the plain ribbons). 
 However the decline started as soon as the end of the same century, and was confirmed in 
the second half of the 20th century, down to the point of being quite wiped out. The manufacturers 
of Bâle had been and remained only silk ribbons makers. 
 
 Zurich has developed another European center of silk weaving, by means of its merchants-
manufacturers who distributed work among weavers in the countryside around the lake side, and 
also in some districts in the mountains. Silk cloth and crepe were made there as soon as 1300, but 
later two centuries of economic weakening happened. The 17th century brought to silk industry an 
unexpected growth due to the new taste of the élite for elegance. It was once again stimulated by the 
arrival of families from Locarno, then of Huguenots refugees, beginning 1685. The 18th century 
turned out to be a golden age for silk industry, even if outmatched by cotton industry. In the 18th-
19th centuries the Bodmer family generated the greatest manufacturers and merchants of the city. 
From the 18th century on, a specialisation became also flourishing: that of mourning crepe weaving, 
also named « crepe of Bologna ». Towards 1850, it was, this time, the export of light taffeta, of veils 
for the nuns towards Poland and Hungary. In the Saint-Gall region, the specialization was in gauzes 
for flour bolting. In 1900, Zurich was ranking third behind Milan and Lyons as a world silk trade 
centre. 28 
  
 In sum, in the 19th century silk industry has represented one of the drivers of the 
industrialization of Switzerland, hand in hand with cotton industry or clock-making industry. The 
U.S.A. constituted the major outlet for woven articles. The share of Zürich in the world trade of silk 
fabrics was sometimes exceeding that of Lyons..  
 In 1915-1920, Zwicky & Co, in Wallisellen near Zürich, built a workshop for re-reeling silk 
threads intended for weaving and for sewing thread, a building of which inner architecture was 
evoking, in cast iron and steel, Tomioka mill half a century earlier. However, it is by no means 
representative of the conjuncture of the 1870s in Zürich.  
 
 
Allemagne 
 
 Krefeld, in North Rhineland, has occupied from the 18th century a central position in 
the silk industry of the German countries, following the impulse given by King Frederic II of 
Prussia and the state monopoly he instituted. The production was carried out within the  
Verlagssystem, and under the control of Mennonite families, the Van der Leyen ranking first 
among them.  29  
 In the middle of the 19th century, which coincided with the apogee of the city's 
industrial growth, half of the workers population was still consisting in thousands of workers  
who operated hand looms for the making of silk (or mixed) fabrics and, in addition, of ribbons 
or stockings.  Silk was being worked in a more and more wider radius around Krefeld. The 
production was in the hands of some fifty merchants-manufacturers, on the top of which a 
handful of big entrepreneurs could be distinguished. 
 Later, during the second half of the 19th century, a relatively late mechanization 
induced a rapid restructuring of the industrial landscape around big businesses. The 

                                                 
28 Cf. in La Soie..., Michael BERNEGGER, « La soierie zurichoise, de la révolution industrielle à nos      
jours »,  pp.141-161. 
29 Peter KRIEDTE, Taufgesinnte und großes Kapital.. Die niederrheinisch-bergischen Mennoniten und der 
Aufstieg des Krefelder Seidengewerbes (Mitte des 17.Jahrhunderts-1815), Göttingen 2007. 
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mechanized looms progressively expelled the hand looms of the domestic industry. In 1855 a 
professional school was founded in the province, for the purpose of training a new generation 
from  the artistic as well as technical point of view, in order to ensure the conception  of the 
products.30At the eve of World War II, the Krefeld industry was at its peak, thanks to the 
existence, on the world market, of a well-to-do clientele prone to consume. However that 
conjuncture got to be degraded in the interwar period, and the enterprises had to face a new 
phase of concentration in the 1920s, which  united the capacities of a few renowned families 
who were bearing the tradition (such as the Esters, Deuss und Oetker, Keller or Schroeder). 
The production of the region shifted to neckties, dresses, and sail cloth as well. 
 Due to the heavy damages from World War II, only a few architectural remains can 
testify to that evolution. One example is provided by the Goetze weaving shop: in a small 
house, hand making of fabrics for liturgics dress is presented. The site is managed by an 
association and has attracted the attention of Vativan II Council.  
  
   
Great  Britain 
 
 That country has preserved an important number of material remains or evidence of silk 
thread and fabrics production in different areas, however none of them can bear testimony to the 
presence of any large size unit having made use of modern machinery and technology around the 
mid-nineteenth century. From the counties of South England through East Anglia, the Midlands, to 
Scotland (Highlands and Islands), one can still observe today weavers houses, merchant houses, silk  
mills but above all workshops together with the visit of costume, knitting (socks  or shawls), lace, 
embroidery museums. 
  
 King James I of England encouraged English silk manufacturing by taking advantage of the 
arrival of French Protestants exiled weavers, which gave birth to the London suburb of Spitalfields.  
 Generally all such places are reminding of an intense but dispersed hand made production, 
while on two occasions silk elaboration took an industrial shape – in the 18Ith century and in the 
first half of the 19th.  
 In the first case the emergence of industrialisation happened due to John Lombe who in 
1717 had a huge factory erected in Derby, using not only the circular silk twister (of which he had 
been lucky to catch the construction designs on the occasion of a travel to Italy) but also the Italian 
model of work divide in the silk mills. The example of Derby was imitated by six silk mills built 
from 1732 to 1768 in Stockport and other small towns in the vicinity of Nottingham, also by a 
factory in Sheffield. However John Lombe and the silk industry were deprived of their quality of 
first comers in the process of the British industrial revolution by the quick rise of the cotton industry 
and entrepreneurs who in their turn copied the organisation of work in the silk mills (some of which 
being even converted to cotton spinning mills). 
 The second episode was dominated by the growth of Macclesfield. Of the 120 mill buildings 
which had been built in this town between 1743 and the 1950s, 60 have survived (at the date of 
1989), while over 600 domestic properties were built with workshop accommodation on the second 
floor. A modern « Free Grammar School » was established in 1844 in order to provide a more 
technical education for a life in business. The Macclesfield Art School was important for training 
designers for the industry. That industrial city was heavily struck by a crisis around the mid-19th 
century which generated a massive immigration of craftsmen and entrepreneurs to the United States  
 Therefore, the « glory » of Macclesfield consists rather in the role it was able to play in the 
dissemination of its technology and know how toward America. One would prefer to talk of 
England's pivotal role in the world-wide spreading of  modern silk industry (not only to America, 
                                                 
30 See  Eckhard BOLENZ, Markus KRAUSE  (Text), Florian MONHEIM (Fotos),  Die andere Schönheit. 

Industriekultur in Nordrhein-Westfalen, Köln – to appear in 2010 . 
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but also to Asia ). In a thoroughly different context, to be sure, one might compare the role assumed 
– even if unwillingly in some cases - by that technologically advanced country to that endorsed by 
the Italian cities since the beginning of the second millennium in building an international industrial 
silk community – the role of a bridge between countries or continents. 
 That story stands in complete divergence with the take-off of silk industry in Japan and 
namely in Tomioka during the third quarter of the 19th century, apart from the absence of 
comparable sites and buildings. One must keep in mind that in Britain the expansion of silk industry 
has been seriously challenged as soon as the mid-18th century by that of printed cotton fabrics for 
the dress and of  painted wall papers for aristocratic or bourgeois  interiors.  
 On another hand, silk industry in Britain had been connected with a completely different 
circuit of raw material provisioning since the end of the 18the century, depending not only on 
Italian and Chinese silk imports, but also on silk from Bengal shipped by the East India Company. 
The latter had even attempted to improve the quality of the yarn by establishing on its properties 
mills copying the methods in use in Piedmont for drawing silk from the cocoons, in presence of 
Italian skilled workers. A durable consequence of that increasing consumption of lower quality silk 
for producing relatively low cost fabrics addressing a broader market (for instance in Manchester)  - 
was a decline of the centres who worked up fine goods – such as Macclesfield or Coventry. These 
centres, anyway, found more and more difficult to compete with the French manufactures. 
 
 
Southern European Countries 
 
 
 What is most striking, no doubt, is the loss of silk industrial leadership to the disadvantage 
of countries which had assumed in very early times a function of « first comers » with regard to the 
European continent. That loss is due to specific circumstances in the political and economic 
evolution which took place in the Iberian or Balkan peninsulas. 
 
 
Spain 
 
 The regions of València, Murcia, Toledo still are permeated by the ancient dissemination of 
the production and work of silk, nonetheless their physical remains are quite nothing. Some typical 
peasant houses are surviving, or silk ritual celebrations around  Murcia. In València the Barri Seder  
(the silk quarter) has lost any traces of the old weavers shops, while in the vicinity, in Vinalesa, a 
1770 building is still extant which had been dedicated to the silk reeling following the Vaucanson 
system. 
 The silk quarter was that of the silk velvet weavers and silk merchants, whose guild was 
located there since 1492 in a building which was listed in 1982 as « good of cultural interest ». In 
1682 King Charles II had granted the guild with the title of Real Colegio del Arte Mayor de la Seda. 
Until to these days it keeps archival material, Valencia classical fabrics from the 16th-18th centuries 
recording the golden age of the city silk industry. There are debates at present about a project for 
building close to that degraded monument – instead of rehabilitating it – an entirely new building 
intended to become a public space for the knowledge of the history of the silk quarter and its velvet 
artisans. 
 
 
Portugal 
  
 Silk industry in that country has definitely left no material testimony dating back to the 
period when the modernisation of the Japanese silk industry started. Neither the chronology, nor the 
structures or the technology could allow to put in parallel the two countries. After less than thirty 
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years the dissemination of the technology from Piedmont was stopped, and much before it closed 
down in 1867 the Royal Manufacture in Chacim was practically inactive. 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
The United States of America 
 
 
 It is meaningful to record first of all that between the mid-eighties and World War I roughly 
half the silk imported to the United States was of Japanese origin. The remainder was almost 
equally drawn from China and Italy. Importing raw silk was in the hands of specialist houses in 
New York like Morimura and Arai, having decades of expertise in the trade and selection of 
materials of very variable grades and prices.   
 
 Paterson (New Jersey), a distant suburb of today New York City, has been one of the most 
specialized manufacturing city in the United States until well into the 20th century, as a centre for 
specialty manufacturing in both the silk industry and metal trades. It has also offered a remarkable 
example of the historical alternative to mass production: a skill-intensive productive flexibility. 
 In the course of the first half of the 19th century cotton spinning firms had slipped to second 
place after the steam locomotives builders who, by mid-century, were rivals to the Philadelphia's 
companies. However, from 1840 on, silk production vigorously started, meeting an expanding 
demand for sewing silk (either for domestic consumption or for the new sewing machines), and also 
for weaving and embroidery yarns. That success originated in an initiative by John Ryle, an 
immigrant silk worker from Macclesfield, England (south of Manchester).   
 Nothing exceptional in that immigrant's story: the contribution of all varieties of skilled and 
semi-skilled English workers relocated in America to the growth of industrial processes in the 
United States has long been recognized. From the very earliest days of the development of Paterson, 
the English-born industrial immigrants had been involved in the industrial growth of the city. In the 
post-Civil War period a large group of English-born silk workers crossed the Atlantic Ocean and 
pursued their traditional activities in America, such contributing to strengthen the reputation for 
excellence of Paterson. When in the late 1860s Doherty and Wadsworth, both coming from the 
same neighbourhood in Macclesfield,  decided to emigrate to America, « there was not a branch of 
the silk industry in which they were not proficient », as a contemporary observer noted, hence being 
able to attain an extraordinary degree of success some ten or twenty years later. They were by no 
means isolated examples. 
 
 By 1860 Paterson was home to a half-dozen silk companies, including the first dye works. 
« From the Civil War era through the Great Depression, aided by protective tariffs and the 
immigration of both skilled workers and eager entrepreneurs, Paterson built and sustained an 
international reputation as 'the Lyons of America'. Its population soared from under 20.000 in 1860 
to 138.000 in 1930 31»; as soon as 1900 the Paterson silk industry included 175 companies and over 
20.000 workers. « Every imaginable variety of silk was fabricated in the mills – yarn goods for 
dresses, ribbons for decoration, drapery and holstery silks, veiling, linings, and braids. Raw silk 
bales from Europe and Asia were transformed into yarns; specialist dyers added colours in every 
degree of intensity and hue. »32  
 During the late 1860s and 1870s the manufacture of silk machinery began in the city: as the 
silk industry grew in stature, local machine shops switched production to cater to the needs of the 
new industry, first providing it with thrown-silk or spinning machinery. 
 However, from 1890 to the end of World War I, Paterson had to compete with a rapid growth 
                                                 
31 Silk City. Studies on the Paterson Silk Industry, 1860-1940, Philip B. Scranton, ed.., Newark, 1985, pp. 
 3-4. This chapter is mainly indebted  to the authors of that volume. 
32 Ibid., p.4. 
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of silk industry in north-eastern Pennsylvania, surging far ahead in terms of looms and spindles, 
while Philadelphia was adapting its knitting capacity to booming silk hosiery.  
 Paterson nonetheless consolidated its prominence as 'Silk City' (no alternative concentration  
of skills or ambitions having emerged during that period elsewhere) thanks to several structural 
vantages: 
 

• its proximity to the vast New York City market, the national centre for textile sales, which 
enabled its companies to detect fashion shifts and give it rapid responses; 

• « the soft water drawn from the Passaic River, so well suited to silk dyeing that cartloads of 
fabrics woven elsewhere were shipped to Paterson for colouring »;33  

• the immigration of Italian workers: a noticeable percentage among them had experience 
gained in the textile factories of Northern Italy. The post-Civil period  growth was in fact 
supplied with further inputs of skills and expertise from England and from other European 
silk centres. 

  
 At the end of the 1930s dye works had emerged as the dominant sector of Paterson's silk 
industry, opposite to the decaying old silk-weaving sector in which firms had multiplied 
dramatically during World War I, but whose tiny scale did not allow them to stand against the rise 
of the new artificial silk / rayon. 
 
 Fragmentation and specialization in industrial work 
 
 The necessary degree of specialization dictated that the overall structure of the industry 
remain on a small scale; while the existence of a well-established and efficient wholesale market, 
based  upon the New York silk commission houses, obviated problems with regard to the sale of the 
final product. On another hand, since 1880 many newly established businessmen in weaving would 
more and more rely on the services of « independent partial-process firms » (for throwing, dyeing 
and finishing, for instance) -  while other firms, more ancient and larger ones, would carry on all the 
sequence of operations.  « Silk manufacturing in Paterson thus gradually evolved away from the 
integrated factory toward a (…) system of interlocked and versatile specialists arrayed around 
central weaving shops of widely varying sizes. »34 
 Large numbers of immigrant silk weavers from England, Switzerland or Germany 
established themselves in their new American homes as outdoor weavers using their traditional 
hand-looms, apart from those finding employment in the newly established weaving sections of the 
Paterson silk mills. In fact, the New Jersey silk factories reintroduced the European system of 
putting-out work, as a valuable though independent auxiliary, as soon as the mid 1870s. Domestic 
manufacture was ensuring firms like Doherty and Wadsworth to be leaders in the production of the 
most  fashion-sensitive textile fabrics which would cause sudden demand needs. 
 A businessman like Alfred Crew in Paterson wanted to proclaim, in the 1913 textile 
directory, his firm's diversity of skills as « Finishers  and Refinishers of Gros Grains, Brocades, 
Millinery and Umbrella Silks, Serges, Satins, Veilings; Dyers of Habutals, Pongees, Crepes, 
Tussahs, Satins, etc. ». A diversity of skills which belongs to the final steps of the processing of any 
articles rather than to the spinning and weaving « episodes » which are central to the production of 
mass consumption items. The city's strength lay in the more elaborate branches, in skill and 
technology – in copying the current Lyons models, for instance - while since the eighties the major 
firms organized an exodus of the throwing or of plain woven goods production  to « annexes » 
relocated at some distance outside of Paterson, in search of lower labour costs (in the 1880s to 
1920s  these costs in Paterson were the highest in the silk trades nationwide). 

                                                 
33 Ibid., p.5. 
34 Philip B. SCRANTON, « Structure and Process in the Paterson Silk Industry, 1885-1910 », in Silk City..., 

p. 45. 
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 Why is not Paterson to be viewed as a challenger to Tomioka Silk Mill's application ? 
 
1 – That city never had a single factory site to be compared to Tomioka silk mill with respect to its 
size or architectural values.  Paterson has preserved few monuments of its silk industry, and its 
values regarding an inscription on the World Heritage List could be evaluated only if starting from 
other points of view: i.e. the whole urban set of 19th century industries; or the remarkable location 
and hydraulic power of the Passaic River Falls. 
 
2 – The kind of products issued or of activities developed in the two places are quite different, since 
Paterson has specialized in the terminal steps of silk processing while Tomioka remained an 
outstanding representative of thread production, quite at the other end of the chain. 
 
3- The organization of industrial work has been quite different if not even frankly opposite from one 
place to the other: Tomioka, a representative of the modern type of industrialization, relying on big 
size units, strongly mechanized and gathering important numbers of wage earners; Paterson, 
characterized by smaller size businesses at an advanced technical  level, operating in combination 
with a kind of « craft industrial structure» and with domestic labour force, which had not yet 
attained the status of 'pre-industrial heritage'. 
 
4 – The cultural interaction with foreign countries has been fundamentally different in the two 
cases, the migration of men, technology, machinery or any other assets having developed in a 
radically original way in either case. Not to mention the peculiarities that existed on either side 
(Paterson / Tomioka) what touches the system of industrial social relations (which in the case of 
New Jersey has been qualified as 'fraternal paternalism') - nor the difference in architecture for 
industrial businesses, whatever it was about materials, style or use of the internal spaces. 
 

 
 
 

PART  THREE 
 

THE  CONTEXT  IN  ASIA 
 
 
 

 Japan has played a most important part in the introduction of the modern sciences of 
sericulture and of mechanization of silk reeling and silk weaving in Asia. Its main challenger in 
such a role might have been China, which in remote epochs had been the starting place for the 
dissemination of sericulture towards Japan, Korea, Indochina, and of the trade of silk fabrics to 
Tibet or Mongolia. – but it did not happen so.  According to a reverse trend, China in the second 
half of the 19th century has been in a position of passive receiver of techniques, while on the 
contrary Japan attained its position of world leadership, ranking among the industrial powers of the 
period, within a few decades. Paul Brunat might have become also the « mentor » of China in the 
modernization of silk work: on the contrary, he could not meet there the success which has made 
him the « hero » of Tomioka silk mill. 
 Nevertheless, it is important to investigate also the Chinese case in order to better outline the 
conditions of these two different evolutions in the Far East, and of the late modernization of the 
Chinese silk industry.  Anyway, the observation of China and Japan confirms the great vitality of the 
« archaic » technology in both countries. The good quality and low cost of the mulberry leaves, the 
careful breeding of the silkworms, the efficiency of the system of direct heating of the basins for 
drawing the silk from the cocoons allowed to produce, until the second half of the 19th century, big 
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quantities of raw silk at competitive prices. However, the « branching off » which happened at the 
end of the 19th century between the two cultures consists in the fact that, from the 1880s on, the 
great advances in silk drawing and reeling in Japan and the capacity to produce a mass of raw silk 
of a good quality are to be ascribed to a large number of small rural establishments which began to 
make use traditional techniques, materials and organisation of work combined with elements from a 
more advanced European technology. It is starting from such bases that Japan won within a short 
time the position of first provider of the United States of America regarding raw silk, and later its 
world leadership in the sector of silk.35 
 
  
   
CHINA  
 
 After thousands years of development, the Chinese silk industry in the 18th Century 
concentrated essentially in the regions of the lower Yangzi River, of the delta of Pearl River, of 
Sichuan basin and of the Yellow River valley.  The silk produced in the delta of Lake Tai was the 
most estimated owing to its excellent quality, being fine and immaculate.   
 The development of sericulture in the delta of Pearl River had narrow relationship with the 
active maritime trade, especially after the arrival of Portuguese ships in the early 16th century36.  
Situated in a sub-tropical region, the Cantonese bred polyvoltin silkworms (several breeding a year) 
which offered a silk of modest quality.  Nevertheless sericulture was practised in a larger region, 
where agriculture constituted an essential activity.  
      
  A long history of its production brought silk to be a product accessible for ordinary Chinese.  
There were different qualities of products, from the more luxury to the modest ones.  Aside the 
clothing usage, the silk was used in very wide domains in traditional China, such as book covers, 
musical instruments, arcs, etc.  There existed a huge domestic market for consuming Chinese silk 
production.  The Court and the imperial family constituted the essential customers for Chinese silk 
industry.37  
  
 In the late 19th and early 20th century,  many silk mills flourished by means of both foreign 
capital and domestic capital in Shanghai, namely. The industry reached its peak in 1930 when 111 
filatures existed there. Yet, by the end of the empire, the political situation in China became very 
unstable.  Also, because the filature needed huge capital for purchasing and stocking cocoons, the 
filature hiring system was created.: most filatures were renting factories and machines from the land 
owner instead of building their own factories. Neither the owner of filatures nor the contractors did  
pay attention to technical improvement.  Most of the filatures operated only occasionally. Such a 
fragile kind of take off is by no way comparable to the diffusion of a modern textile industry across  
Japan in the same epoch, under the initial incentive of a modernized government. 
 It is an original feature of the evolution of silk growing and manufacturing as a whole in 
China that the indigenous traditional structure was not wiped out by the brand new industrialisation 
from outside, rather surviving side by side. However, resistance to the mechanisation of silk 
industry has been in China the result of a specific peasant-style social and cultural structure, while 
in Japan a by-no-means less strong artisan structure proved to be able to compete on the modern 
silk market by skilfully integrating punctual borrowings from the Western technology into their own 
traditional know how. 
   
                                                 
35 Claudio ZANIER, « La sericoltura dell'Europa mediterranea dalla supremazia mondiale al tracollo: un    
capitolo della competizione economica tra Asia orientale ed Europa », Quaderni Storici 73, 1/1990, pp.7-54. 
36  For more details see MAU (Chuan-hui), « L’industrie de la soie à Canton », La revue du Musée des 
arts et métiers, fév. 2006, n° 45, pp. 4-15. 
37  Fan Jinmin, Jin Wen,  
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 Modern factories on the European model have been created by foreign investors in the 
Shanghai concessions as soon as 1861: but, in spite of the availability of a very low cost workforce,  
and of the lack of any social protection by law, they did not manage to take off, while indigenous 
only partly modernized businesses succeeded in maintaining a better position, even if being unable 
to balance the Japanese performances.  
 In 1861 a silk reeling was established  by J. Major from Jardine, Matheson & Co., from 
Britain, having 100 basins. The business ended in 1866. But in 1882 the same company established 
a new plant in Shanghai, having 200 filature machines when established, enlarged to a scale of 500 
machines and 1100 workers in the end of the 19th century. In 1888 again, a spinning and weaving 
factory was established, with a related dyeing factory. 
  In 1866 and 1868, two filatures with 10 and 6 basins appeared in Shanghai. They were 
settled respectively by French and Italian suppliers for showing their silk reeling equipment. Since 
they did not succeed in attracting Chinese interests, they transported their equipment to Japan38.    
 In 1877 Crasemann Hagen was established,  transformed in 1882 into a joint-venture of 
Germany and China. In 1892, it started to use steam engines. This was the first among several 
examples of an association of foreign and domestic capital. 
 In 1882 the British company Iveson & Co. established their reeling plant, having 200 filature 
machines and hundreds of workers. However in 1886 the filature was bought by Russell & Co., 
from the United States,  established since 1878 and having 400 machines and 1100 workers. At 
Russell and Co. the chief technical officer was Paul Brunat from France.  
  In the same year 1882 another French manufacture settled in Shanghai – the same that later 
was to purchase the Russell and Co mills (see below). 
  In 1891, a smaller British creation appeared. 
  In 1891, Russell & Co. went bankrupt: both mills were sold to French engineer Paul Brunat 
and  renamed Shanghai Silk Filature, Baochang, having 1300 machines. 
  In 1892 another American plant was installed , sold however to a Chinese company soon 
after having been established. 
  In  1893 two more creations respectively by France and by Germany still appeared. 
  During the 1890s however, in spite of the fact that several more big scale factories were 
created from German, British, American of French capital, having observed the unstable political 
situation in China and the increasing cocoon price, the Western contractors abandoned the filature 
investigation in Shanghai. In 1896, 29 filatures were recorded in Shanghai but only three functioned 
with Western capital. 
 
 The other pole of the very prosperous growing silk industry in that period was located in the  
Guangdong province. The number of filatures reached its peak in 1911 when there existed more 
than 100 filatures, most of them being located in two towns, Shunde and Nanhai. Yet, more than 80 
out of the 100 filatures were of a very small scale.  
 Well, Guangdong was home to the initiatives from the domestic capital. One of the filatures, 
that in Jichanglong, has stamped its name in the history. Established by Chen Qiyuan - a merchant 
who had learned the French silk reeling processes and the Chambon system -  in 1872, it was not 
only the first and the biggest filature in Guangdong at that time, but also famous for being the first 
filature to use steam engines. At the same time, the filature was regarded as a symbol of the 
development of domestic capital in China. In 1876 the silk quality produced by his filature obtained 
the appreciation of Western merchants.  In 1880 there existed 10 filatures in Canton with a total of 
2.400 basins.  In 1906 this kind of  filature reached the number of 176.   
 After a riot of the traditional artisans in 1881, Chen Qiyuan created a pedal silk reeling tour, 
which allowed to modify the quality of local silk production.  Simultaneous to the development of 
filature mills, some owners gathered more than 200 tours in their workshop. Then, inspired by Chen 
Qiyuan’s model, they introduced steam power for driving the tours.  This kind of manufactures 

                                                 
38  Silk, p. 70; Shitô Akira, p. 73.  
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continued to operate until the first half of the 20th Century.  
 
 
 
INDIA 

 
 In their tradition, Indians produced most silk from wild silkworms.  The yarn is more uneven 
and coarser than if silk is produced by Bombyx mori.  In the mid-17th Century, the East India 
Company called Italian sericulturists for the purpose of developing silk production in Bengal.  
During the first half of the 19th Century, the production was strongly increasing, but following the 
ravage by silkworm illnesses, the production was reduced by more than one half in the late 19th 
century. In the times of prosperity, exports towards London increased quickly and multiplied by ten 
between 1775 and 1867.  

Sericulture in India was practised mostly in the presidency of Bengal, in Punjab, Assam and 
the provinces situated in low-lying and high temperature regions where the silkworm breeding 
could reach six harvests of cocoons in a year.  Nevertheless these yellow or green cocoons were of a 
mediocre quality.  In Punjab and Cachemire, on the slopes of the Himalaya, the annual silkworm 
species of white or yellow cocoons were bred.  The main part of the cocoons were reeled according 
to the traditional way in the families of the sericulturists.  The rest was reeled in the great filatures 
settled by Europeans.   

The Chinese reeling methods were introduced there very lately39.  The traditional religious 
believes must have influenced the late introduction of advanced technology, which killed 
chrysalides during the silk reeling processes.  The treatment of cocoons by suffocation of the 
chrysalides by steam or by dry hot air must have provoked resistance on part of the Indians and 
consequently hindered the settlement of mechanical silk reeling mills.  While the French tried to put 
up silk filature mills in India during the second half of 19th Century, that was undertaken most by 
the Muslims40.  The Indian silk production was reduced from then on, while the quality was 
degraded. Nevertheless, that coincided with the growth of wild silk exportation and the 
development of waste silk spinning.   

 
Since the end of the 19th Century, the Karnataka and specifically the government of Mysore 

continued, above all during the years 1920-1930, an original strategy of development.  Both the 
silkworm breeding and the raw silk reeling were included among the improvement planning.  The 
first stages consisted in eradicating the silkworm illnesses in order to reduce silk imports.  Then the 
improvement in silk reeling processes was considered.  Some Japanese, then Italian experts were 
demanded for applying there the proved advanced techniques 41.  In 2002 India ranked second 
among the mulberry raw silk producers. Nevertheless the majority of silk is produced by traditional 
reeling tools; 5 % only is produced by multi-end silk reeling machines. Moreover, the domestic 
demand for raw silk is higher than the production, which makes India the largest importer of raw 
silk42.  

 
 
 

Other regions in Eastern and Southern Asia 
 

                                                 
39 Ibid., p. Idem 
40 For the history of silk industry, the Muslims played also an important role in the circulation of know how 
    and in the silk trade.   
41  Guetat-Bernard, pp. 25-26. 
42  KUMARESAN P., p. 4019. “Quality Silk Production: Some Economic Issues”, Economic and Political 

Weekly, vol. 37, N° 39 (Sept. 28-Oct. 4, 2002, p. 4019-4022. 
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 Sericulture developed in the Korea Peninsula and the Indochina Peninsula since several 
thousands years.  That is the result of early Chinese emigration and colonisation.  Nevertheless up 
to the late 20th Century they produced a silk of mediocre quality.   

The Indochina peninsula, situated in a sub-tropical geographical area, bred polyvoltin 
species of silkworms and benefited several harvests of cocoons in a year, up to four.  In the late 19th 
Century, 1 100 000 kg of raw silk were produced in Indochina: one million came from Tonkin;  
20 000 kg were produced in Annam, 40 000 kg in the Lower Cochinchina.  The later received the 
silk from Annam and Tonkin for export to Singapore, France and China.   
 Since the 16th century, the Malay Archipelago developed as a revolving area in the maritime 
trade in which the silk was one of the essential articles. In the late 16th Century, a Jesuit 
unsuccessfully tried to plant a Morus multicaulis that he carried from China. In the late 1780s, a 
Spanish colonial government encouraged sericulture in the provinces of Camarines (in the 
Philippines).  Nevertheless his efforts got ruined after his leaving43. 
  During the second half of the 19th Century, the French tried to set up mechanical filatures in 
their colonies on the peninsula.  During the 20th Century, the long period of military disturbances 
caused the disappearance of the tracks in the peninsula.  These last years, both the Vietnamese and 
the Cambodian government try to revive these traditional artisan activities.      

 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

 This general survey of silk production and silk industry around the world shows that the case 
of silk is exceptional if not unique in the history of civilizations. Indeed, silk has aroused over 
millenniums a widely diffused interest among a great number of social classes and political 
regimes, in quite all epochs and in all countries endowed with favourable climatic conditions or 
enjoying possibilities of acquisition of the raw material by trade. It has generated activities and 
incomes in rural societies as well as among urban workers and groups of economic interests, 
generally based on a remarkable divide of tasks which provides the historian with an exceptionally 
long-lasting example of proto-industrial organization of production.  
 
 Consequently, silk has induced an inter-continental « dialogue » and permanent challenge, 
both economic and cultural, touching altogether the conditions of mulberry tree growing, silk 
worms breeding, raw silk elaborating, thread processing in view of marketing a wide range of 
woven fabrics. In particular, the exchanges have concerned the two ends of the Euro-Asian 
continent. In the course of a centuries long go and return, several « landmarks » can easily be 
identified, corresponding to major technological events which happened in different places. What 
has to be determined at the end of that international comparison is: why does Tomioka silk mill 
deserve a special attention and why did it embody an outstanding step within the different stages of 
our so-called « dialogue », thus duly justifying its application for an inscription on the World 
Heritage List ? 
 
 Italy's prominent and durable role in Europe in technical innovation regarding reeling and 
re-reeling silk thread obviously started in Lucca with the first models of torcitoio. The second step 
took place in Bologna with the connection of that machine with hydraulic power. No site however 
can any longer assume the representation of that early progress in the case of Lucca.  
                                                 
43  HEDDE (Isidore), Description méthodique des produits divers recueillis dans un voyage en Chine et 

exposés par la Chambre de commerce de Saint-Étienne , Saint-Étienne, Imprimerie de Théolier Aîné, 
1848; - - « On the the Multicaulis or Mulberry Tree at Manila », Chinese repository, XV(11), nov. 1846, 
pp. 527-534.1846, pp. 529-530 ; 1848, p. 39. 
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 In Bologna, on the contrary, much interest has been devoted since a few decades by 
scientific research, conservation as well as local authorities or tour operators to the distribution 
system of hydraulic power in an urban built context, and to the setting of the machines inside a 
particular type of houses. But no initiative has appeared towards an official recognition of the 
universal value of Bologna's case at the eve of the modern era, in spite of the fact that, apart from 
the technical content, that city has played an important part in the spreading of an audacious 
industrial model (including its human aspects) in all regions of Northern Italy and elsewhere in 
Europe beyond the Alps. 
 In the course of a third phase, Savoia (Piedmont) took over the lead namely due to the 
intervention of the sovereigns, beginning end of the 16th century. This was the origin of an 
international leadership in the field of raw silk production and of the highest quality of thread. But 
also of a new model of factory and organization of work, combined with improvements in the 
technical array. Piedmont in the 17th-18th century has built an industrial network among which it 
could be perfectly acceptable to select one or several individuals (Caraglio, Racconigi) applying for 
the World Heritage List – even if Piedmont has more borrowed and improved than properly 
invented in the sphere of technology. Nonetheless, no nomination has surged from that so busy part 
of Italy, in spite of an intense scientific research activity in the Politecnico of Turin and of an 
interesting cultural policy of the Region Piedmont and of the Province of Turin44 to the advantage 
of industrial heritage of the pre-industrial times and its enhancement.  
 Anyway, the 18th century and the very first years of the 19th have seen the intrusion of 
Southern France on the quality raw silk market and in fine re-reeled thread production, while its 
inventors, from Vaucanson to Gensoul, were proposing to other countries – mainly Italy -  new 
machines and new processes which were of a revolutionary nature and opened on the modern / 
contemporary era of silk industry. This is not to minimize Piedmont long term influence, since the 
good old torcitoio remained in service until the beginning of the 20th century. Nevertheless, from 
that period on, France and Italy were standing at the top level as international models, and Italy was 
even borrowing from French technological novelties. Then, why not imagine a French rival 
application to the World Heritage List ? Just because – apart from a lack of interest at a narrow-
minded institutional level -  material remains are too poor to support such an application – for 
instance, impossible to imagine an application of the Aubenas royal manufacture where Jacques 
Vaucanson has been at work. 
 Let us come to the 19th century – a crucial period, just before the moment when Tomioka 
was built. Previous to the date of its construction, the main interest remained concentrated on the 
twin heroes of European silk industry – France and Italy.  
  
 What touches France, one could have imagined that some candidature might have emerged 
from the wide and all important region of influence of the mighty Lyons' « Fabrique ». 'Fabrique' of 
fabrics, which explains why we have not to deal with what is strictly connected with the powerful 
city of Lyons.  At the same time, the powerful silk producing and silk reeling area in Southern 
France remained, except for a few cases, working very late in the 19th century or even into the 
beginning of the 20th, in a majority of cases, within the framework of small or medium size 
businesses.  
 What touches Italy, despite the spirit of innovation of a new class of entrepreneurs in the 
north of the Peninsula and of the immersion of industry in a rural environment as rich in labour 
force as in raw material production, no phenomenon of industrial concentration can be cited in 
comparison with what happened in the case of wool and cotton industries. 
 And to end with, the other European centres in the same epoch did not stand on the same 
line of comparison with Tomioka since they were generally dedicated to the making of specific silk 
items or meeting the demand from a particular classes of customers.   

                                                 
44 See Walter GIULIANO, « Quindici anni di Ecomusei e Cultura materiale. La Provincia di Torino tra 

teoria e pratica….. », in Patrimoine de l'industrie / Industrial Patrimony, n° 21, 2009/1; pp.81-94. 
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 The conclusions are:  

1) that the context of the take-off and success in Tomioka has been the one-of-a-kind in the 
world around 1870 and has been the key to a dramatic change of balance in the international 
geography and on the international market of raw silk and the whole range of its derived 
productions; 

2) that such events have been the result of the existence, in the Japan of the first years of the 
Meiji era, of a convergence of several  conditions which was not achieved in any other 
country, including the rest of Eastern Asia: 

 1 -  the intervention of the sovereign, whatever was its institutional shape. It has been true 
with the Byzantine Empire, the Normans in Sicily, the mighty Italian cities of the Middle Ages, the 
French Monarchy and after, China to be sure but not always successfully. Japan's state authority has 
been helpful in the beginnings of the Meiji era. 
 2  -  the direct contacts with more advanced countries in the concerned field: Paul Brunat, a 
man whose biography has never been written and probably will never be, most unfortunately. 
 3  -  the strong rural/artisan/industrial tradition and the quality of the trees and the worms in 
Japan and, more particularly, in the Gunma prefecture where the foundation of a new kind of mill 
was located. 
 4  -  a cultural open-mind context in which an acute attention to foreign novelties of any 
kind was not in contradiction with the ability to improve and maintain different ways of working, 
inherited from the past. That is to say, the capacity of creating a new technological culture 
characterized by a selective assimilation instead of a conflict rigidity.  
 The monument in Tomioka, of which stupendous architectonic appearances and structure as 
well as historical evolution and driving role are clearly illustrating that context and embodying a 
turning point in silk history at a world level, has no extant rival in any country regarding the epoch. 
Maybe Caraglio castle might be as significant, yet for a much earlier period...Definitely the mill 
deserves its place on a World Heritage List, in its quality of the only place where, in a determined 
chronological context and under to its impulse, a new start has been initiated in the silk industrial 
branch in terms of local development organized around an original cultural landscape, in terms of a 
driving role at the level of the national economic growth, in terms of organizing a new industrial 
divide at the world scale regarding one of the most coveted renewable resources of the planet: silk. 
 
 

KOINETWORK'S  TEAM 
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Koinetwork g.e.i.e, comparative study report 
 
SILK  MILLS  SITES  IN  ITALY  AND  FRANCE:  preservation, physical condition 
an answer to the questions from the Japanese experts (7 June 2010)  
 
 
French sites 
 
 France enjoys an administrative structure for the management of cultural goods dating 
back to a fundamental law of 1913, which all the XXth century long has been developed and 
detailed. There  are clearly two levels of safeguard: inscription (registration) by care of the 
regions and the prefects; classement (declaration of interest at the national level) by care of a 
central state Commission for Historic Monuments and the Heritage Division of the Ministry 
of Culture (the latter being a creation  of the second half of the XXth century). Safeguard is 
much stronger and safer and public financing of maintenance or restoration much more 
important in the second case (access to classement being reserved to a very limited number  of 
sites, severely selected ones). Industrial heritage has got to win consideration mainly since the 
end of the seventies of the past century. 
   
 Nevertheless, in the field of silk industrial heritage there are only a very few 
protections to be mentioned in the two main areas of southern France concerned by that kind 
of patrimony: 
 
Jujurieux :  Claude-Joseph Bonnet's  factory (Region  Rhône-Alpes, department of Ain) 
 Protection: 2003 
 
Chatte : « moulinage » La Galicière (Region Rhône-Alpes,  department of Isère) 
Protection : 2004 
  
Saint-Siméon de Bressieux : factory–boarding house (Region Rhône-Alpes,  department of Isère) 
Protection : 1990 
  
Tarare : « moulinage » J.B. Martin (Region Rhône-Alpes, department of Rhône) 
Protection : 1987 
  
Saint-Jean-du-Gard : « filature » Maison-Rouge (Region Languedoc-Roussillon, department of 
Gard)  
Protection : 2003 
  
Tours : Trois-Tours factory, called Le Manach (Region Centre, department of Indre-et-Loire) 
Protection 1999 (please note that it is another kind of technical activity) 
 
 One is questioning the reasons why two other sites have not been inscribed; those of 
Le Mazel  and  Laroque (Region Languedoc-Roussillon, department of Gard) of which 
architecture, physical condition and value for the demonstration of the organisation of silk 
processing are of an exceptional value. 
  
 
Italian sites 
 
 It must be underlined, first of all, that it is very often difficult to know the degree of 
protection enjoyed by a monument of industrial heritage in Italy, since there is no clear 
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specific legislation on that matter: protection is in the hands of local administrations and 
regional authorities. A positive aspect is to be found in the active role of “initiatives from 
below”, which are expressing an authentic will, from often small groups of citizens, and also 
from some town councils, of a “re-appropriation” of their heritage – a very promising turn of 
mind, very able to compensate the lack of action from higher levels..  

 

 

REGION  VENETO (of Venice) 

 A good example of the above mentioned kind of procedure is to be found in different 
places of the Region Veneto [Reference book: Franco MANCUSO, Archeologia industriale del 
Veneto]. 

 The Filanda di Salzano (Province of Venice, close to Mestre), active since 1872 was 
closed down in the 1950s. It has been among the most important factories for drawing raw 
silk in the Veneto, employing up to 250 workers. In 1979 the Municipality purchased it. In the 
recent years Negli ultimi anni, the local administration has promoted a series of initiatives 
aiming at rehabilitating and reusing that complex, Since its closing it had fallen into a 
condtion of deep decay, being anyway of a poor constructive quality. 

 In Vittorio Veneto (Province of Treviso), the Filanda Banfi, in the densely 
industrialized valley of river Meschio, is at present owned by the city of Vittorio Veneto, and 
has enjoyed since the 1990s a re-structuring for the purpose of welcoming craftsmen a,d 
cultural activities.  

 The Filanda Motta, in Campocroce, a township of Miraro (Province of Venice) was 
closed down in 1959. Thirty years later, in 1989, the new owners have boldly initiated a 
programme of restoration of its vast buildings, which had been more or less abandeoned in the 
meantime. The refurbished areas were very soon occupied by various professional activities 
and in 1992 the vast and fascinating structure welcomed a first exhibition. 
 The re-structuring in progress has fostered an enthusiastic spirit of cooperation 
between the new occupants of the premises, and given birth to a friendly feeling of identity 
among the inhabitants of what is quite a small neighbourhood.. A cultural association is busy 
with organizing events, shows and exhibits of a very unusual kind.  
  
 In Susegana (river Piave mid-valley), a small provincial town of some 11.000 
inhabitants, one can see in the quartier of Colalto the  ruins of an ancient filanda, now in a 
phase or safeguard and restoration.
 

 

REGION  PIEDMONT 

(Provinces of Turin and Cuneo) 

 The situation of the heritage linked to silk industry is these areas is truly 
unsatisfactory.. The history of silk industry in a region which has been crucial to the 
European-wide diffusion of technical progress had been thoroughly investigated by 
researchers of the Politecnico di Torin since the end of the seventies of the past century, 
namely by Prof. Patrizia Chierici and Laura Palmucci. Thanks to those preliminary studies 
and the correlative publications, Piedmont should have become the backbone of the 
European Council's silk route in Italy.  
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 Unfortunately the scholars in Turin have not been heard at by the representatives of 
economic interests (mainly real estate interests) who had no respect for the high cultural and 
historical national and international value of that heritage. Many complexes have become 
places deprived of any historical memory, filled by any kind of business or housing 
development.  

 In the province of Cuneo , in particular, a radical transformation of the capital city (a 
major market-city for raw silk production) has purely and simply erased the testimonies of the 
XVIIIth century factories formerly located along river Stura. In Cavallerleone the owners are 
conserving, with much care and in the midst of many difficulties, an impresive built complex 
dating back to the XVIIIth-XIXth centuries, protected by the Superintendence of cultural 
goods but completely ignored by the local political power. There is a forecast of progressive 
and silent death for the whole of that silk industrial heritage. [see issue n° 23 of Patrimoine de 
l'industrie / Industrial Patrimony, to appear beginning of next July]. 

 Fortunately, the site of Caraglio (Province of Cuneo) has been subject to a successful 
intervention of Piedmont's Superintendence, and has benefitted of a brilliant restoration which 
pays tribute to its architectural beauty and inner technical organisation. Things however did 
not go so far as to emerge into an application for the World Heritage List, which might have 
been perfectly justifiable. 

 Conversely, in the Racconigi pole of Piedmont's silk industry in the XVIIth through 
XIXth centuries, several mills are either abandoned or taken over for economic reuses 
deprived of any connection with their history, while they are bearing testimony to a pre-
industrial model of organisation of the work and of its spaces which constitutes an exceptional 
rarity. 

 

REGION  LOMBARDY  

 This region, as has been underlined in the international comparison for Tomioka, has 
experienced since the 1820s, with a peak around 1850 and a late new leap forward after 1870, 
a kind of take-off which can be paralleled with the one enjoyed by Piedmont in the XVIIth-
XVIIIth centuries. This is particularly to be observed in the province of Lecco, where early in 
the XIXth century filande, and filatoi to a lesser extent, could be numbered by hundreds and 
offered jobs opportunities to several dozen thousands persons. Starting in the 1830s the 
Gensoul technology was adopted, while the industrial growth was driven by famous families 
like the Bovara and the Gavazzi, or by Swiss immigrant businessmen but also  supported by a 
lot of smaller size businesses. 

 Today, many of the surviving industrial buildings have undergone restructuring 
operations mainly for the purpose of offering apartment, so that the resulting alterations have 
rendered undecipherable the former industrial signs of their identity. In spite, however, of that 
regrettable evolution (which is shared by other Italian regions, and not only Italian !!), some 
of the most renowned factories in the northern provinces of Lombardy have preserved their 
aspect and are maintaining carefully the memory, both human and technical, of centuries old 
skills dedicated to silk processing. That relatively favourable cultural conjunction is due to 
actions from a handful of entrepreneurs families, from some municipalities, from the 
Superintendence. Nevertheless, the successes obtained always remain fragile, permanently 
threatened by possible crises. 

 Attention has been especially borne to the historical re-reeling machinery. The most 
important silk museum has been created in Como, in a didactic and economic perspective, 
however Como is the city of weaving and fabrics, not the cradle to silk thread of a high 
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standard. 

 

 

REGION  EMILIA – ROMAGNA 

 Clearly that region is out of the scope of the international comparison since the capital 
city of Bologna, the « turntable » of silk re-reeling technology from the XVIth to the XVIIIth 
centuries, has developed its activity in conformity with a unique kind of spatial and technical 
pattern for silk processing which is completely alien to the model of the early modern 
factories. 

 In Bologna, « the city of the hidden waters » as writes the specialist Massimo Tozzi 
Fontana,  the main archaeological interest lies in the survival of a network of urban canals 
distributing the water from river Reno into a secondary network of small underground 
channels  by means of which the water power was brought to the basement of multistorey 
houses equipped with the famous cylindrical filatoi alla bolognese.The whole economic and 
social system of which Bologna was the head has been investigated and systematized by the 
researches of Prof. Carlo Poni, professor (emeritus) at the University of that city, one of the 
promoters of the « doctrine » of an early industrial revolution in Italy. This is another problem.  

[Nothing to be mentioned in Tuscany] 

  

MEZZOGIORNO 

 Regarding the southern part of the Italian peninsula, there are a number of derelict silk 
mills of the 19th-20th centuries along the coast of Calabria, however they have never enjoyed 
any consideration nor protection on the part of  the regional cultural authorities (the 
Soprintendenze),  A survey made in 1990 has concerned 35 filande, i.e. not all of them, in a 
time when they were already in a miserable material condition, even if sometimes still 
preserving their machinery.  
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Existing Condition of Historic Silk Reeling Mills in China 
Are there any historic silk reeling mills comparable to Tomioka Silk Mill 

 that remain and are preserved as cultural properties in China? 
 

January, 2011 
Japan Cultural Heritage Consultancy (JCHC) 

1 Objective 
Verify and determine whether any remains of historic silk reeling factories comparable to Tomioka 
Silk Mill still remains in China. 
 
2. Background 
2.1. Technological transfer from Europe to Asia 
Since 1810 the European silk reeling industries developed rapidly, but from the 1840s, the spreads of 
pebrine epidemics of silkworms devastated European silk production, which forced people to look 
for an alternative suppliers: China and Japan in particular. The European mechanical reeling 
technology, developed mainly in France and Italy, was first introduced to East Asia in the 1860s. 
 
2.2. Situation in China 
Marking the end of the First Opium War, the Treaty of Nanking signed in 1842 opened the port of 
Shanghai and made way for dramatic change in the appearance and role of the city. Foreign 
concessions were established, and Shanghai became the exclusive territory in China where 
international business and trade was allowed. It wasn't until the founding of the People's Republic of 
China in 1949 was this changed. (Refer to the map in 6. illustrations) Thus, mechanical silk-reeling 
industry of modern China was centered in Shanghai, and the first machine filature was built by the 
British capital of Jardine Matteson Company in 1861. Since then, numbers of reeling mills were 
built with various European capitals in succession. 
 
2.3. Situation in Japan 
Tomioka Silk Mill was built in Japan in 1872 as a model factory for advanced silk-reeling that 
helped raise the country’s industry to the world’s top levels. The Tomioka Silk Milli's significance 
can be described and detailed in the nomination dossier, which can be noted in the following key 
points;  

- One of the first examples of an Asian silk mill that made use of European mechanical reeling 
technology 
- Continuously used as a reeling mill for 115 years 
- Excellent existing condition with documented authenticity 

 
3 Methodologies 
3.1. Investigate existing conditions of the first generation reeling factories in Shanghai 
3.1.1. Identify the first generation factories 
Considering the above mentioned historical background, the first generation factories using 
European mechanical reeling technology in China can be compared to the Tomioka Silk Mill to 
analyze distinguishable similarities. Therefore, we have referenced several literature/materials, 
including web-publication by the Office of Shanghai Chronicles, to identify the first generation 
factories.  
 
3.1.2. Following up these factories on current maps. 
We looked at whether the factories on the obtained list exist today; and, if so, in what condition they 
remain. We used Google Map, and other current maps to compare with more historical maps of the 
Shanghai territories. 
 
3.2. Review the list of cultural relic survey for Shanghai  
Assuming that historical and cultural values of old factories are recognized by Chinese governmental 
authorities, if any of these factories are left intact, we consulted the list of recognized Chinese 
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cultural relics. Furthermore, we reviewed publications specialized in the industrial heritage of 
Shanghai, since the industrial heritage as a cultural property is a relatively new concept among 
Chinese cultural protection administration. 
 
3.2.1 Chinese cultural relics: National level and Shanghai city level  
Chinese national protection units are largely identified in the following six categories: ancient 
monuments, ancient tombs, ancient buildings, cave temples and stone carvings, and modern and 
contemporary architectural importance. 19th century historical factories would be categorized as 
modern and contemporary architectural importance. For the reference we consulted the web site of 
State Administration of Cultural Heritage (SACH) and its official links. 
 
In order to verify the cultural relics in Shanghai, we consulted a list compiled by the Shanghai city 
cultural conservation department. 
 
3.2.2 Industrial Heritage 
Three comprehensive cultural relic surveys have been conducted in China; the first in 1956, the 
second in 1981-1985, and the third in 2007-2011. Pursuant to the national project, a survey of 
Shanghai took place from April of 2007 through November of 2011. According to the recent most 
extensive survey results, generally known as the Third National Cultural Relics Survey, there are 
4,422 recognized properties in Shanghai, including 3,266 contemporary architecture of importance. 
 
As a part of the Third survey, two publications specialized in the industrial heritage of Shanghai. 
Two monographs entitled “上海工業遺産実録”(Records of Industrial Heritage in Shanghai), and 
“上海工業遺産新選”(New Selection of Industrial Heritage in Shanghai),” were published to 
introduce and promote industrial heritage in Shanghai as a cultural heritage. These books were both 
published as a part of a survey completed in April of 2009. Each book is officially acknowledged by 
the Shanghai Administration of Cultural Heritage and lists more than 200 industrial heritage remains. 
 
3.3 Field survey and interview 
In the capacity of professionals in the field of preservation of cultural heritage, we conducted a field 
survey in March 2010 in order to verify the present condition of silk reeling factories in Shanghai, 
Suzhou and Zeijiang. During the survey, we also have consulted with several specialists of history of 
silk, international conservation administration and cultural heritage training in Shanghai, president of 
an existing silk mill, and a modern archaeologist. 
 
4 Research results 
4.1 First generation factories 
4.1.1 Identify first generation factories 
Although discrepancies exist in various records in built year and names of the factories at that time, 
the following two lists are considerably informative and reliable as the first generation silk mills in 
China relative to European machine reeling technology. The Ewo related silk mills (British) and 
Baochang (France) related silk mills are particularly relevant to Tomioka Silk Mill because of their 
establishment timing and involvement of Paul Brunat,  
 
Chinese filatures in the 1880s and 1890 

Name of the Filature 
Time of 

Establishment 
Address 

Number of 
basins 

Number of 
workers 

怡和 Yihe(Ewo)(Britain) 1882 新闸 Xinzha 450 1300 

宝昌 Baochang(France) 1891 垃圾桥 Lajiqiao 444 1300 

宝昌 Baochang(France) 1891 里虹口 Lihongkou 406 550 

瑞纶 Ruilun(Germany) 1894 虹口 Hongkong 200 600 

公和永 Gongyonghe 1881 新闸 Xinzha 380 1000 
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裕成 Yucheng 1886 新闸 Xinzha 210 400 

延昌恒 Yanchagnheng 1890 垃圾桥 Lajiqiao 220 300 

纶华 Lunhua 1892 唐家弄 Tangjianong 500 1300 

锦华 Jinhua 1892 新闸 Xinzha 150 400 

新祥 Xinxiang 1892 杨树浦 Yanghshupu 416 850 

信昌 Xinchang 1893 梵皇渡 Fanhuangdu 450 800 

乾康 Qiankang 1894 石子街 Shizijie 250 800 

Reference: 
The Office of Shanghai Chronicles (the official government record of local history of Shanghai) 
Available at: http://www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node73818/node73826/node73875/index.html [Accessed 2 
November 2009 ] 
 
 
 
Foreign Capital Filatures in China 1861‐1894 

Name of Filature 
Countr

y of 
Capital 

Time of 
Establishme

nt 
Location General Situation 

纺丝局 

Silk Reeling 
Establishment 

Britain 1861 Shanghai 
Established by J. Major from Jardine, Matheson & 
Co., (怡和洋行), having 100 basins. 
The business ended in 1866. 

缫丝局 
Saosi Ju 

France 1866 Shanghai 
Having 10 basins. 
Moved to Japan after several months of experimental 
operation. 

烟台缫丝局 
Crasemann 
Hagen 

Germa
ny 

1877 Yantai 

Having 200 hand-operated basins when established.  
In 1882, transformed into a joint-venture of Germany 
and China.  
In 1892, started to use steam engines. 

旗昌丝厂 
Kee Chong 
Silk Filature 

United 
States 

1878 Shanghai 

Established by American company Russell & Co.(旗
昌洋行) 
Having 400 basins when established, enlarged to a 
scale of 400 machines an 1100 workers after several 
years. 
In 1891, sold to Paul Brunat (France), renamed as 
Shanghai Silk Filature. 

公平丝厂 
Lveson co. 

Britain 1882 Shanghai Having 200 basins and hundreds of workers. 

怡和丝厂 
Ewo Silk Filature 

Britain 1882 Shanghai 

Established by British company Jardine, Matheson & 
Co., (怡和洋行). 
Having 200 basins when established, with an 
investment of 500 thousand liang in the end of the 19th 
century, enlarged to a scale of 500 machines and 1100 
workers. 

怡和丝头厂 
Ewo Silk 
Spinning 
Wearing, and 
Dyeing Co.  

Britain 1888 Shanghai 
Established by Jardine, Matheson & Co., (怡和洋行) .
A related factory of Ewo Silk Filature, functioned to 
clean the waste silk. 

宝昌丝厂 
Shanghai Silk 
Filature 

France 1891 Shanghai Former Kee Chong Silk Filature, having 1100 basins. 

纶昌丝厂 
Lun Chong Silk 
Filature 

Britain 1891 Shanghai 
Having 188 basins, 250 workers and a capital of 200 
thousand liang. 
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乾康(Qiankang)
丝厂 
 

United 
States 

1892 Shanghai 
Having 280 basins. 
Sold to Chinese company soon after established. 

信昌丝厂 
Sin Chong Silk 
Filature Co. 

France 1893 Shanghai 
Having 530 basins, about 1000 workers and a capital 
of 530 thousand liang. 

瑞纶(Ruilun) 
丝厂 
 

Germa
ny 

1893 Shanghai 
Having 480 basins, about 1000 workers and a capital 
of 480 thousand liang. 

Reference: 
汪敬虞 (Wang, Jingyu) ed., 1962. 中国近代工業史資料集 (Sourcebook on the History of Modern Industry in 
China)  

 
4.1.2 Following up those factories on current maps. 
As a result, no factories were found by following up the current maps, but we concluded that it was not 
viable enough method for verification. 
 
Generally speaking, old official record of address listing prior to 1949 is no longer available in China. 
Cross referencing a site with historical maps or documentation to current maps is the possible way to 
confirm what used to be built and what it is now, except for verifying each site by site physically. 
 
The owner of EWO factories, a giant British trading enterprise Jardine, Matheson & Co., expanded their 
businesses throughout in Shanghai including both cotton spinning and silk reeling. A record indicated that 
eventually they kept their cotton production longer. The name EWO can be traced on the historical maps 
fairly easily, but it is difficult to verify which factory site used to be for EWO’s cotton production and 
which site used to be for silk production. Baochang factory’s alleged site address could also be traced to 
the current Google Map, but no factory is in presence. Kee Chong Silk Filature (USA)’s office building is 
the same situation. 
 
According to the information available on the internet, none of the first generation factories on the list is 
currently operating as a silk reeling factory. There is, however, no record can verify an abandoned factory 
building and/or is presently used for different purpose.  
 
4.2 Factories listed as cultural relics 
4.2.1 National and Shanghai city level cultural protection unit 
In Shanghai, there are total of 19 nationally protected cultural relics as of July 2012, two of which are of 
modern and contemporary architectural importance. The Shanghai General Post Office building built 
in 1924, and a group of architecturally important buildings during the modern period known as the Bund 
complex in Shanghai (1906-1937). The Bund complex forms a district that encompasses iconic historical 
buildings of the modern period clustered along the Whangpoo River. Included in this district, the Jardine 
Matheson Building, located at 27 Bund (previously known as the E.W.O building) was built in 1920. 
Jardine Matheson, mentioned briefly earlier, was a British trading company that was influential 
throughout East Asia in the late 19th century. This company was the owner of Shanghai’s first modern 
reeling mill built in 1861with 100 basins, as well as the EWO silk reeling mill built in 1882 with 450 
basins. While this building served as administrative offices and headquarters for Jardine Matheson at the 
time, there was never a reeling mill at this location. This is the closest connection to a modern silk 
production facility among the nationally protected cultural properties in China. It is confirmed that there 
is no existing factory considered to be of national importance for protection in Shanghai. 
 
According to the list “Heritage Architecture under the Protection of Shanghai Municipality” 
163 items are identified as Shanghai city monuments and sites for protection. The city also publishes the 
list of modern and contemporary sites or monuments worthy of protection. This list includes 117 items 
recognized as their importance contributing to the founding of the modern China. Unlike other cities in 
China, Shaghai has high proportion of cultural properties relevant to modern times. However, no historic 
factory is on among these 163 protected items.１  
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4.2.2 Industrial heritage 
In the recent article appeared in Industrial Patrimony No.27 “Industrial Heritage in Shanghai – Past, 
Current Status and Future Direction,” Yi-Fann Yu states that 3 architectural monuments are of industrial 
heritage value protected by Shanghai municipal level. Additionally 17 sites are under city-district level 
protection and 25 buildings are registered as Immovable Cultural Relics of city-district. Although Yu feels 
Shanghai has unusually large distribution of still remaining significant industrial heritage sites, 
“preservation and reuse of industrial heritage …still falls short of expectation,” ２ 
 
Yu must have been a part of the survey team which made contributions to the publication of two 
monographs mentioned earlier,「上海工業遺産実録」and 「上海工業遺産新選. These books were 
both interim survey outcome that was a part of The Third national cultural census mentioned above. The 
following table presents items relevant either to foreign capital factories and/or silk reeling industry. The 
closest and most significant factory remnants remaining are EWO Cotton Spinning & Weaving Co., Ltd. 
This belongs to the historic cotton industry and the interior of the factory is mostly gone according to the 
survey result. Present ownership of the premises is not confirmed.  
 
As a result, out of 290 industrial heritage properties of importance listed in the 「上海工業遺産実録」, 
13 relics are considered to be facilities related to silk industry with foreign relations. Ewo factory remnant 
is possibly the most comparable site, but the factory remnant seems to be abandoned for a while and 
systems and machinery represent factory function scarcely left.  
 
 
 
Foreign capital industrial Heritage remained and surveyed under the Third Cultural Census 

Chinese Name name Page List Built in 

旗昌洋行旧址 Bandinel & Co. 1 61 1846 

日商大純紗廠旧址 
The Sheng Cheong Cotton Cloth and Yarn 
Co. 

20 231 1895 

英商怡和紗廠旧址 
Ewo Cotton Spinning & Weaving co., Ltd. 
Residence 

22 232 1896 

日商上海紗廠職員住宅 (no English Name) 235 1902 

楊樹浦紗廠旧址 Yangtszepoo Cotton Mill 82 237 1915 

日内外綿株式会社澳門路

職員住宅 
Staff Residences of Naigai Wata Kabushiki 
Kaisha at Aomen Road 

98 198 1920 

日商東華紗廠旧址 Tokwa Cotton Spinning Co. Ltd. 100 239 1920 

裕豊紡織株式会社旧址 Yu Foong Mill 124 241 1921 

日商公大第一紗廠旧址 No.1 Cotton Mill of S hai silk spining co. 110 243 1921 

大通紗廠旧址 Dah Tung Cotton Mill 94 12 1922 

華紡宿社 
Dormitories of Japan-China Spining & 
Weaving Co., Ltd. 

155 124 1928 

密豊絨線廠旧址 
The Knitting Yarn Mill of Patons and 
Baldwins Ltd. 

204 256 1934 

同興紗廠工房及大班住宅

旧址 
Dortmitories and Tai Pan s Residences of 
Dong Shing Spinning & Weaving Co., Ltd. 

88 250 1928~1932 

 
One of the Chinese owned historic silk reeling mill originally built in 1874 and located on Wanhangdu 
Road was surveyed and recognized as Historic Architecture of Modern Heritage in Shanghai. (This 
survey is different from Heritage Architecture under the Protection of Shanghai Municipality.) The”上海

工業遺産実録”mentions that the mill is the earliest silk processing industry in Shanghai. The mill is 
now converted into commercial complex called “Creative Industrial Park of Reeling Mill”. 
 
4.3 Field survey and Interview result 
We have consulted Dr. Zhang, Yanhua of the World Heritage Institute of Training and Research for the 
Asia and Pacific Region, under the auspices of a UNESCO training program in the East Asian Region, 
located in Tongji University. Dr. Zhang confirmed that the Wanhangdu reeling mill is the only factory 
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with cultural heritage recognition that is located in Shanghai. The survey team visited the site to confirm 
the current condition. The factory was built by a Chinese merchant from Huzhou. Today, it is used as 
commercial complex and various alterations have been made to both the exterior and interior of the 
historic building. Some supposedly original architectural features were left, but no records to track the 
history of interventions to the complex at this time. From the interviews during the field survey many 
there was a No machinery that was used for silk production remains.  
 
In reference to continuously running historic silk reeling factories, in Shanghai, Hangzhou and Zeijiang 
area, we consulted Dr. Zhau, a director of the National Silk Museum in Hangzhou, and an author of a 
large volume compilation of The General History of Chinese Silk.３  Dr. Zhau introduced us to an 
operating mill named Misai Factory, located in Changan village and built in 1921 by the Japanese. 
According to Dr. Zhau, the only large scale machine-reeling factory existing from the pre-war period in 
the area is this Misai Factory.   
 
5 Conclusion 
 
1) There is no historic silk reeling mill that is protected as national or regional cultural properties in China. 
2) No confirmation was made that the first generation silk mills (established in the 19th century) using 
European machine reeling technology in Shanghai, meaning in China remain regardless of protection 
status. 
3) Wanhangdu Silk Reeling Mill is the only historic heritage recognized as cultural property worthy of 
protection in Shanghai. Buildings left are mostly of the part built after 1910 and are now substantially 
converted to accommodate present use. 
 
6 Reference (not listed on Chapter 7 of the nomination dossier) 
 

Rea's Far Eastern Manual, 1922, China Section pp137-146 

Soda, Saburo. Chugoku ni okeru kindai seishigyo no tenkai. Rekishigaku Kenkyu 489, 19810215.  Aoki 

Shoten. pp27-41 

YU, Yi-Fann, Industrial Heritage in Shanghai-Past, Current Status and Future Direction, Industrial 

Patrimony No.27. 49-55. 2012 

Zanier, Claudio, Pre-Modern European Silk Technology and East Asia: Who Imported What?, Textiles in 

the Pacific., 1500-1900. Ashgate Variorum, Aldershot, 2005. pp105-189. 

 

Plan of Shanghai - based on a 1935 map  
Source maps Author(s) War Office, Geographic sectionYear1944/ Virtual Shanghai 
Library of Congress - Map Division [China - Shanghai (city) 1944] 
http://www.virtualshanghai.net/Asset/Preview/vcMap_ID-136_No-1.jpeg 
 
http://www.geocities.co.jp/SilkRoad-Forest/1429/colo/shanghai.html 
(Shanghai Kyodo Sokai Koubukyoku Nenpo 1939) 
 
                                                        
１ Source: Shanghai Municipal Administration of Historic Culture website 
http://wgj.sh.gov.cn/wgj/node1257/node1263/u1a75541.html [Accessed July 30, 2012] 
２ YU, Yi-Fann, Industrial Heritage in Shanghai-Past, Current Status and Future Direction, Industrial Patrimony 
No.27. 49-55. 2012  
３ Dr. Zhau Feng 2005 The General History of Chinese Silk, Sochouw University Press 
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Chinese filatures during 1860s to the end of the 19th century 
Chinese filatures during 1860s to the end of the 19th century 

Name of the Filature 
Time of 

Establishment
Address 

Number of 

basins 

Number of

workers 

怡和 Yihe(Ewo)(Britain) 1882 新闸 Xinzha 450 1300 

宝昌 Baochang(France) 1891 垃圾桥 Lajiqiao 444 1300 

宝昌 Baochang(France) 1891 里虹口 Lihongkou 406 550 

瑞纶 Ruilun(Germany) 1894 虹口 Hongkong 200 600 

公和永 Gongyonghe 1881 新闸 Xinzha 380 1000 

裕成 Yucheng 1886 新闸 Xinzha 210 400 

延昌恒 Yanchagnheng 1890 垃圾桥 Lajiqiao 220 300 

纶华 Lunhua 1892 唐家弄 Tangjianong 500 1300 

锦华 Jinhua 1892 新闸 Xinzha 150 400 

新祥 Xinxiang 1892 杨树浦 Yanghshupu 416 850 

信昌 Xinchang 1893 梵皇渡 Fanhuangdu 450 800 

乾康 Qiankang 1894 石子街 Shizijie 250 800 

 

Reference: 
The Office of Shanghai Chronicles (the official local history log site made by government  
of Shanghai) [online] Available at: http://www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node73818/node73826/node73875/
index.html [Accessed 2 November 2009 ] 

 

Statistic of Foreign Capital Filatures in China 1861‐1894 

Name of Filature 

Country 

of 

Capital 

Time of 

Establishment
Location General Situation 

纺丝局 

Silk Reeling 

Establishment 

Britain 1861 Shanghai 

Established by J. Major from 

Jardine, Matheson & Co., (怡和

洋行) , having 100 basins. 

The business ended in 1866. 

缫丝局 

Saosi Ju 
France 1866 Shanghai 

Having 10 basins. 

Moved to Japan after several 

months of experimental 

operation. 

烟台缫丝局 

Crasemann 

Hagen 

Germany 1877 Yantai 

Having 200 hand-operated 

basins when established.  

In 1882, transformed into a 

joint-venture of Germany and 

China.  

In 1892, started to use steam 

engines. 
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旗昌丝厂 

Kee Chong 

Silk Filature 

United 

States 
1878 Shanghai 

Established by American 

company Russell & Co.(旗昌洋

行) 

Having 400 basins when 

established, enlarged to a scale 

of 400 machines an 1100 

workers after several years. 

In 1891, sold to Paul Brunat 

(France), renamed as Shanghai 

Silk Filature. 

公平丝厂 

Lveson co. 
Britain 1882 Shanghai 

Having 200 basins and hundreds 

of workers. 

怡和丝厂 

Ewo Silk Filature 
Britain 1882 Shanghai 

Established by British company 

Jardine, Matheson & Co., (怡和

洋行) . 

having 200 basins when 

established, with a investment 

of 500 thousand liang in the end 

of the 19th century, enlarged to 

a scale of 500 machines and 

1100 workers. 

怡和丝头厂 

Ewo Silk Spinning 

Wearing, and 

Dyeing Co.  

Britain 1888 Shanghai 

Established by Jardine, 

Matheson & Co., (怡和洋行) . 

A related factory of Ewo Silk 

Filature, functioned to clean the 

abandoned silk. 

宝昌丝厂 

Shanghai Silk 

Filature 

France 1891 Shanghai 
Former Kee Chong Silk 

Filature, having 1100 basins. 

纶昌丝厂 

Lun Chong Silk 

Filature 

Britain 1891 Shanghai 

Having 188 basins, 250 workers 

and a capital of 200 thousand 

liang. 

乾康(Qiankang)丝厂

 

United 

States 
1892 Shanghai 

Having 280 basins. 

Sold to Chinese company soon 

after established. 

信昌丝厂 

Sin Chong Silk 

Filature Co. 

France 1893 Shanghai 

Having 530 basins, about 1000 

workers and a capital of 530 

thousand liang. 

瑞纶(Ruilun)丝厂 

 
Germany 1893 Shanghai 

Having 480 basins, about 1000 

workers and a capital of 480 

thousand liang. 

 

Reference: 
汪敬虞 (Wang, Jingyu) ed., 1962. 中国近代工業史資料集 (Sourcebook on the history of modern industry in 
China) 
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Cold storage (fu‐ketsu)  current conditions survey
Cold storage (fu‐ketsu)  with man‐made stone wall and upper building

No. Name of Fu‐ketsu Location Storage capacity
(as of 1909)

Structure （form） Present condition of remains misc.

1 Arafune Fu‐ketsu Gunma 1,100,000 Stone wall remained Historic site
designated in 2010

2 Komoro Fu‐ketsu No.1‐5 Nagano 442,475 Demolished

3 Kori Fu‐ketsu No.1‐6 Nagano 268,000 Stone wall remained

4 Inakoki Fu‐ketsu
Fu‐ketsu honmoto No.1‐3

Nagano 143,000
Stone wall remained with upper
building

a.k.a. Maeda Fu‐
ketsu

5 Zaimokuiwa Fu‐ketsu Miyagi 110,000
Stone wall remained、wooden upper
building reconstructed

6 Korizawa Fu‐ketsu No.1‐3 Nagano 100,950 Stone wall partially remained

7 Yourei Fu‐ketsu Miyagi 100,000 Stone wall remained

8 Kuromori Fu‐ketsu Miyagi 100,000 Stone wall remained

9 Namai Fu‐ketsu Yamagata 100,000 Demlished

10 Yamamoto Fu‐ketsu Ena city, Gifu 90,000 Stone wall remained

11 Kouei‐sha No.1 and No.2 Gifu 90,000 Stone wall remained

12 Shinei‐sha No.1 and No.2 Gifu 88,000 Stone wall remained

13 Miyagi Fu‐ketsu Miyagi 70,000 Demolished

14 Yakumo fu‐ketsu Shimane 70,000 Stone wall remained、reconstructed for
sightseeing

15 Inakoki Fu‐kestu
(Sanshu Chozo Co. ltd.)

Nagano 67,900
Stone wall remained
restored exterior and interior

16 Myogadaira Fu‐ketsu Nagano 67,500 Stone wall partially remained

17 Kyoei‐sha No.1 Gifu 63,000 Stone wall remained

18 Nakazawa Fu‐ketsu Nagano 63,000 Stone wall partially remained

19 Kaishin‐sha Gifu 60,000 Stone wall remained

20 Uminokuchi Fu‐ketsu Nagano 60,000
Stone wall remained、conducted
reconstruction by local volunteers

21 Arashima Fu‐ketsu Fukui 60,000 Stone wall remained

22 大洞Fu‐ketsu Gifu 50,000 Stone wall remained

23 Saito Fu‐ketsu Nagano 50,000 Stone wall partially remained

24 Hiraide Fu‐ketsu Nagano 50,000 Stone wall partially remained

25 Kanayama no kazaana Yamagata 50,000 Demolished

26 Kitagawa Fu‐ketsu Nagasaki 45,000
Unknown
(impossible to confirm because of
eruption)

27 Azumaya Fu‐kestu Gunma 40,000 Stone wall remained Historic site
designated in 2010

28 Zao Fu‐ketsu No.1 Yamagata 40,000 Demolished

Cold storage (fu‐ketsu)  using natural cave

No. Name of Fu‐ketsu Location
Storage capacity

(as of 1909)
Structure (form)

1 Fuji Fu‐ketsu Yamanashi 1,000,000

2 Fugaku Fu‐ketsu Yamanashi 590,000

3 Amagi Fu‐ketsu Shizuoka 400,000

4 Fujiryugu Fu‐ketsu Yamanashi 200,000

5 Benigatake Fu‐ketsu Nara 150,000

6 Taisensan Fu‐ketsu Oita 120,000

7 Takachihosobo Fu‐ketsu Miyazaki 120,000

8 Iwayama（太郎生）Fu‐ketsu Mie 60,000

9 Ryumonyama Fu‐ketsu Wakayama 60,000

10 Ibuki Fu‐ketsu Shiga 50,000

11 Tsutaki Fu‐ketsu Yamanashi 40,000

12 Kanehirayama Fu‐ketsu Okayama 40,000

13 Mannen Fu‐ketsu Hiroshima 40,000

Source: Zenkoku Fu‐ketsu Shirabe (1909), Sangyo Torishimari Seiseki (1917), Zenkoku Fu‐ketsu Anke‐to Chosa (2008, 2009)

misc.

Natural monuments designated in 1929

Natural monuments designated in 1929

Natural monuments designated in 1929

Demolished by construction of dams

Stone wall, Upper
building

Natural cave
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

 Silk‐reeling mill

1 Akita
Kakunodate
Town,
Senboku city

Silk reeling mill
Registered
Cultural Property

Former Kakunodate
reeling mill

1912
1 story timber frame,
iron sheet roof,
Building area of 240㎡

2 Ibaraki Koga city Warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Kameya Shoji Brick
Warehouse (Former
Iijima reeling)

 Late Meiji period

1 story brick building
with  tiled roof made
partly by zinc. Buildig
area of 192㎡

3 Tochigi Nogi town Office / warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Former Arai Silk Mill
Mid Meiji period

Repaired in Heisei
period

1 story timber frame
with tiled roof and
building area of 58㎡
and others

4 Gunma Tomioka city  Silk reeling mill
Important
Cultural Property
Historic Site

Tomioka Silk Mill 1872‐1875
See main document
chapter 2 of the
nomination dossier

5 Gunma
Maebashi
city

Cocoon warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Hagiwara family
residence former cocoon
warehouse

1935‐1944
2 Story mud wall, with
tiled roof, and a
building area of 50㎡

no photo

6 Nagano
Azumino
city

House
Registered
Cultural Property

Miyazawa family
residence main house

1936
2 story timber frame,
with tiled roof and a
building area of 270㎡

7 Nagano Okaya city Cocoon warehouse
Important
Cultural Property

Former Hayashi family
residence outer
warehouse (cocoon
warehouse)

1893
2 story mudwall, with
tiled roof, building area
of 129.62㎡

8 Nagano Okaya city Office
Registered
Cultural Property

Former Yamaichi
Hayashiguimi silk reeling
office

1921

2 story timber frame,
with a Japanese tiled
roof partly with zinc,
and building area of
316㎡ and others

9 Nagano Okaya city Office
Registered
Cultural Property

Chuo printing company
(Former Katakuragumi
office)

1910
2 story timber frame,
copper roofing, with
building area of 335㎡

10 Nagano Okaya city House
Registered
Cultural Property

Katakura family
residence main house

Mid 18th Century

 1 story timber
frame,with a thached
roof and building area
of 215㎡

11 Nagano Ueda city Cocoon warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Iijima commerce
workshop

ca. 1894

3 story mud wall
house, with tiled roof,
and building area of
330㎡ and others

12 Nagano Ueda city Guest house
Registered
Cultural Property

Isuikan main building 1918
1 story timber frame
with tiled roof and
building area of 292㎡

13 Nagano Ueda city
Cocoon warehouse
/ office

Important
Cultural Property

Former Tokidakan silk
reeling mill

1900‐1908
5 story timber frame
with tiled roof and
others

no photo
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

14 Nagano Suzaka city Cocoon warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Fureaikan cocoon
warehouse (Former Tajiri
silk reeling)

Latter half of the
Meiji period

3 story mud wall house
with tiled roof, and
building area of 145㎡

15 Nagano Suzaka city House
Registered
Cultural Property

Former Koshi residence
main house

Mid Meiji period
Extended in the end
of Meiji period

2 story timber frame,
with tiled roof, and
building area of 280㎡

16 Kyoto Miyazu city Thread warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Imabayashi family
residence former raw silk
warehouse

Built in 1857
Repaired in 2008

2 story mud wall
house, with tiled roof,
and building area of 22
㎡ and others

17 Kochi Aki‐gun Cocoon warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Fujimura silk reeling
company warehouse

1899

2 story mud wall
house, with tiled roof
and building area of
190㎡ and others

Sericultural Farmhouses

18 Iwate Tono city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Former Sasaki family
residence main house

Built in Meiji period
Repaired in 1961
Relocated in 1991

1 story timber frame,
with thatched roof,
and building area of
267㎡

19 Miyagi Tome city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Kato family residence
main house

Built in the
beginning of Meiji
period
Repaired in ca. 1935

2 story timber framed
house, with a roofing
slate and  building area
of 189㎡

20 Yamagata
Tsuruoka
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Former Shibuya family
residence (Relocated
from Asahi village,
Higashi‐tagawa gun,
Yamagata prefecture)

1822

Length 15.4m, width
10.9m,1 story with
double layered attic,
thatched hipped roof
structure

21 Fukushima
Fukushima
city

Warehouse
Registered
Cultural Property

Abe family residence
silkworm warehouse

Mid Meiji period

2 story mud wall
house, with tiled roof
and building area of 43
㎡

22 Ibaraki
Kasumigaur
a city

Silkworm raising
room

Registered
Cultural Property

Suzuki family residence
sericulture shed

ca. 1897

2 story timber framed
house, with a
basement, tiled roof,
and building area of
134㎡

23 Gunma Midori city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Takakusaki family
residence main house

Built in 1840
Extended in the
beginning of Taisho
period

2 story timber frame,
with tiled roof, and
building area of 210㎡

no photo

24 Gunma

Agatsuma‐
gun
Nakanojo‐
town

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Tomizawa house ca. 1792

Length 24.1m, width
12.9m, 2 story,
thatched hip and gable
structure

25 Gunma Tano‐gun
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Former Kurosawa family
residence (Ueno village,
Tano‐gun)

The end of Edo
period

Length 21.8m, width
15.9m, 2 story, gable
roof structure, front
and wood shingles,
and attached bath
room and toilet

26 Gunma Fujioka city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse/
Sericulture
education facility

Historic Site
Takayama‐sha
Sericulture School

1891
See main document
chapter 2 of the
nomination dossier
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

27 Gunma Isesaki city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Historic Site
Tajima Yahei Sericulture
Farm

1863
See main document
chapter 2 of the
nomination dossier

28 Gunma Isesaki city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Komoda family residence
The beginning of

Meiji period

2 story timber framed
house with tiled roof
and a building area of
278㎡ and others

29 Gunma Ota city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Ogawa family residence
sericulture room

Taisho Period

1 story timber framed
house with ironsheet
roof and building area
of 85㎡

30 Gunma Ota city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Katayama family
residence main house

 ca. 1873

2 story timber framed
house with tiled roof
and building area of
304㎡

31 Gunma
Kanra‐gun
Kanra town

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Shigehara family
residence main house

Edo period
Extended in Meiji

period

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 207㎡

32 Gunma
Kanra‐gun
Shimonita
town

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Satomi family residence
main house

Mid Meiji period
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 176㎡

33 Saitama
Hiki‐gun
Ogawa‐
town

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Yoshida family residence 1721

Length 21.0m, width
10.6m, hip roof
structure, Partly 2
stories, thatched roof,
eaves on the north,
south, and west side of
the house

34 Saitama Chichibu city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Uchida family residence
The early 19th

century

Length 24.9m, width
11.1m、partly 2 stories,
thatched hip‐and‐gable
roof structure

35 Saitama
Kasukabe
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Arai family residence
The end of Edo

period

2 story timber frame、
tiled roof, building area
of 163㎡

no photo

36 Saitama Gyoda city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Takazawa family
residence

Built in the end of
Edo period
Extended in both
Meiji and Showa
period

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 303㎡ and others

no photo

37 Tokyo Hamura city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Miyagawa family
residence main house

The latter half of
Edo period

1 story timber frame,
thatched roof, building
area of 148㎡

no photo

38 Yamanashi
Enzan
Koshu city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Former Takano family
residence

The end of Edo
period

Length 24.8m, width
10.9m, 1 story with
double layered attic,
gable roof structure,
thatched roof shaped
copper roof

no photo

39 Yamanashi Otsuki city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Important
Cultural Property

Hoshino family residence 1849‐1851

Length 22.7m, width
17.3m, 2‐story, gable
roof structure, copper
roof
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

40 Nagano
Azumino
city

Barn
Registered
Cultural Property

Nakamura family
residence barn

1887
1 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 54㎡

no photo

41 Nagano Otani villege
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Rojji Keyaki Ryokan
main house

1923
2 story timber frame,
thatched roof, building
area of 173㎡

42 Nagano Tomi city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Kodama family residence ca. 1906
2 Story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 406㎡ and others

43 Nagano Nagano city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Kitamura family
residence main house

1887
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 216㎡

44 Nagano Nagano city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Rikyu‐do Sakai family
residence main house

ca. 1887

1 story timber frame
partially 2 stories, tiled
roof, building area of
283㎡

45 Nagano Nagano city
Silkworm raising
room

Registered
Cultural Property

Yamagishi family
residence Nagayamon‐
gate

The end of Taisho
period

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 121㎡

46 Nagano Fujimi town
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Wada family residence
main house

1906
1 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 155㎡

47 Nagano
Matsumoto
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Shiohara family
residence

The beginning of
Taisho period

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 464㎡ and others

48 Nagano
Matsumoto
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Harada family residence
main house

ca. 1909
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 151㎡

49 Nagano Obuse Town
Silkworm raising
room

Registered
Cultural Property

Hiramatsu family
residence silkworm
raising room

Late Meiji period
Extended in Taisho

period

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 172㎡

50 Gifu
Kakamigaha
ra city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Mizuno family residence
main house

1928
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 179㎡

51 Gifu
Kakamigaha
ra city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Shimizu family residence
main house 1931

2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 198㎡

52 Gifu
Kakamigaha
ra city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Ozeki Kouichi family
residence main house

1915
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 111㎡

53 Gifu
Kakamigaha
ra city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Ozeki Yoshihiko family
residence main house

1924
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 179㎡

54 Gifu
Gujou city
Hachiman‐
town

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Kawai family residence
main house

1805
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 291㎡
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

55 Shizuoka
Shizuoka
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Omura family residence
The latter half of

Edo period

1 story timber frame，
thatched roof, building
area of 189㎡

56 Aichi Inuyama city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Old Horibe residence
main house

1883
2 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 196㎡ and others

57 Hyogo Tamba city
Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Ashida family residence
main house

Built in the latter
half of Edo period
Extended in the
Beginning of Showa
period

2 story timber frame,
thatched roof, building
area of 179㎡

58 Hyogo
Toyo‐oka
city

Silkworm raising
farmhouse

Registered
Cultural Property

Akagi family residence
main house

1870

2 story timber frame
partially 3 stories, tiled
roof, building area of
278㎡

Cold Storage

59 Gunma

Shimonita
town,
Nakanojo‐
town

Cold storage Historic Site
Arafune, Azumaya Cold
Storage

Arafune 1905
Azumaya 1907

See Appendix 5‐h and
chapter 2 of the
nomination dossier

Others

60 Yamagata
Tsuruoka
city

Silkworm raising
room

Historic Site Matsugaoka Kaikonjou 1875‐1877
See page 157 of the
nomination dossier

61 Yamagata Shinjo City
Office / Silkworm
raising room

Registered
Cultural Property

Former sericuture and
reeling laboratory of
ministry of agriculture
and forestry, Shinjo
branch

1934
1 story timber frame,
tiled roof, building area
of 259㎡ and others

62 Gunma
Nakanojo
town

Mountain village/
Sericulture

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Nakanojo town Kuni
Akaiwa

6.3ha

63 Nagano Tomi city
Post town,
sericulture town

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Tomi city Unnojuku 13.2ha

64 Nagano Ueda city Office
Registered
Cultural Property

Ueda silkworm egg
association office

ca. 1917
2 story timber frame
with tiled roof, and
building area of 764㎡

65 Nagano  Ueda city
Sericulture
education facility

Registered
Cultural Property

Shinshu University
Department of Fiber
(Uedasanshi Vocational
School)

ca.1929
2 story timber frame,
iron sheet roof,
building area of 357㎡

66 Gifu
Shirakawa
village

Mountain Village

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Shirakawa village
Ogimachi

45.6ha
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Nationally designated and registered cultural properties related sericulture and silk‐reeling

No. Prefecture Municipality Type of property
Designation

status
Name of property

Constructed Year
Years

Building description Photo

67 Toyama Nanto city Mountain village

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Nanto city Ainokura 18ha

68 Toyama Nanto city Mountain village

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Nanto city Suganuma 4.4ha

69 Ishikawa Hakusan city Mountain village

Important
Preservation
District for
Groups of
Historic Buildings

Hakusan city Shiramine 10.7ha

70 Ehime
Yawataham
a city

Office/Silkworm
raising room

Registered
Cultural Property

Ehime silkworm egg
company

The latter half of
Meiji period

2 story timber framed
house with iron roof,
and building area of
209㎡ and others

※The above is excerpted from the "Databaase for Nationally Designated Cultural Properties" owned by Agency for
Cultural Affairs. Records included the listing in 2012.
http://kunishitei.bunka.go.jp/bsys/
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Site Names Category Industry

1 Tomioka Silk Mill
Historic building
Historic site

Silk‐reeling

2 Usui Pass Railroad Facility Historic building Logistics

3 Former Kurosawa Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

4 Former Tomizawa Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

5
Former Sericulture and Silk‐reeling Laboratory, present Maebashi Sericulture
and Silk‐reeling Memorial

Historic building
Research and
education

6 Former Office of Jomo Muslin Historic building Textile

7 Former Usui‐sha Head Office Historic building Silk‐reeling

8 Former Sekine Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

9 Former Office of Kiryu Nenshi Ltd., present Ken'nen Memorial Historic building Textile

10 Former Suzuki Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

11 Bronze Lantern in Myogi Shrine Others Sericulture

12 Bronze Lantern in Nukisaki Shrine Others Sericulture

13 Old Kozuke Railroad and Its Related Facility ‐ Onigasawa Bridge Historic structure Logistics

14 Old Kanra‐sha Obatagumi Brick Warehouse Historic building Silk‐reeling

15 Daidai‐Kagura (folk music and dance) of Kasuga Shrine Folk art Sericulture

16 Sericulture and Silk‐reeling Tools and related materials in Maebashi City
Folk cultural
property

Sericulture

17 Takayama‐sha Sericulture School Historic site Sericulture

18 Arafune Cold Storage Historic site Sericulture

19 Azumaya Cold Storage Historic site Sericulture

20 Tomb of Funatsu Denjibei Historic site Sericulture

21 Tomb of Baba Shigehisa Historic site Sericulture

22 Tombs of female workers of Tomioka Silk Mill in Kaigenji temple Historic site Silk‐reeling

23 Tombs of female workers of Tomioka Silk Mill in Ryukoji temple Historic site Silk‐reeling

24 Great Mulberry of Usune Vegetation Sericulture

25 Great Mulberry of Shimogo Vegetation Sericulture

26 Group of Silk‐raising Farmhouses in Kuni‐Akaiwa District
A group of historic
buildings

Sericulture

27 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Historic building Sericulture

28 Old Kozuke Railroad and Its Related Facility ‐ Shimonita Warehouse Historic building Logistics

List of "Gunma Silk Heritage" Sites
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Site Names Category Industry

29 Nippon Silk Center Museum
Research and
education

30 Gunma prefecture Textile Research Institute Testing laboratory
Research and
education

31 Hagiwara Family Residence, Main house Zashiki and Old cocoon warehouse Historic building Sericulture

32 Former Yasuda bank collateral warehouse Historic building Logistics

33 Jomo Denki Tetsudo Railway Ogo station building et al. Historic building Logistics

34 Former Katsuyama‐sha Brick Warehouse Historic building Logistics

35 Kiryu Orimono Kaikann (Textile Memorial Hall) former building Historic building Textile

36 Former Kanaya Lace Manufacturing. Corp. Historic building Textile

37 MAEHARA 20th（Former Iizuka Textile Factory ） Historic building Textile

38 Murinkan (Former Kitagawa textile factory office, factory et al.) Historic building Textile

39 Former Horiyu Textile Mill Historic building Textile

40 Former Soga Textile Mill Historic building Textile

41 Goto Textile Mill Historic building Textile

42 Morihide Textile (Mill) and Morishima Family Residence Historic building Textile

43 Textile Museum Yukari, Old Morihide Silk Textile Factory Complex Historic building Textile

44 Komoda Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

45 Shimamura Church Historic building Sericulture

46 Monzen Harukoma (folk music and dance)  Folk art Sericulture

47 Tomb of Jubei Nakaiya and attached documents Historic site Logistics

48 Silkworm memorial of Kashiwagisawa Historic site Sericulture

49 Great Mulberry of Ohayashi Umamichi Vegetation Sericulture

50 Akagi style Folk Houses Historic building Sericulture

51 Expo award of Usui‐sha Testing laboratory Silk‐reeling

52 Stone monument of Konshuro Historic site Sericulture

53 Stone monument of Tajima Yahei Historic site Sericulture

54 Tone Cold Storage Historic site Sericulture

55 Stone memorial of Silkworm shrine Historic site Sericulture

56 Stone memorial of Wakumusubi‐no‐kami Historic site Sericulture

57 Stone monument of Iwasaki takematsuou Historic site Sericulture

58 Gunma Prefecture Sericultural Experiment Center Testing laboratory
Research and
education
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59 Hikobe Family Residence Historic building Textile

60 Bronze Lantern in Yawata‐hachiman‐gu Shrine Others Sericulture

61 Former Omama Bank Head Office and Warehouse Historic building Logistics

62 Kanazen　building Historic building Textile

63 Kumokoshi Family Residence (main building and sericulture tools)
Folk cultural
property

Sericulture

64
Yosan‐no‐mai (dance of sericulture) of Shimonamuro‐Daidai‐Mikagura (folk
music and dance)

Folk art Sericulture

65 Sericulture, Silk‐reeling and Weaving Tools in Nanmoku Village
Folk cultural
property

Sericulture

66 Power Station and Brick Remains of Nihon‐Orimono &Co. Ltd Historic building Textile

67 Group of Important Historic Buildings in Kiryu‐Shinmachi, kiryu City Historic buildings Textile

68 Kiryu‐Ori‐Jyuku (private school of textile) Historic building Textile

69 Stone Lantern and Stone Washbowl in Suwa Shrine Others Logistics

70 Nuijima Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

71 Residence where Machida Kikujiro born Historic building Sericulture

72 Watanabe Family Residence Historic building Sericulture

73 Miya‐mikoshi(portable shrine) of Suwa Shrine
Folk cultural
property

Logistics

74 Shirataki Shrine Historic site Textile

75 Stone monuments of Takayama Chogoro Historic site Sericulture

76 Tomb of Takayama Chogoro Historic site Sericulture

77 Stone monument of Fukushima motoshichiou Historic site Sericulture

78 Stone monument of Machida Kikujiro Historic site Sericulture
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Appendix 6-a
a. Inventory of the components

No. Components Owner
Custodial 

Body

World 
Heritage 
Convention 
Category

National 
Designation 
Status

Date of 
Designation

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka City Tomioka City Site

Historic 
Site

July 14th, 2005

Important 
Cultural 
Property

July 5th, 2006

S2
Tajima Yahei Sericul-
ture Farm

Individual Isesaki City Site
Historic 

Site
September 19th, 
2012

S3
Takayama-sha Seri-
culture School

Fujioka City Fujioka City Site
Historic 

Site
July 23rd, 2009

S4 Arafune Cold Storage
Shimonita 

Town
Shimonita 

Town
Site

Historic 
Site

February 22nd, 
2010
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Appendix 6-b
b. Copies of official protective designation notices

No. Components Date of Issue Contents

A-1

Tomioka Silk Mill

July 14th, 2005 Designation as Historic Site

A-2 July 5th, 2006
Designation as Important 
Cultural Property

B Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm September 19th, 2012 Designation as Historic Site

C-1

Takayama-sha Sericulture School

July 23rd, 2009 Designation as Historic Site

C-2 September 19th, 2012 Site extension

D Arafune Cold Storage February 22nd, 2010 Designation as Historic Site
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Appendix 6-b

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Designation as a Historic Site

A-1
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Designation as Important 
Cultural Property

A-2
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Appendix 6-b
S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

B

Designation as a Historic Site
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Appendix 6-b
S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

C-1 Designation as a Historic Site
C-2 An extension was added to the nationally designated Historic Site under the name of “The site 

of Takayama-sha”

C-1C-2
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Designation as a Historic Site
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Comprehensive preservation and management plan
Appendix 7

a. Comprehensive Preservation and Management Plan

b. English summaries of property management plans specific to each 

component

c. Conservation works of storage No.1 of Arafune Cold Storage

d. English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to 

buffer zone

e. English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and 

region

f. English summaries of laws which control the nominated property



The Comprehensive Preservation 
and 

Management Plan 

Main Document

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
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Chapter 1 Purpose and Background

Management Plan / Main Document
001

Chapter 1  Purpose and Background

1 Purpose

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a singular ensemble of industrial heritage properties 
that represent the international interchange and exceptional technological innovation, responsible 
for enabling mass production of high-quality raw silk.  A series of four components, Tomioka Silk 
Mill (S1), Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2), Takayama-sha Sericulture School (S3), and Arafune 
Cold Storage (S4), which are all indispensable to exhibit the outstanding universal value of the 
nominated site, constitutes the property nominated for the World Heritage List.

Based on the mutual understanding amongst stakeholders, this Comprehensive Preservation and  
Management Plan (hereafter the Management Plan) encapsulates subjects and issues that provide 
information not only on how to ensure physical conservation of the property, but also for how to 
protect the property as a whole. 

Furthermore, the Management Plan aims to draw a balance between preservation, protection, 
and enhancement of the property, all within the context of a sustainable community and 
its regional development. It is important to develop specific strategies to provide effective 
protection of the site, which are in accordance with the standards of the UNESCO’s World 
Heritage Convention, in harmony with the satisfaction of the visitors and everyday lives of the 
local residents.

2 Background

The Management Plan is prepared by “Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Committee” which was 
established by Gunma Prefecture, Tomioka City, IsesakiCity, Fujioka City and Shimonita Town.

The Management plan is formulated on the basis of the individual preservation and management 
plans of the components. Its purpose is to clearly show the philosophy, policy and concrete con-
tent of preservation management, promotion, and presentation initiatives with a view to nomi-
nating the property for inscription on the World Heritage List. 

To draft the Management Plan effectively, Gunma Prefecture set up the “Working group for draft-
ing the comprehensive preservation and management plan,” comprised of active officers from all 
relevant departments of the Prefecture and related municipalities, such as those of cultural prop-
erty protection, landscape and town planning, and policy making. In the process of the prepara-
tion, guidance and advice were provided by Agency for Cultural Affairs and Scientific Committee 
composed of academic experts. 

Additionally, several meetings to exchange opinions and information with residents, community 
groups, and volunteer organizations were carried out. Lastly, this Plan become effective after thor-
ough deliberation in the Coordinating Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, which 
will take a leading role to implement the plan by coordinating various stakeholders.
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Date Event

March, 1992 (Gunma Pref.) Published “Comprehensive Survey Report on Heritage Structures Related to 
Japanese Modernization”.

August,  2003 (Gunma Pref.) Announced of the start of the research project to register the Tomioka Silk 
Mill as a World Heritage Site.

April, 2004 (Gunma Pref.) Established the World Heritage Registration Promotion Office
in the New Policy Division.

November, 2004 (Gunma Pref.) Established the Tomioka Silk Mill World Heritage Registration
Promotion Committee.

April, 2005 (Tomioka City) Established Tomioka Silk Mill Division.

November, 2006 (Gunma Pref./ Relevant municipalities ) Submitted the proposal of the Tomioka Silk Mill and
Related Sites to the Agency for Cultural Affairs.

January, 2007
(National government) The Agency for Cultural Affairs selected the Tomioka Silk Mill and Re-
lated Sites as a candidate for nominating as a World Heritage Site.
Listed additionally in Japan’s  Tentative List for the World Heritage

June, 2007 Reported the additional listing in the tentative list at the UNESCO World Heritage Commit-
tee

 How the consultation has progressed for preparation of the nomination.
(1)  Consultation within Local Authorities

-The Relevant Local Governments Liaison Meeting for World Heritage Promotion
(Directors of relevant divisions in local authorities discussed strategies to promote the in-
scription on the World Heritage List.)
Organized seven times in every six month from September 2008 to November 2011

-Working group for drafting comprehensive preservation and management plan
(A working group composed of active officers related to local cultural heritage protection,
landscape, town planning, and policy making was created for drafting the contents of the 
Management Plan)
Organized total of three-times study meetings in 2009 and 2010
Organized total seven-times working groups in 2010 and 2012

-The Coordinating Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
(The Committee was established to manage overall implementation of the Management 
Plan, by coordinating relevant Local Authorities and sharing information of the preservation 
and management of individual components. The committee was composed of directors of all 
relevant divisions such as cultural heritage protection, landscape, town planning, and policy 
making.)
Established and organized a conference in May 2012
The second conference was conducted in August 2012.

Table 1-1 Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, history to the nomination
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(2) Scientific Committee
-Scientific Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
(The committee was established to provide academic and professional advice for drafting 
nom-ination dossier of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites)
Chair: OKADA Yasuyoshi, Dr.
(Dr. Eng. Professor of Kokushikan University)
Vice Chair: SHIMIZU Keiichi, Dr.
(Dr. Eng. Chief Curator of Center of the History of Japanese Industrial Technology, National 
Museum of Nature and Science )
Dr. Shimizu passed away in February 2011.
Committee member: ISHII Kanji, Dr.
(Emeritus professor of the University of Tokyo)
Committee member: SAITO Hidetoshi, Dr.
(Professor of Kyoto Women’s University)
Committee member: SUZUKI Jun, Dr.
(Associate professor of the University of Tokyo, Department of Japanese History, Graduate 
School of Humanities and Sociology)
The scientific committee has been organized total 16 times since July 2009 and discussed 
OUV of the nominated property, selection of component, application of criteria, draft of the 
nomination dossier, and draft of the Management Plan.
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Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites 
Preservation and Management Plan

[Main document]

Philosophy/Concept/Policy

Component Buffer zone

Specific management 
measures

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
-Historic Site/Important Cultural Property
Tomioka Silk Mill Preservation
and Management Plan

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
-Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
Preservation and Management Plan

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
-Takayama-sha Sericulture School
Preservation and Management Plan

S4 Arafune Cold Storage
-Arafune Cold Storage Preservation and
Management Plan

Attached Document

Coopetation
Collaboration

Gunma Prefecture
-Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Plan
-Gunma Prefecture Basic Environment Plan
-Gunma Prefecture Resional Disaster 
Prevention Plan
-Gunma Prefecture  Infrastracture Master 
Plan

Tomioka  City
-Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan
-Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan
-Tomioka City Landscape Plan
-Tomioka City Machizukuri -develoment 
and revitalization- Plan

Isesaki  City
-Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan
-Isesaki City City Planning Master Plan
-Isesaki City Landscape Plan

Relevant Plans

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites 
World Heritage Site Nomination Dossier

[main document]

Fujioka City
-Fujioka City Comprehensive Plan
-Fujioka City Landscape Plan (scheduled 
in April 2013)

Shimonita Town
-Shimonita Town Comprehensive Plan
-Shimonita Town Landscape Plan 

Saitama Prefecture
-Saitama Prefecture Landscape Plan 

3 Status of the Plan

The Management Plan consists of the main document and the attached documents, together 
which is a part of the appendices of the World Heritage nomination dossier.

The main document sets out the overall direction of preservation and management for the 
components, the philosophy and policies for enhancement, presentation and utilization of the 
nominated property and conservation matters concerning the buffer zone. 

The attached documents give summaries of concrete measures for the preservation and 
management of individual components which are nationally designated Important Cultural 
Properties and Historic Sites based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties.

Furthermore, numbers of plans relevant to the surrounding environment of components including 
buffer zones have been drawn up by national, regional, and municipal governments. The outlines 
of these plans are shown in chapter 6 of this plan, and summaries of these plans are also included 
in the attached documents to the Management Plan. The status of the Management Plan is shown 
in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Linkage and Coordination with Administrative Plans
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4 Structure of the Plan

The structure of the Management Plan is shown in Figure1-2.

Chapter 1 shows purpose, background, and structure of the plan.

Chapter 2 describes outstanding universal value for nominating the property, Tomioka Silk Mill 
and Related Sites, to the World Heritage List.

To clarify what is to be preserved, interrelation of components is explained first and then,  
physical attributes of individual components are outlined.

Chapter 3 discusses the present condition of conservation of components and buffer zones, 
factors affecting the sites and their countermeasures.

Chapter 4 states the basic approach and six basic principles of the Management Plan based on 
Chapter 1, 2, and 3. The basic principles are described in each chapter from Chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 explains the conservation principles and management methodology of components. 

Chapter 6 refers to comprehensive preservation including surroundings environment. Outline of 
the protection mechanism, a policy for defining the buffer zone and regulations in the area, and 
the protection of the buffer zone are explained. 

Chapter 7 indicates concrete measures and policies for  presentation and promotion of other 
related properties.  The system of Gunma Silk Heritage Network is referred for conservation 
and utilization of local silk-related heritages within Gunma Prefecture together with the World 
Heritage nomination.

Chapter 8 deals with establishment and operation of the management system to carry out the 
Management Plan and the protection of buffer zone effectively.

Chapter 9 explains implementation of monitoring. Key indicators for monitoring are established 
and monitoring cycle and location of records are described.

Chapter 10 shows strategic action plans to implement management of the property and buffer 
zone. First, purpose and target period is referred. Then, management for project advancement 
and progress are explained. 

The contents of Management Plan and nomination dossier are closely related, and image of inter-
relation between them is shown in Figure 1-3.
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Chapter 1:  Purpose and Background

Chapter 2: Outstanding Universal Value and 
Components

Chapter 3: Current Condition of the Property

Chapter 4: Basic principles of the Management 
Plan 

1. Appropriate preservation and 
management for sustaining the outstanding 
universal value of the nominated property

2. Comprehensive preservation including 
surroundings

3. Advancement of presentation and 
promotion

4. Establishment and operation of effective 
management system  

5. Implementation of monitoring

6. Collaborating with "Gunma Silk Heritage 
Network”　

Chapter 5:
Preservation and Management of the 
Components

Chapter 6:
Comprehensive Preservation including 
Surroundings (Buffer Zone)

Chapter 7: 
Presentation and Promotion

Chapter 8:
Establishment and Operation of 
Effective Management System

Chapter 9: 
Implementation of Monitoring

Chapter 10:
Strategic Action Plans

Figure 1-2 Structure of the Management Plan
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Chapter 1: Identification of the 
Property

Chapter 2: Description

Chapter 3: Justification for 
Inscription

Chapter 4: State of Conservation 
and Factors Affecting the 
Property

Chapter 5: Protection and 
Management of the Property

Chapter 6: Monitoring

Chapter 7: Documentation

Chapter 8: Contact Information 
of Responsible Authorities

Chapter 9: Signature on behalf 
of the State Party

Chapter 1: Purpose and 
Background

Chapter 2: Outstanding Universal 
Value and Components

Chapter 3: Current Condition 
of the Property

Chapter 4: Basic Principles of 
the Management Plan

Chapter 5: Preservation and 
Management of the Components

Chapter 6: Comprehensive 
Preservation including 
surroundings (Buffer Zone)

Chapter 7:  Presentation and 
Promotion

Chapter 10: Strategic Action 
Plans

Chapter 8: Establishment and 
Operation of Effective 
Management System

Chapter 9: Implementation of 
Monitoring

World Heritage 
Nomination Dossier

Appendix
The Management Plan

More detailed description in the nomination dossier than that in the Management Plan

Contents only described in the nomination dossier

Contents only described in the Management Plan

More detailed description in the Management Plan than that in the nomination dossier

Effectiveness of the Management Plan
This Management Plan has been implemented and in function since August 21 in 2012.

Figure 1-3 Image of interrelation between Nomination Dossier and Management Plan
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Chapter 2 Outstanding Universal Value and Components

1 Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a technological ensemble depicting the significant 
technological interchange and development that enabled realization of the mass production of 
high-quality raw silk from the latter half of 19th century into the 20th century, during the period 
when the world market was unified through international trade. This ensemble brought about 
developments in global silk industry as well as popularization of silk consumption and contributed 
greatly to modernization of the Japanese economy. 

Mass production of high-quality raw silk was achieved through innovations not only in reeling 
technology but also in silkworm rearing methods for increased production of high-quality co-
coons. Tomioka Silk Mill played a central role in this technological innovation as a pioneer in the 
movement. Established in 1872 by the national government in the heart of Japan’s sericulture re-
gion, in the middle of the main island, the mill is a prototypical example of the move to introduce 
advanced Western technology and factory systems during Japan’s early days of modernization. It 
exemplifies interchange in the fields of architecture and reeling technology. Tomioka Silk Mill was 
the setting in which a wide range of reeling technology was developed consecutively for about 
one hundred years, beginning with introduction of mechanical reeling technology from the West, 
and culminating in implementation of the automatic reeling machine in the 20th century. Here 
stand a complete set of structures that convey the progress of these important technological in-
novations.

The following three sites, strongly related to Tomioka Silk Mill, played essential roles in advancing 
silkworm rearing technology. They convey the process of innovations in silkworm rearing methods 
and their dissemination. Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm was the starting point for improvements in 
silkworm rearing farmhouse structures focusing on ventilation. It was followed by Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School, an educational institute where standardized rearing methods were established 
by perfecting Tajima’s method through use of a thermal-powered system for temperature and 
humidity control. Arafune Cold Storage provided cool storage for silkworm eggs to allow multiple 
rearing seasons, which enabled mass production of cocoons. These facilities joined forces in work 
headed by Tomioka Silk Mill to improve and standardize silkworm species, and were responsible 
for the novel developments employing scientific experiments for superior breeds of silkworms. 
The materialization of a stable provision system for fine-quality cocoons in large quantities was 
achieved through the collaboration of Tomioka Silk Mill, a large-scale factory established employ-
ing modern Western technology and the silkworm farmers that further developed domestic seri-
culture methods. Thus, a model for mass production of high-quality raw silk was established. This 
success was spread throughout the country and provided a standard for silk reeling factories and 
silk rearing establishments all over Japan.

As a result, Japan’s raw silk exportation developed exponentially to dominate a share of 80 per-
cent in the global market in the 1930s. It was not only exportation of raw silk but also worldwide 
transfer of efficient technology for silkworm rearing and silk reeling, developed under the leader-
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ship of these four sites, that provided the foundations for contemporary raw silk production. Such 
contributions made by this group of sites enhanced the broad dispersal of silk products to new 
consumers.  

Justification for criteria

Application of Criterion (ii)

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites exhibit an important interchange of scientific knowledge 
between Japan and various countries, on developments in silk production technology. This 
group of sites well exemplifies mutual exchange of industrial technology on a global scale that 
resulted in mass production of high-quality raw silk by the early 20th century, and brought 
about a uniquely modern consumer culture in which silk may be consumed by the general 
public. Western technology and full-scale factory systems were first introduced in Japan at 
the government established Tomioka Silk Mill. The mill spearheaded development in silk reel-
ing technology and dissemination throughout Japan, and promoted advancement in silkworm 
cultivation in conjunction with three related sites. This was followed by the worldwide transfer 
of modern sericulture technology together with the effective silk production machinery per-
fected in Japan, which continue to support raw silk production to this day.

Application of Criterion (iv)

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites form an outstanding example of a technological ensemble 
that represents the significant stage in human history when mass production of raw silk was 
realized, from the late 19th century into the 20th century.   This group of four sites consists of 
a large-scale factory and three small-scale breeding facilities responsible for developments in 
silkworm rearing and reeling technology that enabled mass production of raw silk. They vividly 
depict the progression from mechanical reeling machines introduced from the West, to the 
later Japanese invention of the automatic reeling machine, as well as the process of repeatedly 
attempted innovations in silkworm breeding technology and its dissemination. Such techno-
logical innovations played a pivotal role in the development of the modern global silk-industry 
during this time when the world market was unified through international trade. 

Statement of integrity

All components of the nominated property are indispensable for giving an account of inter-
national exchange and major technological innovations that contributed to the development 
of the world’s silkworm rearing and silk-reeling industries. By treating the four components as 
a group of interrelated sites responsible for the mass production of high-quality raw silk, it is 
possible to exhibit the entire picture of the series of production systems for silkworm breed-
ing and silk reeling. The nominated property is appropriately delineated to include all buildings 
and structures necessary to convey the significance of each component. Each of these proper-
ties is preserved accordingly.

Statement of authenticity

The principal structures extant at each property typically retain their original construction. 
Site boundaries as well as the layout of main buildings within the premises remain unchanged. 
Minor interventions undertaken on some buildings as functional enhancements to meet 
technological innovations of each period do not mar any of the major characteristics of each 
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property. Repairs have been made with sufficient consideration for maintaining authenticity of 
original form and design, material and quality, use, and function. Authenticity of major charac-
teristics including technology and tradition is ensured.

Requirements for protection and management

Each component is fully protected under the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, 
having been designated as Historic Sites and/or Important Cultural Properties. In the buffer 
zones, all possible measures are being taken for protection of surrounding environments un-
der such laws as the City Planning Act and the Landscape Act as well as ordinances enforced 
by their respective municipal governments. Comprehensive preservation and management 
plans to cover all components have been formulated and are being appropriately enacted. A 
cooperative committee comprised of all relevant prefectural and municipal governments was 
established to ensure effective measures are being taken among the parties concerned.

Possible major threats to these properties are natural disasters. Careful preventive measures 
against damage by such causes are being taken and long-term measures have been drawn up 
based on detailed surveys by professionals. In order to continuously protect these sites into 
the future, both development of surrounding areas and public access to components are be-
ing appropriately regulated. Protection is reinforced by the efforts of local volunteer groups 
involved in preservation and promotion of these resources.
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Table 2-1 Components of the nominated property and their locations

No Component name Location Geographical coordinates Component 
area (ha)

Buffer zone 
area (ha)

M a p 
No.

001
(S1) Tomioka Silk Mill

Gunma Pref.
Tomioka City N36°15’19” E138°53’16” 5.5 151.1 2-2

2-3

002
(S2)

Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm

Gunma Pref.
Isesaki City N36°14’47” E139°14’20” 0.4 60.8 2-4

2-5

003
(S3)

Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School

Gunma Pref.
Fujioka City N36°12’12” E139°01’54” 0.8 54.1 2-6

2-7

004
 (S4) Arafune Cold Storage

Gunma Pref.
Shimonita Town N36°14’48” E138°38’07” 0.5 148.6 2-8

2-9

Total (ha) 7.2 414.6

Photo2-1 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

2 Extent of Components

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites consists of four components: Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm, Takayama-sha Sericulture School, and Arafune Cold Storage. Table 2-1 shows 
the location and the area of nominated property. The maps (Figure 2-1) show the location of the 
nominated property; followed by the maps (Figure 2-2 to 2-9) showing the boundaries of each 
component and buffer zone.
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Photo2-3 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Photo2-4 S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Photo2-2 S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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Figure 2-1 Map of central Japan indicating the location of components of the nominated property

38°
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34°

142°140°138°136°134°

Gunma Prefecture

SCALE  1:400,000
20km0 82

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture FarmS2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

S1 Tomioka Silk MillS1 Tomioka Silk Mill

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture SchoolS3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

S4 Arafune Cold StorageS4 Arafune Cold Storage
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SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Kabura-gawa RiverKabura-gawa River

Joshin Dentetsu RailwayJoshin Dentetsu Railway Joshu Tomioka StationJoshu Tomioka Station

Ntn'l.Rt.254Ntn'l.Rt.254

City HallCity Hall

Figure 2-2 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, boundary of the component and buffer zone

Figure 2-3 S1 Aerial view of Tomioka Silk Mill and buffer zone
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Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Fukaya City,
Saitama Prefecture

Fukaya City,
Saitama Prefecture

Isesaki City,
Gunma Prefecture

Isesaki City,
Gunma PrefectureTone-gawa RiverTone-gawa River

Sakai-Shimamura 
District 

Sakai-Shimamura 
District Pref.Rt.258Pref.Rt.258

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Figure 2-4 S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, boundary of the component and buffer zone

Figure 2-5 S2 Aerial view of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and buffer zone
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SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Ko-zen-in

Figure 2-6 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School boundary of the component and buffer zone

Figure 2-7 S3 Aerial view of Takayama-sha Sericulture School and buffer zone
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Shimonita Town,
Gunma Prefecture
Shimonita Town,

Gunma Prefecture

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Figure 2-8 S4 Arafune Cold Storage boundary of the component and buffer zone

Figure 2-9 S4 Aerial view of Arafune Cold Storage and buffer zone
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3 Property Ownership and Management Body

Owners of the property and its custodial bodies are as follows (Table 2-2). 

Table 2-2 Property ownership and custodial body

Components Owner
Custodial body under the Law for 
the Protection of Cultural Proper-
ties

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka City Tomioka City

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Individual Isesaki City

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School Fujioka City Fujioka City

S4 Arafune Cold Storage Shimonita Town Shimonita Town

4 Interrelation of Components

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise three technological complexes and one archaeologi-
cal site, each indispensable for portraying the major technological innovations resulting from in-
ternational interchange that contributed to the development of the world’s silkworm rearing and 
silk-reeling industries. They are properties of exceptional historic value.

The impact Tomioka Silk Mill (S1) has made on mass production of raw silk, through the introduc-
tion of Western machine reeling technology and innovations that followed, is globally outstand-
ing. In close collaboration with Tomioka Silk Mill, the three facilities related to silkworm rearing 
- Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm (S2), Takayama-sha Sericulture School (S3), and Arafune Cold Stor-
age (S4) - played important roles in the scientific innovations that led to a rapid growth in the co-
coon production fundamental to mass production of raw silk. They exhibit in visual form, advance-
ments in structures for silkworm rearing and development of stable silkworm rearing methods, as 
well as innovations in silkworm egg cold-storage facilities that enabled multi-seasonal rearing, all 
indispensable for increased cocoon production. They are properties of exceptional scale and state 
of preservation.

By highlighting this group of four interrelated sites, we are able to convey, through physical evi-
dence, the entire production system in silkworm rearing and silk reeling that made mass produc-
tion of high-quality raw silk possible.
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Figure 2-10 Interrelation of Components

5 Description of the Property

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a singular ensemble of industrial heritage properties 
that represent the international interchange and exceptional technological innovation, respon-
sible for enabling mass production of high-quality raw silk. This was realized during a time when 
the world economy became unified through trade, from the mid-19th to the 20th century. Conse-
quently, the property embodies developments in the silk industry that contributed to the popular-
ization of silk consumption, as well as modernization of the Japanese economy, through a series of 
groundbreaking technological advancements in both silk-reeling and silkworm rearing that infused 
a large provision of Japanese raw silk into the global market. 

Raw silk used to make thread for silk textile, is derived from cocoons spun by mature silkworms 
raised on mulberry leaves. Silk production originated around 3000 B.C. in China and its techniques 
spread to the countries of Asia, including Japan, and Europe. In the early 19th century, steam-
powered mechanical reeling factories appeared in France and Italy which were centers of Europe’s 
silk industry at the time. Although production capacity was increased and silk products became 
widely popular among the wealthy, mass rearing of silkworms lead to the diffusion of the pebrine 
disease in the 1850s. Silk provision then became unstable. Meanwhile in Japan, after opening of 
the ports in 1859 and having become a proper member of the international market by commenc-
ing free trade, the sericulture and silk-reeling industries were rapidly modernized through trade 
expansion to play a leading role in the development of the global silk industry, as will be described 
below.
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S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
- A factory established by the national government that remains as a complete ensemble to-

gether with manufacturing facilities
- The first full-scale raw silk factory introducing mechanical-reeling technology from France
- Became a model factory for advanced silk-reeling in Japan and raised the country’s industry 

to the world’s top level
- Place for development and dissemination of improved species of silkworms
- Early examples of factory architecture merging Western technology with traditional Japa-

nese technology

Tomioka Silk Mill is located on a cliff overlooking the Kabura-gawa River in the central part of 
Tomioka City. It was a machine-reeling mill built by the new Meiji Japanese government with 
technical cooperation of French engineers as a part of progressive as a part of the modernization 
policy in 1872. The very large factory site was selected because it was located in the center of a 

Firstly, the new Meiji government focused on export of raw silk as part of the national policy for 
gaining revenue for the country’s modernization. Although Japan’s silk industry developed so far 
as to be able to fulfill domestic demands, it was not sufficient to meet vigorous international de-
mands in either quantity or quality. Therefore, regarding silk-reeling, the national government es-
tablished Tomioka Silk Mill to act as a model equipped with machine reeling and factory systems 
introduced from the West, making leading-edge technology widely available to private compa-
nies. At the same time, developments made in the field of silkworm breeding by private establish-
ments such as the Tajima farm and Takayama-sha Sericulture School, realized a stable production 
of cocoons As a result, by the end of the 19th century, Japan became an exporter of raw silk in 
line with the world’s leading countries of China and Italy.

Secondly, stimulated by competitive silk exports at the turn of the century, technological develop-
ments in both silk-reeling and sericulture led by the private sector were seen in Japan. Regarding 
silkworm rearing, in early 20th century, the government and private silk-reeling entities cooper-
ated with silkworm farmers in dissemination of methods for obtaining high-quality cocoons and 
for enabling multiple rearing seasons, resulting in a stable and abundant provision of top-grade 
cocoons. In silk-reeling, the latest facilities such as the automatic cocoon dryer and multi-end 
reeling machine were put into practical use for mass production of high-quality raw silk. Due to 
such technological innovations, Japan became the world’s largest exporter of raw silk and induced 
dramatic development in the silk industry as well as popularization of silk textile consumption.

Lastly, in the latter half of the 20th century, invention of the automatic reeling machine, known 
as the “dream machine”, facilitated automation of the industry worldwide. This automating tech-
nology was disseminated from Japan to the entire world, together with domestically developed 
efficient sericulture techniques, and laid the foundation for today’s modern silk industry. The 
popularization of silk textile in turn set the stage for the creation of new fabrics such as rayon and 
nylon to become widely accepted as an alternative to silk. 

 Outlines of each component that are the subject for protection show below.
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traditional sericultural region with sufficient supply of cocoons and easy access to fresh water and 
lignite cokes required for running the silk mill.

The Meiji government hired Paul Brunat, who was a raw silk quality inspector from France, to 
establish Tomioka Silk Mill in 1870. The architectural design of the buildings was carried out by 
the French engineer, Auguste Bastian, who had previously been appointed by the government to 
design the Yokosuka shipyard. Japanese carpenters, who were unfamiliar with western architec-
ture such foreign methods, were in charge of the building construction under the supervision of 
Brunat. While Western architectural skills such as timber-frame brick masonry, roof trusses, and 
glass windows were introduced, conventional Japanese architectural techniques and materials 
were widely used in construction. For example, the roofs were covered with Japanese roof tiles, 
Japanese plaster was used for laying bricks fired by Japanese craftsmen. This culminated in works 
of architecture in which Western and Japanese technologies were cleverly integrated. 

Production facilities including a huge silk-reeling plant, over 100 meters in length, and warehouses 
for cocoons were set up on a vast site. Steam power generated by boilers was used as both a 
motive power to run reeling equipment and as a heat source for boiling cocoons. In addition, 
residences for directors, dormitories for female workers, and a clinic were constructed, and there 
were efforts to introduce Western-style working environments including working regulations such 
as labor hours and non-working days according to a seven-day week calendar.

After 20 years of operation under the Meiji government, the mill ownership was transferred to the 
private sector and managed by a succession of private enterprises; the Mitsui family from 1893, 
Hara Partnership Corporation from 1902, and Katakura Silk Reeling and Spinning Co., Ltd from 
1939. Regardless of changes in management, it continued to be used as a reeling factory for 115 
years until its operation ceased in 1987. 

During the years of operation, the mill was a model factory, a forerunner in advanced silk-reeling 
which made use of the cutting-edge technology then available in Japan. The most advanced auto-
matic silk-reeling machines were used here until 1987 and remain as they were when operation 
ceased. The same styles of reeling machines are still used globally, supporting raw silk production 
today. In addition, to ensure high quality cocoons, the premises of the factory was expanded to 
build a silkworm egg production laboratory in 1908 and efforts were made to put into practice 
ways to cultivate an excellent breed of silkworm in cooperation with influential silkworm-raising 
farmers.

The original buildings built between 1872 and 1875, such as the silk-reeling plant, east and west 
cocoon warehouses remain intact. Furthermore, leading-edge factory facilities built at various pe-
riods by different managers, as well as facilities for workers and managers, are well preserved.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is located just to the south of the Tone-gawa River in southern Ise-
saki City. The area is called Shimamura, literally island-village, due to its setting on the sandbank of 
the river. As a result of changing river-flow, the sandbank developed gradually over time until the 
beginning of the 20th century. Although not suitable for rice farming, the sandy soil of Shimamura 
sufficed for cultivation of mulberry, and from late Edo period and the area was well known for 
silkworm egg production.

Yahei Tajima perfected the modern method of sericulture called seiryo-iku through research on ef-
fective methods for sericulture, and publicized it in his important sericulture treatise, “Yosan Shin-
ron (New Theory of Sericulture)” in 1872. He also published “Yosan Shinron, Sequel” in 1879 and 
accepted students from all over Japan, disseminating his skills in sericulture. As the birthplace of 
seiryo-iku, the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm became the prototype for modern sericulture farm-
houses characterized by the two-story structure with a gabled tile-roof and a koshiyane raised 
section at the ridge with windows for ventilation. 

Furthermore, Shimamura’s silkworm-egg production farmers such as Yahei Tajima actively en-
gaged in exporting silkworm eggs. Soon after export of silkworm eggs from Japan was permitted 
in 1864, farmers were given the chance to export their eggs to Europe, where pebrine damage 
had devastated the European silk industry. 

Once the cure for pebrine was found by Luis Pasteur, the farmers shifted their marketing strategy 
to include direct sale of eggs to Italy by transporting the commodity themselves. Yahei Tajima 
observed Italian sericulture conditions at the time of his visit in 1879. He carried out research on 
silkworm diseases and testing of mother moths by using a microscope after the person in charge 
of the forth direct exportation of silkworm eggs brought German microscopes back to Japan from 
Italy.  

The farmhouse for sericulture built in 1863 is conserved in good condition. Other facilities such as 
a storage area for mulberry leaves and a storeroom for silkworm eggs were also conserved in the 
site.

-Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure utilizing a ventilation system (Proto-
type of modern sericulture farmhouses) 
- Yahei Tajima perfected the modern method of sericulture called seiryo-iku through research 
on effective methods for sericulture 

- Participated in international interchange through direct sales of silkworm eggs to Italy
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of improved species of 
silkworms
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

- Birthplace of seion-iku method, which became the standard in modern Japanese sericultural 
technology.
- Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure used to practice seion-iku.
- Established a specialized school for sericulture and successfully spread modern technology 
throughout Japan and overseas.
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of an improved species 
of silkworms.

Takayama-sha Sericulture School is located in the outskirts of Fujioka City, on the fluvial terrace at 
a small valley formed by the Sanna-gawa River. Sericulture had begun in this region in by Edo pe-
riod.

After Japan opened its doors to the world, raw silk became a major export item and prominent 
silkworm-raising farms in each region worked on improving cocoon quality and increasing produc-
tion of cocoons. Takayama-sha was a sericulture school established by Chogoro Takayama, one of 
the most successful sericulture specialists at the time, to teach seion-iku, a method he devised for 
raising silkworms, which involved careful control of ventilation and temperature. Chogoro Takaya-
ma also organized a private sericulture school in 1884. Takayama-sha’s students came not only 
from inside Japan but also from China and the Korean Peninsula. As a result, seion-iku became the 
standard method of sericulture in Japan. 

The Takayama-sha Sericulture School includes the farmhouse where Chogoro Takayama lived 
and also the birthplace of the Takayama-sha. The main building was built by Bujuro, the son of 
Chogoro and the third president of Takayama-sha, in 1891 as an ideal farmhouse with sericulture 
rooms specially designed for the seion-iku method. From 1887 to 1927 the site was also used as a 
practical school of Takayama-sha, and featured equipment necessary to implement the seion-iku 
method, embodying the development of modern sericultural technology.

Aside from  the main building, the nagaya-mon gate, the bath house/kitchen, and the outside 
toilet remain at Takayama-sha to this day. Furthermore, foundations of lost buildings such as an 
exclusive sericulture building and mulberry-leaf storage area, and the site of the former mulberry 
field remain.
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

- The largest known commercial cold storage facility for silkworm eggs, making use of natural 
cold airflow
- Representative example of modern storage facilities for silkworm eggs that enabled multiple 
rearing cycles for increased production
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of improved species of 
silkworms

Arafune Cold Storage is located 840 meters above sea level in a mountainous region in western 
Shimonita Town, near the Nagano Prefecture border. This area is topographically formed with ex-
posed plutonic rocks from the Tertiary period. Its masses of rocks collapsed and filled a valley. A 
leading theory suggests that the cold airflow travels through gaps between rocks and ice stratum 
that is chilled during the winter season. Arafune Cold Storage employs cold airflow for storing silk-
worm eggs. 

From ancient times, silkworm rearing in Japan has been customarily carried out once a year in 
spring. By the late 19th century, people learned to control the number of annual rearing cycles 
by storing silkworm eggs in cold storage where a constant low temperature was naturally main-
tained, even in the summer, to manage the timing of hatching. 

Arafune Cold Storage was the largest silkworm eggs storage facility in Japan, capable of storing 
a volume of 1.1 million sheets of paper on to which silkworm eggs were tightly laid. Originally, 
there were three cold storage buildings. Foundation walls built along the mountain slope, utilizing 
stones that had been deposited, formed cellars that supported the wooden-framed upper struc-
tures and their heavy earthen walls.

Arafune’s founder established this cold storage by first visiting other cold storage facilities already 
in operation and by cooperating with experts from the fields of meteorology, sericulture, as well 
as civil engineering. This brought about success in maintaining constant temperatures in the stor-
age spaces. Methods were devised alleviate abrupt change of temperature when eggs were car-
ried out, resulting in a favorable hatching rate. 

With clients in 40 prefectures throughout Japan, and even on the Korean Peninsula, Arafune Cold 
Storage contributed to an escalated production of raw silk by increasing the number of silkworm 
rearing cycles, particularly to increase summer and autumn yield of cocoons. 
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Chapter 3 Current Condition of the Property

This chapter analyzes and identifies issues relating to the various conditions of factors that 
affect the property and its surrounding environment, and the countermeasures currently being 
implemented. Section 1 looks at the current state of conditions and issues that affect the whole 
property and its surrounding environment, and organizes this into the four areas of: development 
pressures; environmental pressures; natural disaster; and tourism pressures. Section 2 organizes 
the current condition of each component and its respective issues.

1 Current condition and issues of the property as a whole and surrounding 
environment 

(i) Development pressures

Regarding the property, based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, alterations 
which affect the property are prohibited in principle unless they are necessary for preservation 
or restoration. Therefore, developments which might have adversary effects on the outstanding 
universal value are not permitted. Details concerning these regulations will be stated in Chapter 5.

With regard to the surrounding environments of the four components of the nominated property; 
Tomioka Silk Mill is located in an urban area; Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm in a flat rural area; 
Takayama-sha Sericulture School in a hilly rural area; and Arafune Cold Storage in a mountainous 
area.

In either buffer zone, no large scale development is currently planned. Actions such as 
constructing buildings or structures, alteration of shape and size of land, cutting bamboo or trees 
are regulated in terms of their scale, shape and structure under the City Planning Act, the Act 
on Improvement of Agricultural Promotion Areas, Forest Act, Landscape Act and the ordinance 
of the related cities and a town.  Therefore, no development that would have an impact on the 
value of the property is currently planned.  (see Table 6-1). Details concerning measures against 
development pressures are stated in Chapter 6.

(ii) Environmental pressures
Presently no environmental factors such as air pollution and climate change that can significantly 
reduce the value of the property and the buffer zone has been recognized. However, if air 
pollution including acid rain or climate change arises, it might cause decay or deterioration of 
buildings and structures. Therefore, regular observations are carried out. 

As for air pollution, hourly monitoring of air pollution level is conducted at the 20 ambient air 
pollution monitoring stations in Gunma Prefecture, 24 hours a day. As for the three subjects that 
can affect the value of the property, sulfur oxide SOX, nitrogen oxide NOX, suspended particulate 
matter SPM, all of their levels meet the environmental standard. Acid precipitation is also 
observed continuously and no damage has been reported.
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(iii) Natural disasters and risk preparedness

Although no huge natural disaster giving direct damage to the properties has been confirmed in 
the past, the risk of natural disasters such as water damage due to typhoon, heavy rain and flood, 
sediment disaster, fire hazard, earthquake, and volcanic hazard not be denied in the area where 
the nominated property is located. Current analysis and risk can preparedness status is described 
below.

1) Flood 

According to the preservation and management plan of the each property, proper drainage 
systems have been installed at the sites to reduce and prevent flood.
Gunma Prefecture measures precipitation at 41 stations and river water level at 59 stations, to 
obtain and promptly provide accurate  information  regarding the possibility of floods. Those 
data and data from radar hyetometer of MLIT and information regarding to the rivers by the 
Foundation of River and Basin Integrated Communications are available through the internet as 
“Gunma Prefecture Water Level and Precipitation Information.”
The URL is http://www.uryou-gunma.jp/html/index.htm

2) Sediment disaster

For each property and slopes adjacent to them, there is preparation for sediment disaster 
prevention by providing vegetation management and monitoring system as stated in the 
preservation and management plan.
Gunma Prefecture, along with Meteorological Observatory, has developed a system to 
identify and announce emergency warnings to the local municipalities that are in danger of 
sediment disaster by heavy rain. This information is available on the internet all the time as 
“Gunma Prefecture Sediment Disaster Alert and Danger Level Information” to be used by local 
governments to consider issuing emergency evacuation instruction and other orders, or by 
residents to consider autonomous self-evacuation. 
The URL is http://www.dosya-keikai-gunma.jp/.

3) Earthquake

There has been little damage due to earthquakes originating in Gunma Prefecture. Even in the 
Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011, there was no damage that affected the cultural value of 

Animals and plants may also damage buildings and subsidiary structures physically. Thus, 
appropriate measures should be taken through periodic monitoring and a comprehensive 
management system is being prepared.

In Arafune Cold Storage, the state of rocks stratum relating to the cold air flow system, the 
temperature of the cold air blowing out from the storage, the ambient temperature and plant 
impact on the stone masonry have been regularly observed. So far, no negative environmental 
impact has been confirmed. To preserve the system of cold air flow, continuous investigation will 
be carried out and appropriate measures taken as needed.

Considering there are no pressing issues as stated above, monitoring activities will be continued 
to take necessary countermeasures. The details of monitoring activities are described in chapter 9 
of this document.
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Table 3-1 Information of earthquake assumed in the Regional Disaster Countermeasure Plan 
(Source: Gunma Regional Disaster Countermeasures Plan, Part of Earthquake Countermeasures)

Assumed 
earthquake

Magni-
tude Explanation

Fault 
strike 

(degree)

Tilt angle of 
the earthquake 

source fault 
(degree)

Width/ Length of 
the earthquake 

source fault (km)

Depth of the 
earthquake 
source fault 

(km)

Gunma Southwest 
Earthquake 7.0

An earthquake as-
sumed to occur on Hirai 
fault

N53W 90 21/42 5

Figure3-1 Location of the seismic center faults of the assumed earthquake

each property.
A fault zone extending over the border of Saitama and Gunma Prefecture has been found as a 
possible cause of an earthquake that might give impact on the property, according to a report of 
the Headquarters of Earthquake Research Promotion in March 2005. However, this states that the 
possibility of an earthquake of M8 level occurring within 30 years is very low, at approximately 0 - 
0.008%.

In addition, under the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, Gunma Prefecture Disaster Prevention 
Council announced the “Gunma Regional Disaster Prevention Plan.” According to the plan, the 
prefecture, cities, towns, specified local governments and local public organizations shall all 
fully function and co-operate to work on disaster prevention, implementation of emergency 
countermeasures, and recovery plans. This way, the governments and organizations can establish 
the scheme to protect life, body, and property of the residents.

Following the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, the Japanese government reviewed the 
nation’s disaster prevention plans. Following this, Gunma Prefecture and concerned cities and 
towns will also review their plans for each respective area, reinforce cooperation with related 
organizations, and promote countermeasures on disaster prevention and recovery plans.

Saitama Prefecture

Gunma Prefecture

Kanto-heiya-hokuseien 
(northwest margin of the Kanto Plain)

Hirai fault
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Figure 3-2 Mt. Asama-yama hazard map showing expected volcanic disaster area, in case of significant 
eruption

4) Volcanic hazard

Neither property has been damaged by volcanic actions in the past. The closest active volcano 
from the property is Mt. Asama-yama (altitude 2,568 meters) in western Gunma, located on the 
border of Gunma and Nagano Prefectures. There are records of volcanic ash having fallen in the 
vicinities of these properties in the great eruption of 1783.

The Mt. Asama-yama hazard map council, consisting of six towns and villages around Mt. Asama-
yama, announced the hazard area map of Mt. Asama-yama volcano disaster in 2003.
According to the map, if a disaster as big as the eruption in 1783 were to occur, it is estimated 
that Arafune Cold Storage will be in the zone where 20 centimeters or more of volcanic ash fall 
is expected, and Tomioka Silk Mill will be in the zone of that of 10 centimeters or more. Gunma 
Prefecture and the Meteorological Agency have installed such equipment as the seismometer 
and telescopic camera to observe volcanic activity. In addition, with cooperation of the relevant 
organizations, measurements of emission level of sulfur dioxide and crater temperature are done 
periodically. In this way a full observation system has been developed.

* The estimated area of volcanic ash fall to the east of Mt. Asama-yama by west wind is indicated 
if an eruption of a scale of that in 1783 were to occur.

Based on the above analysis, natural disaster measures are stated in Chapter 5.

Mt. Asama-yama

The range that volcanic 
ash would accumulate 
when the wind blows 
from the west

The range that volcanic 
ash would accumulate 
when the wind blows 
from the west When the wind blows from the west: 

The direction that volcanic ash falls 
changes depend on the direction of 
the wind
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S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture School

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

S4 Arafune Cold Storage
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(iv) Visitor Pressures　　

Gunma Prefecture is located on the border between the Kanto plain around Tokyo and mountains 
with a height of around 2,000 meters, offering both traffic convenience and vast nature. It is 
about 100 kilometers from the Tokyo area to the Gunma Prefectural Hall in Maebashi. Directly 
connected to Tokyo by the bullet train as well as the Kan-etsu and Jo-shin-etsu Highways, Gunma 
is in a day-trip excursion area from the Tokyo metropolitan area. Therefore, the number of 
tourists to each of the properties is on the increase and due to growing interests related to World 
Heritage Site inscription, it can be highly expected that the number will further increase in the 
future.

Gunma Prefecture and related municipal governments, in order to provide tourist information, 
have created internet web sites and pamphlets with information on and access to the sites; road 
signs and guide boards have been installed. Additionally, on-site staff and security guards are 
stationed for visitor safety and resources protection. Guide boards are to be placed on and around 
the sites and tourist guides will be trained to assist deeper understanding of the sites’ values to 
visitors. 

The related cities and town administrating the properties, will continue to investigate, examine 
and estimate the numbers, and prepare for the promotion and utilization plan reflecting on the 
result. Based on the survey result, methods for opening to the public, opening hours, areas and 
routes open for visitors along with appropriate measures for protection of the sites’ values and 
visitor security are to be determined. Installation of crime-prevention alarm systems, arranging 
patrols and surveillance systems are customary made in accordance with the nature of the 
property.

Table 3- 2 Annual number of visitors to each component (person)

No Components 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 112,988 249,334 265,024 223,400 206,103 231,391

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm - 700 226 400 425 712

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School 30 219 123 303 552 1,783

S4 Arafune Cold Storage - - - - 600 (appro.) 1,024
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2 Condition of each component

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

(1) Property
Within the property, there presently remain buildings and underground structures constructed 
in various periods. Those buildings, not only the ones designated as National Important Cultural 
Properties constructed during the government operation period, are preserved in good condition. 
Partial degradation or minor damage such as that on the roofs has been properly repaired 
according to a preservation and management plan. 
Concerning locations of the dismantled buildings, it is possible to identify them according to 
reliable documentation including historic site plans and historic photos. Underground structural 
remains have been and continue to be surveyed, with proper excavation procedures as necessary, 
to establish appropriate measures for preservation and management of these traces.

1 Flood, Sediment disaster
Tomioka Silk Mill is located on top of a cliff by Kabura-gawa River. In 1995, adequate 
measure for landslide prevention of the cliff was undertaken as a preservation project of 
cultural properties. In January 2012, a lower section of the mortared slope outside the 
designated Historic Site partially collapsed. Actions have already been taken to prevent 
further collapse. As a long-term measure, concerned authorities are discussing possible 
effects on the cultural value of the property. 

2 Earthquake
Tomioka Silk Mill has never been greatly affected by earthquakes in the past. Tomioka City 
performed seismic experiments at the assumed level in 2010 and 2011. To begin with, in 
the fiscal year 2011, earthquake reinforcement work was done on the  east cocoon ware-
house as the first of seismic protection measures.

3 Fire hazard
The silk mill buildings are wood frame structures prone to fire. Therefore, “the Tomioka Silk 
Mill Fire Protection Plan” was made in fiscal year 2006 and adequate countermeasures as 
“property under fire prevention” under the Fire Service Act are being implemented.

4 Visitors
More than 250 thousand of people visit the mill yearly. Public toilets and rest facilities of 
harmonizing design with the surrounding environment are developed in order to mitigate 
tourism pressures that may cause direct impact to the property.

Taking into consideration the safety of visitors and protection of the property, the area 
open to the public is limited and accessible only by guided tours; security guards are staffed 
around the site. 

The highest record of the daily number of visitors is 3,000, a record high up to now, due 
to growing interests in World Heritage Site inscription. Therefore, Tomioka City is cur-
rently seeking the best ways for control of visitor numbers, methods for tours by volunteer 
guides, and placement of security guards. Furthermore, in order to open the site to the 
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public while protecting the property, the buildings will be restored one by one following 
the “Tomioka Silk Mill Promotion and Utilization Plan.” Expansion of areas for public access 
and provision of visitor facilities are under consideration.

(2) Surrounding environment
Tomioka Silk Mill site is in the town center formed on the riverside terrace of Kabura-gawa River. 
Within the buffer zone including the Mill itself, construction works are regulated according to a 
land use plan implemented under the City Planning Act. In line with the“Tomioka City Machizukuri  
- development and revitalization  -  Plan” set out in 2006, sound city development is controlled.

In the area of buffer zone, use and shape of the buildings are controlled in addition to building 
coverage ratio and floor-area ratio of buildings by City Planning Act. The Tomioka City Landscape 
Plan the Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance implemented in 2009 define, construction works 
should be regulated in height up to 12 meters or less for immediate surrounding zone of the mill, 
and 14 meters  or less for other zones, based on the height of buildings at the mill. Also, construc-
tion of a building or subsidiary structure which is over 1000 square meters in area - should be no-
tified. Thus, such development activities as damage Outstanding Universal Value of the property 
are controlled. (See Figure6-1 in Chapter6, for Legal Protection and Regulation of Tomioka Silk 
Mill)

Tomioka City planned development project which change landscape at the central area (6.2 
hectares) within the buffer zone, but the city changed the policy to “sustainable development 
placing Tomioka Silk Mill as the core,” from 2006 in accordance with the Tomioka City 
Machizurikuri –development and revitalization - Plan.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

(1) Property
Within the site, the main building used for both residence and sericulture, storehouse for mulber-
ry leaves and silkworm eggs as well as stone remnant of lost building lots are preserved in good 
condition.

Although the entrance of the main building was altered in 1952, the koshiyane or  the raised roof 
used with ventilation function developed by Yahei remains completely intact including the fittings 
used for ventilation control. The openings of the raised roof have been closed from the outside 
with tin plate to improve interior living conditions. 

A microscope room which exhibits the history of international exchange and the partition struc-
ture of the silkworm room upstairs setup at the time when researches on F1 hybrids were imple-
mented, the fittings, all railings and divider functions, except for some removable panels and 
screens, are preserved in good condition.
 
The site is appropriately taken care of by the property owner in charge of daily management. In 
order to properly continue preservation of the premises with respect for the owners’ daily living, 
Isesaki City acting as a custodial body  for preservation and management.
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1 Flood
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm has been safe from flooding after completion of the pres-
ent Tone-gawa River embankment in 1913. Important buildings of Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm are built on earth-mound foundations for protection from floods.

2 Fire hazard
Because the wood-frame buildings are living spaces of the property owner, sufficient atten-
tion is necessary for fire prevention. Countermeasures of fire protection will be implement-
ed according to the preservation and management plan. 

3 Visitors
Since this is a private residence where the owner still resides, viewing only from the outside 
is available. Guide tours hosted by volunteers are available via reservation in advance.

About 40 people can be accepted at the site at once and there were 712 visitors in 2011.
In the area surrounding the property, there is a good number of historic modern silkworm 
farmhouses that were influenced by Tajima’s architectural style still left and model tour 
routes have been set and offered. Because the number of visitors is on the increase, Isesaki 
City provides an information booth and is planning further enhancement of the site includ-
ing the areas surrounding the Tajima farm. Locations of visitor facilities that do match the 
environment will be set through discussion.

(2) Surrounding environment
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is standing in a rural landscape in Isesaki City near the city boundary 
with Honjo City, Saitama Prefecture. The buffer zone is not limited in Isesaki City, but extends 
also to the neighboring area in Honjo City region and is classified as “Urbanization Control Area” 
by City Planning Act, and designated as “Agriculture Promotion Area” by Act on Establishment of 
Agricultural Promotion Areas. So, the land use policy of the area is to inhibit urbanization and to 
sustain farmland use. Therefore any large scale development which has negative impact that will 
threaten the value of property is not planned.

Isesaki City has organized a promotion committee composed of the municipality’s concerned divi-
sions and discusses how to promote and utilize surrounding area of the property.

Isesaki City has developed green spaces, car parks, and public toilets as visitor facilities in a park in 
the northern end of the buffer zone. It is due to expand this further in the future.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

(1) Property
Within the site, in addition to the main building with silkworm rearing rooms, the nagayamon-
gate, bathhouse/kitchen, outhouses, stone masonry that convey the footprints of the practical 
school buildings, and stone walls of the mulberry storage basement are preserved.

Of the main building with silkworm raising rooms, all structures, which constitute the main fea-
tures for the seion-iku silkworm rearing method, such as a series of three raised roofs for ven-
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tilation, large openings of the upper-floor silkworm room, latticed ceiling called komagaeshi, as 
well as places for installing a brazier and ventilation openings are completely preserved in good 
condition. After they stopped raising silkworms, some parts on the ground floor were renovated 
to accommodate present living conditions. However, most of the alterations were done by simply 
placing new materials over the original features, such as the floor, walls, and ceiling. Therefore, 
the interventions made are all reversible so that the original condition can be brought back.

Regarding other buildings, the roofs and walls of the bathhouse/kitchen are damaged. As a tem-
porary protective measure before performing full restoration, protective coverings are provided 
to prevent further deterioration. Daily management is properly conducted by Fujioka City based 
on the preservation and management plan and the property is well conserved. 

Fujioka City is implementing a detailed investigation regarding the original state when it was built. 
A full preservation is underway accordingly. 

1 Flood
The property on a high terrace had no record of flood damage even when Sanna-gawa 
River that flows southeast of the property flooded in the past.

2 Fire hazard
The buildings are of wood frame and require sufficient protection against fires. Therefore, 
the use of fire in the Historic Site designated as a “Fire Prevention Management Area” is 
prohibited in principle and the major buildings have been equipped with an automatic fire 
alarm system and fire extinguishers.

3 Others
Although damage by animals (bat and woodpecker) and insects (carpenter bee) to the 
property is small, bird netting and catchers (calling trap) have been installed in order to 
prevent further damage. 

4 Visitors
Around 40 visitors can be accepted at once, and as a general rule, the premises and the 
lower floor of the main building are open to the public. The upper floor can be accessed 
only by reservation, to be guided by an on-site staff or volunteer guide.

The visitor number is increasing owing to growing interests in World Heritage inscription, 
and 1,783 people visited in 2011.

Fujioka City has established a preservation management plan for the site and is now in the 
process of preparing a promotion and utilization policy of the property. Methods for ar-
ranging public access to the site and vicinities are being studied by a promotion and utiliza-
tion committee composed of the municipality’s concerned divisions. Accordingly, the com-
mittee is carefully examining the physical capacity of acceptable visitors inside the building 
and in the site. Visitor facilities including appropriate size and distance of parking are to be 
provided.
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(2) Surrounding environment
The site is located on the riverside terrace in a small valley in rural area of Fujioka City. The 
surrounding area is outside the city planning area away from city center, and development 
pressure is considered relatively low.

Moreover, Fuijioka City is going to implement landscape plan and landscape ordinance to preserve 
the landscape of the valley. Notification will be mandatory to development activities such as new 
construction of buildings and subsidiary structures shall be controlled with the height restriction 
of 10 meters and under. With those regulations, any development activities that can give negative 
impact on the property will be prevented. The Sanna-gawa River runs near the property, and bank 
protection work is being carried out as necessary. Regarding future river improvement projects, 
sufficient consultations and /or adjustments are to be made between the river administrator 
and related governmental organizations to ensure that they do not affect the preservation of the 
component.  

A small car park for visitors has been built between the property and Sanna-gawa River.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

(1) Property
Within the site, stone foundation walls of the three cold storage buildings, remains of a 
passageway linking these buildings, and remains of an administrative building are preserved. 
Although the stone masonry wall has partially collapsed by natural cause, its main attributes such 
as the base structure and the mechanism of circulating cold air are kept in good condition. On 
the exterior of the foundation walls, Japanese plaster used as joint mortar can be seen in several 
places. The mechanism of emanating cold air is perfectly maintained at around three degrees 
Celsius and cold air comes out even in summer.

Regarding the stone foundation wall which partially collapsed recently in cold storage No. 1, the 
preparation to reinstate stones back to the former state is underway according to detailed land 
surveys made before its collapse and detailed investigation of the fallen stone material.

Daily management of the site is properly carried out by Shimonita Town based on the preservation 
and management plan. The necessity of an upper structure for the purpose of protecting existing 
stone masonry from wind or rain will be carefully considered.

1 Sediment disaster and flood
To protect against sediment and rain water flowing into the property, securing a rainwater 
flow channel at the upper part of the property and felling trees that may impact the ma-
sonry are being carried out in accordance with the preservation and management plan. The 
necessity of an upper structure for the purpose of protecting existing stone masonry from 
wind or rain is going to be carefully considered.
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2 Visitors
Although the total visitor numbers in 2011 was approximately 1,000, the number has risen 
to 1,100, only in the months of July to September.

20 people can be accepted at once. Because the site is located on a slope and is made 
of high stone masonry structures, it is difficult for a great number of visitors to enter. 
Additionally, for fear of the load of visitors walking on stone walls having negative effects 
on preservation, Shimonita Town limits visitors from observing the site from the tops 
of stone walls or cliffs. Since July 2012, on-site staff of the town municipality have been 
stationed to guide visitors and to assure their safety.

Presently, alternative methods for opening the site to the public including reserved tours 
and guided tours, according to the preservation and management plan of the property, 
are under consideration. The road leading to the site is narrow with many curves, that 
possibilities for access from Kozu Pasture two kilometers to the west of Arafune Cold 
Storage and arrangements for regional tours is being studied.

In addition, visitation in the winter season is limited at times in respect of safety due to 
snow and frost. entrance  with the use of rope and other measures. These measure are also 
effective to assure the safety of visitors.

(2) Surrounding environment
The setting of Arafune Cold Storage has many steep slopes of mountains. The property and 
surrounding area is mostly forest, and small scale farmlands and houses are located sparsely. 
Within the area around the site is designated as a “Protection forest against erosion” and a 
“Protection forest drought damage prevention” under the Forest Act, development activity, such 
as felling trees and altering the shape or quality of land, is regulated.

To the areas other than the Protection Forest, notification is required for development activities 
over 10 square meters in area. Construction of a buildings or subsidiary structures is controlled to 
10 meters and under in height by Landscape Plan and Landscape ordinance of Shimonita Town. 
Therefore, any negative impact that will threaten the value of the property is controlled.

Shimonita Town has provided a small  parking lot  and guidance panel for visitors in the area 
neighboring the property, and developed an approach path to the property.
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Chapter 4 Basic principles of the Management Plan

　

1 Basic approach

Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites comprise a single technological ensemble particularly designed 
for raw silk production. These properties that developed in close cooperation with one another 
embody the history of international interchange and technological innovation in sericulture and 
silk-reeling.

In order to adequately protect the outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related 
Sites, it is necessary to prepare a comprehensive and practical management plan with respect to 
local communities and surrounding environments, while ensuring compatibility with other plans, 
regulations, and administrative policies.

Appropriate measures most suitable for conveying the attributes of each component are to be 
examined. Moreover, it is important that the management of the property as a single unit be 
prioritized.

The preservation and management of each component relies on the respective preservation and 
management plan based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties. 

In addition, it is a presupposition that conservation procedures pertaining to the nominated 
property meet “The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage 
Convention” and respect the relevant charters and recommendations.

Legal protection for property surroundings is ensured not by a single law but by employing 
numbers of existing laws and ordinances simultaneously. In light of the above, the following basic 
principles are to be implemented and concrete principles and measures are to be established 
accordingly. (See Chapter 5 for details on each property.)

Based on full consideration of the above, the basic policy detailed below will be put in place and 
specific measures and techniques will be established.
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2 Basic principles

To sustain the outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, Gunma 
Prefecture and respective municipalities implement the management of the property under full 
coordination with related organizations in respect of the following 6 principles.
 (The basic principles will be realized as per Figure 4-1, and detailed from Chapter 5 to Chapter 9.)

1. Appropriate preservation and management for sustaining the outstanding universal value of 
the nominated property
Practical management measures are to be implemented in order to ensure and pass on the 
outstanding universal value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites.

2. Comprehensive preservation including surroundings
For the purpose of effective protection of outstanding universal value of the nominated 
property, comprehensive preservation including its surroundings is essential. Buffer zones of 
adequate size are to be set out for this purpose, and their appropriate preservation are to be 
carried out.

3. Advancement of presentation and promotion
To promote an integral understanding of the outstanding universal value that the nominated 
property has, suitable enhancement of the nominated property is offered through volunteer 
guide tours or recommended visitors’ routes.

4. Establishment and operation of effective management system
Effective management system through collaboration and cooperation is to be implemented by 
all relevant organizations including relevant governmental authorities, centering on the Coor-
dinating Committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites.

5. Implementation of monitoring
Management organizations of the property are to monitor factors that may possibly diminish  
the outstanding universal value by setting indicators for continuous observation.

6. Collaborating with “Gunma Silk Heritage Network”
“Gunma Silk Heritage Network” has been created to protect and promote a large number of 
tangible and intangible cultural properties still existing in Gunma Prefecture. To raise aware-
ness and understanding of such cultural properties, the network was established to invigorate 
their cultural value through education, communication, and public affairs. The site to be nomi-
nated for World Heritage inscription should play a representative role among these properties.
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Figure 4-1 (Same as Figure 1-2) Structure of the Manegement Plan
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Chapter 5 Preservation and Management of the Compo-
nents

In order to pass on the outstanding universal values of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites to the 
next generations, this chapter will show the direction of property preservation management as 
well as specific measures, laws and plans based on Chapter 4: Basic principles of the Management 
Plan, “1 Appropriate preservation and management of outstanding universal value of the 
nominated property.”

1 Conservation principles common to all components

The basic idea in preservation management of properties themselves is to apply strict cultural 
property protection systems as they are in every respect. Preservation and management is 
conducted along the direction stated below according to the classification of elements shown in 
Table 2-3 of Chapter 2.

(1) Preservation and management of elements representing the OUV
Elements and attributes of the components which directly reflect their Outstanding Universal 
Value shall be protected strictly. If there are any hindrances to the desirable preservation of these 
elements, they shall be eliminated or remedied.

(2) Preservation and management of elements closely associated with the elements 
representing the OUV
The meaning, scale, nature and use of the “elements closely associated with elements 
representing the OUV” shall be identified and appropriate preservation and management shall be 
carried out in accordance with basic principles.

2 Management methodology

(1) Common matters
Under the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, all sites are designated as “Historic Sites” 
and the main buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill are designated as “Important Cultural Properties.” 
Detailed protection guidelines are established for nationally designated cultural properties so that 
owners and custodial bodies can maintain and preserve such properties in accordance with the 
Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties, related laws and ordinances.

Owners and custodial bodies are primarily responsible for carrying out the appropriate 
preservation, management, repair and presentation of properties. The permission of the 
Commissioner for Cultural Affairs must be obtained to make alterations to the existing state, 
excluding maintenance measures, emergency measures taken in the event of disaster, and cases 
where the effects of the act on preservation are negligible.
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The preparation of a preservation and management plan is obligatory for National Historic Sites. 
Such plans establish levels of conservation for each element in the historic site. The levels of 
preservation are divided into stages from regular maintenance to matters that require aggressive 
preservation measures, and are set for every area and part of building. They are to be used 
as benchmarks for managers in handling of historic properties. Providing such criteria allows 
protection and management to be continued without diminishing the value of the property.

The national and prefectural government shall subsidize costs and provide technical assistance for 
management and repair of the sites.

Designation status of each component specified by the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties 
and restriction summary of the Law are shown in the following tables:

Table 5-1 Designation status and property ownership

Components Designation status (date) Owner
Cus todial  body 
under the Law for 
the Protection of 
Cultural Properties

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill Site: July 14th, 2005
Important Cultural Property: 
July 5th, 2006

Tomioka City Tomioka City

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Site: September 19th, 2012 Individual Isesaki City 

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School

Site: July 23rd, 2009
Ext. September 19th, 2012

Fujioka City Fujioka City

S4 Arafune Cold Storage Site: February 22nd, 2010 Shimonita 
Town

Shimonita Town

Table 5-2 Base law for the protection of the components

Law/Regula-
tion Summary (purpose) Restriction summary Governing

Authority

Law for the 
Protection 
of Cultural 
Properties

To preserve and utilize 
cultural properties, so that 
the culture of the Japanese 
people may be furthered 
and a contr ibut ion be 
made to the evolution of 
world culture. 

Alternations of the existing state are 
regulated for the purpose of protecting 
cultural properties.
Owner or municipal government ap-
pointed as custodial body of a property 
(designated as National Treasures, Im-
portant Cultural Property, Historic Sites, 
and Places of Scenic Beauty) imple-
ments a preservation and management 
plan based on  the law. 
The plan specifies management policy 
and measures in addition to standards 
of alternation of the existing state suit-
able for location, shape, and character-
istics of each property.

Commissioner for Cultural 
Affairs Japan, Governor or 
Mayor
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(2) Individual components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

i) Basic Preservation Management Policy
Overall preservation management policy and individual policies made up of six categories  are 
established in the “Tomioka Silk Mill Historic Site and Important Cultural Properties (Buildings) 
Preservation Management Plan” formulated in December 2007. Tomioka City shall appropriately 
maintain and manage the sites and properties based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties, and locate an office locally to carry out regular maintenance, management and 
presentation activities.

Specific conservation management methods and criteria for handling alteration of existing state 
procedures are described in this plan. An English summary of this plan is attached.

No. Components Elements representing the OUV Elements closely associated with the ele-
ments representing the OUV

S1 Tomioka Silk 
Mill

- Land
- Underground remainings
- Buildings constructed in Government 

management period: Silk-reeling plant, 
East cocoon warehouse, West cocoon 
warehouse, Steam boiler plant, Direc-
tor’s house, Dormitory for female in-
structors, Inspector’s house, Iron water 
tank, Brick drains, Former guard house, 
Chimney base

- Existing buildings constructed up to 
1945: Workroom of by-products, Re-
reeling plant, Dormitory for female 
workers, Company residence, etc.

- Other existing important buildings con-
structed after 1945: Boiler house, Re-
reeling plant

- Important mechanical facilities related to 
the production system

- Mechanical facilities: except for those in 
left column
- Stone monument and monument
- Furniture and furnishings
- Disaster prevention equipment 
- Trees
- Buildings: except for those in left column
- Historical documents

<Overall Preservation Management Policy>
“To conserve the entire factory system and the long history of Tomioka Silk Mill” 

Tomioka Silk Mill has value not only as remains of a model factory operated by the government 
but also as a factory operated consistently representing subsequent development of Japanese silk 
reeling technology. Furthermore, the fact that all of its systems remain even after terminating op-
erations is seen as indispensable element.

1 Land conservation management policy
Conservation management policy shall be established for every areas classified by the 
characteristics of the land.

Table 5-3 Classification of elements
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There shall be no alteration to the existing state, in principle, apart from site maintenance 
and conservation and promotion.

In particular, the following alterations to the existing state shall not be carried out.
- Acts that may destroy or damage the site and elements subject to protection in the 

site.
- Acts that may greatly diminish the landscape and value of the site and elements 

subject to protection.
- Acts that may destroy the underground remains.

2 Buildings conservation management policy
Buildings constructed up to 1945 and other important buildings in terms of the overall 
production system must be preserved. Other buildings should be conserved as much as 
possible.
Criteria shall be established to manage buildings based on a classification of buildings and 
parts.

3 Underground remains conservation management policy
Underground remains dating from the time of government management to the time 
operations ceased shall be conserved.
Acts to destroy the remains shall not be committed in principle and excavation surveys 
shall be conducted if a need for site maintenance and conservation and promotion arises.

4 Machines and equipments conservation management policy
Machines and equipments at the time operations ceased shall be conserved. However, the 
possibility of changes in terms of scale and location shall be assessed by considering their 
significance.

5 Tree conservation management policy
Trees to be preserved shall be selected from the viewpoint of maintenance and 
management. Their present condition should be basically kept.
Maintenance and management shall be carried out appropriately in consideration of 
history, landscape and commemorative characteristics.

6 Furniture and furnishings conservation management policy
The conservation management of furniture and furnishings shall be carried out for 
historically important items.

ii) Specific measures
1 Daily management

Tomioka City is responsible for the daily management of the sites. Staffs are stationed 
there during opening hours and an automated security system manage the sites during the 
evening. In addition, live-in caretakers in staff housing (former company residence) deal 
promptly with any emergencies.
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2 Building conservation and repairs
Buildings have been kept in a good state of preservation. Parts of buildings showing age-
related deterioration shall be repaired based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties and the preservation and management plan and further deterioration shall be 
prevented.

Tomioka City shall  draw long-term management policy in enhancement and promotion 
plans and implement the conservation and repairs of buildings sequentially based on those 
plans. The state of conservation shall be further ensured in the future.

3 Flood, Sediment disaster
Tomioka Silk Mill is located on top of a cliff by Kabura-gawa River which is designated a 
first-class river. In 1995, an adequate measure for landslide prevention of the cliff was un-
dertaken as part of a preservation project of cultural properties. In January 2012, a lower 
section of the mortared slope outside the designated Historic Site, in an area not visible 
from the property, partially collapsed. Actions have already been taken to prevent further 
collapse. As a long-term measure, concerned authorities are discussing possible effects on 
the cultural value of the property. According to study results, appropriate preventive mea-
sures are to be taken.

4 Earthquake
Tomioka Silk Mill has never been greatly affected by earthquakes in the past. In order to 
study long-term measures for earthquake protection, in 2010, Tomioka City made a full-
scale structure model of the wall of West Cocoon Warehouse and performed seismic ex-
periments at the assumed level. 

As a result, the present situation of the building turned out to meet the strength to resist 
such a scale of earthquake predicted in the “Gunma Prefecture Regional Disaster Preven-
tion Plan.” The city is will reflect this result to improve earthquake countermeasures to pro-
tect its value as a cultural heritage property and security improvement for the visitors for 
mid and long terms, which have been studied and implemented. To begin with, in the fiscal 
year 2011, earthquake reinforcement work was done on the east cocoon warehouse as the 
first of seismic protection measures.

5  Fire hazard
The buildings of Tomioka Silk Mill, national cultural properties, are designated as structures 
requiring particular fire protection measures under the Fire Services Act.
The silk mill buildings are wood frame structures prone to fire. Therefore, “the Tomioka Silk 
Mill Fire Protection Plan” was made in fiscal year 2006 and adequate countermeasures  un-
der the Fire Service Act are being implemented. They include;

- Appointment of fire warden
- Appointment of firefighting team on site
- Placement of automatic fire alarms
- Fire drills
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Figure 5-1 Fire protection and prevention facility map, S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Kabura-gawa RiverKabura-gawa River

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Tomioka City,
Gunma Prefecture
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*Fire extinguishers are equipped in each building.

Hydrant (outdoor)

Cistern

Building equipped with automatic fire alarm systems

Area of property (S1 Tomioka Silk Mill)

In addition, the municipality fire service organization and community firefighting team are 
organized. Thus fire protection and prevention scheme has been fully developed. 

6 Others
The city created the “Regional Disaster Prevention Plan” in 2006 and decided on methods 
for protecting its cultural properties and the first actions to take after a disaster. The plan 
was reviewed in 2011-2012.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

i) Basic conservation management policy

Preservation and Management Plan” was drawn up in 2012 and basic policy made up of 
seven basic policies detailed below was established to ensure that the property is managed 
appropriately. Specific conservation methods and criteria for handling alteration to the 
existing state are described in the same plan. A summary of this plan is attached.

No. Components Elements representing the OUV Elements closely associated with the ele-
ments representing the OUV

S2 Tajima Yahei 
S er icul ture 
Farm

- Land
- Underground remains
- Existing buildings: Main building, ku-

waba, Besso, Tanegura, Bunkogura, Well 
building

- Remains of stonework: Foundation for 
Shin-sansitsu and a barn (Kogetsu-ro), 
and former entrance of main building

- Existing buildings: Omote-mon, Higashi-
mon, Ura-mon

- Remains: Foundation of Kokugura and 
Misogura

- House shrine and torii gate, Empress 
Teimei monument

- Stonework: lantern, stepping stones, 
water basins

- Vegetation: hedge, bamboo bushes, 
trees in a garden, trees beside a gate

- Silk-worm raising tools
- Historical documents

Table 5-4 Classification of elements

1 The site of the sericulture farm, including silkworm raising buildings built based on the 
seiryu-iku sericulture technique theory established by Yahei Tajima, shall be preserved.

2 While preserving the current state of the site, the aspects of the historic site predating 
the Tajima family’s switch to vegetable cultivation shall be preserved. However, when 
repairs are necessary, consideration will be given to restoring the aspects based on the 
seiryu-iku theory while taking heed of the wishes of the owner.

3 This historic site is used and lived in by people and the life of those living on the site shall 
be respected.

4 Efforts shall be made to appropriately preserve and manage damaged and deteriorated 
historic buildings and necessary measures shall be taken.

5 Consideration shall be given to the preservation and management of historical sites from 
the perspective of disaster prevention.

6 The environment of historic sites shall be preserved and managed while giving 
consideration to the regional landscape.  

7 Research and study on the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm shall be continued and 
promoted.
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Figure 5-2 Map of predicted flood area around Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

ii) Specific measures
1  Daily management

Isesaki City and the owner carry out daily management based on Tajima Yahei Sericultural 
Farm Preservation and Management Plan.

2 Flood
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm has been safe from flooding after completion of the present 
Tone-gawa River embankment in 1913.

The MLIT estimates flooding of Tone-gawa River at a probability level of “Once in 200 
years” and delineates the flood area under the Flood Control Act. In the estimate, Sakai-
shimamura district is in the area where 0.5-1.0 meter of flood is expected. Important build-
ings of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm are built on earth-mound foundations for protection 
from floods. Thus the impact will be alleviated even in case of great flood. 

3 Earthquake
The site has never been damaged by earthquakes in the past. In order to utilize and protect 
its value as a cultural heritage property, an analysis is planned firstly to clarify the seismic 
resistance of each of the buildings for necessary countermeasures to be taken.

4 Fire hazard
Because the wood-frame buildings are living spaces of the property owner, sufficient at-
tention is necessary for fire prevention. Therefore, the entire Historic Site is designated 
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Figure 5-3 Fire protection and prevention facility map, S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
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“Fire Prevention Management Area” and this is divided into two areas, “Fire Usage Limited 
Area” in the places used by the owner for daily living and the “Fire Usage Restricted Area” 
for all other areas. Isesaki City has equipped the site with fire extinguishers for early fire ex-
tinguishing and plans to install an automatic fire alarm system in the future. Fire drills with 
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School　

i) Basic conservation management policy
A “Takayama-sha Sericulture School Conservation Management Plan” was drawn up in March, 
2012, and basic policy made up of the six items detailed below was established to ensure that the 
property is managed appropriately. 

Restoration and/or maintenance of existing historic buildings shall be conducted with the baseline 
set on the state when the property was used as a practical school.  Specific conservation methods 
and criteria for handling alteration of the existing state are described in the same plan.  An English 
summary of this plan is attached.

1 Takayama-sha Sericulture School was the place where the seion-iku sericulture method 
was developed and practiced and where the founder, Chogoro Takayama, lived. Therefore 
the premises, buildings, remains, and structures used from the days of Chogoro, the last 
days of the Shogunate, until 1927 when the practical school closed will be targeted for 
conservation, and promotion. In addition, sericulture tools used until around the early 
1960s will be protected.

2 The surrounding environment which together forms a landscape with Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School shall be preserved.

3 The actual state of the Takayama-sha Sericulture School at the time of an educational 
facility for sericulture techniques shall be preserved and the achievements of leaders, 
Chogoro Takayama and Kikujiro Machida shall be widely disseminated.

4 Local community involvement in conservation activities is encouraged. The whole picture 
of Takayama-sha Sericulture School shall be disseminated and active use of the site will be 
promoted as a place for training and education. In addition, a wide variety of activities and 
events set in Takayama-sha Sericulture School will continue to be held.

No. Components Elements representing the OUV Elements closely associated with the ele-
ments representing the OUV

S3 Takayama-
sha Sericul-
ture School

- Land
- Underground remains
- Existing buildings: Main building, Bath 

house/ Kitchen, Outside toilet, Nagay-
amon gate

- Subsidiary structures: stone walls
- Remains: basement of mulberry leaves  

storage area, foundations of lost build-
ings

- Shelves for silkworm

- Subsidiary structures: well, Conduit, 
House shrine

- Fittings used since the time of the prac-
tical school through Showa period

- Silkworm raising tools
- Historical documents

Table 5-5 Classification of elements

participants from Isesaki City, the fire station, property owner, and local residents are car-
ried out in order to reinforce the fire prevention system and to raise fire-prevention aware-
ness. 
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5 The monuments relating to the development and education of sericulture techniques 
practiced at Takayama-sha Sericulture School, which are located outside Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School, will be conserved and promoted comprehensively.

6  Research and study on Takayama-sha Sericulture School shall be continued and the 
information shall be widely disseminated.

ii) Specific measures
1 Daily management

Fujioka City carries out daily management based on “Takayama-sha Sericulture School Pres-
ervation and Management Plan.”

2 Sediment disaster
The bamboo slope in the back of the property is specified as “Surrounding Preservation 
area.” In the preservation and management plan, execution of a stability analysis of the site 
ground is planned and required measures are to be taken for sufficient protection of the 
property according to survey results.

3 Earthquake
Takayama-sha Sericulture School has no previous record of serious earthquake damage. In 
order to protect its value as a cultural heritage site and for its utilization, seismic examina-
tions to clarify structural strengths according to the preservation and management plan are 
planned and appropriate measures will be taken based on the test results.

4 Fire hazard
The buildings are of wood frame and require sufficient protection against fires. Therefore, 
the use of fire in the Historic Site designated as a “Fire Prevention Management Area” is 
prohibited in principle and the main building and the nagayamon gate have been equipped 
with an automatic fire alarm system and fire extinguishers. Installation of such facilities as 
flair sensors around the site is planned.

A “Fire Fighting Plan” which deals with necessary things for fire prevention was made and 
stationed staff work on daily fire prevention management according to the plan appointing 
fire warden.

Fire drills are carried out at least once a year, with the cooperation of the local residents, 
community firefighting team, and nearby fire station. Permanent staff members are trained 
through the fire drill that includes guiding visitors in evacuation.

5 Others
Although damage by animals (bat and woodpecker) and insects (carpenter bee) to the prop-
erty is small, bird netting and catchers (calling trap) have been installed in order to prevent 
further damage.
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

i) Basic conservation management policy
The “Arafune Cold Storage Conservation Management Plan” was formulated in March 2012, and 
a basic policy made up of the five items detailed below was established to ensure the appropriate 
management of the property.

Elements in the designated area shall be grouped by the value they create and conserved and 
managed appropriately in accordance with handling policy.

Specific conservation methods and criteria for handling alteration of the existing state are 
described in this plan. An English summary of this plan is attached.

1 Appropriate conservation will be carried out treating stone masonry and administrative 
building remains as important elements that convey the scale and role of the property as a 
silkworm egg storage facility.

Figure 5-4 Fire protection and prevention facility map, S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

*Fire extinguishers are equipped in each building.

Cistern
Building equipped with 
automatic fire alarm systems
Area of property
(S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School)
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2 Considering natural cold airflow mechanism itself as an essential part of its value, 
conservation management will include the protection of the surroundings of the cold storage 
that preserves the condition of that time (cold airflow and topography).

3 Rare plant life that has developed in this cool environment shall be taken a characteristic of 
this site and conserved as much as possible in accordance with the protection of the historical 
remains.

4 In line with the progress of research and study, internal and external consultations shall be 
held to establish an integrated forestry management system including the area surrounding 
the designated site and a monitoring system. This will include considerations for safety 
measures for visitors and the visitor pressures on the environment.

5 Research and study shall be promoted to improve conservation management and those 
results will be accumulated.

ii) Specific measures
1 Daily management

Daily management has been carried out by Shimonita town with the cooperation of local 
residents and volunteers based on Shimonita town’s conservation management plan.

2 Sediment disaster and flood
In 2010, the southern side of the stone wall of No.1 cold storage collapsed partially. Thor-
ough close examinations were made and proper restoration work to return  stones to their 
original positions is planned in order not to threaten the value of the property. 

Sediment runoff due to rainwater is expected in the area around the administrative build-
ing. Therefore, piling up of sandbags is implemented as a prevention measure.

3 Earthquake
Seismic examination of the stone wall and ground stability investigation will be conducted 
to implement necessary countermeasures against earthquake.

No. Components Elements representing the OUV Elements closely associated with the ele-
ments representing the OUV

S4 Arafune Cold 
Storage

- Land
- Stone walls of Cold Storage No.1-No.3
- Site related to management administra-

tion: site of the administrative building, 
passageway, stone walls except for cold 
storage, etc.

- Topographical factors for cold air flow: 
talus, valley topography, and masses of 
rocks

- Vegetation in cool place (existence of 
rare vegetation)

- Historical documents

Table 5-6 Classification of elements
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Fixed point observation of the stone wall is being undertaken, and the city will consider 
measures adequately consulting with professionals and relevant authorities in case of 
emergency.

4 Others
Young trees are immediately removed in order to protect the stone masonry of Cold 
Storage from loosening or collapsing due to growing roots. Vegetation management is 
strictly carried out for the purpose of keeping the fallen trees from destroying the remains.
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Chapter 6 Comprehensive Preservation including 
surroundings (Buffer Zone)

In addition to demonstrating the direction of comprehensive preservation including surroundings 
which is one of the basic principles as in Chapter 4, this Chapter will arrange specific preservation 
methods and issue-solving policies, as well as the laws, systems and various plans in harmony with 
community life needed to execute these methods and policies.

1 Concept

(1) Concept of delineating the buffer zone
For the purpose of effective continuous protection of outstanding universal value of the nomi-
nated property, the buffer zones of adequate size are to be set out. The boundaries of the buffer 
zones have been delineated to the extent, necessary to the purpose. 

(2) Means of Implementing Protective Measures
To solve buffer zone issues and preserve these zones appropriately, the Law for the Protection of 
Cultural Properties, Landscape Act, the City Planning Act, Outdoor Advertisement Act, Forest Act, 
Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas and ordinances and various related plans 
based on these laws will be applied and implemented.

Of the issues set out in Chapter 3 that are related to the properties’ surrounding environment, this 
Chapter will demonstrate ways to solve issues regarding the burden caused by development. Re-
garding the issues of the environmental burden, natural disasters, and burden caused by visitors 
that are common to all of the four components and its buffer zone are already stated in Chapter 5.

2 Policy to Define a Buffer Zone

The policy to delineate the buffer zone is to identify an area where we need to prevent landscape 
factors from having negative impact that could become a threat to the value of the property.
The buffer zone is delineated considering on the range of view to and from the property, and the 
range shall be defined in consideration of effects on the landscape. 

The boundaries of a buffer zone are comprised of geographic characters such as ridge lines, land-
scape features, as well as administrative boundaries, land registration, roads, and the other recog-
nizable boundaries.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

The buffer zone is delineated to include the range necessary for protecting views from the prop-
erty as well as views of the property. The townscape surrounding the mill is to be conserved and 
enhanced together with the nominated property.

The buffer zone to the north, west, and east sides of the property include the inner-city to protect 
an integral townscape. To the south, the residential area that spreads on the other side of Kabura-
gawa River, essential for protection of the fine view from Tomioka Silk Mill is included.
Boundaries of the buffer zones are delineated according to roads, railways, or land use subdivi-
sions.
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

The buffer zone includes the area in which the neighboring silkworm farm village and characteris-
tic rural landscape are to be preserved as a whole.

The north, west, and east sides of the buffer zone includes the area forming a community com-
posed of silkworm raising farmhouses. To the south, the rural landscape continuing into a part of 
districts in Honjo City, Saitama Prefecture have been included to protect a wider area around the 
Tajima farm.

The boundaries of the buffer zone are delineated by roads, river, municipal boundaries, or other 
administrative boundaries.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

The buffer zone includes elements constituting the surrounding environment, such as neighbor-
ing hills (bamboo forest), the Sanna-gawa River, wooded mountains, and Kozen-in temple that is 
closely associated with the Takayama family. The two viewpoints from Takayama-sha and Kozen-
in temple were taken into full account in determining the boundaries.

Because Takayama-sha is located at the bottom of a valley, the buffer zone includes to the north 
and south the ridgelines that form a single rural landscape; to the east landscape visible from 
Kozen-in; and to the west the range visible from Takayama-sha including Kozen-in temple grounds. 

The actual boundaries of the buffer zone follows the ridgeline on the north, west, and south sides, 
while on the east side, the community boundary where there is a change in land use was consid-
ered.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The buffer zone will be delineated based on the range of view from site of the administrative 
building and includes the mountain ridgeline visible from the site. 

On the north, west, and south sides, the buffer zone includes geographical features such as the 
valley, rock slopes, and surrounding forests, which are visible from the property. The east side 
includes the nearby rural community in addition to the distant forests, both visible from the prop-
erty.

The boundary of the buffer zone is basically formed by ridgelines; where forestry planning areas 
have been designated to include the ridgeline, the boundary of such areas were considered.

3 Conservation Means for Buffer Zone

Within the buffer zone, the activities such as constructing buildings or structures, alteration of 
shape, size and character of land, cutting bamboo or trees are controlled by the Law for the Pro-
tection of Cultural Properties,  Landscape Act, City Planning Act, Outdoor Advertisement Act, For-
est Act, Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas, and other ordinances adopted by 
the concerned municipalities. Those activities need either a permission or notification according 
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Table 6-1 The outline of law, act and ordinance
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to scale, shape, and structure. They are thus controlled, including regulations of such as height 
and exterior color of buildings and subsidiary structures. Relevant authorities give guidance/ad-
vice so that crucial damages to the value of the property shall be appropriately defected.

The Landscape Act is the one law out of those mentioned above that is used mainly as a law to 
regulate and to provide guidance the buffer zones of the four component properties. With the 
Landscape Act, any acts that need to be notified must be notified up to 30 days prior to getting 
started on the said act. Moreover, a system for consultations prior to the notifications is provided 
in landscape ordinances adopted by relevant cities and town. Project owners are supported to 
consult with local authorities for implementation of a project in line with landscape plan following 
the guidance.

The outline of each regulation is shown in Table 6-1.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

Tomioka City established the “Tomioka City Landscape Plan” based on the Landscape Act in order 
to implement regulations aimed at the creation of a pleasant landscape, and buffer zones were 
defined in the “Specified Landscape Planning Areas Surrounding the Tomioka Silk Mill ”.

“Specified Landscape Planning Areas Surrounding the Tomioka Silk Mill" are divided into three 
relative to the distance from the Tomioka Silk Mill, historical background, landscape elements as 
shown in Figure 6-1, and a criteria for height and color per district is also set out  for newly-built 
and extended/reconstructed buildings and subsidiary structures.

Landscape ordinances make it necessary to notify newly-built and extended/reconstructed build-
ings and subsidiary structures, and any acts of development exceeding a certain scales such as 
alteration of shape and size of land aiming to form sound landscape. Besides, to reinforce control/
guidance of outdoor advertisement, Tomioka City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance was estab-
lished in October 2012. By this ordinance, the buffer zone of Tomioka Silk Mill is appropriately 
controlled.

In addition to Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan based on the City Planning Act, sound urban 
development and development with good order are controlled in these regions based on “Tomioka 
City Machizukuri -development and revitalization- Plan” established in 2006.

(i)Preservation based on Landscape ordinances
1  The Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance
The Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance clarifies the basic concept and basic matters for creating 
sound landscape in Tomioka city. It also indicates the process of implementation of Tomioka City 
Landscape Plan and necessary matters to implement the Landscape Act. It aims to pass on histori-
cal culture unique to the area, create fine and rich living environment and promote tourism with 
attractive townscape and other local interchange and attachment to their hometown. 

2  The Tomioka City Landscape Plan
Special landscape planning areas drawn by the Tomioka City landscape Plan matches with the 
delineation of buffer zones. The plan seeks to achieve focused landscape creation in order to pre-
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serve and manage the cultural value of Tomioka Silk Mill while further enhancing their attractive-
ness. 

1 Outline of landscape creation policies
- Create a streetscape that highlights and is in harmony with the silk mill
- Suppress protruding buildings and maintain good views
- Restrict outdoor advertisement and promote harmonization in coloring and design
- Create a high-quality landscape in public spaces

2 Zoning within Special Landscape Planning Areas Surrounding Tomioka Silk Mill  
 (Figure 6-1)

 A: Historical and Cultural Landscape Preservation Zone
  This is composed of the area immediately surrounding the silk mill and Shiromachi-dori 

street, and is designated as the category 1 residential area based on City Planning Act, 
neighborhood commercial area, and the commercial area.(Figure 6-2) An unobstructed 
view of the silk mill’s buildings can be gained from the Shiromachi-dori street, but only 
trees, chimneys and part of the buildings can be confirmed from other roads.

  Outline of regulations
    -heights of buildings and subsidiary structures to 12 meters and under
    -external colors of buildings and subsidiary structures
    -harmonization of roofs, height of eaves, and with surroundings 

B: Townscape along Historic Main Street Promotion Zone
  This is composed of the area along the old Shimonita highway, Himekaido, and virtually 

the whole area is designated as a commercial area. The plot of land is based on a lay-
out of deep traditional townhouses and retains traces of the old townscape. Medium-
rise buildings are located along Route 254.

 Outline of regulations
   -heights of buildings and subsidiary structures to 14 meters and under
   -external colors of buildings and subsidiary structures
   -harmonization of townscape with unity

C: Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmonization Zone
  This is located in the fringes of the special landscape areas and many large-scale public 

facilities are accumulated in the northern end. The southern side of the Kabura-gawa 
River is formed of a tranquil housing estate consisting mainly of low-rise detached 
houses. The Tomioka Silk Mill can be viewed from Kabura-gawa River area, designated 
as an urban green space, and also a bridge going over the river.

Outline of regulations
    -heights of buildings and subsidiary structures to 14 meters and under
    -external colors of buildings and subsidiary structures

The outline of protection in Tomioka City based on the Landscape Act is in the attached docu-
ment.
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Figure 6-1 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

A
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SCALE  1:20,000
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Component

Bufferzone

Landscape Planning Area Specified by Tomioka City Landscape Ordinance
Historical and Cultural Landscape Preservation Zone
 　　    1. 12m height restriction
　　　  2. color regulation
　　　  3. design control of  ridge lines and eaves
Townscape along Historic Main Street Promotion Zone
　　  1. 14m height restriction 
　　  2. color regulation
　　　  3. communal design concept guidance
Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmonization Zone
　　    1. 14m height restriction        
          2. color regulation

* Entire Tomioka City except for the Specified Landscape Planning Area, indicated above is 
generally  regulated by the Ordinance:
  1. 20m height restriction
  2. color regulation
  3. encouraging harmonization with mountain ridge and skyline.
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(ii) Addressing outdoor advertisements
Tomioka City has bolstered restrictions on outdoor advertisements as an important landscape el-
ement. The City plans to establish the Tomioka City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance in 2012 in 
order to preserve the value of properties, and prevent any harm to public.  
The ordinance describes designation of “Landscape preservation type advertisement” promotion 
district, target range of permission and notification, countermeasures for violation, panel provi-
sions. 

The English summaries of regulations in Tomioka City based on the Outdoor Advertisement Act 
are attached.

(iii) The City Planning Act
There are regulations for property and its buffer zone concerning use, shape, building coverage 
ratio.(Figure 6-2)

The outline of protection based on City Planning Act is in the attached document. 

(iv) Road improvement
Tomioka City completed the circularization of the arterial road as part of the “Tomioka City 
Machizukuri Plan” as a way of reducing through traffic flowing into the city center. It also set out 
policies concerning secondary streets in the city center district to maintain the existing road sys-
tem and improve its road function.

Additionally, the “Tomioka City Landscape Plan” established in 2008 identified nine roads in the 
buffer zone as the “Important  Landscape Public Facilities” because it has a large impact on the 
creation of a pleasant landscape.

While making such improvements, considerations have been established on structure, shape 
design, materials and color in order to preserve and improve the historic and cultural value pos-
sessed by the Tomioka Silk Mill.  The public road improvement of West Tomioka Takumi Line, one 
of the nine roads mentioned above is underway. The construction includes laying power lines un-
derground.
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Figure 6-2 City planning map of the periphery of S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
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S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City established the “Isesaki City Landscape Plan” and “Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance” 
in 2008. The Sakai-shimamura district is positioned as a “Historic and Cultural Landscape Site” in 
the “Isesaki City Landscape Plan” and measures have been provided to conserve the cultural land-
scape resources of the sericulture farms in Shimamura.

To conserve the landscape of a community at Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and its vicinity where 
a favorable group of modern sericulture farmhouses remain, Isesaki City designated. A portion of 
Shinchi District and Shinnoshinden District in Saikai-shimamura as Specified Landscape Planning 
Area and scheduled to enforce on April 1st, 2013.

Honjo City in Saitama Prefecture is pursuing landscape conservation through the Landscape Ordi-
nance and Landscape Plan established by Saitama Prefecture in 2007.

Additionally, Isesaki City and Honjo City have specified this area as Urbanization Control Areas to 
suppress urbanization based on the City Planning Act, as well as area to implement measures that 
focus on agricultural promotion and conservation of farmland based on the Act on Establishment 
of Agricultural Promotion Areas.

Gunma Prefecture, Isesaki City, Saitama Prefecture and Honjo City are sharing information 
through Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Committee to take appropriate measures to matters 
such as development activities.

Thus, the buffer zone of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is controlled properly and nothing may 
damage the value of the property.

(i) Conservation based on the Landscape Act
1 Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance
“Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance” sets out items required to enforce the Landscape Act to pro-
mote the creation of a pleasant landscape in Isesaki City, and defines to establish Isesaki City 
Landscape Plan and other policies aiming to make living environment sound and rich and to con-
tribute to creation of an attractive and comfortable living environment and sound development of 
society.

2 Isesaki City Landscape Plan
Isesaki City has established the plan under a common policy that aims to preserve and promote 
landscape resources and create a comfortable living space. Landscape formation elements are 
categorized by land use (area), axis (line), site (spot) in the plan and landscape planning areas are 
divided into seven regions. In addition, Saikai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area will 
be positioned as a leading area engaging in landscape planning as a model of landscape develop-
ment.

1) Sakai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area
 A portion of Shinchi District and Shinnoshinden District in Saikai-shimamura a will be des-
ignated with the purpose of preserving the landscape of a community where a favorable 
group of modern sericulture farmhouses remain.
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2) Principle for landscape development
- Conservation of the scenery of a community characterized by a group of modern sericul-
ture farmhouses

1 Taking over existing modern sericulture farmhouses
2 Conserving rural landscape with unique modern sericulture farmhouses and con-

trolling outdoor advertisement and buildings to consider their surrounding land-
scape aiming to create unified landscape which is harmonized with those farm 
houses 

- Conservation of the view of landscape from the embankment of the Tone-gawa River
1 Stressing the view of landscape from the embankment of the river, and controlling 

location of desirable buildings
- Conservation and presentation/promotion of historical and cultural landscape resources.

1 Trying to pick up and present/promote historical and cultural landscape resources 
such as temples/shrines and stone monuments which make historical taste remark-
able 

2 Considering to develop guidance and signage for leading visitors to various re-
sources to give appropriate information to visitors from other areas

 Outline of regulations
    -heights of buildings and subsidiary structures to 10 meters and under
    -external colors of buildings
    -harmonization of design features of buildings with  historical landscape resources

The summary of the Isesaki City Landscape Plan is attached.
 
(ii) Conservation based on Outdoor Advertisement Act
Isesaki City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance provide necessary regulation standards relevant to 
display of outdoor advertisement, placement and maintenance of matters to which advertisement 
is placed in order to promote good visual environment, preserve scenic beauty and prevent any 
harm to public.

The ordinance implements matters on prohibited areas and “Landscape improvement type adver-
tisement” promotion district, target range of permission, and panel provisions. 
Isesaki City scheduled to define Sakai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area as “Landscape 
improvement type advertisement” promotion district on April 1st, 2013. In the district, basic 
policy for display of outdoor advertisement is implemented and strengthen restrictions to display 
area and color.

The outline of Isesaki City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance is in the attached document.

(iii) Preservations based on  City Planning Act and Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promo-
tion Areas
The area of buffer zone is Urbanization Control Area where urbanization is restrained. Thus, devel-
opment activity is not permitted in principle except for those which do not have possibility of ur-
banization and adjust to technical and locational standards. Also, the area is an Agricultural Land  
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based on the Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas, development activities that 
obstruct agricultural land are not permitted.

The summary of preservation on these acts are in attached document.

(iv)Regulations in Saitama Prefecture based on the Landscape Act
1 Saitama Prefecture Landscape Ordinance
With the aim of contributing to the creation of an attractive and distinctive hometown by promot-
ing landscapes with regional characteristics; measures have been taken to promote landscape 
formation in Saitama Prefecture and items required to enforce the Landscape Act have been es-
tablished.

2 Saitama Prefecture Landscape Plan
Specific landscape formation measures have been made with the fundamental aim of protecting, 
making use of, and creating a beautiful interwoven rural and urban landscape. 

Landscape planning area  
The area pertaining to the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm buffer zone is determined as a “specific 
issue response area” and is identified as an area with a rural landscape rich in historic scenery 
characterized by rice paddies, fields, and wind break trees around residence, while increasing 
development pressure by expanding expressway network.

Policy for regulation of development activities such as buildings
This “specific issue response area” was set out to conserve rural landscape with an abundance 
of local characteristics, and various subjects that require notification are expanded to control 
development activities.

Outline of regulations
 -external colors of buildings
 

The summary of Saitama Prefecture Landscape Plan is in the attached document. 

(v) Conservation based on the Outdoor Advertisement Act in Saitama side
Based on stipulations in the Outdoor Advertisement Act, regulations required for outdoor adver-
tisement and the outdoor advertisement industry have been provided to create a pleasant land-
scape, maintain the beauty of the scenery or prevent harm to the general public.

Saitama Prefecture Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance provides necessary regulation standards 
relevant to matters on outdoor advertisement, prohibited area of display and placement, permis-
sion and panel provisions.  

The summary of conservation in Saitama Prefecture is attached. 
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Figure 6-3 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
(Landscape Act)

Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Honjo City,
Saitama Prefecture

Fukaya City,
Saitama Prefecture

Fukaya City,
Saitama Prefecture

Isesaki City,
Gunma Prefecture

Isesaki City,
Gunma Prefecture

Tone-gawa RiverTone-gawa River

Sakai-Shimamura 
District 

Sakai-Shimamura 
District 

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Component

Bufferzone

Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance
Sakai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area (scheduled in April 2013)
            1.10m height regulation
            2.color regulation

Restricted Core Area Concerning  Landscape with History and Culture
            1.harmonization of area landscape 
            2.color guideline for harmonizing  core elements

* Entire Isesaki City except for the two areas above, is generally regulated by the Isesaki City 
Landscape Ordinance:
encouraging harmonization with surroundings such as shape, color or other design features of a 
building or structure and outdoor advertisement.

Saitama Prefecture Landscape Ordinance: Specific Issue Response Area**
Areas along Expressways outside the Metropolitan Intercity Expressway Network
           1.color regulation

* *The area is defined to conserve rural landscape facing to development pressure by the nearest 
highway.
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Figure 6-4 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
(City Planning Act)
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Figure 6-5 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
(Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas)
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S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Fujioka City will publish Fujioka City Landscape Plan which indicates policies for sound landscape 
formation and Fuijoka City Landscape Ordinance sets out items required to enforce the Landscape 
Act on April 1st, 2013. They are based on the vision for the future, “A Sparkling, Friendly Fujioka 
Created by Citizens: Truly Happy Community-Building Interweaving Wisteria and Winter Cherry 
Trees.”

The buffer zone of Takayama-sha Sericulture School is defined as a “Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School Specified Landscape Planning Area” where advancing landscape development is  focused 
on.

(i) Conservation based on the Landscape Act
1 Fujioka City Landscape Planning Ordinance
Fujioka City Landscape Ordinance sets out basic items for landscape formation and other items 
required to enforce the Landscape Act in order to promote the creation of a pleasant landscape, 
cherish attachment and pride to the city, and create attractive and comfortable living environ-
ment.

2 Fujioka City Landscape Plan
Fujioka City Landscape Plan decided in consistent with the vision for the future found in the 4th 
Comprehensive Plan and Fujioka City City Planning Master Plan, and gives legal basis  for consider-
ation of landscape. It aims proper collaboration between local residents, project undertakers and 
the city and playing roles each other to create sound landscape.

1)Basic objectives of landscape development
The following four courses are indicated as basic objectives in order to achieve the vision of 
the future for the landscape of Fujioka.

- Enhance Fujiokà s landscape value, rich in nature and history to hand down to the 
next generations

- Improve the townscape by creating sense of consistency while respecting people’s 
diverse values 

- Create an attractive ambience of the city: that is a reflection of the citizen’s gentle 
mind

- Cultivate beautiful landscape of Fujioka together

2)Specified Landscape Planning Area
The establishment of this landscape plan will designate the area around Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School, which requires measures necessary to preserve recommended assets 
mainly in terms of the appearance of the landscape, as a Specified Landscape Planning Area 
and focus on advancing landscape development aimed at world heritage registration. 

3) Outline of regulations
 -heights of buildings to 10 meters and under
 -external colors of buildings

The summary of Fujioka City Landscape Plan is in the attached document.
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Figure 6-6 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200

Component

Bufferzone

Fujioka City Landscape Ordinance
Specified Landscape Area around Takayama-sha Sericulture School (scheduled in April 2013)
　　     1. 10m height regulation 　　  
          2. color regulation

* Entire Fujioka City except for the Speicfied Landscape Area around Takayama-sha Sericulture School, 
will be generally regulated by the Fujioka City Landscape Ordinance:
encouraging harmonization with surroundings such as shape, color or other design features of a building 
or structure.

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Fujioka City,
Gunma Prefecture

Ko-zen-in
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S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The Arafune Cold Storage buffer zone is regulated by a “Protection Forest” based on the Forest 
Act for forest preservation, and the Shimonita Town Landscape Ordinance and Shimonita Town 
Landscape Plan” based on the Landscape Act for landscape conservation.

The surrounding area is located in steep mountainous terrain. The majority of the area is forest 
area and it is partly used as small-scale farming and residential land.

The woods surrounding the property are designated as a protection forest based on the Forest 
Act for watershed conservation and disaster prevention reasons. 

(i) Conservation based on the Landscape Act
1 Shimonita Town Landscape Ordinance
This ordinance aims to contribute to the creation of a pleasant and prosperous living environment 
through preservation of pleasant landscape which towns people proud of. It attempts to achieve 
this by determining items required to enforce the Landscape Act and by taking measures besides 
the establishment of the Shimonita Town Landscape Plan.

2 Shimonita Town Landscape Plan
Shimonita Town established the Shimonita Town Landscape Plan to conserve pleasant landscape 
resources, and to revitalize the town and improve the living environment.

1) Landscape formation policy
”Promoting natural, historic and cultural activities and creating a beautiful hometown and 
landscape”

The Landscape Plan area covers all areas in Shimonita Town, but focuses on the Arafune 
Cold Storage as an area that partially requires landscape formation.

A common policy among all Shimonita Town areas is to divide landscape resources into the 
five categories of greenery, charm, history, lifestyle, and liveliness, and establish landscape 
formation policy based on the characteristics of important landscape areas. Arafune Cold 
Storage is categorized as history of the five categories.

2) Specified Landscape Area around Arafune Cold Storage  
”Pass on beautiful landscape resources with a connection to the town’s history”
Maintain and conserve landscape resources worthy of attaining a world heritage status and 
provide appropriate guide to its periphery buildings.

3) Outline of regulations
   -heights of buildings to 10 meters and under
   -external colors of buildings

The summary of conservation based on the Landscape Act is in the attached document.
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Figure 6-7 Map Indicating the Zones of Legal Protection and Regulations of S4 Arafune Cold Storage

Shimonita Town,
Gunma Prefecture
Shimonita Town,

Gunma Prefecture

Component

Bufferzone

Shimonita Town Landscape Ordinance 
Specified Landscape Planning Area around Arafune Cold Storage
　　     1. 10m height regulation 　　  
          2. color regulation
　 　    3. consideration of building materials

* Entire Shimonita Town except for the Specified Landscape Planning Area, 
indicated above is generally regulated by the Shimonita Town Landscape  
Ordinance :
  1. height consideration to harmonize with the surroundings
  2. color regulation
  3. encouraging harmonization with mountain ridge and skyline.

 Forest Act 
Protection Forest 

　　     1. regulation of cutting trees
           2. regulation of mining and land reclamation
           3. regulation of collecting fallen leaves

SCALE  1:20,000
1,000m0 400200
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(ii) Preservation by Forest Act
The Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries or the Governor designates forests that par-
ticularly need to fulfill public functions as a “Protection Forest” based on the stipulations in the 
Forest Act. Tree felling and altering the zoning, shape or quality of land is restricted.

1 Restrictions to Protection Forest
-cutting trees
-cutting bamboos, damaging trees, pasture of domestic animals, collecting undergrowth, fallen 
leaves and branches, excavation for quarrying or root of trees, reclamation and other alterna-
tion of  the shape or quality of land

The outline of regulations based on Forest Act is attached.
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Table 6-2 Outline of law, act, and ordinance for protection of the nominated property and respective buf-
fer zone 

Law/Regula-
tion Summary (purpose) Restriction Summary Governing Authority Relevant compo-

nents

Law for the 
P r o t e c t i o n 
of  Cu l tur a l 
Properties

To preserve and utilize 
cultural properties, so 
that the culture of the 
Japanese people may be 
furthered and a contribu-
tion be made to  the evo-
lution of world culture. 

Alternation of the existing 
state are regulated for the 
purpose of protecting cul-
tural properties.
Owner or municipal govern-
ment appointed as Custodial 
Body of a property (desig-
nated as National Treasures, 
Important Cultural Property, 
Historic Sites, and Places of 
Scenic Beauty) implements 
a preservation and manage-
ment plan based on  the law. 
The plan specifies manage-
ment policy and measures in 
addition to standards of al-
ternation of the exisitng state 
suitable for location, shape, 
and characteristics of each 
property.

Commissioner for 
Cultural Affairs Ja-
pan, Governor or 
Mayor 

Tomioka Silk Mill
Tajima Yahei Seri-
culture Farm
Ta k a y a m a - s h a 
Sericulture School
Arafune Cold Stor-
age

City Planning 
Act

To secure effective urban 
activities through devel-
opment of sound urban 
environments and the 
appropriate arrangement 
of urban area. Following 
items are specified;
- Contents of city plan-

ning and its authorizing 
process

- Restrictions based on 
the City Planning Act-
Projects defined by the 
City Planning Act

- Projects defined by the 
City Planning Act

(Area Division)
City Planning Area is divided 
into Urbanization Promo-
tion Area and Urbanization 
Control Area to avoid urban 
sprawl and proceed system-
atic urbanization.
(Zoning)
Future picture of Urban-
ization Promotion Area is 
defined in a city planning 
master plan to lead desirable 
urbanization in terms of bal-
anced urban function and 
density.

Governor or Mayor Tomioka Silk Mill
Tajima Yahei Seri-
culture Farm
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Law/Regula-
tion Summary (purpose) Restriction Summary Governing Authority Relevant compo-

nents

L a n d s c a p e 
Act
L a n d s c a p e 
P l a n  a n d 
L a n d s c a p e 
Ordinance

To build a beautiful and 
dignified land, create an 
attractive and comfort-
able living environment 
and realize vibrant com-
munities with distinct 
personalities by taking 
comprehensive mea-
sures to develop good ur-
ban and rural landscapes 
su c h  a s  f o r mu l a t i n g 
landscape plans, in order 
to improve the quality 
of life of the people of 
Japan and contribute to 
the growth of the nation-
al economy and sound 
development of society

Any person who intends to 
newly construct, enlarge, re-
model or remove a building a 
structure, to repair, redesign, 
or change the color of the 
exterior appearance or to cut 
trees or bamboo shall submit 
prior notification before he/
she starts the action.
Matters of notification such 
as the type of act, place, de-
sign or construction method, 
the scheduled date of com-
mencement, etc., and stan-
dards for sound landscape 
are specified. 

Landscape Adminis-
trative Organization 
(Governor or Mayor)

Tomioka Silk Mill
Tajima Yahei Seri-
culture Farm
Ta k a y a m a - s h a 
Sericulture School
Arafune Cold Stor-
age

Outdoor Ad-
vertisement 
Act
Outdoor Ad-
vertisement 
Ordinance

To develop sound land-
scape, maintain scenic 
beauty, or ensure public 
safety, outdoor adver-
tisement is restricted.

- Content of prohibited ad-
vertisement

- Posting of advertisement on 
buildings and structures

- Areas where advertisement 
is prohibited

- Standards for approved ad-
vertisement

Municipalities (Gov-
ernor or Mayor)

Tomioka Silk Mill
Tajima Yahei Seri-
culture Farm
Ta k a y a m a - s h a 
Sericulture School
Arafune Cold Stor-
age

F o r e s t  A c t 
(Protection 
Forest)

Protection Forest is a 
system to maintain and 
enhance the function 
to conserve the forest, 
by preserving its nature 
and providing adequate 
management practices. 
For that purpose certain 
areas are designated as 
protection forest in or-
der to accomplish public 
goals such as protection 
of watershed, prepara-
tion and prevention of 
disaster, preservation 
of living environment, 
provision of place to pro-
mote health etc.

Restriction on 
- Cutting trees 
- Altering the zoning, shape 

or quality of land
- Others

Ministry of Agricul-
ture, Forestry and 
Fisheries or Gover-
nor

Arafune Cold Stor-
age

Act on Estab-
lishment of 
Agricultural 
P r o m o t i o n 
Areas

To  p r o m o t e  h ea l t hy 
growth of agriculture by 
implementing necessary 
measures for the im-
provement of the region 
where promotion of agri-
culture is necessary.

Development activities such 
as
- Land development
- Altering the zoning, shape 

or quality of land
- Construction, addition, re-

construction of buildings 
and structures

Governor Tajima Yahei Seri-
culture Farm
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Name of Plan En  ty of Plan Term of Plan (Fiscal year)

Comprehensive Plan

Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Plan Gunma Prefecture 2011 - 2015

Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan Tomioka City 2008 - 2015

Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan Isesaki City 2007 - 2014

Fujioka City Comprehensive Plan Fujioka City 2008 - 2017

Shimonita Town Comprehensive Plan Shimonita Town 2007 - 2016

Environment Plan

Gunma Prefecture Basic Environment 
Plan

Gunma Prefecture 2011 - 2015

City Planning

Policy for Improvement, Development 
and Conservation in the City Planning 
Area, Tomioka City Planning

Gunma Prefecture 2009 - 2015

Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan Tomioka City 2009 - 2028

Policy for Improvement, Development 
and Conservation in the City Planning 
Area,  Isesaki City Planning

Gunma Prefecture 2009 - 2015

Isesaki City City Planning Master Plan Isesaki City 2008 - 2027

Table 6-3 Existing Plans Related to Municipality and Region in which the Proposed Property is Located

4 Harmonization with local community (existing plans related to municipal-
ity and region)

Making an eff ort to harmonize the secure protec  on of the nominated property with the every-
day lives of local residents is extremely important.

This Management Plan is highly consistent with plans with regula  ons and instruc  ons concern-
ing resident life and various kinds of administra  ve measures. These regula  ons and plans include 
concerned local authori  es’ comprehensive plans, city planning master plans and landscape plans.

The list shown below arranges plans rela  ng to Table 6-3 and English summaries are shown in the 
a  ached documents.

Residents’ par  cipa  on in the conserva  on and promo  on of proper  es is men  oned in Chapter 7: 
“Presenta  on and Promo  on” and Chapter 8: “Establishment and Opera  on of Eff ec  ve Manage-
ment System.”
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Disaster Prevention

Gunma Prefecture Regional Disaster Pre-
vention Plan

Gunma Prefecture Re-
gional Disaster Preven-
tion Committee

revised in 2011

Tomioka City Regional Disaster Preven-
tion Plan

Tomioka City Regional 
Disaster Prevention 
Committee

revised in 2011

Isesaki City Regional Disaster Prevention 
Plan

Isesaki City Regional 
Disaster Prevention 
Committee

revised in 2009

Fujioka City Regional Disaster Prevention 
Plan

Fujioka City Regional 
Disaster Prevention 
Committee

revised in 2007

Shimonita Town Regional Disaster Preven-
tion Plan

Shimonita Town Re-
gional Disaster Preven-
tion Committee

1998 (will be revised in 
2013)

Town Planning

Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure Master 
Plan

Gunma Prefecture 2008 - 2017

Gunma Infrastracture Master Plan, Kanra 
and Tomioka Regional Plan

Gunma Prefecture 2008 - 2017

Tomioka City Machizukuri -development 
and revitalization- Plan

Tomioka City middle term: 2011 - 2015
long term: 2016-

Other relevant plans

Policy for Improvement, Development 
and Conservation in the City Planning 
Area,  Honjo City Planning

Saitama Prefecture 2005 - 2025

Honjo City Comprehensive Plan Honjo City 2008 - 2017

Honjo City City Planning Master Plan Honjo City 2003 - 2025 (will be revised 
in 2013)
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Chapter 7 Presentation and Promotion

1 Policy Common to all Components

In order to pass on the outstanding universal value of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” to the 
next generation, proper enhancement of the properties and their surrounding as well as active 
presentation and promotion are to be promoted.
Implementation policies are as follows; 

1 Interpretation and promotion of the outstanding universal value of the property with consid-
eration of interrelationship of components

2 Sustainable presentation and promotion of the property with participation of various stake-
holders

3 Preparation to accept domestic and foreign visitors
4 Integrated presentation and promotion together with “Gunma Silk Heritage Network.” 

Following sections display direction and implementation measures of desirable presentation and 
promotion. They also show projects based on abovementioned policy.

2 Concrete Measures

(1) Interpretation and promotion of the outstanding universal value of the property with con-
sideration of interrelationship of components　

Four components of the property are closely tied together through the relationship of technology 
and production. Restoration, presentation and interpretation of each component must take this 
into consideration. 

It is essential to demonstrate the value of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites that must be 
understood inclusive of their structure, machinery and history. Therefore the guidance is very 
important to improve the understanding of the visitors. Gunma Prefecture has supported the 
training, organization and management of the tour guides in collaboration with the related 
municipalities, citizen groups and local residents. Sufficient numbers of volunteers are ready to 
give guide tours at all components.

Furthermore there is a local voluntary association called Tomioka Silk Mill World Heritage 
Ambassadors. The association conducts more than 200 activities in and out of the prefecture, 
with lectures and panel exhibitions. The tour guides and volunteers also give lectures on the 
historical value of the nominated property in addition to the description of each component.

Guidance facilities conveying the outstanding universal value of the nominated property are 
provided in the east cocoon warehouse of the Tomioka Silk Mill and existing local museums 
established by each municipality. The value of each site and overall outstanding universal value 
are explained in the exhibit area using a common guidance panels. Furthermore, museum facilities 
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№ Name of the facility Location Contents

1 Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka City Display related to Tomioka Silk Mill

2 Akabori History and Folklore 
Museum Isesaki City Display related to the history and the folklore of Isesaki City

3 Fujioka Historical Museum Fujioka City Display for Takayama-sha Sericulture School

4
The Shimonita Town Furusato 
Center (Museum of History and 
Folk customs)

Shimonita 
Town Display for Arafune Cold Storage

5 Nippon Silk Center Takasaki City Display and learning through experience for silk

6 Gunma Prefectural Museum of 
History Takasaki City Display related to silk industry in Gunma Prefecture

Table 7-1 Facilities for disseminating outstanding universal value of the components

(2) Sustainable presentation and promotion of the property with participation of various stake-
holders
For each component of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, local community organizations have 
been organized and active. They are working for interpretation and public relation of the value of 
each site. A not-for-profit organization, Friends of Tomioka Silk Mill holdes memberships of 1,400; 
Association for Takayama-sha holds 470, and Association for Gunma Shimamura Silkworm Eggs 
holds 60.

In addition, Tomioka Silk Mill World Heritage Ambassadors with a membership of 250 is active 
over over regional boundary. Thus the promotion activities are done by many organizations locally 
and regionally.

Silk Country Gunma association has been formed with those organizations above, and other 
organizations which are related to silk industrial heritage sites. Its objective is to preserve silk 
industrial heritage and has produced and distributed pamphlets and organized World Heritage 
campaigns by linking all the local organizations and private companies. Gunma Prefecture and 
relevant municipalities also collaborate with these activities.

(3) Preparation to accept domestic and foreign visitors
Preparation to accept domestic and foreign visitors means that Gunma Prefecture and the related 
cities and town will take the various measures regarding improvement of visitor facilities, roads 
and other related facilities.

established by the prefecture have provided exhibitions on the history and techniques of the 
sericulture and silk-reeling industry as a whole, helping people to understand the outstanding 
universal value of the Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites. (See Table 7-1)

Because a dramatic increase in visitors is forecast with the progress of promotion activities for 
world heritage inscription, Gunma Prefecture is currently considering future establishment of 
Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Management and Enhancement Organization (name provision-
al ), which will coordinate guidance facilities and promote cooperation between volunteer guide 
groups.
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Gunma Prefecture and related municipalities are already in the process of proposing a recom-
mended tour route-guide, as well as providing road signs leading to the sites, improving roads, 
and installing guidance facilities (guidance plate) and rest facilities. However, considering that a 
dramatic increase in visitors is forecast with the progress of promotion activities for world heri-
tage inscription, the prefecture plans to advance improvements to make it a place that people 
want to visit again and know more about.” This will be achieved after full consideration of the cur-
rent state of each site such as differences on expectations concerning the presentation and pro-
motion, carrying capacity and systems.

1 Access to the each site   
- S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
More than 250 thousand of people visit the mill yearly. As it is about a ten-minute ride by 
car from the Tomioka interchange on the Joshin-etsu Highway, most the visitors come by 
car. Several parking lots are situated intentionally  in a set distance from the property, to 
control the volume of traffic flowing into the  surrounding area of Tomioka Silk Mill. Regard-
ing public transportation, the mill is located in 15 minutes distance from Joshu-Tomioka 
Station of Joshin Dentetsu Railway which links to Takasaki Station. Signs leading from the 
station to the mill are provided by the city.

- S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
Almost all visitors to the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm travel by car and Isesaki City has es-
tablished a parking lot for visitors traveling by car 200 meters from the property.  

- S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
Almost all visitors to the Takayama-sha Sericulture School travel by car and Fujioka City has 
established a convenient parking lot for visitors traveling by car. Fujioka City has established 
the preservation and management plan for the historic site and is also currently drawing 
up a basic enhancement and promotion plan. In addition, a presentation and promotion 
committee composed of relevant governmental departments has been established and is 
considering presentation and promotion methods for the area surrounding the property. 
Based on the results of these investigations, measures such as the creation of an accept-
able number of visitors to accept and the establishment of parking lots and accommoda-
tions are scheduled to be implemented in order to preserve and maintain the property in 
the future and further advance presentation and promotion.

- S4 Arafune Cold Storage
Almost all visitors to the Arafune Cold Storage travel by car and Shimonita Town has estab-
lished a convenient parking lot for visitors traveling by car. This parking lot is scheduled to 
be expanded in fiscal year 2013.
Also, as the current access road is narrow and curvy, access from the direction of the Kozu 
ranch two kilometers west of the property and the establishment of a circular route are 
being considered. Visitation in winter is temporarily limited in respect of the safety due to 
snow and frost.

2 Providing information on the nominated property   
Gunma Prefecture and related municipalities have launched websites on the “Tomioka Silk 
Mill and Related Sites”  as well as pamphlets and posters. Pamphlets are distributed at Gun-
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Table 7-2 Annual visitor numbers and carrying-capacity

No Components The number of visitors 
(FY2011) Visitor capacity of the components

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill 231,391 3000 persons/ a day

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 712 40 persons/ one time

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School 1,783 40 persons/ one time

S4 Arafune Cold Storage 1,024 20 persons/ one time

Numbers will become indicators for determining the limit of carrying-capacity in case of ac-
cepting specialized events, large groups, etc.

ma Prefecture’s offices in Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya, in addition to the tourist information 
center in JR Takasaki Station, and at the Gunma  information center in Tokyo.  Additionally, 
each of the four municipalities is actively involved in promotion activities. They have been 
creating pamphlets on individual component for distribution to public facilities outside the 
prefecture.   

The prefecture website provides information in English, and the Tomioka Silk Mill website 
contains information in English, Korean, Chinese (traditional and simplified), and French.

3 Guide and interpretation activities at each site   
In addition to volunteer guides commenting on each component’s historical value, explana-
tions are given from the viewpoint of value and significance as a world heritage. In addition, 
the Tomioka Silk Mill loans out mobile guide terminals which are available in 6 languages.

4 Accommodation facilities surrounding the sites   
Gunma Prefecture is home to many hot spring resorts and it has an abundance of accom-
modation facilities. Also, in the urban areas, accommodations such as hotels are located 
around stations and main roads.

5 Visitor facilities and car parks   
Visitor facilities and car parks have been provided for visitors at each site while taking into 
full consideration the impact on the landscape of the property.

While it could be said that all four of the sites currently have ample room to accept visitors, it will 
be necessary in the future to make adjustments while monitoring the visitor situation. This in-
cludes responding to times such as when many people visit Tomioka Silk Mill such as week-ends, 
public holidays, and during events; ties when many people visit Arafune Cold Storage and Takaya-
ma-sha Sericulture School all at one tie; and ideas on the best way to accept visitors to the Tajima- 
Yahei Sericulture Farm, which is still home to the property owner.
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Figure 7-1 S1 Tomioka Silk Mill, visitor facility map
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Figure 7-2 S2 TajimaYahei Sericulture Farm, visitor facility map
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Figure 7-3 S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School, visitor facility map
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Figure 7-4 S4 Arafune Cold Storage, visitor facility map
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(4) Integrated presentation and promotion together with “Gunma Silk Heritage Network”
There are a number of tangible and intangible cultural properties related silk industry in addition 
to the components of the “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” within Gunma Prefecture.

In other words, components of the nominated property are representatives of such properties. 
Therefore, by promoting  conservation and utilization of those cultural properties together with 
the nominated sites, comprehensive understanding of their cultural value is facilitated.

The prefecture has extensively researched the numerous heritage located throughout the prefec-
ture and is promoting the “Gunma Silk Heritage Network” project with the aim of widely advanc-
ing the conservation of properties in collaboration with prefectural residents, and developing 
activities to raise their value.

Thi i t f th ilk l t d ti i i i G

Gunma Silk Heritage Network
This program aims to focus on the many silk‐related properties remaining in Gunma 
Prefecture and to promote their preservation and utilization as witnesses of history. 

It will be composed of networks according to the variety of interrelations among these 
properties. They will be promoted and publicized under a common concept.  
Furthermore, establishment of experience‐based tour routes, collaborative cultural 
events will be carried out using this networks. Such actions will not only lead to cross‐
regional cooperation, but also the formation of a core essential to promote regional 
development, tourism, and cultural event to respond specific interests . 

At the same time, it is expected to stimulate the revitalization of the silk industry as a 
continuing business, which will in effect enhance the cultural tourism industry.

Our future goal is to establish a nationwide silk heritage network in cooperation with 
th f t d l l i i litiother prefectures and local municipalities.

Buildings, Sites, Historic documents, 

folklore and so on

Silk Related Cultural Assets

Silk Related  Silk 

Tomioka  Silk Mill 

and Related Sites

Life・Culture   Industry
Silk‐raising Farmhouses, Silk mills, 

Textile factories, Research institute and so on 

Sericulture instruments, Festivals,

Museums and so on

Figure 7-5 Concept of Gunma Silk Heritage Network
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Photo 7-1 Examples of Heritage sites registered in the List of Gunma Silk Heritage Sites

Great Mulberry of Usune Old Usui-sha Head Building

Tomizawa House Usui Pass Railroad Facility

Old Kanra-sha Obata-gumi Warehouse Goto Textile

Tools of Sericulture Monzenharukoma

(folk music and dance)
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3 Executive Policy for Presentation and Promotion of the Property

In Japan, when a site becomes designated as a na  onal cultural property, it is required to establish 
a plan for appropriately preserving and managing the property. Daily maintenance and protec  on 
measures are to follow this plan. Par  cularly regarding ac  ons to alter the present state, restric-
 ons are clearly stated. Addi  onally, the basic concept for enhancement and promo  on are set by 

this plan.

In the next step, it is suggested to create plans for enhancement and promo  on of the property, 
so that the value of the cultural property would be protected and at the same  me be well under-
stood. Such projects as large-scale restora  on or arrangement of visitor facili  es are fi rst consid-
ered according to this plan. They can be executed only a  er having gone through detailed reviews 
and receiving permission from the Agency for Cultural Aff airs.

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill

As the custodial body of this property, Tomioka City established a “Enhancement and Promotion 
Plan” to conserve and utilize the Tomioka Silk Mill systematically in accordance with basic policy 
set in the “Preservation and Management Plan,” and carry out actual projects.

(1) Purpose of the Plan
The purpose of the plan is to establish an enhancement and promo  on plan for the future 
to conserve and utilize the Tomioka Silk Mill while maintaing Tomioka Silk Mill in accor-
dance with basic policy set in the Preserva  on and Management Plan. The plan provides in-
dividual phased enhancement plans for each major building to achieve overall future vision 
of the en  re site in the coming years.

cultural property designation

protection

planning for preservation and 
management 

preservation and management 
according to the plan

 interpretation

planning for enhancement and 
promotion

enhancement and promotion 
according to the plan
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(2) Enhancement Plan
1 Basic policy for enhancement of facilities 
  Promote maintenance of the Tomioka Silk Mill with emphasis on its history and systems.
2 Priorities for enhancement plan

- Focus on disaster prevention
- Focus on safety management
- Enhancement of visitor facilities according to a dramatic increase in visitors and utilization

(3) Utilization Plan
1 Basic policy for utilization
  To maximize the diverse values and appeal of the Tomioka Silk Mill
2  Utilization functions

- Exhibition and presentation functions
- Provision of research and educational places and opportunities
- Provision of an enjoyable space through flexible ideas 

3 Principles of utilization
- Utilize within the scope of preservation as cultural assets and share its values.
- Emphasize each building’s characteristics and functionality, and adhere to the way it 

was used in old times.
- Utilize it as a public facility to promote understanding of visitors and take into consid-

eration convenience and safety.
- Present and utilize as much as possible items as far as that have been completed  its 

investigation and/or repairs.
- Proactively recruit the participation of citizens and incorporate their experience, wis-

dom and vitality.

(4) Collaboration with town planning in Tomioka City
Presention and promotion are implemented in consistent with “Tomioka City Comprehensive 
Plan,” “Tomioka City Planning Master Plan,” “Tomioka City Landscape Plan,” and “Tomioka City 
Machizukuri -development and revitalization- Plan.”

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

“Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Preservation and Management Plan” was drawn up in 2012 
and basic policy concerning the presentation and promotion of the site detailed below was 
established. Specific investigations are being promoted in accordance with this policy.

(1) Basic policy
In addition to their value as the historical site where the sericulture method called seiryo-iku 
was systematized, the buildings of the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm are characterized by their 
continued use as a living space.

Even when preserving, maintaining, and using the site, its status as living space shall be respected 
and Isesaki City shall conduct investigations in cooperation with the property owner and relevant 
organizations.
The main policies are detailed below.
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　1 Convey the historical significance of Yahei Tajima’s achievements.
　2 Division should be clearly made the property owner’s living space from the spaces open to 

the public as historic sites.
　3 Consider the presentation of the style of existing premises, the arrangement of existing 

buildings.
　4 Conduct repairs of buildings based on investigation and open buildings to the public when 

after all requirements and conditions are fulfilled.
　5 Present “Yosan Shinron” (New Theory of Sericulture” and its accompanying printing blocks 

as well as “Zoku Yosan Shinron” (Yosan Shinron, Sequel).”
      etc.

(2) Main items for enhancement
  1 Restoring and presenting historical buildings built based on the sericulture method called 

seiryo-iku
Preserve and repair damaged and missing fittings and partitions in the main building.
For the second floor silkworm raising room and raised roof of the main building, and make    
them open to the public when after all requirements and conditions are fulfilled.

2 Restoring and presenting other historical buildings
Conduct necessary repairs to the Kuwaba storage area for mulberry leaves and Tanegura, and 
open the interior to the public after repairs are complete. Consider repairing other buildings 
such as besso for repair in the future.

3 Presenting the style of the premises and building arrangement
A Presenting building foundation remains
  Install a guidance board on the remains of buildings. Maintenanace, repair and devel-

opment should be carried out after full consideration based on the investigation out-
come.

B Trimming, maintaining, and managing planted trees and plants
  Establish a vegetation management plan and manage, maintain, and cut down vegeta-

tion. etc.

4 Exhibiting the reality of the work and manufacturing processes involved in sericulture
Presentation of the following will be provided after repair of damage and adjustments with the 
property owner.

A Exhibiting the state of storage of silkworm eggs inside Tanegura
B Exhibiting the state of mulberry leaves at Kuwaba

Proceeding repair of exterior and exhibit tanegura silkworm papers are put inside.

5 Conveying the historical significance of Yahei Tajima’s achievements.
A Preservation and presentation of “Yosan Shinron” (New Theory of Sericulture” and its ac-
companying printing blocks
 Giving appropriate consideration to an environment conducive to presentation and 

preservation, present “Yosan Shinron” (New Theory of Sericulture) and the “Zoku Yo-
san Shinron” (Yosan Shinron, Sequel) and the associated printing blocks.

B Preserving and displaying records concerning the overseas export of Shimamura silkworm 
eggs
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 Exhibit and present records concerning the overseas export of Shimamura silkworm 
eggs and the Shimamura Kangyo Company.

C Presenting materials concerning the introduction of foreign culture and technology
 Exhibit and present materials such as microscopes brought from Europe and related 

tools.

6 Establishing management facilities and accommodations
A Establishing management facilities and accommodations in the area surrounding the site
  In addition to expanding existing accommodations and the parking lot, install signs pro-

viding guidance to the site.
B Establishing a guidance facility
  As part of mid-term efforts, establish a guidance facility in the area surrounding the 

site displaying systematic explanations and images with rest facilities.

7 Improving disaster prevention facilities
Based on the indications of the basic policy concerning disaster prevention at Historic Sites, 
establish facilities and equipment at necessary locations such as fire prevention and natural 
disaster measures. Conduct emergency excavation surveys to varify conditions of the under-
ground remains beforehand for protection of overall preservation of the site.

(3) Site promotion
1 Site presentation methods
While the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is a Historic Site, it is also continues to be used as a liv-
ing space. Buildings such as the main building are not suited to being open ordinarily to large, 
unspecified numbers of people.
On the premise of short-term, opening building interiors should be refrained in principle and 
mid-term and long-term support for presenting building interiors, with restrictive methods 
that give consideration to safety and the property owner’s life will be conducted.

2 Cooperation with related cultural properties
Consider a promotion policy and establish a group of cultural properties related to Yahei Ta-
jima by creating a map of silkworm-raising farmhouses in Shimamura and other cultural prop-
erties related to the silk industry in Isesaki City.

3 Providing information
A Improving pamphlets and website
  As the property can not normally be presented to unspecified large number of people, 

it is important to provide sufficient information to public. In addition...... in the future. 
Further, publishing works such as paid pamphlets and picture books, providing re-
search reports on the website and creating new website for children are considered.

B Providing information using guidance facilities
  Include information related to the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm on the Isesaki City 

homepage such as excerpts from various research conducted, pictures of historical 
buildings, and explanations easy for children to understand.

  Moreover, information is updated according to information of document survey which 
is continuously worked on.
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C Guidance facility information
  Consider establishing a guidance facility providing systematic explanations on the area 

surrounding the site, the achievements of the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and Yahei 
Tajima, and the silkworm egg industry in Shimamura. Also consider facilities for use as 
a rest and waiting area for tour guides, a hub for presentation and promotion, and pro-
moting it as a location for exchange.

Full consideration is given to the facility’s location and landscape.

4 Promotion activities
In order to deepen understanding of the value of historical sites and preserve cultural proper-
ties among citizens, strive to promote and raise awareness at every opportunity such as edu-
cation, symposium, and workshop.

A School Education 
  To make the students and pupils understand more about local history and culture, op-

portunities are given to visit Tajima Yahei Sericuture Farm 
B Holding symposiums and tours
  Hold symposiums and tours in order to widely promote and raise awareness about the 

history of the Shimamura District and the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm.
C Workshops and citizen interviews
  Urgently consider holding workshops and interviews to collect local people’s traditions 

for the purpose of retaining records of information for the era when silkworms were 
raised.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Fujioka City established the “Takayama-sha Historic Site Preservation and Management Plan” 
for the Takayama-sha Sericulture School within which it set out policy for presentation and 
promotion, and the main promotional items as detailed below.

Based on this, it got to work on the establishment of a basic presentation and promotion plan 
in 2012 and in the process of discussion to establish concreat measure for presentation and 
promotion of the sites.

(1) Basic policy
The aim of enhancing and promoting Takayama-sha Sericulture School is to preserve the site as 
it was used as the practical school, and to convey that it was a place for the development and 
practical application of sericulture techniques and that it was home to the founder, Takayama 
Chogoro.
This policy is set out below.

1 Show the premises as they were when used as a place for training.
2 Display the reality of sericulture by making use of the building and sericulture tools.
3 Promote the achievements of Chogoro Takayama and Kikujiro Machida, who both 

played leading roles.
4 Disseminate information on the overall picture of Takayama-sha Sericulture School.
5 Utilize it as a place for training and education.
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In addition, to make it a approachable and widely-recognized facility through offering hands-on 
experience and various events set at Takayama-sha Sericulture School.

(2) Items for enhancement
1 Conserving and presenting the premises

- Conserving, restoring and presenting historical buildings  
The surviving main building, also used for silkworm raising room, Nagayamon gate, bath-
house/ kitchen, and outside toilets will be restored to as they were when the site was 
used as the practical school. This will be achieved by identifying the buildings’ changing 
process based on an investigation of building component remains and a diversity of his-
torical materials.

- Conserving structures and land   
The front stone wall that formed regional landscape element, as well as two wells, a 
house shrine, old garden, and fields that constitute the environment as a whole will be 
conserved as elements of the premises passed down since the tie the site was the practi-
cal school.

- Investigation and enhancement of building remains  
For the building remains with foundation stone masonry, the aboveground masonry will 
be protected and the superficial presentation of the building remains will be considered 
after an excavation survey.

As to the remains of the mulberry leaves storage area, with its stone-made basement, 
providing some covering structure to protect the remain is under consideration. With re-
gard to building remains with no aboveground traces, the superficial presentation of the 
building remains will be considered after an excavation survey.

- Development of the garden and exterior  
The front garden that located south-east of the main building and fences facing the road 
need to be developed to reproduce their previous form according to illustrated historical 
materials and photographs.

- Reorganization of other buildings and structure   
New items that was not agreeable to the practical school site such as existing administra-
tive building and a mound, stones and trees in the front garden and  fruit trees will even-
tually be removed.

2 Exhibiting the reality of sericulture
  A sericulture exhibition will be provided at the main building used for silkworm raising room 

making use of sericulture tools and samples that tell the story of the Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School.

3 Exhibition of Takayama-sha Sericulture School with commentary   
  An exhibition of Takayama-sha Sericulture School with commentary will be provided, using 

mainly the main building used for silkworm raising room to describe the history of Takayama-
sha, the achievements of Chogoro Takayama and Kikujiro Machida, and other related items.
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4 Improvement of administrative and disaster prevention facilities   
  Fire and crime prevention and lightning protection facilities will be improved for historic build-

ings on top of the equipment of the automatic fire alarm system in main buildings and nagay-
amon gate.

5 Expansion of management activities   
  Monitoring and maintenance will be carried out based on the Preservation and Management 

Plan in order to maintain the property’s historic value. An improved system, which allows the 
participation of related groups such as administrative agencies, specialized agencies and local 
residents, will be developed to carry out management activities.

(3) Areas open for visitors
While all designated areas as the historic site are intended to open to public, the range and meth-
od for individual buildings will be decided after reviewing protection and disaster prevention mea-
sures, such as earthquake resistance of properties and provision of evacuation routes.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage

The presentation and promotion of the Arafune Cold Storage are due to be implemented in accor-
dance with the direction of both conservation/management and presentation/promotion estab-
lished in Shimonita Town’s “Arafune Cold Storage Preservation and Management Plan.” As a first 
step towards this, a research and development committee was organized in 2012 to formulate a 
specific conservation and management plan.

(1) Basic policy
- On the premise of protecting the remains and the environment surrounding Arafune Cold Stor-

age, presentation and promotion will fully display the property’s appeal as a learning place 
of history and nature.

- Presentation and promotion will clarify role allocation with surrounding facilities.

- Presentation and promotion of the Arafune Cold Storage will aim for cooperation with related 
properties and be positioned in the measures for promotion of tourism and exchange be-
tween people for Shimonita Town as a whole.

(2) Ideas on conservation and management
1 Conserving and managing remains

- Specific policy will be formulated on the conservation and management of masonry 
remains based on further survey and monitoring results. They have been preserved 
through maintenance measure detailed in the preservation and management plan (re-
moving weeds from the masonry and floor, managing trees and plants on the southern 
slope, providing protection during winter, etc.). These measures are implemented care-
fully while confirming the current status.

- Considering the presentation of the remain of administrative building based on the sur-
vey result on the premise of the possibility of existence of underground remains. 
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2 Enhancement of the environment
- Traffic lines will be developed based on the functional aspects of the silkworm egg stor-

age facility.

- Developing the site of the administrative building; where there is a large fat area, and 
people can see the masonry remains, plutonic rocks and the total topography of the 
peripheral area; as a point to admire the scenery of and to provide commentary on the 
Arafune Cold Storage site will be taken into consideration. 

- Based on considerations of the site’s landscape and preservation of the environment, 
construction of new structures should be avoided as far as possible in the designated 
area and its periphery.

3 Facilities that will assist the protection of the historic site
- The discussion to establish new facilities to protect the Historic Site (conservation shelter, 

etc.) will take into consideration survey and research findings.

4 Presentation and promotion
-  On the premise that it will be promoted throughout the year, information on survey find-

ings will be actively disseminated using facilities within the town even when entrance to 
the site is restricted due to survey and conservation and maintenance activities.

-  Entrance to areas where safety is not secured is forbidden in principle. Tours will be tem-
porarily restricted during the winter for safety reasons if necessary to protect against 
dangers such as fallen snow and freezing.

-  Presentation methods that take into consideration for the safety of visitors and preserv-
ing the historical site’s environment, such as a tour application system and tour guide-
accompanied tours, will be reviewed. Additionally, support for the unification of applica-
tion admissions at places such as natural history museums (Shimonita Town Educational 
Committee) will be taken into consideration.

- Efforts will be made to ensure that the lifestyles of local residents are not obstructed 
when carrying out presentation and promotion at the site.

5 Development of exhibition and guidance facilities
-  To convey the historic value of the Arafune Cold Storage; developing guidance facility will 

be taken into consideration. Such facility shall be equipped to exhibit and give guidance 
on elements needed to provide systematic and comprehensive explanations apart from 
elements that can be experienced  at the site (size of cold storages, position of remains, 
and existence of cold airflow) 

- Currently, exhibitions and guides will be carried out at facilities managed by the town 
(history and folklore museum and natural history museum) temporarily.
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6 Access development
-  Because the width of the current access road is narrow and has many curves, developing 

access from the Kozu ranch1 direction will be taken into consideration.

- Discussions will be held to ensure that a round tour and tourism route using the Kozu 
ranch1 as a base can be developed through cooperation with the said ranch.

7 Dissemination of information
- Information such as guide tour and tour course guide will be actively disseminated.

-  Launching a comprehensive website on the Arafune Cold Storage and related properties 
will be taken into consideration.

- Gaining the support of private groups (NPOs, etc.) for website management and public 
relations will be taken into consideration.

8 Cooperation with related properties
-  Networks with silk industrial heritage in the town including  Shimonita warehouses and 

Onigasawa Bridge, and related properties such as  Shunju-kan and  Motojuku-townscape 
will be established (establish a round course and guide board).

-  Seek close cooperation with the Geopark Promotion Office will be taken into consider-
ation with the aim of training tour guides who can convey the charactaristics of Shimo-
nita Town in which has a background of geological features deserve to be an industrial 
heritage.

1 The 350 ha ranch located about 2 km west of the Arafune Cold Storage. Approximately 70,000 tourists a year visit the ranch
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Chapter 8 Establishment and Operation of Effective Manage-
ment System

This Chapter shows the general direction of a management system and its operation in order to 
ensure that the “outstanding universal value” of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” is passed on 
and the conservation of the property together with the buffer zone is carried out. 

1 Policy Common to all Components

The conservation of components and the buffer zones are the responsibility of local authorities. 
In the event of implementation, participation of local residents are welcome and encouraged. The 
policy based on the points stated below shall be consistent with already established local plans.

1 Collaboration with concerned authorities
2 Collaboration with local residents
3 Periodic monitoring and review for sustainable operation management

2 Operation with concerned authorities

(1) Collaboration with concerned authorities
To protect and preserve the nominated property and the buffer zones, the “Coordinating commit-
tee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” was established in May, 2012. It is a functional organi-
zation to clarify the role of directly responsible municipalities and public agencies, such as national 
and prefectural governments and achieve mutual cooperation among them.

Furthermore, Gunma Prefecture Planning Department’s World Heritage Promotion Division is 
considering establishing Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Management and Enhancement Orga-
nization as an executive office, which will be an organization for providing technical guidance on 
all components following inscription as a world heritage site and conserve and manage the prop-
erties comprehensively.
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Figure 8-1 Management system of Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites

UNESCO/ World Heritage Committee

Agency for Cultural Affairs

Gunma Prefecture

Collaboration Collaboration

-Experts from Academia (案 )
-Practitioners（案）
-Academic researchers（鎌倉）
-Experts（鎌倉）

-Local residents
-Other related organizations
-Interested parties

Coordinating committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites
- Information sharing and coordination on preservation and management

- Periodic Review of the Management Plan

- Administration and planning of the Management Plan

Isesaki City
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Shimonita Town
Arafune Cold Storage

Tomioka City
Tomioka Silk Mill

Fujioka City
Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Report
Administrative and technical 
guidance and advice 

-Collaboration and Cooperation (案 )
-Academic guidance and advice (鎌倉 )

-Collaboration and Cooperation (案 )
-Coordination and Collaboration (鎌倉 )

-Experts from Academia 
-Practitioners

Report

Saitama Prefecture, Honjo City
(Buffer zone)
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Table 8-1 Related administrative authorities and the task in the Management Plan

Name of Organization Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

State Agency for Cultural Affairs - Policy-making and 
comprehensive imple-
mentation of measures 
for pro-motion of 
culture and art

- Technical and financial 
support to preserve 
and promote cultural 
properties (Based on 
the Fundamental Law 
for the Promotion of 
Culture and the Arts)

- Selection and desig-
nation of  important 
cultural properties and 
provide necessary poli-
cies to preserve and 
promote them by regu-
lating the act of alter-
ing the existing state, 
repair and export (Law 
for the Protection of 
Cultural Properties)

- General guidance and advice for 
preservation and management of 
the cultural properties

- Financial and technical support upon 
necessity

- Collect and provide information on 
preservation management of world 
heritage

Member of coordinating Committee Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

Comprehensive 
coordination

Gunma 
Prefecture

World Heritage 
Registration 
Promotion Divi-
sion, Department 
of Planning and 
Development

- Administrative affairs 
regarding the registra-
tion of world heritage 
of “Tomioka Silk Mill 
and the Related Sites”

- Overall coordination of the related 
governmental organizations, regard-
ing to the Management Plan.

- Collection of information about the 
monitoring of common indicators for 
all components.

- Overall coordination of review of 
the Management Plan and its action 
plan.

- Consideration for establishment of 
Gunma Prefecture World Heritage 
Management and Enhancement 
Organization (provisional name), 
an organization for comprehensive 
preservation management, and guid-
ance of the properties.
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Member of Gunma Prefecture World Heritage 
Committee Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

guidance/ ad-
vise/ adjustment

Gunma 
Prefecture 
(Divisions 
in central 
office )

Cultural Assets 
Preservation Divi-
sion, Prefectural 
Board of Education

- Administrative affairs 
governed by Gunma 
Prefecture, on re-
search, protection, 
management and 
promotion of cultural 
properties.

- Instruction and advice on preserva-
tion and management of the proper-
ties

-  Financial or technical support upon 
necessity

- Round inspection by the Cultural 
Property Protection Instructors, 
under the Law for the Protection of 
Cultural properties

Forest Preservation 
Division, Depart-
ment of Forestry 
and Environmental 
Affairs

- Administrative affairs 
governed by Gunma 
Prefecture, on 
- Management, desig-
nation, and delisting 
of Protection Forest 
- Management of For-
est Area development
- Forest Preservation 
and Management 

-  Issue permissions for cutting trees 
and altering the shape or quality of 
land in Protection Forest designated 
by Forest Act

Urban Planning Di-
vision, Department 
of Prefectural Land 
Development

- Administrative affairs 
regarding such as city 
planning, landscape 
and outdoor admin-
istration, community 
development in Gunma 
Prefecture

- Landscape conservation based on 
Gunma Prefecture Outdoor Adver-
tisement Ordinance in Fujioka City 
and Shimonita Town

Gunma 
Prefecture 
(Regional 
offices)

Isesaki Administra-
tive Affairs and 
Prefectural Taxa-
tion Office, Chube 
Regional Adminis-
tration Center

- Administrative affairs 
regarding regional 
coodination and pro-
motion in Isesaki City

- Guidance, advice and financial 
support regarding to regional 
coodination and promotion in the 
buffer zone of Tajima Yahei Sericul-
ture Farm

Tomioka Adminis-
trative Affairs and 
Prefectural Taxa-
tion Office, Seibu 
Regional Adminis-
tration Center

- Administrative affairs 
regarding regional 
coodination and pro-
motion in Tomioka City 
and Shimonita Town

- Guidance, advice and financial 
support regarding to regional 
coodination and promotion in the 
buffer zone of Tomioka Silk Mill and 
Arafune Cold Storage

Fujioka Adminis-
trative Affairs and 
Prefectural Taxa-
tion Office, Seibu 
Regional Adminis-
tration Center

- Administrative affairs 
regarding regional 
coodination and pro-
motion in Fujioka City

-Guidance, advice and financial 
support regarding to regional 
coodination and promotion in the 
buffer zone of Takayama-sha Sericul-
ture School

Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka 
City 

Tomioka Silk Mill 
Division, 
Department of 
World Heritage and 
Town Planning, 
Tomioka City 

- Administrative affairs 
regarding Tomioka Silk 
Mill and registration of 
“Tomioka Silk Mill and 
the Related Sites”  as  a 
World Heritage

- Preservation, management, mainte-
nance, development and publication 
of the Tomioka Silk Mill.

- Monitoring and data management of 
the  Tomioka Silk Mill.”
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Member of Gunma Prefecture World Heritage 
Committee Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

Tomioka Silk Mill Tomioka 
City 

Town Planning Divi-
sion, 
Department of 
World Heritage and 
Town Planning, 
Tomioka City

Administrative affairs 
regarding planning and 
development of down-
town area of Tomioka 
City

- planning and implementation of 
rehabilitation and revitalization plan 
of downtown area, which is a part of 
buffer zone of Tomioka Silk Mill

Board of Education 
Cultural Property 
Protection Division, 
Tomioka City Board 
of Education 

Administrative affairs re-
garding research, protec-
tion, management, and 
promotion of cultural 
properties managed by 
the city  

- management, preservation, and 
promotion of the Tomioka Silk Mill, 
based upon the Law for the Protec-
tion of Cultural Properties.

Planning and Policy 
Division, Depart-
ment of Planning 
and Finance, 
Tomioka City

Administrative affairs 
regarding  
- Comprehensive plan-
ning and over-all coor-
dination of municipal 
administration  
- Administrative organi-
zation and management 
- Coordination of related 
works for the registra-
tion of “Tomioka Silk Mill 
and the Related Sites”  
as  a World Heritage in 
the city

- Planning and management of com-
prehensive administration plan 
and financial plan of Tomioka city, 
including the Tomioka Silk Mill and 
the buffer zone

City Planning Divi-
sion, 
Department of Ur-
ban Construction, 
Tomioka City

Administrative affairs 
regarding city planning, 
land use planning, and 
landscape administra-
tion in Tomioka City

- Planning of land use, urban facilities 
and development of urbanized area, 
for the sound development with 
good order, in the buffer zone of the 
Tomioka Silk Mill.

- Preservation of landscape in the 
buffer zone of the Tomioka Silk Mill, 
based upon the Tomioka City Land-
scape Plan and  Tomioka City Land-
scape Ordinances.

- Preserve the town and street-scape 
in the buffer zone of the Tomioka Silk 
Mil, based upon the To-mioka City 
Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance 
and its guidelines.

Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City Cultural Property 
Protection Division, 
Isesaki City Board 
of Education

Administrative affairs re-
garding research, protec-
tion, management, and 
promotion of cultural 
properties managed by 
the city   

- Preservation, management, en-
hancement and presentation of 
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm.

- Monitoring research and data man-
agement of Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm.

- Preservation and enhancement of 
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, based 
on the Law for the Protection of 
Cultural Properties.
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Member of Gunma Prefecture World Heritage 
Committee Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

Tajima Yahei 
Sericulture Farm

Isesaki City Planning and 
Coordination Divi-
sion, Department 
of Planning, Isesaki 
City

Administrative affairs 
regarding 
- Comprehensive plan-
ning of municipal admin-
istration  
- Overall coordination 
and management of 
municipal administration  
- Coordination of related 
works for the registra-
tion of “Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School”  as  a 
World Heritage

- Making and implementation of 
Isesaki City’s comprehensive admin-
istration plan for the area including 
Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm and its 
buffer zone.

City Planning Divi-
sion, 
Department of City 
Planning, 
Isesaki City”

Administrative affairs 
regarding city planning, 
land use planning, and 
landscape administra-
tion in Isesaki City

- Preservation of landscape in the area 
of Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 
and its buffer zone, based upon the 
Isesaki City Landscape Ordinance 
and the Isesaki City Landscape Plan.

- Preservation of landscape in the buf-
fer zone  based upon the Isesaki City 
Outdoor Advertisement  Ordinance.

Saitama 
Prefecture

Garden City Devel-
opment Division, 
Department of City 
Development

Administrative affairs 
regarding landscape 
and outdoor adovertise-
ment administration in 
Saitama Prefecture

- Coordinate related sections of 
Saitama Prefecture working together 
with Coordinating committee for 
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites

Honjo City Planning Divi-
sion, Department 
of Planning and 
Finance

Administrative affairs 
regarding comprehen-
sive  coordination of 
municipal administration 
and overall formation of 
various plans in Honjo 
City 

- Coordinate related sections of Honjo 
City working together with Coordi-
nating committee for Tomioka Silk 
Mill and Related Sites

Takayama-
sha Sericulture 
School

Fujioka City Cultural Property 
Protection Division, 
Fujioka City Board 
of Education

Administrative affairs re-
garding research, protec-
tion, management, and 
promotion of cultural 
properties managed by 
the city   

- Preservation, management, preser-
vation, and promotion of Takayama-
sha Sericulture School, based on the 
Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties.

- Monitoring research and data man-
agement of Takayama-sha Sericul-
ture School.

Planning and Coor-
dination Division, 
Department of 
Planning

Administrative affairs 
regarding 

- Comprehensive plan-
ning and over-all coor-
dination of municipal 
administration 

- Administrative orga-
nization and manage-
ment

- Coordination of related 
works for the registra-
tion of “Takayama-sha 
Sericulture School”  as  
a World Heritage

- Making and implementation of 
Fujioka city’s comprehensive ad-
ministration plan and financial plan, 
for the area including Takayama-
sha Sericulture School and its buffer 
zone.
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Member of Gunma Prefecture World Heritage 
Committee Basic roles Role in the Management Plan

Takayama-
sha Sericulture 
School

Fujioka City City Planning Divi-
sion, 
Department of 
Urban Construction

Administrative affairs 
regarding city planning, 
land use planning, and 
landscape administra-
tion in Fujioka City

- Preservation of landscape of Takaya-
ma-sha Seri-culture School and its 
buffer zone, based on the Fujioka 
City Landscape Ordinance and the 
Fujioka City Landscape Plan.

Arafune Cold 
Storage

Shimonita 
Town

Education Division, 
Shimonita Board of 
Education

Administrative affairs re-
garding research, protec-
tion, management, and 
promotion of cultural 
properties managed by 
the town

- Preservation, management, develop-
ment and pro-motion of Arafune 
Cold Storage, based on the Law for 
the Protection of Cultural Properties.

- Monitoring research and data man-
agement of Arafune Cold Storage.

Planning and Fi-
nance Division, 
Shimonita Town

Administrative affairs 
regarding 
- Comprehensive plan-
ning and overall coor-
dination of municipal 
administration  
- Administrative organi-
zation and management 
- Coordination of related 
works for the registra-
tion of “Arafune Cold 
Storage”  as  a World 
Heritage

- Making and implementation of 
Shimonita town’s comprehensive ad-
ministration plan and financial plan 
for the area including Arafune Cold 
Storage and its buffer zone.

Industry Promotion 
Division, 
Shimonita Town

Administrative affairs 
regarding city planning, 
land use planning, and 
landscape and  forest 
administration in Shimo-
nita Town

- Preservation of landscape in the 
buffer zone of Arafune Cold Stor-
age, based on the Shimonita Town 
landscape plan and the related 
ordinances.

- Preservation of forest environment 
in the buffer zone of Arafune Cold 
Storage, based on the Shimonita 
Town Forest Development Plan and 
the related ordinances.
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Table 8-2 Sustainable management and promotion of the property with participation of various stakehold-
ers

Components for activity Name of stakeholders Summary of the activity

Tomioka Silk Mill and Re-
lated Sites

Tomioka Silk Mill World Heritage 
Ambassadors 
(250 members)

Activity for PR of Tomioka Silk Mill and 
Related Sites for inscription to the World 
Heritage List

Tomioka Silk Mill NPO Friends of Tomioka Silk Mill 
(1,400 members)

Civic activities conduct to appreciate and 
protect the value of the Tomioka Silk Mill, 
as well as support its inscription on the 
World Heritage List.

Association for volunteer guides of 
Tomioka Silk Mill
 (90 members)

Guidance of Tomioka Silk Mill provides to 
visitors.

Tajima Yahei Sericulture 
Farm

Association for Gunma Shimamura 
Silkworm Eggs 
(60 members)

Educational guidance is conducted to com-
ply with visitors’ requests and improve 
public knowledge for preservation and 
utilization of large-scaled silkworm raising 
farmhouses in Sakai-shimamura district, 
which flourished as a silkworm egg pro-
duction area.

Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School

Association for Takayama-sha
(470 members)

PR activity for historical value of Takaya-
ma-sha Sericulture School is conducted. 
The aims of the activity are to promote 
the World Heritage registration, develop 
regionalism and enhance its history and 
culture.

Arafune Cold Storage Committee for the traditional silk 
industrial heritages in Shimonita 
Town 
(10 members)

Residents in Shimonita Town, which 
Shimonita Town commissions, cooper-
ate as volunteer guides. Shimonita Town 
delegates a cooperation of monitoring for 
future.

(2) Collaboration with local residents
Since cooperation with local residents is important to ensure the protection and utilization of 
the components and buffer zones, strengthening the system that allows private groups and local 
residents to actively participate is underway. Way to incorporate the opinions of local residents in 
future plans related to conservation and management is being considered.

A wide range of activities are being carried out at each component site. Activities include clean-
ing by local residents, planting flowers, sketch contests by children, books created by volunteer 
groups that explain the property are used by local schoolchildren as supplementary books for 
learning.

The local residents groups shown in Table 8-2 play an active role at each site.
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(3)Periodic review for sustainable operation management
Table 10-1 in Chapter 10 lists up the projects in order to firm up Management Plan ideas and poli-
cies. The list will show substances, project leaders, and target periods of those projects at compo-
nents and buffer zones.

The “Coordinating committee for Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” established by Gunma Pre-
fecture and four related municipalities will periodically review the implementation status of the 
listed projects and amend project plans accordingly depending on results and current status.
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Chapter 9 Implementation of Monitoring

1 Policy Common to All Components

A periodic and systematic monitoring is to be conducted to achieve the secured protection of the 
outstanding universal value in the nominated property and its buffer zone. Implementation of 
the monitoring are mainly conducted by munisipalities under the advice of Gunma Prefecture and 
Agency for Cultural Affairs, based on the main viewpoints set out below.

(1) Whether the value, the integrity and authenticity of the property, as stated in “Chapter 3: 
Justification of Inscription” have been sustained;

(2) Whether individual factors (development, environment, natural disaster, visitation, et. 
al.) described in “Chapter 4. section 4.b. Factors Affecting the Property” are either affect-
ing or have affected upon the property and its buffer zone;

(3) Whether the approach to management of the property and its buffer zone is suitable 
and promotional activities for disseminating correct information on the property’s out-
standing universal value is appropriate, in regard with “Chapter 5 Protection and Man-
agement of Property.

The key indicators for monitoring are reviewed with the periodic reporting cycle specified by Op-
erational Guidelines designed by the World Heritage Committee.
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Table 9-1 Monitoring indicators for the nominated property

Effect on properties 
and buffer zones Indicator Monitor-

ing cycle
Location of 
Records

Environm
ental factors

Acid rain The attainment of air 
quality standard for air 
pollution(sulfur dioxide)

monitor the atmosphere periodi-
cally, and measure a rate of sulfur 
dioxide in the air every year

Gunma 
Prefecture

Climate change Soundness of woods select the object trees and monitor 
changes over the years every year Municipali-

ties

Temperature of cold 
airflow of the cellar

monitor the temperature of cold 
airflow of the cellar

continu-
ous

Shimonita 
Town

Influence by 
animals, plants, 
insects

Degree of damage to 
buildings

monitor the effect on buildings by 
a wild boar, a woodpecker, a bat, a 
mouse and a white ant

every year
Municipali-
ties

changes over 
the years

Soundness of buildings 
and structures

monitor changes over the years such 
as leaks, roof moving and falling, 
decay of timbers, crack of mud wall, 
and stability of stone masonry

every year

Municipali-
ties

N
atural disaster

Wind and flood Soundness of buildings 
and structures

measure damage of buildings and 
structures by wind and flood

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Sediment disas-
ter

Soundness of buildings 
and structures

measure damage of buildings and 
structures by sediment disaster

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Earthquake Soundness of buildings 
and structures

measure damage of buildings and 
structures by earthquake

as neces-
sary

Municipali-
ties

Eruption Monitoring of volcanic 
activity

monitor volcanic activity using seis-
mograph, tilt meters, GPS using data 
of Japan Meteorological Agency 

as neces-
sary

Gunma 
Prefecture

Effect on 
landscape by 
natural disaster

Degree of disasters in the 
buffer zone

measure disasters at rivers, forests, 
farmlands, and public facilities in the 
buffer zone

as neces-
sary

Gunma 
Prefecture 
Municipali-
ties

Effect on build-
ings and land-
scape by fire

Degree of damages to 
cultural property

count numbers of reported damage 
caused  by fire every year Municipali-

ties

Number of fires count number of fire in the buffer 
zone every year Municipali-

ties

Number of fire preven-
tion equipment inspec-
tions

inspect fire prevention equipment 
installed in the property every year

Municipali-
ties

Number of fire Number 
of fire and evacuation 
drills

carry out fire and evacuation drill in 
the property

every year

Municipali-
ties
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Effect on properties 
and buffer zones Indicator Monitor-

ing cycle
Location of 
Records

Effect by visitors and tourism

Effect on 
buildings and 
landscape by 
increase of visi-
tors

Visitors to property count visitors to property every 
month

Municipali-
ties

Number of cars using 
parking for visitors

count number of cars using parking every 
month

Municipali-
ties

Number of  visitors using 
public transportation

count number of passengers getting 
on and off at nearest station of the 
site

every year
Municipali-
ties

Pedestrians do sampling survey on number of 
pedestrians at roads around proper-
ty on a fixed day and at fixed points

every year
Municipali-
ties

Effect by private developm
ent and public infrastructure developm

ent

Effect by public 
works

Number of public work 
orders

measure number of public work or-
ders such as roads, rivers, sewerage, 
afforestation in the buffer zone every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Effect by private 
development

Number of private devel-
opments

measure number of development 
permission and building confirma-
tion in the buffer zone every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Number of notifications 
based on landscape 
ordinances

measure number of notification 
based on landscape ordinances every year

Municipali-
ties

Number of control of 
illegal outdoor advertise-
ments

measure number of supervision and 
control of illegal outdoor advertise-
ments based on outdoor advertise-
ments ordinances

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
Tomioka 
City,
Isesaki City

Transm
ission of O

utstanding U
niversal Value

Transmission of 
Value

Number of participants 
in lectures on compo-
nent property

count number of participants in lec-
tures and seminars on component 
property every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Citizen’s activi-
ties

Frequency of citizen’s 
activities on property

count frequency and number of 
participants in citizen’s activities on 
property every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties

Provision of 
information

Number of information 
provided by pamphlets 
and websites

measure frequency of provision of 
information and the way it is pro-
vided through published pamphlets 
and municipalities’ websites

every year

Gunma 
Prefecture,
municipali-
ties
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2 Policies for Individual Component

Policies of monitoring for individual component are set out in respective Preservation and 
management plan. An overview is shown as follows:

S1 Tomioka Silk Mill
[Component]

Full-time staff dispatched from Tomioka City carries out regulatory surveillance of the site 
and monitors the condition of buildings and structures as one part of dairy management. To 
monitor the deterioration level of bricks, the city measures temperature and humidity and 
monitors dew points by placing a data logger in collaboration with the University of Tsu-
kuba.

[Buffer zone]
Related division of Tomioka City municipality conduct monitoring indicators on the impact 
of visitors and tourism, and the impact of private development and social infrastructure im-
provement.
Table 9-1 shows the key indicators for monitoring.

S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
[Component]

The Isesaki City Board of Education and Division of Cultural Property Protection will specify 
areas around designated historic site to be monitored together with the site. Isesaki City will 
conduct monitoring for designated historic site through collaboration with owner and local 
residents. They set monitoring indicators for each area and keep records with photographs 
and a check list.

[Buffer zone]
Related division of Isesaki City municipality conduct monitoring indicators on the impact of 
visitors and tourism, and the impact of private development and social infrastructure im-
provement.
Table 9-1 shows the key indicators for monitoring.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
[Component]

The Fujioka City Board of Education and Division of Cultural Property Protection will specify 
areas around designated historic site to be monitored together with the site.  They set moni-
toring indicators for each area and keep records with photographs and a check list.

Daily monitoring will be carried out by staff stationed at the site and, if necessary, help will 
be sought from instructing organizations and experts in the event of an earthquake or ab-
normal weather.
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[Buffer zone]
Related division of Fujioka City municipality conduct monitoring indicators on the impact of 
visitors and tourism, and the impact of private development and social infrastructure improve-
ment.
Table 9-1 shows the key indicators for monitoring.

S4 Arafune Cold Storage
[Component]

The Shimonita Town Board of Education, Section of Cultural Property Protection will conduct 
monitoring and, if necessary, set up a system to enable cooperation between local residents 
and volunteers.

Daily inspection will include monitoring temperature measurements, stationary point 
observation, photographic recording, and the vegetation situation as well as inspections of 
guide board facilities and roads within and without the designated area. If necessary, help 
will be sought from instructing organizations and experts in the event of an earthquake or 
abnormal weather.

[Bufer zone]
Related division of Shimonita Town municipality conduct monitoring indicators on the impact 
of visitors and tourism, and the impact of private development and social infrastructure 
improvement.
Table 9-1 shows the key indicators for monitoring.
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Chapter 10 Strategic Action Plans

1 Purpose
To ensure that the “outstanding universal value” of the “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” is 
passed onto the next generation, it is necessary to carry out conservation and management by 
related groups, including local authorities as the central figure, local residents and other organiza-
tions in unison based on a common understanding of this purpose. 

Various projects that to be implemented under this Management plan are explained in “Main 
Document” and the “Attached Document.” Those projects are recognized and clarified under their 
policy. 

2 Target Period
Projects will be implemented while taking into consideration their importance, urgency and feasi-
bility after clarifying the issues to focus on.

The implementation period of projects will therefore be categorized as follows:
Short-term: projects to be implemented in 5 years
Middle and long-term: projects to be implemented after 5 years and later

3 Project Advancement and Progress
Issues identified in Chapter 3 will be organized and an action plan drawn up while keeping the fu-
ture vision in mind.

When establishing plans and implementing projects, Gunma Prefecture World Heritage Commit-
tee will be responsible for overall coordination, progress management, and reviewing plans to 
ensure that projects run smoothly. Coordination and discussions will be carried out with the help 
of outside experts and local residents, if necessary, in order to promptly and flexibly address sepa-
rate issues that arise in the future.

Tomioka Silk Mill is working towards the systematic promotion and management of projects by 
setting up the Tomioka Silk Mill Fund in September, 2008, to fund conservation and utiization and 
periphery improvement projects and ensure that they run smoothly.
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Basic Principles Objectives Projects

Responsible Bod-
ies

Term

Prefec-
ture

City/
Town

Short 
Term *

Mid&Long 
Term **

1 Appropriate 
preservation 
and manage-
ment sustain-
ing Outstand-
ing Universal 
Value of the 
nominated 
property

To make a 
more secure 
environment 
(condition) for 
preservation 
of outstanding 
universal value

Implementation of appropriate conser-
vation and management, and disaster 
prevention of property

◎ ○ ○

S1 Conservation and restoration of 
buildings  (including structural 
reinforcement)

Tomioka 
City

○ ○

Development for comprehen-
sive disaster prevention plan ○

Improvement of a disaster 
prevention facility based on 
comprehensive disaster preven-
tion plan

○ ○

Preservation works of Ka-
burakawa river cliffside ○

S2 Public acquisition of property

Isesaki 
City

○
Repairment necessary for pres-
ervation ○ ○

Establishment of disaster pre-
vention facilities ○ ○

Removal of structures not 
related to historical value ○

Removal of trees that may af-
fect preservation ○

S3 Conservation and restoration of 
buildings

Fujioka 
City

○

Installation of disaster preven-
tion equipments ○

Removal of structures not 
related to historical value ○

Removal of trees that may af-
fect preservation ○

S4 Conservation work of No. 1 cold 
storage Shimoni-

ta Town

○

Removal of trees seen as ob-
stacles ○

Table 10-1  List of related projects to the Management Plan

S1=Tomioka Silk Mill, S2=Tajima Sericulture Farm, S3=Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School, S4=Arafune Cold Storage 

◎：Project leader　 ○：Other partners

* Projects to be started within about 5 years
** Projects to be started after about 5 years
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1 Appropriate 
preservation 
and manage-
ment sustain-
ing Outstand-
ing Universal 
Value of the 
nominated 
property

To develop a 
better under-
standing of the 
outstanding 
universal value, 
appropriate 
storage man-
agement, and 
organization 
of the collec-
tion of basic 
information

Collection of information relevant to 
silk and related heritage centering 
components

◎ ○ ○

Building base for academic research on 
components ○ ◎ ○ ○

S1 Excavation survey within com-
ponent

Tomioka 
City ○

S2 Excavation survey within com-
ponent Isesaki 

City
○

Building survey/investigation ○
S3 Excavation survey within com-

ponent
Fujioka 
City ○

S4 Investigation of No. 1, No. 2 and 
No. 3 cold storage Shimoni-

ta Town

○

Excavation survey within his-
toric site ○

2 Comprehen-
sive preserva-
tion including 
surroundings

Appropriate 
handling of fac-
tors affecting 
environment 
of property

Public acquisition for surroundings of 
the property ◎ ○

Development activity control in the 
surroundings of the property ◎ ◎ ○

Patrolling and removing illegal adverse-
ment ◎ ◎ ○

Removing factors which has negative 
effects to landscape ○ ◎ ○

Developing landscape by public facili-
ties such as roads and rivers (Improve-
ment of “Public Facilities of Landscape 
Importance”)

○ ○ ○

Support for conclusion of landscape 
agreement by local residents ◎ ○

Providing subsidy for conservation/
renovation for harmonization with 
landscape

◎ ○

Giving commendation to buildings and 
structures which contribute to land-
scape development

◎ ○

3 Advance-
ment of 
enhancement, 
presentation 
and promotion

Transmission 
of outstanding 
universal value

Expansion of public access ◎ ○ ○
S1 Development appropriate for 

expanding accessible area
Tomioka 
City ○ ○

S2 Development appropriate for 
expanding accessible area

Isesaki 
City

○

“Study and research of lost 
buildings 
(Restoration or reconstruction 
possiblities shall be discussed 
when appropriate)”

○ ○

S3 Development appropriate for 
expanding visibility

Fujioka 
City

○

“Study and research of lost 
buildings 
(Restoration or reconstruction 
possiblities shall be discussed 
when appropriate)”

○ ○
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3 Advance-
ment of 
enhancement, 
presentation 
and promotion

S4 “Study and research of lost 
buildings 
(Restoration or reconstruction 
possiblities shall be discussed 
when appropriate)”

Shimoni-
ta Town ○ ○

Organizing lecture meeting for publi-
cating results of academic research ○ ◎ ○

Organizing site tour of property ○ ◎ ○
Training of volunteer tour guides ◎ ◎ ○
Making and distributing guidebooks 
and pamphlets ◎ ◎ ○

Utlizing website (fullness and the mu-
tual link of the contents) ◎ ◎ ○

Enhancement 
of the property 
with participa-
tion of various 
stakeholders

Providing and publicizing recommend-
ed visitors’ routes ◎ ◎ ○

Promotion cooperating local residents 
and related organizations ◎ ◎ ○

Collaboration with schools (for educa-
tion) ○ ◎ ○

Cooperation to lifelong education ○ ◎ ○
Enhancement 
of facilities for 
tourism

Coordination for improvement of inter-
pretation fanction ◎ ○ ○

Improvement of interpretation fanc-
tion ◎ ○

S1 Improvement of interpretation 
fanction (within site) 

Tomioka 
City ○

S2 Improvement of interpretation 
fanction (around site)

Isesaki 
City ○

Improvement of signage and guide 
facilities common to sits ○ ◎ ○

S1 Improvement explanations and 
information boards (within and 
outside site)

Tomioka 
City ○

S2 Isesaki 
City ○

S3 Fujioka 
City ○

S4 Shimoni-
ta Town ○

Improvement of visitor facilities such 
as toilets, resting rooms, parking, etc 
and for management

◎ ○

S1 Improvement of resting facili-
ties (within site) Tomioka 

City

○

Improvement of toilets (within 
site) ○ ○

S2 Improvement of toilets (around 
site) Isesaki 

City

○

Improvement of parking lot 
(around site) ○
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3 Advance-
ment of 
enhancement, 
presentation 
and promotion

S3 Improvement of toilets (around 
site)

Fujioka 
City

○

Improvement of parking lot 
(around site) ○

Improvement of management 
facilities (around site) ○

S4 Improvement of toilets (around 
site)

Shimoni-
ta Town

○

Improvement of parking lot 
(around site) ○

Providing security maintaining 
facilities such as prevention 
fence

○

Enrichment of 
hospitality to 
visitors

Coodinaion of providing information  
for world heritage tourism and collabo-
ration of the one of each component

◎ ○ ○

Providing multilingual guidance (por-
table media player and leaflet) ○ ◎ ○

Enriching hospitality to visitors in col-
laboration with local residents ○ ◎ ○

Respond to the 
impact of tour-
ism

Providing public transportations such 
as shuttle buses and loop buses ◎ ○

Preparing proper measures for heavy 
traffic and establishing information 
presentation system

○ ◎ ○

Providing proper signboards for visitors 
and their vehicles ○ ◎ ○

Making conscious and promoting prop-
erty preservation to visitors ○ ◎ ○

Strengthening patrols ○ ◎ ○
4 Establish-
ment and 
operation 
of effective 
management 
system

Organizing 
coordina-
tion system, 
establishment 
of manage-
ment system 
and implement 
of operation 
property and 
surroundings

Implementation for meetings of Coor-
dinating Committee for Tomioka Silk 
Mill and Related Sites

◎ ○ ○

Strengthening collaboration on pres-
ervation and management with local 
residents, related organization and ad-
ministration organization with stronger 
collaboration

○ ◎ ○

Establishment of patorol system and 
monitoring by related organizations ○ ◎ ○

5 Implementa-
tion of Moni-
toring

Implement pe-
riodic monitor-
ing

Periodic monitoring of the property 
according to “monitoring indicators for 
the nominated property”

○ ◎ ○

Periodic monitoring of buffer zone 
according to “monitoring indicators for 
the nominated property”

○ ◎ ○
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6 Collaboration 
with ‘Gunma 
Silk Heritage’ 
for proper 
management

Proper storage 
management 
for Gunma 
silk heritage 
by aiming to 
protect and 
utilize the 
entire industry 
of silk fabrics 
from silk to 
sericulture 
while keeping 
Tomioka world 
heritage as the 
core

Collection and publication of informa-
tion related to silk including ‘Gunma 
Silk Heritages Network’

◎ ○ ○

Promotion of education and publicity 
of ‘Gunma Silk Heritage Network’ ◎ ○ ○

Implementation of hands on programs 
using sericulture, silk and textiles from 
‘Gunma Silk Heritage Network’

◎ ○ ○
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Appendix 7.b English summaries of property management plans specific 
to each component 

  

(1) Tomioka Silk Mill Preservation and Management Plan 002
(2) Tomioka Silk Mill Enhancement and Promotion Plan 008
(3) Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Preservation and Management Plan 010
(4) Takayama-sha Sericulture School Preservation and Management Plan 013
(5) Arafune Cold Storage Preservation and Management Plan 017
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Name of Components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill (Name of Designation: The Former Tomioka Silk 
Mill)

1. Significance in the Outstanding Universal Value of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”
- A factory established by the national government that remains as a complete ensemble together 

with manufacturing facilities
- The first full-scale raw silk factory introducing mechanical-reeling technology from France
- Became a model factory for advanced silk-reeling in Japan and raised the country’s industry to 

the world’s top level
- Place for development and dissemination of improved species of silkworms
- Early examples of factory architecture merging Western technology with traditional Japanese 

technology
2. State of Legal Protection, Present State of Preservation and Management
<State of Legal Protection> 

- July 14, 2005 The site was designated as a Historic Site under the name of “The former To-
mioka Silk Mill”(Official Notice No. 101 of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology)
- July 5, 2006 Seven buildings and two subsidiary structures were designated as a National 
Important Cultural Property (Official Notice No. 93 of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology)

<Outline of present state> 
 The Former Tomioka Silk Mill (hereinafter Tomioka Silk Mill) has continued silk-reeling busi-
ness for 115 years since the operation started in 1872 and ceased its operation in 1987.
Katakura Co. Ltd (hereinafter Katakura Industry), which has been the owner of the Tomioka 
Silk Mill since 1939 has recognized the value of the Mill as a cultural property and appropri-
ately managed through establishing an administration office on the site.

 Katakura Industry agreed that the site as Historic Site and buildings as Important Cultural 
Property are designated in September 2004. The Former Tomioka Silk Mill was designated as 
a Historic Site in July 2005 and buildings such as Silk-reeling plant, East cocoon warehouse, 
and Brunat house, which were constructed at the government management period, in July 
2006. 

 Concurrently, Tomioka City acquired the land and buildings from Katakura Industry.
The buildings on the site were voluntary demised from Katakura Industry in September 2005 
and the land was sold to Tomioka City in October 2006. Currently, Tomioka City is the owner 
and the manager of Tomioka Silk Mill including the land and buildings. 

<Status of accessibility>
(1) Admission
- Holiday schedule: December 29th through December 31st (closed)
- Opening hours: 9am-5pm (last admission at 4:30pm)
- Admission area: General admission is restricted to enter a part of the mill. Admission area 
is clearly displayed on the site. Observable area is basically limited to the outside of building 
with some exception.

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component
(1) Tomioka Silk Mill Preservation and Management Plan
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資産範囲Component 
boundary 

(2) Admission to the inside of the buildings
The inside of the buildings is opened to the public partially. With prescribed requirements 
such as a prior application and proper guides, one may be allowed to enter in a part of the 
buildings.
Special guidance and lecture are allowed to be conducted in case that the conservation is 
maintained.
Scientific research is accepted to conduct as far as possible.

<State of Management>
- Owner of the property: Tomioka City
- Custodial body: Tomioka City (designated in 2006)
- Establishment and operation of effective management system: 
  Administration office is established at the site and staffs are employed. Effective manage-
ment is carried out based on Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties and Tomioka City 
Ordinance.

3 Area of nominated property

4 Classification of elements
<Elements representing the outstanding universal value>
Elements protected under Historic Site designation

- Land
- Underground remains
- Existing buildings: Important Cultural Property (government management period) Silk-
reeling plant, East  Cocoon Warehouse, West Cocoon Warehouse, Brunat house, etc.
- Existing buildings before 1945: Workroom for by-products, Re-reeling plant, Dormitory for-
female workers, Company residence etc.
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- Monument: Stone monument/ Memorial monument/ Stone lantern/ Monuments related 
to Royal family
- Trees: Trees around Shiroyama area

Other important elements identified in the Preservation and Management Plan
- Existing buildings: Important buildings since 1945, Power room, Re-reeling plant, etc.

<Other elements>
Elements that should be conserved

- Mechanical facilities: Other machinery equipment
- Stone monument/ Monument: Monument for Katakura Industry, Sign for the Historic Site
- Furniture and furnishings
- Disaster prevention equipment
- Sign boards
- Trees: Other trees
- Buildings: Buildings other than the above, Toilet, Brick walls

5 Policy on Preservation and Management
Tomioka Silk Mill has value as remains of a government operated and managed factory and 
the fact that it operated consistently as a factory representing subsequent Japanese silk 
reeling technology and all of its systems remain even after terminating operations are seen 
as crucial elements.
Therefore, overall conservation management policy is to conserve the overall system and its 
long history of Tomioka Silk Mill. Measures of elements are set up individually.

Land conservation management policy
Conservation management policy that classifies areas by the characteristics of the land shall 
be established. There shall be no changes to the current state, in principle, apart from site 
maintenance and conservation and promotion.

Buildings conservation management policy
<Conservation measure>

Buildings built up to 1945 and important buildings in terms of the overall system should be 
targeted for conservation and other buildings should be conserved if possible.

<Management measure>
Criteria shall be established to manage buildings based on a classification of buildings and 
parts and sites.

Underground remains conservation management policy
<Conservation measure>

Underground remains dating from the time of government management to the time opera-
tions were terminated shall be conserved.

<Management measure>
Acts to destroy the remains shall not be committed in principle and excavation surveys shall 
be conducted if a need for site maintenance and conservation and promotion arises.
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Mechanical facilities conservation management policy
<Conservation measure>

Mechanical facilities dating from the time operations ceased shall be conserved. However, 
the possibility of changes after considering their meaning in terms of scale and location shall 
be assessed.

<Management measure>
In principle, the facilities keep as they are and are conserved and managed appropriately.

6 Standards for the Handling of Alteration to the Existing State
Policy on conservation and management and standards for the handling of alteration to the 
existing state define the followings: 

1) measures shared with all the area of the property define in the common matters; 
2) Policy for areas composes of major policy in each area and points to be highlighted.

(1) Common matters
There shall be no changes to the current state, in principle, apart from site maintenance and 
conservation and promotion. The following changes to the current state shall not be carried 
out.

- Acts that may destroy or damage the site and site elements subject to protection.
- Acts that may greatly diminish the landscape and value of the site and site elements subject 
to protection.
- Acts that may destroy the underground remaining ruins.

In addition, visitor facilities are allowed to build within the extent not to be damaged the his-
toric site.

(2) Policy for areas
A: Production zone

It is important that the site is a mill complex.  Draw up a conservation plan considering this 
point as an important element. In terms of architectural machinery and equipment, their 
functional meaning within a production system must be well studied in case of conservation.

B: Open area zone
An open space like a courtyard surrounded by factory buildings was created as the area for 
recreation. The conservation plan must take this open space including some underground 
remains such as a former reservoir highly.

C: Administration zone
The zone consists of buildings used for either living or administration such as dormitory or 
office building. Plants near the Inspector’s house, or the front garden of Brunat house are to 
be preserved.

D: Company residence zone
Conservation plan will be made by keeping appearances of company residences of each pe-
riod while there used to be a dormitory of the government run period. 
Buildings and plants are to be preserved considering that this zone was primarily used for a 
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place of living, but vegetation being harmful to the preservation of the buildings will either 
be pruned or removed.

E: Former silkworm egg production laboratory zone
Preservation plan should be planned to consider the place is the site where the silkworm egg 
production laboratory used to be. 
Archeological survey is continued in order to clarify building footprint of old laboratory.

F: Zone for historical elements outside of the wall
Making sure the historical ditches surround the factory premise are to be preserved, but do 
not alter the present state as covered and being used as part of the city road. Alteration to 
the existing state is allowed to roads in principle and other than the site reconstruction such 
as maintenance of irrigation system are not be allowed.

7 Disaster prevention plan
Fire prevention measures

- Chief of the division of Tomioka Silk Mill is in charge of fire prevention.
- Staff members of the division are also in charge of fire prevention. 
- The area as a historic site regards as a fire prevention management area.
- The entire site is non-smoking. Flammable and combustible products within the site and 
buildings are removed or organized.
- A regulation for fire prevention is announced all visitors.
- Full-time staffs patrol to find troubles and damages within the site. Automatic security by 
security company is conducted outside of office hours. 
- Observable area is basically limited to the outside of buildings in the site and the flows to 
secure indoor evacuation routes is ensured.
- Currently, firefighting system is developed along fire prevention management system.

Crime prevention measures
The site is monitored by full-time staffs within the office hours and a management after the 
office hours is conducted both with automatic security and part-time staffs. 
Additional staffs and installing automatic surveillance will be reviewed in case of the expan-
sion of observation area. 

Disaster prevention equipment plan (fire prevention and crime prevention)
Temporarily, automatic fire alarms are installed in the buildings which have not been in-
stalled alarms. After that, fire alarms, fire extinguishers, lightning rods, and crime prevention 
equipment are installed sequentially. 
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Measures against earthquake
Almost all of the buildings are considered to conduct structural examination.
Especially, buildings at government management period designated as an Important Cultural 
Properties has a unique structure called timber-framed brick masonry; therefore, its struc-
tural conditions have not elucidated. The structural examination for the buildings is necessary 
for reinforcement works so as not to lose values as cultural properties. 
For future plan, at first, seismic examination is conducted and designed a seismic reinforce-
ment plan, and tentative reinforcement works or seismic reinforcement works in the preser-
vation and improvement works will be conducted for the Important Cultural Properties. 
Wooden structures other than the important Cultural Properties will be examined its seismic 
resistance and then seismic reinforcement works will be conducted as well as improvement 
works. 

Measures against damage by winds
Risk of collapse for buildings by strong winds is considered with seismic examination as well.
Safety measures such as limited observation is necessary in case of strong winds. It should be 
attention to the weather information such as gale warning and strong wind warnings.
Furthermore, damages caused by strong winds are checked out and appropriate treatment 
will be conducted if a certain dangerous point is recognized.
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Name of the Plan Tomioka Silk Mill Enhancement and Promotion Plan

Name of Components
S1 Tomioka Silk Mill (Name of Designation: The Former Tomioka Silk 
Mill)

1. Purpose of the Plan
The purpose of the plan is to establish an enhancement and promotion plan for the future to 
conserve and utilize the Tomioka Silk Mill while maintaining Tomioka Silk Mill in accordance 
with basic policy set in the Preservation and Management Plan. The plan provides individual 
phased enhancement plans for each major building to achieve overall future vision of the en-
tire site in the coming years.
2. Enhancement Plan
(1) Basic policy for enhancement of facilities

Promote the maintenance of the Tomioka Silk Mill with emphasis on its history and systems

(2) Priorities for enhancement of plan 
(i) Focus on disaster prevention

Sound countermeasures for fire hazard, crime, earthquake or strong wind and other disas-
ters shall be drawn up based on the Preservation and Management Plan and Fire Fighting 
Plan followed by adequate implementation. 

(ii) Focus on safety management
Safety management is tightened further by focusing on the following view points:

- Manpower
Preservation and management and improvement of visitor’s awareness shall be drawn up 
through patrol by security guards, site-interpreter/guides for visitors together with resident 
volunteers.

- Improvement in safety equipment and facility  
Install surveillance cameras in deserted areas, blinded zones and widely viewable points and 
have them work together with alarm system that could be managed in one place such as ad-
ministrative office or security control room. 

- Improvement on signage
Area conservation works had not yet completed or places not related for viewing are closed 
off to the visitors.  Signs such as “Off limit,” “No food or drinks,” together with evacuation 
routes and instruction to use fire extinguishing devices shall be installed.

(iii) Enhancement of visitor facilities according to a dramatic increase in visitors and its utili-
zation

Enhancement for visitor facilities that is necessary shall be considered not to lose the value 
of the properties as both Historic Site and Important Cultural Property.

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component
(2) Tomioka Silk Mill Enhancement and Promotion Plan
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3. Utilization Plan
(1) Basic policy for utilization
To maximize the diverse values and appeal of the Tomioka Silk Mill

(2) Utilization function
(i) Exhibition and presentation function

   A production system of silk-reeling at the time from government management period 
through the time when the operation ceased, the process of technological innovation, the 
factory and working environment, lifestyle of workers, and factory’s characteristics and 
functionality shall be aimed to convey through utilization. 

(ii) Provision of research and educational places and opportunities
   Tomioka Silk Mill shall be the place for offering learning opportunities for wider public to 

become familiar with the outstanding universal value of the site. At the same time place 
shall also pursue and support scientific and professional research in the field.

 
(iii) Provision of an enjoyable space through flexible ideas

  Utilization to convey the scale as a factory architecture and the historical spaces as the To-
mioka Silk Mill will be aimed. 

(3) Principles of utilization
- Utilize within the scope of preservation as cultural property and share its values.
- Emphasize each building’s character and functionality how it was used in old times.
- Utilize it as a public facility to promote understanding of visitors and take into consider-
ation convenience and safety.
- Present and utilize as much as possible items as far as that have been completed its investi-
gation and/or repairs.
- Proactively recruit the participation of citizens and incorporate their experience, wisdom 
and vitality.

   4. Planning Zone
For visitors and facility users, enhancement and promotion plan divided into zones and time 
frames shall be established based on subdivision areas defined in the Preservation and Man-
agement plan.

The planning zone is composed of six zones: “Information source zone,” “Academic research 
zone,” “on-site experience zone,” “Communication zone,” “Observation zone,” “Management 
zone.” Characteristics of each zone and functions shall be classified and the objectives of utili-
zation shall achieve organically through functional ties.

   5. Collaboration with town planning in Tomioka City
Presentaion and promotion are implemented in consistent with “Tomioka City Comprehensive 
Plan,” “Tomioka City Planning Master Plan,” “Tomioka City Landscape Plan,” “Tomioka City 
Machizukuri – development and revitalization Plan,” and other related plans.
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Name of Components S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
1. Significance in the Outstanding Universal Value of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”

-Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure utilizing a ventilation system (Prototype 
of modern sericulture farmhouses) 

- Yahei Tajima perfected the modern method of sericulture called seiryo-iku and set the major 
trend in Japanese sericulture early in the Meiji period

- Participated in international interchange through direct sales of silkworm eggs to Italy
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of improved species of 

silkworms
2. State of Legal Protection, Present State of Preservation and Management
<State of Legal Protection>
Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties
The site was designated as a Historic Site in 2012.

<Outline of present state>
 In Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm exists a main building which is a two-story building with 
a gabled tile-roof and a raised section constructed in 1863. The ground floor is a place for 
earth-floored area and living quarter and the upper floor is a silk-worm raising area. Raised-
roof for ventilation is along the ridge direction. 

 Main building became a prototype of modern sericulture farmhouses. In the site, other than 
the main building, Kuwaba, which is a storage for mulberry leaves that is needed for silk-
worm raising, Besso, which was partly moved from Inkyo that is a building used for sericul-
ture, Tanegura, which is a storage area for silkworm eggs, Idoya, which was used for soaking 
of silkworm egg card and clean-up of silkworm raising room, Torii gate way, which was a gift 
from silkworm egg producers in Aichi Prefecture during Ansei period in Edo era, monuments 
for Empress Teimei visit, stonewall foundation of Kougetsuro, and stone foundation of Shin-
sansitsu are remained. 

<Status of accessibility>
- The premises in the Historic Site is opened to the public under the owner’s permission and 
visitors can take a look at the appearance of buildings such as main building.

- The inside of the buildings is the place that the owner and the family are living, and build-
ings other than the main building are not presented because the maintenance has not com-
pleted.

- Local conservation group guides to visitors.

<State of management>
- The owner manages the site as their living space.
- Isesaki City preserves and manages with the owner as a custodial body after designating as 
historic site.

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component
(3) Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm Preservation and Management Plan
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3 Area of nominated property

4 Classification of elements 
<Elements representing substantial value>
- Existing buildings: Main building

Attached house: Kuwaba, Besso, Tanegura, Bunkogura, Front gate, Rear gate, East gate
- Subsidiary structures: 

House shrine and torii gate, well building, storage for silk-worm raising tools
- Stonework: Lantern, stepping stones, water basins, Empress Teimei monument
- Remains:

Foundation for Shin-sansitsu and a barn, Foundations of kokugura and misogura
- Land features, allotment of land
<Elements closely associated with the elements representing substantial value>

- Vegetation: hedges, bamboo bushes, garden trees, trees beside a gate
<Other elements>

- Historic documents and folklore documents owned by the Tajima family

SCALE  1:500
20m0 105

防

As

Component boundary Component boundary
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5 Policy on Preservation and Management
Policy on preservation and management for the elements composing of the site is designed 
based on its classification. It is now under consideration.
Policy on preservation and management is as follows:

- Continue to conduct academic research and preserve elements contributing to the out-
standing universal value of the site such as existing buildings that were built according to the 
silkworm raising theory, remains of the buildings that were either lost or relocated, historical 
documents pertaining to sericulture study, and existing historical tools for sericulture.
- Appropriate maintenance plan that balance between good state of conservation, expecta-
tion of visitors and needs and wish of the residents.
- Conserve and protect natural features constituting surrounding environment such as hedg-
es and vegetation and stone walls.
- The site was continued to be used and the main building has been lived by the same chain 
of families. The respect must be paid that the site is a place for the living.
- Enhancement and promotion of the site as a Historic Site is to be considered in corporation 
of with owners and local preservation support groups.
- Draw up countermeasures for both disaster prevention and crime prevention. 

6 Standards for the Handling of Alteration to the Existing State
Under consideration
Standards for the handling of alteration to the existing state is as follows:

- There shall be no changes to the current state, in principle, apart from site maintenance 
and conservation and promotion. Acts allowed for preservation and utilization of the site 
and the owner’s living and acts that existing historic buildings and underground remains are 
not negatively affected are restrictively permitted.

- Standards for the handling of alteration to the existing state are defined in elements repre-
senting the OUV and elements closely associated with the elements representing the OUV.

7 Disaster prevention plan
Preservation and management plan against natural disaster, human disaster, building struc-
tures and facilities are under designed.

Disaster prevention plan is as follows;
- Fire and crime prevention measures

Setup of fire prevention management area, Installation of fire extinguishing equipment, en-
hancement for fire prevention system, enhancement for crime prevention system

- Measures against earthquakes
Consideration for conducting research based on Important Cultural Property (buildings) Seis-
mic examination strategy

- Measures against natural disaster
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Name of Components S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School
1. Significance in the Outstanding Universal Value of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”

- Birthplace of seion-iku, which became the standard in modern Japanese sericultural tech-
nology

- Developed an innovative silkworm-raising room structure used to practice seion-iku
- Established a specialized school for sericulture and successfully spread modern technology 

throughout Japan and overseas
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of an improved spe-

cies of silkworms

2. State of Legal Protection, Present State of Preservation and Management
<State of Legal Protection>
Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties
The site was designated as a Historic Site in 2009.

<Outline of present state>
Takayama-sha Sericulture School is the place where Chogoro Takayama lived until his death 
which was in 1886 and the birthplace of development and education of seion-iku were con-
ducted. It had worked as a practical school until World War II after Takayama-sha Sericulture 
School moved to Fujioka City. 
Currently, main building which was constructed at the time when Chogoro engaged in his 
business from the end of Edo period to the early Meiji period, Nagayamon gate, bath house/
kitchen, and Outside toilet remained at the site. 
Two-story silkworm raising room was extended to the main building after Chogoro was dead 
and the floor plan of the upper building focus on an airflow which is the one of the char-
acteristics of seion-iku. Main building used for sericulture measures 28.8 meters long, 8.6 
meters wide, and 6.5 meters high: Nagayamon gate is one-story building of timber frame 
measuring 22.5 meters from east to west, 4.7 meters long from north to south, 2.8 meters 
high: bath house/ kitchen is one-story building of timber frame with tiled roof measuring 
6.4 meters long, 2.9 meters wide, and 2.8 meters high. These buildings have stone masonry 
foundation. Underground storage for mulberry leaves which had stone masonry walls inside 
are also remained.
Furthermore, underground storage for mulberry leaves which is composed of stone walls 
inside of the storage remained. 
Other than the existing buildings, site of two sericulture buildings, site of shed, and site of 
drying warehouse were depicted in the divination plan as of 1891. Stone wall foundation of 
silkworm raising farmhouse, which was located at the east of main building and supposed to 
construct at the time of the practical school, are remained as well as behind the main build-
ing.

<Status of accessibility>
- City ordinance for management of Takayama-sha and its enforcement regulation was in 
force on April 1st, 2011.
- Opening hours: 9am through 4pm on weekday

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component
(4) Takayama-sha Sericulture School Preservation and Management Plan
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- Two full-time staffs work as a guide. They provide a guidance to visitors. 
- On weekend, staffs of the division of cultural property protection and volunteer guides  
cants as a group.

<State of management>
- Owner of the property: Fujioka City
- Custodial body: Fujioka City (appointed in 2009)
- Establishment and operation of effective management system: 
The Division of Cultural Property Protection in the Shimonita Town Board of Education im-
plements the management of Takayama-sha Sericulture School. On weekday, two full-time 
guides work as daily management of the property. Management and operation for the prop-
erty are implemented by following the city ordinance. 

3 Area of nominated property

4 Classification of elements
<Elements representing substantial value>
- Existing buildings in the site

Main building used for sericulture, Nagayamon gate, Bath house/ Kitchen , Outside toilet
- Existing subsidiary structures and remains of buildings in the site

underground storage area for mulberry leaves, stone walls remains at the site of a building, 
well, stone walls, conduit, House shrine

- Allotment of the site has not changed since Takayama-sha Sericulture School was construct-
ed.

Component boundary
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<Elements closely associated with the elements representing substantial value>
- Silkworm shelves and sericulture tools such as straw cocooning frames left in the Takayama
family.
- Takayama-sha Sericulture School-related documents
- Joinery used since the time of the practical school through Showa period
- Tomb of Chogoro Takayama in Kozen-in temple
- Graffiti, which was written birth place, year, and name,  on the walls drawn by students at 
the time of the Takayama practical school. 

5 Policy on Preservation and Management
A period for preservation and management of Takayama-sha Sericulture School ranges from 
the last days of Shogunate when the founder, Chogoro Takayama lived until 1927 as a practi-
cal school and existing buildings, subsidiary structures, and underground remains used for 
the period will be targeted for conservation. 
 Furthermore, a main building used for sericulture is a centered building having a character-
istic as a model of silkworm raising room. Main building used for sericulture and other build-
ings and subsidiary structures between the establishment and which existed at the same 
period as the main building are subject for its enhancement and promotion. 
 Silkworm-raising had been conducted until 1955s at the upper floor of main building and 
the space at the time is preserved as it was. The space regards as continuing from the practi-
cal school period, maintaining and preservation at the current state will be conducted. Tools 
for sericulture used until 1955s are also preserved.

6 Standards for the Handling of Alteration to the Existing State
Dividing the area of the designated Historic Site into a central section where main buildings 
and subsidiary buildings are mostly located and remains of the mulberry fields located in the 
north and the south of the central section. The central section is named “Preservation zone 
A.” Existing buildings including underground remains are to be preserved setting a targeting 
period of preservation as a period when Takayama-sha site was used as a practical school 
and residence. Area for the remains of mulberry field is named “Preservation zone B,” where 
present landforms and vegetation are to be preserved. Standards in case of handling altera-
tions, such as building a new structure or making interventions to existing buildings and sub-
sidiary structures are shown below in accordance with respective zones:

Preservation zone A: Permission shall be required in altering existing state
An alteration to the existing state is not permitted in principle. An exception is permitted 
when it is indispensable to protect a Historic Site and historic buildings including under-
ground remains.

Preservation zone B: Permission shall be required in altering existing state
An alteration to the existing state is not permitted in principle. An exception is permitted 
when it is indispensable for the utilization of the Historic Site and historic buildings while not 
affecting adversary affecting underground remains.
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7 Disaster prevention plan
Fire prevention measures

- Chief of the Division of Cultural Property Protection is in charge of the fire prevention.
- The area as a historic site regards as a fire prevention management area.
- Automatic fire alarms were installed in 2011 and fire extinguishers are installed in each 
building.
- Sign boards, which is  for non-smoking in the site and strictly prohibited of flammable, are 
installed for evoking visitors’ attention.
- Training for firefighting is implemented with a fire department, fire company, and local po-
lice station in a year.

Measures against earthquake
Buildings at the site are of timber frame structure with little wall quantity. Although these 
buildings are not up to the presently recommended seismic resistant standard, they had 
been withstood several large scale earthquakes so far. It is, however, is necessary to con-
duct a survey to appropriately prepare for unforeseeable disasters in order to protect both 
people and cultural property. Based on a seismic examination that is to be conducted in the 
near future, counter measures such as improving seismic resistance level shall be drawn up 
in line with a promotion and enhancement plan and/or specific restoration plan.
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Name of Components
S4 Arafune Cold Storage (Name of designation)Arafune and Azumaya 
Cold Storage)

1. Significance in the Outstanding Universal Value of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”
- The largest scale cold storage facility for silkworm eggs in Japan, making use of natural air-

flow
- Representative example of the modern storage facilities for silkworm eggs that enabled 

multiple rearing cycles for increased production
- Cooperated with Tomioka Silk Mill in development and dissemination of improved species 

of silkworms

2. State of Legal Protection, Present State of Preservation and Management
<State of Legal Protection>
Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties
The site was designated as a Historic Site in 2010.

<Outline of present state>
Main remains are stone walls of total three cold storage buildings named cold storage no. 
1, no. 2, and no. 3 at the site of silkworm egg storage and site of the administrative building 
called bansha, passage way, and reservoir. The three cold storages do not have upper struc-
tures which was of the time of operation period but the stone foundations were only left 
intact as well as cold air is still flowing. 
Records show that a number of buildings were built and demolished at the site of adminis-
tration building and finally dog shed was demolished in the project of FY 2011. Furthermore, 
passageway and reservoir for storing water for this building are all that remain now.

<Status of accessibility>
On the premise that it will be promoted throughout the year, the area where safety is not se-
cured is forbidden in principle. Furthermore, information on survey findings will be actively 
disseminated using facilities within the town even when entrance to the site is restricted due 
to survey and conservation and maintenance activities.
Presentation methods that take into consideration the safety of visitors and preserving the 
historical site’s environment, such as an application system and tour guide-accompanied 
tours, will be reviewed.

<State of management>
- Owner of the property: Shimonita Town
- Custodial body: Shimonita Town (designated in 2010)
- Establishment and operation of effective management system: 
Preservation and management are conducted centering the department of cultural property 
protection of the Shimonita Town Board of Education. Daily management is mainly carried 
out by Shimonita Town; however, if necessary, Shimonita Town set up a system to enable 
cooperation between local residents and volunteers.  The contents of the specific regulatory 
inspection is as follows:

English summaries of property management plans specific to each component
(5) Arafune Cold Storage Preservation and Management Plan
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1. Implementation of monitoring (temperature measurements, shot photographs, and visual 
inspection)
2. Inspections of outside and within the designated area (inspection of guidance plate and  
roads)
3. Clean-up of cutting trees and weeds
4. Identifying hazard points of stone walls remains collapse
5. Regulatory communication with local residents

3 Area of nominated property

4 Classification of elements 
<Elements representing substantial value>

- Remains of cold storage: Stone walls of Cold Storage No. 1- No. 3
- Site related to management administration: site of the administrative building, passageway, 
stone walls except for cold storage, etc.
- Topographical factors for cold airflow: talus, valley topography, and masses of rocks

<Elements closely associated with the elements representing substantial value>
- Valley terrain expanding to the western side of the site including western end of the his-
toric site (Accumulation of talus and masses of rocks)
- Vegetation in cold environment (Unusual plant species)
- A visible range from the site of administrative building (landscapes of remains of cold stor-
ageand Yashiki area)

5 Policy on Preservation and Management 
1 Protection of remains relating to the time it was in operation (stone masonry and adminis-

trative building remains)
Appropriate conservation will be carried out as important elements that convey its scale and 
role as a silkworm egg storage facility.
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2 Protection of the surroundings of the cold storage that preserves the situation of that time 
(cold airflow and topography)

Considering natural cold airflow mechanism itself as an essential part of its value, conserva-
tion management will take care to protect this.

3 Rare species of plant that has developed in this environment will be conserved as much as 
possible.

Rare plant life that has developed in this cool environment shall be taken a characteristic of 
this site and conserved as much as possible consistent with the protection of the historical 
remains.

4 Seek sustainable conservation management and establishment of a monitoring system
In line with the progress of research and study, internal and external consultations shall be 
held to establish integrated forestry management system including the area surrounding the 
designated site and a monitoring system. This will include a consideration of safety measures 
for visitors and the visitor pressures on the environment.

5 Promotion of research and study to improve conservation management
Research and study shall be promoted to improve conservation management and those re-
sults will be accumulated.

6 Standards for the Handling of Alteration to the Existing State
Principle for alteration to the existing state

- Assured preservation for remains on the site is in principle
- Preservation for surrounding environment and landscape is in principle
- Preliminary excavation/ confirmation survey and survey with observers are in principle.
- In case of conducting survey research and preservation and maintenance project, the con-

tents is presented to a committee called guidance committee, which is composed of aca-
demic experts and needed to be approved.

- In case of dealing with unusual plant species, vegetation of unusual plant species maintains 
as much as possible consistent with a preservation of cold storage environment and an es-
sential part of its value.

Standards for the Handling of Alteration to the Existing State for each area
Area A-1: Area existing remains of cold storage (mainly stone walls)

- Policy for the handling: Strict conservation and management for the remains

Area A-2: Area indicating the existence of remains relating to the operation period of Arafune 
Cold Storage

- Policy for the handling: Improvement of property value by implementing conservation and 
maintenance

Area A-3: Area considered as which cold airflow occurs and masses of rocks accumulates
- Policy for the handling: maintaining current state and preservation of talus environment
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Area B: Slope terrain considered to be harmful to Area A 
- Policy for the handling: Appropriate vegetation management 

Area C: Range for main observation route to the cold storage
- Policy for the handling: Secure of environment protection and security of the site

Each area is not permitted the alteration to the existing state in principle. However, if the site 
conservation, security for visitors, consideration on conservation management are needed to 
be considered after surveys, Agency for Cultural Affairs and Gunma Prefecture Board of Educa-
tion discuss and decide how to deal with it as other officials.

7 Disaster prevention plan
Emergent measures in case that disasters occur or urgent situations to be clearly predicted its 
outbreak are predicted in Arafune Cold Storage as follows: 

- Removal of stone walls collapse for confirmation and lifesaving 
- Scrap of subsidiary structures collapsed by disasters
- Safety facilities collapsed by disasters are replaced as a emergent measures 

Shimonita Town is mainly in charge in case that emergent measures are required when disas-
ters occur.
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Appendix 7.c Conservation works of storage No.1 of Arafune Cold 
Storage 

  

Conservation works of storage No.1 of Arafune Cold Storage  002
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Conservation works of storage No.1 of Arafune Cold Storage

Emergency conservation countermeasures: Reinstatement of stone walls 

A part of the southern wall of cold storage No.1 collapsed in March, 2010. Shimonita Town soon 
gathered an emergency conservation advisory committee composed of experts to investigate 
the cause of the accident and draft a conservation measure for reinstatement of fallen stone 
members to prevent further decay. The investigation works included cataloguing fallen pieces 
one by one and locate the accurate position of individual pieces where they used to be using 
the measured drawings drafted prior to the collapse (2007) Stone pieces will be placed back to 
the original position as identification is confirmed. Under the investigation stone wall structure 
specific for the cold storage function was also looked into. Actual conservation construction 
will begin in 2013.

Year Brief description of works Advisory body, experts, etc.

2010 South stone walls of storage No.1 collapsed.
Immediately after the accident, conservation 
management committee for planning of con-
servation works was formed and investiga-
tion began. 

Conservation management committee for 
Arafune Cold Storage consisting of experts in 
history, cultural property, local history, and 
from Agency for Cultural Property

2011 Field investigation and analysis for the stone 
wall and fallen stones took place.
[Using survey record that was taken before 
the collapse and identified stone pieces one 
by one.]

Same as above

2012 Field investigation and analysis for the stone 
wall structure took place.
[Investigation team confirmed that a special 
masonry structure was employed to let the 
cold air flow into the structure.]
Under the advisory of the committee, con-
servation and reinstatement plan was is be-
ing drafted. (due finished in 2013)

Conservation management committee for 
Arafune Cold Storage consisting of experts in 
history, cultural property, stone wall building, 
local history, and from Agency for Cultural 
Property

2013 Following the investigation and analyses re-
sults, conservation works including reinstate-
ment construction is scheduled.

Same as above
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Before the collapse, Cold storage No.1 (2007) After the collapse, Cold storage No.1 (2010)

On site inspection by experts (2012)  Fallen stone pieces: stones are individually
 catalogued
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Appendix 7.d English summaries of relevant laws and standards in rela-
 on to buff er zone 

(1) Landscape Act 002
  1  Tomioka City Landscape Plan 004
  2  Isesaki City Landscape Plan  011
  3  Fujioka City Landscape Plan  015
  4  Shimonita Town Landscape Plan 023
  5  Saitama Prefecture Landscape Plan 027
(2) City Planning Act  031
(3) Outdoor Adver  sement Act 035
  1  Gunma Prefecture Outdoor Adver  sement Ordinance 037
  2  Tomioka City Outdoor Adver  sement Ordinance 042
  3  Isesaki City Outdoor Adver  sement Ordinance 045
  4  Saitama Prefecture Outdoor Adver  sement Ordinance 048
(4) Forest Act   051
(5) Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promo  on Areas 053
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Name Landscape Act
Relevant Components Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, Takaya-

ma-sha Sericulture School and Arafune Cold Storage
Authority to Issue Permission Head of Landscape administrative organization (Tomioka 

City, Isesaki City, Fujioka City, Shimonita Town, and Saita-
ma Prefecture)

Purpose The purpose of this Act is to build a beautiful and dignified 
land, create an attractive and comfortable living environ-
ment and realize vibrant communities with distinct per-
sonalities by taking comprehensive measures to develop 
good urban and rural landscapes such as formulating 
landscape plans, in order to improve the quality of life of 
the people of Japan and contribute to the growth of the 
national economy and sound development of society.

Matters relevant to the property

1  Landscape Administrative Organization (Article 7)
Landscape administrative organization is an organization which may formulate a landscape 
plan, based upon the Landscape Act.

-An ordinance-designated city or a core city automatically becomes a landscape administra-
tive organization.

-Other city, town, or village may become a landscape administrative organization by discus-
sion and agreement with its prefecture.

-The prefecture becomes the landscape administrative organization for the areas other than 
above said areas.

2  Landscape Plan (Article 8)
Landscape plan is the basic plan to develop good landscape, formulated by landscape adminis-
trative organization, based on the landscape act. It includes preservation of public facilities of 
landscape importance, development policy, standards related to forming landscape, and other 
related matters.

(1) Matters to be specified in landscape plan
1) The area covered by the landscape plan
2) A policy for developing a good landscape
3) Matters related to restrictions on acts for developing good landscapes
4) A policy for designating structures of landscape importance and trees of landscape im-

portance  
(2) Matters that may be specified in the landscape plan upon necessity

1)  Matters related to restrictions of outdoor advertisement
2)  Matters related to development of public facilities of landscape importance and others.

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                          
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3 Regulation of Acts, etc.
(1) Notification, recommendation (Article 16)
Any person who intends to commit any of the following acts in a landscape planning area 
shall in advance notify the head of the landscape administrative organization the matters 
specified in an ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport or in an ordi-
nance of a landscape administrative organization.

If the head of the landscape administrative organization concerned finds that the notified act 
does not comply with any of the restrictions on said act specified in the landscape plan, the 
head of the landscape administrative organization may recommend to the person who made 
such notification that said person take necessary measures such as making changes in design 
in connection with said act.

1) The construction, addition, reconstruction or relocation of a building, repair or remodel-
ing that alters the appearance of a building, or color alteration.

2) The construction, addition, reconstruction or relocation of a structure, repair or remod-
eling that alters the appearance of a structure, or color alteration.

3) Any of the acts of development referred to in Article 4 paragraph 12 of the City Planning 
Act (mainly alteration of shape and quality of land, for construction of building or struc-
ture)

4) Any of the acts that are specified in an ordinance of a landscape administrative organi-
zation in accordance with a landscape plan.

(2) Order of Change (Article 17)
When the head of a landscape administrative organization finds it necessary for the develop-
ment of a good landscape, he or she may order a person who intends to commit any act that 
does not comply with any of the restrictions on the design features of a building or structure 
as prescribed in a landscape plan, to take necessary measures such as making design chang-
es.

1) The construction, addition, reconstruction or relocation of a building, repair or remodel-
ing that alters the appearance of a building, or color alteration.

2) The construction, addition, reconstruction or relocation of a structure, repair or remod-
eling that alters the appearance of a structure, or color alteration.

4 Penal Provisions
(1) A fine not more than five hundred thousand yen. (Article 101 and 102)
In case a person who has violated an order of the head of a landscape administrative organi-
zation.
(2) A fine not more than three hundred thousand yen. (Article 103)
In case a person has failed to make a report or has made a false report, in case a person has 
started an act related to violation of restriction on commencement of acts, etc.
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Name Tomioka City Landscape Plan based on Landscape Act
Year of Planning 2009

Relevant Components Tomioka Silk Mill
Entity of the Plan Tomioka City

Purpose The purpose of the plan is to clarify the characters and 
problems relevant to landscape, indicate the policy and 
direction to implement good landscape, and show the 
practical measures, in accordance with Tomioka City Com-
prehensive Plan and Tomioka City City Planning Master 
Plan.

Matters relevant to the property

1  Goal of landscape
(1) Goal of landscape
Tomioka - Surrounded by the comfortable atmosphere created by the view of Myogi moun-
tains and history of the silk mill.

(2) Concept for landscape Improvement
 Inheritance and creation

 - Inherit the “pride” based on history and tradition, and develop landscape where people 
receive sense of love to the place.

2. Basic goal and principle of landscape development
(1) Share the value of the landscape that Tomioka is proud of, and inherit it to the next gen-

eration;
 1) Preserve the Tomioka Silk Mill and develop the townscape that highlights the silk mill.
 2) Preserve and utilize the brick warehouse as one of the silk industry heritages.
 3) Preserve the old townscape along the old highway.

(2) Care for compatibility with townscape and improve attractiveness;
 1) Preserve and recreate the townscape featured by the historic Japanese houses and 

warehouses.
 2) Control the use of colors that are vivid and outstanding in the environment.

(3) Create new image of Tomioka with diverse expressions;
 1) Regenerate or create lively landscape of commercial places, respecting the existing in-

timate sense of place.

(4) Nourish sense of love to the hometown by collaboration of all;
 1) Nourish the sense of love to the hometown.
 2) Develop a scheme where people work together to improve landscape.

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone in relation to buf-
fer zone 
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  Zoning map of the “Specified Landscape Planning Area around the Tomioka Silk Mill” 

3. The Specified Landscape Planning Area around the Tomioka Silk Mill
The area is especially important to develop good landscape, and is expected to lead the city’s 
work frame to improve visual environment. Therefore it is designated as the “ Specified Land-
scape Planning Area around the Tomioka Silk Mill” in this plan.

(1) Reasons for designation
For the registration of Tomioka Silk Mill as a world heritage, it is important to preserve and 
manage the cultural value and enhance the attractiveness. Based on the said point, the area 
has been designated with the following reasons .
Where the boundary of the area is road or railway site, the border line is the outer edge of 
such structures, and they are included in the designated area.

 1) Protect the historic and cultural value, including the historic structures which comple-
ment Tomioka Silk Mill.

 2) To protect symbolic view of the Mill, include the area where a view from/to the Mill is 
available.

 3) Include the area where integrated improvement of visual environment is necessary, 
such as the area necessary to improve the current landscape or to avoid negative impact 
on landscape, due to land use control by the regulations based on the City Planning Act.

A:  Historical and Cultural Landscape 
Preservation Zone

B: Townscape along Historic Main 
Street Promotion Zone

C: Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmonization Zone

C:  Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmonization Zone
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(2) Policy and guideline of landscape development

 Zoning of the “Specified Landscape Planning Area around the Tomioka Silk Mill”

Zone Approximate location Area 
(hectares)

A  Historical and Cultural Landscape Preserva-
tion Zone

Tomioka Silk Mill and vicinity, and along 
Shiromachi street 17.5   

B  Townscape along Historic Main Street Pro-
motion Zone Along the old highway 21.6

C  Historical and Cultural Landscape Harmoni-
zation Zone The area other than A and B 117.5

Total 156.6

Policy Zone Guideline
Make Tomioka Silk Mill outstand as the symbol 
of the city and develop townscape that is com-
patible with the mill.

A - Buildings shall have pitched roof, and coordinate the 
height of eaves and awnings to the surrounding ones.

- Base color of building and structure shall be a muted 
color. Color of roof shall basically be a color with sense 
of dignity or achromatic color.

- Design principle shall be based on Japanese architec-
ture style that expresses sense of history, and nourish 
sense of unity in townscape.  

BC - Do best to implement pitched roof for lower buildings.
- Base color of building or structure shall be a muted 

color.
ABC - For exterior wall, use natural materials as much as pos-

sible. In the other cases, avoid using reflective materi-
als like tile or siding.

- Use Japanese roof tile or other materials that matches 
the Japanese roof tile used in the area.

- When building a fence, do best to use natural materi-
als like wood, hedge, stone and bamboo.

Control the location of buildings of  outstand-
ing height, and preserve the view from a major 
road.

ABC - As a principle, building height shall not exceed that of 
Tomioka Silk Mill.

A - Building volume shall be within the scale that does not 
disturb the view of Tomioka Silk Mill.

BC - Pay attention so that a building harmonizes with its 
environment. Avoid locating large buildings.

Regulate placement of outdoor advertise-
ment that may disturb the visual environment. 
Advertisement is a factor to improve visual 
environment, so high-touch and unique de-
sign, good choice of color and material shall be 
promoted.

A - Avoid placement or display of outdoor advertisement 
except those for self-use.

B - Avoid placing projecting signs for advertisements by 
owner.

- Avoid as much as possible to place outdoor advertise-
ment except for self-use ones, and when unavoidable, 
control the height of the advertisement, and size and 
color of the display.

ABC -  For advertisements by owner, use natural materials 
or materials that carry sense of historic culture such 
as Japanese style shade “Noren”, and design to best 
utilize the material.

Elements that harm the visual environment 
but necessary for daily life such as outdoor 
unit of air conditioner shall be treated appro-
priately.

ABC - Equipment such as outdoor unit of air conditioner or 
meters shall be placed at where is not directly seen 
from streets, or shall be covered by a device attached 
to the building and avoid the exposition of the equip-
ment. 
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4. Matters relevant to actions that notification is required
(Specified Landscape Planning Area around Tomioka Silk Mill)

(1) Actions that notification is required
1) One of the following actions relevant to buildings to which the provisions of Building 

Standard Act (Article 6, Section 1) is applied.
- New construction, addition, renovation or move.
- Repair, remodeling, change of color, relevant to exterior change of 10 square meters 
or more.

2) One of the following actions relevant to structures of 10 meters or taller, and to which 
the provisions of Building Standard Act (Article 88, Section 1 and 2) is applied.

- New construction, addition, renovation or move.
- Repair, remodeling, change of color, relevant to exterior change of 10 square meters 
or more.

3) Alteration of shape and quality of land, where the area of alteration is 1,000 square me-
ters or larger.

(2) Action of special notification requirement
Based upon the Landscape Act (article 17, section 1), in case an action is nonconforming with 
regulations on shape, color or other design matter, any of the  actions that such notification 
is required may be an action to which change or other measures may be ordered (action of 
special notification requirement).

5. Matters relevant to regulation of action
(1) Building and structure

 1) Color standard
   Regulation of color of exterior of building or structure is shown below. Cases to which 

following i) or ii) is applied are exempted.

Policy Zone Guideline
Historic buildings along the old main street 
(Hime Kaido) shall be preserved appropriately 
and restored upon necessity.

B -Improve the townscape with sense of unity, using the 
historic characters as design motif, such as roof incli-
nation, height of eaves and expression of exterior wall.

- Improve continuity of townscape, best using the lot 
shape of townhouse that has long depth, and by best 
allocating buildings consisting mainly of gabled house 
with entry on the long side. 

Make townscape rich in green. C - Do best to green street border area and building site.
Implement high grade landscaping for public 
spaces such as road, river and public facilities, 
to lead improvement of visual environment in 
the area.

A - Design the pavement of road to express the rich his-
toric and cultural character of the area.

AB - Design the shape and color of traffic signal pole, street 
light pole and guard fence to create sense of unity ac-
cording to the character of the area.
- Upon necessity, underground the wires where high 
grade landscaping is implemented.

C - For revetment, use natural materials that match to the 
natural environment. In case of using concrete, use vine 
etc. to green and improve the landscape.
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 i) Roof; color of Japanese roof tile or copper plate.
ii) Exterior wall; one of the following a),b) or c).

 a) Uncolored materials, such as wood, soil, glass and brick.
 b) Material approved by the mayor, such as brick-like tile.
 c) When the colored area is regarded as an accent of exterior, and the proportion is 

less than 10% of the area of exterior of the building or structure.

2) Height Standard
  Height limit of building or structure is shown below. It is exempted when approved by 

mayor. 

  Historical and Cultural Landscape Preservation Zone
  Height of a building or structure shall be 12 meters or less.

 Townscape along Historic Main Street Promotion Zone, and Historic and Cultural Land-
scape Harmonization Zone

  Height of a building or structure shall be 14 meters or less.

(2) Alternation of Shape and Quality of Land
 1) Slope/ Retaining Wall

  Avoid big alternation of the original land shape, and do not make slope or retaining 
wall that may give big impact to the surrounding landscape. In case of slope or retain-

Historical and Cultural Landscape Preservation Zone
- Roof of Building

Hue to be used Brightness Saturation

R (red), YR (Yellow-Red), Y (Yellow) 5 or less 3 or less

Others 5 or less 0.5 or less

- Exterior of Building or Structure
Hue to be used Brightness Saturation

R (red) 7 or less 3 or less

Over 7 1 or less

YR (Yellow-Red), Y(Yellow) No regulation 3 or less

Others 7 or less 1 or less

Townscape along Historic Main Street Promotion Zone, and Historical and Cultural Landscape 
Harmonization Zone

Hue to be used Brightness Saturation

R (red) 7 or less 6 or less

Over 7 1 or less

YR (Yellow-Red), Y(Yellow) 7 or less 6 or less

Over 7 3 or less

Others 7 or less 2 or less
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ing wall is necessary, build them in the following way.
- Minimize the size of slope, make it as gentle as possible and plant green so that it 

fits to the surrounding environment.
- Minimize the size of retaining wall, improve the landscape by implementing high 

quality surface finish by applying special form work or joint design, and by greening 
using vine etc.

 2) Preservation and promotion of green
- Preserve the existing green as much as possible.
- Promote green proactively, by planting tall tree, flower, and species those do not 

harm the existing natural vegetation.

6. Matters relevant to outdoor advertisement
(1) Basic matters of display and placement of outdoor advertisement
Outdoor advertisement is one of the elements to compose landscape, and gives large impact 
on the surrounding visual environment. Therefore, based on the policy and guideline to im-
prove the landscape, actions relevant to the display and placement are regulated.

(2) Matters on regulation of actions
 1) The Specified Landscape Planning Area around the Tomioka Silk Mill
   To improve the visual environment compatible with the Tomioka Silk Mill, directed by the 

landscape improvement policy and guideline, Tomioka City Outdoor Advertisement Ordi-
nance has been formulated. With that outdoor advertisement are appropriately guided 
by preparing regulations relevant to location, shape, height, size, material, measures of 
display, color and other necessary matters.

7. Matters on improvement of public facilities of landscape importance etc.
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Public facilities of landscape importance etc.
Public facilities of landscape importance Road - National road 254

- Major regional road Tomioka-Jinryu line (Miyamoto-
cho street/ Naka-machi street)
- Major regional road Maebashi-An’naka-Tomioka line
- General regional road Tomioka station line
- General regional road Minamigoka-Nanokaichi line
- General regional road Nakanoya-Tomioka line
- City road 6260 Shiromachi street 
- City road Nishi-Tomioka Takumi line
- City Planning road Nishi-Tomioka Takumi line division 
No.4 

River - Kabura-gawa River (First-grade river)
Urban Park - Shiroyama Park

- Kiribuchi Park
- Kiribuchi No.2 Park
- Hikari Park
- Kamida Park

Public Buildings - Tomioka City Hall
- Tomioka City Gas and Water Hall
- Aiai Plaza
- Machikado Yu-you Plaza,
- Tomioka City Kamida Housing
- Tomioka City Kiribuchi Housing
- Gunma Prefectural Kiribuchi Housing
- Tomioka Community Center
- Tomioka City Tomioka Elementary School
- Tomioka City Tomioka Middle School
- Gunma Prefecture Tomioka-Higashi High  School
- Tomioka City Nanokaichi Hospital

Keeping compatibility with Tomioka Silk Mill that is aiming for registration as a world heritage 
and to improve the historic value, public facilities and buildings in “Specified Landscape Plan-
ning Area around Tomioka Silk Mill” are designated as public facilities of landscape importance 
etc. 
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                          

Name Isesaki City Landscape Plan based on Landscape Act
Year of Planning 2007 (revised in 2012)

Relevant Components Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
Entity of the Plan Isesaki City

Purpose Inherit the rich landscape properties which form the spe-
cial character of the city, and through the preservation 
and utilization process citizens, business owners and city 
government share the goal of landscape improvement and 
development.

Matters relevant to the property

1. Policy of landscape improvement
(1) Common policy
Preserve the beautiful environment surrounded by mountains, water and green,  inherit the 
history and culture, and create comfortable living environment.

(2) Policy by characteristics
Categorize the important characteristics of visual environment of Isesaki City and make poli-
cies of landscape improvement for each. (land use, axis and site.)

 1) Site with history and culture
   Find and review the historic and cultural landscape resources, such as building or town-

scape that inherit the local history and culture, and consider utilizing them as the prop-
erties for landscape improvement activities. 

    Raise citizen’s awareness for the historic and cultural landscape property.

 a. Preservation of building and historic site, as landscape with history and culture 
property.

 - Identify historic buildings, that have high value as historic and cultural property, as 
“landscape resources” and make effort to preserve them.

 - Identify and consider utilizing historic and cultural landscape property in neigh-
borhood, that has high value but not registered as cultural property.

(3) Regional policy
 In order to designate the areas where residents feel comfortable and show direction of 
landscape improvement actions based upon the local characters, the landscape plan area is 
divided into seven sub areas. Policies of landscape improvement are shown for each sub ar-
eas.

 1) South East Region
- Conserve the rural landscape and attempt to harmonize agricultural farmland with 
the neighboring industrial/housing district.
- Conserve and utilize the river landscape along the Tone-gawa River and Hirose-gawa 
River.
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- Identify and utilize the historic and cultural landscape resources, such as sericulture 
related heritage.

2. Restrictions on actions concerning the Specified Landscape Planning Area (scheduled to be 
enforced April 2013)

Administrative process is on-going to amend the landscape plan. With that, buffer zone rel-
evant to Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm will be designated as a specified landscape area, with 
the propose of improving landscape.

Saikai-shimamura Specified Landscape Planning Area will be positioned as a leading area en-
gaging in landscape planning as a model of landscape development.

(1) Target area
The following area will be designated with the purpose of preserving the landscape of a com-
munity where a favorable group of modern sericulture farmhouses remain.

- A portion of Shinchi District and Shinnoshinden District in Saikai-shimamura

(2) Principle for landscape development
- Conservation of the scenery of a community characterized by a group of modern sericulture 
farmhouses
- Conservation of the view of landscape from the embankment of the Tone-gawa River
- Conservation and utilization of historical and cultural landscape resources.

Shinchi District Shin-noshinden District

modern sericulture 
farmhouses

S2 Tajima Yahei 
      Sericulture Farm
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(3) Actions that notification is required

Action Actions that notification is required

Construction of a building, 
etc. (new construction, 
addition, reconstruction, 
or relocation of a building, 
repair or remodeling that 
alters the appearance of a 
building, or color alterna-
tion)

All buildings
However, the following are excluded:
(1) Relevant area of the portion to be added to or reconstructed is 10 square me-

ters or less
(2) Relevant area of the portion that will have its exterior appearance changed as a 

result of repairs or remodeling or a change of exterior color is 10 square meters 
or less

(3) Reconstruction that does not involve changes to the exterior appearance

Construction of a subsid-
iary structure, etc. (new 
construction, addition, re-
construction, or relocation 
of a subsidiary structure, 
repair or remodeling that 
alters the appearance of 
a subsidiary structure, or 
color alternation)

1 Fences, walls, retaining walls Higher than 0.6 meters and longer 
than 2 meters

2 Radio towers, watch towers, ornamental 
towers, etc.

3 Chimneys, exhaust towers, etc.
4 Elevated water tanks, cooling towers, 

etc.
5 Reinforced concrete and metal pillars, 

etc.
6 Electric lines or antennas (including sup-

port structures), etc.

Higher than 4 meters (if installed as 
part of a building, height is measured 
as sum total of subsidiary structure 
and building)

7 Amusement facilities such as Ferris 
wheels, etc.

8 Manufacturing facilities such as asphalt 
plants, etc.

9 Three-dimensional facilities for parking 
vehicles, etc.

10 Facilities for storing and processing pe-
troleum, etc.

11 Sewage treatment facilities, etc.

Higher than 4 meters or building area 
is greater than 10 square meters

12 Statues, memorials, etc. Higher than 4 meters

However, the following are excluded:
(1) New construction of a subsidiary structure that is higher than 4 meters (if in-

stalled as part of a building, height is measured as sum total of subsidiary struc-
ture and building) and the height of the portion involved in the relevant action is 
1.5 meters or less in height

(2) Reconstruction or additions whose height will be less than before engaging in 
the relevant action

(3) Construction, etc. above mentioned in from1-12 that will not change the exte-
rior appearance

Development activities Greater than 500 square meters in area or higher than 1.5 meters, and slopes or 
retaining walls longer than 10 meters
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(4) Guidance concerning buildings, subsidiary structures, and development actions

Height Maximum height is 10 meters

Location Location makes the best use of the modern sericulture farmhouses and natural land-
scapes

Design features

Building roof is sloped such as a gabled roof or hipped roof, etc., and not a monotonous 
shape such as a flat roof (however, this excludes parking lots)

Harmonize with historical landscape resources such as modern sericulture farmhouses, 
stone monuments, and private woods and avoid novel designs

When adding to a building, repairing the exterior, remodeling, or changing the exterior 
color, use sedate designs and colors

Do not add wooden watchtowers or platforms to buildings (excluding dedicated de-
tached housing). However, dedicated detached housing must not excessively damage 
the landscape of modern sericulture farmhouses.

To the extent possible, position equipment, etc. so that it is not visible from roads and 
public places and build enclosures to hide them as necessary, etc.

Color

Use colors and materials that harmonize with historical landscape resources such as 
modern sericulture farmhouses, stone monuments, and private woods

Roofs are achromatic colors or low saturation level colors

Do not use the following colors for large areas such as building exteriors:
Colors that exceed a saturation level of 2 when the brightness level is 7 or above
Colors that exceed a saturation level of 3 when the brightness level is 5 or above and 
less than 7
Colors that exceed a saturation level of 4 when the brightness level is less than 5

Use as few colors as possible for highlighting colors and avoid using stimulating colors

Sites and outdoor 
structures

Ensure distance between outer walls and buildings on adjoining land and the road and 
ensure as much space as possible between adjoining lands

Strive to grow a hedge enclosing site boundaries and keep fences and walls as low as 
possible and harmonize with the surrounding landscape

Strive to preserve existing stone walls as much as possible

Greening Preserve and utilize private woods such as evergreen oak windbreaks as much as pos-
sible

Development activities Maintain an awareness of the landscape of surrounding sites and conduct development 
that makes use of the surrounding terrain and vegetation

(5) Guidance concerning outdoor advertisements
The Isesaki City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance specifies prohibited areas and landscape 
development and advertisement development districts, etc.
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Appendix 7-d

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           
Name Fujioka City Landscape Plan based on Landscape Act

Year of Planning scheduled in April 2013
Relevant Components Takayama-sha Sericulture School

Entity of the Plan Fujioka city
Purpose The purpose of this plan is to establish ideas and a course 

of action directed towards achieving a favorable land-
scape based on the special characteristics of the land-
scape of Fujioka City while at the same time uniting the 
citizens, businesspeople, and government of Fujioka to 
preserve, utilize, and cultivate the area’s distinctive land-
scape by clarifying the policies and steps necessary to 
achieving the above.

Matters relevant to the property
1. Vision for the future and basic objectives for the landscape

(1) Vision of the future landscape
Fujioka, the City, colorful in landscape throughout four seasons, that is friendly to people, 
and that is rich in worldly renowned history and culture

This phrase is publicized based on the vision for the future appeared in the 4th Comprehen-
sive Plan (March 2009), “A sparkling, friendly Fujioka, created by the citizens: Truly happy 
community-building highlighted with the local flower wisteria and winter cherry trees.”

2) Basic objectives for landscape development
The following four objectives are indicated as basic objectives for what is necessary to “pro-
tect (preserve) and enhance (utilize),” “make better (improve),” “make (create),” and “cultivate 
(nurture)” in order to achieve the vision of the future landscape of Fujioka.

“Protect (preserve) and enhance (utilize)”
Enhance Fujiokà s landscape value, rich in nature and history to hand down to the 
next generations

“Make better (improve)”
Improve the townscape by creating sense of consistency while respecting variety of 
people’s choices gentle and attractive

“Make (create)” Create (generate)
Create an ambience of the city: that is a reflection of the citizen

“Cultivate (nurture)”
Cultivate Fujioka together as an asset shared between citizens

2. Landscape planning area
The establishment of this landscape plan will designate the area around Takayama-sha Seri-
culture School, which requires measures necessary to preserve recommended assets mainly 
in terms of the appearance of the landscape, as a Specified Landscape Planning Area and fo-
cus on advancing landscape development aimed at world heritage registration.
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Figure: Scope of the Takayama-sha Sericulture School Specified Landscape Planning Area

3. Policies concerning the development of favorable landscapes
(1) Forest Landscape Zone
Promotion of Landscape Development Aimed at World Heritage Registration
The Takayama-sha Sericulture School, which is positioned as a central historical and cultural 
landscape, is one of the components of the nominated property in the tentative list for World 
Heritage sites and, as it is a landscape resource representative of the city’s history and cul-
ture in which pride should be taken, the area’s landscape which recollects the past such as 
forests, silk-farming buildings, and stone retaining walls, etc. will be preferentially preserved. 
In addition, land use, buildings, and locations that may harm said landscape will receive per-
tinent guidance and appealing landscape development will be advanced in order to achieve 
world heritage registration.

S3 Takayama-sha Sericulture School 
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4. Actions that notification is required (Takayama-sha Sericulture School Specified Landscape 
Planning Area)

Actions that notification is required
Construction, etc. of buildings and any of the following apply:
1. New construction or relocation of buildings
2. Relevant portion to be reconstructed or added to exceeds 10 square meters in total  (the 

relevant building area exceed 1,000 square meters according to Article 8 Paragraph 4 
Section 1 of the City Planning Act (Act no. 100 of 1943)

3. Relevant area of the portion that will have its exterior appearance changed as a result 
of repair or remodeling, or a alternation of exterior color exceeds 10 square meters

New construction, reconstruction, addition, or relocation of a subsidiary structure or re-
modeling or a change of exterior color and any of the following apply:
1. Fences, walls, retaining walls, etc. higher than 2 meters
2. Ornamental lights, statues, memorials, etc. higher than 4 meters
3. Chimneys, exhaust towers, etc. higher than 6 meters
4. Elevated water tanks, cooling towers, watch towers, etc. higher than 8 meters
5. Reinforced concrete and metal pillars, etc. higher than 15 meters
6. Cell phone towers, etc. higher than 10 meters
7. Amusement facilities such as Ferris wheels, manufacturing facilities such as asphalt 

plants, three-dimensional structures such as vehicle garages, storage and processing fa-
cilities for petroleum, etc., sewage treatment facilities, etc.

Development actions greater than 100 square meters in area or which produce a slope 
higher than 1.5 meters and longer than 10 meters
Cutting trees and bamboo higher than 5 meters and with a lumbering area greater than 
100 square meters excluding the following:
1. Common actions such as forest thinning, pruning, paring, etc. to cultivate trees and 

bamboo
2. Trees and bamboo in danger of falling over due to decay
3. Actions necessary to personal living
4. Temporary planting
5. Measurements and research necessary to performing 1-4 and trees or bamboo which 

hinder the maintenance of a facility

Actions which change the nature, shape, or quality of land and exceed 100 square meters 
in area or produce a slope higher than 1.5 meters and longer than 3 meters. However, 
actions which alter the zoning, shape or quality of land conducted for the purposes of 
agriculture, forestry, or fishing are excluded (excluding the development of housing land, 
cultivating new land, reclaiming land from water, and land reclamation).
Storage or clusters of articles outdoors higher than 1.5 meters or greater than 100 square 
meters in area. However, this does not include storage or clusters of articles for less than 
90 days.
Mining of minerals or collection of earth and stones that results in changes to the terrain 
and exceed 300 square meters in area or produce items higher than 5 meters and longer 
than 10 meters.
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5. Specified to-be-notified act
In accordance with Article 17 Paragraph 1 of the Landscape Act, actions which do not comply 
with the restrictions on shape, color, or other design features for which an order or necessary 
measures can be taken (specified to-be-notified act) are all to-be-notified acts indicated as “(1) 
actions that notification is required.”

6. Act restriction standards
(1) Takayama-sha Sericulture School Specified Landscape Planning Area

Action Matter Standard

New construction, recon-
struction, addition, or 
relocation of a building or 
remodeling or change of 
the exterior color

Location

- If adjoining an excellent landscape resource 
such as a historical building, give a location 
which gives consideration to preserving that 
landscape

- If near a mountain ridge, a location as low 
as possible from the mountain ridge which 
does not disturb the ridge line

- Space from the site boundary line adjoining 
roads, etc. which gives consideration to har-
monizing with the surrounding cityscape

- A balanced location which gives thought to 
harmonizing with the surroundings

- If excellently shapes or vigorous trees or 
waterfronts are within the grounds, give 
thought to unified development and making 
the most of the scenery.

Size, 
shape and 

design

- No higher than 10 meters and a height and 
size that harmonizes with the height of the 
surrounding townscape and trees and sur-
rounding scenery

- Give consideration to the features of the 
area and harmonization with the surround-
ing landscape such as buildings and the sky-
line and use a shape that is not out of place 
with the overall surroundings

- Use a design with unity
- For facilities built on outer walls and roofs, 

use a design which does not stick out and 
gives consideration to harmonization with 
the building overall and surrounding land-
scape while also placing it in a location not 
visible from the road, etc.

- When building exterior stairs and verandas, 
etc. as part of the building, give consider-
ation to harmonization with the building 
overall and do not use an intricate design.
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New construction, recon-
struction, addition, or 
relocation of a building or 
remodeling or change of 
the exterior color

Size, 
shape and 

design

- Give consideration to the design of walls, 
etc. which face roads, rivers, parks, and 
railroads, or are visible from roads, rivers, 
parks, or railroads as they will be highly 
public

Material
- Use materials characteristic of the local 

landscape

Color

Restrictions on external colors are as follows. 
However, this does not apply to items that con-
form to any of I - II below.

I. Roof colors a – b as follows:
a. Colors created by Japanese tiles and 

sheet copper, etc.
b. Colors characteristic of the region ap-

proved by the mayor are a – c as follows:
I. External wall colors and the colors exterior 

of subsidiary structures a – b as follows:
a. Colors of finishing components such as 

uncolored materials, earthen walls, glass, 
brick, etc.

b. Colors characteristic of the region ap-
proved by the mayor

c. Accent colors with a total area less than 
one tenth the external surface area of 
the building or subsidiary structure

[Outer walls]
Hue to be used Brightness Saturation

R (red, YR (yellow-
red), Y (yellow) No regulation

3 or less

Others 1 or less

[Roofs]
Hue to be used Brightness Saturation

R (red, YR (yellow-
red), Y (yellow) 8 or less

3 or less

Others 1 or less
*Standards in tables for hue, brightness, and saturation are 
based on Munsell values established in JIS Z8721

Site greeing, 
others

Give consideration to greening and care on site grounds and 
plant sufficient trees such as appropriate shrubs and trees
Plan trees as necessary around buildings to reduce oppres-
sive feelings
Plant a hedge enclosing the borders of a site, giving consid-
eration to harmonization with surrounding vegetation
Preserve buildings particularly important to the local land-
scape such as historical buildings to the greatest extent pos-
sible
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Action Matter Standard
Felling of trees and bamboo Excessive felling of trees and 

bamboo is forbidden
Excluding forestry measures such as refor-
estation, cultivation, forest thinning, and 
felling; generally avoid excessive felling of 
forests.

(2) Common standards
Action Matter Standard

Development activities and alter-
ing the zoning, shape or quality of 
land

The shape of land or greening

Do not create large slopes or embankments 
and, when it cannot be helped, make the 
slope gentle and plant sufficient trees

Give consideration to harmonization with 
the surrounding landscape when con-
structing retaining walls and reduce their 
influence by planting trees and vegetation 
screens in front
Preserve healthy trees, shrubs, rivers, and 
waterfronts on the premises, secure the ex-
isting rapport, and actively utilize it

Storage and clusters of articles 
outdoors

Storage, clustering methods 
and screening

Make it difficult to see from roads, etc. Start 
the storage and cluster of items on land far 
from site borders in contact with roads, etc.

When articles pile up, keep their height 
down so they don’t create an oppressive 
feeling in the area

Plant trees on the site or around the site 
giving consideration to screening view from 
roads, etc. in the area

Terrain changes that accompany 
mineral mining or earth and stone 
collection

Screening and after-the-fact 
measures

Plant trees around the site giving consider-
ation to screening view from roads, etc. in 
the area
Give consideration to harmonization with 
the surrounding landscape for slopes, etc. 
left by mining and earth and stone collection 
and plant sufficient trees

7. Basic matters concerning the display and posting of outdoor advertisements
As outdoor advertisements exert significant influence on the creation of a favorable land-
scape, Fujioka City will appropriately apply the Gunma Prefecture Outdoor Advertisement 
Ordinance. In addition, Fujioka City will, as necessary, consider establishing its own restric-
tions on actions related to the establishment of the city’s own properties for their posting or 
display based on the policy concerning the development of a favorable landscape.

8. Matters concerning the development of Public Facilities of Landscape Importance, etc.
(1) Designation of Public Facilities of Landscape Importance
In the future, as necessary, Fujioka City will consider designating public facilities that contrib-
ute to a favorable landscape as Public Facilities of Landscape Importance.
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(i) Designated public facilities (draft)
The following facilities, focal points and the framework that compose the landscape in Fu-
jioka City, are presented as possible facilities that will be considered for designation as Public 
Facilities of Landscape Importance.

Road

Kan-etsu Highway
Joshin-etsu Highway
National Route 17
National Route 254
National Route 462
Major regional road Maebashi-Nagatoro line
Major regional road Terao-Fujioka line
Major regional road jinda-Yoshii 
  -Teishajo line 

Major regional road 
  Fujioka-Ogo line
Prefectural road 
  Shimokurisu-Maniwa-Teishajo line
Prefectural road 
  Shimohino-Jinda line
Prefectural road 
  Nakashima-Shinmachi line
Prefectural road 
 Kanai-Kuragano-Teishajo line
Prefectural road 
  Kamihino-Fujioka line
Prefectural road 
  Aiba-Oniishi line 
Prefectural road 
  Yano-Johoji line

River

Karasu-gawa River
Kabura-gawa River
Samba-gawa River

Kanna-gawa River
Ayu-kawa River
Sanna-gawa River

Urban Park

Chuo Park
Fujioka Sogo Undo Park
Kenokuni Hakuseki Kyuryu Park

Kojinyamasogo Park
Sakurayama Park

(2) Policies concerning the development of Public Facilities of Landscape Importance (draft)
Development of Public Facilities of Landscape Importance will be conducted according to the 
following policies based on the importance of landscape development.

Division Policy
Public Facilities of Land-
scape Importance
(Paragraph 8 Article 2 Item 
5)

Road -While giving consideration to the safety and comfort 
of pedestrians, roads will be built and finishes stress-
ing harmonization with the surrounding landscape 
such as historical and cultural townscapes and favor-
able nature around waterfronts.

-Based on the characteristics of the route, pavement 
will use shapes, designs, and materials suited to such 
characteristics when necessary.

-Traffic safety equipment and signs such as traffic 
lights will be of shapes, designs, and colors that give 
a sense of unity. Efforts will also be made so they do 
not harm the surrounding view.

-Efforts will be made to preserve natural environ-
ments remaining along routes and historical build-
ings.

-In response to the characteristics of the route, partic-
ularly when necessary to create a high quality land-
scape, the burying of electric lines will be promoted.
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Public Facilities of Land-
scape Importance
(Paragraph 8 Article 2 Item 
5)

Road

-In addition to planting roadside trees and tree fences 
as much as possible, efforts will be made to provide 
reasonable maintenance and management. Efforts 
will also be made to promote greening in collabora-
tion with citizens.

River

-While appropriately ensuring flood control safety, 
efforts will be made to conduct development using 
natural materials that are suited to a natural land-
scape as much as possible.

-In addition to preserving riverbank green spaces, 
efforts will be made to provide appropriate mainte-
nance and management in collaboration with private 
owners.

-Facilities, etc. located on waterside land will use 
shapes, designs, and materials that harmonize with 
the surrounding favorable natural environment.

Urban park

-Efforts will be made at improving the landscape by 
planting trees as much as possible on structures 
such as slopes and retaining walls.

-Efforts will be made at performing appropriate main-
tenance and management so that flowers and trees 
may be enjoyed throughout the four seasons.

-Facilities such as rest facilities and toilets will use 
materials, shapes, and designs that blend in with the 
surrounding natural landscape.

-Information boards, etc. will use materials, shapes, 
and designs characteristic of the parks they are 
located in and will also give consideration to unifor-
mity within a park.
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Shimonita Town Landscape Plan based on  Landscape Act
Year of Planning 2011

Relevant Components Arafune Cold Storage
Entity of the Plan Shimonita Town

Purpose Shimonita Town will formulate the landscape plan aim-
ing for town revitalization through landscape improve-
ment activities, inheritance of beautiful natural landscape 
represented by the geo-park to the next generation, and 
improvement of environment that makes residents feel 
happy about living in the town.

Matters relevant to the property
1. Basic way for landscape improvement

 (1) Basic concept of landscape improvement
 Visual environment of Shimonita, visioned by all the residents.

 (2) Way of thinking toward developing good landscape
The whole area of Shimonita Town will be designated as the area of landscape plan. The area 
around Arafune Cold Storage and Motojyuku area are designated as the important landscape 
area where the landscape shall be intensively improved.

2. Specified Landscape Area (The area around Arafune Cold Storage)
Arafune Cold Storage is registered on the tentative list of world heritage. It is a facility to store 
silkworm egg, utilizing cold wind blown out from natural holes in the mountainous area. The 
storage capacity is 1.1 million sheets and the biggest in the country. To inherit the property to 
the next generation, it is designated as the area of landscape importance.

(1) Policy for the area of landscape importance
 - Pass on beautiful landscape result with a connection to the town’s history -

  Arafune Cold Storage is the landscape resources to show the history of the sericul-
ture industry not only of Japan, so it needs to be appropriately maintained and pre-
served. To improve good landscape around the historic and industrial heritage, appro-
priate measures will be applied to the periphery buildings.
  In the future, landscape improvement activities utilizing the cold storage will be con-
sidered to long inherit the value to the next generations. 

The process is on-going, to designate the buffer zone of Takayama-sha Sericulture School as 
“Important landscape zone” where the policies of landscape improvement by the city will be 
implemented intensively.
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Category Matter Standard for Landscape Improvement

Building Location When a tree whose shape or liveliness is excellent or waterfront 
exists in site, locate the building to be integrated with such ele-
ments to improve the whole landscape.

Size Consider that the building height will not exceed 10 meters.

Shape Pay attention to the shape of roof of surrounding buildings, 
and apply a shape that will form a good landscape as a group of 
buildings.

(2) Conditions for action of notification requirement
Category/Action Condition for notification requirement

Building

New construction All

Addition, renovation Relevant floor area is 10 square meters or larger

Relocation

Repair of exterior Relevant area is 10 square meters or larger

Change of exterior

Change of exterior color

Structure

New construction, addition, renovation, move, repair of exterior, change of exterior, and change of exterior color, 
to which the following condition applies.

1) Fence, wall, retaining wall and of the kind Higher than 1.5 meters

2) Radio wave tower, Observation tower, Decoration 
tower and of the kind

Higher than 5 meters

3) Chimney, exhaust air tower and of the kind

4) Water tank, cooling tower and of the kind

5) Concrete pole, metal pole and of the kind

6) Electricity wire and its support equipment and of the 
kind

Located at higher than 10 meters

7) Ferris wheel, amusement facility and of the kind Higher than 5 meters and the built area is larger than 10 
square meters8) Asphalt plant

9) Elevated parking garage

10) Storage and treatment facility of oil etc.

11) Sewer treatment facility and of the kind

12)Statue, memorial and of the kind

Alteration of shape and quality of land Higher than 1.5 meters and the area is larger than 300 
square metersMining, taking of soil etc. with changes of  geographic 

appearance

Collection or storage of goods at outdoor space Higher than 1.5 meters and the area is larger than 100 
square meters

Logging or planting of tree Relevant area is larger than 1,000 square meters

(3)Standard for Landscape Improvement
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Category Matter Standard for Landscape Improvement

Building Color Basically do not use a color of saturation level 9 or greater (pri-
mary or almost primary color) for roof and building.
- Range of proposed base color for roof is shown below. Color of 
natural material is exempted.
     Hue 10YR – Hue 10RP (Hue YR is not included): Saturation 2 

or less
     Hue 10RP – Hue 10YR (Hue RP is not included): Saturation 3 

or less
     Achromatic color : No regulation

Range of proposed base color for exterior wall is shown below. 
Color of natural material is exempted.
     Hue 10YR – Hue 10Y (Hue YR is not included): Saturation 4 or 

less
     Hue 10Y – Hue 10R (Hue Y is not included): Saturation 2 or 

less
     Achromatic color : No regulation

Design - Pay attention so that water supply or sewage pipes or ducts 
will not be exposed on the exterior wall of road side.
- As a principle, mechanical equipment that is normally placed 
on roof shall possibly be stored in building. In case it is placed on 
roof, design it to match the building.
- In case of placing a structure that is attached to building, such 
as outdoor stairs or balcony, design it to match the building and 
avoid making complicated appearance.
- Pay attention so that additional equipment will contribute to 
improve townscape.
- Avoid making long, boring, changeless wall by implementing 
good design for furniture, window grille etc., to match the sur-
rounding visual environment.

Material - Consider using natural materials that are produced in the area 
or traditionally used.

Site Greening - Do appropriate maintenance to existing trees and plants.
- Pay attention to plant trees or vegetation in site and  along 
road to improve natural environment.

Others - Pay attention so that appearance of site after building demol-
ishment will be compatible to the surrounding environment.
- Those giving serious damage to the surrounding visual environ-
ment by aging or deterioration, such as broken window, repair 
shall be considered.

Structure Location - For those located near a mountain ridge, keep the height as 
low as possible to avoid disturbing the ridge line.
- Pay attention so that a structure will not damage the back-
ground natural environment.
- When a tree whose shape or liveliness is excellent or water-
front exists in site, locate the structure to be integrated with 
such elements to improve the whole landscape.

Size - Consider that height of structure shall not exceed 10 meters.

Shape - In case of surrounding a site, avoid using block wall, and con-
sider greening by hedge or applying vine on metal mesh fence 
etc.
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Category Matter Standard for Landscape Improvement

Structure Color - Do not use a color of saturation level 9 or greater (primary or 
almost primary color).
- Range of proposed base color for radio wave tower for cell 
phone is shown below.
     Hue Y-YR-Y: Saturation 3 or less, Brightness 3 or less
- Base color of other structure shall be similar to that of building.

Design - Consider that a structure design shall match the surrounding 
townscape.

Site Greening - Provide enough green in and around the site.

Outdoor collection or 
storage of goods

Methods of collection 
and storage, and view 
blocking

- Consider blocking view from adjacent roads and plant green in 
the border area of site.

Mining or extraction 
of soil or rock that 
c auses  c hange of 
geographic appear-
ance

View blocking and treat-
ment after such deed

- In case of mining or extraction of soil or rock, green the border 
area or plant view blocking trees, to block view from road.
- After such deed, plant enough green on slope etc. to improve 
the visual environment.

Alternation of shape 
and quality of land

Shape of land, green - Consider to retain compatibility with the surrounding environ-
ment, reduce the negative impact by planting view blocking 
trees or vegetation of front space of slope or retaining wall.
- Preserve the existing woods, tree, river and waterfront of good 
quality in site.

Logging or planting of tree - Consider the kind of species, age, shape of tree or bamboo and 
ecological system, and do not log trees of have high value or fa-
vored as symbol for the area. When logging is necessary, limit it 
to the minimum.
- When planting a tree, choose a kind matches to the surround-
ing vegetation.
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Appendix 7-d

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Saitama Prefecture Landscape Plan / Landscape Act
Year of Planning 2007 (revised in 2012)

Relevant Components Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm
Entity of the Plan Saitama Prefecture

Purpose The plan sets the future vision of visual environment in 
Saitama as “All the people in and out of the prefecture 
would recognize the attractiveness of mountains, hills 
and farmlands and urban areas of Saitama, and would like 
to live or visit Saitama, and feel proud of Saitama”, and 
shows the practical measures to realize the goal.

Matters relevant to the property

1  Future vision of visual environment
 The future vision of visual environment is “All the people in and out of the prefecture would 
recognize the attractiveness of mountains, hills, farmlands and urban areas of Saitama, would 
like to live or visit Saitama and feel proud of Saitama”.

2  Basic Goal
 In order to realize the future vision, the basic goal has been set to “preserve the visual, utilize 
and create beautiful landscape composed of farmlands and urban areas”.

(1) Preserve the visual environment of the home town composed of mountains, hills, high-
lands and farmlands.

(2) Inherit the local history and culture cherished in the area, and utilize the character of rich 
visual environment of Saitama.

(3) By collaboration of residents and local governments, create Saitama’s visual environment 
where everyone would feel comfortable, feel like living or visiting, feel like contributing to 
strengthen community tie, and feel proud of.

3  Basic Policy
The following basic policies have been set, toward the basic goal of visual environment.

(1) Improvement of landscape where one enjoys water and green by utilizing the geographic 
character.

 Respect the natural geography consists of grand mountains, wide flatlands and hills laying 
on the mountain skirts. Utilize the green from mountains to farmland, green and water of 
rivers and water paths that show rich expressions. Respect and pay attention to the natural 
environment.

(2) Preserve the landscape that shows history and culture
 Preserve the landscape that shows the history and culture of traditional or modern industry,
 such as inn town or castle town existing along the old road. Inherit and utilize them.
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(3) Develop landscape that improves living environment of neighborhood
 Control the factors that may disturb landscape, and improve safety in living environment 
where one enjoys landscape of seasonal nature change and richness of farmland area which 
is special in Saitama.

(4) Improvement of landscape mainly by the residents
 Improve the landscape by collaboration of residents, not-for-profit organization, public cor-
poration, business entity, college and local governments, having residents as the main entity 
so that they would nourish the local character with pride.

(5) Improvement of landscape to enhance areal intercommunication
 Enhance attractiveness of landscape properties existing at places in the prefecture, develop 
them as tourism properties that many people in/out of prefecture would enjoy and contrib-
ute to local revitalization. Promote intercommunication between farmland/mountainous ar-
eas and urban areas.

4  The Landscape Planning Area
 The area is divided into following three sub areas.
- “Specific Issue Response Area”, where specified problems of landscape are dealt with.
-”Landscape development promotion area”, which is designated according to a proposal by 
residents etc. 
-“General problem dealing area”, all the area except for the areas said above.
 

(1) Specified problem dealing area
 This area includes the following two areas.
- “Metropolitan Intercity Expressways roadside area”, where increase of development pres-
sure is expected due to completion of Ken-ou-dou expressway, and mainly the area in town 
or village along the expressway where land use category is not specified and is east of Tsuru-
gashima junction.
-“Areas along Expressways outside the Metropolitan Intercity Expressways”, mainly the area 
in town or village along the Tohoku expressway and Kan-etsu expressway where land use cat-
egory is not specified and is north of Ken-ou-dou expressway.

1) Areas along Expressways outside the Metropolitan Intercity Expressways
In this area, increase of building and structure is expected due to increase of development 
pressure, according to improvement of convenience of Tohoku expressway and Kan-etsu ex-
pressway by the completion of Ken-ou-dou expressway. 

5  Direction of policies toward landscape improvement
(1) Regulations on construction of buildings etc.
 1) Basic concept
 All of construction of building or structure, and stock of goods are parts of visual environ-
ment. Therefore anyone who does such activity shall plan it according to the landscape devel-
opment standards. For that reason, the manual of landscape development standards will be 
provided to pursue good landscape.
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 2) Expressway roadside north of Ken-ou-dou expressway area
 A building for business use whose building area is 200 square meters or larger, and a struc-
ture whose height is 10 meters and higher is required to notify the plan, and improvement of 
landscape is guided in accordance with the landscape development standards. When altera-
tion of exterior color etc. is necessary, recommendation, publication or order for alteration 
will be announced.

6  Matters relevant to regulation of actions
(1) Actions of notification requirement
1) One of the following actions relevant to buildings to which the provisions of Building Stan-
dard Act (Article 2, Section 1) is applied and building area is 200 square meters or larger.
- New construction, addition, renovation or move.
- Repair, remodeling, or alteration of color relevant to greater than 1/3 of exterior elevation 

of each side.

2) One of the following actions relevant to structures of 10 meters or taller and is listed on 
the enforcement ordinance of the Building Standards Act article 138, either in Section 1, 2 or 3.
- New construction, addition, renovation or move.
- Repair, remodeling, or change of color relevant to greater than 1/3 of exterior elevation of 

each side.

(2) Landscape development standards
 1) Matters to be concerned
 i)  Long distance view – Middle distance view (Concept for wide area visual environment) 
a. Based upon the character of visual environment in the wide area, consider the impact im-

posed upon the local landscape.  
b. Respect good views in regional area such as mountain ridge line or temple/shrine, con-

sider preserving such good views from view points on roads and other public spaces.
 
ii)  Middle distance view- Close view (Concept for surrounding visual environment)
a. Use materials or colors to match the environment, for components of exterior such as ex-

terior wall of building or view blocking structure for stocked materials.  When such compo-
nents are lighted, use a light color that matches to the surrounding visual environment.

b. Scale of building etc. shall be considered to form good continuity with its surrounding 
landscape and not to be oppressive.

c. Form of building etc. shall be compatible with its surrounding townscape and forms of 
building. Those compose exterior shall be considered to make good continuity with their 
surrounding landscape and to be located adequately.

iii) Design of buildings etc.
a. Avoid using primary or almost primary colors or blinking lights for an exterior component 

such as exterior wall. When using multi colors or accent color, pay enough attention to 
color coordination and balance of amount such color used.

b. Shape and color of exterior stairs shall be in good coordination with the   building.
c. Equipment placed on roof shall be covered by wall or louvers so that it will not be directly 

seen from outside. Shape and color of louvers etc. shall be in good coordination with the 
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building. 
d. In site, plant trees of local origin etc. that will form good coordination with the areal land-

scape. Plant them in border area along road and other public spaces.
e. When materials etc. are stored, do neatly and keep them under eye level, and surround 

the storage area by vegetation etc.

2) Standards for recommendations (Standards by Article 16, section 3)
 i) Building and structure
Recommendation or public announcement may be issued when the sum of portions of area 
colored by those violating the standards of use regulation for base color of large scale build-
ing in the annex table, or area with blinking lights, is recognized to exceed 1/3 of elevation 
area of the exterior wall of each side.

3) Standards for alteration orders (Standards by Article 17, section 1)
For building and structure, order of alteration may be announced when the sum of portions 
of area colored by those violating the standards of use regulation for base color of large scale 
building in the annex table, or area with blinking lights, is recognized to exceed 1/3 of eleva-
tion area of the exterior wall of each side.

7  Standards of use regulation for base color of large scale building

Area east of Kan-etsu expressway and land use category is not designated

Hue Brightness Saturation

From 7.5R to 7.5Y
Greater than 2 Greater than 6

2 or less -

From 7.5RP to 7.5R
(not including 7.5R)
From 7.5Y to 7.5GY
(not including 7.5Y)

Greater than 2 Greater than 4

2 or less -

From 7.5GY to 7.5RP
(not including 7.5GY and 7.5RP)

Greater than 2 Greater than 2

2 or less -

N 2 or less -

8 Matters of regulation of activities relevant to display or placement of outdoor advertisement
Based upon the policies for improvement of visual environment in the landscape plan area, 
appropriate regulation will be executed by amending the standards relevant to  size, color and 
others, described in the Saitama prefecture outdoor advertisement ordinance.
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Appendix 7-d

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name City Planning Act
Relevant Components Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Authority to Issue Permission Governor, Head of designated cities etc. (Article 29)
Head of City, Town or Village in charge of the administra-
tion (Local Autonomy Act, Article 252-17-2) 

Purpose The purpose of this Act is to promote the sound develop-
ment and orderly improvement of cities by stipulating the 
details of city planning and decision procedures therefor, 
city planning restrictions, city planning projects and any 
other necessary matters concerning city planning, thereby 
contributing to well-balanced national development and 
the promotion of public welfare.

Matters relevant to the property
1. Fundamental Principle of City Planning (Article 2)

City plans shall be established based on the fundamental principle that healthy, cultural ur-
ban lifestyles and functional urban activities should be secured while maintaining a healthy 
balance with the agriculture, forestry and fishery industries, and that reasonable land use 
under due regulation should be promoted for this reason.

2. Details of City Planning
(1) City Planning Area (Article 5)
The area is designated as an area that require integrated urban improvement, development 
and preservation.

(2) Policy for Improvement, Development and Preservation of City Planning Areas (Article 
6-2)
Matters on objectives of the city plan, the decision-making policy for said area classification, 
land use, urban facility improvement and urban development projects shall be set forth.

(3) Area Classification (Article 7)
When deemed necessary to prevent unregulated urbanization and promote planned urban-
ization in city planning areas, classification between urbanization promotion areas and ur-
banization control areas may be stipulated in city plans.

 1) Urbanization Promotion Area
   The areas where urban areas have already formed, or the areas where urbanization 

should be implemented preferentially and in a well-planned manner, within approxi-
mately the next 10 years.

 2) Urbanization Controlled Area (Buffer zone of S2 Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm)
    The areas where urbanization should be controlled.
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(4) Districts and Zones (Article 8 and Article 9)
Regarding city planning areas, districts, zones and blocks shall be established as necessary:

1) use districts (Buffer zone of Tomioka Silk Mill)
Aiming to avoid mixed uses of buildings, regulations such as floor-area ratio of buildings, 
building coverage ratio, and the minimum site area for buildings are provided by the Building 
Standards Act.

-Category 1 low-rise exclusive residential districts
Districts designated to conserve a favorable dwelling environment for low-rise housing

-Category 1 medium-to-high-rise exclusive residential districts 
Districts designated to conserve a favorable dwelling environment for medium-to-
high-rise housing

-Category 1 residential districts
Districts designated to conserve the dwelling environment

-Category 2 residential districts
Districts designated primarily to conserve the dwelling environment

-Neighborhood commercial districts 
Districts designated to promote the convenience to conduct commercial business and 
other businesses whose primary concern is the provision of daily necessities to resi-
dents of residential areas in the neighborhood

-Commercial districts
Districts designated primarily to promote the convenience to conduct commercial 
business and other businesses

-Quasi-industrial districts 
 Districts designated primarily to promote convenience for industries that are not likely 
to degrade the environment

3. Permission for Development Activity (Article 29)
Development activity as used in this Act means altering the zoning, shape or quality of land to 
make it available mainly for the construction of 1) buildings, 2) category 1 special structures 
(concrete plants or other structures) or 3) category 2 special structures (golf courses or other 
large-scale structures such as cemeteries which is more than 1 hectares in the area). However, 
this shall not apply to the following development activities: 1) performed for the purpose of 
building libraries, community halls or similar buildings necessary for the public interest as those 
cause no trouble to appropriate and reasonable land use and environmental preservation in 
the development areas and surrounding areas and 2) performed as the execution of land read-
justment projects.
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(1) Object and Contents of Regulation

4. Development Permission Standards 
(1) Technical Standards (Article 33)

 - Standards relevant to secure road, park, and water supply facility etc., and disaster pre-
vention measures.

- By ordinance, local governments may strengthen or relax restrictions established by the 
technical standards, or add restrictions relevant to the minimum lot size.

(2) Location Standards (Article 34) – Applied only in urbanization controlled areas.
 It regulates the category of permissible development activity.

1) Development activities necessary from the viewpoint of public interest and for use by 
inhabitants who live in the development areas and surrounding areas, and for stores etc. 
necessary for the everyday life of such inhabitants.

2) Development activities for use in agriculture, forestry or fisheries, necessary for dispos-
ing, storing or processing etc.

5. Supervisory Dispositions and Penal Provisions
(1) Reports, Recommendations and Assistance etc. (Article 80)
Authority to issue development permission may request project executors to submit reports 
and materials or may give necessary recommendations or advice to them.

(2) Supervisory Dispositions (Article 81)
Authority to issue development permission may revoke permission, approval, or recognition, 
or alter it etc. to those started construction without a development permission or violated 
the conditions of permission.  

City Planning Area With area classifi-
cation

Urbanization Pro-
motion Area

1,000 square meters and 
larger
(500 square meters and 
larger, in the urbanized 
areas or suburban devel-
opment areas in the three 
major urban areas.

urbanization con-
trolled area

As principle, all of develop-
ment activity

Without area classification 3,000 square meters and
larger

Quasi-City Planning Area 3,000 square meters and  
larger

Out of City Planning Area or Quasi-City Planning Area 1 hectare and larger
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(3) Penal Provision
 1) Imprisonment with work not exceeding one year or a fine not exceeding five hundred 

thousand yen. (Article 91)
- Any person who has violated the orders given by the authority to issue development 
permission.

2) A fine not exceeding five hundred thousand yen (Article 92)
- Any person who did a development activity without permission, or who has violated 
the condition of permission.
- Any person who built a building or structure violating the development permission.
- Any person who has changed the use of building, violating the restriction.

3) A fine not exceeding two hundred thousand yen (Article 93)
- Any person who has failed to submit reports or has submitted false reports.
- Any person who has refused, obstructed or evaded spot inspections. 

4) A non-penal fine not exceeding two hundred thousand yen (Article 96)
- Any person who has failed to submit notification or has submitted false notification, 
for minor change of permitted development activity or abolishment of such activity.
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Appendix 7-d

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Outdoor Advertisement Act 
Relevant Components Tomioka Silk Mill, Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm, Takaya-

ma-sha Sericulture School and Arafune Cold Strage
Authority to Issue Permission Head of Landscape administrative organization (Gunma 

Prefecture, Tomioka City, Isesaki City, and Saitama Prefec-
ture)

Purpose The purpose of outdoor advertisement act is to provide 
necessary regulation standards relevant to display of out-
door advertisement, placement and maintenance of mat-
ters to which outdoor advertisement is placed and out-
door advertisement business, in order to promote good 
visual environment, preserve scenic beauty and prevent 
public hazards.

Matters relevant to the property

1 Definition
 “Outdoor advertisement” is a matter, permanently or for certain period of continual time, dis-
played outside for public viewing, and is placed on building or structure such as signboard, self-
standing signboard, poster, posted note, advertisement tower, advertisement board and of the 
kind, or is a display itself.
 “Outdoor advertisement business” is a business relevant to display of outdoor advertisement 
or placement of matter on which outdoor advertisement is placed.

2 Entity of regulation
 Prefecture, ordinance-designated city or core city may impose necessary regulations by for-
mulating outdoor advertisement ordinance according to the Outdoor Advertisement Act. City, 
town or village, after discussing with the prefecture, may formulate outdoor advertisement or-
dinance and impose necessary regulation. (Except for those relevant to registration of outdoor 
advertisement business.)

3 Countermeasures for violation
 Removal or other necessary orders may be announced to anyone who displayed, placed or 
managed an advertisement that violates the outdoor advertisement ordinance. The entity of 
regulation may remove posters, posted notes, self-standing signboard, sign flag etc. that meet 
certain criteria, and by defining in ordinance, it may sell or dispose the removed items. 

4 Outline of regulation
(1) By ordinance, designate the area where display etc. of outdoor advertisement is prohibited. 
(Article 3, section 1)

(2) By ordinance, designate the matter on which display etc. of outdoor advertisement is pro-
hibited.(Article 3, section 2)
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(3) By ordinance, designate the area where permission etc. for outdoor advertisement is regu-
lated.

(4) By ordinance, designate the shape, area, color, design and other measures relevant to dis-
play and placement of outdoor advertisement etc.(Article 5)

(5) By ordinance, specify the registration scheme of outdoor advertisement business entity.(Ar-
ticle 9)

(6) By ordinance, specify that the effective term of said registration is five years.(Article 10, sec-
tion 1-1)

(7) By ordinance, specify that an application for said registration must be rejected when the ap-
plicant meets the criteria of disqualification designated by the law. (Article 10, section 1-2)
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Appendix 7-d

English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Gunma Prefecture Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance
Year of Establishment 1964 (revised in 2011)
Relevant Components Takayama-sha Sericulture School, Arafune Cold Storage

Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture
Purpose The purpose of the ordinance is, based upon the stan-

dards by the outdoor advertisement act, to provide nec-
essary regulation standards relevant to display of outdoor 
advertisement, placement and maintenance of matters 
to which outdoor advertisement is placed and outdoor 
advertisement business, in order to promote good visual 
environment, preserve scenic beauty and prevent public 
hazards.

Matters relevant to the property
1 Responsibility of advertiser and entity of outdoor advertisement business
 Advertiser and entity of outdoor advertisement business, when display or place outdoor ad-
vertisement, shall follow the standards in the ordinance and make best effort to promote good 
visual environment, preserve scenic beauty and prevent public hazards.

2 Responsibility of the prefecture etc.
 The Prefecture, through regulation and guidance relevant to outdoor advertisement, imple-
ments measures to promote good visual environment, preserve scenic beauty and prevent 
public hazards and to improve local landscape. 
 Residents and business entities shall make effort to cooperate with the measures by prefec-
ture implemented under the standards.

3 Prohibited areas etc. (abstract)
 In the following area or place where preservation of good visual environment has priority, out-
door advertisement shall not be displayed or placed.

(1) The following areas designated by provisions in the City Planning Act ; category 1 low rise-
rise exclusive residential districts, category 2 low-rise exclusive residential districts, category 
1 medium-to-high-rise exclusive residential districts, category 2 medium-to-high-rise exclu-
sive residential districts, landscape zone, scenic districts, green space conservation districts, 
special green space conservation districts, production green zone and conservation zones for 
clusters of traditional structures (except for the areas designated by the governor).

(2) The area designated by governor where regulations by the ordinance by the provisions 
in the act are imposed, within the quasi-landscape area designated by the provision of land-
scape act. 

(3) The area designated by governor, in the area where regulations by shape and design ordi-
nance such as district plan etc. based on the landscape act is imposed.
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(4) One of the following;
- Historic site and scenic spot in the area designated by governor, around the building desig-
nated by the Cultural Properties Protection Act. 
- The area designated or tentatively designated as natural monument
- The area designated by governor in city/town/village designated as conservation zones for 
clusters of traditional structures.

(5) The area designated by governor, of the areas and surrounding areas, of Gunma prefecture 
designated important cultural property, Gunma prefecture designated important tangible folk 
property, Gunma prefecture designated important intangible folk property. 

(6) The area of preservation forest designated by the Forest Act.

(7) The area designated by governor where is observable from road, railway etc.

(8) The area designated by governor, of river, lake, valley, highland, mountain and surrounding 
area.

(9) The area designated by governor, of airport, railway station square and surrounding area.

(10) The building for public agency office, school, library, public hall, community center, mu-
seum, art museum, gymnasium, hospital and public restroom.

(11) The area designated by governor, of ancient burial mound, cemetery and surrounding area.

(12) The area designated by governor, of shrine, temple, church, crematory building  and sur-
rounding area.

(13) The area designated by governor in the landscape development area designated by Gunma 
prefecture landscape ordinance.

(14) The other area or place designated by governor upon recognition of special necessity.

4 Items where display or placement of outdoor advertisement is prohibited.(abstract)
(1) Bridge, tunnel, elevated structure and central median of road.

(2) Rock wall, retaining wall and of the kind designated by governor.

(3) Street tree, roadside tree and other preservation trees designated by the law relevant to 
preservation of trees, in order to preserve scenic beauty in urban area.

(4) Traffic signal pole, street sign, curve mirror, guard rail or sidewalk fence, guard fence, mile-
stone and of the kind designated by governor.

(5) Fire hydrant, fire alarm and fire watch tower.
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(6) Mailbox, letter delivery box, telephone box and on-street transformation tower.

(7) Electricity transmission tower, telecommunication tower, light tower.

(8) Chimney, gas tank, water tank and of the kind designated by governor.

(9) Bronze statue, Shinto and Buddhism statue, monument of the kind designated by governor.

(10) Structures of landscape importance and trees of landscape importance designated by pro-
visions of the landscape act.

(11) Poster, posting note, sign board, flag etc. and the other advertisement designated by gov-
ernor shall not be displayed on electric pole, street light pole and of the kind designated by 
governor.

(12) No advertisement shall be displayed on surface of road.

5 Permission area etc. (abstract)
 Anyone who intends to display an advertisement or place an object on which an advertisement 
is placed, in the area or place except for the prohibition area etc., must obtain a permission by 
governor according to the regulations.
(1) Permission district etc. is classified into the Category 1 permission district and Category 2 
permission district by the provision by the ordinance, in order to improve landscape in accor-
dance with the condition of land use.  

(2) The category 1 permission district is area or place where development of good landscape, 
compatibility of landscape and convenience for life and industrial activities shall be considered.

(3) The category 2 permission district is an area included in the city planning area designated 
by provision of the city planning act, and is an area or place where convenience for industrial 
activities shall be sought for.

6  “Landscape preservation type advertisement” promotion area
 Governor may, upon a request from city/town/village, designate the area where placement or 
reform of good advertisement etc. to preserve good visual environment is especially necessary 
as “Landscape preservation type advertisement” promotion area.

7 Prohibited Advertisement
 It is prohibited to display or place any of the below listed advertisement etc.
(1) Extraordinary contaminated, color deteriorated or paint peeled off.

(2) Extraordinary damaged or aged.

(3) One using paint etc. prohibited by ordinance.

(4) One that may fall down or fall off.
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(5) One that is similar to traffic signal, street sign or road construction sign, or one that may dis-
turb the effectiveness of such items.

(6) One that may disturb safety of road traffic.

8 Period of permission
 The period of permission etc. of outdoor advertisement in the previous terms may not exceed 
three years or the period defined for each kind of advertisement etc. Governor may renew the 
period of permission upon a request by the applicant who received permission. 

9  Revocation of permission etc.
(1) When violated the condition of permission by provision.

(2) When violated a condition of permission for alteration etc.

(3) When violated the order regarding to a measure relevant to a violation

(4) When received a permission by a false application or other false measures.

10 Recommendation
 For those who display, place or manage advertisement etc. that is violating provisions in the 
ordinance or permission etc. issued based upon provisions in the ordinance, recommendation 
of removal or any other necessary measures may be issued for designated period of time.

11 Countermeasures for violation
(1) The governor, to anyone who received a recommendation based upon provisions and in 
case he/she did not take any countermeasures for said recommendation without an appropri-
ate reason, to suspend displaying or placing the advertisement etc., or for designated period 
of time of more than five days, may issue an order to remove the advertisement etc. or to take 
any other necessary measures. 

(2) The governor, regardless of the provisions, in case of urgent necessity is recognized to 
prevent hazards to public, or when issuing a recommendation based upon the provisions and 
cannot specify without false the person(s) who display, place or manage, without issuing a rec-
ommendation, may order to suspend displaying or placing the advertisement etc., or for the 
designated period of time of more than five days, to remove the advertisement etc. or to take 
any other necessary measures. 

(3) The governor, when issuing an order based upon the provisions and cannot specify without 
false the person(s) who display, place or manage the advertisement etc., may take the above 
said measures by him/herself or order the ordered person(s) or delegated person(s) to take 
such measures. In case of removing a displayed item, the governor announces for the desig-
nated period of time of more than five days, that either he/she, ordered person(s) or delegated 
person(s) will remove the item.
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12 Penal Provisions
(1) Imprisonment with work not exceeding one year or a fine not exceeding five hundred thou-
sand yen. 

1) Any person who did a business of outdoor advertisement without registration.
2) Any person who was registered as an entity of outdoor advertisement business by a false 
measure.
3) Any person who violated an order of business suspension. 

(2) A fine not exceeding five hundred thousand yen
1)  Any person who violated the countermeasures for violation.

(3) A fine not exceeding three hundred thousand yen
1)  Any person who violated the provision by displaying or placing an outdoor advertisement 
etc.
2)  Any person who violated the provision by changing or remodeling an outdoor advertise-
ment etc.
3) Any person who violated the provision by not removing an outdoor advertisement etc.
4) Any person who failed to report relevant to alternation of registered matter or submitted a 
false report.
5) Any person violated the provision by not placing an account executive.

(4) A fine not exceeding two hundred thousand yen
1) Any person who has failed to submit a report or reference, who has submitted false report 
or reference, who has refused, obstructed or evaded spot inspections, who has not answered 
to a question or provided a false answer. 

(5) A fine not exceeding one hundred thousand yen
1) Any person who violated the provision regarding to consultation or notification relevant to 
exemption.
2) Any person who has failed to place permission note etc.
3) Any person who violated the obligation to remove an outdoor advertisement etc.
4) Any person who violated the provisions relevant to manager etc.

(6) A non-penal fine not exceeding fifty thousand yen
1) Any person who failed to report a close of outdoor advertisement business.
2) Any person who does not display a sign of outdoor advertisement business.
3) Any person who violated the provisions by failure in providing account book, book keeping, 
false keeping or book preserving.
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Tomioka City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance
Year of Establishment 2012
Relevant Components Tomioka Silk Mill 

Entity of the Plan Tomioka City
Purpose The purpose of the ordinance is, based upon the stan-

dards by the outdoor advertisement act, to provide nec-
essary regulation standards relevant to outdoor advertise-
ment and outdoor advertisement business, thus improve 
the visual environment, maintain scenic beauty or prevent 
public hazards.

Matters relevant to the property
1 The purpose of regulations by the Tomioka city outdoor advertisement ordinance
 Outdoor advertisement is important as a media of publication and promotion, but compat-
ibility with its surrounding visual environment is needed because it gives big impact to the sur-
rounding environment. And if it is not maintained properly, it may impose hazards to pedestri-
ans etc. Therefore outdoor advertisement is regulated based upon the two points below.
 1) Improvement for better visual environment and maintenance of scenic beauty.
 2) Prevention of hazards to public.

2 “Landscape preservation type advertisement” promotion district (The Tomioka Silk Mill and 
vicinity specified landscape plan area)
 Keeping accordance with Tomioka city landscape ordinance and develop landscape suited for 
the buffer zone of the Tomioka Silk Mill, matters on color and view etc. are described to im-
prove the visual environment around the Tomioka Silk Mill.
- This area is divided into “Specified prohibition area” and “Specified permission area”.
(1) Basic policy
Basic concept In order to maintain or create vibrant activity in the Tomioka city center, and his-

toric and cultural landscaping at and around the Tomioka Silk Mill, improvement 
of visual environment is pursued by having outdoor advertisement compatible 
with its surrounding environment as a basic method.

Matters on dis-
play and place-
ment

color - Basically color should be selected in accordance with the color standards in the 
landscape development standards, designated in the landscape plan.
- Above said regulation is not applied for uncolored natural materials used for 
structure for advertisement.
-Minimize the number of colors to be used as accent, and minimize the area of 
outstanding color.
- As a principle, use of fluorescent color is prohibited.

Height - Follow the permission standards applied for each, and minimize the height.

View - In the area around the Tomioka Silk Mill, within the range viewable from the 
Mill, refrain from placing an outdoor advertisement.
- Avoid displaying of large size advertisement that imposes large impact on view, 
in the directions seen from the surrounding viewpoints. 
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(2) Target range of permission and notification in the “Landscape preservation type advertise-
ment” promotion district”

Total area of display of advertisements by owner

5 square meters or 
less

Greater than 5 
square meters – 10 
square meters or 
less

Greater than 10 
square meters - 15 
square meters or 
less

Greater than 15 
square meters

Specified prohibition 
area

Notification or 
permission is not 
required

Display allowed after 
notification
(No permission re-
quired)

Display not allowed

Specified permission 
area

Notification or 
permission is not 
required

Display allowed after notification
(No permission required)

Display allowed after 
permission

(3) Color standards (Regulation of base color by Munsell color system)
For the area north of Kabura-gawa River and in the Specified prohibition area

Hue Brightness Saturation

R 7 or less 3 or less

Greater than 7 1 or less

YR-Y No regulation 3 or less

Others 7 or less 1 or less

For the area south of Kabura-gawa River and in the Specified prohibition area, and Specified 
permission area

Hue Brightness Saturation

R 7 or less 6 or less

Greater than 7 1 or less

YR-Y 7 or less 6 or less

Greater than 7 3 or less

Others 7 or less 2 or less

The following matters are exempted from the regulation.
1) Advertisement etc. of which the period of display permission etc. is 2 months or shorter.
2) Advertisement for self-use and the total sum of display size is 5 square meters or less.
3) Color of the following area;
 - The portion finished with uncolored wood or glass
 - The portion finished with the materials permitted by mayor, such as brick-like tile etc. 
- The colored portion: less than 3/10 of advertisement display 

3. Countermeasures and penal provisions for advertisement in violation
(1) The following conditions are regarded as violation of the relevant ordinance or provisions; 

 1) when displayed in prohibited area or on a prohibited object.
 2) when displayed in permission area etc. without permission.
 3) when a prohibited advertisement is displayed.
 4) when a condition for permission is violated, or when obligation of maintenance or removal 
is in failure.
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(2) Countermeasures for violation
 1) Recommendation
 The mayor would issue recommendation by written document to those who display an out-
door advertisement in violation, to reform, move, remove or to take other necessary measures.

 2) Order for measures
 When above said recommendation is not complied with, order for measures will be issued. In 
case such order for measures is not complied with, registration of outdoor advertisement busi-
ness may be cancelled, or such entity may be accused.
  
* When an advertisement is in condition of violation and is of a simple form such as poster, self-
standing board etc., it may be removed by official authority or delegated volunteers.

(3) Penal provisions
 Penalty may be imposed upon anyone who violated the ordinance and displayed an outdoor 
advertisement or managed an outdoor advertisement business.
 1) When one did not comply with the recommendation or order for measures. (A fine not ex-
ceeding five hundred thousand yen)
 2) When one violated the ordinance and displayed an advertisement in a prohibited area or 
permission area, displayed a prohibited matter, or in case of violation of obligation of removal, 
obstruction of spot inspection, failure in appointment of an account executive. (A fine not ex-
ceeding three hundred thousand yen)
 3) When one refused a spot inspection or submitted a false report. (A fine not exceeding two 
hundred thousand yen)
 4) When one did not submit a required notification etc. (A fine not exceeding one hundred 
thousand yen)
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Isesaki City Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance
Year of Establishment 2007 (revised in 2012)
Relevant Components Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Entity of the Plan Isesaki City
Purpose The purpose of the ordinance is, based upon the stan-

dards by the outdoor advertisement act, to provide nec-
essary regulation standards relevant to outdoor advertise-
ment and outdoor advertisement business, thus improve 
visual environment, maintain scenic beauty or prevent 
public hazards.

Matters relevant to the property

1 Issues regarding to regulation
 Designate the ”Landscape node of history and culture” in Sakaishimamura district as “Prohib-
ited area” to improve the landscape.
(1) Prohibited area (All the area south of Tone-gawa River)
 This is the area where display of outdoor advertisement is prohibited. However outdoor ad-
vertisement of self-use for shops and facilities may be displayed up to 10 square meters, and 
the signs for such facilities are permitted.

(2) “Landscape improvement type advertisement” promotion district (The same as Specified 
Landscape Area)
 For the “Landscape improvement type advertisement” promotion district, basic policy for 
display of outdoor advertisement will be announced, and advertisements will be displayed in 
accordance with the policy. Notification will be required for display of advertisement.

2. Basic policy
(1) Basic concept for display or placement of outdoor advertisement
- Preserve the settlement landscape of which the feature is group of modern sericulture farm-
house, and in order to improve the whole landscape, pay attention so that an outdoor adver-
tisement will be compatible with the surrounding environment.
- Consider the view from river bank, and provide appropriate guidance for outdoor advertise-
ment.

(2) Issues on location, shape, size, color, design and others relevant to display or placement of 
outdoor advertisement

 1) Common standards
- An outdoor advertisement shall be compatible with the visual environment where group of 
modern sericulture farmhouse is preserved in good condition.
- Do not use an outdoor advertisement except for the ones designated by standards for each 
category.
- When an outdoor advertisement is placed on a building, it shall not be displayed above the 
eaves of main buildings in the surrounding area.
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- Avoid using outstanding colors, use ones of low saturation level. As a principle, advertise-
ment exceeding 2 square meters shall use dark brown as the base color, and color of the 
letters and characters shall be white. When use of another color is necessary, limit it to the 
minimum. (Except for Noren screen).
- Color of advertisement placement structure shall be of a low saturation level such as dark 
brown or gray.

2) Total display area of advertisement permitted for shop etc.
Total display area

1  s q u a r e  m e t e r s  -1 0 
square meters

Greater than 10 square 
meters – 15 square me-
ters

Greater than 15 square 
meters – 100 square me-
ters

Category 1 permission 
area
(at present)

No permission required 
Permission required

Prohibited area No permission required No display permitted

“L andsc ape improve -
ment t ype adver t ise -
ment” promotion district 
(Sakaishimamura Area of 
landscape importance)

Notification required No display permitted

3) Advertisement of display permitted in Sakai-shimamura Specified Landscape Area

Contents of advertisement, total area and way of display of advertisement,

Advertisement by 
owner

Advertisement on building wall The ratio of display area is limited to 1/5 of a face of 
wall.

Projecting advertisement Any projection advertisement must be less than 1 me-
ter and inside road boundary

Advertisement placed on ground Limited to 2 square meters in a face of wall, less than 
2 meters in height

Advertisement for management less than 1 square meters

less than 1.5 meters in height

minimum number necessary for management

Advertisement by 
others

Advertisement for management less than 1 square meters

less than 1.5 meters in height

minimum number necessary for management

Small-scale advertisement advertisement flags: total area of 0.5 square meters 
(except for the one displayed for pubic aims by the 
state and/or municipal governments)

Advertisements 
for which notifi-
cation is not re-
quired

Small-scale advertisement of self advertisement
(in case of advertisement flag, total area of 0.5 square meters)

Temporary advertisement for ceremonies, festivals, annual events

Advertisement on which name of donors is displayed at in need of public interest
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3. Countermeasures for advertisement in violation
(1) An advertisement is violating ordinance or standards (advertisement in violation) when;

1) displayed in prohibited area or on a prohibited object.
 2) displayed in permission area etc. without permission.
 3) a prohibited advertisement is displayed.
 4) a condition for permission is violated, or when obligation of maintenance or removal is not 
complied with.

(2) Countermeasures for violation
 1) Recommendation
 The mayor would issue recommendation by written document to those who display an out-
door advertisement in violation to reform, move, remove or to take other necessary mea-
sures.

 2) Order for measures
 When above said recommendation is not complied with, order for measures will be issued. 
In case such order for measures is not complied with, registration of outdoor advertisement 
business may be cancelled, or such entity may be accused.
  When an advertisement is in condition of violation and is of a simple form such as poster, 
self-standing board etc., it may be removed by official authority or delegated volunteers.

4 Penal provisions
1) Any person who did a business of outdoor advertisement without registration,
who was registered as an entity of outdoor advertisement business by a false measure, who 
violated an order of business suspension. 
(Imprisonment with work not exceeding one year or a fine not exceeding five hundred thou-
sand yen)
2) When one did not comply with the recommendation or order for measures. (A fine not ex-
ceeding five hundred thousand yen)
3) When one violated the ordinance and displayed an advertisement in a prohibited area or 
permission area, displayed a prohibited matter, or in cases of violation of obligation of remov-
al, obstruction of spot inspection, or failure in  appointment of an account executive. (A fine 
not exceeding three hundred thousand yen)
4) When one refused a spot inspection or submitted a false report. (A fine not exceeding two 
hundred thousand yen)
5) When one did not submit a required notification etc. (A fine not exceeding one hundred 
thousand yen)
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Saitama Prefecture Outdoor Advertisement Ordinance
Year of Establishment 1975 (amended in 2011)
Relevant Components Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm 

Entity of the Plan Saitama Prefecture
Purpose The purpose of the ordinance is, based upon the stan-

dards by the outdoor advertisement act, to provide nec-
essary regulation standards relevant to outdoor advertise-
ment and outdoor advertisement business, thus improve 
visual environment, maintain scenic beauty or prevent 
public hazards.

Matters relevant to the property
1 Concept of outdoor advertisement
An outdoor advertisement shall not be of one that may bother or disturb improvement of vi-
sual environment, maintenance of scenic beauty, or impose public hazards, and shall be of one 
considered to be compatible with its surrounding  environment.

2 Prohibited area (abstract)
In the following area or place, outdoor advertisement shall not be displayed or placed.

(1) The following areas designated by provisions in the City Planning Act ; category 1 low rise-
rise exclusive residential districts, category 2 low-rise exclusive residential districts, scenic dis-
tricts, special green space conservation districts or production green zone (except for the areas 
designated by the governor).

(2) In the site of building designated by the Cultural Properties Protection Act and its adjacent 
area of within 100 meters from the site, historic site, scenic spot, and in area designated or 
tentatively designated as natural monument.

(3) The area designated by governor and observable from road, railway etc.

(4) The area designated by governor, of river, lake, valley, highland, mountain and surrounding 
area.

3 Permission area etc. 
 Anyone who intends to display an advertisement or place an object on which an advertise-
ment is placed, in the area or place except for the prohibition area etc., must obtain a permis-
sion by governor according to the provisions.

4 Prohibited Advertisement
 It is prohibited to display or place any of the following advertisement, or object on which an 
advertisement is placed.
(1) Extraordinary contaminated, color deteriorated or paint peeled off.

(2) Extraordinary damaged or aged.
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(3) One that may fall down or fall off.

(4) One that is similar to traffic signal, street sign or road construction sign, or that may disturb 
the effect of such items.

(5) One that may disturb safety of road traffic.

5 Period of permission
(1) The period of permission of outdoor advertisement in the previous term may not exceed 
three years.

(2) The period of permission may be renewed upon a request. 

6 Order for measures
Orders may be issued to those who violate the ordinance by displaying, placing or managing an 
outdoor advertisement, to suspend the display or placement, or for designated period of time, 
to remove such item or to take any other necessary measures.

7 Penal Provisions etc.
 (1) Imprisonment with work not exceeding one year or a fine not exceeding five hundred thou-
sand yen. 

1) Any person who did a business of outdoor advertisement without registration.
2) Any person who was registered as an entity of outdoor advertisement business by a false 
measure.
 3) Any person who violated an order of business suspension. 

(2) A fine not exceeding five hundred thousand yen
1) Any person who displayed or placed an outdoor advertisement without permission.
2) Any person who violated an order of removal by governor.

(3) A fine not exceeding three hundred thousand yen
1)  Any person who violated the provision by changing or remodeling an outdoor advertise-
ment etc.
2) Any person who violated the provision by not removing an outdoor advertisement etc.
3) Any person who violated the order by governor. (Except the orders of removal) 
4) Any person who failed to report a matter relevant to a change of registered matter or sub-
mitted a false report.
5) Any person violated the provision by not placing an account executive.

(4) A fine not exceeding two hundred thousand yen
1) Any person who has failed to submit a report, who has submitted false report, who has re-
fused, obstructed or evaded spot inspections
2) Any person who has not answered to a question or provided a false answer. 

(5) A non-penal fine not exceeding fifty thousand yen
1) Any person who failed to report a close of outdoor advertisement business.
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2) Any person who does not display a sign of outdoor advertisement business.
3) Any person who violated the provisions by failure in providing account book, book keeping, 
false keeping or book preserving.
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Forest Act
Relevant Components Arafune Cold Strage

Authority to Issue Permission Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and Gover-
nor

Purpose Protection Forest is a system to maintain and enhance the 
function to conserve the forest, by preserving its nature 
and providing adequate management practices. For that 
purpose certain areas are designated as Protection Forest 
in order to accomplish public goals such as protection of 
watershed, preparation and prevention of disaster, pres-
ervation of living environment, provision of place to pro-
mote health etc.    

Matters relevant to the property
1 Cover Area
Areas announced as Protection Forest.

2 Regulations in Protection Forest
Anyone who does the following activities in a Protection Forest or district of preservation facil-
ity must obtain the permission by the governor.

 1) Felling of standing tree (Article 34, section 1)
 2) Felling of standing tree, damaging of tree, livestock pasturing, taking of underbush, fallen 

leaves and branches, extraction of soil and rock or root of tree, alternation of quality of 
land by cultivation etc. (Article 34, section 2)

In case that the scale of alternation of quality of land exceeds certain level and the action is 
not for temporary, the designation as Protection Forest must be abolished before such action 
is taken.

3 Criteria for permission
(1) Felling of standing tree
   The measure for felling shall meet the criteria provided in the announced measures of 

management practice, and the amount of felling shall not exceed the announced limit. (Ar-
ticle 34, section 3 and 4)

   Permission is not required when such action meets one of the following conditions.
1) When one who owes obligation to execute felling ordered by laws or disposition is-
sued under laws executes the felling as redemption.
2) Felling of selected and partial trees or tree thinning of artificial forest, preliminarily 
notified to the governor, and within the range announced by the forest management 
practice measures.
3) Felling of standing trees according to the matters designated in the regional forest 
plan, in a special Protection Forest.
4) When the owner of forest etc. who acquired permission from the mayor of local 
government trims standing tree or bamboo that bothers the work of measurement or 
surveillance relevant to the forest management practice.
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5) When the ministry of agriculture, forestry and fishery, prefecture governor or mayor 
of local government trims standing tree or bamboo that bothers the placement of 
marker for measurement or surveillance to execute the Forest Act.
6) In case of emergency and tree felling is necessary to meet urgent demand, such as 
fire, wind damage, flood and others.
7) In case of felling trees that bother growth of young trees to be nurtured.
8) Other cases announced by the ministry ordinance of agriculture, forestry and fisher-
ies. 

(2) Alteration of Quality of Land etc.
A deed relevant to alteration of quality of land must be one recognized that it will not to 
bother the accomplishment of purpose, of designation of the Protection Forest. (Article 34, 
section 5)
Permission is not required when such action meets one of the following conditions.

1) When one who owes obligation to execute such deed ordered by laws or disposition is-
sued under laws executes the deed as redemption.

2) When the owner of forest etc. who acquired permission from the mayor of local govern-
ment does the work of measurement or surveillance relevant to the forest management 
practice.

3) When the ministry of agriculture, forestry and fishery, prefecture governor or mayor of 
local government does such deed for measurement or surveillance to execute the Forest 
Act.

4) In case of emergency and such deed is necessary to meet urgent demand, such as fire, 
wind damage, flood and others.

5) In case of activities announced by the ministry ordinance of agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries. 

6) Other cases announced by the ministry ordinance of agriculture, forestry and fisheries. 

4. Supervisory Dispositions and Penal Provisions
(1) Supervisory Dispositions (Article 81)
Governor may order to suspend the deed, or to plant trees, restore or provide vegetation in 
the following cases (Article 38).

1) Felling of standing tree without permission.
2) Alteration of quality of land without permission.
3) No planting of trees within the designated period of time.

(2) Penal Provision
 A fine not exceeding five hundred thousand yen will be imposed in the following cases. (Article 
206)

1) Felling of standing tree without permission.
2) Alteration of quality of land without permission.
3) Violation of governor order by the provisions of supervisory dispositions.
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English summaries of relevant laws and standards in relation to buffer zone                                                                           

Name Act on Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas 
Relevant Components Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm

Authority to Issue Permission Governor
Purpose The purpose of this act is to promote sound development 

of agriculture and to contribute in reasonable use of na-
tional land resources by providing systematic advance-
ment of necessary measures for the improvement of the 
region where overall promotion of agriculture, consider-
ing natural, economic and social condition, is necessary.  

Matters relevant to the property
1. Agricultural Land Area
Agriculture Land Area is the area where, for approximately more than 10 years, land use suited 
for agriculture should be secured. For that purpose land use standard such as farmland or ag-
ricultural facility land is designated, and infrastructure for agricultural production and agricul-
ture modernization facility etc. are implemented schematically and intensively. 
Change of use of farmland in an agriculture land area is not permitted, except for when it is 
used for the use designated in the agriculture land utilization plan.

2. Recommendation on land use(Article 14)
1) A mayor of municipality may recommend an owner of land or a person who use or profit 

from land based on the authority of other than ownership to use the land for the designated 
usage in agricultural land area utilization plan, in case that land in Agricultural Land Area is not 
used for the said usage in agricultural land area utilization plan, and the recommendation is 
necessary to achieve agricultural land area utilization plan.

2) A mayor of municipality may recommend a person, in case that recommendation pursuant to 
preceding paragraph is made, and the person given the recommendation does not follow or 
find to be no respect to follow, to consult on transfer of right of ownership or establishment 
or transfer of a right of use and profit of the land with a person who obtain the rights of own-
ership or use and profit of the land aiming to use the land for the specified usage in agricul-
tural land area utilization plan, and is designated by a mayor of municipality.

3. Regulations in Agriculture Land Area (Article 15-2)
Persons who intend to perform development activities (development of housing land, excava-
tion for quarrying, and other altering the shape or quality of land or construction, reconstruc-
tion, addition of a building and other structures, the same shall apply hereinafter) in agricul-
tural land area shall obtain permission in advance from a prefectural governor pursuant to the 
Ordinance of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
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4. Standards for Permission of Development Activity (Article 15-2, section 4)
A prefectural governor shall not grant the permission if he/she receives an application for per-
mission pursuant to the provision of paragraph 1 that falls under any of the following items: 

1) By such development activity, the relevant land may become difficult to be used as agri-
cultural land or the like, thus a problem may be posed upon accomplishment of the agri-
culture promotion area improvement plan;

2) By such development activity, the surrounding agricultural land or the like relevant to 
the said development activity may receive a risk of erosion or collapse of land, and it may 
cause a disaster that gives serious damage to farming or livestock business;

3) By the said development activity, significant impacts on function of irrigation and drain-
age facilities in agricultural land or the like around the land concerning the said develop-
ment activity may be caused.

5. Penal Provisions (Article 26)
Persons coming under any of the following items shall be liable to imprisonment with hard la-
bor for a term not exceeding a year or to a fine not exceeding five hundred thousand yen:

1) Any person who has violated the provisions of Article 109 of the Land Improvement Act 
applying mutatis mutandis under Article 13-5;

2) Any person who has refused the provisions of Article 15-2 paragraph 1;
3) Any person who has failed to obey to the order issued under the provisions of Article 15-

3; 
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Appendix 7.e English summaries of existing plans related to municipality 
and region

                               
(1) Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Plan 002
(2) Gunma Prefecture Basic Environment Plan 002
(3) Gunma Prefecture Regional Disaster Prevention Plan 003
(4) Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure Master Plan 003
(5) Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure Master Plan for The Kanra and Tomioka 
     Regional Plan 004
(6) Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation in the City Planning Area,
      Tomioka City Planning  004
(7) Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation in the City Planning Area, 
      Isesaki City Planning 005
(8) Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan 005
(9) Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan 006
(10) Tomioka City Machizukuri -development and revitalization- Plan 006
(11) Tomioka City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan 007
(12) Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan 007
(13) Isesaki City City Planning Master Plan 008
(14) Isesaki City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan 008
(15) Fujioka City Comprehensive Plan 009
(16) Fujioka City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan 009
(17) Shimonita Town Comprehensive Plan 010
(18) Shimonita Town Regional Disaster Prevention Plan 010
(19) Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation in the City Planning Area, 
        Honjo City Planning 011
(20) Honjo City Comprehensive Plan 011
(21) Honjo City City Planning Master Plan 012
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English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                          

Name of the Plan Gunma Prefecture Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2011 - 2015

Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture
Purpose It is to identify the target and direction of prefectural pol-

icy to be implemented in the period of the plan (5 years) 
based upon the 10 year vision, considering the current 
condition of Gunma Prefecture, needs of residents and 
trend of the era. This plan shows the basic direction for 
the prefectural administration .

Matters relevant to the property
Basic ideas: Unlock and manifest the “Infinite potential of Gunma” inherited from our forefa-
thers.
Projects and measures: 

“Finding local resources and increasing their value to promote and utilize effectively” is one 
of the actions constituting the priority project, and preservation and utilization of local heri-
tage related to the silk industry are described in this item. Moreover, creating a network be-
tween the components of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites” and other heritage in various 
locations in the prefecture is planned as a part of “Building a local bond through culture.” In 
this way, area development by prevention and utilization will be promoted.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                      

Name of the Plan Gunma Prefecture Basic Environment Plan
Year of Planning 2011 - 2015

Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture
Purpose It is a plan to promote the Gunma Prefecture Compre-

hensive Plan from the environmental side, to implement 
the projects to preserve and create good environment of 
Gunma Prefecture comprehensively and schematically.

Matters relevant to the property
Direction of measures: Preserve and create good environment
Principles:

“Creating a beautiful region offering affluent and peaceful life” is a future vision, and pre-
serving the prefecture’s numerous cultural properties with historical values, historical town 
landscape and natural environment are in its scope of issue.
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English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                           

Name of the Plan Gunma Prefecture Regional Disaster Prevention Plan
Year of Planning 2012

Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture Disaster Prevention Committee
Purpose The purpose of the plan is to save life, body, possessions 

and resources from disasters, by disaster prevention ac-
tivity relevant to wind, water, snow, volcano, accident and 
fire, and by executing emergency disaster measures and 
disaster restoration, by fully functioning and collaboration 
of the prefecture government, city/town/village govern-
ment, designated regional administrative organization 
and designated regional public organization etc.

Matters relevant to the property

As for the emergency disaster measures for cultural properties/facilities, this plan designates 
to take appropriate measures relevant to meteorological analysis, safety inspection of cultural 
properties/facilities, security of guest visitors, security of cultural properties, communication 
of disaster information and emergency restoration etc.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Gunma Prefecture Infrastructure Master Plan
Year of Planning 2008-2017

Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture
Purpose  The targets of projects in the four fields, vitality, safety, 

attractiveness and environment are shown, as the basic 
plan for social infrastructure development in Gunma Pre-
fecture.

Matters relevant to the property
Principles: 

Promote the local resources which the people of Gunma can pride themselves

In order to promote the local resources which the people of Gunma can pride themselves 
with in the world, it describes burying electric lines and cables along roads near Tomioka Silk 
Mill underground, improving pedestrian space, and other measures to make the property 
more attractive including road maintenance which leads to each component of the property.
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English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                           

Name of the Plan Gunma Prefectural Infrastructure Master Plan, Kanra-
Tomioka Regional Plan

Year of Planning 2008-2017
Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture

Purpose The plan is based on above mentioned “Gunma Infra-
structure Master Plan.” Projects, aimed to solve individual 
problems in the Kanra and the Tomioka area are de-
scribed.

Matters relevant to the property
As one of the priority projects, development of a lively area around Tomioka Silk Mill is de-
scribed. Enhancing the functions as a tourist base, coordination with nearby tourism facilities, 
improvement of how local information is offered to visitors and others are planned.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation 
in the City Planning Area, Tomioka City Planning

Year of Planning 2009 - 2015
Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture

Purpose For the Tomioka city planning area, this plan identifies 
the future vision of the city based upon the development 
trend, forecast of population and industry.  The  policies 
on development of urbanized area, development of public 
facilities, and preservation of nature are shown.

Matters relevant to the property
Goals: 

Developing a lively city by taking full advantage of rich historical/cultural resources and na-
ture.

Creating good life environment by preserving historical/cultural resources such as Tomioka 
Silk Mill, promoting tourism and developing a lively city is described.
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English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                           

Name of the Plan Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation 
in the City Planning Area, Isesaki City Planning

Year of Planning 2009 - 2015
Entity of the Plan Gunma Prefecture

Purpose For the city planning area of Isesaki City, this plan identi-
fies the future vision of the city based upon the develop-
ment trend, forecast of population and industry.  The  
policies on development of urbanized area, development 
of public facilities, and preservation of nature are shown.

Matters relevant to the property
Sakai-shimamura area, where the Tajima Yahei Sericulture Farm is located, is designated as 
“Urbanization Control Area” and development except buildings for agriculture, forestry and 
fishery is not permitted generally under the policy of controlling urbanization.

The areas such as Agricultural Land Area within Agricultural Promotion Area where land im-
provement projects are implemented are going to be positively preserved as good agricultural 
production area.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2008 - 2015

Entity of the Plan Tomioka City
Purpose It is the supreme plan of the city, and the basic plan to 

proceed comprehensive and schematic administrative 
management where the direction that the city aims for 
and the policies are described.

Matters relevant to the property
 “Community development centering Tomioka Silk Mill” is proposed as one of the basic prin-

ciples.
Major policies (related to Tomioka Silk Mill)
Measures:

- City infrastructure to improve liveliness and convenience of the city (Development of 
the area around Tomioka Silk Mill)

- Creating rich landscape by utilizing the local resources (Creation of distinctive Tomioka 
City like landscape)

- Appealing tourism promotion by utilizing the rich resources such as Tomioka Silk Mill 
(Improvement of tourism appeal/building tourism network)

- Creating a historical and cultural city with resources like Tomioka Silk Mill (Preserving 
and utilizing of history/cultural resources)
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Name of the Plan Tomioka City City Planning Master Plan
Year of Planning 2008 - 2028

Entity of the Plan Tomioka City
Purpose According to the Tomioka City Comprehensive Plan and 

the Prefectural City Planning Master Plan, long term and 
comprehensive policies for urban development are de-
scribed.

Matters relevant to the property
The range of environment and landscape around Tomioka Silk Mill, which need to be properly 
protected and preserved, and the way it should be are described.
Major policies:

- Setting an unique place of exchange with Tomioka Silk Mill at its center.
- Preservation and utilization of historical and cultural resources such as Tomioka Silk Mill

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Tomioka City Machizukuri -development and revitaliza-
tion- Plan

Year of Planning Mid Term: 2011 – 2015
Long Term: 2016 –

Entity of the Plan Tomioka City
Purpose  It shows the implementation measures for sustainable 

development and management, utilizing the local proper-
ties located in the town center of Tomioka City

Matters relevant to the property
Taking into consideration future inscription of Tomioka Silk Mill as a World Heritage Site, the 
basic policy for the community development, which is suitable as a buffer zone, is described.
Plan outline:

- Promotion of a road plan which comprises excursion routes and controls the traffic amount 
toward the city center where Tomioka Silk Mill is located.
- Promotion the development of natural and historical landscapes.
- Preservation and utilization of historical buildings
- Promotion of measures for disaster prevention and infrastructure development suitable for 
the local culture and the community.
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Name of the Plan Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2007 - 2014 (Latter Term Basic Plan : 2011-2014)

Entity of the Plan Isesaki City
Purpose Aiming for establishment of wholeness and continual de-

velopment of Isesaki City, it is the most basic plan for the 
new development and management, by cooperation and 
collaboration of the citizens and government.

Matters relevant to the property
Concerning protection of cultural properties and forming good landscapes, the following strat-
egies are described.
Major basic policies:

- Developing creative personnel and local history (lifelong learning promotion, protection 
and utilization of cultural properties)

- Creating infrastructure for citizens’ comfortable life (Proper land use and formation of 
sound landscape)

- Developing prosperous industries and a lively community (Succession and creation of cul-
ture, promotion of attractive tourism)

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Tomioka City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan
Year of Planning 2011

Entity of the Plan Tomioka City Disaster Prevention Conference
Purpose The purpose of this plan is to comprehensively establish 

measures to reduce disaster damage, emergency disaster 
measures, and disaster response and restoration mea-
sures and protect the lives, bodies, and assets of citizens 
from future disasters in order to deal with large-scale 
natural earthquakes, storms, floods, heavy snows, large-
scale accidents and disasters, and large-scale fires, etc. 

Matters relevant to the property
In order to provide quick disaster response for cultural asset institutions, this plan establishes 
appropriate measures concerning gathering disaster information, safety inspections of cultural 
asset institutions, ensuring the safety of visitors, ensuring the safety of cultural assets, com-
municating disaster information, and emergency repairs, etc.
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Name of the Plan Isesaki City City Planning Master Plan
Year of Planning 2008 - 2027

Entity of the Plan Isesaki City
Purpose Based upon the Isesaki City Comprehensive Plan, to pro-

mote integrated urban development in the city, the plan 
describes the vision and direction that citizens, business 
entities and city government should pursue.

Matters relevant to the property
1. Policy for the development of a community in the southern area of Isesaki City:

An area where prosperous industry and history/culture harmonize.
2. Sakai-shimamura district:

By re-recognizing the values of the area having a rare historical village with big sericulture 
farm houses and landscape, the city aims to be selected as the “Important Preservation Dis-
trict for Groups of Historic Buildings” and carry out preservation and utilization.

Name of the Plan Isesaki City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan
Year of Planning 2009

Entity of the Plan Isesaki City Disaster Prevention Conference
Purpose The purpose of this plan is to protect the lives, bodies, 

and assets of citizens from disasters through the effec-
tive exhibition of all the abilities of officials of Isesaki City, 
community organizations and other institutions essential 
to disaster prevention; the mutual cooperation of the 
above; and the implementation of disaster prevention 
measures concerning floods, fires, and earthquakes, etc., 
emergency disaster measures, and disaster restoration.

Matters relevant to the property
In order to provide establish disaster response systems for cultural assets, this plan establishes 
appropriate measures concerning enhancing disaster awareness, gathering weather informa-
tion, safety inspections of cultural asset facilities, ensuring the safety of visitors, ensuring the 
safety of cultural assets, communicating disaster information, and emergency repairs, etc.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        
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Name of the Plan Fujioka City Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2008 - 2017

Entity of the Plan Fujioka City
Purpose As the supreme plan relevant to development and man-

agement of Fujioka City, basic concept and future vision 
are identified, and direction of important policies, mea-
sures and projects are described.

Matters relevant to the property
Regarding the Takayama-sha Sericulture School, policies of preserving historical landscape and 
the protection and utilization of cultural properties and historic site are described.
Structure of related major policies

- Improvement of life environment based on the characteristic of the district Developing a 
community in harmony with surroundings (formation of landscape/preservation of histori-
cal landscape)

- Capacity building for local communities Developing a community with a sense of culture
  (protection and utilization of cultural property and historical remains)

Name of the Plan Fujioka City Regional Disaster Prevention Plan
Year of Planning 2007

Entity of the Plan Fujioka City Disaster Prevention Conference
Purpose The goal of this plan is ensure the reliability of disaster 

prevention systems; establish the work authorized per-
sons in relevant government agencies should do, disaster 
prevention plans, emergency disaster response measures, 
and plans concerning disaster recovery; and maintain and 
promote comprehensive and systematic disaster preven-
tion administration.

Matters relevant to the property
This plan establishes appropriate measures concerning disaster prevention measures for cul-
tural assets, instructions and guidance concerning measures including establishment fire pre-
vetion system; maintenance; risk preparadness; fire extinguish equipment and lightning rod; 
cistern; access route of fire engines; community fire fighting team; necessary repairs; accident 
prevention. 

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        
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Name of the Plan Shimonita Town Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2007 - 2016

Entity of the Plan Shimonita Town
Purpose This is a basic plan for comprehensive and schematic ad-

ministration of Shimonita Town, and shows the policy, 
target and measures of implementation of town develop-
ment and management

Matters relevant to the property
Improvement of landscape and promotion of local culture etc. are described as measures rel-
evant to Arafune Cold Storage.
 1) Major Basic Policies

- Development and management for safe and comfortable life, surrounded by beautiful na-
ture. (Preservation of environment, promotion of landscape beautification)

- Nurture mind to care for the others and rich imagination, by learning in the hometown. 
(Promotion of local culture)

Name of the Plan Shimonita Town Regional Disaster Prevention Plan
Year of Planning 1998 (will be revised in 2013) 

Entity of the Plan Shimonita Town Disaster Prevention Conference
Purpose The purpose of this plan is to protect the lives, bodies, 

and assets of citizens from disasters through the effective 
exhibition of all the abilities of officials of Shimonita Town 
and relevant administrative bodies; and the implementa-
tion of disaster prevention through the mutual coopera-
tion of the above in preventing disasters, emergency 
disaster prevention measures, measures concerning disas-
ter recovery, etc.

Matters relevant to the property
In order to protect cultural assets from disasters such as earthquakes and fires, etc., this plan 
establishes appropriate measures regarding guidance and implementation concerning the 
completion, etc. of disaster prevention systems.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        
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Name of the Plan Policy for Improvement, Development and Conservation 
in the City Planning Area, Honjo City Planning

Year of Planning 2005
Entity of the Plan Saitama Prefecture

Purpose  It is to set up the basic policy to improve, develop and 
conserve the city planning area comprehensively, regard-
ing the city planning area as one city.

Matters relevant to the property
As for the area of rich farmland or natural environment, preserve and utilize the visual envi-
ronment of farmland composed by large farms, farm housing surrounding woods and nature 
along rivers, thus develop the area by keeping compatibility with the living environment of ex-
isting settlements.

(1) Policy of land use in the Urbanization Control Area
 1) Policy for healthy compatibility with good farmland
  In this area, groups of high productivity farmland have been settled, and these farmland 

will be preserved as farmland.

English summaries of existing plans related to municipality and region                                                                        

Name of the Plan Honjo City Comprehensive Plan
Year of Planning 2008 – 2017

Entity of the Plan Honjo City
Purpose The plan was formulated based upon the 10 year future 

estimation, under the policy to consider creation of op-
portunities for citizen participation and coordination with 
the New City Development Plan, to improve the residents’ 
happiness level and to develop the area.

Matters relevant to the property
1 Land use plan
 1) Land use compatible with the farmland environment

  Preserve the farmland to inherit the living environment rich in green and character of 
homeland, and make effort to realize land use where farmland and living environment co-
exist in harmony.

 2) Farmland environment compatible zone
   This zone ought to be where good farmland is preserved, and farmland and living environ-

ment coexist in harmony. 
   For new needs of land use, the main principle is to keep compatibility with farmland. Ap-

propriate land use according to the local character is pursued to maintain the good farm-
land environment.
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Name of the Plan Honjyo City  City planning master plan
Year of Planning 2003-2025 (will be revised in 2013)

Entity of the Plan Honjo City
Purpose The plan was formulated as the main policies of urban 

planning, in accordance with the city’s general promotion 
plan, looking toward structuring a long term future vision 
of the city, in collaboration with the other basic plans.

Matters relevant to the property
The area is divided into eight sub areas. The buffer zone of the Former Residence of Yahei Ta-
jima is in the Fujitashou sub area.

(1) Policy of urban development
  Preserve the farmland environment represented by rivers and farmland, and improve the 

beautiful visual environment of Honjo, our hometown.

(2) Concept of local development
  Farmland, that occupies the most part of the area, is the foundation of farmland environ-

ment, and basically to be preserved as the base for agriculture in Honjo city.
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Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties 
(Law No. 214, 1950) 

 
 

Contents 
 
CHAPTER I General Provisions (Article 1-Article 4) 
 
CHAPTER II Deleted 
 
CHAPTER III Tangible Cultural Properties 
 Section 1. Important Cultural Properties 
  Subsection 1. Designation (Article 27 – Article 29) 
  Subsection 2. Custody (Article 30-Article 34) 
  Subsection 3. Protection (Article 34-2- Article 47) 
  Subsection 4. Public Display (Article 47-2- Article 53) 
  Subsection 5. Investigation (Article 54 – Article 55) 
  Subsection 6. Miscellaneous Provisions (Article 56) 
 Section 2. Registered Tangible Cultural Properties (Article 57 – Article 69) 
 Section 3. Tangible Cultural Properties other than Important Cultural Properties and Registered 
Tangible Cultural Properties (Article 70) 
 
CHAPTER IV Intangible Cultural Properties (Article 71-Article 77) 
 
CHAPTER V Folk-cultural Properties (Article 78- Article 91) 
 
CHAPTER VI Buried Cultural Properties (Article 92-Article 108) 
 
CHAPTER VII Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments (Article 109-Article 133) 
 
CHAPTER VIII Important Cultural Landscapes (Article 134- Article 141) 
 
CHAPTER IX Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings (Article 142 – Article 146) 
 
CHAPTER X Protection of Conservation Techniques for Cultural Properties (Article 147 – Article 152) 
 
CHAPTER XI Consultation with the Council for Cultural Affairs (Article 153) 
 
CHAPTER XII Additional Provisions 
 Section 1. Public Hearings and Statements of Disagreement (Article 154-Article 161) 
 Section 2. Special Provisions regarding the State (Article 162- Article 181) 
 Section 3. Local Public Bodies and Boards of Education (Article 182- Article 192) 
 
CHAPTER XIII Penal Provisions (Article 193 – Article 203) 
 
Supplementary Provisions
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CHAPTER I General Provisions 

 
(Purpose of this Law)  
Article 1.  The purpose of this Law is to preserve and utilize cultural properties, so that the culture of the 

Japanese people may be furthered and a contribution be made to the evolution of world culture. 
 
(Definition of Cultural Properties) 
Article 2.  "Cultural properties" in this Law shall be the following:  

(1)  Structures, pictures, sculptures, crafts, calligraphic works, classical books, ancient documents, and 
other tangible cultural products, which possess a high historical and/or artistic value for Japan 
(including land and other objects which, in combination with these items, form the value of the cultural 
property), archaeological artifacts and other historical materials of high scientific value (hereinafter 
referred to as "tangible cultural properties");  
(2)  Arts and skills employed in drama, music and craft techniques, and other intangible cultural 
products, which possess a high historical and/or artistic value for Japan (hereinafter referred to as 
"intangible cultural properties");  
(3)  Manners and customs related to food, clothing and housing, to occupations, religious faith, annual 
events, and other matters; folk performing arts, folk techniques, and apparel, tools and implements, 
houses and other objects used in connection with the foregoing, which are indispensable for the 
understanding of changes in the modes of life of the Japanese people (hereinafter referred to as 
"folk-cultural properties");  
(4)  Shell mounds, ancient tombs, sites of palaces, sites of forts or castles, former residences, and other 
sites, which possess a high historical and/or scientific value for Japan; gardens, bridges, gorges, 
sea-shores, mountains, and other places of scenic beauty, which possess a high scenic or artistic value 
for Japan; and animals (including their habitats, breeding places and summer and winter migration sites), 
plants (including their habitats), and geological features and minerals (including land where unique 
natural phenomena are found), which possess a high scientific value for Japan (hereinafter referred to as 
"monuments");  
(5)  Landscapes that have developed in association with the lifestyles and livelihoods of the people 
together with the local features, which are indispensable to the understanding of the lifestyles and 
livelihoods of the people of Japan (hereinafter known as “Cultural Landscapes”.) 
(6)  Groups of historical buildings of high value which form historical scenery in combination with 
their environs (hereinafter referred to as "groups of historical buildings);  
2.  The term "Important Cultural Properties" used in the provisions of this Law (excepting the 

provisions of Article 27 to 29 inclusive, Article 37, Article 55 paragraph 1 item (4), Article 153 
paragraph 1 item (1), Article 165, Article 171 and Supplementary Provisions Article 3) shall be 
construed as including National Treasures. 

3.  The term "Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments" used in the 
provisions of this Law (excepting the provisions of Article 109, Article 110, Article 112, Article 122, 
Article 131 paragraph 1 item (4), Article 153 paragraph 1 items (7) and (8), Article 165 and Article 
171), shall be construed as including Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monuments. 

 
(Duty of the Government and Local Public Bodies)  
Article 3.  The Government and the local public bodies shall, recognizing that the cultural properties of the 
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country are indispensable to the correct understanding of its history, and culture, and that they form a 
foundation for its cultural development for the future, make efforts to ensure that the purport of this Law 
is thoroughly understood by the public, so that such properties may be duly preserved. 

 
(Duties of the Public, Owners, and others)  
Article 4.  The public shall faithfully cooperate with the measures taken by the Government and the local 

public bodies for the attainment of the purpose of this Law.  
2.  The owners of cultural properties and other persons concerned shall preserve such properties with 

good care and utilize them for cultural purposes, by making them available for public display, or by 
other means, in full consciousness that cultural properties are valuable national possessions. 

3.  In the execution of this Law, the Government and the local public bodies shall respect the 
ownership and other property rights of the persons concerned.    

  
CHAPTER II Deleted. 

 
Articles from 5 to 26 inclusive. Deleted.  
 

CHAPTER III Tangible Cultural Properties 
 

Section 1.  Important Cultural Properties 
 

Subsection 1. Designation 
(Designation)  
Article 27.  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may designate important 

items of tangible cultural properties as Important Cultural Properties.  
2. From among the Important Cultural Properties, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 

and Technology may designate as National Treasures those properties which are of especially high 
value from the viewpoint of world culture and which are irreplaceable treasures of the nation.  

 
(Announcement, Notice and Issuance of Certificate of Designation)  
Article 28.   Designation under the provisions of the preceding Article shall be made by an announcement 

in the Official Gazette and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the owner of the National 
Treasure or the Important Cultural Property concerned.  
2.  Designation under the provisions of the preceding Article shall come into effect as of the day of its 

announcement in the Official Gazette made in accordance with the provisions of the preceding 
paragraph; however, it shall come into effect for the owner of the National Treasure or the 
Important Cultural Property concerned as of the time when the notice provided for in the same 
paragraph reached the said owner.  

3. When the designation under the provision of the preceding Article has been made, the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall issue a certificate of designation to the 
owner of the National Treasure or the Important Cultural Property concerned.  

4. The items to be entered in the certificate of designation and other necessary matters relative to such 
certificates shall be determined by ordinance of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology (MEXT hereinafter).  

5. When the owner has received the certificate of designation of the National Treasure in accordance 
with the provision of paragraph 3, he/she shall return to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology within thirty (30) days the certificate of designation of the Important 
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Cultural Property which has now been designated as a National Treasure. 
  
(Annulment)  
Article 29.   In case a National Treasure or an Important Cultural Property has lost its value as such or in 

case there is any other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology may annul the designation of such National Treasure or Important Cultural Property.  

2.  The annulment of designation under the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be made by 
an announcement in the Official Gazette and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the 
owner of the National Treasure or the Important Cultural Property concerned.  

3.  To the annulment of designation under the provisions of paragraph 1, the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of the preceding Article shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

4.  When the owner has received the notice under paragraph 2, he/she shall return to the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology the certificate of designation within thirty 
(30) days.  

5.  In cases where the designation of a National Treasure has been annulled under paragraph 1, but 
where the designation of the same tangible property as an Important Cultural Property has not 
been annulled, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall issue to 
the owner without delay a certificate designating the same property as an Important Cultural 
Property.  

 
Subsection 2. Custody  

 
(Instruction regarding Method of Custody)  
Article 30.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary instructions to the 

owner of an Important Cultural Property with respect to the custody thereof.  
 
(Custody Duties of Owner, or Custodian)  
Article 31.   The owner of an Important Cultural Property shall undertake the custody thereof, in 

accordance with this Law, as well as MEXT orders or instructions of the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs issued thereunder.  
2.  The owner of an Important Cultural Property may, when there exist special reasons, appoint an 

appropriate person to be responsible on his/her behalf for the custody of the same property 
(hereinafter in this Section and in Chapter VI referred to as “custodian”).  

3.  When the owner of an Important Cultural Property has appointed a custodian in accordance with 
the provisions of the preceding paragraph, such owner shall report in writing within twenty (20) 
days the appointment to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, stating the matters 
prescribed by MEXT ordinance, under joint signature with the custodian so appointed. These 
provisions shall also apply to the cases where the custodian has been released of the responsibility.  

4. The provisions of the preceding Article and paragraph 1 of this Article shall apply mutatis 
mutandis to the custodian. 

 
(Changes of Owner or Custodian)  
Article 32.  When the owner of an Important Cultural Property has been changed, the new owner shall 

report in writing within twenty (20) days the changes to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance, attaching to the report the certificate of 
designation issued to the former owner.  
2.  The owner of an Important Cultural Property shall, when he/she has changed the custodian, report 
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in writing within twenty (20) days the change to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance, under joint signature with the newly 
appointed custodian. In this case the provisions of paragraph 3 of the preceding Article shall not 
apply.  

3. The owner or the custodian of an Important Cultural Property shall, when he/she has changed 
his/her name, title or address, report in writing within twenty (20) days the change to the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT 
ordinance. When the change has occurred in the name, title or address of the owner, he/she shall 
attach the certificate of designation to the report to be submitted.  

 
(Custody by Custodial Body)  
Article 32-2.  With regard to an Important Cultural Property, in cases where its owner is not traceable, or 

where it is obvious that the custody by the owner or the custodian is extremely difficult or inadequate, 
the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may appoint an appropriate local public body or 
any other appropriate juridical person and charge it with the conduct of custody necessary for the 
preservation of such Important Cultural Property (including the custody of such facilities, equipment or 
any other objects as are needed for its preservation and are owned by or under the custody of the owner 
of the said Important Cultural Property). 
2. In order to make an appointment under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall in advance obtain the consent of the owner 
of the Important Cultural Property concerned (excluding the case where the owner is not traceable) 
and of its possessor/occupant by title, as well as that of the local public body or other juridical 
person to be appointed.  

3.  The appointment under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall be made by an announcement in the 
Official Gazette and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the owner, the possessor/occupant 
and the local public body or other juridical person, prescribed in the preceding paragraph.  

4.  To the appointment under the provision of paragraph 1 the provisions of Article 28 paragraph 2 
shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

5.  The owner or the possessor/occupant of an Important Cultural Property shall not, without 
justifiable reasons, refuse, interfere with or evade the act of custody or the execution of measures 
necessary for the custody by the local public body or other juridical person appointed in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 (hereinafter in this Section and Chapter VI referred 
to as the "custodial body").  

6.  The provisions of Article 30 and Article 31 paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the 
custodial body. 

 
Article 32-3.  In cases where the reasons provided for in paragraph 1 of the preceding Article have ceased 

to exist or where there are any other special reasons, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs may annul the appointment of the custodial body.  
The provisions of paragraph 3 of the preceding Article and of Article 28 paragraph 2 shall apply 

mutatis mutandis to the annulment under the provision of the preceding paragraph.  
 

Article 32-4.  The expenses required for the custody by the custodial body shall, unless otherwise provided 
for in this Law, be borne by the said body.  
2.  Notwithstanding the provision of the preceding paragraph, part of the expenses required for the 

custody may be borne by the owner, in accordance with what may be agreed upon by the custodial 
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body and the owner, within the limits of the material profit which the latter will enjoy as a result of 
the custody conducted by the former.  

 
(Destruction, Damage, etc.)  
Article 33.  When whole or part of an Important Cultural Property has been destroyed, damaged, lost or 

stolen, the owner (or the custodian or the custodial body, if such has been appointed) shall report it in 
writing to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs within ten (10) days of the knowledge 
of the fact, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance.  

 
(Change of Location)  
Article 34.  When the location of an Important Cultural Property is to be changed, the owner (or the 

custodian or the custodial body, if such has been appointed) shall report it in writing to the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs at least twenty (20) days prior to the date on which 
the location is to be changed, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance and attaching to the 
report the certificate of designation. However, in cases provided for by MEXT ordinance, it may be 
unnecessary to report it at all or to attach the certificate of designation to the report, or it may suffice to 
file an ex post facto report in accordance with the provisions of MEXT ordinance.  

 
Subsection 3.  Protection 

(Repair)  
Article 34-2.  The repair of an Important Cultural Property shall be conducted by its owner. It shall, 

however, be conducted by the custodial body, if such has been appointed.   
 
(Repair by Custodial Body)  
Article 34-3.  In case the custodial body conducts the repair of the Important Cultural Property under its 

custody, the said body shall in advance hear the opinions of the owner of the said property (except for 
the cases where the owner is not traceable) and of its possessor/occupant by title regarding the method 
and the time of the repair. 
2.  The provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 5 and Article 32-4 shall apply mutatis mutandis in case 

the custodial body conducts such repair.  
 
(Subsidy for Custody or Repair)  
Article 35.  In cases where the owner of an Important Cultural Property or its custodial body is unable to 

bear the large expenses required for the custody or repair of such property, or where there exist any 
other special circumstances, the Government may grant a subsidy to the said owner or custodial body 
so as to cover part of such expenses. 
2.  In cases where a subsidy under the preceding paragraph is granted, the Commissioner of the 

Agency for Cultural Affairs may, as a condition thereof, give instructions regarding matters 
necessary to the custody or repair.  

3.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, if he/she deems it necessary, direct and 
supervise the custody or repair of the Important Cultural Property for which a subsidy is granted 
under the provisions of paragraph 1. 

 
(Order or Advice on Custody)  
Article 36.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs concludes that the Important 

Cultural Property is in danger of destruction, damage or theft due to the incompetence of the person 
who is in charge of its custody, or to an inappropriate method of custody, he/she may order or advise 
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the owner, custodian or custodial body of such property with respect to the measures necessary for its 
custody, such as the appointment or change of the person in charge of its custody, the improvement of 
the method of custody, the provision of fire prevention and other facilities for its preservation.  
2.  The expenses required for such measures as may be taken based on orders or advice given under 

the provisions of the preceding paragraph may be borne, in whole or in part, by the National 
Treasury in accordance with what may be provided for by MEXT ordinance.  

4. The provision of paragraph 3 of the preceding Article shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases where 
whole or part of the expenses is borne by the National Treasury under the provision of the 
preceding paragraph.  

 
(Orders or Advice on Repair)  
Article 37.  When a National Treasure is damaged, and the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 

Affairs deems it necessary to repair it in order to ensure its proper preservation, he/she may give 
necessary orders or advice on its repairs to the owner or the custodial body concerned. 
2.  In cases where an Important Cultural Property other than a National Treasure is damaged, and the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary to repair it in order to ensure 
its proper preservation, he/she may give necessary advice on its repair to the owner or the custodial 
body concerned. 

3.  The expenses required for repairs conducted following orders or advice given under the provisions 
of the preceding two paragraphs may be borne in whole or in part by the National Treasury in 
accordance with what may be provided for by MEXT ordinance.  

4.  The provision of Article 35 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the cases where whole or 
part of the expenses is borne by the National Treasury in accordance with the provisions of the 
preceding paragraph.  

 
(Execution of Repairs of National Treasures by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs)  
Article 38.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, in either of the following cases, 

undertake the repair of National Treasures or take preventive measures against their destruction, 
damage or theft:  

(1) When the owner, the custodian or the custodial body does not comply with the order given in 
accordance with the provision of the preceding two Articles;  
(2) When, in cases where the National Treasure has been damaged or where it is in danger of 
destruction, damage or theft, it is deemed unadvisable to have the repair undertaken or the preventive 
measures against destruction, damage or theft taken by the owner, the custodian or the custodial body.  
2.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to undertake repairs or take 

measures under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, he/she shall in advance issue a writ to the 
owner, the custodian or the custodial body concerned stating the necessary items such as the name of 
the National Treasure in question, the substance of the repairs or measures, the date of 
commencement of the work and other details, and at the same time give notice thereof to its 
possessor/occupant by title.  

 
Article 39.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall, in carrying out repairs or measures 

according to the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, appoint from among the staff 
members of the Agency for Cultural Affairs a person or persons who are to be responsible for the 
execution of the said repairs or measures and for the custody of the National Treasure concerned.  
2.  The person or persons who have been assigned responsibility under the provisions of the preceding 
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paragraph shall, when they execute the said repairs or measures, carry with them their identity 
cards, show them upon demand to the parties concerned, and duly respect the reasonable opinions 
of such parties.  

3.  The provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 5 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the execution of the 
repairs and measures under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article. 

  
Article 40.  The expenses required for the repairs or measures executed under the provisions of Article 38 

paragraph 1 shall be defrayed from the National Treasury.  
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, in accordance with what may be 

provided for by MEXT ordinance, charge the owner (or the custodial body, if such has been 
appointed) part of the expenses required for the repairs or measures executed under the provisions 
of Article 38 paragraph 1; however, this shall apply exclusively to either of the cases, falling under 
paragraph 1 item (2) of the same Article, where the immediate causes which brought about the 
necessity of such repair or measures rest with the owner, the custodian or the custodial body, or 
where the owner or the custodial body is capable of bearing part of such expenses.  

3.  To the charging of expenses under the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Articles 5 and 6 of 
the Law for Administrative Execution by Proxy (Law No. 43 of 1948) shall apply mutatis 
mutandis. 

 
Article 41.  The State shall indemnify the person or persons, who have suffered a loss in the repairs or 

measures executed under the provision of Article 38 paragraph 1, for ordinary damage incidental 
thereto. 
2 The amount of indemnity payable under the preceding paragraph shall be determined by the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs.  
3. Any person who is not satisfied with the amount of the indemnity payable under the preceding 

paragraph may demand an increase in the amount by litigation; however, this shall not apply when 
three (3) months have passed after receiving the notice of determination of the indemnity 
mentioned in the same paragraph.  

4.  In case of litigation under the preceding paragraph, the State shall be the defendant.  
 

(Reimbursement in the case of assignment of Important Cultural Property for which subsidies have been 
granted)  
Article 42.  In case the then owner of an Important Cultural Property for which the State has granted 

subsidies under Article 35 paragraph 1 or borne expenses under Article 36 paragraph 2, Article 37 
paragraph 3 or Article 40 paragraph 1, for the repairs or preventive measures against destruction, 
damage or theft (hereinafter in this Article referred to as "repairs, etc."), his/her heir, legatee or donee 
(including the second or subsequent heir, legatee or donee; hereinafter the same in this Article) 
(hereinafter in this Article referred to as "owner, etc.") has assigned the said Important Cultural 
Property for a consideration after performance of the repairs, etc. for which the State has granted 
subsidies or borne expenses, he/she shall reimburse the National Treasury in accordance with what may 
be provided for by MEXT ordinance the total amount of the said subsidies or expenses defrayed by the 
State (as for the expenses borne by the National Treasury under the provision of Article 40 paragraph 1, 
the amount of such expenses less the amount of money charged to the owner in accordance with the 
provision of paragraph 2 of the same Article; the same holds for the remainder of this Article) minus 
the sum spent by himself/herself for repairs, etc., of the said cultural property since the performance of 
the said repairs, etc., (hereinafter in this Article referred to as "the amount of reimbursement").  
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2.  "The amount of subsidies or expenses defrayed by the State" provided for in the preceding 
paragraph shall be the sum corresponding to that which is arrived at by dividing the amount of the 
subsidies or the expenses defrayed by the State by the number of durable years (number of years 
the property is expected to last without need for repair) fixed individually by the Commissioner of 
the Agency for Cultural Affairs in regard to the Important Cultural Property or its parts subjected 
to such repairs, etc. and then by multiplying the quotient by the number of years （not counting 
fractional periods of less than a year）deducting from such number of years that have passed since 
the time of the repairs, etc. until the time of assignment of the same property.  

3.  In case the value of such Important Cultural Property has deteriorated considerably through a 
cause not imputable to the owner, etc., or in case he/she has assigned the said Important Cultural 
Property to the State, after the performance of the repairs, etc. for which the State granted 
subsidies or bore expenses, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may exempt 
whole or part of the amount of reimbursement. 

4.  In case the person in question fails to pay within the time limit fixed by the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs the amount of reimbursement due, the State may collect it following 
the procedure for enforced collection of national tax. In this case, the order of priority in collection 
shall be after national and local taxes. 

5.  In case the person who is to pay the amount of reimbursement is the heir, legatee or donee, the 
sum corresponding to the quotient obtained by dividing the sum equivalent to the difference 
between the amount of inheritance tax or donation tax provided for as follows in item (1) and the 
amount provided for in item (2), by the number of years provided for in item (3), multiplied by the 
number of years provided for in item (4), shall be deducted from the amount of reimbursement 
he/she is to be charged:  

(1)  The amount of inheritance tax or donation tax the person concerned has already paid or is obliged 
to pay in acquiring the Important Cultural Property concerned; 

(2) The amount corresponding to the inheritance tax or donation tax which is supposed to be imposed 
upon the person concerned for the Important Cultural Property or its parts in question which is or 
are included in the value of assessment used as a basis of calculation of the tax under the 
preceding item, when worked out on the basis of the same value of assessment less the total 
amount of the subsidies or the expenses, mentioned in paragraph 1, defrayed by the State for the 
repairs, etc. which have been carried out prior to the time of such inheritance, bequest or donation 
in regard to the said Important Cultural Property or its parts in question;  

(3) The number of residual years (not counting fractional periods of less than a year) obtained by 
deducting from the number of durable years fixed by the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs concerning the Important Cultural Property or its parts in question, in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraph 2, the number of years that have passed since the time of 
performance of such repairs, etc. until the time of inheritance, bequest or donation of the property 
concerned;  

(4)  The number of durable years remaining for the Important Cultural Property or its parts in 
question, provided for in paragraph 2.  

6.  With respect to the amount of subsidies or expenses defrayed by the State as provided for in 
paragraph 1, which is referred to in item (2) of the preceding paragraph, the provisions of 
paragraph 2 shall apply mutatis mutandis. In this case, "the time of assignment" in the same 
paragraph shall read "the time of inheritance, bequest or donation." 

7.  In the assessment of the amount of capital gains under Article 33 paragraph 1 of the Income Tax 
Law (Law No.33 of 1965) relative to the assignment provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article by 
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the person who pays the amount of reimbursement according to the provisions of the same 
paragraph, the amount of reimbursement thereunder shall be taken as an expense related to 
assignment as provided for in Article 33 paragraph 3 of the same Law. 

 
(Restriction on Alteration of Existing State)  
Article 43.  Any person who intends to alter the existing state of an Important Cultural Property or to 

perform an act affecting its preservation shall obtain the permission of the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs; however, this shall not apply to cases where the act of altering the existing 
state is merely a maintenance measure or emergency measure taken in the event of disaster, or to cases 
where the effects of the act on preservation are negligible. 
2.  The scope of the maintenance measures referred to in the proviso to the preceding paragraph is 

stipulated by MEXT ordinance.  
3.  In giving permission as referred to in paragraph 1, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 

Affairs may as a condition thereof give necessary instructions regarding the alteration of the 
existing state or acts affecting preservation referred to in the same paragraph.  

4.  In case a person who has received permission under paragraph 1 has failed to observe the 
conditions of permission provided for in the preceding paragraph, the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs may order the suspension of the act of altering the existing state or act 
affecting preservation, for which the permission has been given, or cancel the permission.  

5.  The State shall indemnify any person or persons who have suffered a loss from the fact that they 
failed to obtain permission under paragraph 1 or that the permission given was attached with 
conditions under paragraph 3, for ordinary damage incidental thereto.  

6.  To the cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive 
shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

  
(Report on Repairs, etc.)  
Article 43-2.  In case any Important Cultural Property is to be repaired, its owner or its custodial body shall 

report the fact to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in writing in accordance with 
what may be provided for by MEXT ordinance, at least thirty (30) days prior to the date on which such 
repair is to be started; however, this shall not apply to cases where permission must be applied for in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article and to other cases as provided 
for by MEXT ordinance.  
 
2.  Where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for the protection 

of the Important Cultural Property, he/she may provide technical guidance and advice in regard to 
the repair of the Important Cultural Property which has been reported under the preceding 
paragraph.  

 
(Prohibition of Exportation)  
Article 44.  Important Cultural Properties shall not be exported; this shall not apply, however, in cases 

where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has given permission for exportation in 
recognition of special necessity from the viewpoint of international exchange of culture or from other 
considerations.  

 
(Integrity of Surroundings)  
Article 45.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it necessary for 

the preservation of an Important Cultural Property, restrict or prohibit certain kinds of acts or order the 
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provision of necessary facilities, within an area designated by him/her.  
2.  The State shall indemnify any person or persons who have suffered a loss from the dispositions 

taken in accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph for ordinary damage incidental 
thereto. 

3.  To the cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive 
shall apply mutatis mutandis 

 
(Offer of Sale to the State)  
Article 46. Any person who desires to assign an Important Cultural Property for a consideration shall 

beforehand file in writing with the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs an offer of sale of 
the said property to the State, stating therein the name of the assignee, the estimated value of the 
consideration (in cases where the stipulated consideration is not money, its value must be estimated 
based on its worth in current prices; hereinafter the same) and any other matters prescribed by MEXT 
ordinance.  
2.  The reasons for wishing to assign the property to the said assignee may be listed in the written 

offer of the preceding paragraph. 
3.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has determined that the reasons listed 

according to the provisions of the preceding paragraph are reasonable, then within thirty (30) days 
from the receipt of the said offer, notice shall be given that the said Important Cultural Property 
shall not be bought. 

4.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has, within thirty (30) days from the 
offer of sale filed under the provisions of paragraph 1, given notice that the State will buy the said 
Important Cultural Property, the agreement to sell shall be deemed to have been concluded at a 
price corresponding to the estimated value of the consideration stated in the written offer referred 
to in paragraph 1.  

5.  The person stipulated in paragraph 1 shall not transfer the said Important Cultural Property within 
the period specified in the preceding paragraph (or until the time within that period when the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has given notification that the same Important 
Cultural Property will not be bought by the State).  

 
(Subsidy for Purchase by Custodial Body)  
Article 46-2.   When the local public body or other juridical person which is a custodial body is to 

purchase an Important Cultural Property under its custody (limited to buildings, other fixtures on the 
land, or land in combination with such fixtures, which are covered by the designation as the said 
Important Cultural Property), the State may grant a subsidy to cover part of the expenses required for 
the said purchase in cases where it is deemed particularly necessary for the preservation of the property.  
2.  To cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 35 paragraphs 2 and 3 and the 

preceding paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 
(Entrustment of Custody or Repair, or Technical Guidance)  
Article 47.  The owner of the Important Cultural Property (or the custodial body if such has been 

appointed) may entrust the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs with the custody 
(excluding cases where a custodial body has been appointed) or repair thereof on the conditions 
determined by the same Commissioner. 
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, in case he/she deems it necessary for 

the preservation of the Important Cultural Property, present the owner with conditions and advise 
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him or her (or the custodial body if such has been appointed) to entrust the same Commissioner 
with the custody (excluding the cases where the custodial body has been appointed) or repair of 
such property.  

3.  The provisions of Article 39 paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases where the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has been entrusted with the custody or repair of 
the Important Cultural Property in accordance with the preceding two paragraphs.  

4.  The owner, custodian, or custodial body of the Important Cultural Property may request the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, in accordance with what may be provided for by 
MEXT ordinance, for technical guidance respecting the custody or repair of the Important Cultural 
Property concerned.  

 
Subsection 4. Public Display  

 
(Public Display)  
Article 47-2.  Public display of an Important Cultural Property shall be undertaken by its owner; however, 

in cases where a custodial body has been appointed, it shall be undertaken by that body.  
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, a person or persons other than the 

owner and the custodial body may make available for public display under the provisions of this 
Law any Important Cultural Property which the owner or the custodial body concerned agrees to 
display.  

3.  The custodial body may collect admission fees for public display of an Important Cultural 
Property under its custody 

 
(Public Display by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs)  
Article 48.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may advise the owner (the custodial 

body if such has been appointed) of an Important Cultural Property to exhibit the property for a term 
not exceeding one year at a public display to be held by the same Commissioner at a National Museum 
(this refers to museums established by the National Museums (Independent Administrative Institutions) 
(the same shall apply hereinafter in this Article)) or other institution.    
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may order the owner (the custodial body if 

such has been appointed) of an Important Cultural Property, for the custody or repair of which the 
National Treasury has defrayed whole or part of the expenses or granted subsidies, to exhibit the 
property for a term not exceeding one year at the public display to be held by the same 
Commissioner at a National Museum or other institution. 

3. When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary in the cases under 
the preceding paragraph, he/she may renew the term of display for a limited period not exceeding 
one year; however, such renewal shall in no case exceed a period of five consecutive years.  

4. When an order is issued under paragraph 2 or the period of display is renewed under the preceding 
paragraph, the owner or the custodial body of the Important Cultural Property concerned must 
display it. 

5. Other than the cases provided for in the preceding four paragraphs, the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs may, if he/she deems it appropriate, accept a proposal made by the 
owner (or custodial body if such has been appointed) of an Important Cultural Property to exhibit 
such property at a public display to be held by the same Commissioner at a National Museum or 
other institution.  

 
Article 49.  Excepting cases provided for in Article 185, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
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Affairs shall, when Important Cultural Properties are displayed in accordance with the provisions of the 
preceding Article, appoint from among the staff members of the Agency for Cultural Affairs a person 
or persons who are to be responsible for the custody of such properties.  

 
Article 50.  Expenses required for display under the provisions of Article 48 shall be defrayed from the 

National Treasury in accordance with the standards prescribed by MEXT ordinance.  
2. The Government shall, in accordance with the standards prescribed by MEXT ordinance, 

compensate the owner or the custodial body of a property which has been displayed under the 
provisions of Article 48.  

 
(Public Display by the Owner, etc.)  
Article 51.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may advise the owner or custodial body 

of an Important Cultural Property to make such property available for public display for a limited 
period not exceeding three (3) months. 
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may order the owner or the custodial body 

of an Important Cultural Property, for the custody, repair or purchase of which the National 
Treasury has defrayed whole or part of the expenses or granted subsidies, to make such property 
available for public display for a limited period not exceeding three (3) months.  

3.  The provisions of Article 48 paragraph 4 shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases falling under the 
preceding paragraph. 

4.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary instructions to the 
owner or custodial body of an Important Cultural Property concerning the public display of such 
property to be made under the provisions of the preceding three (3) paragraphs and the custody 
thereof during such public display. 

5.  In cases where the owner, the custodian or the custodial body of an Important Cultural Property 
fails to observe the instructions mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs may order the suspension or discontinuance of such public display.  

6.  The expenses required for public display of such property under the provisions of paragraphs 2 
and 3 may, in accordance with what may be provided for by MEXT ordinance, be defrayed in 
whole or in part from the National Treasury.  

7.  Other than cases provided for in the previous paragraph, expenses required by the owner or 
custodial body of an Important Cultural Property for the public display of said property shall be 
wholly or partially defrayed from the National Treasury in accordance with what may be provided 
for by MEXT ordinance.  

 
Article 51-2.  Except for occasions of public display referred to in the preceding Article, in cases where a 

report has been filed in accordance with the provisions of Article 34 concerning moving the Important 
Cultural Property from its location to some other place where it will be shown to the public, the 
provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 of the preceding Article shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
 

(Indemnification for Loss)  
Article 52.   In case an Important Cultural Property has been destroyed or damaged as a result of its 

display or public viewing conducted in accordance with the provisions of Article 48 or Article 51 
paragraphs 1 to 3 inclusive, the State shall indemnify its owner for any resulting ordinary damage; 
however, this provision shall not apply in cases where the destruction or damage has resulted from a 
cause imputable to the owner, to the custodian or to the custodial body.  
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 2.  The provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to the cases 
under the preceding paragraph.  

 
(Public Display by Persons other than Owner, etc.)  
Article 53.   When any person other than the owner or the custodial body of an Important Cultural Property 

intends to show such property to the public at an exhibition or on any other public occasion to be held 
under his/her own auspices, such person shall obtain the permission of the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs; however, this shall not apply in cases where such exhibition or other event 
is to be held under the auspices of a government agency other than the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs or of local public bodies at a museum or other similar institution which has 
previously been approved by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs (hereinafter referred 
to as " approved public institutions" for this paragraph), or when the person who has established an 
approved public institution holds such an event at the said approved public institution.  
2.  In the proviso of the preceding paragraph, a person holding an event stipulated in that paragraph 

(except for the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs) shall, within 20 days from the 
day following the conclusion of the public display of that Important Cultural Property, give written 
notice of the items stipulated by MEXT ordinance to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs. 

3. In giving permission under paragraph 1, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may 
give as a condition thereof necessary instructions regarding the public display for which 
permission is to be given or regarding custody of the Important Cultural Property to be on display. 

4. When any person who obtained permission under paragraph 1 has failed to observe the conditions 
of the permission provided for in the preceding paragraph, the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs may order the suspension of the public display for which he/she has given 
permission. 

 
Subsection 5. Investigation 

 
(Investigation for the Purpose of Preservation)  
Article 54.   The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it necessary, 

ask the owner, custodian or custodial body of an Important Cultural Property to report on the existing 
state of such property, or on the conditions of its custody, of its repairs or of the preservation of the 
integrity of its surroundings.  

 
Article 55.  In any of the following cases, when the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs is 

unable to confirm the condition of a particular Important Cultural Property in spite of all the 
information given in the report filed under the preceding Article and when there appears to be no 
alternative way to confirm its condition, he/she may appoint a person or persons to conduct an 
investigation, and have them enter the place where the said property is located, and conduct an on-site 
investigation in regard to the existing state of the property or the conditions of its custody, of its repairs 
or of the preservation of the integrity of its surroundings:  
(1)  When application has been filed for permission to alter the existing state of an Important Cultural 

Property or for an act affecting its preservation; 
(2)  Where an Important Cultural Property has been damaged or where there has been a change in its 

existing state or its location;  
(3)  Where there is a fear of destruction, damage or theft of an Important Cultural Property; 
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(4)  Where special circumstances make it necessary to revaluate the qualifications of a cultural 
property classified as National Treasure or Important Cultural Property.  

2. In the event that an on-site investigation is to be conducted according to the provisions of the 
preceding paragraph, the person or persons who are to conduct such an investigation shall carry 
with them their identity cards, show them upon demand to the parties concerned, and duly respect 
the reasonable opinions of such parties. 

3. The State shall indemnify the person or persons who have suffered a loss in connection with an 
investigation conducted in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 for ordinary damage 
incurred. 

4.   The provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases 
under the preceding paragraph.  

 
Subsection 6. Miscellaneous Provisions 

 
(Succession to Rights and Obligations on Change of Owner, etc.)  
Article 56.   In cases where the owner of an Important Cultural Property has changed, the new owner shall 

with reference to the said property succeed to the rights and obligations of the former owner 
established by the orders, advice, instructions and other dispositions of the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs issued or made under this Law.  
2.  In cases falling under the preceding paragraph, the former owner shall deliver to the new owner 

the certificate of designation at the time of delivery of the Important Cultural Property. 
3.  To cases where a custodial body has been appointed or the appointment thereof has been annulled, 

the provisions of paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis; in cases of where a custodial body has 
been appointed, however, this provision shall not apply to the rights and obligations which should 
belong chiefly to the owner. 

  
Section 2. Registered Tangible Cultural Properties 

 
(Registration of Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 57.  Among tangible cultural properties other than Important Cultural Properties (excluding those 

designated by local public bodies under the provisions of Article 182) which are buildings, the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology can, in view of the value of said cultural 
properties, register in the Cultural Property Original Register those which are in particular need of 
preservation and utilization measures.  
2.  When making registrations under the preceding paragraph, the Minister of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science and Technology shall obtain in advance the opinions of local public bodies 
concerned.  

3.  Items to be registered in the Cultural Property Original Register and other necessary matters 
concerning the Cultural Property Original Register shall be determined by MEXT ordinance. 

 
（Announcement, Notice and Issuance of Certificate of Designation）  
Article 58.  Registration under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article shall be made by an 

announcement in the Official Gazette and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the owner of the 
tangible cultural property concerned (hereinafter referred to as the "Registered Tangible Cultural 
Property").  
2.  Registration under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article shall come into effect as 

of the day of its announcement in the Official Gazette made in accordance with the provisions of 
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the preceding paragraph; however, it shall come into effect for the owner of the Registered 
Tangible Cultural Property concerned from the time when the notice provided for in the same 
paragraph reached the said owner.  

3.  When registration has been made under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall issue a certificate of 
registration to the owner of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property concerned.  

4.  Items to be entered in the certificate of registration and other necessary matters relative to such 
certificate shall be determined by MEXT ordinance.  

 
(Annulment of Registrations of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 59.  When a Registered Tangible Cultural Property has been designated an Important Cultural 

Property according to the provisions of Article 27, paragraph 1, the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology shall annul the registration. 
2. In cases where Registered Tangible Cultural Properties have been designated by local public 

bodies according to the provisions of Article 182 paragraph 2, the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science, and Technology shall annul the registration. However, this shall not apply to cases 
where measures for the preservation and utilization of the relevant Registered Tangible Cultural 
Property are required and the owner is in agreement.  

3.  In cases where a Registered Tangible Cultural Property has lost its need of preservation and 
utilization measures or where there is any other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology may annul that registration.  

4. In cases where registration has been annulled under the provisions of the preceding three 
paragraphs, prompt announcement to that effect shall be made in the Official Gazette and also 
notification shall be issued to the owner of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property concerned.  

5.  To annulment of registration under the provisions of paragraph 1 through paragraph 3, the 
provisions of paragraph 2 of the preceding Article shall apply, mutatis mutandis.  

6.  When the owner has received notice under paragraph 4, he shall return the certificate of 
registration to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology within thirty 
(30) days.  

 
(Custody of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties) 
Article 60  The owner of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property shall undertake the custody thereof, 

in accordance with this Law as well as MEXT ordinances based hereupon. 
2. The owner of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property may, when special reasons exist, appoint an 

appropriate person to be responsible on his behalf for the custody of the said property (hereinafter 
in this Section referred to as "the custodian"). 

3. With regard to Registered Tangible Cultural Properties, in cases where the owner is not traceable, 
or where it is obvious that the custody by the owner or the custodian is extremely difficult or 
inadequate, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may appoint an appropriate local 
public body or any other appropriate juridical person (hereinafter in this Section referred to as "the 
custodial body") and charge it with the conduct of custody necessary for the preservation of the 
Registered Tangible Cultural Property in question (including the safe-keeping of such facilities, 
equipment or any other items as are needed for its preservation and which are owned by or under 
the custody of the owner of the said Registered Tangible Cultural Property). 

4. To the custody of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties, the provisions of Article 31-3, Article 32, 
Article 32-2 paragraphs 2 to 5 inclusive, Article 32-3 and Article 32-4 shall apply mutatis 
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mutandis. 
5. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the custodian or the custodial body 

of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property. 
 

(Destruction of or Damage to Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 61  When a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, in whole or in part, has been destroyed, 

damaged, lost, or stolen, the owner (or the custodian or the custodial body, if such has been 
appointed) shall report the matter in writing to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
within ten (10) days of the knowledge of the fact, stating the details prescribed by MEXT ordinance. 

 
(Changes in Location of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties) 
Article 62  When changing the location of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, the owner of the 

Registered Tangible Cultural Property (or, the custodian or custodial body, where such exists) must 
notify in writing the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, including all the details 
required by MEXT Ordinance, accompanied by the Registration Certificate, no later than twenty days 
before the planned date of relocation. However, in cases specified by MEXT Ordinance, the written 
notification, or the submission of the accompanying Registration Certificate, is not required; in 
addition, in cases where the relocation is carried out under regulations specified by MEXT Ordinance, 
the notification may be submitted after the fact. 

 
(Repair of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 63  The repair of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property shall be done by its owner; however, it 

shall be done by the custodial body if such has been appointed.  
2. In case the custodial body does the repair, the provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 5, Article 32-4 

and Article 34-3 paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 

(Notifications regarding Alterations to the Existing State of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties) 
Article 64  In case any person intends to alter the existing state of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, 

he shall, no later than thirty (30) days prior to the intended date of effecting said alteration, submit 
notification thereof, as determined by MEXT ordinance, to the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs; however, this shall not apply to cases where the act of altering the existing state is 
merely a maintenance measure or an emergency measure to be taken in the event of disaster, or to cases 
where the existing state must be altered in order to comply with orders under the provisions of other 
legal statutes.  
2.  The scope of maintenance measures in the proviso of the previous paragraph shall be determined 

by MEXT Ordinance. 
3.  When deemed to be necessary for the protection of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary instructions, advice, or 
recommendations concerning the alterations to the existing state of the said Registered Tangible 
Cultural Property contained in the notification referred to in paragraph 1.  

 
(Notification of Export of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties) 
Article 65  Any person who intends to export a Registered Tangible Cultural Property must notify the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, according to the regulations of MEXT 
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Ordinance, no later than thirty (30) days before the intended date of export.  
2. The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary instructions, advice, or 
recommendations concerning the export of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties for which 
notification has been received under the previous paragraph.  

 
(Technical Guidance Concerning Custody or Repair of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 66  The owner, custodian or custodial body of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property can ask the 

Commissioner of Agency for Cultural Affairs for technical guidance respecting the maintenance or 
repair of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property concerned, in accordance with what may be 
provided for by MEXT ordinance.  

 
(Public Display of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 67  Public display of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property shall be undertaken by its owner; 

however, in cases where a custodial body has been appointed, it shall be undertaken by that body.  
2.  Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, a party other than the owner or 

custodial body may publicly display the Registered Tangible Cultural Property with the agreement 
of the owner (or custodial body).  

3.  To the public opening of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property by a custodial body, the 
provisions of Article 47-2, paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis.  

4.  When deemed necessary for the utilization of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary guidance or advice to the 
owner or custodial body of the said Registered Tangible Cultural Property concerning its public 
display or concerning its custody in connection with public display.  

 
(Reporting on the Existing State of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 68  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary, he may ask the 

owner, custodian or custodial body of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property to report on the existing 
state of such property, or on the state of its custody or repair. 

 
(Transfer of Certificate of Registration Accompanying Change of Ownership)  
Article 69  In cases where the owner of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property has changed, the former 

owner shall deliver to the new owner the certificate of registration at the time of delivery of the said 
Registered Tangible Cultural Property.  

 
Section 3.  Tangible Cultural Properties other than Important Cultural Properties and 

Registered Tangible Cultural Properties 
 
(Technical Guidance)  
Article 70  The owner of any tangible cultural property other than Important Cultural Properties and 

Registered Tangible Cultural Properties may, in accordance with what may be provided for by the 
MEXT, ask the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs for technical guidance in regard to 
the custody or repair of such tangible cultural property.  
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CHAPTER IV   Intangible Cultural Properties 
 
(Designation, etc. of Important Intangible Cultural Property)  
Article 71  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may designate important 

items of intangible cultural properties as Important Intangible Cultural Properties.  
2.  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall, in making the 

designation under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, recognize as holder or holders those 
persons who represent the highest standards of skill with regard to Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties; and, as group holders, those groups composed mainly of holders of such intangible 
cultural properties, and which have representatives established by their own statutes (hereinafter 
the same). 

3.  Designation under the provision of paragraph 1 shall be made by an announcement in the Official 
Gazette, and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the person or the body to be recognized as 
the holder or the holding body, respectively, of the Important Intangible Cultural Property 
concerned (in case of a holding body, to its representative).  

4.  Even after making the designation under the provisions of paragraph l, the Minister of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may, if in his/her opinion there still is a person or a body 
eligible for recognition as the holder or the holding body of a particular Important Intangible 
Cultural Property, make supplementary recognition as such.  

5.  To the supplementary recognition under the provisions of the preceding paragraph the provisions 
of paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis.  

 
(Annulment of Designation, etc. of Important Intangible Cultural Property)  
Article 72  In cases where an Important Intangible Cultural Property has lost its value as such, or in case 

there is any other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 
may annul the designation of such Important Intangible Cultural Property.  
2.  In cases where, for mental or physical reasons, a holder is deemed to be no longer appropriate to be 

recognized as such, or in cases where a holding body is deemed to be no longer appropriate for 
recognition due to a change in its constituent members, or in case there is any other special reason, 
the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may annul the recognition 
concerned.  

3.  The annulment of the designation under the provisions of paragraph 1 or of the recognition under 
the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be made by an announcement in the Official 
Gazette, and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the holder or the holding body of the 
Important Intangible Cultural Property concerned.  

4.  When a holder has died or a holding body has been dissolved (including cases where it has ceased 
to exist; the same shall apply in this Article and the following one) the recognition itself shall be 
deemed to have been annulled; and when all the holders have died, or all the holding bodies have 
been dissolved, the designation of the Important Intangible Cultural Property concerned shall be 
deemed to have been annulled. In these cases the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology shall announce the fact in the Official Gazette.  

 
(Change of Name of Holder, etc.)  
Article 73  When a holder has changed his/her name or address, when he/she has died, or when there is any 

such reason as provided for by MEXT ordinance, the holder or his/her heir shall report the fact to the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in writing within twenty (20) days of the day on 
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which it took place (in case of a holder's death, the day on which his/her heir came to know the fact) 
stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance. When a holding body has changed its name, the 
address of its office, or its representative, or when there is any change in its constituent members, or 
when the body has been dissolved, the same provision shall apply to its representative (in case of 
dissolution, it shall apply to the person who has been its representative). 

  
(Preservation of Important Intangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 74  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for the 

preservation of an Important Intangible Cultural Property, he/she may take any appropriate measures 
for its preservation, such as making records, or training successors in the arts. In addition, the State 
may grant a subsidy to the holder, holding body or a local public body, or any other person or persons 
deemed appropriate to be in charge of preservation of the said Important Intangible Cultural Property to 
cover part of the expenses required for its preservation.  
2.  To the subsidization under the provisions of the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 35 

paragraphs 2 and 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
 
(Public Display of Important Intangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 75  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may advise the holder or the holding 

body of the Important Intangible Cultural Property to display the said property publicly, or the owner 
of the records of the Important Intangible Cultural Property to open such records to the public.  
2.  In cases where the holder or the holding body of the Important Intangible Cultural Property 

displays such property to the public, the provisions of Article 51 paragraph 7 shall apply mutatis 
mutandis.  

3.  In cases where the owner of the records of the Important Intangible Cultural Property opens such 
records to the public, the State may grant a subsidy to cover part of the expenses required for the 
said opening.  

4.  To the subsidization under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Article 35 
paragraphs 2 and 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

  
(Suggestions or Advice on Preservation of Important Intangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 76  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give suggestions or advice necessary 

for the preservation of the Important Intangible Cultural Property to its holder or holding body, or a 
local public body or any other person who is deemed to be appropriate to be in charge of its 
preservation. 

 
 (Documentation, etc. of Intangible Cultural Properties other than Important Intangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 77  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, where particularly necessary, select 

intangible cultural properties, other than Important Intangible Cultural Properties, make records thereof, 
preserve such records or make them available to the public, and the State may subsidize an appropriate 
person to cover part of the expenses required for public display of such intangible cultural property, or 
recording it, preserving such records or making the same available to the public.  
2.  To the subsidization under the provisions of the preceding paragraph the provision of Article 35 

paragraphs 2 and 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 

CHAPTER V Folk-cultural Properties 
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(Designation of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties and Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties)  
Article 78  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may designate especially 

Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties as Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties, and 
especially important items of intangible folk-cultural properties as Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties.  
2.  To the designation of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties under the provisions of the 

preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 28 paragraphs 1 to 4 inclusive shall apply mutatis 
mutandis.  

3.  Designation of Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties under the provisions of paragraph 1 
shall be made by an announcement in the Official Gazette.  

 
(Annulment of Designation of Tangible Folk-cultural Properties and Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties)  
Article 79  In cases where any Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or Important Intangible 

Folk-cultural Property has lost its value as such, or where there is any other special reason, the Minister 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may annul the designation of such Important 
Tangible Folk-cultural Property or Important Intangible Folk-cultural Property. 
2.  To the annulment of designation of an Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property under the 

provisions of the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 29 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive shall 
apply mutatis mutandis.  

3.  The annulment of designation of an Important Intangible Folk-cultural Property under the 
provisions of paragraph 1 shall be made by an announcement in the Official Gazette. 

  
(Custody of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 80  To the custody of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties the provisions of Articles 30 to 

34 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 
(Protection of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 81  Any person who intends to alter the existing state of a particular Important Tangible 

Folk-cultural Property or to perform an act affecting its preservation or to export it shall report to the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in writing in accordance with the provisions of 
MEXT ordinance at least twenty (20) days prior to the day on which such alteration, or act or 
exportation is to be effected; however, this shall not apply to cases prescribed by MEXT ordinance. 
2. In cases where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for the 

protection of an Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, he/she may give necessary instructions 
with regard to the alteration of the existing state of such Folk-Cultural Property or with regard to 
acts affecting the preservation of the said property or its exportation, for which a report has been 
filed under the preceding paragraph.  

 
Article 82  Any person who intends to export an important Folk-Cultural Property shall obtain the 
permission of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs.  
 
Article 83  To the protection of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties the provisions of Articles 34-2 

to 36 inclusive, Article 37 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive, and Articles 42, 46 and 47 shall apply mutatis 
mutandis.  
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(Public Display of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 84  In case any party other than the owner or the custodial body of an Important Tangible 

Folk-cultural Property, local public body (referring to a local public body or any other juridical person 
appointed in accordance with the provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 1, applying mutatis mutandis to 
Article 80 (hereinafter the same in this Chapter and in Chapter XII)), intends to display said Important 
Tangible Folk-cultural Property to the public at an exhibition or at any other public occasion to be held 
under his/her own auspices, such person shall report it to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of commencement of such public viewing, 
stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance; however, ex post facto notification within 20 days 
from the day after the final day of the public display shall suffice in cases where such an exhibition or 
other event is to be held under the auspices of a State agency other than the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs or of a local public body at a museum or other similar institution which 
has previously been exempted from such notification requirements by the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs (hereinafter in this paragraph referred to as "institutions exempt from advance 
notification of public display"), or when the person who has established an institution exempt from 
advance notification of public display holds such an event at the said institution exempt from advance 
notification of public display.  
2.  The provisions of Article 51 paragraphs 4 and 5 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the public display 

for which a report has been filed in accordance with the preceding paragraph. 
  
Article 85  The provisions of Articles 47-2 to 52 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to the public 

display of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties.  
 
(Investigation for the Purpose of Preservation of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties and Succession 
to Rights and Obligations upon Change of Ownership, etc.)  
Article 86  The provisions of Article 54 shall apply mutatis mutandis to investigations for the purpose of 

preservation of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties. The provisions of Article 54 shall apply 
mutatis mutandis to changes in ownership of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties, to the 
appointment of custodial bodies for such folk-cultural properties, or to the annulment of such 
appointment.  

 
(Preservation of Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 87  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for the 

preservation of the Important Intangible Folk-cultural Property, he/she may undertake recording and 
other appropriate measures for the preservation thereof, and the national government may grant a 
subsidy to cover part of the expenses required for such preservation to a local public body or any other 
person deemed appropriate to be in charge of its preservation.  
2.  The provisions of Article 35 paragraphs 2 and 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis to subsidization 

under the provisions of the preceding paragraph.  
 
(Opening to the Public of Records of Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 88  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may advise the owner of records of 

Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties to open said records to the public.  
2.  To cases where the owner of the records of an Important Intangible Folk-cultural Property opens 

such records to the public, the provisions of Article 75 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
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(Advice or Recommendations on the Preservation of Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties)  
Article 89  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give suggestions or advice 

necessary for the preservation of Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties to a local public body or 
any other person who is deemed to be appropriate to be in charge of their preservation. 

 
(Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Properties) 
Article 90  The Minister of Education, Culture, Science, Sport and Technology may register on the Original 

Register of Cultural Properties those Tangible Folk-cultural Properties other than Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Properties (excluding those designated by local public bodies according to the provisions 
of Article 182 Paragraph 2) for which, in consideration of their value as cultural properties, measures 
for preservation and utilization are particularly necessary.  

 2. To registration under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Article 57 
Paragraph 2-Paragraph 3 apply mutatis mutandis. 

 3. To Tangible Folk-cultural Properties registered according to the provisions of the preceding two 
paragraphs (hereinafter referred to as “Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Properties”), the provisions of 
Chapter III Section 2 (excluding Article 57) apply mutatis mutandis. In these cases, Article 64 
Paragraph 1 and Article 65 Paragraph 1, the phrase “thirty (30) days prior” shall read “twenty (20) days 
prior”; the phrase “cases where the act of altering the existing state is merely a maintenance measure or 
an emergency measure to be taken in the event of disaster, or to cases where the existing state must be 
altered in order to comply with orders under the provisions of other legal statutes.” in the proviso of 
Article 64 Paragraph 1 shall read “in the cases stipulated by MEXT ordinance.” 

 
 
(Documentation of Intangible Folk-cultural Properties Other Than Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties)  
Article 91  The provisions of Article 77 shall apply mutatis mutandis to intangible folk-cultural properties 

other than the Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties.  
 

CHAPTER VI  Buried Cultural Properties 
 
(Reports, Instructions and Orders Concerning Excavation for the Purpose of Investigation)  
Article 92  Any person who intends to excavate the land for the purpose of investigation of cultural 

properties which are buried underground (hereinafter referred to as "Buried Cultural Properties") shall 
report to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in writing at least thirty (30) days prior 
to the day on which the said excavation is to commence, stating the matters prescribed by MEXT 
ordinance; however, this shall not apply to the cases prescribed by MEXT ordinance.  
2.  When he/she deems it particularly necessary for the protection of Buried Cultural Property, the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, with regard to excavations reported under 
the preceding paragraph, instruct that a report be submitted, or give other necessary instructions. In 
addition, the Commissioner may order that the excavation be prohibited, stopped or suspended.  

  
(Reports and Instructions Concerning Excavation for Construction Works)  
Article 93  In cases where any site generally known to contain Buried Cultural Property such as shell 

mounds, ancient tombs or others (hereinafter referred to as "the well-known archaeological and/or 
historical subsoil") is to be dug up in the course of construction works or for any other purposes than 
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the investigation of the Buried Cultural Property the provision of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article 
shall apply mutatis mutandis, (In this case, "thirty (30) days prior to" in the same paragraph shall read 
"sixty (60) days prior to."  
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it particularly 

necessary for the protection of Buried Cultural Property, give necessary instructions with regard to 
the excavation reported under paragraph 1 of the preceding Article applying mutatis mutandis 
under the preceding paragraph. 

 
(Special Provisions regarding Excavation Conducted by National Government Organs)  
Article 94  In cases where national government organs, local public bodies, or juridical persons established 

by the national government or local public bodies and prescribed by Cabinet Order (hereinafter 
generically referred to as "national government organs," in this Article and in Article 97) intend to 
excavate the well-known archaeological and/or historical subsoil for purposes provided for in 
paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, the provisions of the said Article shall not apply, but when the 
said national government organs formulate a plan of operation related to the said excavation, they shall 
inform in advance the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs to that effect. 
2.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she has received information 

under the preceding paragraph and found it particularly necessary to do so for the protection of 
the Buried Cultural Property, give notice to the national government organ to the effect that the 
latter shall consult him/her regarding the formulation of the said plan of operation and its 
enforcement.  

3.  The national government organ, which has received the notice under the preceding paragraph shall 
consult the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs on the formulation of the said plan of 
operation and its enforcement.  

4.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has received information under 
paragraph 1, other than in the cases under the preceding two paragraphs, he/she may give such 
advice as necessary for the protection of the Buried Cultural Property regarding the enforcement of 
the plan of operation of which he/she has been informed.  

5.  In cases falling under the preceding paragraphs, if the said national government organs are heads 
of the Ministries or Agencies (to be taken as the heads of the Ministries or Agencies referred to in 
Article 4 paragraph 2 of the State Property Law (Law No. 73 of 1938); hereinafter the same) such 
notice, consultation or advice as provided for in these paragraphs shall go from the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.  

 
(Informing the Public regarding the Archaeological and/or Historical Subsoil)  
Article 95  The State and local public bodies shall make every effort to ensure that complete 

documentation is kept, and other measures taken as needed to keep the public fully and correctly 
informed regarding the well-known archaeological and/or historical subsoil.  
2.  The State may give guidance, advice or other necessary assistance regarding the measures taken by 

local public bodies under the preceding paragraph. 
  
(Report on Discovery of Remains, Order for Suspension, etc.)  
Article 96  When the owner or the possessor/occupant of the land has discovered what is recognizable as a 

shell mound, dwelling site, ancient tomb and other remains through chance discoveries of unearthed 
articles, excepting the case of discovery on the occasion of investigation carried out under the 
provisions of Article 92 paragraph 1, he/she shall, without altering the existing state of such remains, 
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report the fact without delay to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs in writing, stating 
the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance. In cases where it is necessary to take emergency measures 
for the prevention of disaster, however, he/she may alter the existing state of such remains within the 
normal limits of emergency measures.  
2.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs receives a report under the preceding 

paragraph and recognizes the reported remains as important, and deems it necessary to conduct an 
investigation for the purpose of their protection, he/she may order the owner or the 
possessor/occupant of the land to suspend or prohibit him/her to perform within a prescribed term 
and area, any act which may lead to the alteration of the existing state of the remains. The term, 
however, shall not exceed three (3) months.  

3.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to issue an order under the 
preceding paragraph, he/she shall in advance hear the opinions of the local public body concerned.  

4.  Orders under paragraph 2 shall be issued within one (1) month of the day a report was made under 
paragraph 1.  

5. In cases under paragraph 2, when the investigation is not completed within the term prescribed in 
the same paragraph and needs to be carried on, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs may extend only once the term of investigation in regard to all or part of the area set out in 
the said order. The term of the same order, however, shall not exceed six (6) consecutive months 
including the original term specified under the same paragraph.  

6.  The term under paragraph 2 and the preceding paragraph shall be so calculated as to cover the 
period of time starting from the day on which the report under paragraph 1 is received until and 
including the day on which the order under paragraph 2 is issued. 

7.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, even when a report under paragraph 1 
has not been received, take measures as provided for in paragraphs 2 and 5.  

8.  Upon receipt of a report under paragraph 1, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
may, excepting cases where he/she has taken measures under paragraph 2, give instructions 
necessary for the protection of the said remains. Except for cases where he/she has taken measures 
under paragraph 2 in accordance with the provision of the preceding paragraph, the same shall 
apply to cases where he/she has not received the report under paragraph 1.  

9.  The State shall indemnify any person or persons who have suffered a loss owing to orders issued 
under paragraph 2, for the ordinary damage incidental thereto.  

10.  To cases falling under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 
inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis.  

 
(Special Provisions regarding Discovery of Remains by National Government and other Organs)  
Article 97  When National Government and other organs have made a discovery as provided for in 

paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, the provisions of the same Article shall not apply, but, excepting 
cases where they have made a discovery on the occasion of investigation conducted under the 
provisions of Article 92 paragraph 1 or Article 99 paragraph 1, they shall, without altering the existing 
state of the remains, inform the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs to that effect without 
delay. In cases where necessary emergency measures are taken for preventing disasters, however, the 
existing state of the remains may be altered within the limits of such emergency measures.   
2. When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has received information under the 

preceding paragraph, if he/she recognizes the reported remains as important and if he/she deems it 
necessary to investigate them for the purpose of their protection, he/she may notify the said State 
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organs, to the effect that they should apply to him/her for consultation regarding their investigation, 
preservation, and so on, of the remains.  

3. The State organs, which have received a notice under the preceding paragraph shall consult with 
the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs.  

4. In cases where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs has received information 
under paragraph 1, excepting cases falling under the preceding two paragraphs, he/she may give 
necessary advice for the protection of the said remains.  

5. To cases falling under the preceding four paragraphs, the provisions of Article 94 paragraph 5 shall 
apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
(Excavations Conducted by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs)  
Article 98  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may undertake the excavation of any land 

to investigate Buried Cultural Properties for which investigation by the State is deemed necessary due 
to the exceptionally high value of said properties from the point of view of history or science, and the 
technical difficulty involved in the excavation.  
2.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to undertake excavation in 

accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph, he/she shall in advance issue to the 
owner and the possessor/occupant by title of the land a writ stating the purpose and the method of 
excavation, the starting date, and other necessary matters.  

3. To cases falling under paragraph 1, the provisions of Article 39 (including the provision of Article 
32-2 paragraph 5 applying mutatis mutandis under paragraph 3 of the same Article) and Article 41 
shall apply mutatis mutandis.  

 
(Excavations Conducted by Local public bodies) 
Article 99  When local public bodies deem it necessary to investigate Buried Cultural Properties, they may 

undertake to excavate the land considered to contain Buried Cultural Properties, excepting cases where 
the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs undertakes to excavate in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article,.  
2.  In cases where local public bodies intend to undertake excavation in accordance with the 

provisions of the preceding paragraph, if the land where it is to be undertaken belongs to the 
national government or to a government organ, the Board of Education responsible shall consult in 
advance the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned or any other government organ with respect 
to the purpose, method and date of commencement of the excavation, and any other matters 
deemed necessary.  

3.  The local public bodies may ask for the cooperation of those carrying out the excavation in 
accordance with paragraph 1.  

4.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give the local public bodies necessary 
guidance and advice concerning the excavation carried out under paragraph 1.  

5.  The State may grant the local public body a subsidy to cover part of the expenses required for the 
excavation carried out under paragraph 1.  

 
(Return or Notification) 
Article 100  When any cultural property has been discovered by an excavation carried out in accordance 

with Article 98 paragraph 1, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall return the said 
property to its owner if the owner is known, but in case the owner is not traceable it shall suffice for 
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the Commissioner to notify the chief of the police station of the discovery, irrespective of the 
provisions of Article 1 paragraph 1 of the Lost Property Law (Law No. 87 of 1899) applying mutatis 
mutandis under Article 13 of the same Law.  
2. When a Board of Education of a Prefecture, or of a designated city as defined in Article 252-19 

paragraph 1 of the Local Autonomy Law (Law No. 67 of 1947) or of a core city as defined in 
Article 252-22 paragraph 1 of the same Law (designated cities and core cities are hereinafter 
referred to as “designated cities, etc.”) discovers a cultural property as a result of an excavation 
performed in accordance with paragraph 1 of the preceding article, the provisions of the previous 
paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis to the said Board of Education. 

3. The chief of the police station shall, upon receiving the notice referred to in paragraph 1 (including 
cases in the preceding paragraph to which it applies mutatis mutandis), issue promptly a public 
notice with regard to said cultural property in accordance with the provisions of Article 1 paragraph 
2 of the Lost Property Law, which applies mutatis mutandis in Article 13 of the same Law.  

 
(Submission)  
Article 101  When an unearthed object is presented as such to the chief of the police station in accordance 

with the provision of Article 1 paragraph 1 of the Lost Property Law applying mutatis mutandis under 
Article 13 of the same Law is recognizable as a cultural property, the said object shall be submitted to 
the Board of Education of the prefecture with jurisdiction over the land where the said object was 
discovered (When the said land falls within the boundaries of a designated city, etc., the Board of 
Education of the said designated city, etc. (the same shall apply in the following article)) without delay 
by the chief of the police station.  However, this shall not apply where the owner thereof has been 
traced. 

 
(Assessment) 
Article 102  When an object has been presented to the Board of Education of a prefecture in accordance 

with the provisions of the preceding Article, the said Prefectural Board of Education shall judge 
whether the object is really a cultural property or not. 

2. The Board of Education of the Prefecture shall, upon finding the said object to be a cultural property, 
notify the chief of the police station or, if the object is not recognized as a cultural property, the Board 
shall send it back to the chief of the police station. 

 
(Delivery)  
Article 103  When the owner of a cultural property as described in Article 100 paragraph 1 or paragraph 2 

of the same Article, or a cultural property as described in paragraph 2 of the preceding Article has 
asked the chief of the police station to return the cultural property to himself/herself, the Commissioner 
of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, or the Board of Education of the Prefecture or of the designated city, 
etc., shall deliver the object to the chief of the police station concerned.   

 
(Reversion to National Treasury and Compensation) 
Article 104  In cases where the owner of a cultural property as described in Article 100 paragraph 1 or of a 

cultural property as described in Article 102 paragraph 2 (only objects discovered as a result of 
excavations carried out by State institutions, or National Museums (independent administrative 
institutions) or National Research Institutes for Cultural Properties (independent administrative 
institutions), for the study of Buried Cultural Property) is not traceable, the ownership thereof shall 
revert to the National Treasury. In this case the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall 
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so inform the owner of the land where the said cultural property was found and shall pay the owner of 
the land compensation corresponding to one half of the value of the object.  
2. To cases falling under the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 

inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
3.  To cases falling under the preceding two paragraphs the provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 

inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
 
(Reversion to a Prefecture and Compensation) 
Article 105  In cases where the owner of a cultural property as described in Article 100 paragraph 2 or of a 

cultural property as described in Article 102 paragraph 2 (excluding objects mentioned in paragraph 1 
of the preceding Article) is not traceable, the ownership thereof shall revert to the Prefecture with 
jurisdiction over the land where the said object was found. In such cases, the Board of Education of the 
said Prefecture shall so inform the finder of the said cultural property and the owner of the land where 
the said cultural property was found and shall pay them compensation corresponding to the value of the 
object.  
2. When the finder and the landowner mentioned in the preceding paragraph differ, half of the 

compensation mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be paid to each.  
3. The amount of the compensation mentioned in paragraph 1 shall be determined by the Board of 

Education of the said Prefecture. 
4. Article 41 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis with regard to the amount of compensation 

called for by the preceding paragraph. 
5. The prefecture shall be the defendant in any complaint based on the provisions of Article 41 

paragraph 3, which apply mutatis mutandis in the preceding paragraph. 
 

(Transfer)  
Article 106  The Government may, unless it is necessary for the State to retain for itself the cultural 

property reverted to the National Treasury for the purpose of its preservation or in view of its utility in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 104 paragraph 1, transfer the said property to the owner of 
the land where it was found, within the limits of the value corresponding to the amount of the 
compensation to be received by the said person in accordance with the provisions of the same Article. 
2. In the case mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the amount of money corresponding to the 

value of the transferred cultural property shall be deducted from the amount of the compensation 
provided for in Article 104. 

3. The Government may, unless it is necessary for the State to retain for itself the cultural property 
reverted to the National Treasury for the purpose of its preservation or in view of its utility in 
accordance with Article 104 paragraph 1, transfer the said property without consideration, or to 
assign it at a price lower than the current price, to a National Museum (independent administrative 
corporation) or National Research Institute for Cultural Properties (independent administrative 
corporation) or to the local authority which has jurisdiction over the land where the said cultural 
property was found, if an application is filed. 

 
Article 107  The Board of Education of a Prefecture may, unless it is necessary for the said Prefecture to 

retain for itself the cultural property reverted to the said Prefecture in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 105 paragraph 1 for the purpose of its preservation or in view of its utility, transfer the said 
property to the finder or the owner of the land where it was found, within the limits of the value 
corresponding to the amount of the compensation to be received by the said person in accordance with 
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the provisions of the same Article. 
2. In the cases mentioned in the preceding paragraph, an amount of money corresponding to the 

value of the transferred cultural property shall be deducted from the amount of the compensation 
provided for in Article 105. 

 
 (Application of the Lost Property Law)  
Article 108  Unless otherwise provided for by this Law, the provisions of Article 13 of the Lost Property 

Law shall apply to Buried Cultural Properties. 
 
 

CHAPTER VII  Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments 
 

 (Designation) 
Article 109  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may designate important 

monuments as historic sites, places of scenic beauty, or natural monuments (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as "Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments").   
2.  Of the Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments designated as such in 

accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology may designated those which are particularly important as special 
historic sites, special places of scenic beauty, or special natural monuments (hereinafter 
collectively referred to as "Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monuments").  

3.  Designation under the preceding two paragraphs shall be made by an announcement in the Official 
Gazette and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the owner and the possessor or occupant by 
title of the Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned or 
of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned.  

4. In case there are too many persons to be given the notice individually in accordance with the 
provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology may, in place of the notice provided for in the same paragraph, put up a notice of the 
matters to be communicated to them on the notice board of the public office or of any similar 
establishment of the city (including special wards (the same shall apply hereinafter)), town, or 
village where the Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument 
concerned or the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned is 
located.  In this case the notice mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be deemed as having 
reached the addressees thereof when two weeks have elapsed from the day on which the notice 
was first exhibited. 

5.  Designation under the provisions of paragraph 1 or paragraph 2 shall come into effect as of the day 
of announcement in the Official Gazette under the provisions of paragraph 3. However, for the 
owner or the possessor or occupant by title of the Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monument concerned or of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monument concerned, it shall come into effect as of the time when the notice under the 
provisions of paragraph 3 has reached him/her or when it is deemed to have reached him/her in 
accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph.  

6.   The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall, in designating a 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, consult the Minister of the 
Environment, if the natural monument to be covered by the designation possesses a high value 
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from the point of view of the protection of the natural environment. 
 
(Provisional Designation)  
Article 110  Prior to designation under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, if the Board 

of Education of the Prefecture deems it urgently necessary, it may make provisional designation of the 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument.  
2.  When the Board of Education of a Prefecture has made provisional designation under the 

provisions of the preceding paragraph, it shall report the fact to the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology without delay  

3.  To provisional designation under the provisions of paragraph 1 the provisions of paragraphs 3 to 5 
inclusive of the preceding Article shall apply mutatis mutandis.   

 
(Respect for Ownership, and Coordination with Other Public Interest)  
Article 111  In making a designation under the provisions of Article 109 paragraph 1 or paragraph 2 or in 

making a provisional designation under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or the Board of Education of 
Prefecture shall respect in particular the ownership, the mining rights and other property rights of the 
parties concerned, and at the same time take into account coordination with land development and 
other kinds of public interests. 
2. The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may, if it is deemed necessary 

for the protection and improvement of the natural environment associated with the place of scenic 
beauty or natural monument, express his/her opinions to the Minister of the Environment.  When 
the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs expresses his/her opinion in such cases, 
he/she shall do so through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology  

3. If the Minister of the Environment deems it necessary, from the perspective of protecting the 
natural environment, to express his/her opinion regarding the preservation or use of a place of 
scenic beauty or a natural monument, he/she may do so to the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology, or to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, 
through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

 
(Annulment of Designation)  
Article 112  When a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or a Historic 

Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument has lost its value as such or when there is any 
other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or the Board 
of Education of the Prefecture may annul the designation or the provisional designation thereof.  
2.  When such a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument as was provisionally 

designated under the provisions of Article 110 paragraph 1, receives designation under Article 109 
paragraph 1, or when no designation under the same provision has been made of the same 
property within two years from the day of provisional designation, the said provisional 
designation shall become null and void.  

3.  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may annul any provisional 
designation made under the provisions of Article 110 paragraph 1, if he/she deems such 
designation inappropriate.  

4.  The provisions of Article 109 paragraphs 3 to 5 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to the 
annulment of the designation or the provisional designation to be made under the provisions of 
paragraph 1 or of the preceding paragraph.  
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(Custody and Restoration by Custodial Body)  
Article 113  In cases where the owner of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 

Monument does not exist or is not traceable, or where the custody thereof by its owner or by the person 
appointed in accordance with the provisions of Article 119 paragraph 2 to be responsible for its 
custody is clearly recognized to be inappropriate or difficult, the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs may appoint a suitable local public body or any other suitable juridical person and 
charge it with the custody and restoration necessary for the preservation of the Historic Site, Place of 
Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned (including the custody and restoration of such 
facilities, equipment and other matters under the ownership or under the custody of the owner of the 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned as are necessary for the 
preservation thereof). 
2． In order to make an appointment under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall obtain in advance the consent of the local 
public body or any other juridical person to be appointed as such. 

3.  Appointments under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall be made by an announcement in the 
Official Gazette, and also by the issuance of a notice thereof to the owner and the 
possessor/occupant by title of the historic site, place of scenic beauty and/or natural monument 
concerned, as well as to the local public body or other juridical person to be appointed. 

4.  To appointments under the provisions of paragraph 1 the provisions of Article 109 paragraphs 4 
and 5 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
Article 114  In cases where the reasons referred to in paragraph 1 of the preceding Article have become 

extinct or where there is any other special reason, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
may annul the appointment of the custodial body. 
2.  To annulment under the provisions of the preceding paragraph the provisions of paragraph 3 of the 

preceding Article and Article 109 paragraphs 4 and 5 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 

Article 115  The local public body or any other juridical person appointed under the provisions of Article 
113 paragraph 1 (hereinafter in this Chapter and Chapter 12 referred to as the "custodial body'') shall in 
accordance with the standards established by MEXT ordinance set up signs, explanation boards, border 
markers, fences and other facilities necessary for the custody of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned. 
2.  When, in regard to the land within the designated area of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 

and/or Natural Monument, there has been any change in the name of the town, lot number, 
category or acreage, the custodial body concerned shall report it to the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs in accordance with what may be provided for by MEXT ordinance. 

3.  In cases where the custodial body undertakes restoration, it shall in advance hear the opinions of 
the owner (excluding cases where the owner is not traceable) and the possessor/occupant of the 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument concerned with regard to the 
method and the time of the restoration. 

4.  The owner or the possessor/occupant of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monument shall not, without justifiable reasons, refuse, interfere with or evade the acts of custody 
or restoration, or the measures necessary for the execution of such acts, undertaken by the 
custodial body. 
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Article 116  The expenses required for the custody and the restoration undertaken by the custodial body 
shall be borne by the same body, unless otherwise provided for by this Law. 
2.  Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, part of the expenses required for the 

custody or the restoration may be borne by the owner, in accordance with what may be agreed 
upon between the custodial body and the owner, within the limits of the material profit which the 
latter will enjoy as a result of the custody or the restoration conducted by the former. 

3.  The custodial body may collect admission-fees from the visitors to the Historic Site, Place of 
Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument under its custody. 

 
Article 117  As for the person or persons who have suffered a loss owing to the act of custody or restoration 

performed by the custodial body, the body concerned shall indemnify them for ordinary damage 
incidental thereto. 
2.  The amount of the indemnity under the preceding paragraph shall be determined by the custodial 

body (or, when the custodial body is a local public body, the Board of Education of the same 
body). 

3.  As regards the amount of the indemnity under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the 
provisions of Article 41 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

4.  In cases of litigation under the provision of Article 41 paragraph 3 applying mutatis mutandis in 
the preceding paragraph, the custodial body shall be the defendant. 

 
Article 118  To the following cases, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis respectively: to 

custody undertaken by the custodial body, the provisions of Article 30, Article 31 paragraph 1 and 
Article 33; to custody and restoration undertaken by the custodial body, the provisions of Articles 35 
and 47; and to cases where a custodial body has been appointed, or where such appointment has been 
annulled, the provisions of Article 56 paragraph 3. 

 
(Custody and Restoration by Owner) 
Article 119  Excepting cases where a custodial body has been appointed, the owner of the Historic Site, 

Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument shall be responsible for the custody and the 
restoration thereof. 
2.  The owner who undertakes the custody of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 

Monument under the provisions of the preceding paragraph may, if there is any special reason, 
appoint an appropriate person to be responsible on his/her behalf for the custody of the same 
property (hereinafter in this Chapter and Chapter 12 referred to as the ''custodian''). In this case the 
provisions of Article 31 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
Article 120  To the following cases, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis, respectively: to 

custody by the owner, the provisions of Article 30, Article 31 paragraph 1, Article 32, Article 33 and 
Article 115 paragraphs 1 and 2 (for Article 115 paragraph 2 does not apply to cases where a custodial 
body has been appointed); to custody and restoration by the owner, the provisions of Article 35 and 47; 
to succession to rights and obligations upon change of owner, the provisions of Article 56 paragraph 1; 
and to custody by the custodian, the provisions of Article 30, Article 31 paragraph 1, Article 32 
paragraph 3, Article 33, Article 47 paragraph 4 and Article 115 paragraph 2. 

 
(Order or Advice Regarding Custody) 
Article 121  In cases where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs concludes that a Historic 
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Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is in danger of destruction, damage, 
deterioration or theft because of its inappropriate custody, he/she may order or advise the custodial 
body, the owner or the custodian thereof, with respect to the improvement of the method of custody, 
provision of facilities for preservation and any other measures necessary for its custody. 

  2.  To cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 36 paragraphs 2 and 3 shall apply 
mutatis mutandis. 

 
(Order or Advice on Restoration) 
Article 122  In cases where a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is 

damaged or deteriorating, and the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary 
for its preservation, he/she may give any necessary order or advice about its restoration to the custodial 
body or the owner thereof. 
2.  In cases where a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, other than the 

Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, is damaged or 
deteriorating, and the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for its 
preservation, he/she may give any necessary advice about its restoration to the custodial body or to 
the owner thereof. 

3.  The provisions of Article 37 paragraphs 3 and 4 shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases falling under 
the preceding two paragraphs. 

 
(Restoration of Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments conducted by the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs) 
Article 123  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may execute the restoration of a Special 

Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or take preventive measures against 
its destruction, damage, deterioration or theft, in any of the following cases: 

 (1)  Where the custodial body, owner or custodian does not comply with the orders given in 
accordance with the provisions of the preceding two Articles; 
(2)  Where any Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is damaged 
or deteriorating, or in danger of destruction, damage, deterioration or theft, and where it is deemed 
inappropriate to have the custodial body, the owner or the custodian thereof execute its restoration or 
take preventive measures against its destruction, damage, deterioration or theft. 
2.  The provisions of Article 38 paragraph 2 and Articles 39 to 41 inclusive shall apply mutatis 

mutandis to cases falling under the preceding paragraph. 
 
(Reimbursement in the case of Assignment of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monuments for which Subsidies were granted) 
Article 124  With respect to any Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument for which 

a subsidy has been granted by the State for its restoration or for the conduct of preventive measures 
against its destruction, damage, deterioration or theft in accordance with the provisions of Article 35 
paragraph 1 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 118 and Article 120, or for which whole or part of 
the expenses required for such action have been defrayed by the State in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 36 paragraph 2 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 121 paragraph 2, in 
accordance with Article 37 paragraph 3 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 122 paragraph 3, or in 
accordance with Article 40 paragraph 1 applying mutatis mutandis under paragraph 2 of the preceding 
Article, the provisions of Article 42 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
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(Restrictions on Alteration of the Existing State and Orders for Return to Original State) 
Article 125  In case any person intends to perform an act altering the existing state of a Historic Site, Place 

of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument or an act affecting the preservation thereof, he/she must 
obtain the permission of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs; however, this shall not 
apply to cases where the act of altering the existing state is merely a maintenance measure or 
emergency measure taken in the event of disaster, or to cases where the effects of the act on 
preservation are negligible. 
2.  The extent of measures for maintaining the existing state mentioned in the proviso to the preceding 

paragraph shall be stipulated by MEXT ordinance. 
3.  The provisions of Article 43 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the issuance of 

permission provided for in paragraph 1, and that of Article 43 paragraph 4 to the person who has 
obtained such permission.  

4.  The provisions of Article 111 paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to dispositions to be made 
under the provisions of paragraph 1. 

5.  The State shall indemnify any person who has suffered a loss owing to the fact that he/she failed to 
receive permission under paragraph 1 or that the permission was given with conditions attached 
under Article 43 paragraph 3 applying mutatis mutandis under paragraph 3, for ordinary damage 
incidental thereto. 

6.  The provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases 
under the preceding paragraph. 

7.  In cases where any person has performed an act altering the existing state or affecting the 
preservation of a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument without obtaining 
permission under the provision of paragraph 1 or without complying with the conditions of the 
permission given under Article 43 paragraph 3 applying mutatis mutandis under paragraph 3, the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may order him/her to return it to its original state. 
In this case the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary instructions in 
connection with the return of the property to its original state. 

 
(Notice by the Administrative Agency Concerned) 
Article 126  In cases concerning acts for which permission should be obtained under the provision of 

paragraph 1 of the preceding Article, and the conduct of which is subjected to permission, authorization 
or other disposition prescribed by cabinet order under the provisions of other laws or orders, the 
administrative agency which has the competence for such dispositions under the said other laws or 
orders, or the person to whom the said competence has been delegated, shall in making the disposition 
give notice to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs (or to the Board of Education of the 
Prefecture or the city when Article 184 paragraph 1 provides that the Board of Education of the 
Prefecture or the city will exercise the competence for permission provided under the provision of 
paragraph 1 of the preceding Article) in accordance with what may be provided by cabinet order. 

 
(Report on Restoration) 
Article 127  In cases where a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is to be 

restored, the custodial body or the owner thereof shall report to the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of commencement of such work, in 
accordance with what may be prescribed by MEXT ordinance; this shall not apply, however, to the 
cases where the permission must be obtained in accordance with the provisions of Article 125 
paragraph 1 and to those other cases prescribed by MEXT ordinance.  
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2. In case the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it necessary for the protection of 
the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, he/she may give technical 
guidance and advice with regard to the restoration of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monument reported in accordance with the preceding paragraph. 
 

(Integrity of Surroundings) 
Article 128  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, if he/she deems it necessary for 

ensuring the preservation of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, 
restrict or prohibit certain kinds of act within a prescribed area or may order the provision of necessary 
facilities in such area.  
2.  The State shall indemnify any persons, who have suffered a loss owing to the disposition 

mentioned in the preceding paragraph, for ordinary damage incidental thereto. 
3.  To the following cases, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis respectively: to any 

person who has disobeyed the restrictions or prohibitions provided for in paragraph 1, the 
provisions of Article 125 paragraph 7; and to cases under the preceding paragraph, the provisions 
of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive. 

 
(Subsidy for Purchase by Custodial body) 
Article 129  In case a local public body or other juridical person that is a custodial body deems it 

particularly necessary to purchase the land or buildings or other fixtures to land connected to the 
designation as Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, for the purpose of 
ensuring the preservation of such designated property under its custody, the State may grant a subsidy 
to cover part of the expenses required for the purchase.  
2.  To cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of Article 35 paragraphs 2 and 3 and Article 

42 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
 

(Investigation for the Purpose of Preservation) 
Article 130  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it necessary, 

ask the custodial body, the owner or the custodian to file reports on the Historic Site, Place of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, regarding its existing state, custody, restoration, or preservation of 
the integrity of its surroundings. 

 
Article 131  In any of the following cases, when the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs is 

unable to confirm the condition of a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument in 
spite of all the information given in the report filed under the preceding Article, and when there appears 
to be no alternative way for the confirmation thereof, he/she may appoint a person or persons to 
conduct an investigation, and have them enter the land where the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monument to be investigated is located, or the adjoining area, and carry out an on-site 
investigation as to its existing state, custody, restoration or preservation of the integrity of its 
surroundings, as well as excavation, removal of obstacles or any other measures necessary for the 
purpose of such investigation; however, he/she shall not have the said person or persons to take such 
steps as may result in considerable damage to the owner or the possessor/occupant of such land or to 
any other interested parties: 
(1)  Where application has been filed for approval of alteration of the existing state, or approval of 
actions affecting the preservation of a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument; 
(2)  Where a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is damaged or 
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deteriorating; 
(3)  Where a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is in danger of 
destruction, damage, deterioration or theft; 
(4)  Where special circumstances necessitate the re-investigation of the value of a property considered 
as a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument or of a Historic Site, 
Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument. 
2.  The State shall indemnify the person or persons who have suffered a loss owing to the 

investigation or measures carried out in accordance with the provisions of the preceding, 
paragraph, for ordinary damage incidental thereto. 

3.  The provisions of Article 55 paragraph 2 shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases where investigation 
is conducted by entering the land in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1; and the 
provisions of Article 41 paragraphs 2 to 4 inclusive shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases under 
the preceding paragraph. 

 
(Registered Monuments) 
Article 132  The Minister of Education, Culture Science, Sports, and Technology may register on the 

Original Registry of Cultural Properties those monuments (excepting items designated by local public 
bodies according to the provisions of Article 182, paragraph 2) other than Historic Sites, Places of 
Scenic Beauty, and Natural Monuments (including items provisionally designated by prefectural 
Boards of Education according to the provisions of Article 110, paragraph 1) for which, considering 
their value, measures for preservation and utilization are particularly necessary. 

(3) To registration made according to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the provisions of 
Article 57, paragraph 2 and paragraph 3, Article 109 paragraph 3 to paragraph 5, and Article 111, 
paragraph 1, shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
Article 133  To monuments registered according to the provisions of the preceding paragraph (hereinafter 

“Registered Monuments”), the provisions of Article 59, paragraph 1 to paragraph 5, Article 64, Article 
68, Article 111 paragraph 2 and paragraph 3, and Article 113 to Article 120 shall apply mutatis 
mutandis. In these cases, the wording “when…designated as Important Cultural Properties according 
to the provisions of Article 27, paragraph 1” in Article 59, paragraph 1 shall read “when designated as 
Historical Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, or Natural Monuments, according to the provisions of 
Article 109, paragraph 1 (including provisional designations by prefectural Boards of Education 
according to the provisions of Article 110, paragraph 1)”; in paragraph 4 of the same article, 
“notification shall be issued to the owner” shall read “notification shall be issued to the owner, or the 
possessor or occupant by title. However, in cases where there are numerous persons to be notified, and 
where circumstances are such that individual notification would be difficult, the Minister of Education, 
Culture, Science, Sports and Technology, may post the information contained in the notification in the 
offices of the city, town, or village in which the relevant Registered Monument is located, or on a 
notice board in a corresponding facility. In this case, the notification shall be considered to have 
reached the persons to be notified when two weeks have passed since the first day of posting.”; in 
paragraph 5 of the same article, “to annulment of registration …The provisions of paragraph 2 of the 
previous article shall apply mutatis mutandis” shall read “Annulments shall take effect from the day of 
announcement in the Official Gazette as in the provisions of the previous paragraph. However, for the 
owner, or the possessor or occupant by title, it shall be valid as of the time when notification has been 
made according to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, or is considered to have been made 
according to the provisions of that paragraph”; in Article 113, paragraph 1, “cases…clearly recognized 
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to be inappropriate” shall read “cases reported by regional public bodies to be inappropriate, the 
opinions of the regional public bodies involved shall be heard”; in Article 118 and Article 120, 
“Article 30, and Article 31, paragraph 1” shall read “Article 31, paragraph 1”; “shall apply mutatis 
mutandis” shall read “shall apply mutatis mutandis. In this case, in Article 31, paragraph 1, ‘in 
accordance with this Law as well as MEXT ordinances and instructions of the Commissioner for 
Cultural Affairs issued thereunder’ shall read ‘in accordance with this Law as well as MEXT 
ordinances issued thereunder’”; in Article 118, “the provisions of Article 35 and Article 47, and to 
cases where a custodial body has been appointed, or where such an appointment has been annulled, 
…Article 56 paragraph 3” shall read “Article 47, paragraph 4”; in Article 120, “the provisions of 
Article 35 and Article 47, to the succession to rights and obligations upon change of owner…Article 
56, paragraph 1” shall read “Article 47, paragraph 4”.  

 
Chapter VIII 

Important Cultural Landscapes 
 

(Selection of Important Cultural Landscapes) 
Article 134  Based on a request from a prefecture or municipality the Minister of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science, and Technology may select as Important Cultural Landscapes especially important 
items from among cultural landscapes located within Landscape Planning Areas stipulated under 
Article 8, paragraph 2, item 1, of the Landscape Law (Law No. 110, 2004), or within Landscape 
Districts stipulated under Article 61, paragraph 1, of the same law, established by the relevant 
prefecture or municipality, for the preservation of which necessary measures are taken by the relevant 
prefecture or municipality, according to standards set by MEXT ordinance.  

  (2) To selections made under the provisions of the previous paragraph, the provisions of Article 109, 
paragraph 3 to paragraph 5 apply mutatis mutandis. In this case, in paragraph 3 of the same article, 
“the possessor or occupant by title” shall read “the possessor or occupant by title, or the prefecture or 
municipality who made the request according to the provisions of Article 134, paragraph 1.” 

 
(Annulment of Selection of Important Cultural Landscapes)  
Article 135  Where an Important Cultural Landscape has lost its value, or where there are other special 

circumstances, the Minister of Education, Culture, Science, Sports and Technology may annul the 
selection.  

  (2) To cases under the preceding paragraphs, the provisions of paragraph 2 of the preceding article 
apply mutatis mutandis.  

 
(Destruction or Damage) 
 
Article 136  When an Important Cultural Landscape has been partially or completely destroyed or damaged, 

the owner, or occupant or possessor by title (hereinafter in this chapter “owner, etc.”) must report in 
writing all the details stipulated by MEXT ordinance no later than 10 days after becoming aware of 
the fact. However, this shall not apply to cases stipulated by MEXT ordinance as clearly posing no 
obstacle to the preservation of the Important Cultural Landscape. 

 
(Recommendations or Orders regarding Custody) 
Article 137  In cases where an Important Cultural Landscape is deemed to be at risk of destruction or 

damage due to inappropriate custody, the Commissioner for Cultural Affairs may recommend that the 
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owner, etc. make improvements in custody, or take other measures necessary for custody. 
  (2) In the case that an owner, etc. who received advice under the provisions of the previous paragraph, 

neglected, without justification, to take the recommended measures, the Commissioner for Cultural 
Affairs may, where it is deemed especially necessary, order the owner etc. in question, to take the 
recommended measures.  

  (3) When the Commissioner for Cultural Affairs makes a recommendation according to the provisions 
of paragraph 1, or issues an order according to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, he or she 
must first hear the opinion of the prefecture or municipality that made the request under the provisions 
of Article 134, paragraph 1, concerning the Important Cultural Landscape in question. 

  (4) To paragraph 1 and paragraph 2, the provisions of Article 36, paragraph 2 and paragraph 3 apply 
mutatis mutandis.   

 
(Reimbursement in the case of Assignment of Important Cultural Landscapes for which costs have been 
incurred) 
Article 138  To those Important Cultural Landscapes for which the country has incurred costs related to 

measures to prevent destruction or damage under the provisions of the preceding Article, paragraph 4, 
to which the provisions of Article 36, paragraph 2, apply mutatis mutandis, the provisions of Article 
42 apply mutatis mutandis. 

 
(Notification, etc., of Alteration to Existing State, etc.) 
Article 139  Any person who intends to take action such as to alter the existing state, or affect the 

preservation of an Important Cultural Landscape must notify the Commissioner for Cultural Affairs, in 
accordance with the stipulations of MEXT ordinance, no later than 30 days prior to taking the action 
altering the existing state or affecting the preservation. However, this does not apply to cases where the 
alteration is merely a maintenance measure, or emergency measure taken in the event of disaster, or in 
the case of measures taken based on orders under the provisions of other legal ordinances specifying an 
alteration of state, or where the effect of the action on preservation is negligible. 
2.  The extent of measures for maintaining the existing state mentioned in the proviso to the 

preceding paragraph shall be stipulated by MEXT ordinance. 
3. When recognized as necessary for the protection of Important Cultural Landscapes, the 

Commissioner for Cultural Affairs may give direction, advice, or recommendations as necessary 
concerning actions altering the state of or affecting the preservation of Important Cultural 
Landscapes as reported under paragraph 1. 

 
(Report on Existing State, etc.) 
Article 140  When deemed necessary, the Commissioner for Cultural Affairs may demand from the owner, 

etc., a report on the existing state, custody, or state of restoration of an Important Cultural Landscape. 
 
(Balance with Other Public Interests) 
Article 141  When making selections according to the provisions of Article 134, paragraph 1, the Minister 

of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology shall respect in particular the ownership rights, 
mining rights, and other property rights of those involved; in addition, the balance with other public 
interests, including land development, along with regional industries such as agriculture, forestry, and 
fishing, must be taken into account. 
2.  When making recommendations according to the provisions of Article 137, paragraph 1, orders 

under the provisions of paragraph 2 of the same article, or recommendations according to the 
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provisions of Article 139, paragraph 3, the Commissioner for Cultural Affairs shall first, taking 
into account the special features of the Important Cultural Landscape, and aiming at a balance 
with other public interests including land development as well as local industries, such as 
agriculture, forestry, and fishing, hold discussions with the heads of relevant ministries and 
agencies as stipulated by government ordinance. 

3. The government may provide subsidies to cover part of the cost of measures taken by prefectures 
or municipalities for the custody, repair, landscaping or restoration of items deemed particularly 
necessary for the preservation of Important Cultural Landscapes.   

 
 
 

CHAPTER IX  Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings 
 
(Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings) 
Article 142  The term "Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings'' in this Chapter shall mean 

the districts determined by cities, towns or villages in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 or 
2 of the following Article, for the purpose of preserving groups of historic buildings and the 
surroundings which, in combination with such buildings, form part of their value. 

 
(Determination and Protection of Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings) 
Article 143  Municipalities may establish Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings in their 

city plans within the city planning areas or quasi-city planning areas designated under the provisions of 
Article 5 or Article 5-2 of the City Planning Law (Law No. 100 of 1968). In such cases the 
municipalities may, for the purpose of ensuring the preservation of the said districts, determine by their 
own regulations necessary restrictions on the alteration of the existing State in view of the standards 
prescribed by cabinet order, and determine any other necessary measures for the said preservation. 
2.   The municipalities may in the districts other than the city planning areas or quasi-city planning 

areas under the preceding paragraph, establish Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic 
Buildings in accordance with their own regulations. In this case, the provisions of the latter part of 
the preceding paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

3.   In cases where the governor of a municipality assents to, or offers his/her opinion regarding, the 
city plan in regard to Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings under paragraph 1 in 
accordance with Article 19 paragraph 3 or paragraph 5 of the City Planning Law, he/she shall in 
advance hear the opinions of the Board of Education of the Prefecture concerned. 

4. In cases where the municipalities have established or revoked the establishment of Preservation 
Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings, or have enacted, revised or abolished their own 
regulations, they shall report the fact to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs. 

5. The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs or the Board of Education of the Prefecture 
may give municipalities guidance or advice necessary for the preservation of Preservation Districts 
for Groups of Historic Buildings.  

 
(Classification of Important Preservation Districts for Group of Historic Buildings)  
Article 144  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may, according to the 

application filed by municipalities, classify whole or part of the Preservation Districts for Groups of 
Historic Buildings which possess an especially high value for Japan as Important Preservation Districts 
for Groups of Historic Buildings. 
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2.   Classification under the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be made by an announcement 
in the Official Gazette, and by the issuance of a notice thereof to the municipalities which have 
filed the application. 

 
(Annulment of Selection)  
Article 145  When any Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings has lost its value 

as such, or when there is any other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology may annul the classification thereof  
2.  To the cases under the preceding paragraph the provisions of paragraph 2 of the preceding Article 

shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
 
(Subsidy for Custody） 
Article 146  The State may, for the preservation of Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic 

Buildings, grant a subsidy to cover part of the expenses required for such measures as may be taken by 
municipalities for the custody, repair, landscape enhancement, or restoration of the buildings and 
objects which form part of the surroundings of the site and as such are deemed particularly necessary 
for the preservation of the group of historic buildings within the said district. 

 
CHAPTER X  Protection of Conservation Techniques for Cultural Properties 

 
(Selection of Selected Conservation Techniques) 
Article 147  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may select as Selected 

Conservation Techniques traditional techniques or skills which are indispensable for the conservation 
of cultural properties and which require positive measures for their preservation.  
2.  In making selections under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Minister of Education, 

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall recognize the holder or holders of the Selected 
Conservation Techniques concerned, or their preservation bodies (bodies, including juridical 
persons, whose primary aim is the preservation of such techniques, and which have their 
representatives or directors established by their own statutes; hereinafter the same).  

3.  Recognition relative to particular Selected Conservation Techniques under the provisions of the 
preceding paragraph may apply jointly to holders and preservation bodies.  

4.  To selection under the provisions of paragraph I, and recognition under the provisions of the 
preceding two paragraphs, the provisions of Article 71 paragraphs 3 to 5 inclusive shall apply 
mutatis mutandis. 

 
(Annulment of Selections)  
Article 148  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology may, when it is no longer 

necessary to take positive measures for the preservation of a Selected Conservation Technique or when 
there is any other special reason, annul the selection concerned.  
2. In case a holder is deemed to have become inadequate to maintain such title for mental or physical 

reasons, or in case a preservation body is deemed to have become inadequate to maintain such title 
or when there is any other special reason, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology may annul his/her or its recognition as holder or preservation body. 

3. The provisions of Article 72 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases under the preceding 
two paragraphs.  

4. In cases where recognition under paragraph 2 of the preceding Article has been made only of 
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holders and all of them have died, or in case the recognition under the same paragraph has been 
made only of holding bodies, and all of them have been dissolved (including cases where they 
have ceased to exist; hereinafter the same in this paragraph), or in cases where the said recognition 
covered both the holders and the preservation bodies and all of the holders have died and all of the 
preservation bodies have also been dissolved, the selection as a Selected Conservation Technique 
shall be deemed to have been annulled. In such cases, the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology shall announce the fact in the Official Gazette. 

 
(Change of Name of Holder)  
Article 149  The provisions of Article 73 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the holder and the preservation 

body. In this case, "the representative" in the latter part of the same Article shall read "the 
representative or the custodian."  

 
(Preservation of Selected Conservation Techniques) 
Article 150  When it is deemed necessary to do so for the preservation of Selected Conservation 

Techniques, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may have documentation produced 
of techniques, or take any appropriate measures for what is deemed necessary for the preservation 
thereof, including training of successors in the art.  

 
(Public Display of or Access to Records of Selected Conservation Techniques)  
Article 151  The provisions of Article 88 shall apply mutatis mutandis to owners of records of Selected 

Conservation Techniques.  
 
(Assistance for Preservation of Selected Conservation Techniqueｓ)  
Article 152  The State may give guidance, advice or other assistance which is deemed necessary to the 

holder or preservation body of a designated traditional conservation technique, or to those who are 
considered appropriate for undertaking its preservation, such as local public bodies.  

 
CHAPTER XI Consultation with the Council for Cultural Affairs 

 
(Consultation with the Council for Cultural Affairs)  
Article 153  The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall in advance consult 

the Council for Cultural Affairs with reference to the following matters:  
(1)  Designation of National Treasures or Important Cultural Properties, and annulment of such 
designation;  
(2)  Registration of Registered Tangible Cultural Properties, and annulment of such registrations 
(excluding annulment of registrations under the provisions of Article 59 paragraph 1 and paragraph 2);  
(3)  Designation of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, and annulment of such designations;  
(4)  Recognition of holders or holding bodies of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, and 
annulment of such recognition;  
(5)  Designation of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties or Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties and annulment of such designation;  
(6)  Registration or annulment of registration of registered Tangible Folk-Cultural Properties 
(excluding annulment of registration according to the provisions of Article 59 paragraph 1 and 
paragraph 2 applied mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3.) 
(7)  Designation of Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments, or of 
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Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments, and annulment of such 
designation;  
(8)  Annulment of the provisional designation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monuments;  
(9)  Registration or annulment of registration of Registered Monuments (excluding annulment of 
registration according to the provisions of Article 59 paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 as applied to Article 
133.) 
(10)  Selection or annulment of selection of Important Cultural Landscapes. 
(11)  Classification of Important Preservation districts for groups of historic buildings, and annulment 
of such classification;  
(12)  Selection of Selected Conservation Techniques, and annulment of such selection;  
(13)  Recognition of holders or preservation bodies of Selected Conservation Techniques, and 
annulment of such recognition.  
 
2  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall in advance consult the Council for 
Cultural Affairs with reference to the following matters:  
(1)  Orders concerning the custody of Important Cultural Properties or the repair of National 
Treasures;  
(2)  Execution by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs of the repair of National 
Treasures or of preventive measures against their destruction, damage or theft;  
(3)  Permission for alteration of the existing state or acts affecting the preservation of Important 
Cultural Properties;  
(4)  Restriction or prohibition of acts, or orders for the provision of necessary facilities, as may be 
required for the maintenance of the integrity of surroundings of Important Cultural Properties.  
(5)  Purchase of Important Cultural Properties by the State;  
(6)  Selection of intangible cultural properties other than Important Intangible Cultural Properties, of 
which the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs should prepare documentation, or for the 
documentation of which subsidies should be granted;  
(7)  Orders concerning the custody of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties;  
(8)  Purchase of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties;  
(9)  Selection of intangible folk-cultural properties other than Important Intangible Folk-cultural 
Properties, of which the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs should prepare 
documentation or for the documentation of which subsidies should be granted;  
(10) Extension of the term of orders for suspension or for prohibition of acts altering the existing state 
of remains;  
(11)  Excavation conducted by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs for the purpose 
of investigating Buried Cultural Properties;  
(12)  Orders concerning the custody of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monuments, or concerning the restoration of Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monuments;  
(13)  Execution by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs of restoration or of 
preventive measures against destruction, damage, deterioration or theft of Special Historic Sites, Places 
of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments 
(14)  Permission for alteration of the existing state of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monuments or for acts affecting the preservation thereof;  
(15)  Restriction or prohibition of acts, or orders for provision of necessary facilities, as may be 
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required for the maintenance of the integrity of surroundings of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monuments;  
(16)  Orders to return to their original state Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monuments, to be issued in the cases where any acts for alteration of the existing state or acts affecting 
the preservation thereof have been carried out without permission, or not in compliance with the 
conditions of such permission, or where the restriction or prohibition of acts for maintenance of the 
integrity of their surroundings has been disobeyed; 
(17) Orders concerning the custody of Important Cultural Landscapes 
(18) Proposal for the establishment, or revision or rescission of cabinet orders mentioned in Article 184 
paragraph 1 (limited to matters related to the administrative tasks mentioned in item 2 of the same 
paragraph). 

 
CHAPTER 12 Additional Provisions 

 
Section 1.  Public Hearings and Statements of Disagreement 

 
(Special Cases of Public Hearings)  
Article 154  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs (when, in accordance with 

Article 184 paragraph 1, the Board of Education of a Prefecture or city will perform administrative 
tasks that fall under the purview of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, the Board of 
Education of the said Prefecture or city) (the same applies to the following paragraph and the following 
Article) intends to make dispositions or take measures mentioned in the following items, he/she shall 
hold a public hearing, regardless of the classification of the procedures for the voicing of opinions 
stipulated in Article 13, paragraph 1 of the Administrative Procedures Law (Law No. 88 of 1993). 
(1)  Restrictions, prohibitions or orders to be issued to particular persons under the provisions of 
Article 45 paragraph 1 or Article 128 paragraph l;  
(2)  Orders for discontinuance of public viewing under the provisions of Article 51 paragraph 5 
(including cases where Article 51-2 (including cases where Article 85 applies mutatis mutandis), 
Article 84 paragraph 2 and Article 85 apply mutatis mutandis);  
(3)  Prohibition of or order for discontinuance of excavation under the provisions of Article 92 
paragraph 2;  
(4)  Orders for suspension or for prohibition under Article 96 paragraph 2 for the conduct of 
investigation mentioned in the same paragraph or extension of the term of such order under the 
provisions of paragraph 5 of the same Article;  
(5)  Orders for restoration to the original state according to the provisions of Article 125 paragraph 7 
(including cases where Article 128 paragraph 3 applies mutatis mutandis).  
 
2.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to hold a public hearing under 

the preceding paragraph or a public hearing related to the cancellation of permission under the 
provisions of Article 43 paragraph 4 (including cases where Article 125 paragraph 3 applies 
mutatis mutandis) or those of Article. 53 paragraph 4, he/she shall give notice in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 15 paragraph 1 of the Administrative Procedures Law, and at the same 
time shall make a public announcement concerning the substance of the disposition and the date 
and place of the public hearing, at least ten (10) days in advance.  

 
3.  Deliberations on the date for the public hearing under the preceding paragraph shall be held 
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publicly.  
 
(Hearing of Opinions)  
Article 155  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to make dispositions or 

take measures mentioned in the following items, he/she shall hold a public hearing by requesting the 
attendance of the parties concerned or their proxies:  
(1)  Execution of repairs, restoration or measures under the provisions of Article 38 paragraph 1 or 
Article 123 paragraph 1;  
(2)  Execution of an on-site inspection or measures necessary for inspection under the provisions of 
Article 55 paragraph 1 or Article 131 paragraph 1;  
(3)  Execution of excavation under the provisions of Article 98 paragraph 1. 

   2.  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to hold a public hearing under 
the preceding paragraph, he/she shall notify the parties concerned of the reasons for the disposition 
or measure to be made or taken under the relevant items of the same paragraph, the substance of 
each disposition or measure, and the date and place of the public hearing, at least ten (10) days in 
advance, and at the same time shall make a public announcement of the substance of said 
disposition or measure and of the date and place of the said public hearing.  

   3.  At the public hearing under paragraph 1, the parties concerned or their proxies may express 
opinions or give explanations, and produce evidence, on behalf of themselves or of the principals.  

   4.  If the parties concerned or their proxies fail to attend the public hearing under paragraph 1 without 
a justifiable reason, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may effect the disposition 
or measure mentioned in each of the items of paragraph 1 without holding any public hearing.  

 
(Public Hearing in Case of Procedures for Statements of Disagreement) 
Article 156  Adjudication or decisions (excepting adjudication or decisions that are rejections) on requests 

for investigations, or protest, regarding the dispositions mentioned below, must follow a public hearing, 
requesting the attendance of the person(s) requesting the investigation, the protestant(s) and any 
participants, or any proxies thereof, held within thirty (30) days of receiving a request for investigation 
or a written disagreement. 
(1)  Permission or rejection of demand for permission for the alteration of existing state or for an act 
affecting the preservation thereof under the provisions of Article 43 paragraph 1 or Article 125 
paragraph 1. 
(2)  Appointment of a custodial body under the provisions of Article 113 paragraph 1 (including cases 
where applied to Article 133). 
 
2.  The person holding a public hearing shall notify the person(s) requesting the investigation, the 

protestant(s) and any participants, of the date and place of the public hearing at least ten (10) days 
in advance, while making at the same time a public announcement of the substance of the case and 
of the date and place of the said public hearing.  

 
(Participation)  
Article 157  In addition to the person(s) requesting the investigation or protestant(s), participant(s) and any 

proxies thereof, any interested party to the disposition in question who desires to participate and to 
express his/her opinion on the occasion of the public hearing under paragraph 1 of the preceding 
Article shall make written application for permission to the person holding the said public hearing, 
stating the matters prescribed by MEXT ordinance.  
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(Presentation of Evidence, etc.)  
Article 158  On the occasion of the public hearing held under the provisions of Article 156 paragraph 1, the 

person(s) requesting the investigation, the protestant(s), the participant(s) and the person(s) 
participating in the said public hearing in accordance with the provisions of the preceding Article, or 
the proxies of thereof, must be given the opportunity to present evidence and to express opinions in 
regard to the case concerned. 

 
(Consultation Prior to Final Decision)  
Article 159  Adjudication or decisions (excepting adjudication or decisions that are rejections) on requests 

for investigation, or on protests, involving coordination with the mining or stone-quarrying industry, 
shall be handed down after consulting with the Environmental Disputes Coordination Commission.  

     2.  Heads of respective administrative organs concerned may give their opinions in regard to the 
request for investigation, or the protest.  

 
(Procedures)  
Article 160  Other than those provided for in Article 156 to the preceding article and in the Administrative 

Appeal Law (Law No. 160 of 1962), procedures with respect to a request for investigation, or a protest, 
shall be prescribed by MEXT ordinance. 

 
(Relation between Statement of Disagreement and Lawsuit) 
Article 161  A lawsuit for cancellation of dispositions mentioned in each of the items of Article 156 

paragraph 1 shall not be instituted unless an adjudication or decision is reached as to the request for 
investigation, or the protest, against the disposition in question. 

  
Section 2. Special Provisions regarding the State 

 
(Special Provisions regarding the State) 
Article 162  In applying the provisions of the present Law to the State or State organs, special provisions 

contained in this Section shall have priority.  
 
(Special Provisions regarding the State in Connection with Important Cultural Properties, etc.) 
Article 163  When an Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, Historic Site, 

Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or Important Cultural Landscape is State property 
according to the State Property Law (Law No. 73 of 1948), it shall be subjected to the custody of the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology; however, when any such property is 
administrative property as prescribed in Article 3 paragraph 2 of the same Law under the custody of a 
person other than the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, or when there is 
any special reason to place such a property under the custody of a person other than the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the question of whether the said property should 
be placed under the custody of the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned or under the custody of 
the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology shall be determined in consultation 
with the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the head of the Minister or 
Agency concerned and the Minister of Finance.  

 
Article 164  When the transfer of jurisdiction or administrative control is to be made between accounting 
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units belonging to different jurisdictions respecting an Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Property, Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or Important 
Cultural Landscape, for the purpose of placing the said property under the custody of the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in accordance with the provisions of the preceding 
Article, it shall be so arranged without compensation notwithstanding the provisions of Article 15 of 
the State Property Law.  

 
Article 165  When any tangible cultural property or tangible folk-cultural property belonging to the State 

has been designated as a National Treasure, Important Cultural Property or Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Property, the notice or the certificate of designation to be issued to its owner under the 
provisions of Article 28 paragraph 1or paragraph 3 (including cases where the same provisions apply 
mutatis mutandis to Article 78 paragraph 2) shall be issued to the head of the Ministry or Agency in 
charge of the custody of the tangible cultural property or the tangible folk-cultural property concerned. 
In this case, the head of the Ministry or Agency who has received the certificate of designation of 
National Treasure shall send back to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology without delay the certificate of designation of Important Cultural Property previously 
issued for the same property that has now been designated as a National Treasure. 
2. When the designation of a National Treasure, Important Cultural Property or Important Tangible 

Folk-cultural Property belonging to the State has been annulled, the notice or the certificate of 
designation to be issued to its owner under the provisions of Article 29 paragraph 2 (including 
cases where the same applies mutatis mutandis under Article 79 paragraph 2) or paragraph 5 shall 
be issued to the head of the Ministry or Agency in charge of the custody of such National Treasure, 
Important Cultural Property or Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property. In this case, the head of 
the Ministry or Agency concerned shall send back the certificate of designation to the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology without delay. 

3. When the property owned or possessed by the State has been designated or provisionally 
designated as a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument or as a 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or when such designation or 
provisional designation has been annulled, the notice to be issued to the owner or the possessor 
under the provisions of Article 109 paragraph 3 (including cases where the same applies mutatis 
mutandis under Article 110 paragraph 3 and Article 112 paragraph 4) shall be issued to the head of 
the Ministry or Agency in charge of the custody of such property.  

4. When a property owned or possessed by the State is selected as an Important Cultural Landscape, 
or where such selection is annulled, the notice to be issued to the owner or the possessor under the 
provisions of Article 134, paragraph 2, to which the provisions of Article 109 paragraph 3 apply 
mutatis mutandis (including cases where the same applies mutatis mutandis to Article 135 
paragraph 2) shall be made to the head of the Ministry or Agency having custody of the relevant 
Important Cultural Landscape. 

 
Article 166  The head of the Ministry or Agency in charge of the custody of an Important Cultural Property, 

Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monument, or Important Cultural Landscape, shall manage such property in accordance with this Law, 
and with MEXT Ordinance and the advice of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, 
issued or given thereunder.  

 
Article 167  The head of the Ministry or Agency concerned shall give notice to the Commissioner of the 
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Agency for Cultural Affairs through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology in any of the following cases:  
(1)  Where any Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or Historic 
Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument has been newly acquired;  
(2)  Where there has been the transfer of jurisdiction or of administrative control respecting any 
Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or Historic Site, Place of 
Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument;  
(3)  Where any Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, Historic Site, 
Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or Important Cultural Landscape under the 
jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency concerned has been entirely or partially destroyed, damaged, has 
deteriorated in condition, or has been lost or stolen;  
(4)  Where the location of any Important Cultural Property or Important Tangible Folk-cultural 
Property, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency concerned, is to be changed;  
(5)  Where any Important Cultural Property or Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monument, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency concerned, is to be repaired or restored 
(excluding the case where consent of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs must be 
applied for in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 item (1) of the following Article, or any 
other cases provided for by MEXT ordinance);  
(6)  Where the existing state of any Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or any Important 
Cultural Landscape under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency concerned is to be changed or an 
act affecting the preservation thereof is to be taken, or where such property is to be exported;  
(7)  Where in regard to the land within the designated area of any Historic Site, Place of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monument under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency concerned, there 
has been a change in the name of town, lot number, category or acreage.  
 
2.  In cases where notices are to be filed under the respective items of the preceding paragraph, the 

following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis: the provisions of Article 32 paragraph 1 
(including cases where Article 80 and Article 120 apply mutatis mutandis) when notices are to be 
filed under items (1) and (2) of the preceding paragraph; the provisions of Article 33 (including 
cases where Article 80 and Article 120 apply mutatis mutandis) when notices are to be filed under 
item (3) of the preceding paragraph; the provisions of Article 34 (including cases where Article 80 
applies mutatis mutandis) when notices are to be filed under item (4) of the preceding paragraph; 
the provisions of Article 43-2 paragraph 1 and Article 127 paragraph 1 when notices are to be filed 
under item (5) of the preceding paragraph; the provisions of Article 81 paragraph 1 and Article 139 
paragraph 1, when notices are to be filed under item (6) of the preceding paragraph; and the 
provisions of Article 115 paragraph 2, when notices are to be filed under item (7) of the preceding 
paragraph.  

3.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may give necessary advice on matters 
regarding which notification has been made under paragraph 1 item (5) or (6).  

 
Article 168  The head of the Ministry or Agency concerned shall obtain in advance the consent of the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology, in any of the following cases: 
(1)  Where he/she intends to alter the existing state of the Important Cultural Property or of the 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or to do any act affecting the 
preservation thereof;  
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(2)  Where he/she intends to export any Important Cultural Property, or any Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Property under his/her jurisdiction;  
(3)  Where he/she intends to loan, exchange, sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of an Important 
Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monument under his/her jurisdiction.  
2.  When any of the State organs other than the head of the Ministry or Agency intend to alter the 

existing state of the Important Cultural Property or of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monument, or to do any act affecting the preservation thereof it shall obtain in 
advance the consent of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs.  

3.  In cases coming under paragraph 1 item (1) and the preceding paragraph, the proviso to Article 43 
paragraph 1 and the provisions of paragraph 2 of the same Article, as well as the proviso to Article 
125 paragraph 1 and the provisions of paragraph 2 of the same Article shall apply mutatis 
mutandis. 

4.  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall, in giving consent regarding the steps 
provided for in paragraph 1 item (1) or paragraph 2, give necessary advice thereon as a condition 
to such consent.  

5. The head of the Ministry or Agency concerned or any other State organ shall duly respect the 
advice of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs given under the provisions of the 
preceding paragraph.  

 
Article 169  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it necessary, 

give appropriate advice to the head of the Ministry or Agency through the Minister of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, respecting the following matters:  
(1)  Method of custody of the Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, 
or Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, under his/her jurisdiction;  
(2)  Repair, restoration or preventive measures against destruction, damage, deterioration or theft of 
the Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or Historic Site, Place of 
Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or Important Cultural Landscape under his/her jurisdiction;  
(3)  Provision of facilities necessary for the preservation of the integrity of surroundings of the 
Important Cultural Property or of the Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument;  
(4)  Display or opening to the public of the Important Cultural Property or the Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Property under his/her jurisdiction.  
2.  With respect to the advice under the preceding paragraph, the provisions of paragraph 5 of the 

preceding Article shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
3.  The share of expenses required for the repairs, restoration or measures mentioned in paragraph 1 

item (2), or for the provision of facilities mentioned in item (3) of the same paragraph to be 
undertaken or made on the advice of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs given 
under the same paragraph, shall by decided by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology in consultation with the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned.  

 
Article 170  In any of the cases given in the following items, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 

Affairs may conduct repairs or restoration, or take preventive measures against destruction, damage, 
deterioration or theft, respecting National Treasures or the Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments belonging to the State. If, in this case, however, the cultural 
property in question is under the jurisdiction of the head of the Ministry or Agency, other than the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Commissioner of the Agency for 
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Cultural Affairs shall consult in advance, through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology, the head of the Ministry or Agency responsible for the said property respecting the 
substance of the repairs, restoration or measures, the date of commencement of the work, and other 
necessary matters; and if the said property is under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall 
secure his/her approval, unless otherwise regulated by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology.  
(1)  Where the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned fails to comply with the advice of the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, given in regard to the repairs, restoration or 
measures as provided for in paragraph 1 item (2) of the preceding Article;  
(2)  Where it is not deemed appropriate to have the said repairs or restoration or measures undertaken 
by the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned, in cases where the National Treasure, or the Special 
Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument is damaged or has deteriorated, or 
where there is a fear that such property may be destroyed or damaged, deteriorate, or be stolen.  

 
Article 171  Where the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology deems it necessary 

for the purpose of designating a State property as National Treasure, Important Cultural Property, 
Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monument, or Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, or selecting a 
property as Important Cultural Landscape, or for the purpose of determining the condition of the State 
property designated as such, he/she may demand of the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned a 
report necessary for the investigation, or may, except for cases regarding Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Properties, or Important Cultural Landscapes, appoint a person or persons and have them 
carry out an on-site investigation.  

 
Article 172  Where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it particularly necessary 

for the purpose of preservation of State property designated as an Important Cultural Property, as an 
Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or as a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monument, he/she may appoint an appropriate local public body or any other appropriate juridical 
person and charge it with the custody necessary for the preservation of such cultural property 
(including the maintenance of such facilities, equipment or any other objects in the ownership or 
custody of the State as are needed for the preservation of the said cultural property).  
2.  In making appointments under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Commissioner of the 

Agency for Cultural Affairs shall obtain in advance the consent of the head of the Ministry or 
Agency in charge of the custody of the cultural property concerned, through the Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, as well as that of the local public body or any 
other juridical person to be appointed as such.  

3.  To appointments under the provisions of paragraph 1 the provisions of Article 32-2 paragraphs 3 
and 4 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

4.  Any profit raised from the exercise of custody under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall revert to 
the local public body or any other juridical person concerned.  

5.  In regard to custody undertaken by a local public body or any other juridical person in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraph 1, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis as 
follows: the provisions of Article 30, Article 31 paragraph 1, Article 32-4 paragraph 1, Articles 33, 
34, 35 and 36, Article 47-2 paragraph 3 and Article 54 to the custody of the Important Cultural 
Properties or of the Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties; and those of Article 30, Article 31 
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paragraph 1, Articles 33 and 35, Article 115 paragraphs 1 and 2, Article 116 paragraphs 1 and 3, 
Article 121and Article 130 to the custody of the Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monuments.  

 
Article 173  To the annulment of appointments under the provisions of paragraph 1 of the preceding Article 

the provisions of Article 32-3 shall apply mutatis mutandis.  
 
Article 174  Where the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs deems it particularly necessary 

for the purpose of protection of Important Cultural Properties, Important Tangible Folk-cultural 
Properties, or Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments, he/she may have the 
local public body or any other juridical person appointed to be responsible for custody under the 
provisions of Article 172 paragraph 1 undertake the repair or restoration of the cultural property 
concerned.  
2.  In cases where the local public body or any other juridical person is charged with undertaking the 

repair or restoration under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Article 172 
paragraph 2 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

3.  In regard to the execution of repair or restoration by the local public body or any other juridical 
person under the provisions of paragraph 1, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis 
as specified below: the provisions of Article 32-4 paragraph 1 and Article 35 to the repair or 
restoration of Important Cultural Property or of Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property, and 
those of Article 35, Article 116 paragraph 1 and Article 117 to repair or restoration of a Historic 
Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument.  

 
Article 175  The local public body appointed under the provisions of Article 172 paragraph 1 may use 

without compensation the land or the building which is covered by the designation of the Important 
Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, 
and/or Natural Monument, belonging to the State ownership, within the limits of administrative 
necessity.  
2.  The provisions of Article 22 paragraphs 2 and 3 of the State property Law shall apply mutatis 

mutandis to the case where the land or building may be used under the provisions of the preceding 
paragraph.  

 
Article 176  When the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs intends to carry out an excavation 

under the provisions of Article 98 paragraph 1, if the land where the said excavation is to take place is 
owned by the State or occupied by any organ of the State, he/she shall consult in advance, through the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the head of the Ministry or Agency 
concerned with respect to the purpose, method and date of commencement of the excavation, and any 
other matters deemed necessary; however, if the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned is the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, his/her approval shall be secured.  

 
Article 177  The Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs shall be responsible for custody of  any 

cultural property which has reverted to the National Treasury under the provisions of Article 104 
paragraph 1; however, any object which would be better placed under the custody of any other organ 
for the purpose of preservation or in view of utility shall be transferred to the custody of such more 
appropriate organ. 
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(Special Provisions Regarding the State in Connection with Registered Tangible Cultural Properties)  
Article 178  When tangible cultural properties or tangible folk-cultural properties belonging to the State 

have been registered in accordance with the provisions of Article 57 paragraph 1 or Article 90 
paragraph 1, the notice or the certificate of registration to be issued to the owner under the provisions 
of Article 58 paragraph 1 or 3 (including cases where these provisions apply mutatis mutandis to 
Article 90 paragraph 3) shall be issued to the head of the Ministry or Agency in charge of the custody 
of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property concerned  
2. When the registration of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property or Registered Tangible 

Folk-cultural Property belonging to the State has been annulled under the provisions of Article 59 
paragraph 1 to 3 (including cases where these provisions apply mutatis mutandis to Article 90 
paragraph 3), the notification to be given to its owner under Article 59 paragraph 4 (including 
application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3) shall be made to the head of the Ministry 
or Agency in charge of the custody of the Registered Tangible Cultural Property or Registered 
Tangible Folk-cultural Property concerned. In this case, the head of the Ministry or Agency 
concerned shall send back the certificate of designation to the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology without delay.  

3. When a monument owned or possessed by the State is registered according to the provisions of 
Article 132 paragraph 1, or when such a registration is annulled according to the provisions of 
Article 59 paragraph 1 to paragraph 3 applied mutatis mutandis to Article 133, the notification to 
be issued to the owner or possessor according to the provisions of Article 109 paragraph 3 applied 
mutatis mutandis to Article 132 paragraph 2,or Article 59 paragraph 4 applied mutatis mutandis, 
with changes in wording, to Article 133, shall be issued to the head of the Ministry or Agency in 
charge of the custody of the relevant Registered Monument.  

 
Article 179  The head of the Ministry or Agency concerned shall give notice to the Commissioner of the 

Agency of Cultural Affairs through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology in the following cases:  
(1)  When a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or 
Registered Monument has been acquired;  
(2)  Where there has been a transfer of jurisdiction or of administrative control with respect to any 
Registered Tangible Cultural Property, Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or Registered 
Monument;  
(3)  Where a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or 
Registered Monument under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency has been entirely or partially 
destroyed or damaged, has deteriorated in condition, or been lost or stolen  
(4)  When a Registered Tangible Cultural Property or Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Property 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency is to be relocated; 
(5) Where the existing state of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property is to be altered; 
(6) When a Registered Tangible Cultural Property or Registered Tangible Folk-cultural Property under 

the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency is to be exported; 
(7) For Registered Monuments under the jurisdiction of the Ministry or Agency, when there is to be 

any change in position of the land on which they are located, address, category of land or land 
acreage. 

2.  When any State organ other than the head of a Ministry or Agency intends to alter the existing 
state of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, it must notify the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs.  
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3.  The provisions of Article 32 paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to notifications under 
paragraph 1 items (1) and (2), and likewise the provisions of Article 33 and Article 61 (including 
application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3) to notifications under paragraph 1 item (3), 
and the provisions of Article 62 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3) 
to notifications under paragraph 1 item (4), the provisions of Article 64 paragraph 1 (including 
application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3 and Article 133) to notifications under 
paragraph 1 item 5 and the preceding paragraph, the provisions of Article 65 (including 
applications mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3) to notifications under paragraph 1 item 6, 
and the provisions of Article 115 paragraph 2 to notifications under paragraph 1 item 7.  

4.  The proviso of Article 64 paragraph 1 paragraph 1 and the provisions of paragraph 2 shall apply 
mutatis mutandis to alterations to the existing state under paragraph 1 item (5) and paragraph 2.  

5.  When deemed necessary for the protection of a Registered Tangible Cultural Property, Registered 
Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or Registered Monument, the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs can, through the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 
state his opinion to the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned, or to State organs other than the 
heads of the Ministries and Agencies, concerning alterations to the existing state under paragraph 1 
item (5) and paragraph 2.  

 
Article 180  When it is deemed necessary to confirm the condition of a Registered Tangible Cultural 

Property, registered Folk-Cultural Property, or Registered Monument belonging to the State, the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology can demand of the head of the 
Ministry or Agency concerned a report necessary for that investigation. 

  
Article 181  To Registered Tangible Cultural Properties or registered folk-cultural properties belonging to 

the State, the provisions of Article 60 paragraphs 3 to 5 inclusive, of Article 63 paragraph 2, and of 
Article 67 paragraph 3 shall not apply. 

 2. The provisions of Article 113 through Article 118 applied mutatis mutandis to Article 133, do not 
apply to Registered Monuments belonging to the State. 

 
Section 3. Local Public Bodies and Boards of Education 

 
(Functions of Local Public Bodies)  
Article 182  Local public bodies may grant subsidies for expenses required for preservation and utilization 

of cultural properties, including their custody, repair, restoration and public viewing.  
2.  Any local public body may, in accordance with its own regulations, designate important items of 

cultural properties which are located within its own administrative limits and which are not 
designated by the State as Important Cultural Properties, Important Intangible Cultural Properties, 
Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties, Important Intangible Folk-cultural Properties or 
Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments, and take necessary measures 
for their preservation and utilization.  

3.  In case a local public body has enacted, revised or abolished its own regulations mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph, or in case it has designated cultural properties or annulled such designation, 
its Board of Education shall report the fact to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
in accordance with MEXT ordinance.  

 
(Consideration with Respect to Local Bonds)  
Article 183  With respect to local bonds to be issued by local public bodies as a means of raising necessary 
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funds for carrying out projects aimed at the preservation and utilization of cultural properties, 
appropriate consideration shall be given, within the limits of laws and regulations, and as far as the 
financial situation and the financial conditions of the said local public bodies permit.  

 
(Functions Performed by Prefectural or Municipal Boards of Education) 
Article 184  The following functions belonging to the competencies of the Commissioner of the Agency for 

Cultural Affairs may, with the stipulation of a Cabinet Order, be exercised either in whole or in part by 
a Board of Education of a prefecture or city. 
(1)  Direction and supervision under the provisions of Article 35 paragraph 3 (including cases where 
this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 36 paragraph 3 (including cases where this 
paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83, Article 121 paragraph 2 (including cases where 
the latter paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 172 paragraph 5) and Article 172 paragraph 
5), Article 37 paragraph 4 (including the case where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under 
Article 83 and Article 122 paragraph 3). Article 46-2 paragraph 2, Article 74 paragraph 2, Article 77 
Paragraph 2 (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 91), Article 
83, Article 87 paragraph 2, Article 118, Article 120, Article 129 paragraph 2, Article 172 paragraph 5 
and Article 174 paragraph 3);  
(2)  Permission for alteration of the existing state or for acts affecting preservation, cancellation of 
such permission, and orders for suspension of such alteration or acts, under the provisions of Article 43 
or Article 125 (excluding permission for major alteration of the existing state, or for acts seriously 
affecting preservation, and cancellation of such permission);   
(3) Orders for suspension of public viewing under the provisions of Article 51 paragraph 5 (Article 

51-2 (including cases where this Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 85), Article 84 
paragraph 2 and Article 85;  
(4)  Permission for public viewing, or cancellation, or orders for suspension thereof, under the 
provisions of Article 53 paragraphs 1, 3, and 4;  
(5)   Investigation or execution of measures necessary therefor under the provisions of Article 54 
(including cases where the same Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 86 and Article 172 
paragraph 5), Article 55, Article 130 (including cases where this Article applies mutatis mutandis 
under Article 172 paragraph 5), or Article 131;  
(6)  Acceptance of reports submitted in accordance with Article 92 paragraph 1 (including application 
mutatis mutandis to Article 93 paragraph 1); instructions and orders in accordance with  Article 92, 
paragraph 2; instructions in accordance with Article 93 paragraph 2; acceptance of notifications 
stipulated in Article 94 paragraph 1; notifications stipulated in paragraph 2 of the same article; 
discussions stipulated in paragraph 3 of the same Article; advice stipulated in paragraph 4 of the same 
Article; acceptance of reports stipulated in Article 96 paragraph 1; orders stipulated in paragraphs 2 
and 7 of the same Article; hearing of opinions stipulated in paragraph 3 of the same Article; extensions 
of term stipulated in paragraphs 5 and 7 of the same Article; instructions stipulated in paragraph 8 of 
the same Article; acceptance of notifications stipulated in Article 97 paragraph 1; notifications 
stipulated in paragraph 2 of the same Article; discussions stipulated in paragraph 3 of the same Article; 
and advice stipulated in paragraph 4 of the same Article. 
2.  An appeal under the Administrative Appeal Law shall not be possible in response to investigations, 

or measures necessary for investigations, as stipulated in Article 55 or Article 131, and mentioned 
in paragraph 1 item 5, and performed by a prefectural or municipal Board of Education by virtue of 
the competence delegated to them under the preceding paragraph. 

3.  When a prefectural or municipal Board of Education or city acts by virtue of the competence 
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delegated under paragraph 1 to carry out, among the function given in item 6 of the same paragraph, 
any of the activities stipulated in Article 94 paragraph 1 to paragraph 4 inclusive, or in Article 97 
paragraph 1 to paragraph 4 inclusive, neither the provisions of Article 94 paragraph 5, nor Article 97 
paragraph 5, shall apply. 

4.  When a municipal or prefectural Board of Education, performing the functions named in the 
following list, under the competencies delegated under paragraph 1 (the said functions being limited 
to self-governance functions stipulated in Article 2 paragraph 8 of the Local Autonomy Law) causes 
damages, the prefecture or municipality shall indemnify the party suffering the damages, regardless 
of the stipulations of the said items, for ordinary damage incidental thereto. 
1) Granting of permission to alter an existing state or carry out an act affecting preservation, as 

stipulated in Article 43 or in Article 125, and mentioned in paragraph 1 item 2 of this Article; 
Article 43 paragraph 5, or Article 125 paragraph 5. 

2) Performance of an investigation or measures necessary for an investigation, as stipulated in 
Article 55 or in Article 131, and mentioned in paragraph 1 item 5 of this Article; Article 55 
paragraph 3 or Article 131 paragraph 2. 

3) Orders as stipulated in Article 96 paragraph 2, and mentioned in paragraph 1 item 6 of this 
Article, Article 96 paragraph 9. 

5. The indemnity amount mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be determined by the municipal 
or prefectural Board of Education 6. Regarding the indemnity amount stipulated in the previous 
paragraph, the provisions of Article 41 paragraph 3 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

7. A municipality or prefecture shall be the defendant in a complaint based on the provisions of Article 
41 paragraph 3, which applies mutatis mutandis in the preceding paragraph. 

8. Requests for investigations regarding dispositions made by a municipal or prefectural Board of 
Education, by virtue of the competencies delegated under paragraph 1, or other exercises of public 
competencies related to item 1 statutorily delegated competencies stipulated under Article 2 
paragraph 9 item 1 of the Local Autonomy Law shall be directed to the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs. 

 
(Custody of Important Cultural Properties on Display)  
Article 185  When stipulated by a Cabinet Order, the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs may 

decide to have the Board of Education of a prefecture or designated municipality perform all or a 
portion of the duties relating to the custody of the Important Cultural Properties or Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Properties displayed under the provisions of Article 48 (including cases where this Article 
applies mutatis mutandis to Article 85)  
2. A Board of Education of a prefecture or designated city performing the duties referred to in the 

preceding paragraph by virtue of the preceding paragraph shall appoint from among their 
personnel persons who are to undertake the custody of the Important Cultural Properties or 
Important Tangible Folk-cultural Properties in question. 

 
(Trust of Execution of Repairs, etc.)  
Article 186  With respect to repairs of National Treasures or preventive measures against destruction, 

damage or theft provided for in Article 38 paragraph 1 or in Article 170, excavation of Buried Cultural 
Property provided for in Article 98 paragraph 1, restoration of Special Historic Sites, Places of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments or preventive measures against destruction, damage, deterioration 
or theft provided for in Article 123 paragraph 1 or in Article 170, the Commissioner of the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs may, when he/she deems it necessary, entrust the municipal or prefectural Boards of 
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Education with the execution of the whole or a part of such matters.  
2.  In cases where the municipal or prefectural Boards of Education act by virtue of the trust provided 

for in the preceding paragraph, the following provisions shall apply mutatis mutandis respectively: 
the provisions of Article 39, when all or part of the repairs or measures mentioned in Article 38 
paragraph 1 are to be executed; the provisions of Article 39 applying mutatis mutandis under 
Article 98 paragraph 1, when all or part of the excavation mentioned in Article 98 paragraph 1 is 
to be executed; the provisions of Article 39 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 128 
paragraph 1, when all or part of the restoration or measures mentioned in Article 78 paragraph 1 
are to be executed.  

  
(Acceptance of Trust of Custody of Important Cultural Property or Technical Guidance Thereon)  
Article 187  Upon request of the owner (the managing body, if such has been appointed) or of the custodian, 

the prefectural or municipal Board of Education may accept the trust of custody (excluding cases where 
a custodial body has been appointed), repair or restoration of the Important Cultural Property, of 
Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or of Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural 
Monument, or give technical guidance thereon.  
2. The provisions of Article 39 paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply mutatis mutandis, when the municipal 

or prefectural Board of Education accepts the trust of custody, repair or restoration under the 
preceding paragraph 1. 

 
(Channel for Presentation of Papers, etc.)  
Article 188  Reports and other papers, as well as objects, to be submitted to the Minister of Education, 

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
under the provisions of this Law with regard to the cultural property, shall go through the municipal or 
prefectural Board of Education concerned.  
2.  The municipal or prefectural Board of Education, upon receiving the papers and objects mentioned 

in the preceding paragraph, shall forward them to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology or to the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs together with 
the statement of its own opinions thereon.  

3.  Notification of orders, advice, instructions and any other kinds of disposition to be issued by the 
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or the Commissioner of the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs under the provisions of this Law with regard to cultural property, shall 
go through the municipal or prefectural Board of Education; this shall not apply, however, in cases 
of extreme urgency.  

 
(Presentation of Opinions to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs)  
Article 189  The Boards of Education of Prefectures, or of municipalities, may present their opinions to the 

Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology or to the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs concerning the preservation and utilization of the cultural properties which are 
located within their administrative districts. 

 
(Regional Cultural Properties Protection Council)  
Article 190  Any municipal or prefectural Board of Education may, in accordance with its own regulations, 

have a Regional Cultural Properties Protection Council.  
2.  The Regional Cultural Properties Council shall, upon inquiry of the prefectural or municipal Board 
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of Education concerned, investigate and deliberate important matters concerning the preservation 
and utilization of cultural properties as well as make proposals to the said Board of Education with 
respect to such matters.  

3. Particulars concerning the organization and custody of the Regional Cultural Properties Protection 
Council shall be determined by the regulations of the prefecture or municipality concerned.  

 
(Specialist-Members for Cultural Property Protection)  
Article 191  The municipal or prefectural Board of Education may have specialist-members for cultural 

property protection.  
2.  The specialist-members for cultural property protection shall from time to time make inspection 

tours of cultural properties, give guidance and advice to their owners and other related persons in 
regard to the protection of cultural properties and also undertake educational activities for 
community people on the spirit of the protection of cultural properties.  

3.  The specialist-members for cultural property protection shall serve on a part-time basis.  
 
(Classification of Duties) 
Article 192  The functions that are to be performed by municipalities or prefectures, by virtue of Article 

109 paragraph 3 and 4, which apply mutatis mutandis in Article 110 paragraph 1 and 2, Article 112 
paragraph 1, Article 110 paragraph 3, and Article 112 paragraph 4, shall be item 1 statutorily delegated 
functions stipulated under Article 2 paragraph 9 item 1 of the Local Autonomy Law. 

 
CHAPTER XIII Penal Provisions 

(Criminal Penalties) 
Article 193  Any person who has, in contravention of the provisions of Article 44, exported any Important 

Cultural Property without obtaining the permission of the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural 
Affairs shall be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding five (5) 
years or to a fine not exceeding one million (1,000,000) yen.  

 
Article 194  Any person who has, in contravention of the provisions of Article 82 exported any Important 

Tangible Folk-cultural Property without obtaining the permission of the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs shall be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not 
exceeding three (3) years or to a fine not exceeding five hundred thousand (500,000) yen.  

 
Article 195  Any person who has damaged, discarded or concealed any Important Cultural Property shall 

be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding five (5) years or to a 
fine not exceeding three hundred thousand (300,000) yen.  
2.  If the person mentioned in the preceding paragraph happens to be the owner of the Important 

Cultural Property in question, he/she shall be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, 
for a term not exceeding two (2) years or to a fine or minor fine not exceeding two hundred 
thousand (200,000) yen.  

 
Article 196  Any person who has altered the existing state of a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 

Natural Monument, or by committing any act affecting its preservation destroyed it, damaged it or 
caused it to deteriorate, shall be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not 
exceeding five (5) years or to a fine not exceeding three hundred thousand (300,000) yen.  
2.  If the person mentioned in the preceding paragraph happens to be the owner of the Historic Site, 
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Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument in question, he/she shall be liable to 
imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding two (2) years or to a fine or 
minor fine not exceeding two hundred thousand (200,000) yen.  

 
Article 197  The person who comes under any of the following items shall be liable to a fine not exceeding 

two hundred thousand (200,000) yen.  
(1)  Any person who has, in violation of the provisions of Article 43 or Article 125, altered the 
existing state of or committed an act affecting the preservation of any Important Cultural Property or 
any Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument without obtaining permission, or 
without complying with the conditions of such permission, or failed to obey an order issued to the 
violator to suspend an act of altering the existing state or affecting preservation;  
(2)  Any person who has, in contravention of the provisions of Article 96 paragraph 2, failed to obey 
the order of suspension or prohibition of an act which may lead to alteration of the existing state.  
 

Article 198  Persons coming under any of the following items shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ten 
thousand (10,000) yen; 
(1)  Any person who has refused or interfered with the execution of repair or of any measure for the 
prevention of destruction, damage or theft of a National Treasure, in contravention of the provisions of 
Article 32-2 paragraph 5 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 39 paragraph 3 (including cases 
where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 186 paragraph 2);  
(2)  Any person who has refused or interfered with the execution of excavation, in contravention of 
the provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 5 applying mutatis mutandis under Article 39 paragraph 3 
which applies mutatis mutandis under Article 98 paragraph 3 (including cases where this paragraph 
applies mutatis mutandis under Article 186 paragraph 2);  
(3)  Any person who has refused or interfered with the execution of restoration or of any measure for 
the prevention of destruction, damage, deterioration, or theft of a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic 
Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, in contravention of the provisions of Article 32-2 paragraph 5 
applying mutatis mutandis under Article 39 paragraph 3 which applies mutatis mutandis under Article 
123 paragraph 2 (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 186 
paragraph 2).  

 
Article 199  In case the representative of a juridical person, or the proxy, servant or any other employee of 

a juridical person or of a natural person has committed any of the offenses mentioned in Articles 193 
through the preceding article, in regard to the performance of duties or custody of property, the person 
who committed the action will be punished, in addition to which, the juridical or natural person will be 
fined.  

 
 
Article 200  If a person appointed as responsible for the execution of custody, repairs or restoration of any 

Important Cultural Property, Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property or Historic Site, Place of 
Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monument, in accordance with the provisions of Article 39 paragraph 1 
(including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 47 paragraph 3 
(including cases where the latter applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83, Article 123 paragraph 2, 
Article 186 paragraph 2 or Article 187 paragraph 2), Article 49 (including cases where this paragraph 
applies mutatis mutandis under Article 85), or Article 185 paragraph 2, has destroyed, damaged or led 
to the deterioration of the same property or allows it to be stolen, through negligence or serious fault in 
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duty, he/she shall be liable to a non-criminal fine not exceeding three hundred thousand (300,000) yen.  
 
Article 201  Any person to whom any of the following items applies shall be liable to a non-criminal fine 

not exceeding three hundred thousand (300,000) yen:  
(1)  Any person who has failed to obey without justifiable reasons such orders of the Commissioner 
of the Agency for Cultural Affairs as may be issued under Article 36 paragraph 1 (including cases 
where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83 and Article 192 paragraph 5) or Article 
37 paragraph 1 pertaining to the custody of an Important Cultural Property or an Important Tangible 
Folk-cultural Property, or to the repair of a National Treasure;  
(2)  Any person who has failed to obey without justifiable reasons such orders of the Commissioner 
of the Agency for Cultural Affairs as may be issued under the provisions of Article 121 paragraph 1 
(including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 172 paragraph 5) or 
Article 122 paragraph 1 pertaining to the custody of a Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monument, or to the restoration of a Special Historic Site, Place of Scenic Beauty, and/or 
Natural Monument.  

 
Article 202  Any person to whom any of the following items applies shall be liable to a non-criminal fine 

not exceeding one hundred thousand (100,000) yen:  
(1)  Any person who has, without justifiable reasons, disobeyed the restrictions, prohibitions or orders 
for provision of facilities issued under Article 45 paragraph 1; 
(2)  Any person who, in contravention of the provisions of Article 46 (including cases where this 
Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83), has failed to make the Commissioner of the Agency 
for Cultural Affairs an offer of sale to the State or after making the said offer to him/her has transferred 
the Important Cultural Property or Important Tangible Folk-cultural Property in question to any other 
party than the State within the period prescribed in paragraph 3 of Article 46 (including cases where 
this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83), or has given false statements in making an 
offer of sale under paragraph 1 of Article 46 (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis 
mutandis under Article 83) or in making an application for approval referred to in the proviso to the 
same paragraph (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 83); 
(3)  Any person who has failed to display or open the property concerned to the public, in 
contravention of the provisions of Article 48 paragraph 4 (including cases where this paragraph applies 
mutatis mutandis under Article 51 paragraph 3 (including cases where the latter paragraph applies 
mutatis mutandis under Article 85)), and Article 85, or who has, in violation of the provisions of 
Article 51 paragraph 5 (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 
51-2 (including cases where this Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 85), Article  84 
paragraph 2 and Article 85), failed to obey the order for suspension or discontinuance of such public 
viewing;  
(4)  Any person who has in violation of the provisions of Article 53 paragraphs 1, 3, or 4, opened any 
Important Cultural Property to the public without obtaining permission, or without complying with the 
conditions of such permission, or failed to obey an order for the suspension of such public viewing; 
(5)  Any person who has, in violation of the provisions of Article 54 (including cases where this 
Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 86 and Article 172 paragraph 5), Article 55, Article 68, 
(including cases where the latter Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 90 paragraph 3 and 
Article 133), or Article 130 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 172 paragraph 5), 
Article 131 and Article 140, failed to submit a report or submitted a false report, or has refused, 
interfered with or evaded the responsible officials' on-site investigation or the execution of measures 
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necessary for such investigation; 
(6)  Any person who has, in violation of the provisions of Article 92 paragraph 2, failed to obey the 
prohibition or the order for suspension or discontinuance of an act of excavation;  
(7)  Any person who has, without justifiable reasons, disobeyed restrictions, prohibitions or orders for 
provision of facilities issued under the provisions of Article 128 paragraph 1.  

 
Article 203  Any person to whom any of the following items applies shall be liable to a non-criminal fine 

not exceeding fifty thousand (50,000) yen:  
(1)  Any person who has failed to return to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology the certificate of designation of an Important Cultural Property or of an Important 
Tangible Folk-cultural Property, or to hand it over to the new owner of the property concerned in 
violation of the provisions of Article 28 paragraph 5, Article 29 paragraph 4 (including cases where 
this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 79 paragraph 2), Article 56 paragraph 2 
(including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 86), Article 59 paragraph 
6 or Article 69 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3);  
(2)  Any person who has failed to report or who has submitted a false report in violation of the 
provisions of Article 31 paragraph 3 (including cases where this paragraph applies mutatis mutandis 
under Article 60 paragraph 4, (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3), 
Article 80, Article 119 paragraph 2 ((including cases where this Article applies mutatis mutandis under 
Article 133), Article 32 (including cases where this Article applies mutatis mutandis under Article 60 
paragraph 4 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3), Article 80, Article 120 
(including application mutatis mutandis to Article 133)), Article 33 (including cases where this 
paragraph applies mutatis mutandis under Article 80 and Article 118, and Article 120 (including cases 
where these provisions apply mutatis mutandis to Article 133) Article 172 paragraph 5) Article 34, 
(including application mutatis mutandis to Article 80, Article 172 paragraph 5), Article 43-2 paragraph 
1, Article 61 and Article 62 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3), Article 
64 paragraph 1 (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90, paragraph 3 and Article 133), 
Article 65 paragraph 1, (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3), Article 73, 
Article 81 paragraph 1, the main text of Article 84 paragraph 1, Article 92 paragraph 1, Article 96 
paragraph 1, Article 115 paragraph 2, (including application mutatis mutandis to Article 120, Article 
133, and Article 172 paragraph 5), Article 127 paragraph 1, Article 136, Article 139 paragraph 1).  
(3) Any person who has refused, interfered with or evaded the execution of custody, repair or 
restoration, or measures necessary for such action, in violation of the provisions of Article 32-2 
paragraph 5, (including application mutatis mutandis to Article34-3 paragraph 2 (including application 
mutatis mutandis to Article 83), Article 60 paragraph 4, Article 63 paragraph 2, (including application 
mutatis mutandis to Article 90 paragraph 3), and Article 115 paragraph 4 (including application 
mutatis mutandis to Article 133).  

 
 

Supplementary Provisions 
 
(Date of Enforcement)  
Article 1  The date of the enforcement of this Law shall be provided for by Cabinet Order within a period 

not exceeding three (3) months from the day of its promulgation.  
 
(Abolition of Relevant Laws and Orders)  
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Article 2  The following Laws, Imperial Ordinances and Cabinet Orders are hereby abolished:  
National Treasures Preservation Law (Law No. 17 of 1929);  
Law concerning the Preservation of Important Objects of Art, etc. (Law No. 43 of 1933);  
Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments (Law No. 
44 of 1919) ;  
Ordinance for the Enforcement of the National Treasures Preservation Law (Imperial Ordinance No. 
210 of 1929); 
Ordinance for the Enforcement of the Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic 
Beauty and Natural Monuments (Imperial Ordinance No. 499 of 1919);  
Regulations governing the Organization of the National Treasures Preservation Society (Imperial 
Ordinance No. 211 of 1929);  
Order for the Important Art Objects, etc. Research Council (Cabinet Order No. 251 of 1949);  
Order for the Research Council on Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments 
(Cabinet Order No. 252 of 1949).  

 
(Transitional Provisions consequential upon Abolition of Laws and Orders)  
Article 3  The designation of National Treasures made prior to the enforcement of this Law under the 

provisions of Article 1 of the National Treasures Preservation Law (excluding the cases where the 
annulment thereof has been made pursuant to Article 11 paragraph 1 of the same Law) shall be deemed 
as the designation of Important Cultural Properties under Article 27 paragraph 1 of this Law, and the 
permission given pursuant to Article 3 or 4 of that Law shall be deemed as permission under Article 43 
or 44 of this Law.  
2.  With respect to the destruction or damage of National Treasures which may have occurred prior to 

the enforcement of this Law, orders which were given in accordance with Article 7 paragraph 1 of 
the National Treasures Preservation Law prior to the enforcement of this Law, and subsidies which 
were granted in accordance with the first part of Article 15 of the same Law prior to the 
enforcement of this Law, the provisions of Articles 7 to 10 inclusive, the latter part of Article 15, 
and Article 24 of that Law shall continue to be in force. In this case, "the competent Ministers" in 
Article 9 paragraph 2 of that same Law shall read "the National Commission for Protection of 
Cultural Properties."  

3.   With regard to the punishment of acts committed prior to the enforcement of this Law, the 
provisions of the National Treasures Preservation Law, excepting Articles 6 and 23 shall continue 
to be in force.  

4.   Any person who owns, at the time of the enforcement of this Law, any National Treasure 
designated under Article 1 of the National Treasures Preservation Law, shall report to the 
Commission stating particulars prescribed by the Regulations of the Commission, within three (3) 
months from the time of the enforcement of this Law.  

5 .  When the report mentioned in the preceding paragraph has been filed, the Commission shall issue 
to the owner concerned a certificate of designation of Important Cultural Property as prescribed in 
Article 28 of this Law.  

6.   Any person who, in contravention of the provision of paragraph 4, has failed to report or has filed 
a false report shall be liable to a non-criminal fine not exceeding five thousand (5,000) yen.  

7.   The head of the Ministry or Agency having control, at the time of the enforcement of this Law, 
over any National Treasure designated under Article 1 of the National Treasures Preservation Law 
shall, within three (3) months from the time of the enforcement of this Law, notify the 
Commission in writing, stating particulars prescribed by the Regulations of the Commission; 
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however, this shall not apply if otherwise provided for by the Regulations of the Commission.  
8.  When the notification has been made according to the preceding paragraph, the Commission shall 

issue to the head of the Ministry or Agency concerned a certificate of designation of Important 
Cultural Property as prescribed in Article 28 of this Law.  

 
Article 4  With respect to the objects classified under the provisions of Article 2 paragraph 1 of the Law 

concerning the Preservation of Important Objects of Art, etc. up to the time of the enforcement of this 
Law, the old Law shall continue to be in force for the time being. In this case, the affairs concerning 
the operation of that Law shall be conducted by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs 
and "the National Treasures" occurring therein shall read "the Important Cultural Properties under the 
provisions of the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties " "the competent Minister" reading "the 
Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs" and "designate the same objects as National 
Treasures in accordance with Article 1 of the National Treasures Preservation Law" reading "the 
preceding Article."  
2. The Council for Cultural Affairs shall, in response to the consultation instituted by the 

Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs, undertake for the time being investigations and 
deliberations respecting matters concerning the annulment of recognition under Article 2 
paragraph 1 of the Law concerning the Preservation of Important Objects of Art, etc., and shall 
submit to the said Commissioner such proposals as may be deemed necessary with reference to 
these matters. 

3.  With respect to the operation of the Law concerning the Preservation of Important Objects of Art, 
etc., the provisions of Article 188 of the present Law shall for the time being apply mutatis 
mutandis 

 
Article 5  The designation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and/or Natural Monuments made 

prior to the enforcement of this Law, in accordance with the provisions of Article 1 paragraph 1 of the 
Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments (excepting 
cases where the designation has been annulled) shall be regarded as designation made in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 90 paragraph 1 of this Law; provisional designation made in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 1 paragraph 2 of the said old Law (excepting cases where the designation 
has been annulled) shall be regarded as provisional designation made in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 110 paragraph 1 of this Law; and permission given in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 3 of the said old Law shall be regarded as permission given in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 125 paragraph 1 of this Law.  
2.  With respect to orders issued or dispositions made prior to the enforcement of this Law, in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 4 paragraph 1 of the Law for the Preservation of 
Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments, the provisions of Article 4 of the 
said Law and of Article 4 of the Ordinance for the Enforcement of the said Law shall continue to 
be in force. In this case, "the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, and Science" occurring in 
Article 4 of the said Ordinance shall read "the National Commission for Protection of Cultural 
Properties."  

3.  For punishment of acts committed prior to the enforcement of this Law, the Law for the 
Preservation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments shall continue to 
be in force. 
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(Former National Museums)  
Article 6  Unless otherwise provided for by Laws (including orders thereunder) the former National 

Museums and the personnel thereof (excepting the Research Institutes of Art and personnel thereof) 
shall be the National Museums and the personnel thereof under this Law and the Research Institutes of 
Art attached to the former National Museums and the personnel thereof shall be the Research Institutes 
and the personnel thereof under this Law, and shall retain their respective identities.  
2.  The Tokyo National Research Institute of Cultural Properties under this Law shall be able to use 

the name of "Research Institute of Art," with respect to the researches and studies equivalent to 
those managed by the Research Institutes of Art attached to the former National Museums.  

 
(Interest-free National Subsidies)  
Article 7  For those owners or custodial bodies of Important Cultural Properties eligible for subsidies under 

the provisions of Article 35, paragraph 1, the government shall loan at no interest part of the funds 
required for costs related to eligible items under Article 2, paragraph 1, item 2 of the Special Measures 
Law concerning the Promotion of Social Capital Adjustment Utilizing Revenues from Sales of Nippon 
Telegraph and Telephone Corporation Shares, within the limitations of the budget.  

2) The term for repayment of government loans mentioned in the previous paragraph shall be no longer than 
five years, as established by cabinet order. 
3) Matters other than those established under the preceding paragraph, the method of repayment for loans 
under the provisions of paragraph 1, extension of the term of repayment, or other matters related to 
repayment, shall be established by cabinet order. 
4) When the government extends a loan to the owners or custodial bodies of Important Cultural Properties 
according to the provisions of paragraph 1, an amount equivalent to the amount of the loan shall be granted 
as a subsidy for the custody of the Important Cultural Property which is the object of the loan in question; 
that subsidy shall be granted, in an amount equivalent to the amount loaned, when the loan is repaid. 
5) In cases where the repayment date established based on the provisions of paragraph 1 and paragraph 3 for 
interest-free loans received by owners or custodial bodies of Important Cultural Properties under the 
provisions of paragraph 1 has been extended (excluding cases established by cabinet order), regarding 
application of the provisions of the preceding paragraph, that repayment shall be considered to have been 
done when the relevant repayment date arrives.  
6) In cases where the government extends a no-interest loan based on the provisions of paragraph 1, the 
following provisions shall apply with the following changes in wording: in Article 35 paragraph 2, the word 
“grant” shall read “lend”, “subsidy” shall read “loan”, “custody or repair” shall read “custody”, and in 
paragraph 3 of the same article, “grant” shall read “lend”, “custody or repair” shall read “custody”.  
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